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Thisbookis humbly dedicated to my dear Mother and to my Teacher,
the Im¥m of our time, Mawl¥n¥ al-Shaykh

Mu^ammad N¥·im ‘®dil al-±aqq¥nÏ al-Qubru|Ï
as well as the pious Im¥ms of the Salaf and those who imitate them

until the Day of Resurrection.



}O you who believe! Obey All¥h, and obey the Messenger and those of you
who are in authority{ (4:59). 

}Question the People of the Remembrance if you know not{ (16:43, 21:7). 

}Are those who know equal with those who know not? But only people of
understanding will pay heed{ (39:9).



±adÏth of the Prophet œ: “Could they not ask if they knew not? The only cure
for ignorance is to ask!”1

“If the Companions made ablution to the wrists I swear I would have done the
same, even as I read the verse of ablution as stating }to the elbows{ (5:6).”

(Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï)

“M¥lik and the rest of the Im¥ms [of fiqh], similarly Ab‰ al-Q¥sim [al-Junayd
and the rest of the Im¥ms of ta|awwuf ] are the guides of this Umma. Therefore
the imitation (taqlÏd) of one of those authorities [in each of the two fields] is
obligatory. This was stated by the [learned] Folk in unmistakable terms.”

(Al-Laq¥nÏ, Jawharat al-Taw^Ïd)

1 Narrated from J¥bir by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, al-D¥rimÏ, and A^mad.
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xix

Chains of Transmission for the 
Citations in This Book

After rendering glory, praise, and thanks to All¥h together with bless-
ings and fragrant greetings of peace upon the Im¥m of the Godwary
People of God: The weak slave who hopes for the forgiveness of his
Lord, the author, GibrÏl Fou¥d ±add¥d, was honored with added con-
nection and lineage in faith, in the form of unbroken narrative links,
to the eminent works cited in this book beginning with its main
sources cited below. I narrate these works by permission (ij¥za) from
the Inheritors of the Prophet œ blessed with the lights of both com-
munal and special Friendship as well as the nobility of narration and
±adÏth Science. These Teachers include the blessed recipient and
chronicler of the as¥nÏd of the senior Masters of transmission East and
West in our time, Shaykh Mu^ammad ibn al-Sayyid Ibr¥hÏm al-
Ya‘q‰bÏ; the chronicler of the Damascene heritage, Shaykh
Mu^ammad Mu~Ï‘ al-±¥fi·; the vast recipient of the senior Masters
East and West, Shaykh Mu^ammad TaysÏr al-Makhz‰mÏ; Shaykh
±usayn A^mad ‘Usayr¥n al-ßayd¥wÏ – all of the above among the
Shaykhs of Syro-Palestine; then the late Shaykh al-Isl¥m of Ahl al-
Sunna in the two Sanctuaries, Shaykh Mu^ammad ibn al-Sayyid ‘AlawÏ
al-M¥likÏ; and the noble spokesman of Ahl al-Sunna and the People of
Ta|awwuf, Shaykh Y‰suf ibn al-Sayyid H¥shim al-Rif¥‘Ï.

Main Sources
The main sources used for this work are the encyclopedia of ~abaq¥t or
synchronic biographies ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ wa->abaq¥t al-A|fiy¥’
(“Adornment of the Saints and Biographical Layers of the Pure”) by
the ±adÏth Master and ß‰fÏ historian of A|bah¥n Ab‰ Nu‘aym;
TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t (“Emendation of the Names and Terms”)
by the arch-Saint and Master of Damascus, Mu^yÏ al-DÏn Ya^y¥ ibn
Sharaf al-NawawÏ; Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (“Lives of the Eminent
Nobility”) and Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (“Memorial of the ±adÏth
Masters”) both peerless works of synchronic biography by the fore-
most Damascene Master of ±adÏth and its sciences, Shams al-DÏn
al-DhahabÏ; his student, Q¥\Ï al-Qu\¥t, Shaykh al-Isl¥m T¥j al-DÏn Ibn
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al-SubkÏ’s masterpiece of ±adÏth science, history, synchronic biogra-
phy, heresiography, and literature, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥
(“Major Biographical Layers of the Sh¥fi‘Ïs”); the M¥likÏ ±adÏth
Master Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s al-Intiq¥’ fÏ Fa\¥’il al-A’immat al-Thal¥that al-
Fuqah¥’ (“Merits of the Three Jurist Im¥ms”); the paramount
historian and Master of the ±adÏth sciences al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ’s
T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (“History of Baghd¥d”); and the works of the absolute
Im¥m in ±adÏth, immaculate Shaykh al-Isl¥m, and ±¥fi· par excel-
lence, Ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ.

Dates and Websites
Dates in the text and footnotes are usually HijrÏ while publication
dates in the bibliography are usually Gregorian. Not all the material
on the websites cited in this book is necessarily endorsed or approved
by the author.

Abbreviations
‘Abd al-Razz¥q = His Mu|annaf in ±abÏb al-Ra^m¥n al-A‘·amÏ’s 11-volume 

edition.
Ab‰ D¥w‰d = His Sunan.
Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ = His Musnad.
A^mad = His Musnad in Shu‘ayb al-Arna’‰~’s 50-volume edition.
Al-Bazz¥r = His Musnad.
Bid¥ya = Ibn Kat^Ïr’s al-Bid¥ya wal-Nih¥ya in the D¥r al-Ma‘¥rif edition.
Al-Bukh¥rÏ = His ßa^Ï^.
Al-D¥rimÏ = His Sunan in al-GhamrÏ’s 10-vol. edition Fat^ al-Mann¥n.
Al-DhahabÏ’s Siyar = His Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ in the 19-volume D¥r al-Fikr 

edition unless otherwise stated.
Fat^, Fat^ al-B¥rÏ = By Ibn ±ajar in the 13-volume ‘Abd al-B¥qÏ edition.
Al-±¥kim = His Mustadrak in the original 4-volume Hyderabad edition.
Al-HaythamÏ = His Majma‘ al-Zaw¥’id in the 10-volume edition.
Ibn AbÏ Shayba = His Mu|annaf in Kam¥l al-±‰t’s 7-volume edition.
Ibn ‘As¥kir = His T¥rÏkh Dimashq in the 70-volume D¥r al-Fikr edition.
Ibn ±ibb¥n = His ßa^Ï^ in al-Arna’‰~’s 18-volume Ris¥la edition.
Ibn M¥jah = His Sunan.
Ibn Sa‘d = His >abaq¥t al-Kubr¥ in the 8-volume D¥r ß¥dir edition.
I|¥ba = Ibn ±ajar’s al-I|¥ba fÏ TamyÏz al-ßa^¥ba in the 8-volume edition.
Kanz = Al-HindÏ’s Kanz al-‘Umm¥l.
Muslim = His ßa^Ï^.
Al-Nas¥’Ï = His (“Minor”) Sunan (al-Mujtab¥).
Al-TirmidhÏ = His Sunan.
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Commendation by al-Sayyid Y‰suf H¥shim al-Rif¥‘Ï

Founder and principal, al-Im¥n SharÏ‘a School, Kuwait
World spiritual leader of the Rif¥‘Ï ß‰fÏ path founded by his ancestor
President, World Union of Islamic Propagation and Information

Author of books on contemporary issues, law, and history
Former State Minister of the State of Kuwait

in  the  name of  all®h all-beneficent most  merciful

We praise and thank Him and we greet his noble Messenger and his Family
and Companions! To proceed:
The dear brother, teacher, accomplished researcher and writer, GibrÏl
±add¥d, who was born in Lebanon, emigrated to the United States where he
accepted Isl¥m, and presently resides in Damascus, who follows the Sh¥fi‘Ï
Madhhab and the NaqshbandÏ >arÏqa, has asked me to write a few lines on this
book of his entitled The Lives and Works of the Four Im¥ms. I welcomed his
request and gladly responded as the author has taken great care to clarify the
following topics in his book:

1 – The importance and precedence of the Fiqh and comprehension of the
noble ±adÏth over and above its mere transmission, narration, and memoriza-
tion.

2 – The highlighting of simple living and sufism in the life of Im¥m A^mad
ibn ±anbal – All¥h be well-pleased with him – together with his love and pro-
found respect for the great ß‰fÏ Friends of God in his time and those of their
disciples and students that attended his gatherings.

3 – He demonstrated, without leaving any room for doubt, the difference and
distinction between what is meant by the forbidden type of theology (kal¥m) in
the terminology of the early Ulema of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a – namely the dis-
course of the Mu‘tazila, the Qadariyya, the Jabriyya, and their likes – and what is
meant by the Sunni science of kal¥m which is intimately synonymous with the
science of monotheism (‘ilm al-taw^Ïd) and that of the fundamental principles
of the Religion (u|‰l al-dÏn). None of the foremost references among the
books of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a is devoid of this [latter type of SunnÏ Kal¥m],
beginning with the Im¥ms of our righteous Predecessors among the Ahl al-
±adÏth, the Ash‘arÏs, and the M¥turÏdÏs.
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4 – The highlighting and affirmation of the tolerance, generosity of spirit, and
acceptance of divergent opinion that characterized our Predecessors among
the Four Im¥ms – All¥h Most High be well-pleased with them. Such ethics
must be our model and the standard followed by the contemporary genera-
tions of Muslim missionaries and students of the noble Knowledge.

5 – Drawing attention to the division of innovation (bid‘a) given by Im¥m al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï between good and bad (^asana wa-sayyi’a), a division followed after him
by the Scholars of his School such as al-‘Izz ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, al-NawawÏ, Ibn
±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ, then the remainder of the Ulema of the other Schools who
accepted this division except for the odd man out.

There is no doubt that these important matters which the author addressed
– may All¥h Most High reward him amply – are among the imperative needs
and the basic fundamentals of our time and the time to come. This is especially
true for both immigrant and new Muslims in the West who lack the reliable
and trustworthy references in such Law-related issues. For we now witness
much arrogance from semi-Ulema militant in summoning people to “free and
rid themselves” of the Schools of the Salaf and discard their consummate
Jurisprudence, which this mercy-bearing Muslim Umma has long since
endorsed, generation after generation!

I ask All¥h Most High that He cause this effort to benefit all and grant its
author and publisher thanks and reward. May All¥h grant the author success –
since he excels in both Arabic and English – in translating it  and publishing it
in Arabic so that its usefulness will be complete and reach all Muslims East and
West. All¥h hears supplication and is able over all things! And may All¥h send
blessings and greetings of peace upon our Master Mu^ammad and his Family
and Companions.

Written by the mortal hand of
Y‰suf ibn al-Sayyid H¥shim ibn al-Sayyid A^mad al-Rif¥‘Ï al-±usaynÏ

All¥h Most High forgive him!
Mizza, Damascus
26 Jum¥d¥ al-®khira 1423
3 September 2002
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W
}In the Name of All¥h All-Beneficent Most Merciful{

Praise, glory, and thanks belong to All¥h Most High Whose bless-
ings cannot be encompassed! Blessings and salutations of peace upon
His Beloved Messenger and greatest Mercy, our Master Mu^ammad
œ, and upon his Family and Companions! Of the immense kindness
of our Lord – after Faith – is the love and following of those He has
greatly favored with the Inheritance of the Holy Prophet œ: the learn-
ing that saves here and hereafter. All¥h extols them in His Book:

}The erudite alone among His bondsmen fear All¥h{ (35:28),

}And those who are of sound instruction say: We believe therein;
the whole is from our Lord; but only men of understanding really
heed{ (3:7),

}All¥h will exalt those who believe among you, and those who have
knowledge, to high ranks; All¥h is informed of what you do{ (58:11).

At the forefront of those Divinely-supported guiding stars and arks
of safety are the men and women All¥h Most High chose as
Companions for His perfected Beloved, followed, in his own words s,
by those who kept company with them, then the next generation.
Among them rose figures of exceptional learning, piety, and intelli-
gence who codified the Science of Life and Death every human being
needs: correct belief, pristine worship, and upright living, known as a
whole by the word Religion. This corpus of living knowledge both
derives from and elucidates the Qur’¥n; the Sunna of the Prophet œ

1
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is its second foundation; all as transmitted and explained by his
ßa^¥ba to the T¥bi‘Ïn. Thus rose the Madh¥hib or “Paths” – the noble
Schools of Law.

By the Divine will, four of these Schools have crossed the centuries as
the Muslims’ qibla of apprenticeship in the way of pleasing their Lord,
just as the four walls of the magnificent Ka‘ba form the qibla of their
adoration of Him and the four Rightly-Guided Caliphs – All¥h be
pleased with them! – were the qibla of their loyalty as the citizens of His
kingdom on earth.

The reward of the founders of the four Madh¥hib is incalculable. By
throwing open the gates of salvation and clearing its ways they gave
birth to us – as does every teacher of the DÏn – in the “world without
end.” This book is a drop in the ocean of thanks owed our spiritual par-
ents – as Im¥m al-NawawÏ called them. Through it the readers may
learn more about our magnificent Predecessors. May it renew our 
spiritual and intellectual lineage with them, with the Last Prophet œ,
and with the All-Cherishing, Most Generous God.

May All¥h forgive the mistakes of this book and garland with its
acceptance the names of His Friends in the hearts of His English-
speaking seekers.

}And those who came into the faith after them say: Our Lord! Forgive
us and our brethren who were before us in the faith,

and place not in our hearts any rancour toward those who believe.
Our Lord! You are Full of Pity, Merciful{ (59:10).

Damascus, 27 Dh‰l-Qi‘da 1423 / 30 January 2003





The Four Im¥ms
and their Schools
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ABƒ ±AN¬FA AL-NU‘M®N 2g

All¥h Be Well-Pleased with Him

Al-nu‘m®n ibn th®bit ibn K¥w‰s ibn Hurmuz ibn
Marzub¥n al-TaymÏ, al-Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfag (80-150), called
“the True FaqÏh” by M¥lik, “the Im¥m” by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, FaqÏh al-

Milla by al-DhahabÏ, and “the Im¥m, one of those who have reached
the sky” by Ibn ±ajar, the first of the four mujtahid Im¥ms whose
School survived to our time and acquired the greatest following
among the SunnÏ Schools, is known in the Community as “The
Greatest Im¥m” (al-Im¥m al-a‘·am). Ab‰ Mu‘¥wiya al-™arÏr – the trust-
worthy ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad ibn Kh¥zim al-TaymÏ al-Sa‘dÏ
al-K‰fÏ (d. 195) – said: “Love of Ab‰ ±anÏfa is part of the Sunna.”

The Prophet’s œ Allusion to Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Im¥m al-KawtharÏ said that the Im¥m is generally considered an
Iraqi of Persian origin.3 Al-Q¥rÏ4 said Ab‰ ±anÏfa – said to be a descen-
dent of S¥s¥n, the Persian king – is foretold by the Prophet œ in the
^adÏth: “Were belief (al-Ïm¥n) to be found at the Pleiades, a man from
those people (pointing to Salm¥n al-F¥risÏ g) would go there to
obtain it.”5 Another version states: “Were knowledge (al-‘ilm) hang-
ing at the Pleiades, people – or: a man – from Persia would go there to
obtain it.”6 Hence Ab‰ Hurayra used to pay special attention to the
Persians and say to them: “Draw near, Ban‰ Farr‰kh! For if knowl-
edge were hanging at the Pleiades, there would be, among you, one/

2 Main sources: al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (13:324-356); al-DhahabÏ, Man¥qib AbÏ
±anÏfa (p. 22-36) and Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (1:168); Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb
(10:450); Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (10:114); al-Suy‰~Ï, TabyÏ\ al-ßa^Ïfa (p. 94-95); al-HaytamÏ,
al-Khayr¥t al-±is¥n; al-ß¥li^Ï, ‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n.

3 Al-KawtharÏ, I^q¥q al-±aqq (p. 39).
4 In Shar^ ‘Ayn al-‘Ilm (1874 ed. 1:36).
5 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, and al-TirmidhÏ.
6 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by A^mad with good chains through Shahr ibn

±awshab cf. al-HaythamÏ (10:64) and al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (3:972) and Siyar
(Ris¥la ed. 10:210, 14:11); Ibn al-Ghi~rÏf (d. 377) in his Juz’ (p. 99 §57); Ab‰ Nu‘aym in
the ±ilya (1985 ed. 6:64); Ibn ±ibb¥n (16:299 §7309); al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n
(4:342 §5330); and in A^¥dÏth al-Sh¥m‰khÏ (d. 443) (p. 23 §3). Ibn ±azm in al-I^k¥m
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those who would take it.”7 Another version states “the Religion” (al-
dÏn).8

Ab‰ ±anÏfa is the Only T¥bi‘Ï among the Four Im¥ms

He is the first of the four mujtahid Im¥ms and the only Successor
(t¥bi‘Ï) among them, having definitely seen the Companion Anas ibn
M¥lik g (d. 91) in Ba|ra but – according to WalÏ al-DÏn al-‘Ir¥qÏ, al-
Sakh¥wÏ, and al-Q¥rÏ – without reporting from him,9 probably also
‘Abd All¥h ibn AbÏ Awf¥ in K‰fa according to Ibn ±ajar as reported by

6:288) declared this wording “|a^Ï^ without the slightest doubt” but his purpose is to dis-
credit the narration predicting M¥lik. A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ’s claim that this wording is
forged – cf. ‘Abd All¥h al-Ghum¥rÏ’s Bida‘ al-Taf¥sÏr (p. 179-181) – is incorrect.

7 Narrated by Ab‰ Khaythama in al-‘Ilm (p. 21 §82) with a chain of ßa^Ï^ayn narra-
tors.

8 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim and from Ibn Mas‘‰d by al->abar¥nÏ in al-
KabÏr (10:204 §10470).

9 Al-Kha~Ïb in his T¥rÏkh (4:207) narrated from al-D¥raqu~nÏ the latter’s denial that
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al-Q¥rÏ in Shar^ Musnad AbÏ ±anÏfa, and possibly also Sahl ibn Sa‘d 
al-S¥‘idÏ in MadÏna, Ab‰ al->ufayl ‘®mir ibn W¥thila in Makka,
‘Abd All¥h ibn Unays, ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-±¥rith ibn Jaz’ al-ZabÏdÏ, and
‘®’isha bint ‘Ajrad.10

It is narrated that Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s father carried his infant son to ‘AlÏ
g and that the latter supplicated for him and his progeny. Ism¥‘Ïl ibn
±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa said: “We have hope that All¥h u answered
the supplication of ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib.”11

His Authorities and Disciples in ±adÏth

Ibn ±ajar in his TahdhÏb and others said that Ab‰ ±anÏfa narrated
^adÏth from ‘A~¥’ ibn AbÏ Rab¥^, al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, ‘®|im ibn AbÏ al-
Nuj‰d, ‘Alqama ibn Marthad, ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ Sulaym¥n (d.120),
al-±akam ibn ‘Utayba, Salama ibn Kuhayl, Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad ibn
‘AlÏ, ‘AlÏ ibn al-Aqmar, Ziy¥d ibn ‘Alaqa, Sa‘Ïd ibn Masr‰q al-ThawrÏ,
‘AdÏ ibn Th¥bit al-An|¥rÏ, ‘A~iyya ibn Sa‘Ïd al-‘AwfÏ, Ab‰ Sufy¥n al-
Sa‘dÏ, ‘Abd al-KarÏm Ab‰ Umayya, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-An|¥rÏ, and
Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa among others l.

From him narrated: his son ±amm¥d, Ibr¥hÏm ibn >ahm¥n,
±amza ibn ±abÏb al-Zayy¥t, Zufar ibn al-Hudhayl, Ab‰ Y‰suf al-Q¥\Ï,
Ab‰ Ya^y¥ al-±amm¥nÏ, ‘¬s¥ ibn Y‰nus, WakÏ‘, YazÏd ibn Zuray‘, Asad
ibn ‘Amr al-BajalÏ, ±akk¥m ibn Ya‘l¥ ibn Salm al-R¥zÏ, Kh¥rija ibn
Mu|‘ab, ‘Abd al-MajÏd ibn AbÏ Raw¥\, ‘AlÏ ibn Mus-hir, Mu^ammad
ibn Bishr al-‘AbdÏ, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q, Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-
Shayb¥nÏ, Mu|‘ab ibn al-Miqd¥m, Ya^y¥ ibn Yam¥n, Ab‰ ‘I|ma N‰^
ibn AbÏ Maryam, Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-MuqrÏ, Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-Fa\l
ibn Dukayn, Ab‰ ‘®|im, and others l.

Ab‰ ±anÏfa had ever seen Anas ibn M¥lik. Al-Suy‰~Ï asserted the sighting in TabyÏ\ al-
ßa^Ïfa (p. 5). Y‰suf (ibn ±asan) ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ al-±anbalÏ, known as Ibn al-Mibrad
(840-909) wrote a large volume (still unpublished) on the merits of Ab‰ ±anÏfa titled
TanwÏr al-ßa^Ïfa bi-Man¥qib al-Im¥m AbÏ ±anÏfa in which he said: “Among those who show
fanaticism against Ab‰ ±anÏfa is al-D¥raqu~nÏ.” This is quoted in Ibn ‘®bidÏn’s ±ashiyat
Radd al-Mu^t¥r (1:37). ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda in his commentary of al-LacknawÏ’s
al-Raf‘ wal-TakmÏl (p. 70 n. 1) also said: “Al-D¥raqu~nÏ’s fanaticism against Ab‰ ±anÏfa is
well-known” and he gives several sources listing the scholars who said the same.

10 See al-ßafadÏ’s al-W¥fÏ bil-Wafay¥t (5:406) and al-LacknawÏ’s Sanad al-An¥m Shar^
Musnad al-Im¥m and Iq¥mat al-±ujja (p. 83-89) in addition to the references cited in this
entry.

11 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (13:326).
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His Trustworthy Rank in ±adÏth Narration

Mu^ammad ibn Sa‘d al-‘AwfÏ said: I heard Ibn Ma‘Ïn say: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa
was trustworthy (thiqa), he did not narrate any ^adÏth except what he
had memorized, nor did he narrate what he had not memorized.”
ß¥li^ ibn Mu^ammad al-AsadÏ reported the same from Ibn Ma‘Ïn.12

His Musnad
Ab‰ ±anÏfa narrated an amount of ̂ adÏths with his chains back to the
Prophet œ. His narrations were collected by various ̂ adÏth Masters to
form about seventeen parts, each titled Musnad AbÏ ±anÏfa, the whole
exceeding in size the Musnad and Sunan of Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. The
chains of these Mas¥nÏd were collected by al-ß¥li^Ï in his ‘Uq‰d al-
Jum¥n. Commentaries were given by al-Q¥rÏ (in Shar^ Musnad AbÏ
±anÏfa) and al-ZabÏdÏ (in ‘Uq‰d al-Jaw¥hir al-MunÏfa) among others,
the most complete study probably being the four-volume al-Maw¥hib
al-La~Ïfa ‘al¥ Musnad AbÏ ±anÏfa by the ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad
‘®bid al-SindÏ.

Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Major Early Colleagues

The two foremost colleagues of the Im¥m, known as “the Two
Companions” (al-|¥^ib¥n) or “the Two Shaykhs” (al-shaykh¥n) in the
±anafÏ compendiums, are the major Jurists Ab‰ Y‰suf and
Mu^ammad, respectively Ab‰ Y‰suf Ya‘q‰b ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn ±abÏb al-
An|¥rÏ, a descendant of the Companion Ab‰ Duj¥na, and Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ. The latter also studied
under Ab‰ Y‰suf then al-Sh¥fi‘Ï studied under him. Third in order of
importance, although older than both of them, came Zufar ibn al-
Hudhayl. All of them died in Baghd¥d. There were many more
besides them.

abƒ yƒsuf 13

The Q¥\Ï, the Im¥m, the erudite Jurist of the Iraqis, Ya‘q‰b ibn
Ibr¥hÏm ibn ±abÏb ibn Khunays ibn Sa‘d ibn ±abta [= Sa‘d ibn ‘Awf

12 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817). We refuted at length the weak
claim that some declared Ab‰ ±anÏfa weak in ±adÏth in the last volume of the
Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine.

13 Main sources: al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (1:292-294) and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,
al-Intiq¥’ (p. 329-331).
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ibn Ba^Ïr or Bujayr g] al-BajalÏ al-An|¥rÏ al-K‰fÏ —g (113-182)is no.
42 in the sixth biographical layer of the ^adÏth Masters just before
Ab‰ Mu‘¥wiya Mu^ammad ibn Kh¥zim al-K‰fÏ al-™arÏr (d. 195) in al-
DhahabÏ’s Tadhkirat al-±uff¥·. His ancestor Sa‘d ibn ±abta – ±abta
being his mother’s name – fought hard at the battle of the Trench
despite his young age so that the Prophet œ asked him his name and
said: “All¥h make your grandfather happy! Come near!” Then he
wiped his head and supplicated for him.14

Ab‰ Y‰suf took ^adÏth from Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa, Ab‰ Is^¥q al-
Shayb¥nÏ, ‘A~¥’ ibn al-S¥’ib, and their layer. From him took
Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ, A^mad ibn ±anbal, Bishr ibn
al-WalÏd al-KindÏ, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn – who praised him and recom-
mended him –, ‘AlÏ ibn al-Ja‘d, ‘AlÏ ibn Muslim al->‰sÏ, ‘Amr ibn AbÏ
‘Amr, and others. He began the pursuit of knowledge early. Al->abarÏ
narrates that Ab‰ Y‰suf was first a student of Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n ibn AbÏ Layl¥, then Ab‰ ±anÏfa. His father was poor, so Ab‰
±anÏfa supported Ab‰ Y‰suf regularly. The latter narrates:

My father died when I was little and my mother placed me with a
bleacher. I used to pass by Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s circle and sit there. My
mother would follow me, take me by the hand, away from the
gathering, and return me to the bleacher’s shop. Then I would
escape again and, against her wishes, sit with Ab‰ ±anÏfa. One
day she had had enough and went to him, shouting, “This boy is
an orphan with nothing to his name except what I feed him from
my spinning, and you are spoiling him and causing my ruin!”
Ab‰ ±anÏfa said, “Woman, be quiet! He is right here, learning
the Science, and he shall be feasting on flour and honey pastries
with pistachio butter (f¥l‰dhaj) in dishes of turquoise
(fayr‰zaj)!” She replied, “You are an old man who has lost his
senses!” Later, when I became a judge, I was with [H¥r‰n] al-
RashÏd one day when they brought flour and honey pastry in a
dish of turquoise and H¥r‰n said to me, “Eat from this!” Seeing
this, I smiled. When he pressed me to say why, I told him what
Ab‰ ±anÏfa had said. He replied, “Truly, knowledge raises one’s

14 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 330) and al-IstÏ‘¥b (2:584=2:51) and
al-SuhaylÏ in al-Raw\ al-Unuf (3:247), the latter without the words “All¥h make your
grandfather happy.”
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state both in life and in the hereafter. All¥h have mercy on Ab‰
±anÏfa! He used to see with the eyes of the mind what cannot be
seen with the eyes of the head.”15

Ab‰ Y‰suf prayed two hundred daily supererogatory rak‘as even after
he became the head judge of Iraq, an office he held under three
caliphs: al-MahdÏ, al-H¥dÏ, and al-RashÏd, the last of whom held him in
the highest esteem.

‘AlÏ ibn ±armala said that after every prayer Ab‰ Y‰suf would say: “O
All¥h! Forgive me and Ab‰ ±anÏfa.” Among his sayings: “Whoever pur-
sues the rarities of ^adÏth will lie, whoever pursues wealth through
alchemy will be poor, and whoever studies the Religion through [non-
Sunni] kal¥m will become a heretic.” Several Im¥ms spoke in similar
terms. Al-Awz¥‘Ï said: “Whoever holds on to the rare and unusual posi-
tions of the Scholars has left Isl¥m.”16 Al-ThawrÏ said: “Whoever
pursues the rare and the unusual has gathered up all evil.” Something
similar is related from ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ.17 Sulaym¥n al-
TaymÏ said: “If you take the dispensation (rukh|a) or error (zalla) of
every ‘®lim , you will become the gathering point of every evil.”18

The writer of these lines narrates by permission (ij¥za) from al-
Sayyid Mu^ammad ibn al-Sayyid Ibr¥hÏm al-Ya‘q‰bÏ, from the late
MuftÏ of Sh¥m al-Sayyid Ab‰ al-Yusr ‘®bidÏn, from his grandfather the
AmÏn al-Fatw¥ of Sh¥m al-Sayyid ‘Abd al-GhanÏ ‘®bidÏn (d. 1307), from
the Mu^addith and Musnid of Sh¥m al-Shaykh ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn
Mu^ammad al-KuzbarÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï the grandson, (1184-1262), from
Shaykh Mu|~af¥ ibn Mu^ammad al-Ra^matÏ al-±anafÏ al-DimashqÏ al-
MadanÏ al-Ayy‰bÏ al-An|¥rÏ (1135-1205), from the ‘®rif al-Shaykh
‘Abd al-GhanÏ al-N¥bulusÏ (d. 1143) – who granted the request of
Shaykh Mu|~af¥’s father for an ij¥za to his young son19 – from Najm al-
DÏn Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-GhazzÏ (d. 1061), from his father
Badr al-DÏn Mu^ammad al-GhazzÏ al-‘®mirÏ al-DimashqÏ (d. 984),

15 In Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (10:180). Al-KawtharÏ doubted its authenticity.
16 Cited by al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (1997 ed. 7:99).
17 See p. 427  (epigraph)
18 Narrated by Ibn al-Ja‘d in his Musnad (p. 200), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-

‘Ilm (2:927 §1766-1767) cf. Ibn ±azm, I^k¥m (6:883), and ‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ, ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d
(13:187).

19 Cf. Mu^ammad JamÏl al-Sha~~Ï, A‘y¥n Dimashq (p. 276-277).
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from Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-Q¥\Ï Zakariyy¥ ibn Mu^ammad al-An|¥rÏ (d.
926), from the ±¥fi· Ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ (d. 852), from Ab‰ al-
‘Abb¥s Shih¥b al-DÏn A^mad ibn ‘Umar ibn ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd al-ßamad
al-Baghd¥dÏ al-JawharÏ (725-809) – Ibn ‘Im¥d said he would sway with
emotion during ̂ adÏth audition yet possessed gravitas – from the ±¥fi·
Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-
DhahabÏ (d. 748), from A^mad ibn Is^¥q al-Abarq‰hÏ, from Mub¥rak
ibn AbÏ al-Jaw¥d, from A^mad ibn AbÏ Gh¥lib, from ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn
‘AlÏ, from Ab‰ >¥hir al-Mukhli|, from Mu^ammad ibn H¥r‰n al-
±a\ramÏ, from Is^¥q ibn AbÏ Isr¥’Ïl, from Ab‰ Y‰suf al-Q¥\Ï, from Ab‰
±anÏfa, from ‘Alqama ibn Marthad, from Sulaym¥n ibn Burayda, from
his father, that M¥‘iz ibn M¥lik came to the Messenger of All¥h œ and
confessed to committing adultery. The Prophet œ turned him away
but he came back and confessed to adultery again. The Prophet œ
turned him away again but he came back a third time and confessed to
adultery again. The Prophet œ turned him away a third time. When he
came back confessing for the fourth time, the Prophet œ asked his
people about him: “Is he at all insane in your opinion?” They said no.
He ordered his execution. He was stoned in a place where rocks were
scarce. His death was too slow, so he hurried to a place where rocks
were abundant. People followed him and stoned him until they killed
him. They mentioned this to the Messenger of All¥h œ and asked per-
mission to bury him and pray over him, which he gave them. He said:
“He repented with a repentence such that if swarms of people (fi’¥mun
min al-n¥s) had repented thus, it would have been accepted from
them.”20 Al-DhahabÏ said of his chain: “This is a high [=short], 
connected chain (h¥dh¥ isn¥dun ‘¥lin mutta|il ).” Shaykh Mu^ammad
al-Ya‘q‰bÏ said the same of his chain to the ±¥fi· Ibn ±ajar.

m u ± a m m a d 21

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan ibn Farqad al-±arast¥nÏ
al-W¥si~Ï al-Shayb¥nÏ mawl¥hum al-K‰fÏ g (132-189), the godly

20 Narrated from Burayda by Ab‰ Y‰suf in al-®th¥r (p. 157) and al-DhahabÏ in the
Tadhkira (1:294). The ̂ adÏth of M¥‘iz ibn M¥lik is among the mutaw¥tir narrations.

21 Main sources: al-DhahabÏ, T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m (Years 181-190: p. 358-362 §312), al-
ShÏr¥zÏ, >abaq¥t al-Fuqah¥’ (p. 135), al-NawawÏ, TahdhÏb (1:81-82), al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh
Baghd¥d (2:173-181), Ibn Khallik¥n, Wafay¥t (4:184), Ibn ‘Im¥d, Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab
(1:322-324), and Ab‰ al-Waf¥’ al-Afgh¥nÏ, >abaq¥t al-±anafiyya (p. 42).
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Mujtahid Im¥m, FaqÏh, and MuftÏ of the Ir¥qis became, with Ab‰ Y‰suf
– his second teacher, whom he succeeded as head judge for H¥r‰n al-
RashÏd – the spokesman of the School of their teacher Ab‰ ±anÏfa so
that they are known as “the Two Colleagues” (al-|¥^ib¥n). When his
father first brought him to Ab‰ ±anÏfa to school him, the latter said:
“Shave his head and let him wear old clothes lest he cause a problem
[to people because of his attractiveness].” Also among his teachers:
Mis‘ar, M¥lik ibn Mighwal, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, al-Awz¥‘Ï, and M¥lik ibn
Anas. He said he spent three years with the latter and heard seven
hundred ^adÏths from him. His narration of the Muwa~~a’ is one of
the Motherbooks.

Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan said: “My father left me thirty thousand
dirhams. I spent fifteen thousand on [learning Arabic] grammar and
poetry, and fifteen thousand on ̂ adÏth and fiqh.”

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï studied under him and praised him lavishly. He said that
the first time he saw Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan the latter was surround-
ed by a circle of people, replying to their questions. “I looked at him,”
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said, and noticed he was among the most handsome of 
people. His forehead looked like ivory. His clothes were elegant. 
I asked him a question and he replied promoting his School, fast as an
arrow.” He also said:

“I never asked anyone a difficult question but that their face
showed  displeasure, except Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan.”

“From Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan I took two camel-loads of 
learning.” “I spent sixty dinars buying his books.”

“I never saw a big-bodied man with a lighter spirit.”

“I could say that the Qur’¥n was revealed in the tongue of 
Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan because of his immense eloquence.”

Ab‰ ‘Ubayd al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m said: “I never saw more learned in
the Book of All¥h than him!”

Im¥m A^mad was asked: “From where do you know all those minu-
tiae?” He replied: “From the books of Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan.”

Al->a^¥wÏ narrated from Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥, from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,
that whenever Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan sat to debate fiqh or other, he
would order for a referee to sit in the middle and adjudicate on each
matter.
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In ^adÏth al-Sh¥fi‘Ï narrated from him, al-D¥raqu~nÏ defended his
reliability, A^mad preferred Ab‰ Y‰suf and did not narrate anything
from him, al-Nas¥’Ï considered him weak, as did Ibn Ma‘Ïn, al-J‰zj¥nÏ,
and Ibn ±ibb¥n, all from the perspective of meticulous memorization
(\ab~) since they praised him unanimously for his intelligence and
integrity (‘adl ).

Among Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan’s works: al-®th¥r, in print with an
extensive commentary by the late jurist and linguist Ab‰ al-Waf¥’ al-
Afgh¥nÏ; al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr which Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn said he wrote in full
under his dictation; and al-Siyar al-KabÏr which is among the books al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï bought and studied, then refuted. Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan
said of al-±iyal: “This book is not one of ours [i.e. one of the books of
our School] but was cast into them.” A^mad ibn AbÏ ‘Imr¥n said: “It
was actually authored by Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa.”

Ab‰ ±¥zim al-Q¥\Ï said that he heard Bakr al-‘AmmÏ say: “Ibn
Sam¥‘a and ‘¬s¥ ibn Ab¥n took the beauty of [their] ßal¥t from none
other than Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan.” His devotion (wird) in every day
and night was recitation of one eighth of the Qur’¥n.

The owner of the house in which he died narrates that he saw him
weeping on his death-bed. “Do you weep with [all your] learning?” He
replied: “What if All¥h u makes me stand before Him and asks,
‘Mu^ammad! What brought you forth to Me? Jih¥d in My way? Or the
pursuit of My good pleasure?’ What can I reply?” The Q¥\Ï A^mad ibn
AbÏ Raj¥’ said that he heard his father – Ma^m‰yah, who was consid-
ered one of the Abd¥l – say: “I dreamt of Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan
[after his death] and asked him what had happened to him. He said: ‘I
was forgiven.’ ‘Through what?’ ‘I was told: We did not place all this
learning in you except to forgive you.’”

zufar

Ab‰ al-Hudhayl Zufar ibn al-Hudhayl ibn Zufar ibn al-Hudhayl ibn
Qays al-‘AnbarÏ al-TamÏmÏ al-Ba|rÏ g(110-158) the pious Mujtahid
Im¥m and trustworthy ^adÏth Master of noble birth, was “extremely
scrupulous, sharp in his analogies, scarce in his writing, memorizing
everything he writes” (WakÏ‘), “trustworthy and reliable” (Ya^y¥ ibn
Ma‘Ïn), “a man of wisdom, religion, understanding, and scrupulous
Godwariness” (Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr), “the Godly Mujtahid FaqÏh… one of
the oceans of Fiqh and the truly wise men of the time” (al-DhahabÏ).
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He took ^adÏth from Sulaym¥n ibn Mahr¥n al-A‘mash, Ya^y¥ ibn
Sa‘Ïd al-An|¥rÏ, Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q the author of the Magh¥zÏ,
Ayy‰b al-Sakhtiy¥nÏ (or Sikhty¥nÏ), Sa‘Ïd ibn AbÏ ‘Ar‰ba, and many
others. Among those who narrated it from him: Ibn al-Mub¥rak,
Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan, WakÏ‘ ibn al-Jarr¥^, Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna, al-
Fa\l ibn Dukayn, al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï, and others including
Im¥m Ab‰ ‘®|im al-NabÏl al-™a^^¥k ibn Makhlad (122-212), the
grandfather of Im¥m Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im (206-287).

Zufar was entirely devoted to ̂ adÏth and was one of its experts. One
day a question arose which neither he nor his colleagues were able to
solve. He went to Ab‰ ±anÏfa who gave him an answer. Zufar said:
“From where did you get this?” Ab‰ ±anÏfa replied: “Because of such-
and-such a ^adÏth and its analogy from such-and-such perspective.”
Ab‰ ±anÏfa continued: “But if the question were such-and-such, what
would be its answer?” Zufar became more perplexed than he had
been for the first question. Ab‰ ±anÏfa gave him the reply then
quizzed him and replied for him a third time. Zufar went back to his
colleagues and quizzed them in the same manner. They were even
more perplexed than him. When he gave them all the replies they
said: “From where did you get all this?” He said from Ab‰ ±anÏfa.
“With these three questions,” Zufar narrates, “I became the leader of
my circle.” Then he went to study with Ab‰ ±anÏfa for over twenty
years and was one of those who wrote books in his Madhhab.

Zufar’s fatwa is followed in seventeen matters in the ±anafÏ
Madhhab over that of the Im¥m and his two companions. There are
several recensions of these fatwas, as in Ab‰ Zayd al-Dabb‰sÏ’s Ta’sÏs al-
Na·ar, al-NasafÏ’s poem on khil¥f and its commentaries, and other
works.

In al-Ba|ra Zufar reached the point where people would leave
‘Uthm¥n ibn Muslim al-BattÏ’s circle to come study under him. When
the Ba|rians expressed admiration at Zufar’s fiqh he said: “If only you
had seen Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan!” Another time he said: “Ab‰ Y‰suf
is the most knowledgeable of those that came before.” Even more
would he say, “This is the position of Ab‰ ±anÏfa” until the Ba|rians
became far more amenable to the Im¥m and his fiqh, after having 
having borne hostility toward him before.

Al-±usayn ibn al-WalÏd said: “He [Zufar] was the strongest of the
Im¥m’s companions and the sharpest in his analysis.” Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr
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said in al-Intiq¥’ that Zufar succeeded Ab‰ ±anÏfa at the head of his
study circle, then Ab‰ Y‰suf, then Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan.

‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn M¥lik ibn Mighwal narrated that a man asked
Ab‰ ±anÏfa: “Last night I drank fermented juice (nabÏdh) and am not
sure whether I divorced my wife or not.” He replied: “She is your wife
until you become sure that you divorced her.” He went to Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ and asked him the same question. He replied: “Go and
declare that you have brought her back (r¥ji‘h¥). If you did not
divorce her, it is of no consequence.” Then he asked SharÏk ibn ‘Abd
All¥h who replied: “Divorce her, then bring her back.” Then he asked
Zufar who said: “Did you ask anyone else before me?” He said yes and
named all of the above. Zufar endorsed Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s reply and
praised Sufy¥n’s but laughed at SharÏk’s then said: “This is like a man
who passed by water splashing, some of which reached his garment,
whereupon Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: ‘Your garment is clean and prayer com-
plete until you become sure about the water [being dirty],’ while
Sufy¥n said: ‘Wash it, and if it were clean in the first place it is only
cleaner now,’ but SharÏk said [in effect]: ‘Go piss on it then wash it!’”

Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan said: “I saw Zufar debate Ab‰ Y‰suf. The
latter would overcome him with narrations from Ab‰ ±anÏfa and
reports but when it came to analogy Zufar would win.” Al-Fa\l ibn
Dukayn said: “Zufar would sit squarely and lean against a pillar, wear-
ing a big white qalansuwa while Ab‰ Y‰suf would shift a lot during
debate, so that Zufar would say to him at times: ‘Where are you run-
ning off to? Pick any “door” [i.e. chapter] you wish!’” ±amm¥d and
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Am¥ra said: “I saw Ab‰ ±anÏfa one day with Ab‰
Y‰suf on his left and Zufar on his right, debating each other and flatly
refuting each other question after question, from morning to ·uhr,
while Ab‰ ±anÏfa refereed. When the call to prayer was raised, Ab‰
±anÏfa slapped his hand on Zufar’s thigh and said: ‘Do not seek lead-
ership in a country where Ab‰ Y‰suf can be found!’”

Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “Our companions here are thirty-six. Twenty-eight
are fit for judgeship, six are fit for giving fatwa, and two – pointing to
Ab‰ Y‰suf and Zufar – are fit for keeping the judges and muftis in
line!”

Shadd¥d ibn ±akÏm asked Asad ibn ‘Amr: “Who possessed more
fiqh, Ab‰ Y‰suf or Zufar?” He replied: “Zufar was more Godfearing
(awra‘ ).” Shadd¥d said: “I am asking you about fiqh.” Asad replied:
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“Shadd¥d! With fear of God a man rises.” Ab‰ Mu~Ï‘ al-BalkhÏ report-
edly called Zufar “a ±ujja [Great Proof] among people” but, as for
Ab‰ Y‰suf, “the world dazzled him a little bit.” Al-KawtharÏ comments:
“This is the lot of those who become judges: people gossip about
them. Yet the common welfare is not achieved except through
upright judges. Ibn al-WardÏ was right when he said: Truly, all people are
enemies to the holders of judgeship – and I mean the upright ones!”

WakÏ‘ would go to Zufar mornings and to Ab‰ Y‰suf evenings then
focussed on Zufar since he had more time.

Among Zufar’s sayings: “Whoever sits [to teach] before his time is
brought low.” No doubt, he took this from the Im¥m, who said some-
thing very similar.

Al-Kha~Ïb in his T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d also listed the following among the
Companions of Ab‰ ±anÏfa as reported by Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ±amm¥d: Asad
ibn ‘Amr al-BajalÏ, ‘®fiyat al-AwdÏ, D¥w‰d al->¥’Ï, al-Q¥sim ibn Ma‘n
al-Mas‘‰dÏ, ‘AlÏ ibn Mus-hir, Ya^y¥ ibn Zakariyy¥ ibn AbÏ Z¥’ida,
±ibb¥n and Mindal, both sons of ‘AlÏ al-‘AnazÏ. None of them
reached the level of Zufar and the Two Companions.

Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï al-K‰fÏ al-An|¥rÏ (d. 204), one
of the major pious and learned Im¥ms of fiqh, also took fiqh from Ab‰
±anÏfa as well as from Zufar and Ab‰ Y‰suf.22

d ® w ƒ d al-> ®’¬

Ab‰ Sulaym¥n D¥w‰d ibn Nu|ayr al-K‰fÏ al->¥’Ïg(d. 160 or 165)
narrated ̂ adÏth from a number of the T¥bi‘Ïn and took fiqh from Ab‰
±anÏfa who predicted that he would devote himself entirely to wor-
ship. Ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï reported, “Zufar and D¥w‰d al->¥’Ï al-K‰fÏ at
first were colleagues, then D¥w‰d left fiqh for asceticism while Zufar
combined the two.”

Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa narrates that Ab‰ ±anÏfa said to D¥w‰d:
“Ab‰ Sulaym¥n! As for the instrument, we have mastered it.” Daw‰d
said: “What is left?” Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “What is left is to put it into prac-
tice!” D¥w‰d said: “When I heard this, my soul stirred me to seclusion
and solitariness, but I told it: Sit with them for a year and do not raise a
peep during that time.” During that year, he said, “A question would

22 Cf. al-KawtharÏ’s monograph al-Imt¥‘ bi-SÏrat al-Im¥mayn al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d wa-
ß¥^ibihi Mu^ammad ibn Shuj¥‘ and the end of Ta’nÏb al-Kha~Ïb.
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come up which made me crave to answer it more than someone
parched craves water, but I would not answer.” After one year, he went
into seclusion.

Among D¥w‰d’s sayings: “Fear All¥h and keep piety with your par-
ents; fast from the world and make death your breakfast; run away
from people as you would from a lion, without disparaging them nor
leaving their congregation.” “Be satisfied with a little from the world
together with safety in Religion, just as worldly people are satisfied
with the world together with corruption in their Religion.” “Despair is
the natural end of our deeds, but our hearts drag us to hope.”
“Beware! Lest All¥h find you where He forbade you to be; beware lest
He not find you where He ordered you to be; be ashamed of His near-
ness to you and His power over you!” To a student who wished to learn
archery: “Archery is fine but your days are counted; look well how you
spend them.”

Ab‰ Bakr Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d said he heard ShÏd‰yah ask
D¥w‰d: “What do you think of a man who enters upon those [‘Abb¥sÏ]
princes and commands them good and forbids them from evil?”
D¥w‰d said: “I fear he will be lashed.” He said: “What if he endures it?”
D¥w‰d replied: “I fear the sword for him.” He said: “What if he
endures it?” D¥w‰d replied: “I fear for him the deeply-hidden disease
– vanity (al-‘ujb).”

Mu^ammad ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-ßayrafÏ said that D¥w‰d only came out
of his house upon hearing the iq¥ma then, when the Im¥m gave sal¥m,
jumped up and returned to his house. His daily diet was bread, salt,
and water. One time he ate dates out of craving, after which he swore
never to touch dates again. One time his maidservant cooked him a
dish but he said: “Take it to So-and-so’s orphans. If I eat it, it will end up
in the midden, but if they eat it, it will be stored up in the Divine pres-
ence.”

At a funeral one day, D¥w‰d was heard to say: “Whoever fears the
Divine threat, all that seems far looms near to him; whoever harbors
endless hopes, his deeds are feeble; everything that is going to take
place is actually near! Know, my brother, that everything that keeps you
away from your Lord is a misfortune for you. Know that the dwellers of
the graves are happy for what they sent forth and regret their useless
occupations, while the dwellers of the world fight and compete with
one another precisely over what the grave-dwellers regret.”
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Visitors once said to one another, upon seeing him sitting on the
dusty ground: “This is an ascetic (z¥hid).” He said: “The ascetic is one
who first evaluates then leaves!” When Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ visited him
with Ab‰ Kh¥lid al-A^mar the latter was miffed that D¥w‰d did not so
much as look at Sufy¥n, but Sufy¥n told him: “He is unconcerned by
affection; did you not see his eyes? They see other than what we fiddle
with.” To another visitor who offered to have the cobwebs in his ceil-
ing swept D¥w‰d said: “Do you not know that he [œ] detested
superfluous gazes?” After that he refused visitors and communicated
from behind his door.

D¥w‰d inherited from his parents or his freedwoman twenty pieces
of gold which sufficed him for twenty years, after which he would sell the
wood of his roof for sustenance until he lived in the last sheltered corner
of his house. ±amm¥d [ibn Salama] and/or Ab‰ Y‰suf said to him:
“D¥w‰d! You are satisfied with so little of this world!” He replied: “Do
you know who is satisfied with much less? Those who are happy with all
this world in exchange for the hereafter!” To al-±¥rith ibn IdrÏs who
asked him for counsel D¥w‰d replied: “The soldiers of death await you.”

D¥w‰d’s frequent prayer: “All¥humma! Your care has piled cares
upon me and barred my way to sleep. My desire to see You has tied me
up and barred me from pleasures. I am in Your jail – O Generous One
– under arrest!” Then he would repeat a verse of the Qur’¥n over and
over. His neighbor, overhearing, said: “It would seem to me as if all
the pleasures of this world were summed up in that verse.” Ab‰
Nu‘aym [al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn] said he saw an ant crawl on D¥w‰d’s
face lengthwise and widthwise while D¥w‰d did not even feel it
because of his anxiety and sorrow. Ab‰ D¥w‰d al->¥y¥lisÏ said he was
present at D¥w‰d’s deathbed and he never witnessed a harder agony.
±¥f| ibn ‘Umar al-Ju‘fÏ said the reason for his final illness was that
D¥w‰d read a verse that mentioned hellfire that affected him deeply.
He repeated it all night long until morning then gave up the ghost, his
head resting on a clay brick.

Ibn al-JawzÏ said the report that “D¥w‰d al->¥’Ï was a silk-maker” is
probably about D¥w‰d ibn AbÏ al-Hind al-Ba|rÏ rather than al->¥’Ï,
who did not have a profession. That report states that for forty years,
he left his house with his luncheon which he gave away as alms, then
he would go home and eat dinner with his family and they never knew
that he was fasting.

t h e  f o u r  i m a m s  &  t h e i r  s c h o o l s
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al->a±®w¬ 23

Ab‰ Ja‘far A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn Sal¥ma ibn Salama ibn ‘Abd
al-Malik al-AzdÏ al-±ajrÏ al-Mi|rÏ al->¥^¥wÏ g(229-321), the humble,
self-effaced, scrupulous, peerless FaqÏh, absolute Mujtahid, and unri-
valled Im¥m and Master of the Madhhab in ̂ adÏth and its sciences, was
“matched by none of those who followed” (Ibn Y‰nus, al-ßafadÏ, al-
Suy‰~Ï), “unanimously agreed upon in his trustworthiness” (al-‘AynÏ,
al-Sam‘¥nÏ, al-DhahabÏ, al-Suy‰~Ï), “the Master in all the Schools of
Fiqh” (Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr), “one of the established trustworthy giants
among the ^adÏth Masters” (Ibn KathÏr), who shared the same
Shuy‰kh in ^adÏth as Muslim, al-Nas¥’Ï, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and Ibn M¥jah,
and “whose Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r definitely surpasses the Sunan in
excellence” (al-KawtharÏ)!24

A student of his maternal uncle al-MuzanÏ, Ab‰ Ja‘far first followed
the Sh¥fi‘Ï School until al-MuzanÏ’s death in 264, after which he
focused on three Cairene ^adÏth Masters of superlative Religion and
Fiqh, all of them ±anafÏs: the Q¥\Ï of Sh¥m, K‰fa, and Karkh
(Baghd¥d) Ab‰ Kh¥zim ‘Abd al-±amÏd ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-Sak‰nÏ al-
Ba|rÏ (d. 292), the saintly Q¥\Ï of all Egypt Ab‰ Bakrah Bakk¥r ibn
Qutayba al-Ba|rÏ (d. 270), and his successor the Q¥\Ï of all Egypt Ab‰
Ja‘far A^mad ibn AbÏ ‘Imr¥n M‰s¥ ibn ‘¬s¥ al-Baghd¥dÏ (d. 280)
whom al->a^¥wÏ frequented for twenty years and who was probably
the decisive reason behind his switching to the ±anafÏ School. After
this, al->a^¥wÏ said he dreamt of al-MuzanÏ complaining to him: “Ab‰
Ja‘far robbed me of you, Ab‰ Ja‘far!” However, the claim that the rea-
son for his adoption of the ±anafÏ School was that “he had seen his
uncle and teacher turning to the works of ±anafÏ Scholars to resolve
many thorny issues of fiqh etc.” is most likely untrue since al-MuzanÏ’s
Mukhta|ar and his other works are replete with refutations of the
±anafÏ School.

Ibn ±ajar discussed the categories of ̂ adÏth Mastership (^if·) in his
biographical note on Ibn R¥fi‘ al-Sal¥mÏ (d. 774) and said, “In truth,
Ibn R¥fi‘ is closer to the definition of ^if· by the standards of Ahl al-
^adÏth than Ibn KathÏr. Ibn R¥fi‘ focussed on short-chained
narrations, short treatises, dates of death, and ^adÏth auditions more

23 Main sources: al-Arna’‰~, introduction to his edition of al->a^¥wÏ’s Shar^ Mushkil
al-®th¥r, and al-KawtharÏ, al-±¥wÏ fÏ SÏrat al-Im¥m al->a^¥wÏ.

24 This claim, even if untrue, indicates the high rank of al->a^¥wÏ and his work.
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than Ibn KathÏr. The latter is closer to the definition of ^if· by the 
standards of the Fuqah¥’, because of his great familiarity with the juris-
tic and Qur’anic commentary texts, than Ibn R¥fi‘. The two of them
would make up an accomplished ±¥fi· but few are those that attained
such a level after the early period, such as Ibn Khuzayma, al->a^¥wÏ,
Ibn ±ibb¥n, al-BayhaqÏ, and, in the latter period, our Shaykh, 
al-‘Ir¥qÏ.”25

wor ks of   al->a±®w¬

v A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n, his TafsÏr, partly extant and now published in
Turkey.

v Akhb¥r AbÏ ±anÏfa, also known as his Man¥qib.
v Bay¥n I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a ‘al¥ Madhhab Fuqah¥’ al-

Milla AbÏ ±anÏfa wa-AbÏ Y‰suf al-An|¥rÏ wa-Mu^ammad ibn
al-±asan (“Exposition of the Creed of the People of the Sunna
and the Congregation According to the Teachings of the Jurists
of the Community, Ab‰ ±anÏfa and his Companions”), known
as the ‘AqÏda >a^¥wiyya. This is one of the most reliable concise
early texts of Sunni doctrine.26 Among its tenets is the creed that
the Companions, the ‘Itra, and the Twelve Im¥ms, – All¥h be
well-pleased with them all – put together are below the level of a
single Prophet:

§98. We do not prefer any of the saintly men among the Community over
any of the Prophets but, rather, we say that any one of the Prophets is 
better than all the awliy¥’ put together.

The >a^¥wiyya received many commentaries. Among the most 
reliable are Akmal al-DÏn al-B¥bartÏ’s and ‘Abd al-GhanÏ al-
GhunaymÏ al-Mayd¥nÏ’s M¥turÏdÏ commentaries. Al-KawtharÏ 
said:
“The ‘AqÏda Ta^¥wiyya received several commentaries, among
them Najm al-DÏn Ab‰ Shuj¥‘ Bakbars al-N¥|irÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ’s –
one of Sharaf al-DÏn al-Dimy¥~Ï’s Shaykhs – that of Sir¥j al-DÏn
‘Umar ibn Is^¥q al-GhaznawÏ al-Mi|rÏ, that of Ma^m‰d ibn
A^mad ibn Mas‘‰d al-Q‰nawÏ, that of Shar^ al-ßadr ‘AlÏ ibn
25 Ibn ±ajar, Inb¥’ al-Ghumr (1:62).
26 Cf. therevival.co.uk/articles/aqeeda_tahawi.htm, and recently translated into

English by Shaykh Hamza Yusuf. 
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Mu^ammad al-Adhra‘Ï and others. A commentary came out,
authored by an unknown [Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz] spuriously affiliated
with the ±anafÏ school, but whose handiwork proclaims his
ignorance of this discipline and the fact that he is an anthropo-
morphist who has lost his compass.”27

v Ikhtil¥f al-Fuqah¥’, an unfinished masterpiece of fiqh erudition
unfortunately lost, but its abridgment by Ab‰ Bakr al-R¥zÏ al-
Ja||¥| (d. 370) is preserved in full and was published in India
and Damascus.

v Mukhta|ar al->a^¥wÏ in ±anafÏ Fiqh, praised by the Mu^addith
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-DihlawÏ in Bust¥n al-Mu^addithÏn as a proof of al-
>a^¥wÏ’s status of Mujtahid mu~laq and his free range of
positions, some conforming to the Madhhab, some given prece-
dence over those of the Madhhab. This work received many
commentaries, the most important one being Ab‰ Bakr al-R¥zÏ
al-Ja||¥|’s.

v Al-Nakhl, a book on date palms.
v Naqd Kit¥b al-MudallisÏn, a critique and refutation of al-Kar¥bÏsÏ’s

work in which the latter unwisely gave arguments to the enemies
of ̂ adÏth. This work is lost.

v Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r, his earliest work, in which he focussed to a
large extent on the jurisprudence of the ±anafÏ Im¥ms in his dis-
cussion of all the issues he brought up. This work is a didactic
manual of tremendous use for students of jurisprudence and
differences. It served as the foundation for the Mushkil where he
focussed on ̂ adÏth and gave greater leeway to his Ijtih¥d. Among
the commentaries the Ma‘¥nÏ received: the ±¥fi· ‘Abd al-Q¥dir
al-QurashÏ’s [Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ’s student] al-±¥wÏ fÏ TakhrÏj
A^¥dÏth al- >¥^¥wÏ and al-Badr al-‘AynÏ’s three commentaries:

27 Al-KawtharÏ, al-±¥wÏ fÏ SÏrat al-Im¥m al->a^¥wÏ (p. 38-39). Mu^ammad ibn ‘Al¥’
al-DÏn ‘AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz, ßadr al-DÏn al-DimashqÏ al-
ß¥li^Ï (d. 792) is unknown in the ±anafÏ biographical sources but is mentioned in
other sources due to the affair that led to his eleven-month imprisonment from 784 to
785. Ibn ‘Im¥d al-±anbalÏ (d. 1089) devoted 5 lines to him in his ten-volume Shadhar¥t
al-Dhahab (6:326) in which he mentions that Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz was the ±anafÏ judge for
Damascus, then for Cairo for one month, after which he excused himself and came
back to Damascus. There, he was accused of disrespecting the Prophet s and
remained incarcerated until a new governor gave him amnesty. The story is told by Ibn
±ajar in the chapter for the year 784 in his Inb¥’ al-Ghumr (1:258-260).
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Nakhb al-Afk¥r fÏ Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r, Mab¥nÏ al-Akhb¥r fÏ Shar^
Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r, and Naghm al-Akhy¥r fÏ Rij¥l Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r.

v Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r, a large, late work, his magnum opus, pub-
lished in sixteen volumes by Shaykh Shu‘ayb al-Arna’‰~ who
describes the Im¥m’s method as gathering two authentic but
apparently contradictory ^adÏths in each chapter – without spe-
cific topical order or organization – and discussing the various
ways in which the purported contradiction is resolved according
to the principles of lexical usage, tafsÏr, jurisprudence and qiy¥s,
with special consideration for the principles in use in the ±anafÏ
Madhhab, and – almost overcoming all other aspects – ̂ adÏth sci-
ence. If the two ̂ adÏths are not of comparable strength then the
stronger one is put forward and the weaker one superseded. The
full title of this work is Bay¥n Mushkil A^¥dÏth Ras‰lill¥hi s wa-
Istikhr¥ji m¥ fÏhi min al-A^k¥mi wa-NafÏ al-Ta\¥ddi ‘anh¥
(“Exposition of the Problematic ±adÏths of the Messenger of
All¥h s, Extraction of the Rulings Contained Therein, and Refu-
tation of the Notion that They Show Contradiction”). The
original inspiration for this genre in Isl¥m was pioneered by
Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his much smaller Ikhtil¥f al-±adÏth, followed by
others such as Ibn Qutayba’s masterful Ta’wÏl Mukhtalif al-±adÏth
(“The Explanation of Conflicting Narrations”), Ibn MahdÏ al-
>abarÏ’s Ta’wÏl al-A^¥dÏth al-Mushkal¥t al-W¥rid¥t fÏl-ßif¥t, and Ibn
F‰r¥k’s Mushkil al-±adÏth.  These should not be confused with the
works dealing exclusively with lexical difficulties such as Ibn
Sall¥m’s GharÏb al-±adÏth, Th¥bit ibn Q¥sim al-AndalusÏ al-
Saraqas~Ï al-SharÏ~Ï’s (d. 314) al-Dal¥’il fÏ GharÏb al-±adÏth,
Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ’s GharÏb al-±adÏth, al-Kha~~¥bÏ’s GharÏb al-
±adÏth, Ibn al-AthÏr’s al-Nih¥ya fi GharÏb al-±adÏth wal-Athar, Ibn
al-JawzÏ’s GharÏb al-±adÏth, and al-ZamakhsharÏ’s al-F¥’iq.

Al->a^¥wÏ narrates in the Mushkil the famous ̂ adÏth in which
the Prophet œ rested or received revelation with his head in ‘AlÏ’s
g lap until sunset, after which – since ‘AlÏ had not prayed ‘A|r –
the Prophet œ raised his hand and supplicated until the sun
moved back up from the West.28 Al->a^¥wÏ mentioned that the
28 Narrated from Asm¥’ bint ‘Umays by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (24:144-151 §382,

390-391 cf. Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im, al-Sunna 2:598 §1323) and al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Mushkil al-
®th¥r (3:92-95 §1067-1068) through two ‘AlawÏ chains cf. al-HaythamÏ (8:297); also
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^adÏth Master A^mad ibn ß¥li^(d. 248) considered it a duty for
every ‘®lim to memorize this ^adÏth as it provides one of the
proofs of Prophethood. Yet Ibn Taymiyya summarily dismissed al-
>a^¥wÏ’s expertise in ^adÏth because of this narration which he
declared forged in his Minh¥j al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya as did Ibn al-
JawzÏ before him. Al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ considered it authentic and Ibn
±ajar rejected the claim of forgery, authenticating a similar
^adÏth from J¥bir: “The Prophet œ commanded the sun which
lagged back for an hour during the day.”29 In any case, the Ulema
concur that al->a^¥wÏ was a major ̂ adÏth Master regardless of his
ruling on this ̂ adÏth.

v Al-Shur‰~ al-Awsa~, al-KabÏr, and al-ßaghÏr, in which al->a^¥wÏ
shows his unsurpassed mastery of the science of shur‰~ or
Correct Transactions.

v Sunan al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, narrated from his uncle al-MuzanÏ from the
Im¥m. This monograph of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s narrations comes to us
from al->a^¥wÏ through three of his students: Ab‰ al-Q¥sim
Maym‰n ibn ±amza al-Mu‘addal; Mu^ammad ibn al-Mu·affar
ibn M‰s¥ al-Bazz¥r the ^adÏth Master; and Ab‰ Bakr
Mu^ammad ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn ‘AlÏ ibn ‘®|im al-Muqri’. The work
known as the Musnad of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is different and was compiled
by the trustworthy ^adÏth Master Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s al-A|amm (247-
346) from his hearing al-RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n al-Mur¥dÏ’s
narrations from the Im¥m in al-Umm.30

v TafsÏr Mutash¥bih al-Akhb¥r, mentioned by Ibn Taymiyya in
Minh¥j al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya.

Ibn Mandah and Ibn Sh¥hÏn; al-±usayn by al-D‰l¥bÏ in al-Dhurriyyat al->¥hira (p. 91
§164); from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ibn Mard‰yah with a fair chain per al-Suy‰tÏ in the Durar
(p104 §99); and from ‘AlÏ; deemed |a^Ï^ by al-Suy‰~Ï after al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in al-Shif¥ (p.
347-348 §684) cf. Fay\ al-Qa\Ïr (§7889), Ibn al-±adhdh¥’ al-±ask¥nÏ (d. >470), Ibn
Burh¥n al-DÏn al-±alabÏ, Ibn al-Zamalk¥nÏ, and others while Ibn al-JawzÏ, Ibn Taymiyya,
al-MizzÏ, al-DhahabÏ in the MÏz¥n and TartÏb al-Maw\‰‘¥t, and al-Q¥rÏ in al-Ma|n‰‘
declared it forged; cf. Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (5:80-90), al-Nabh¥nÏ, ±ujjat All¥h (p. 398).

29 Narrated from J¥bir by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ with a fair chain; cf. Fat^ (6:221)
and al-HaythamÏ (8:296). The editor of the Mushkil cites all the negative rulings but
does not mention this. Further, his edition of the Mushkil is missing the words of al-
>a^¥wÏ cited by ‘Iy¥\ verbatim (cf. Ibn al-Zamalk¥nÏ, ‘Uj¥lat al-R¥kib p. 44): “These two
^adÏths [from Asm¥’ bint ‘Umays] are firmly established as authentic and their narra-
tors are trustworthy (fa-h¥dh¥ni al-^adÏth¥ni th¥bit¥ni wa-ruw¥tuhum¥ thiq¥t)!”

30 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:397).
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v Al-Taswiya bayna ±addathan¥ wa-Akhbaran¥, showing that the
two terms can be identical in ̂ adÏth terminology.

Al->a^¥wÏ once said: “None imitates except a fanatic or a dolt” (l¥
yuqallidu ill¥ ‘a|abiyyun aw ghabÏ). The meaning of this phrase is not
absolute but applies only if three conditions are met: one is actually
qualified and capable of discerning the stronger position without the
shadow of a doubt and has reached certainty of its superiority yet 
follows the weaker position out of loyalty to his School.31

The author narrates by ij¥za from Shaykh Mu^ammad Mu~Ï‘ al-
±¥fi· al-DimashqÏ with his chain through Shaykh Ism¥‘Ïl al-‘Ajl‰nÏ the
compiler of Kashf al-Khaf¥’, through Shaykh al-Isl¥m Zakariyy¥ al-
An|¥rÏ, through Shaykh Mu^yÏ al-DÏn Ibn ‘ArabÏ, from Ibn ‘As¥kir
with a strong chain through al->a^¥wÏ, from Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ al-
ßadafÏ, from ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb ibn Muslim, from ‘Abd All¥h ibn
‘Umar ibn ±af|, from ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Q¥sim, from his father al-
Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad, from his grand-aunt ‘®’isha j the Mother of
the Believers who said: “I saw someone the Day of the Trench with the
exact appearance of Di^ya ibn KhalÏfa al-KalbÏ, mounted, speaking
with the Messenger of All¥h s in private, wearing a turban with its
extremity hanging on his back. I asked the Messenger of All¥h œ
about him and he said: ‘This is GibrÏl e, he ordered me to go out to
[fight]the Ban‰ Quray·a.’”32

Ab‰ ±anÏfa Innovated the Sub-Headings of Fiqh
Al-Suy‰~Ï said that Ab‰ ±anÏfa was the first in Islam to organize the
writing of fiqh under sub-headings embracing the whole of the Law,
beginning with purity (~ah¥ra) followed by prayer (|al¥t), an order
which was retained by all subsequent Scholars such as M¥lik, al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, al-TirmidhÏ, and others.33

31 This does not apply to every single imitator of a School. It would have been prefer-
able that the editor of Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r clarify this distinction, but he is satisfied
with quoting al->a^¥wÏ’s statement four times or more in his introduction without once
clarifying it. Im¥m Zufar, for example, generally imitated Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s positions after
his death because he declared his inability to reach absolute certainty of the superiority
of his finding when it contradicted that of the Im¥m in view of his knowledge of the 
latter’s perspicuity. Cf. al-NawawÏ, Ibn ‘®bidÏn, and Ibn Rajab below (p. 227).

32 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir (5:367-368).
33 Cf. also I‘l¥’ al-Sunan, Muqaddima, Ab‰ ±anÏfa wa-A|^¥buh (p. 78).
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All these and their followers are indebted to him and give him a share
of their reward because he was the first to open that road for them,
according to the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ:

He who starts something good in Isl¥m has its reward and the
reward of those who practice it until the Day of Judgement, with-
out lessening in the least the reward of those who practice it. The
one who starts something bad in Isl¥m will incur its punishment
and the punishment of all those who practice it until the Day of
Judgement without lessening their punishment in the least.34

34 Narrated from JarÏr ibn ‘Abd All¥h by Muslim.
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Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ’s Awe before Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Although he had felt acrimony toward Ab‰ ±anÏfa at first, Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ later said: “We were in front of Ab‰ ±anÏfa like small birds in
front of the falcon.” He stood up for him when Ab‰ ±anÏfa visited him
after his brother’s death, saying: “This man holds a high rank in
knowledge, and if I did not stand up for his science I would stand up
for his age, and if not for his age then for his Godwariness (wara‘), and
if not for his Godwariness then for his jurisprudence (fiqh).”

Ibn Jurayj’s Praise of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Raw^ ibn ‘Ub¥da said: “I was with Ibn Jurayj in the year 150 when the
news of Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s death reached him. He winced and pain seized
him; he said: ‘Knowledge has departed.’ Ibn Jurayj died that same
year.”35

Ibn al-Mub¥rak’sPraiseandVindication of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Ibn al-Mub¥rak praised Ab‰ ±anÏfa and called him a Sign of All¥h.
Both al-ThawrÏ and Ibn al-Mub¥rak said: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa was in his time
the most knowledgeable of all people on earth.” Ab‰ Wahb
Mu^ammad ibn Muz¥^im said that he heard Ibn al-Mub¥rak say:
“The most knowledgeable of human beings in fiqh (afqah al-n¥s) is
Ab‰ ±anÏfa. I have never seen anyone like him in fiqh.”

Ibn ±ajar also related that Ibn al-Mub¥rak said: “If All¥h had not
rescued me with Ab‰ ±anÏfa and Sufy¥n [al-ThawrÏ] I would have
been like the rest of the common people.” Al-DhahabÏ relates it as: “I
would have been an innovator.”36

Like every Friend of All¥h, Ab‰ ±anÏfa had his enemies. ‘Abd¥n
said that he heard Ibn al-Mub¥rak say: “If you hear them mention Ab‰
±anÏfa derogatively then they are mentioning me derogatively. In
truth I fear for them Divine displeasure.” ±¥mid ibn ®dam al-MarwazÏ

35 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817).
36 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817) and al-DhahabÏ’s Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa.
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said: I heard Ibn al-Mub¥rak say: “I never saw anyone more fearful of
All¥h than Ab‰ ±anÏfa, even on trial under the whip and through
money and property.”

Ibn al-Mub¥rak relates his visit to al-Awz¥‘Ï in Beirut and the latter’s
question about Ab‰ ±anÏfa:

“Khur¥s¥nÏ! Who is that innovator who came out in al-K‰fa,
known as Ab‰ ±anÏfa?” I went back home and pored over the
books of Ab‰ ±anÏfa, extracting from them several outstanding
discussions, which took me three days. The third day, I came
back – he was the mu’adhdhin as well as the im¥m of their mosque
[in Beirut] – with the book [of excerpts] in my hand. He asked,
“What book is this?” I handed it to him. He read one of its discus-
sions at random. He kept on reading as he was standing – after
raising the adh¥n – until he read the first part of the book. Then
he placed the book in his sleeve, raised the iq¥ma, prayed, and
brought out the book again. He said, “Khur¥s¥nÏ! Who is al-
Nu‘m¥n ibn Th¥bit?” I said, “A shaykh I met in Iraq.” He said,
“This is a grand master (h¥dh¥ nabÏlun min al-ashy¥kh). Go to him
and take as much as you can from him!” I said, “This is the Ab‰
±anÏfa you forbade me to see.”37

Ibn ‘®’isha’s Vindication of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d said on the authority of Na|r ibn ‘AlÏ that he heard
Ibn D¥w‰d al-KhuraybÏ say: “Among the people there are plenty of
enviers and ignorant ones concerning Ab‰ ±anÏfa.” A^mad ibn
‘Abda the Q¥\Ï of Rayy said that his father said: “We were with [Ab‰
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn ±af|] Ibn ‘®’isha
[al-‘AyshÏ al-TaymÏ al-Ba|rÏ] (d. 228) when he mentioned a fatwa of
Ab‰ ±anÏfa, then he said: ‘Truly, if you had seen him you would
have wanted him. Truly, his similitude and yours is as in the saying:

Curse them much or not, I care little to blame you;
But fill – if you can! – the space they left vacant.’ ” 

Im¥m M¥lik’s Praise of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Al-Layth ibn Sa‘d said to Im¥m M¥lik: “I see you sweating.” M¥lik

37 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (13:338).
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replied: “I sweated with Ab‰ ±anÏfa. Verily he is a true faqÏh, O
Egyptian!”38

Shaykh al-Isl¥m Zakariyy¥ al-An|¥rÏ in Shar^ al-Bukh¥rÏ and Ibn
Khallik¥n in Wafay¥t al-A‘y¥n – both Sh¥fi‘Ïs – count al-Layth among
the ±anafÏs as do the ±anafÏ books of >abaq¥t.

Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n’s TaqlÏd of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Ibn ±ajar narrates in his notice on Ab‰ ±anÏfa in TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb
that A^mad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Q¥\Ï said that he heard Ya^y¥ ibn
Ma‘Ïn say that he heard Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n [A^mad ibn
±anbal’s shaykh] say: “This is no lie on our part, by All¥h! We have not
heard better than Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s opinion, and we have followed most
of his sayings.”39

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Praise of Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Leadership in Fiqh
Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï referred to Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s pioneering in fiqh in his famous say-
ing: “People are all the dependents of Ab‰ ±anÏfa in fiqh, Ibn Is^¥q in
history, M¥lik in ̂ adÏth, and Muq¥til in tafsÏr.”40 Others who are credit-
ed with being the first to compile books in Isl¥m are the QadarÏ Sa‘Ïd
ibn AbÏ ‘Ar‰ba [Ibn Mahr¥n], al-Awz¥‘Ï, and Ibn Jurayj who said: “No
one consigned [Islamic] knowledge into books before me.”41

Al-Kha~Ïb goes on to name also al-RabÏ‘ ibn ßubay^, Shu‘ba ibn al-
±ajj¥j, ±amm¥d ibn Salama (all three in Ba|ra), Ma‘mar ibn R¥shid
in Yemen, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ in K‰fa, M¥lik ibn Anas in MadÏna, then

38 Narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:152) cf. al-KawtharÏ in Ta’nÏb al-
Kha~Ïb (orig. ed. p. 7).

39 About Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, Im¥m NawawÏ relates on the authority of Is^¥q al-Sh¥hidÏ:
“I would see Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n – All¥h the Exalted have mercy on him! – pray the
midafternoon prayer, then sit with his back against the base of the minaret of his
mosque. Then ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ, al-Sh¥dhak‰nÏ, ‘Amr ibn ‘AlÏ, A^mad ibn ±anbal,
Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, and others would stand before him and ask him questions about
^adÏth standing on their feet until it was time for the sunset prayer. He would not say to
a single one of them: ‘Sit’ nor would they sit, out of awe and reverence.” Al-NawawÏ, al-
TarkhÏ| fÏl-Ikr¥m bil-Qiy¥m li-DhawÏ al-Fa\l wal-Maziyya min Ahl al-Isl¥m ‘al¥ Jihat al-Birr
wal-TawqÏr wal-I^tir¥m l¥ ‘al¥ Jihat al-Riy¥’ wal-I‘·¥m (“The Permissibility of Dignifying, by
Standing up, Those Who Possess Excellence and Distinction among the People of
Isl¥m in the Spirit of Piousness, Reverence, and Respect, not in the Spirit of Display and
Pomp”) (p. 58).

40 Cf. Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817).
41 Cf. al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:424).
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Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna in Makka, Hushaym ibn BashÏr in W¥si~, JarÏr ibn
‘Abd al-±amÏd in Rayy, ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak in Khur¥s¥n, WakÏ‘
ibn al-Jarr¥^, Ya^y¥ ibn Zakariyy¥ ibn AbÏ Z¥’ida, Mu^ammad ibn
Fu\ayl ibn Ghazw¥n (all three in K‰fa), ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb in
Egypt, al-WalÏd ibn Muslim in Damascus, then ‘Abd al-Razz¥q ibn
Hamm¥m, Ab‰ Qurra M‰s¥ ibn >¥riq (both in Yemen), and Raw^
ibn ‘Ub¥da in Ba|ra.

Al-D¥raqu~nÏ said: “The first to have compiled a Musnad and updat-
ed it was Nu‘aym ibn ±amm¥d.”42

Al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn’s Praise of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Al-Kha~Ïb narrated from Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s student Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-Fa\l ibn
Dukayn43 that the latter said: “Muslims should make du‘a to All¥h on
behalf of Ab‰ ±anÏfa in their prayers, because the Sunan and the fiqh
were preserved for them through him.” He also said: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa dived
for the meaning of matters so that he reached their outermost limits.”

Al-DhahabÏ’s Praise of Ab‰ ±anÏfa

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “Knowledge revolves around three men: M¥lik, al-
Layth, and Ibn ‘Uyayna.” Al-DhahabÏ commented: “And it revolves
also around al-Awz¥‘Ï, al-ThawrÏ, Ma‘mar, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Shu‘ba, and
the two ±amm¥ds [ibn Zayd and ibn Salama].”44 Al-DhahabÏ wrote
one volume on the life of each of the other three great Im¥ms and
said: “The account of Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s life requires two volumes.”

Ab‰ ±anÏfa on Imitation (TaqlÏd)
Like M¥lik, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and A^mad, Ab‰ ±anÏfa advocated imitation of
the Companions and said: “As for the Companions of the Messenger
of All¥h u, I follow the position of whomever I wish among them nor
do I differ from the position of all of them. I only need investigate the

42 Ibid. (2:443 §1956).
43 This is not the ^adÏth Master Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-A|bah¥nÏ but the ^adÏth Master al-

Fa\l ibn Dukayn ‘Amr ibn ±amm¥d al-TaymÏ al-K‰fÏ (130-219), one of the Umar¥’ al-
Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth, the Shaykh of al-Bukh¥rÏ, A^mad, Ibn Ma‘Ïn, and others. Al-
Kha~Ïb, op. cit. (2:270 §1611) narrates that al-Fa\l was narrating ^adÏth when one of
the students said: “Ab‰ Nu‘aym! I have run out of blank pages!” Al-Fa\l ignored him.
When he repeated his remark al-Fa\l said: “Go write in the ear of a goose, you flea-
hunter!” See also p. 302.

44 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:412).
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positions of those who come after them – the T¥bi‘Ïn and subsequent
generations.”45 Al-ß¥gh¥nÏ said on the authority of Ibn Ma‘Ïn that he
heard ‘Ubayd ibn AbÏ Qurra say that he heard Ya^y¥ ibn al-™arÏs say
that he saw Sufy¥n [al-ThawrÏ] being asked by a man: “What do you
have against Ab‰ ±anÏfa?” He said: “And what is wrong with Ab‰
±anÏfa? I heard him say: ‘I take [rulings] from the Book of All¥h u
and if I do not find what I am looking for, then I take from the Sunna
of the Messenger of All¥h s, and if I do not find it there, then from
any of the sayings that I like from the Companions, nor do I prefer
someone else’s saying over theirs, until the matter ends with Ibr¥hÏm
[al-Nakha‘Ï], al-Sha‘bÏ [Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s first teacher], Ibn SÏrÏn, and
‘A~¥’: these are a folk who exerted their reasoning (ijtih¥d) and I exert
mine as they did theirs.’”46 Sufy¥n had criticized Ab‰ ±anÏfa, a junior
T¥bi‘Ï, for placing his own opinion at the same level as that of the
senior T¥bi‘Ïn. Another example of similar brilliance is the superiority
of al-Awz¥‘Ï (d. 158) over his T¥bi‘Ï Shaykh Mak^‰l (d. 113).47

His Scrupulous Godwariness and Generosity

Ibn AbÏ Khaythama narrated from Sulaym¥n ibn AbÏ Shaykh: “Ab‰
±anÏfa was extremely scrupulous (wari‘ ) and generous (sakhÏ).”48

The biographies all report that he was particularly generous to his 
students and supported those of them who were in need, most
notably Ab‰ Y‰suf.

Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa said that his father (±amm¥d)
said: When my father died we asked al-±asan ibn ‘Am¥ra to undertake
his ritual washing. After he did he said: “May All¥h have mercy on you
and forgive you, Ab‰ ±anÏfa! You did not eat except at night for thirty
years, and your right side did not lay down at night for forty years. You
have exhausted whoever comes after you!”49

The author of Nuzhat al-Maj¥lis mentioned that one time Ab‰
±anÏfa received some merchandise. Merchants came to him looking
to buy it for a certain amount. Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “Wait until the sun
rises.” In the morning, other merchants came to him looking to buy it

45 Cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in his J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:908).
46 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817).
47 As related and emphatically endorsed by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (Fikr ed. 7:89).
48 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817).
49 Ibid.
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for a higher amount than the former merchants. He said: “I have
made the intention to sell it to the others.”

Trials of the Im¥m

‘AlÏ ibn Ma‘bad said on the authority of ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Amr al-R¥qÏ:
“Ibn Hubayra told Ab‰ ±anÏfa to undertake the judgeship of K‰fa and
he refused, so he had him lashed 110 times – ten times a day for eleven
days – but still he refused. When he saw this he let him go.”50

Shaykh WahbÏ Gh¥wjÏ mentioned in his biography of Ab‰ ±anÏfa
that the Imam underwent four fitnas. The first and second were with
the Khaw¥rij, the third with the governor Ibn Hubayra in 130, and the
fourth with Ab‰ Ja‘far al-Man|‰r who imprisoned and tortured him
then released him under house arrest until his death in Baghdad.51

His Incessant Worship and Nickname of “Pillar” 

Ibr¥hÏm ibn Rustum al-MarwazÏ said: “Four are the Im¥ms that recited
the entire Qur’¥n in a single rak‘a: ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n, TamÏm al-
D¥rÏ, Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr, and Ab‰ ±anÏfa.” Among those who completed
a khatma in every twenty-four hours were Muj¥hid the great Qur’¥nic
commentator, ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-B¥riqÏ al-AzdÏ, Sa‘d ibn Ibr¥hÏm
ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘Awf al-ZuhrÏ, ±abÏb ibn AbÏ Th¥bit the
T¥bi‘Ï, the ß‰fÏ Shaykh Ibn KhafÏf al-ShÏr¥zÏ, and others. Like the two
Im¥ms al-Bukh¥rÏ and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ab‰ ±anÏfa reportedly made sixty
complete recitations (khatma) of Qur’¥n every Rama\¥n  – one in the
day and one in the night – besides his teaching and other duties.

Al-NawawÏ in al-Tiby¥n fÏ ®d¥b ±amalat al-Qur’¥n cites among those
who completed three or four khatmas every day and/or night were
Sulaym ibn ‘Itr the Q¥\Ï of Cairo under Mu‘¥wiya – as narrated
respectively by Ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d and Ab‰ ‘Umar al-KindÏ – and Ab‰ al-
MughÏra Man|‰r ibn Z¥dh¥n al-W¥si~Ï (d. 131), while Ibn al-K¥tib
Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-±usayn or al-±asan ibn A^mad (d.>340) is reported to
have completed eight katmas in every twenty-four hours, four in the
day and four at night, “and this is the most that was ever reported.”52

50 Ibid. and al-Muwaffaq, Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa (2:12).
51 Cf. Intiq¥’ (p. 243, 255, 324-325) and Ibn al-Bazz¥zÏ’s Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa (2:19)

unless he died in prison, poisoned cf. al-Muwaffaq’s Man¥qib (2:174), in a state of sajda
as narrated by al-Muwaffaq (2:185) from Ab‰ ±ayy¥n al-Ziy¥dÏ. All¥h knows best.

52 Al-NawawÏ, al-Tiby¥n (1992 ed. p. 45-49=1993 ed. p. 54-61).
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Ibn al-Mub¥rak said: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa for a long time prayed all five
prayers with a single ablution.” It is also reported that he prayed the
dawn prayer with the same ablution as the night prayer for over forty
years, as did M¥lik, Sulaym¥n ibn >arkh¥n al-TaymÏ and others.

Al-Suy‰~Ï relates in TabyÏ\ al-ßa^Ïfa that Mis‘ar ibn Kid¥m came to
observe Ab‰ ±anÏfa and saw him all day long in the mosque, teaching
relentlessly, answering every question from both the scholars and the
common people, not stopping except to pray, then standing at home
in prayer when people were asleep, hardly ever eating or sleeping,
and yet the most handsome and gracious of people, always alert and
never tired, day after day for a long time, so that in the end he said: “I
became convinced that this was not an ordinary matter, but friend-
ship with All¥h (wil¥ya).”

Ab‰ ‘®|im al-NabÏl said that Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s nickname was “the Pillar”
(al-watad)because he spent so much time standing in prayer. He would
pray at night at such length that his neighbors would invoke All¥h for
mercy on his behalf and when he died, the funeral prayer was per-
formed six times over him due to the huge crowds in Baghd¥d.53

Im¥m al-NawawÏ in his introduction to al-Majm‰‘ cited from Im¥m
Ab‰ ±anÏfa the saying: “One must arm oneself, in the pursuit of fiqh,
with strong focus (jam‘ al-hamm), and, in the severing of [harmful]
ties, with small means to meet one’s needs – without increase.”

Some Positions of Ab‰ ±anÏfa
his  inference of  the time of  ‘asr from the parable
of the communities

An example of Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s perspicuity in inferring legal rulings
from source-texts is his reading of the following ̂ adÏth:

The Prophet œ said: “Your life in comparison to the lifetime 
of past nations is like the period between the time of the mid-after-
noon prayer and sunset. Your example and the example of the
Jews and Christians is that of a man who employed laborers and
said to them: ‘Who will work for me until mid-day for one qÏr¥~54

each?’ The Jews worked until mid-day for one qÏr¥~each. Then the
man said: ‘Who will work for me from mid-day until the ‘a|rprayer
for one qÏr¥~ each?’ The Christians worked from mid-day until the
53 Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (10:123).
54 A unit of measure, part of a dinar.
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‘a|r prayer for one qÏr¥~ each. Then the man said: ‘Who will work
for me from the ‘a|r prayer until the maghrib prayer for two qÏr¥~s
each?’ And that, in truth, is all of you. Truly you have double the
wages. The Jews and Christians became angry and said: ‘We did
more labor but took less wages!’ All¥h said: ‘Have I wronged you
in any of your rights?’ They replied no. Then He said: ‘This is My
Blessing which I give to whom I wish.’”55

It was deduced from the phrase “We did more labor” that the time
of mid-day to ‘a|r must always be longer than that between a|r and
maghrib.This is confirmed by the following reports:

v The Prophet œ hastened to pray ·uhrand delayed praying ‘a|r.56

55 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-Bukh¥rÏ, al-TirmidhÏ, and A^mad.
56 Narrated from Umm Salama j by al-TirmidhÏ and A^mad with sound chains per

I‘l¥’ al-Sunan (2:42 §490) cf. a similar report from ‘AlÏ ibn Shayb¥n by Ab‰ D¥w‰d.
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v The Prophet œ said: “All¥h have mercy on someone who prays
four rak‘as before ‘a|r. ” 57

v ‘AlÏ g delayed praying ‘a|r until shortly before the sun changed
and reprimanded the mu’adhdhin who was hurrying him with the
words: “He is trying to teach us the Sunna!”58

v Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï said: “Those that came before you used to
hasten more than you to pray ·uhr and delay more than you in
praying ‘a|r.”59 Al-Tah¥nawÏ said: “Those that came before you”
are the Companions.

v Ibn Mas‘‰d also delayed praying ‘a|r.60

Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ and Ab‰ ±anÏfa therefore lengthened the time
between <uhr and ‘A|r by (1) considering that the time for ‘A|r began
when the shadow of an object reached two lengths and (2) preferably
delaying the latter prayer for as long as the sun did not begin to red-
den – up to one hour before Maghrib. An added benefit of Ab‰
±anÏfa’s position is the increase of permitted time for naw¥fil, as they
are not permitted after ‘A|r. That the earlier time (one-length shad-
ow) is both the beginning of ‘A|r time and the preferred time is the
fatwa of the companions of the Im¥m – Im¥ms Mu^ammad ibn al-
±asan and Ab‰ Y‰suf, in line with the other Three Schools, on the
basis of other sound evidence to that effect.

57 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by Ab‰ D¥w‰d and al-TirmidhÏ  who graded it ^asan
gharÏb.

58 Narrated from Ziy¥d ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Nakha‘Ï by al-±¥kim (1:192) who
said it is |a^Ï^, and al-DhahabÏ concurred as claimed in I‘l¥’ al-Sunan (2:43-44 §493) but
Ziy¥d is unknown. Al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan (1:251) names him Ziy¥d ibn ‘Abd All¥h
al-Nakha‘Ï – another unknown. And All¥h knows best.

59 Narrated by ‘Abd al-Razz¥q with a sound chain according to al-Tah¥nawÏ in I‘l¥’
al-Sunan (2:44 §494).

60 Narrated from ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn YazÏd by ‘Abd al-Razz¥q (1:551 §2089) and
Ibn AbÏ Shayba (§22701) with sound chains according to I‘l¥’ al-Sunan (2:45 §496).
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The summation of the ±anafÏ position is as follows:

The top Scholars of the late ±anafÏ school have deemed the
Im¥m’s position to be more sound, as expressed by Kam¥l ibn al-
Hum¥m in Fat^ al-QadÏr, Ibn Nujaym in his Ba^r al-R¥’iq (and in a
separate treatise he wrote just on the topic), as well as Ibn ‘®bidÏn
himself in his Radd al-Mu^t¥r (al-±¥shiya), where he objected to
al-±askafÏ quoting that the fatwa is on the position of the Two
Companions. Ibn ‘®bidÏn’s student, al-Mayd¥nÏ, approvingly
quotes his teacher’s position in his Lub¥b fi Shar^ al-Kit¥b. Among
the late ±anafÏ ^adÏth Masters – besides Ibn al-Hum¥m – who
chose the Im¥m’s position was Im¥m Badr al-DÏn al-‘AynÏ and
Mull¥ ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ, as well as most of the great ±anafÏ ̂ adÏth com-
mentators and Fuqah¥’ of the Indo-Pakistani sub-continent,
except Im¥m al-LacknawÏ. As Ibn ‘®bidÏn mentions in his
±¥shiya and Im¥m Ashraf ‘AlÏ al-Tah¥nawÏ in his Imd¥d al-Fat¥w¥,
the principle (a|l ) is to clear one’s obligations with certainty.
Given the difference of the Im¥m in this issue [whose proofs are
well discussed in I‘l¥’ al-Sunan, Awjaz al-Mas¥lik, Badhl al-Majh‰d,
and other works, as well as Fat^ al-QadÏr], it is religiously more
precautionary to follow Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s position. Of course,
if it means missing a congregation or causing fitna, then it would
be superior to act on the position on the Two Companions. 61

on facing the prophet’s œ grave during du‘®’

The position is held by some of the ±anafÏ Masters such as Ab‰ al-
Layth al-SamarqandÏ and those that followed him such as al-Kirm¥nÏ
and al-Sarr‰jÏ as well as al-Kumushkh¥nawÏ in J¥mi‘ al-Man¥sik, his
commentary on Ra^mat All¥h al-SindÏ’s JamÏ‘ al-Man¥sik, that Ab‰
±anÏfa forbade the facing of the Noble Grave during supplication.
However, al-Q¥rÏ in al-Maslak al-Mutaqassi~ – his large commentary on
the same work by al-SindÏ – said that [1] Ibn al-Hum¥m said that it is
belied by Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s own narration in his Musnad from Ibn ‘Umar
that it is part of the Sunna to face the Noble Grave and turn one’s back
to the Qibla; [2] Ibn al-Hum¥m also said, “This [narration of Ibn
‘Umar] is the sound position (al-|a^Ï^) in the madhhab of Ab‰ ±anÏfa,
and Ab‰ al-Layth’s claim that his madhhab is the contrary is untenable

61 Shaykh Far¥z Rabb¥nÏ, private communication.
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because the Messenger of All¥h œ is alive, and whoever comes to
someone who is alive faces him”; [3] al-Q¥rÏ added that this is con-
firmed by al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ’s narration from Ibn al-Mub¥rak that Ab‰
±anÏfa observed al-Sakhtiy¥nÏ do the same during the latter’s visita-
tion.62 All¥h knows best.

his  supposed objection to tawassul (using inter-
mediaries)

Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa nowhere objected to tawassul but only – as narrated
from Ab‰ Y‰suf in Kit¥b al-®th¥r – to the use of specific wordings in
supplication, namely, “by the right You owe to So-and-so” (bi-^aqqi
ful¥ni ‘alayk) and “by the joints of power and glory in Your Throne”
(bi-ma‘¥qid al-‘izz min ‘arshik).63 The reason for this is that, on the one
hand, All¥h owes no one any right whatsoever except what He
Himself condescends to state on His part as in the verse }To help
believers is incumbent upon Us (^aqqun ‘alayn¥){ (30:47). On the
other hand, “by the right owed so-and-so” is an oath and is therefore a
formula restricted to All¥h u Himself on pain of shirk. Im¥m Ab‰
±anÏfa said: “Let one not swear any oath except by All¥h alone, with a
pure affirmation of taw^Ïd and sincerity.”64 A third reason is that the
expression “the joints of power and glory in Your Throne” is a lone-
narrator report and is therefore not retained nor put into practice, in
accordance with the rule for any such reports that might suggest
anthropomorphism.

Those that claim65 that the Im¥m objected to tawassul altogether
are unable to adduce anything to support such a claim other than the
above caveat, which is not against tawassul but against a specific, pro-
hibitive wording in tawassul. A proof of this is that it is permissible in
the ±anafÏ School to say “by the sanctity/honor of so-and-so in Your
presence” (bi-^urmati/bi-j¥hi ful¥n). This is stated in the Fat¥w¥
Bazz¥ziyya (6:351 in the margin of the Fat¥w¥ Hindiyya) and is also the
position of Ab‰ al-Layth al-SamarqandÏ and Ibn ‘®bidÏn.

62 Al-Q¥rÏ, al-Maslak al-Mutaqassi~ (p. 282), Ibn al-Hum¥m, Fat^ al-QadÏr (3:180).
63 Cf. al-ZabÏdÏ, It^¥f (2:285), Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz, Shar^ al-‘AqÏda al->a^¥wiyya (1988 9th

ed. p. 237), Durr (2:630), Fat¥w¥ Hindiyya (5:280), al-Qud‰rÏ, Shar^ Mukhta|ar al-
KarkhÏ, chapter on detested matters.

64 Cf. al-K¥s¥nÏ, Bad¥’i‘ al-ßan¥’i‘ (3:8).
65 Cf. Ibn Taymiyya, Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (1:202-203) and his imitators.
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Even so, there is authentic evidence in [1] the ̂ adÏth of F¥~ima bint
Asad,66 [2] the ̂ adÏth “O All¥h, I ask You by the right of those who ask
You (bi-^aqqi al-s¥’ilÏna ‘alayk),”67 [3] the ̂ adÏth: “O All¥h, I ask You by

66 Narrated from Anas by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (24:351) and al-Awsa~ (1:152) and
Ab‰ Nu‘aym in his ±ilya (1985 ed. 3:121) with a chain containing Raw^ ibn ßal¥^ con-
cerning whom there is difference of opinion among the authorities. He is unknown
according to Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya(1:260-270), Ibn ‘AdÏ in al-K¥mil(3:146
§667), and al-D¥raqu~nÏ in al-Mu’talif wal-Mukhtalif (3:1377); Ibn M¥k‰l¥ in al-Ikm¥l
(5:15) declared him weak while al-±¥kim asserted he was trustworthy and highly
dependable (thiqa ma’m‰n) – as mentioned by Ibn ±ajar in Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (2:465
§1876), Ibn ±ibb¥n included him in al-Thiq¥t (8:244), and al-FasawÏ considered him
trustworthy (cf. Mamd‰^, Raf‘ p. 148). Al-HaythamÏ (9:257) said: “Al->abar¥nÏ narrated
it in al-KabÏr and al-Awsa~, its chain contains Raw^ ibn ßal¥^ whom Ibn ±ibb¥n and al-
±¥kim declared trustworthy although there is some weakness in him, and the rest of its
sub-narrators are the men of sound ̂ adÏth.” I was unable to find Ab‰ ±¥tim’s declaration
of Raw^ as trustworthy cited by Shaykh Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlawÏ, cf. Maf¥hÏm (10th ed. p.
145 n. 1). Nor does Shaykh Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^ in his discussion of this ̂ adÏth in Raf‘ al-
Min¥ra li-TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-Tawassul wal-Ziy¥ra (p. 147-155) mention such a grading on
the part of Ab‰ ±¥tim although he considers Raw^ “truthful” (|ad‰q) and not “weak”
(\a‘Ïf), according to the rules of ̂ adÏth science when no reason is given with regard to a
narrator’s purported discreditation ( jar^ mubham ghayr mufassar). Mamd‰^ (p. 149-
150) noted that although Alb¥nÏ in his Silsila ™a‘Ïfa (1:32-33) claims it is a case of
explicated discreditation (jar^ mufassar) yet he himself declares identically formulated
discreditation cases as unexplained and therefore unacceptable in two different con-
texts! Al-M¥likÏ adds that the ̂ adÏth is also narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr –
without specifying where – and from J¥bir by Ibn AbÏ Shayba, but without the du‘¥. Im¥m
al-KawtharÏ said of this ^adÏth in his Maq¥l¥t (p. 410): “It provides textual evidence
whereby there is no difference between the living and the dead in the context of using a
means (tawassul), and this is explicit tawassul through the Prophets, while the ̂ adÏth of
the Prophet œ from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ [see next note] constitutes tawassul through the
generality of the Muslims, both the living and the dead.”

67 A ^asan ^adÏth of the Prophet œ according to Shaykh Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^ in his
monograph Mub¥^athat al-S¥’irÏn bi-±adÏth All¥humma InnÏ As’aluka bi-±aqqi al-S¥’ilÏn
narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by A^mad with a fair chain according to ±amza al-
Zayn (10:68 §11099) – a weak chain according to al-Arna’‰~ (17:247-248 §11156) who
considers it, like Ab‰ ±¥tim in al-‘Ilal (2:184), more likely a mawq‰f saying of Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd
himself; Ibn M¥jah with a chain he declared weak, Ibn al-SunnÏ in ‘Amal al-Yawm wal-
Layla (p. 40 §83-84), al-BayhaqÏ in al-Da‘aw¥t al-KabÏr (p. 47=1:47 §65), Ibn Khuzayma
in al-Taw^Ïd (p. 17-18=1:41) [and his ßa^Ï^ per al-B‰|ÏrÏ, Zaw¥’id (1:98-99)], al-
>abar¥nÏ in al-Du‘¥’ (p. 149=2:990), Ibn Ja‘d in his Musnad (p. 299), al-BaghawÏ in
al-Ja‘diyy¥t (§2118-2119) and – mawq‰f – by Ibn AbÏ Shayba (6:25=10:211-212) and Ibn
AbÏ ±¥tim, ‘Ilal (2:184). Al-‘Ir¥qÏ in TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-I^y¥’ (1:291) graded it ̂ asan as a
marf‰‘ ^adÏth as did the ^adÏth Masters al-Dimy¥~Ï in al-Muttajir al-R¥bi^ fÏ Thaw¥b al-
‘Amal al-ß¥li^ (p. 471-472), Ibn ±ajar in Am¥lÏ al-Adhk¥r (1:272-273) and al-MundhirÏ’s
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the joints of power in the Throne,”68 and [4] the ̂ adÏth: “Do you know
the right owed to All¥h by His slaves and the right owed by All¥h to his
slaves?”69 to support the permissibility of such a wording. If the above
objection is authentically reported from Ab‰ ±anÏfa then either he did
not deem these ^adÏths authentic by his standards, or they did not
reach him. An illustration of this is that Ab‰ Y‰suf permitted the formu-
la “By the joints of power…”.70 Further, the opposite is also reported
from Ab‰ ±anÏfa, namely, that he permitted tawassul using those very
expressions. Ibn ‘®bidÏn said: “In the Tat¥rkh¥niyya: The ®th¥r also
report what shows permissibility.” Then he cites – from al-Q¥rÏ’s Shar^
al-Niq¥ya, al-Mun¥wÏ quoting Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m (cf. the very first of his
Fat¥w¥ in the printed Ris¥la edition), and al-SubkÏ – further explana-
tions that it is permitted, then he cites the fatwa by Ibn AmÏr al-±ajj in
the thirteenth chapter of Shar^ al-Munya that permissibility is not limit-
ed to tawassul through the Prophet œ but extends to the ß¥li^Ïn.71

the cancellation of  ablution by laughter

Among the noted positions of the Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa and his School is
that laughter during prayer – other than the Jan¥za prayer – invali-
dates one’s ritual purity and he must repeat both the ablution and the
prayer. This is based on the Prophetic narration, “Whoever laughs
[during prayer], let him renew both his ablution and his prayer.”72

Shaykh the ^adÏth Master Ab‰ al-±asan al-MaqdisÏ in al-TarghÏb (1994 ed. 2:367
§2422=1997 ed. 2:304-305) and as indicated by Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (1985 D¥r al-
Fikr ed. 1:271). Mamd‰^ in his monograph rejected the weakening of this ^adÏth by
N¥|ir Alb¥nÏ and ±amm¥d al-An|¥rÏ.

68 Narrated from [1] the Companion Qayla bint Makhrama by al->abar¥nÏ in al-
KabÏr (25:12) with a fair chain according to al-HaythamÏ (10:124-125); [2] Ibn Mas‘‰d
by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Da‘aw¥t al-KabÏr (2:157 §392) – Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-Maw\‰‘¥t (2:142)
claimed that it was forged as cited by al-Zayla‘Ï in Na|b al-R¥ya (4:272-273) but this rul-
ing was rejected by al-Suy‰~Ï in al-La’¥li’ (2:68); [3] maq~‰‘ from Wuhayb by Ab‰
Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 8:158-159); [4] Ab‰ Hurayra by Ibn ‘As¥kir with a very
weak chain cf. Ibn ‘Arr¥q, TanzÏh al-SharÏ‘a (1:228); and [5] Ab‰ Bakr in al-TadwÏn and
al-Firdaws.

69 Narrated from Mu‘¥dh in the Sunan and A^mad except al-Nas¥’Ï.
70 Cf. al-K¥s¥nÏ, Bad¥’i‘ al-ßan¥’i‘ (5:126).
71 Ibn ‘®bidÏn, ±¥shiya (6:396-397).
72 A weak mursal narration from Ab‰ al-‘®liya by al->abar¥nÏ, al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his

Sunan (1:167-171) and al-BayhaqÏ in the Sunan (1:147) and Khil¥fiyy¥t cf. Mu^ammad
ibn al-±asan, ®th¥r al-Sunan (1:421); al-HaythamÏ (2:82); al-Tah¥nawÏ, I‘l¥’ al-Sunan
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Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Definition of Sunnism

Ab‰ ±anÏfa gave one of the pithiest definitions of Sunnism in Islam:
“The doctrine of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a consists in preferring the
Two Shaykhs (taf\Ïl al-shaykhayn) [Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar], loving the
Two Sons-in-law (^ubb al-khatanayn) [‘AlÏ and ‘Uthm¥n], and [deem-
ing lawful the] wiping on leather socks [in ablution] (al-mas^
‘al¥l-khuffayn).”73 The middle part of his statement is elucidated by al-
Awz¥‘Ï’s saying: “Love of ‘AlÏ and ‘Uthm¥n together – All¥h be
well-pleased with them! – is not found except in the heart of a
Believer.”74 Ab‰ ±anÏfa also said: “I did not wipe on the two khuffs
until it became for me as clear as the sun [in its proofs].”

His Praise of Ja‘far al-ß¥diq
Both M¥lik – in the Muwa~~a’ – and Ab‰ ±anÏfa – in his Musnads –
narrated from Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad al-ß¥diq. Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “I
never saw one greater in fiqh than Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad.”75

His Definition of Belief (¬m¥n)

Both al-M¥turÏdÏ and al->a^¥wÏ followed Ab‰ ±anÏfa and his compan-
ions in the position that belief (al-Ïm¥n) consists in “conviction in the
heart and affirmation by the tongue,” without adding, as do M¥lik, al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, A^mad ibn ±anbal and their schools, “practice with the
limbs.” Al-M¥turÏdÏ, as also related from Ab‰ ±anÏfa, went so far as to

(1:158-162=1:95-104); al-Zayla‘Ï, Na|b al-R¥ya (1:29-52=1:47-75); Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ, al-
Jawhar al-NaqÏ (1:42); and, especially, al-LacknawÏ’s comprehensive al-±as^¥sa [or
al-Sahsaha] bi-Naq\ Wu\‰’ al-Qahqaha.

73 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ through several different chains. Cf.
Ab‰ ±anÏfa in Lis¥n al-A^k¥m. Also related from Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ by al-L¥lik¥’Ï in I‘tiq¥d
Ahl al-Sunna (1:152) despite al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-Burh¥n (p. 82) who cites from Ibn AbÏ
Khaythama through ‘Abd al-Razz¥q a report that Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ preferred ‘AlÏ to Ab‰
Bakr and ‘Umar. This is not the position reported from the Salaf. Al-Q¥rÏ said in Shar^
al-Fiqh al-Akbar (p. 140): “It is patent that to prefer ‘AlÏ to the Two Shaykhs contravenes
the doctrine of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a according to what the totality of the Salaf fol-
low.” See the positions of Ahl al-Sunna on the preferability of Ab‰ Bakr over the other
three and that of ‘Uthm¥n over ‘AlÏ or vice-versa in our biography of our Master ‘AlÏ g

74 Cited by al-DhahabÏ in Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (1997 ed. 7:95).
75 Narrated from al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï by Ibn ‘AdÏ with his chain in al-K¥mil

fÏl-™u‘af¥’ (2:132), al-MizzÏ, TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l (5:79), al-DhahabÏ with his chain from
Ibn ‘Uqda, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 6:257) cf. Tadhkira (1:166), Ibn TughrÏburd¥, al-Nuj‰m al-
Z¥hira (2:9), and Ibn AbÏ Awf¥, >abaq¥t al-±anafiyya (1:486).
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declare that the foundation of belief consisted only in conviction in
the heart, the tongue’s affirmation being a supplementary integral or
pillar (rukn z¥’id).76

This position was a pivot of disagreement among the Im¥ms of the
Salaf. Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ took issue with Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa over it and
devoted pages of his ßa^Ï^ trying to refute him. This is the context of
al-Bukh¥rÏ’s famous statement: “I met more than one thousand men
from the ±ij¥z, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Khur¥s¥n,” and so on until he said:
“I never saw a single one of them differ on the following: ‘Religion
consists in words and deeds, and the Qur’¥n is the Speech of All¥^’”
The first half of the statement is directed against the Murji’a and the
doctrine of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa that deeds are the complement and not
the essence of Ïm¥n. One of the most explicit proofs in support of the
latter is the Prophetic ̂ adÏth: “Isl¥m is public affirmation while Ïm¥n is
in the heart.”77

The SunnÏ Irj¥’ of Ab‰ ±anÏfa and His School

Because of their stated position that deeds are not part of the essence
of belief, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, his Shaykh ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ Sulaym¥n, and his
School are known as Murji’a in the Sunni sense as brilliantly expound-
ed by the Im¥m himself in his Ris¥la il¥ ‘Uthm¥n al-BattÏ. Ibn ±ajar
said:

Irj¥’ has the sense of “delaying” and carries two meanings among 

76 Al->a^¥wÏ, ‘AqÏda §62: “Belief consists in affirmation by the tongue and accep-
tance by the heart.” See Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz, Shar^ al-‘AqÏda al->a^¥wiyya (4th ed. p. 373-374,
9th ed. p. 332). See also Ris¥lat AbÏ ±anÏfa il¥ ‘Uthm¥n al-BattÏ in ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰
Ghudda, Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il al-A’immat al-Salaf (p. 21-28).

77 Narrated from Anas by A^mad, Ibn AbÏ Shayba, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥, and al-Bazz¥r with a
chain of ßa^Ï^ narrators according to al-HaythamÏ cf. al-Mun¥wÏ, Fay\ al-Qa\Ïr.
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the Scholars: some mean by it the delaying in declaring one’s 
position in the case of the two warring factions after ‘Uthm¥n’s
time [i.e. neither following nor rejecting either one]; and some
mean by it the delaying in declaring that whoever commits grave
sins and abandons obligations enters the Fire, on the basis that
in their view belief consists in assertion and conviction and that
quitting deeds [i.e. ceasing from obeying commands and prohi-
bitions] does not harm it.78

The Sunni Murji’a belong to the latter category with the important
provision that they do not hold that quitting deeds does not harm
belief in the sense of threatening to destroy it: on the contrary, they
hold that quitting deeds does harm the quitter since “Acts of disobedi-
ence harm their author, contrary to the belief of certain factions.”79

Al-MizzÏ relates in his TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l from Ab‰ al-Sal~ al-HarawÏ this
clarification whereby a SunnÏ Murji’ is thus called not because he con-
siders that “quitting deeds does not harm belief” but only because he
professes hope (yarj‰) of salvation for great sinners, as opposed to the
Khaw¥rij who declare sinners disbelievers, and the Mu‘tazila who 
disbelieve in the Prophet’s s intercession for great sinners. In this
sense Ab‰ ±anÏfa and the M¥turÏdÏ school of doctrine hold what all
other Schools of Ahl al-Sunna hold. As for the Murji’a who rely on faith
alone exclusively of deeds, they belong to the heretical sects, and the
attribution of Ab‰ ±anÏfa to such a belief is calumny and fabrication.
Al-KawtharÏ said:

Al-MaqbalÏ counted it among the “mistakes of the learned” to
define the [non-Sunni] Murji’ as one who holds that unrepentent
grave sinners are under the Divine discretion (ta^tal-mashÏ’a)and
refer to this kind the ^adÏths blaming the Murji’a. Rather, the
[non-Sunni] Murji’a are those who said there is no threat of 
punishment for those who pray (Ahl al-ßal¥t), so they delay them
from the threat of punishment to begin with. As for their being
under the Divine discretion, this is literally explicit in the Book
and the Sunna and known through mass-transmission. He men-
tioned this in al-Ab^¥th. So the Irj¥’ of Ab‰ ±anÏfa is the

78 In HadÏ al-S¥rÏ (2:179).
79 Al-Q¥rÏ, Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar (p. 67, 103).
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unadulterated Sunna creed and to libel him with the innovative
sense of Irj¥’ is unadulterated calumny.80

Al-DhahabÏ said: “The disapproved Murji’a are those who accepted
Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar as Caliphs but withheld taking a position 
concerning ‘Uthm¥n and ‘AlÏ.”81 It is obvious that the ±anafÏ Im¥ms
do not enter into such a definition. Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa said in his Fiqh
al-Akbar:

The best of mankind after the Prophets, peace be upon them all,
are Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq, then ‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b, then ‘Uthm¥n
ibn ‘Aff¥n Dh‰l-N‰rayn, then ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib al-Murta\¥, All¥h
be well pleased with all of them; they are men worshipping their
Lord, steadfast upon truth and on the side of truth. We follow loy-
ally all of them (natawall¥hum jamÏ‘an). Nor do we mention any of
the Prophet’s s Companions except in good terms.82

“¬m¥n neither increases nor decreases”

The difference with Ab‰ ±anÏfa which al-Bukh¥rÏ and Ibn ±ibb¥n
were picking upon resides, among others, in Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s view that
Ïm¥n – belief – stands for one’s Islam and vice-versa and therefore 
neither increases nor decreases once acquired. It is a fundamental
tenet of the M¥turÏdÏ School with which al-Bukh¥rÏ differed and which
is illustrated by the latter’s chapter-titles like “ßal¥t is part of belief,”
“Belief increases and decreases” etc. in his ßa^Ï^ as al-Zayla‘Ï pointed
out.83 The vast majority of ±anafÏs and the entire M¥turÏdÏ School of
doctrine hold the opposite view, as illustrated by al-Q¥rÏ’s naming two

80 Al-KawtharÏ as cited in Ab‰ Ghudda, Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il  A’immat al-Salaf (p. 22).
81 In T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m (3:358f.).
82 In ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ, Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar (1984 ed. p. 96-101).
83 In Na|b al-R¥ya (1:355-356): “No student of the Science adorned himself with a

better garment than fairness and distance from fanaticism…. Al-Bukh¥rÏ is very much
pursuing an agenda in what he cites from the Sunna against Ab‰ ±anÏfa, for he will
mention a ̂ adÏth and then insinuate something about him, as follows: “The Messenger
of All¥h œ said such-and-such, while some people said such-and-suc^” By “some peo-
ple” he means Ab‰ ±anÏfa, so he casts him in the ugliest light possible, as someone who
dissents from the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ! Al-Bukh¥rÏ also says in the beginning of his
book: “Chapter whereby ßal¥t is part of Belief,” then he proceeds with the narrations of
that chapter, and his purpose in that is to refute Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s position that deeds are
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chapter-titles of his Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar: “Belief neither increases nor
decreases,” and another chapter is entitled: “The believers are equal
in belief but differ in deeds,” and another: “The grave sin [such as not
performing ßal¥t] does not expel one from belief.” All the above is also
the sound doctrine of Ahl al-Sunna, as opposed to some Kh¥rijÏ
extremists – past and present – who declare anyone who commits a
major sin to be a disbeliever in need of repeating his shah¥da or be
killed – and the latter contradicts the view of Imam A^mad, who insist-
ed that no Muslim should be called a disbeliever for any sin.84

The Differentiation between Isl¥m and ¬m¥n
Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa stipulated that a Muslim should never add in sh¥
All¥h when saying “I am a Mu’min” as it would connote doubt over his
Islamic belief. This is clear from the Im¥m’s debate with the Qadariyya
and his epistle to al-BattÏ. It is also the position of Im¥m M¥lik.85 Al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, A^mad, and the Ash‘arÏ School preferred that one add insh¥’
All¥h to this affirmation even though al-Sh¥fi‘Ï shared Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s
opinion that “Isl¥m” and “¬m¥n” were one and the same (as did al-
Bukh¥rÏ although the latter differed radically with Ab‰ ±anÏfa on the
consequences). A^mad said: “If a man is asked: ‘Are you a mu’min?’
Let him say: ‘I am a mu’min, if All¥h wills.’ Or let him say: ‘I hope that I
am a mu’min.’ Or: ‘I believe in All¥h, His angels, His Books, and His
Messengers.’”86 Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ said: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h [A^mad
ibn ±anbal] was asked: ‘Should we say that we are mu’min‰n?’ He

not part of belief although many fuqah¥’ do not realize this. And I swear by All¥h, and
again – by All¥h! – that if al-Bukh¥rÏ had found one ̂ adÏth [to the effect that ßal¥t really
is part of Belief] which met his criterion or came close to it, then his book would cer-
tainly not have been devoid of it, nor that of Muslim!”

84 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:329). For further elaborations on these
distinctions see the works of al-KawtharÏ, al-¬jÏ’s Maw¥qif, Ab‰ Ghudda’s notes on Ibn
‘Abd al-Barr’s Intiq¥’ and al-LacknawÏ’s al-Raf‘ wal-TakmÏl, and al-Tah¥nawÏ in Ab‰
±anÏfa wa-A|^¥buhu al-Mu^addith‰n (p. 52-53 introduction to I‘l¥’ al-Sunan).

85 SÏdÏ Mu|~af¥ Ba|Ïr: “One may say he is a real believer on the evidence of the verse
}Those are they who are in truth believers{ (8:4) for possessing five traits: their hearts
tremble at the mention of All¥h; His signs increase them in faith; they rely on Him; they
pray; and they spend of what All¥h has granted them. And M¥lik – All¥h have mercy on
him –  used to say: ‘I am a believer, and praise belongs to All¥h.’” Cf. al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb
al-Mad¥rik (2:42).

86 Narrated from al-I|~akhrÏ by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ in >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:25).
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replied: ‘No, but we should say that we are muslim‰n.’”87 Ab‰
Mu^ammad Rizq All¥h al-TamÏmÏ said: “He [A^mad] used to say:
‘¬m¥n is definitely other than isl¥m.’”88

This is also the Ash‘arÏ position as forwarded by Ibn KhafÏf, Ibn al-
B¥qill¥nÏ, and al-QushayrÏ. Ibn KhafÏf said in al-‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a: “Belief
(al-Ïm¥n) is different from submission (al-isl¥m)…. Belief, declaring
the absolute Oneness of All¥h, and knowledge of All¥h have an outward
appearance (·¥hir) as well as a reality (^aqÏqa). Every believer (mu’min)
is a Muslim but not every Muslim is a believer.”89Ibn al-B¥qill¥nÏ said in
al-TamhÏd:“¬m¥n is one of the characteristics (khi|¥l)of isl¥m.Every Ïm¥n
is isl¥mbut not vice-versa.”90Al-QushayrÏ wrote in his Ris¥la:

Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s al-Sayy¥rÏ said: “His bestowal is of two kinds: gen-
erosity (kar¥ma) and entrapment (istidr¥j). Whatever He causes
to abide in you is Generosity. Whatever He removes from you is
entrapment. Therefore say: ‘I am a Believer if All¥h wills’ (an¥
mu’minun in sh¥’ All¥h).” … Ab‰ Bakr al-W¥si~Ï said: “Whoever
says, ‘I am a believer in All¥h really’ (an¥ mu’minun bill¥hi ̂ aqqan),
will be told, ‘reality indicates direct view, eyesight, and encom-
passment. Whosoever has none of this, his claim to that effect is
invalid.’” He means by this the position of Ahl al-Sunna that the
real believer is he who has been definitely decreed to enter Par-
adise. Whoever is unaware of this – which is part of secret Divine
wisdom – his claim that he is a real believer is invalid.91

Ibn al-SubkÏ mentioned as one of the proofs of the Ash‘arÏ position
the ^adÏth of the Prophet œ that “A man assuredly does the deeds of
the people of Paradise as far as the people can see but he is in fact one
of the people of Hellfire; and another man assuredly does the deeds
of the people of Hellfire as far as the people can see but he is in fact
one of the people of Paradise.”92 “The addition as far as the people can

87 Ibid. (2:14).
88 Ibid. (2:302).
89 Ibn KhafÏf, al-‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a (§70)in our Ash’arÏ School.
90 Ibn al-B¥qill¥nÏ, TamhÏd al-Aw¥’il (p. 390).
91 See also Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m’s short treatise, Ma‘n¥ al-¬m¥n wal-Isl¥m, >abaq¥t al-

±an¥bila (1:25, 2:14, 2:302), and Shaykh Mu^yÏ al-DÏn Ibn ‘ArabÏ’s epistle al-Mu’min
wal-Muslim wal-Mu^sin.

92 Narrated from Sahl ibn Sa‘d al-Sa‘ÏdÏ by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
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see there is of huge import, immense benefit [as a proof] for Ash‘arÏs,
and greatly useful for Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a in relation to the ques-
tion of ‘I am a mu’min if All¥h wills.’ Let whoever can understand what
it signals understand.”93

The ^adÏth of ±¥ritha (or ±¥rith) supports the ±anafÏ position –
Ab‰ ±anÏfa mentions it in al-Fiqh al-Akbar – but it is weak. ±¥ritha was
asked by the Prophet œ : “How are you this morning, ±¥ritha?” He
replied: “This morning I am a real believer.” The Prophet œ said:
“Take care of what you say: what is the reality of your belief?” He said:
“I have turned myself away from this world until its rocks and its gold
became the same for me by keeping awake at night and by keeping
myself thirsty by day; and I can almost see the Throne of my Lord in
full sight; and I can almost see the people of the Garden of Paradise
visiting each other; and I can almost see the people of the Fire wailing
to each other in it.” The Prophet œ said: “±¥ritha! You do know:
therefore cleave to it!” (‘arafta falzam). Some versions add: “This is a
believer, All¥h has illumined his heart” (mu’minun nawwara All¥hu
qalbah).94

93 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (4:39).
94 Narrated from al-±¥rith ibn M¥lik al-An|¥rÏ – some chains have “al-±¥ritha ibn

al-Na‘m¥n al-An|¥rÏ” – by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (3:266 §3367), al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-
Shih¥b (2:127 §1028), ‘Abd ibn ±umayd in his Musnad (p. 165 §445), al-Bazz¥r, Ab‰
Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 1:242), al-HaythamÏ (1:57 “Chapter on the Reality of
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Ibn ±ajar’s Commentary on al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Chapter-Title and Narration
of the ±adÏth of ¬m¥n and Isl¥m
Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Words “chapter : gibr¬l’s question on ¬m®n,
isl®m, etc .”

We have seen that al-Bukh¥rÏ considers Ïm¥n and islam expressions
of a single meaning.95 Since GibrÏl’s question about Ïm¥n and islam
and the answer he received appeared, of necessity, to differentiate
between them – the former signifying truthfulness in specific matters,
the latter, the display of specific matters – he [al-Bukh¥rÏ] attempted
to cancel out the distinction by interpreting it figuratively (bil-ta’wÏl),
according to his preconception.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Words“and the [Prophet’s œ] declar at ion [to GibrÏl]”
That is: “together with the declaration that conviction (al-i‘tiq¥d),

together with deeds, make up Religion.”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Words “and how he expounded [Ïm¥n to ‘Abd al-Qays’s
delegation]”

That is: “together with what he expounded to the delegation to the
effect that Ïm¥n is isl¥m itself,” since he explained Ïm¥n in the narra-
tion to the delegation in the same terms in which he explained isl¥m
here.96

Belief and its Perfection” B¥b ̂ aqÏqat al-Ïm¥n wa-kam¥lih), al-‘AskarÏ in al-Amth¥l, Ibn al-
Mub¥rak in al-Zuhd, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q through two chains, Ibn Mandah, al-‘UqaylÏ in
al-™u‘af¥’ (2:290 §864, 4:455 §2085), al-BayhaqÏ with three chains in the Shu‘ab (7:362-
363) and al-Zuhd (p. 355), al-DhahabÏ in his MÏz¥n (4:469 munkar) from Ibn al-Najj¥r,
Ibn A|ram in al-Istiq¥ma, Ibn Sa‘Ïd, and Ibn AbÏ Shayba (6:170 §30425 mu‘\al). Ab‰
±anÏfa mentions it in al-Fiqh al-Akbar and Ibn KathÏr in his TafsÏr for the verse (8:4). Ibn
±ajar in his I|¥ba (1:597 §1480) lists its many chains and says that this is a ̂ adÏth mu‘\al
– with a chain missing at least two sub-narrators) and maw|‰l – identical with mutta|il, i.e.
linked back to a Companion through a Successor. Ibn ‘A~¥’ All¥h explains this ̂ adÏth at
length in La~¥’if al-Minan (1:176-186).

95 Cf. Fat^ al-B¥rÏ, beginning of the book of ¬m¥n (1959 ed. 1:45-55) and the chap-
ter previous to this (1:111). Al-Za‘far¥nÏ reported that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his commentary on
the ̂ adÏth “Free her, for she is a believer,” said: “Isl¥m is Ïm¥n.” In al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:395).

96 The Prophet œ imposed upon the delegation of the tribe of ‘Abd al-Qays belief
in All¥h alone and said: “Do you know what belief in All¥h alone is?” They replied:
“All¥h and His Messenger know best.” He said: “The testimony that there is no god but
All¥h, and that Mu^ammad is the Messenger of All¥h; the accomplishment of prayer;
the remittance of the purification-tax; the fasting of Rama\¥n; and that you give one
fifth of the spoils.” Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s as part of a longer ̂ adÏth by al-Bukh¥rÏ in
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Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Words “and t h e s ay ing o f  a l l ® h”
That is: “together with the verse’s indication that isl¥m itself is the

Religion, and the indication of Ab‰ Sufy¥n’s relation that Ïm¥n is the
Religion.97 All this requires that isl¥m and Ïm¥n be one and the same.”
This is the substance of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s words.

[The Difference Between Isl¥m and ¬m¥n]
Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ reports in his ßa^Ï^ from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s com-

panion al-MuzanÏ the categorical opinion that they are the
expressions of a single meaning, and that he heard it from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï;
Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na also reports from Im¥m A^mad the categorical opinion
that they are two different meanings. Each position has mutually con-
tradictory proofs. Al-Kha~~¥bÏ said: “Two great Im¥ms have compiled
texts on this question with much evidence supporting each position,
and they hold opposite opinions.98 The truth is that there is a general

the book of ¬m¥n (§53, Fat^ al-B¥rÏ 1959 ed.) and Muslim.
97 There are two relations of Ab‰ Sufy¥n to that effect, both narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ

at the end of the first book of his ßa^Ï^ (Book of the Beginning of Revelation):
(1) “Heraclius summoned the Roman authorities to his villa (daskara) in ±im|,

ordered the gates locked, then looked at them and said: ‘Romans! Do you want to reap
success, do what is right, and ensure that your empire will endure? Follow this Prophet.’
At this, they fled like wild asses and made for the gates, but found them locked. When
Heraclius saw their loathing of what he had proposed to them he despaired of their
belief (Ïm¥n). ‘Bring them back to me,’ he ordered; then he addressed them again: 
‘I said this just now only to test the strength of your attachment to your religion (dÏn), of
which I am satisfied.’ At this they prostrated to him and they were happy again. That was
the last we heard of Heraclius.” Narrated as part of a longer ^adÏth by al-Bukh¥rÏ and
Muslim.

(2) Heraclius asked me [Ab‰ Sufy¥n] about the Prophet’s œ followers: “Are their
numbers increasing or decreasing?” I said they are increasing.  He said: “Does any of
them recant out of discontent with his religion after entering it?”  I said no […] Then
Heraclius said to the translator: “Say to him [Ab‰ Sufy¥n]: “I asked you whether their
numbers were increasing or decreasing and you said the former; and indeed such is the
case with belief (Ïm¥n) until it is complete. I asked you if any of them reneged out of dis-
content with their religion (dÏn) after entering it and you said no; and indeed such is
belief (Ïm¥n) when its elation (bash¥sha) pervades the heart.” Narrated both as part of a
longer ̂ adÏth by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, and as an independent ̂ adÏth by al-Bukh¥rÏ.

98 See also Ibn Rajab’s discussion in the beginning of his J¥mi‘ al-‘Ul‰m wal-±ikam.
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understanding and a particular understanding for each of the two.
Every mu’min is a Muslim, but not every Muslim is a mu’min.” This is
the gist of what he said. It presupposes that Isl¥m is not applied, as a
word, to belief and performance together, as opposed to Ïm¥n, which
supposedly applies to both of them. This is refuted by the saying of
All¥h: }And I have chosen for you as religion Isl¥m{ (5:3) for Isl¥m
entails both performance and belief, since an unbelieving performer
does not have an acceptable religion.99 This is the argument used by
al-MuzanÏ and Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-BaghawÏ.

Al-BaghawÏ said concerning the ^adÏth of GibrÏl: “The Prophet œ
used isl¥m here as a word for visible performance of deeds, and Ïm¥n as
a word for the hidden aspect of belief. This is not because perfor-
mance is not part of Ïm¥n, nor because confirmation (al-ta|dÏq) is not
part of isl¥m, but only as the itemization of a unified whole whose head-
ing is the Religion (al-dÏn). This is why the Prophet œ said: ‘He came to
teach you your religion,’ and All¥h u said: }And I have chosen for
you as religion Isl¥m{(5:3), }And whoso seeks as religion other than
the Surrender (to All¥h) it will not be accepted from him{ (3:85). For
religion does not deserve Divine pleasure and acceptance except if
confirmation is part of it.” This is the end of al-BaghawÏ’s words.

[The Complementariness of Isl¥m and ¬m¥n]
What emerges from the sum of the proof-texts is that isl¥m and

Ïm¥n each have a proper legal sense (^aqÏqa shar‘iyya) as well as a prop-
er lexical sense (^aqÏqa lughawiyya). However, each term presupposes
the other to complete its own meaning (kullun minhum¥ mustalzimun
lil-¥khar bi-ma‘n¥ al-takmÏl). For just as the performer of an action is not
a perfect muslim unless he believes, so is the believer not a perfect
mu’min unless he performs. Whenever the word Ïm¥n is used in the
place of isl¥m or vice versa, and whenever one is used in the sense of
both, it is a metaphorical usage (‘al¥ sabÏl al-maj¥z). The actual sense
becomes clear through the context. If they occur together in the

99 Al-Kha~~¥bÏ is correct in that he is paraphrasing the Qur’¥n, } Say: You believe
not, but rather say ‘We submit’ for Ïm¥n has not yet penetrated your hearts{ (49:14)
and is confirmed by the ^adÏth of the Prophet œ from Anas in A^mad, “Isl¥m is pro-
claimed while Ïm¥n is in the heart” cited by Ibn KathÏr in his TafsÏr in explanation of the
verse }but All¥h has endeared the faith (al-Ïm¥n) to you and has beautified it in your
heart{ (49:7) nor is it necessarily true that al-Kha~~¥bÏ’s statement presupposes what
Ibn ±ajar said.
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course of a question, they are construed in the literal sense; if they do
not occur together or if it is not in the course of question, then they
may be construed either literally or metaphorically depending on
whatever is mentioned along with them.

Al-Ism¥‘ÏlÏ said that the above explanation was that of Ahl al-Sunna
wal-Jam¥‘a : “They said that the meaning of Ïm¥n and isl¥m differs only
when they are mentioned together. If one is mentioned alone, the
other enters into its definition.” Likewise, what Mu^ammad ibn Na|r
related – and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr followed him – saying that the majority
equated the two regardless of what is mentioned in the ̂ adÏth of ‘Abd
al-Qays, and what al-L¥lik¥’Ï and Ibn al-Sam‘¥nÏ said to the effect that
Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a differentiated between the two on the basis 
of the content of the ^adÏth of GibrÏl. All¥h is the Grantor of all 
success!100

Ab‰ ±anÏfa on the Prophet’s œ Parents in Paradise

Mull¥ ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ (d. 1014) claimed in Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar, Mu‘taqad
AbÏ ±anÏfa, and Shar^ al-Shif¥’ that Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa said, “The par-
ents of the Prophet œ died as disbelievers” and that this was the
M¥turÏdÏ position. He was refuted harshly by his student the FaqÏh and
Friend of All¥h, Im¥m ‘Abd al-Q¥dir ibn Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-
>abarÏ (d. 1022), during the latter’s lessons in the Makkan
Sanctuary.101 Al-Q¥rÏ died in Makka shortly after those lectures from a
bad fall – All¥h have mercy on him and forgive him. Shaykh Ibr¥hÏm
al-±alabÏ, the ±anafÏ faqÏh, held the same view as Mull¥ ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ as
does al-‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ in ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d.

Both Shaykh WahbÏ Sulayman Gh¥wjÏ al-Alb¥nÏ in his 1998 edition
of al-Q¥rÏ’s Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar entitled Mina^ al-Raw\ al-Azhar (p.
18-19) and in his Ark¥n al-¬m¥n (1974, 2nd ed. 1999 p. 208-209) and
±asan ‘AlÏ al-Saqq¥f in his epistle Ilq¥m al-±ajar lil-Muta~¥wil ‘al¥ al-
Ash¥‘irati min al-Bashar (p. 77 n.5) reiterated the erroneous claim –
first made by the Egyptian Shaykh Mu|~af¥ al-±amm¥mÏ the im¥m of
al-ZaynabÏ Mosque in Cairo in his book al-Nah\at al-I|l¥^iyya and, after
him, by the Turkish researcher KhalÏl Ibr¥hÏm Q‰tl¥y in his book al-

100 Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 1:115-125 §50).
101 ‘Abd al-Q¥dir al->abarÏ is mentioned in Khul¥|at al-Athar (2:456-457), al-

ZiriklÏ’s al-A‘l¥m (4:44), and the ±anafÏ compendium >arb al-Am¥thil (p. 513 §255)
although he was Sh¥fi‘Ï.
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Im¥m al-Q¥rÏ wa-Atharuhu fÏl-±adÏth – that al-Q¥rÏ in Shar^ al-Shif¥’
changed the opinion he had voiced in the Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar which
he wrote three years before his death.

Shaykh Gh¥wjÏ cited Q‰tl¥y’s report from al-Q¥rÏ, allegedly from
Shar^ al-Shif¥’ (1:601) as saying:

As for Ab‰ >¥lib, the report of his conversion to Isl¥m is inau-
thentic. As for the conversion of his [the Prophet’s] parents,
there are various positions concerning it, the most correct being
that they did convert to Isl¥m as agreed upon by the foremost
authorities of the Community, as shown by al-Suy‰~Ï in the three
epistles he authored. (Wa-Ab‰ >¥lib lam ya|i^^a isl¥muhu, wa-
amm¥ isl¥mu abawayhi fa-fÏhi aqw¥l, wal-a|a^^uisl¥muhum¥ ‘al¥ m¥
ittafaqa ‘alayhi al-ajillatu min al-umma, kam¥ bayyanahu al-Suy‰~Ï fÏ
Ras¥’ilihi al-thal¥th al-mu’allafa.)

However, the original Istanbul edition actually states (1:601), as
does the later Cairo edition (1312/1894 ed. 3:60-62):

As for Ab‰ >¥lib, the report of his conversion to Islam is inau-
thentic. Al-Tilims¥nÏ’s statement – ‘The conversion of his
mother to Isl¥m was narrated with a sound chain and the conver-
sion of both his parents was narrated’ – is rejected back to him. I
have clarified this issue in a monograph [sc. Mu‘taqad] I wrote in
refutation of al-Suy‰~Ï’s three epistles. (Wa-Ab‰ >¥lib lam ya|i^^a
isl¥muhu, wa-amm¥ qawlu al-Tilims¥nÏ ‘wa-ruwiya isl¥mu ummihi bi-
isn¥din sa^Ï^in, wa-ruwiya isl¥mu abawayh’ fa-mard‰dun ‘alayhi
kam¥ bayyantu h¥dhihi al-mas’alata fÏ ris¥latin mustaqillatin raddan
‘al¥ al-Suy‰~Ï fÏ Ras¥’ilihi al-thal¥th.)

Another misquotation of the Istanbul edition of Shar^ al-Shif¥’
(1:648) states:

As for what they mentioned of his œ bringing his two parents back
to life , the soundest view is that this took place, as held by the trust-
worthy vast majority (al-jumh‰r al-thiq¥t) and as stated by al-Suy‰~Ï
in his three epistles. (Wa-amm¥ m¥ dhakar‰ min i^y¥’ihi ‘alayhi al-
|al¥t‰ wal-sal¥m abawayhi fal-a|a^^u annahu waqa‘a, ‘al¥ m¥ ‘alayhi
al-jumh‰rual-thiq¥t, kam¥ q¥la al-Suy‰~Ï fÏl-ras¥’il al-thal¥th.)
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However, the original Istanbul edition actually states (1:648-649),
as does the later Cairo edition (1312/1894 ed. 3:99):

As for what was mentioned about him œ resuscitating his two
parents and their belief in him – per the narration of al->abar¥nÏ
and others from ‘®’isha – the ^adÏth Masters agree that it is weak,
as explicitly stated by al-Suy‰~Ï.102 Ibn Di^ya even said it is
forged103 and contradicts the Qur’¥n and Sunna. I have expound-
ed this in a monograph examining this issue in detail, in refutation
of the learned al-Suy‰~Ï in the three epistles he composed and
exposing the weakness of his proofs. (Wa-amm¥ m¥ dhakar‰ ‘anhu
œ min i^y¥’i abawayhi wa-Ïm¥nihim¥ bih, ‘al¥ m¥ raw¥hu al->abar¥nÏ
wa-ghayruhu ‘an ‘®’isha, fattafaqa al-^uff¥·u ‘al¥ \a‘fihi, kam¥ |arra^a
bihi al-Suy‰~Ï. Q¥la Ibn Di^ya huwa maw\‰‘un mukh¥lifun lil-kit¥bi
wal-sunna. Wa-qad bayyantuhu fÏ ris¥latin mustaqillatin li-ta^aqquqi
h¥dhihi al-mas’alati raddan ‘al¥ al-‘all¥mat al-Suy‰~Ï fÏ ras¥’ilihi al-
thal¥th al-mu’allafa wa-bay¥nan li-dal¥’ilihi al-mu\a‘‘afa.)104

On the established position of the majority of Ahl al-Sunna and the
totality of the Ash‘arÏ School that the parents of the Prophet œ are
saved, see:

v Al-Suy‰~Ï’s fatwas in Majm‰‘ Tis‘ Ras¥’il and al-±¥wÏ lil-Fat¥w¥
such as Mas¥lik al-±unaf¥’, al-Dur‰j al-MunÏfa, al-Ta‘·Ïm wal-
Minna, and other works.105

v Al-Sha‘r¥nÏ in the relevant chapters of al-Yaw¥qÏt wal-
Jaw¥hir and al-MÏz¥n al-Kubr¥.

v Al-HaytamÏ in his Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya and his marginalia on 
MughnÏ al-Mu^t¥j.

v Al-Qas~all¥nÏ in al-Maw¥hib al-L¥duniyya and al-Zarq¥nÏ in 
its commentary.

102 This is contradicted by al-Sayyid A^mad ZaynÏ Da^l¥n in his SÏra (1:60).
103 As did al-‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ in his ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d and al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-Faw¥’id al-

Maq|‰da (p. 98) cf. al-Saqq¥f, Ilq¥m (p. 75-76).
104 I brought these two radical tamperings of al-Q¥rÏ’s text and meaning to the

attention of Shaykh al-Gh¥wjÏ in his home in Damascus to his shock, as he had relied on
KhalÏl Q‰tl¥y’s report of al-Q¥rÏ’s words although it seems – and All¥h knows best – that
the origin of this grave error lies at the door of Shaykh Mu|~af¥ al-±amm¥mÏ.

105 See our extensive translations in the Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine (2:143-159).
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v Ibn al-Hum¥m in al-Mus¥yara and Ibn AbÏ SharÏf in its 
commentary.

v Sayyid Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ras‰l al-BarzanjÏ, Sad¥d al-DÏn
wa-Sid¥d al-Dayn fÏ Naj¥t al-Abawayn al-SharÏfayn, a refutation 
of al-Q¥rÏ.

v Al->a^~¥wÏ and Ibn ‘®bidÏn in their respective commentaries
on al-Durr al-Mukht¥r.106

v Im¥m al-B¥j‰rÏ in Shar^ Jawharat al-Taw^Ïd.
v Im¥m al-Jaz‰lÏ in Dal¥’il al-Khayr¥t in which he said:

“All¥h send blessings upon the best of those who made sublime

their origin.” This is the same meaning as the Prophet’s œ
attribute of

KarÏm al->arafayn – “Noble on both sides of his parents.”

v The erudite Scholar Mu^ammad Mar‘ashÏ S¥jiqlÏ Z¥dah 
(d. 1150) in his epistle al-Fara^ wal-Sur‰r fÏ W¥liday 
al-Ras‰l œ.

v Mu^ammad ibn ‘Umar al-B¥lÏ al-MadanÏ al-±anafÏ (fl. 
1285), Subul al-Sal¥m fÏ ±ukmi ®b¥’i Sayyid al-An¥m œ.

v The ̂ adÏth Master Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ in his epistle al-
Inti|¥r li-W¥liday al-NabÏ al-Mukht¥r œ.

v Shaykh ‘Abd All¥h al-B‰snawÏ al-R‰mÏ (d. 1054) in his 
epistle Ma~¥li‘ al-N‰r al-SanÏ al-Munabbi’ ‘an >ah¥rati Nasab 
al-NabÏ al-‘ArabÏ œ, cited in full in the fourth volume of al-
Nabh¥nÏ’s Jaw¥hir al-Bi^¥r.

v Im¥m al-KawtharÏ in his introduction to Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s al-
‘®lim  wal-Muta‘allim.

v Q¥\Ï Y‰suf al-Nabh¥nÏ in ±ujjat All¥h ‘al¥ al-‘®lamÏn.

106 Cf. Ibn ‘®bidÏn, ±¥shiya(1386/1966ed. 3:183after B¥bNik¥^al-K¥firand 4:231).
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v Al-DirdÏr in his Mawlid.
v ‘Amr¥wÏ and Mur¥d, W¥‘i·un Ghayru Mutta‘i·. (“A Heedless

Admonisher”), a refutation of Ab‰ Bakr al-Jaz¥’irÏ.
v Shaykh WahbÏ Sulaym¥n al-Gh¥wjÏ’s Ark¥n al-¬m¥n and his 

commentary on al-Q¥rÏ’s Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar.
v ±asan ‘AlÏ al-Saqq¥f in his epistle Ilq¥m al-±ajar lil-Muta~¥wil  ‘al¥

al-Ash¥‘irati min al-Bashar (p. 65-78) in defense of Im¥m al-
B¥j‰rÏ against the aspersions of a “SalafÏ” writer.

It is related that Ibn ‘®bidÏn at first wrote a chapter in his ±¥shiya
on the meaning of “The death of the Prophet’s œ father and mother
as disbelievers.” As he was researching his chapter, a majdh‰b who was
well known for his intense piety (perhaps al-Ghaww¥||) suddenly
stopped praying behind him at the Ta‘dÏl mosque in Damascus.
Asked why, he said: “Do you not say that one of the preconditions of
ßal¥t is purity? So how can I pray behind him [Ibn ‘®bidÏn] when I see
him immersed up to his ears in filth?” News of this reached Ibn
‘®bidÏn, who was a scrupulous man and held the righteous in the
highest esteem. He examined his conscience and searched for what
could have earned such a disgrace. He became certain that the reason
was this particular chapter he was in the process of writing. He tore up
the papers and changed the chapter to read “The revival of the
Prophet’s œ father and mother as believers” and this is the way the
chapter stands in the ±¥shiya today. The Majdh‰b saw the cleanliness
return and he resumed praying behind the Im¥m, but he never found
out the reason why.107

Al-HaytamÏ in al-Fat¥w¥ al-±adÏthiyya said that the reliable manu-
scripts of al-Fiqh al-Akbar do not contain the statement “The parents of
the Prophet œ died as disbelievers” and that therefore it should not
be attributed to Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa. This is also held by al-ZabÏdÏ, al-
KawtharÏ, Mu|~af¥ Sayf al-±amm¥mÏ in his book al-Nah\at al-I|l¥^iyya,
and our teacher Shaykh WahbÏ Gh¥wjÏ. Al-HaytamÏ also states that
their salvation is asserted by Shaykh Mu^yÏ al-DÏn Ibn ‘ArabÏ, on 
the basis of narrations in the two ßa^Ï^s on i|~if¥’ and on the best of
centuries.

107 Narrated to the author by Dr. S¥mir al-Na|| as he heard it from his teacher
Im¥m Ab‰l-Yusr ‘®bidÏn, the grand-nephew of Ibn ‘®bidÏn.
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Al-DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w attributes al-Fiqh al-Akbar to Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s
student, Ab‰ Mu~Ï‘ al-±akam ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-BalkhÏ, as mentioned
by Shaykh Shu‘ayb al-Arna’‰~ in his edition of Aq¥wÏl al-Thiq¥t (p. 63).
This is true, strictly speaking, only of the version known as al-Fiqh al-
Absa~. As for the actual Fiqh al-Akbar, its chain of transmission goes up
to the Im¥m not through Ab‰ Mu~Ï‘ but through ±amm¥d, Ab‰
±anÏfa’s son.108

Im¥m al-KawtharÏ in his introduction to Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s al-
‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim (Azhariyya 2001 reprint p. 7-8) said:

Some of the manuscripts [of al-Fiqh al-Akbar] state: “And the two
parents of the Prophet œ died in a state of primordial nature
(m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-fi~ra).” The word al-fi~ra can easily be corrupted to
read al-kufr in k‰fÏ calligraphy and in most others. “They did not
die in a state of disbelief” (m¥ m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-kufr) seems to show
that the Greatest Im¥m wished to refute those who narrate the
^adÏth “My father and your father are both in the Fire” in sup-
port of the sense that the Prophet’s two parents are in the Fire.
For the ascription of a human being to Hellfire is impermissible
except with an iron-clad proof (dalÏl yaqÏnÏ); and such a subject is
not a practical issue in which a conjectural proof (dalÏl ·annÏ)
might suffice.

The ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad al-Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ – the
commentator of the I^y¥’ and author of the Arabic Dictionary
[T¥j al -‘Ar‰s] – said in his treatise al-Inti|¥r li-W¥liday al-NabÏ al-
Mukht¥r, which I saw written in his own handwriting at the house
of our Shaykh A^mad ibn Mu|~af¥ al-‘UmarÏ al-±alabÏ the
learned and venerable MuftÏ of al-‘Askar – I paraphrase – that
when the copyist saw a repetition of m¥ in the phrase “They did
not die” (m¥ m¥t¥), he mistook one of them for a diplology so he
suppressed it, after which his erroneous version became wide-
spread, and that one of the proofs for this is the context of the
passage: if Ab‰ >¥lib and the two parents came under the same
description, all three would have been mentioned in one and
the same clause instead of being split up into two separate ones,
since the ruling at hand supposedly did not differ among them.

108 Cf. note 139.
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This is an excellent point made by the ^¥fi· al-ZabÏdÏ. However,
he apparently did not see the copy which had the actual script
m¥ m¥t¥ but only reported that script from those who had seen it.
By the grace of All¥h, I myself did see the script m¥ m¥t¥ in two
old manuscripts held in D¥r al-Kutub al-Mi|riyya, and a friend of
mine saw the two scripts m¥ m¥t¥ and ‘al¥ al-fi~ra in two old manu-
scripts in the said Maktabat Shaykh al-Isl¥m. ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ, on the
other hand, based his Shar^ on the faulty manuscript and spoke
inappropriately – All¥h forgive him!109

Shaykh WahbÏ Gh¥wjÏ – All¥h save and keep him – also said in his
edition of the Im¥m’s al-Fiqh al-Akbar (adduced in full in his biography,
Ab‰ ±anÏfa al-Nu‘m¥n: Im¥m al-A’immati al-Fuqah¥’ ), in a footnote
appended to the sentence “And the two parents of the Messenger of
All¥h s died in a state of fi~ra”: “What I saw in a good manuscript copy
in Maktabat Shaykh al-Isl¥m ‘®rif ±ikmat [in MadÏna] was the word-
ing, ‘did not die in a stateof disbelief’ (m¥ m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-kufr).110

Dr. ‘In¥yatull¥h Ibl¥gh al-Afgh¥nÏ in the 1987 2nd edition of his
published doctoral thesis titled al-Im¥m al-A‘·am Ab‰ ±anÏfa al-
Mutakallim (“The Greatest Im¥m, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, the Theologian”),
said:

Regarding the text [of al-Fiqh al-Akbar] we find among some of
the manuscripts certain variants. For example, we find in some
of them: “and the two parents of the Prophet œ died according
to Pristine Disposition” (m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-fi~ra). In some others, it is:
“did not die as disbelievers” (m¥ m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-kufr) while in others
yet, we find: “died as disbelievers” (m¥t¥ ‘al¥ al-kufr).

The erudite scholar al-KawtharÏ noted that the word fi~ra can
be easily altered to read kufr in Kufic Arabic calligraphy. It is
highly probable, therefore, that the copy with “died according
to Pristine Disposition” was changed to “died disbelievers.” The
original reading implies that the Greatest Im¥m was arguing
against those who adduce the ̂ adÏth: “My father and your father

109 Al-KawtharÏ, introduction to Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim (Azhariyya
2001 reprint p. 7-8) cf. Gh¥wjÏ, Ab‰ ±anÏfa (p. 258).

110 Gh¥wjÏ, Ab‰ ±anÏfa (6th ed. p. 315-316 n. 3 and p. 257). Maktabat Shaykh al-
Isl¥m ‘®rif ±ikmat (Compendium §226 or §234 ms. 161).
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are both in Hellfire.”111 The way to respond to their [allegation]
is [to show] that holding that the woman is also in Hellfire can-
not be affirmed except with a definite proof (dalÏl qa~‘Ï) and this
is not a practical (‘amalÏ) matter in order for an indefinite proof
(dalÏl ·annÏ) to suffice for it. Consequently, what might be held
regarding the parents of the Messenger of All¥h œ being in
Hellfire, is not based on a definitive proof.

Moreover, we find more evidence in what was mentioned by
the [±anafÏ Ash‘arÏ] ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad Murta\¥ al-
ZabÏdÏ – the commentator of the I^y¥’ and author of the Q¥m‰s –
in his booklet al-Inti|¥r li-W¥liday al-NabÏ al-Mukht¥r (“Defence of
the Parents of the Chosen Prophet”). He said that when the copi-
er (n¥sikh) saw the double occurrence of m¥ in the words m¥ m¥t¥,
he thought that one of them was superfluous [i.e. by diplology]
and removed it. Then it so happened that this incorrect copy
became widespread. 

Another evidence to this [interpolation] is the context of the
report (siy¥q al-khabar), because if Ab‰ >¥lib [the Prophet’s
uncle] and his [the Prophet’s] parents had all been in one state,
he [Ab‰ ±anÏfa] could have combined them in one sentence
(“and the parents and uncle of the Prophet œ died disbelievers”)
as opposed to the two given (“and the parents of the Prophet œ
died disbelievers and Ab‰ >¥lib, the uncle of the Prophet œ died
a disbeliever”) if there were really no difference between them in
that verdict. This is a good analysis from al-±¥fi· al-ZabÏdÏ. Finally,
‘All¥ma al-KawtharÏ mentioned that he saw the copy that contains
m¥ m¥t¥ in two manuscripts in D¥r al-Kutub al-Mi|riyya. I went
back to view them and found them as al-KawtharÏ had mentioned.

Furthermore, ‘All¥ma al-KawtharÏ mentioned in his editions
of the treatises (ras¥’il ) of Ab‰ ±anÏfa kept in D¥r al-Kutub al-
Mi|riyya, number 24205, that “There exists manuscripts of
[al-Fiqh al-Akbar] in Maktabat al-F¥ti^ in al-®st¥na [present-day
Istanbul].
As for the evidence of the ^adÏth in ßa^Ï^ Muslim whereby the

Prophet œ said, upon being asked by a man about the fate of his

111 Narrated by Muslim and al-Bazz¥r cf. Kashf al-Ast¥r (1:65). Shaykh ‘Abd All¥h al-
Ghum¥rÏ included it in his al-Faw¥’id al-Maq|‰da fÏ Bay¥n al-A^¥dÏth al-Sh¥dhdha
al-Mard‰da (p. 93)!
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father: “Your father is in the Fire” then, as the man was walking away,
the Prophet œ called him back and added “Both my father and your
father are in the Fire”:

(i) Muslim cites three different wordings for this ̂ adÏth, each with a
different chain. Only one out of the three contains the words “My
father” and its chain contains (a) Th¥bit al-Bun¥nÏ from whom Ayy‰b
al-Sakhty¥nÏ did not narrate – as mentioned by al-DhahabÏ in his MÏz¥n
– and whom Ibn ‘AdÏ mentioned in his compendium of weak narrators
because of some denounced narrations imputed not to him, but by
weak narrators from him; and (b) ±amm¥d ibn Salama because of
whose memory lapses al-Bukh¥rÏ did not retain his narrations, as men-
tioned by Ibn ±ajar in his introduction to Fat^ al-B¥rÏ and by other
Im¥ms of ̂ adÏth such as al-BayhaqÏ and Ibn Rajab.112

(ii) Furthermore, the Prophet’s œ words “My father” do not neces-
sarily mean his actual father ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib but can
refer to any of his uncles or forefathers – such as his uncles Ab‰ Lahab
or Ab‰ >¥lib or his grandfather ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib – as pointed out by al-
Suy‰~Ï. Al-JazÏrÏ in al-Fiqh ‘al¥ al-Madh¥hib al-Arba‘a113 explains it to
refer to his uncle Ab‰ Lahab. His calling his uncle “father” is similar to
what Im¥m al-R¥zÏ and others said about the Prophet Ibr¥hÏm e call-
ing his uncle ®zar “my father.”114 It is a characteristic of the awesome
eloquence of the Prophet œ that he spoke with the most clarity and
elegance any human being ever used, but the array of meanings
encompassed by his words is beyond confinement. An example of this
expressive power of the Prophet œ is his answer to the Arabian nomad
who asked him and his friends at the time of Badr, “From where do you
hail?” The Prophet œ answered: “We hail from the water.” Then he
walked away while the nomad kept asking: “Which water? The water of
Iraq?”115 It was also said that the Prophet œ used double-entendre
(tawriya) so as to soothe the feelings of the questioner with regard to
his father.116

112 Cf. Ibn ±ajar, TaqrÏb and al-Arna’‰~ and Ma‘r‰f, Ta^rÏr al-TaqrÏb (2:318-319
§1499).

113 Book of nik¥^, chapter on the marriage of non-Muslims.
114 Cf. al-Al‰sÏ, R‰^ al-Ma‘¥nÏ (7 :194-196).
115 Narrated by Ibn Hish¥m (3:163).
116 Cf. al-Saqq¥f, Ilq¥m (p. 74).
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The proof that the Arabs called their grandfathers “father” is in the
Prophet’s œ calling al-±asan “this son of mine”117 and in the poetic
lines the Prophet œ himself recited during battle in ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ:

I am the Prophet, this is no lie:
I am the son of ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib.

The line “This son of mine shall achieve great matters” upon the
noble birth of the Prophet œ is also reported from ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib in
the books of Sira, and ®dam e is addressed with the words: “This is
your son D¥w‰d” as narrated in ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ. The “righteous
father” of the two orphans in S‰rat al-Kahf was a seventh-generation
ancestor according to the commentaries. Arabs generally claimed
sonship to whichever of their ancestors they prided themselves in,
usually the most famous figure. Inversely, derision was expressed by
attributing sonship with a non-famous figure, as the unbelievers did
by calling the Prophet œ “Ibn AbÏ Kabsha.”

The proof that “father” was used for one’s uncle is in the verse }We
shall worship your God, the God of your fathers, Ibr¥hÏm and Ism¥‘Ïl
and Is^¥q{ (2:133).118 Another proof is found in the narration of
Ba^Ïr¥ in which the monk Ba^Ïr¥ asks to know who the Prophet’s œ
father is, whereupon Ab‰ >¥lib said: “He is my son,” to which the
monk replied: “It cannot be because his father is not alive.”119 Also, in
the cognomen Umm ‘Abd All¥h given by the Prophet œ to ‘®’isha
after her nephew – the son of her sister – ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr. 120

117 Cf. [1] the words spoken by the Prophet œ from the pulpit with al-±asan by his
side: “Verily, this son of mine – al-±asan – is a leader among men (sayyid), and All¥h
may put him in a position to reconcile two great factions of the Muslims.” Narrated
from Ab‰ Bakra by al-Bukh¥rÏ with four chains, al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^), al-Nas¥’Ï,
Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and A^mad with four chains. [2] The narration of the long prostration
during which al-±asan would jump on the Prophet’s œ shoulders after which the latter
said: “My son was riding me and I hated to rush him until he was finishe\” Narrated by
A^mad with a sound chain as per al-Arna’‰~ (25:419-420 §16033), al-Nas¥’Ï, Ibn AbÏ
‘®|im in al-®^¥d wal-Math¥nÏ (§934), Ibn AbÏ Shayba (12:100-101), al->abar¥nÏ in al-
KabÏr (§7107), and al-±¥kim (3:626-627, 3:165-166 |a^Ï^).

118 Cf. al-Bay\¥wÏ, TafsÏr (4:384).
119 Narrated by Ibn Hish¥m, SÏra (1:322), Ibn Sa‘d (1:155), al->abarÏ, T¥rÏkh

(1:519), al-TaymÏ’s Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa (p. 231), and Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa (1:69). 
120 Cf. Ibn ±ajar, al-I|¥ba, entry on ‘®’isha.
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(iii) Regardless of all the foregoing, a golden rule of “respectful
unspeakableness” applies with the Divine statements about the
Prophet œ such as that “his being a mere mortal man,” “a human
being like the others,” that “if he lied against his Lord he would be
destroyed,” that “he did not know what Belief was nor the Book” etc.
Just because All¥h said something of His Beloved in the Qur’¥n or just
because the Prophet œ said something of himself in the ^adÏth does
not automatically entitle every person to say it! Thus, it is impermissi-
ble and pure impiety for us to repeat the words of the Prophet œ
concerning his father in the ^adÏth of Muslim since he himself said:
“Do not harm the living by insulting the dead,”121 and All¥h u said:
}Those who annoy All¥h and the Prophet, All¥h curses them in this
life and in the hereafter{ (33:57). Hence, when the Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Bakr
ibn al-‘ArabÏ was asked about a person who would repeat such a state-
ment about the two Prophetic parents, he replied: “Such a man is
cursed.”122

(iv) Further, to discuss the two Noble Parents of the Prophet œ is in
direct violation of the injunction of the Prophet œ himself as estab-
lished by the following ̂ adÏths:

A man from the An|¥r insulted the memory of al-‘Abb¥s’s father
who lived in the Time of Ignorance, whereupon al-‘Abb¥s
slapped him. The man’s people came and said: “By All¥h, we
shall slap him just as he slapped him,” and they girded their
weapons. News of this reached the Prophet œ who ascended the
pulpit and said: “People! Who among the dwellers of the earth is
deemed most honorable in the presence of All¥h?” They said,
“You.” He continued: “Al-‘Abb¥s is part of me and I am part of
him. < Do not insult our dead, thereby harming our living.”>
The people then came to the Prophet œ and said: “Messenger of
All¥h! We seek refuge in All¥h from your anger. Ask forgiveness
for us.”123

121 Cf. note 123.
122 Cf. al-SuhaylÏ, Raw\ (1:298-299) and al-Suy‰~Ï, Mas¥lik al-±unaf¥’ in his ±¥wÏ.
123 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by A^mad and al-Nas¥’Ï with a sound chain per al-

‘Ir¥qÏ in TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-I^y¥’. The bracketed segment is also narrated from
al-MughÏra ibn Shu‘ba by al-TirmidhÏ, A^mad, and al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (2:81
§925).
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The daughter of Ab‰ Lahab – Durra j or Subay‘a j – came to
the Messenger of All¥h œ and said, “Messenger of All¥h! The
people are calling me the daughter of the Fuel of Hellfire!” The
Messenger of All¥h œ stood up angry and said on the pulpit:
“What is the matter with the people that harm me in my rela-
tives? Whoever harms my relatives harms me, and whoever
harms me has harmed All¥h!”124

The Holy Prophet œ emphasized respect for his own ancestry.
When ±ass¥n ibn Th¥bit asked permission to lampoon the pagans in
satirical poetry, the Prophet œ replied: “What about my [shared] 
lineage [with them]?” ±ass¥n said: “I will withdraw you from them the
way a hair is withdrawn from the dough!” (al-Bukh¥rÏ). Then the
Prophet œ instructed him to go to Ab‰ Bakr to study the Prophet’s œ
lineage in detail (al->abar¥nÏ), so that he could lampoon the pagans
as he had instructed the Muslim poets to do (Muslim).

(v) Finally, the author has not met any of the pious Ulema of Syro-
Palestine, the ±ij¥z, Yemen, North Africa, and the rest of the world
who did not hold the most profound respect for the two parents of the

124 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar, Ab‰ Hurayra, and ‘Amm¥r ibn Y¥sir by Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im
in al-®^¥d wal-Math¥nÏ (5:470 §3165), Ibn Is^¥q, al->abar¥nÏ, Ab‰ Nu‘aym, and Ibn
Mandah, cf. Ibn ±ajar, I|¥ba (7:634-635) and al-Mu^ibb al->abarÏ in the beginning of
his Dhakh¥’ir al-‘Uqb¥.
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Holy Prophet œ, many of them mentioning “All¥h be well-pleased
with them” (k) after their names, while some Ulema actually include
them in the invocation of blessings and peace after mention of the
Prophet œ. There is also, in Aleppo, a long-standing mosque by the
name of “J¥mi‘ ®mina bint Wahb j .”

The rightly-guided Caliph, ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz g, once faced a
Muslim administrator whom he heard say that the father of the
Prophet œ was a k¥fir. ‘Umar said: “Shall I cut off his tongue? Shall I
cut off his hand? Shall I cut off his leg?” Then he ordered that the man
be ostracized.125

Also in affirmation of the salvation of the two Noble Parents and in
refutation of al-Q¥rÏ is the book by Im¥m al-BarzanjÏ (d. 1103), Sad¥d
al-DÏn, perhaps the most complete reference-work on the topic. Al-
BarzanjÏ writes (p. 108-109) the same as al-HaytamÏ, but in reference
to al-Fiqh al-Absa~. He cites (p. 80) the report of ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-
‘AzÏz adduced above.

Al-Shawk¥nÏ (d. 1250) in al-Badr al->¥li‘ defended al-Q¥rÏ whom he
characterized as a mujtahid persecuted for his independent views – an
unmistakable reference to himself. The only school that still defends
al-Q¥rÏ’s hapless stand on the question today is the “SalafÏ”/Wahh¥bÏ
school in the person of Mashh‰r Salm¥n who recirculated al-Q¥rÏ’s
Mu‘taqad, and Ab‰ Bakr al-Jaz¥’irÏ.126

As for the ̂ adÏth “Your mother is in the Fire […] My mother is with
your mother,” it is very weak and, moreover, contains an indication
that the Prophet’s œ intercession may serve to bring them out of the
Fire: “Whatever I ask my Lord about the two of them [the Prophet’s œ
parents], I hope that He will give me. I shall stand, on that day, at the
praiseworthy Station.”127

As for the ultimate salvation of Ab‰ >¥lib from the Fire, Shaykh

125 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir (45:222) and cited by al-Suy‰~Ï in TanzÏh al-Anbiy¥’ ‘an
TasfÏh al-Aghbiy¥’ in his ±¥wÏ lil-Fat¥w¥.

126 On this man see al-Sayyid Y‰suf al-Rif¥‘Ï’s Advice to Najd, Mur¥d and ‘Amr¥wÏ’s
W¥‘i· ghayr Mutta‘i·, and our monograph Alb¥nÏ and His Friends.

127 Narrated from Ibn Mas‘‰d by A^mad, al->abarÏ in his TafsÏr, al-±¥kim (2:365=
1990 ed. 2:396), al-D¥rimÏ (book of Riq¥q), Ab‰ al-Shaykh in al-‘A·ama, and Ibn al-
Mundhir, all with very weak chains because of ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Umayr who is disclaimed as
a narrator (munkar al-^adÏth) cf. Shaykh A^mad Sh¥kir in his edition of the Musnad
(4:31-32 §3787), al-HaythamÏ (10:361-362), and al-DhahabÏ’s rejection of al-±¥kim’s
grading of authentic.
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‘Abd al-H¥dÏ Kharsa said its strongest proof is in the words of the
Prophet œ that he interceded for him to be in a shallow level of
Hellfire [in al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim] whereas All¥h u said of the
unbelievers ,}The mediation of no mediators will avail them then{
(74:48). However, it can be answered that the verse is excepted by the
fact that the first, general intercession of the Prophet œ for mankind
at the universal Station (al-Maq¥m), on the Day of Judgment, includes
the disbelievers. So does his ulterior intercession for the lessening of
their eternal punishment in the Fire.

It is also related that some of the Ash‘arÏ Im¥ms such as al-Qur~ubÏ,
al-SubkÏ, and al-Sha‘r¥nÏ said that Ab‰ >¥lib was saved, according to
Sayyid A^mad ZaynÏ Da^l¥n in his luminous treatise Asn¥ al-Ma~¥lib fÏ
Naj¥t AbÏ >¥lib (Cairo: Mu^ammad EffendÏ Mu|~af¥, 1305/1886)
who cites Im¥m al-SuhaymÏ and the ±anafÏ Mufti of Makka Shaykh
A^mad ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Mirgh¥nÏ to that effect. They mention,
among other evidence, the narration from al-‘Abb¥sgby Ibn Sa‘d in
his >abaq¥t (1:118):

‘Aff¥n ibn Muslim told us: ±amm¥d ibn Salama told us: From
Th¥bit [ibn Aslam al-Bun¥nÏ]: From Is^¥q ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-
±¥rith [ibn Nawfal] who said: al-‘Abb¥s said: “I said: ‘Messenger
of All¥h, do you hope anything for Ab‰ >¥lib?’ He replied: ‘I
hope for everything good [i.e. for him] from my Lord.’”

The above narrators are all trustworthy and their transmission is
sound, except that the meaning of the ^adÏth is unspecific. Further,
al-Qur~ubÏ in his TafsÏr (for verses 6:26 and 9:53) and Ibn al-SubkÏ in
>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (1:91-94) hold different positions from
those ascribed to them above and ‘AlÏ himself said that Ab‰ Bakr is the
only Companion to have both parents – Ab‰ Qu^¥fa and Umm al-
Khayr – enter Isl¥m.128 And All¥h knows best.

128 Narrated from ‘®’isha by M¥lik in his Muwa~~a’, Ibn Sa‘d (3:194-195), al-
BayhaqÏ in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (6:169-170 §11728, 6:178 §11784, 6:257 §12267), ‘Abd
al-Razz¥q (9:101), al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r (4:88), IstÏ‘¥b (4:1807), Na|b
(4:122), Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa (1:265), al-NawawÏ in TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ (2:574,
2:630), al-L¥lik¥’Ï in Kar¥m¥t al-Awliy¥’ (p. 117), al-MizzÏ in TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l (35:380),
and Mu^ibb al-DÏn al->abarÏ in al-Riy¥\ al-Na\ira (2:122-123 §576).
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His Precedence in Dialectic Theology (Kal¥m)
Ab‰ ±anÏfa is the earliest Im¥m of kal¥m among the Salaf, preced-
ing by a century and a half the two Im¥ms of Sunni doctrine, Ab‰ 
al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ and Ab‰ Man|‰r al-M¥turÏdÏ. He is the first for-
mulator of the principles of Taw^Ïd among the Four Im¥ms in
opposition to the non-SunnÏ sects. ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ stated:

The first of the scholars of kal¥m among the jurists and foremost
chiefs of the schools of Law are Ab‰ ±anÏfa and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. Ab‰
±anÏfa wrote a book against the QadarÏs entitled al-Fiqh al-Akbar
and a treatise in support of the position of Ahl al-Sunna whereby
capacity or acting-power (al-isti~¥‘a) is, or coincides with deed
(al-f Ï‘l)[…]. While al-Sh¥fi‘Ï authored two books in kal¥m: one
on the sound explanation of prophethood in refutation of
Brahmanism,129 the other a refutation of the people of vain pas-
sions [i.e. innovators].130

It is established that Ab‰ ±anÏfa – in his own words – specialized in
kal¥m before he began to accompany his teacher ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ
Sulaym¥n and turned to fiqh: “I used to investigate kal¥m until I
reached a level of expertise in it for which I became a reference.”131

This is confirmed by Muwaffaq al-DÏn ibn A^mad al-MakkÏ al-
Khw¥rizmÏ (d. 568) in his Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa did not
cease to ply kal¥m, debating the scholars, until he became an expert in
kal¥m;”132 “Ab‰ ±anÏfa used to preside over a gathering of knowledge
in kal¥m.”133 Ab‰ ±anÏfa further said:

129 As cited by Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ in U|‰l al-DÏn (p. 308) and his commenda-
tion of the Sh¥fi‘Ï school over the ±anafÏ entitled Naqd AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h al-Jurj¥nÏ fÏ TarjÏ^
Madhhab AbÏ ±anÏfa, cited by Ibn al-SubkÏ in his >abaq¥t al-Wus~¥ (in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya
al-Kubr¥ 5:146).

130 In U|‰l al-DÏn (p. 308).
131 Narrated from Zufar by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (13:333) with his chain: Ab‰

±anÏfa > Zufar > al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d > al-WalÏd ibn ±amm¥d >Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn
±¥zim > Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï > al-±arÏrÏ > al-Khall¥l >al-Kha~Ïb.

132 Narrated from Ab‰ ±af| al-ßaghÏr by al-Muwaffaq in al-Man¥qib (1:63) as cited
by al-KawtharÏ in his introduction to al-Bay¥\Ï’s Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m (p. 4). Al-Khw¥rizmÏ’s
book was printed together with Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-KardarÏ al-Bazz¥zÏ work
bearing the same title. Cf. ±ajjÏ KhalÏfa, Kashf al-<un‰n (2:1838); al-KawtharÏ, Ta’nÏb al-
Kha~Ïb (1998 ed. p. 20).

133 Narrated from al-Zaranj¥rÏ by al-Muwaffaq in al-Man¥qib (1:63.).
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I was granted to debate [the Scholars] in kal¥m. I did this for a
period of time in which I would enter kal¥m disputations and con-
front others by means of it. At that time most disputers and
debaters were in al-Ba|ra, and I went to al-Ba|ra over twenty times,
sometimes remaining there for a year or more. I challenged vari-
ous parties of the Khaw¥rij such as the Ib¥\iyya, the Safariyya, and
others, as well as various parties of the ±ashwiyya.134

Encounters with the Khaw¥rij
Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ and al-Q¥rÏ in his biography of the Im¥m
entitled al-Thim¥r al-Janiyya narrate that after the Kh¥rijÏs entered K‰fa
with al-™a^^¥k ibn Qays al-Shayb¥nÏ at their head, one day, a number
of them invaded the Im¥m’s house and, catching hold of him said, “Say,
you repent of kufr.” The Im¥m said, “I repent of all manners of kufr.”
The Kh¥rijÏs maintain that by committing a sin a man becomes a k¥fir,
which amounts to saying that sin and kufr are identical. Somebody later
on went to the Kh¥rijÏs and told them that the Im¥m’s answer was a 
double-entendre and that what he meant was that he repented of their
own kufr. The Kh¥rijÏs came back to the Im¥m and seized him. “Is it on
the basis of firm knowledge or merely suspicion that you act?” inquired
the Im¥m. “Only suspicion,” replied the Kh¥rijÏs. “In that case,” said the
Imam, “}Verily, sometimes doubting is a sin{ (49:12), therefore
repent of kufr.” They said: “You, also, repent of kufr.” He replied: “I
repent of all manners of kufr.”135

In another version the report goes: “Repent. – Of what should I
repent? – Repent!! – Of what should I repent??” (Tub! – Mimm¥ at‰b?
Tub!! – Mimm¥ at‰b??) Al-™a^^¥k then said: “Of your assent to the arbi-
tration [between Mu‘¥wiya and ‘AlÏ]!” Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “Will you
debate with me?” He replied yes. The Im¥m said, “What if we disagree?
Who will decide between us?” He said So-and-so. The Im¥m said: “So
you accept him as a judge?” He replied yes. The Im¥m said: “Then you
have accepted arbitration!” Al-™a^^¥k remained speechless. This was
in127.

134 Narrated from al-±¥rith by al-Muwaffaq in al-Man¥qib (1:59).
135 As cited in al-Gh¥wjÏ, Ab‰ ±anÏfa al-Nu‘m¥n (p. 264-265).
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Encounter with the Qadariyya
Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr narrates with his chain to the Im¥m in al-Intiq¥’ that
seventy of the Qadariyya came to K‰fa and approached him intending
to debate him. “In what will you debate me?” he asked. They said: “In
qadar!” He replied: “Qadar is like the sun. The more you look into it,
the more dazzled and perplexed you become.” Among the questions
they put to him: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa, are you a mu’min?” He said yes. They
continued: “Are you a mu’min in the sight of All¥h?” He said: “Are you
asking me of my knowledge and my resolve or of the knowledge of
All¥h and His resolve?” They said: “Of your knowledge, of course! We
are not asking you about the knowledge of All¥h.” He replied: “In my
knowledge, I know that I am a mu’min. I do not presume anything of
All¥h in His knowledge.”

The Early ±anafÏ Im¥ms Entered Kal¥m Disputations

Al-Muwaffaq also narrated from ±afÏ· al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn
Mu^ammad al-KardarÏ (d. 827) – the author of the Fat¥w¥ Bazz¥ziyya –
that Jam¥l al-DÏn Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ A^mad ibn Mas‘‰d al-A|fah¥nÏ narrated
from Kh¥lid ibn Zayd al-‘UmarÏ: “Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Ab‰ Y‰suf, Mu^ammad
[ibn al-±asan], Zufar, and ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa were a group that
entered into kal¥m disputations at the same time as they were Im¥ms of
knowledge.”136

It is due to this foremost rank in kal¥m on the part of the early
±anafÏ Im¥ms that al->a^¥wÏ entitled his statement of doctrine Bay¥n
I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a ‘al¥ Madhhab Fuqah¥’ al-Milla AbÏ ±anÏfa
wa-AbÏ Y‰suf al-An|¥rÏ wa-Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan (“Exposition of the
Doctrine of the Jurists of the Muslim World, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Ab‰ Y‰suf,
and Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan”).

Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Works in Kal¥m

Among the works of the Im¥m in kal¥m:137

v Al-Fiqh al-Akbar (“The Supreme Wisdom”), authentically narrat-
ed from the Im¥m by his son ±amm¥d. The Ash‘arÏ Shaykh Ab‰

136 Narrated in al-Man¥qib (1:38).
137 The full chains of transmission for all these works are given in al-Muwaffaq’s

Man¥qib and al-KawtharÏ’s Ta’nÏb al-Kha~Ïb as well as (in part) his introduction to al-
Bay¥\Ï’s Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m (p. 6).
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al-Mu·affar al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ138 said in his book al-Tab|Ïr fÏl-DÏn: “Al-
Fiqh al-Akbar was narrated to us by trustworthy people through a
reliable way and a sound chain of transmission from Na|Ïr ibn
Ya^y¥ [up to] Ab‰ ±anÏfa.”139 This work received at least fifteen
commentaries, among them those of al-Q¥rÏ, al-MaghnÏs¥wÏ,
and al-Bay¥\Ï, all three of them in print. In it the Im¥m said:

“All¥h is One not in the sense of a number but in the sense that
He has no partner whatsoever…. He is ‘something’ unlike any
other thing, and the meaning of ‘something’ here is to affirm
Him without body (jism), nor indivisible substance (jawhar), nor
accident (‘ara\); and He has no limit (^add).”

“Whatever All¥h umentioned in the Qur’¥n about the ‘Face,’
‘Hand,’ and ‘Essence,’ these are His Attributes without asking
how. [I.e. their proof-text (a|l) is known while their description
(wa|f ) is unknown to us (al-MaghnÏs¥wÏ).] Let it not be said that
His Hand is [but] His Power (qudra) or Bounty (ni‘ma) because
doing so is a nullification of the Attribute [which the Qur’¥n
affirms (al-MaghnÏs¥wÏ)] and is the position of the QadarÏs and
Mu‘tazilÏs. His Hand is an Attribute without asking how!” [Al-
Q¥rÏ comments: “That is, without knowledge of any modality,
exactly as we are incapable of having knowledge of the true
nature (kunh) of the rest of His Attributes, not to mention the
true nature of His Essence.”]

Imam Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s caveat does not contradict the M¥turÏdÏ
position that the Attributes of corporality are not corporal (as in
al->a^¥wÏ’s ‘AqÏda) but are among the mutash¥bih¥t (as in al-

138 Im¥m Ab‰ al-Mu·affar >¥hir ibn Mu^ammad al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-Ash‘arÏ,
known as Shahaf‰r (d. 471), author of T¥j al-Tar¥jim fÏ TafsÏr al-Qur’¥n lil-A‘¥jim cf. ±ajjÏ
KhalÏfa, Kashf al-<un‰n (1:268, 1:442). In his book al-Tab|Ïr fÏl-DÏn wa-TamyÏz al-Firqat al-
N¥jiya min Firaq al-H¥likÏn he defines Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a as the Ash‘arÏs.

139 In al-Tab|Ïr (p. 113) as cited by al-KawtharÏ in his introduction to al-Bay¥\Ï’s
Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m (p. 5). The complete chain is ‘AlÏ ibn A^mad al-F¥risÏ < Na|Ïr [not
Nu|ayr nor Na|r] ibn Ya^y¥ [al-BalkhÏ (d. 268)] < Ab‰ Muq¥til <‘I|¥m ibn Y‰suf [ibn
Maym‰n al-BalkhÏ (d. 210 or 215)] < ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa < Ab‰ ±anÏfa. (Ibid. p.
6.) Shaykh WahbÏ Sulaym¥n Gh¥wjÏ said in his edition of al-Q¥rÏ’s Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar
(p. 13) that he saw in Maktabat Shaykh al-Isl¥m ‘®rif ±ikmat in MadÏna (Compendium
§226 or §234) a manuscript of the Fiqh al-Akbar with the same chain.
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PazdawÏ’s U|‰l and its Shar^ by al-Bukh¥rÏ). These guidelines –
avoidance of figurative interpretation, avoidance of corporal
explanation, and affirmation that Yad and such expressions are
among the Mutash¥bih¥t – are also within the Ash‘arÏs’ method.
The latter allow the option of interpretation if it coincides with
the bases of the Arabic language and the general purport of
‘AqÏda, as does Im¥m al-M¥turÏdÏ in Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd. And All¥h
knows best.
[In al-MaghnÏs¥wÏ only:] “And Mu^ammad œ is His Beloved
(^abÏbuh).”

v Al -Wa|iyya (“The Testament”), a brief treatise dictated by Ab‰
±¥nÏfa on his death-bed according to the Sunna, in which he
states: “The meeting (liq¥’ ) of All¥h Most High with the dwellers
of Paradise is by visual sight without modality, nor simile, nor
direction” and “We affirm that All¥h established Himself over
the Throne without his having need for it and without settle-
ment on it as He is the Preserver of the Throne and other than
the Throne. If He stood in need for it, He would have been
unable to bring the world into being or dispose of it, just as 
created beings [are unable]. And if He became in need of sitting
down and settling, then, before creating the Throne, where was
All¥h u? Rather, He is greatly and immensely transcendent
beyond all such notions.” 140

v Ris¥lat AbÏ ±anÏfa il¥ ‘Uthm¥n al-BattÏ, a brief letter to the
Mujtahid of Ba|ra Ab‰ ‘Amr ‘Uthm¥n ibn Muslim al-BattÏ (d.
143) also narrated through Na|Ïr ibn Ya^y¥ – from Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h Mu^ammad ibn Sam¥‘a al-TamÏmÏ, from Ab‰ Y‰suf, from
Ab‰ ±anÏfa, in which the Im¥m explains the principle of his
School whereby Ïm¥n has two, not three pillars, namely: convic-
tion in the heart and affirmation by the tongue, in refutation of
those who imputed him with the label of Murji’. Following is the
text of the Ris¥la:

From Ab‰ ±anÏfa to ‘Uthm¥n al-BattÏ: Sal¥mun ‘alayk! Truly I 

140 Printed [1] together with al-NasafÏ’s Matn al-Man¥r fÏ U|‰l al-Fiqh (Cairo: al-
Ma~ba‘at al-Ma^m‰diyya, 1326) and [2] edited by al-KawtharÏ and reprinted by
al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya lil-Tur¥th (Cairo, 2001) together with al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim,
al-Fiqh al-Absa~, al-Fiqh al-Akbar, and Ris¥lat AbÏ ±anÏfa il¥ Uthm¥n al-BattÏ.
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render praise and glory before you to All¥h beside Whom there is
no God. To proceed: I advise you to fear All¥h and obey Him. He
suffices as a reckoner and requiter.

I received your letter. I understood what it contained in the way
of your na|Ï^a and your holding us dear. You said that what
impelled you to write it was your ardent concern for goodness and
sincere good faith. This is precisely how we viewed it. 

You mentioned that you had heard I belong to the Murji’a and
that I say: [a grave sinner is but] a misguided believer (mu’minun
\¥ll). You said that you found this hard to bear. I do swear! There
is no excuse in anything that removes one far from All¥h nor any
guidance in the innovations invented by the people. We are com-
manded nothing other than what the Qur’¥n brought, what
Mu^ammad s called us to, and what his Companions practiced
until the people split into factions. Anything else is newfangled
innovation. Therefore, understand this letter of mine to you.
Beware of your own preconceived opinion lest the devil come to
you. May All¥h make us and you immune through obedience of
Him! We ask success of Him for us and for you through His Mercy.

Let me remind you that the people were polytheists before
All¥h u sent Mu^ammad œ. He sent Mu^ammad who called
them to Isl¥m. He summoned them to witness that there is no
God but All¥h alone without partner, and to confirm what he had
brought on the part of All¥h u.

Whoever entered Isl¥m at that time was a believer (mu’min)
exempt from polytheism. His property, honor, and blood were
sacred. He owned all the rights and sacred status owned by the
Muslims. Whoever did not do this when called to do it was a 
disbeliever devoid of belief. His property and blood were licit.
Nothing was accepted from him except one of two things: either
to enter Isl¥m or be killed, except for what All¥h umentioned
about the remittance of the jizyaby the People of the Book.

Then the categorical obligations (far¥’i\) descended, after
that, on the people of confirmation (ahl al-ta|dÏq). Applying those
obligations was a practice done together with belief. This is why
All¥h u says, }those who believe and do good works{ and
}whoso believes in All¥h and does right{.There are other similar
verses in the Qur’¥n. Therefore, whoever falls short of practice
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does not fall short of confirmation but has realized confirmation
without practice.

If the one who fell short of practice necessarily fell short of con-
firmation he would then exit from the name of belief and its
sanctity by virtue of falling short of practice just as those who fell
short of confirmation came out of the name of belief, its sanctity,
and the rights that come with it, returning to their previous state
of polytheism. Another way by which the difference between the
two is known is that people do not differ in confirmation nor do
they excel one another in it while they may excel one another in
practice, and their categorical obligations differ.

So the Religion of the [angelic] inhabitants of the heaven and
that of the [human] Messengers is one. Thus did All¥hu say,
}He has ordained for you that religion which He commended
unto Noah, and that which We inspire in you (Mu^ammad), and
that which We commended unto Ibr¥hÏm and M‰s¥ and ‘¬s¥, say-
ing: Establish the religion, and be not divided therein{(42:13).

Therefore, know that the guidance that consists in confirming
All¥h and His Messengers is not like the guidance that consists in
the deeds He has made obligatory. What is the difficulty in this for
you? Consequently you call someone amu’minwhile he is ignorant
of the categorical obligations of which he has no idea; but you have
to call him a mu’min because of his confirmation, just as Allahu
has named him in His Book, though he may be called ignorant in
whatever obligations he does not know. Only, he has to learn what
he does not know. Now: is the one who is misguided away from the
knowledge of All¥hu and the knowledge of His Messenger the
same as the one who is misguided away from what the people have
learnt after they became believers? All¥h u said, concerning His
teaching the categorical obligations,}All¥h expounds unto you,
so that you err not (an ta\ill‰){ (4:176); and He said,}so that if
the one errss (an ta\illa) the other will remember] (2:282); and 
He said, }He said: I did it then, when I was of those who are 
astray(min al-\¥llÏn){(26:20), meaning, one of the ignorant.

The overwhelming proof is from the Book of All¥h u. The
Sunna confirms this too clearly and plainly to allow any ambigui-
ty for such as you. Do you not say, “A believer who does wrong
(mu’min ·¥lim),” or “a believer who sins” (mu’min mudhnib), or “a
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believer who commits mistakes” (mu’min mukh~i’), or “a disobe-
dient believer” (mu’min ‘¥|in), or “a believer who rebels”
(mu’min j¥’ir)? Can he be, in what he did wrong and committed
mistakes, guided just as he is guided in belief? Or is he astray
from the right for erring?

As for the saying of the sons of Ya‘q‰b e to their father,}Lo!
you are in your old aberration (fÏ \al¥lika al-qadÏm){ (12:95): 
do you think that they meant, “You are in your old disbelief 
(kufrika)”? All¥h forbid that you should understand this when you
are so well-versed in the Qur’¥n.

Know that if the matter were indeed as you have written to us,
namely, that people gave confirmation before the categorical
obligations, then the categorical obligations came, then the 
people of confirmation should have deserved the name of confir-
mation through the deeds at the time they were made responsible
for them! But you did not explain to me what they were following,
what religion they were, and what status you consider them to
have before that point. For they do not deserve that name except
through deeds at the time they were made responsible for them.

If you claim that they are believers (mu’min‰n) to whom apply
all the rulings of the Muslims and their sacred status, you have said
the truth and this is correct as I have written to you above. Howev-
er, if you say that they are disbelievers (kuff¥r), you have
committed innovation and contravened the Prophet œ and the
Qur’¥n! And if you say, as the obdurate innovators say, that he is
neither a disbeliever nor a believer, then know that this claim is an
innovation and contravenes the Prophet œ and his Companions.

‘AlÏ g was named the Commander of the Believers (AmÏr al-
Mu’minÏn) and so was ‘Umar g. Did they mean by such a name
that they were the Commanders of those who obey all the cate-
gorical obligations? ‘AlÏ named those of Syro-Palestine who
fought him, “Believers.” He named them thus in his letter
expounding his case. Were they well-guided when he was fight-
ing them? The Companions of the Messenger of All¥h u fought
among themselves. The two factions were not both well-guided.
Then what is the name of the rebel faction in your view? By All¥h!
I do not know, among the people of the one qibla, a sin greater
than manslaughter, especially that of the Companions of
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Mu^ammad s! What, then, is the name of each of the two fac-
tions in your view? They cannot both be well-guided
simultaneously.

If you say that they were both well-guided (muhtadiy¥n) at one
and the same time, you have committed innovation. If you say that
they are both misguided (\¥ll¥n) at one and the same time, you
have committed innovation. And if you say that one of them is
well-guided, then what is the other? If you reply “ All¥h knows
best”, you have replied correctly. Understand well what I have just
written!

Know, also, that I say: The People of the Qibla are all mu’min‰n.
I do not declare them to be out of Ïm¥n if they lost something of
the categorical obligations. Whoever obeys All¥h Most High in
all of the categorical obligations together with Ïm¥n, such is
among the dwellers of Paradise in our view, and whoever leaves
Ïm¥n and deeds, such is a disbeliever and among the dwellers of
the Fire. As for he who obtains Ïm¥n but loses something of the
categorical obligations, he is a sinful mu’min, and All¥h Most
High does what He wishes with him. If He wishes, he punishes
him, and if He wishes, He forgives him. If He punishes him for
losing something, He punishes him for a sin, and if He forgives
him, He forgives him his sin.

I say, concerning the past disagreements of the Companions
of the Messenger of All¥h œ among themselves: All¥h knows
best. Surely, you hold no other opinion concerning the people
of the Qibla, because this is what the Companions of the
Messenger of All¥h œ enjoined and this is what those who con-
veyed the Sunna and the Fiqh enjoined. Your brother ‘A~¥’ ibn
AbÏ Rab¥^141 said – as we detailed this issue to him – that this was
what the Companions of the Messenger of All¥h œ prescribed.
S¥lim [ibn ‘Ajl¥n Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-UmawÏ al-Af~as (d. 132)]
said that Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr said this was what the Companions of
Mu^ammad   l prescribed. Your brother N¥fi‘ [Mawl¥ Ibn
‘Umar] said this was what ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar prescribed –
All¥h be well-pleased with both of them! ‘Abd al-KarÏm [ibn
M¥lik al-JazarÏ al-Kha\ramÏ (d. 127)] also said, on the authority

141 A Nubian T¥bi‘Ï (d. 114). The Im¥m said he never saw better than him.
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of >¥w‰s [ibn Kays¥n al-Yam¥nÏ (d. 106)], on the authority of
Ibn ‘Abb¥s – All¥h be well-pleased with both of them! – that this
is what Ibn ‘Abb¥s prescribed. I have heard that when ‘AlÏ ibn
AbÏ >¥lib g wrote the famous case (al-qa\iyya), he named both
parties mu’minÏn at one and the same time.

This is also what ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz said, as narrated from
him by those of your brothers who met him according to what I
heard about you. Then he said: “Put together a book on this for
me,” after which he taught it to his son and ordered them to
teach it. Teach it to those that sit with you – may All¥h have mercy
on you! – for he held a place of high esteem among the Muslims.
Know that the best of what you taught and will ever teach people
is the Sunna. But you must know who those qualified are and
ought to learn it!

As for what you mentioned concerning the name of Murji’a:
what is the sin of those who speak justly and fairly and whom the
innovators have labeled thus? Rather, they [the Murji’a] are the
people of justice and the people of the Sunna! But this name is
only what ill-wishers have named them. I swear that it brings no dis-
honor at all to a just and fair person to whom you call the people
and they respond to you, if the ill-wishers call themMurji’a! If they
do such a thing then this name is an innovation. Does this in any
way disgrace what you took from the people of justice?

If I did not fear to be lengthy and prolong this explanation I
would have detailed for you further the matters about which I
have just written. If you find anything obscure or if the people of
innovation instil some doubt in you, let me know, and I will reply
to you concerning it if All¥h wills. I want for you – as for my own
soul – every good, and All¥h is our reliance!

Donot be long in replying to me with your salaam and whatever
you need. All¥h grant us a blessed return and a good life! The
greeting of All¥h upon you, the mercy of All¥h, and His blessings!
Glory and praise belong to All¥h! And may All¥h send blessings
upon our Master Mu^ammad and upon his House and all his
Companions.142

142 Ris¥lat AbÏ ±anÏfata il¥ ‘Uthm¥n al-BattÏ in Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il al-A’immat al-Salaf
wa-Adabihim al-‘IlmÏ (p. 21-28), ed. ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda (Aleppo: Maktab al-
Ma~b‰‘¥t al-Isl¥miyya, 1996).
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v Al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim (“The Teacher and the Apprentice”),
placed by Ab‰ al-Mu·affar al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ “among the overwhelm-
ing proofs against atheists and innovators,”143 narrated through
two chains, both of them through Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s student Ab‰
Muq¥til ±af| ibn Salm al-Faz¥rÏ al-SamarqandÏ but actually
attributed by some to Ab‰ Muq¥til, who is – in either case – most-
ly discarded.144

v Al-Fiqh al-Absa~ (“The Greatest Wisdom”), the same work as the
Fiqh al-Akbar but in catechetic form narrated from the Im¥m
exclusively by Ab‰ Mu~Ï‘ al-±akam ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Muslim al-
BalkhÏ al-Khur¥s¥nÏ through Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ
al-Alma‘Ï al-K¥shgharÏ (d. >484), both of them discarded as nar-
rators. In this version the Im¥m is related to state:

[1] “Whoever says, ‘I do not know whether my Lord is in the
heaven or on earth’ commits disbelief (qad kafar), as does who-
ever says, ‘He is on the Throne and I do not know whether the
Throne is in the heaven or on earth.’” Im¥m Ab‰ al-Layth al-
SamarqandÏ (d. 373) in his Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Absa~ (misattributed
to al-M¥turÏdÏ) and Im¥m al-Bay¥\Ï in Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m all said:
“He is a disbeliever because he attributes a place to All¥h Most
High.”145

[2] “}The Hand of All¥h is above their hands{ (48:10), not like
the hand of creatures, and it is not a limb (laysat bi-j¥ri^a).”

[3] “If someone says, ‘Where is All¥h?’ The answer for him is that
All¥h existed when there was no ‘where,’ no creation, nothing!
And He is the Creator of everything!” This is confirmed as the true
position of the Im¥m by al->a^¥wÏ’s article in his Exposition of the
Doctrine of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a that “This is the religion of the
Muslims. Anyone that does not guard himself against negation
[of the Divine Attributes] or likening [All¥h to something else],

143 In al-Tab|Ïr (p. 113) as cited by al-KawtharÏ in his introduction to al-Bay¥\Ï’s
Ish¥r¥t (p. 5).

144 Cf. al-±¥kim, al-Madkhal il¥ al-ßa^Ï^ (p. 130 §42), al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (‘Ilmiyya
2:219), Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n (2:322-323), Ibn al-JawzÏ, al-™u‘af¥’ wal-Matr‰kÏn (1:221), and
al-KhalÏlÏ, Irsh¥d (3:975).

145 Ab‰ al-Layth al-SamarqandÏ, Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Absa~ (p. 25) cf. Gh¥wjÏ, Ab‰ ±anÏfa
(p. 260).
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has gone astray and missed transcendence. For our Lord – Glori-
fied and Exalted! – is only described in terms of oneness and
absolute singularity. No creation is in any way whatsoever like
Him. He is beyond having limits placed on Him, or having bound-
aries, or having parts, limbs, and organs! Nor is He contained by
the six directions as all created things are.”

Certain versions of the Fiqh al-Absa~ have undergone identifiable
interpolations such as that narrated by the anthropomorphist al-
HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ in his book al-F¥r‰q fÏl-ßif¥t as pointed out by
al-KawtharÏ.146

The above documentation shows that the pious Salaf did not wholly
condemn involvement in kal¥m as a blameworthy activity but only, 
as Im¥m Ab‰ Zahra pointed out, its specific use by the innovators –
particularly their main sect, the Mu‘tazila – who diverged from the
doctrines of Ahl al-Sunna.147 Those whom the Salaf meant in their
condemnations of kal¥m were the likes of D¥w‰d al-Jaw¥ribÏ,148 Ibn
Karr¥m,149 and other leaders of sects such as those described in here-
siographies such al-Ash‘arÏ’s Maq¥l¥t al-Isl¥miyyÏn, al-Baghd¥dÏ’s
al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, Ibn ±azm’s al-Fi|al fÏl-Milal, and al-Shahrast¥nÏ’s
al-Milal wal-Ni^al.

The Aim of those who Deny the Existence of Sunni Kal¥m
As for those who, today, insist on claiming that the Salaf rejected all of
kal¥m in unqualified terms, their aim in such a misrepresentation is
threefold:

v First, to empower themselves to cast the label of bid‘a against
those who do not agree with their anthropomorphist leanings,

146 In his introduction to al-Bay¥\Ï’s Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m (p. 6 n. 1) as well as his edi-
tion of the Fiqh al-Absa~ together with al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim and other doctrinal texts of
the Im¥m.

147 “Whenever you hear Ab‰ Y‰suf or Mu^ammad or al-Sh¥fi‘Ï or Ibn ±anbal and
others [among the early Im¥ms] revile the science of kal¥m and those who take knowl-
edge by following the methods of the mutakallim‰n, know that they only meant the
Mu‘tazila by their criticism, and their methods.” Ab‰ Zahra, Ab‰ ±anÏfa (p. 133).

148 “He described the God that he worshipped as possessing all the human organs
except the pudenda and the beard.” Al-Shahrast¥nÏ, al-Milal wal-Ni^al (1:105, 1:187).

149 He used to say: “All¥h is firmly seated on the Throne and He is in person
(dh¥tan) on the upper side of it.” Al-Shahrast¥nÏ, al-Milal wal-Ni^al (1:108). 
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in calculated ignorance of the strong proofs adduced by the
Ash‘arÏ and M¥turÏdÏ Scholars of kal¥m against the heresies of
the ±ashwiyya and Mujassima.

v Second, to instill literalism into the hearts of uneducated
Muslims and degree-bearing Muslims uneducated in the
Religious sciences, as well as fear of learning the foundations of
belief from the mouth of the great scholars who elucidated the
texts of the Qur’¥n and Sunna, on the specious grounds that “all
that people need is the Qur’¥n and Sunna.”

v Third, to promote the idea that all the Sunni Im¥ms of 
the Khalaf – the majority of whom are Ash‘arÏs – are in fact JahmÏ -
like innovators as opposed to two or three controversial figures
that happened to revive anthropomorphist doctrines.

The First Mutakallim is ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib g

The truth is that all four of the Four Im¥ms practiced or supported
kal¥m, in one form or another, precisely to refute kal¥m-based innova-
tions. In so doing they actually imitated the major Companions who
had debated the Khaw¥rij and defeated them both in disputation and
on the field. Im¥m al-Ghazz¥lÏ said: “The first to initiate (sanna) the
invitation of innovators back to the fold of truth through disputation
is ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib gwho sent Ibn ‘Abb¥s g to the Khaw¥rij to speak
to them.”150

The Involvement of the Mujtahid Im¥ms in Kal¥m
The following are authentic examples illustrating the involvement of
the Im¥ms in kal¥m after Ab‰ ±anÏfa:

v It is established that Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï entered kal¥m disputations
with ±af| al-Fard151 over the issue of the creation of the Qur’¥n
until he declared ±af| a disbeliever, and he used to nickname
him “±af| the Isolated” (±af| al-Munfarid). ±af| had tried
unsuccessfully to make ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-±¥kim and Y‰suf
ibn ‘Amr ibn YazÏd debate him before al-Sh¥fi‘Ï accepted – and

150 Al-Ghazz¥lÏ, I^y¥’ ‘Ul‰m al-DÏn (1:96).
151 Ab‰ ‘Amr al-Ba|rÏ ±af| al-Fard, also known as Ab‰ Ya^y¥, he came to Ba|ra as a

Mu‘tazilÏ then turned against them and joined the Jabriyya as stated by Ibn al-NadÏm in
al-Fihrist (p. 255).
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defeated him.152 Al-BayhaqÏ said: “And how could he [al-Sh¥fi‘Ï]
possibly consider the kal¥m of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a reprehen-
sible when he himself practiced it, debated those he debated,
and exposed the fallacies of those who had cast doubt into the
minds of some of his students?”153 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï also debated the
Mu‘tazilÏ Ibr¥hÏm ibn Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ulayya – the student of Ab‰
Bakr al-A|amm – and the JahmÏ Bishr al-MarÏsÏ at whose house
he once resided when he first cameto Baghdad. 154

v Im¥m M¥lik compiled a refutation of the Qadariyya for the ben-
efit of his student Ibn Wahb.155

v Im¥m al-Awz¥‘Ï debated and defeated the QadarÏ Ghayl¥n ibn
Muslim al-DimashqÏ upon the request of the Caliph Hish¥m 
ibn ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Marw¥n, after which Hish¥m had Ghayl¥n 
executed.156

v Im¥m A^mad’s disputations with Ab‰ ‘¬s¥ Mu^ammad ibn ‘¬s¥
Bargh‰th and his condemnations of the Jahmiyya and Mu‘tazila
over the issue of the creation of the Qur’¥n and the Divine
Attributes are recorded in a number of the books of his School,
as well as his numerous statements of doctrine – narrated by Ibn
AbÏ Ya‘l¥ in his >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila – which are, with Ab‰
±anÏfa’s works, among the early manifestos of SunnÏ kal¥m.157

v Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ compiled a refutation of the Qadariyya and
other sects entitled Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, and was expelled from
Nays¥b‰r by the ±anbalÏs because of what they perceived as an
unacceptable stand in kal¥m.

152 Ibn ‘As¥kir, TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ (1404 ed. p. 338-340) and al-BayhaqÏ,
Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:455). See also al-L¥lik¥’Ï, U|‰l Ahl al-Sunna (2:252-253).

153 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:454-455).
154 Cf. al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:229, 1:407, 1:464), Ibn Taymiyya,

Muqaddima fÏl-TafsÏr (Ris¥la ed. p. 69), and al-LacknawÏ, al-Faw¥’id al-Bahiyya
(p. 94).

155 Narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:204). Al-DhahabÏ declared its
chain of transmission sound (|a^Ï^) in Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (Arna’‰~ ed. 8:88).

156 Cited by ShÏth ibn Ibr¥hÏm (d. 598) in ±azz al-Ghal¥|im (p. 112) cf. al-R¥zÏ,
I‘tiq¥d¥t Firaq al-MuslimÏn (1:40), al-Y¥fi‘Ï, Marham al-‘Ilal (1992 ed. p. 133) and Ibn
Taymiyya, Bay¥n TalbÏs al-Jahmiyya (1:275= al-Ta’sÏs fÏ Radd As¥s al-TaqdÏs).

157 It is ironic that the spurious work entitled al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa and attributed
to Im¥m A^mad by anti-Ash‘arÏs today, is a work of the worst sort of kal¥m cf. p. 309.
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Im¥m Ab‰ Man|‰r al-M¥turÏdÏ158

The foremost exponent of the doctrine of Ab‰ ±anÏfa is Mu^ammad
ibn Mu^ammad ibn Ma^m‰d Ab‰ Man|‰r al-SamarqandÏ al-M¥turÏdÏ
al-±anafÏg (d. 333) of M¥turÏd in Samarqand, Shaykh al-Isl¥m. With
Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ he is the foremost Im¥m of the mutakallim‰n
of Ahl al-Sunna. Known in his time as the Im¥m of Guidance (Im¥m al-
Hud¥), Ab‰ Man|‰r studied under Ab‰ Na|r al-‘Ay¥dÏ and Ab‰ Bakr
A^mad al-J‰zj¥nÏ. Among his senior students were ‘AlÏ ibn Sa‘Ïd Ab‰
al-±asan al-Rustughf¥nÏ,159 Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd al-KarÏm ibn M‰s¥
ibn ‘¬s¥ al-PazdawÏ, and Ab‰ al-Q¥sim Is^¥q ibn Mu^ammad al-±¥kim
al-SamarqandÏ. He excelled in refuting the Mu‘tazila in Transoxiana
while his contemporary Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ did the same in Ba|ra
and Baghd¥d. Their two Schools went on to encompass the massive
majority of the SunnÏ Muslim Ulema up to our day. He died in
Samarqand where he lived most of his life. The founder of the
Egyptian Salafiyya MunÏriyya Press, MunÏr ‘Abduh Agh¥ wrote: “There
is not much [doctrinal] difference between Ash‘arÏs and M¥turÏdÏs
hence both groups are now called Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a.”160

Im¥m ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ (d. 429) defined Ahl al-Sunna wal-
Jam¥‘a as “the Scholars of the four Schools and their followers, the
Scholars of ^adÏth, the Scholars of Arabic grammar, the Scholars of
tafsÏr, the ß‰fÏs, the people making jih¥d, and the general masses 
of the Muslims.” Im¥m Ab‰ al-Mu·affar al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ, in his book
al-Tab|Ïr f Ïl-DÏn wa-TamyÏz al-Firqat al-N¥jiya min Firaq al-H¥likÏn
(“Enlightenment in the Religion and the Differentiation between the
Saved Group and the Sects of those who are Destroyed”), defines Ahl
al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a as the Ash‘arÏs. Al-¬jÏ (d. 756) said: “The Saved
Group which is excepted from the Prophet’s œ ̂ adÏth ‘All of them are

158 Main sources for this section: al-LacknawÏ, al-Faw¥’id al-Bahiyya fÏ Tar¥jim al-
±anafiyya (p. 319-320 §412); Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’, al-Jaw¥hir al-Mu\iyya fÏ >abaq¥t
al-±anafiyya (p. 130, 310, 362-363); al-KawtharÏ, introduction to al-Bay¥\Ï’s Ish¥r¥t al-
Mar¥m.

159 He narrated from Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa the saying: kullu mujtahidin mu|Ïbun wal-
^aqqu ‘inda All¥hi w¥^id which means “Every scholar who strives [towards truth] is
correct [whatever his finding], even if the truth in the Divine presence is one.”
Accordingly, al-Rustughf¥nÏ differed with al-M¥turÏdÏ who considered that the mujtahid
is wrong in his ijtih¥d if his finding differs from the truth.  Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’, >abaq¥t al-
±anafiyya (p. 310, 362-363).

160 In Nam‰dhaj min al-A‘m¥l al-Khayriyya (p. 134).
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in the Fire except one: Those that adhere to what I and my
Companions follow’ – are the Ash‘arÏs, the Salaf among the scholars of
^adÏth, and [generally speaking] Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a.”161 The
later ±anbalÏ ßufÏ al-SaffarÏnÏ (d. 1188) offers a similar definition in
his Law¥’i^ al-Anw¥r: “Ahl al-Sunna consist of three groups: the textual-
ists (al-Athariyya), whose Im¥m is A^mad ibn ±anbal, the Ash‘arÏs,
whose Im¥m is Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ, and the M¥turÏdÏs, whose
Im¥m is Ab‰ Man|‰r al-M¥turÏdÏ … and they are all one sect, the saved
sect, and they are Ahl al-±adÏth.”162 More restrictive is the definition
given by al-HaytamÏ, al-Bay\¥wÏ, and al-Saharanf‰rÏ: “When we use the
term Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a, what is meant are the Ash‘arÏs and the
M¥turÏdÏs.” Similarly, Im¥m Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m said: “Agreement has
formed in subscribing to al-Ash‘arÏ’s doctrine among the Sh¥fi‘Ïs, the
M¥likÏs, the ±anafÏs, and the elite of the ±anbalÏs.”163 Im¥m ‘Abd
All¥h ibn ‘AlawÏ al-±add¥d (d. 1132) said:

If you look with a sound understanding into those passage
relating to the sciences of faith in the Book, the Sunna, and the
sayings of the Salaf… you will know for certain that the truth is
with the party called ‘Ash‘arÏ,’ named after the Shaykh Ab‰ 
al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ, All¥h have mercy on him, who systematized
the foundations of the creed of the people of the truth and
recorded its earliest versions, these being the beliefs which the
Companions and the best among the Successors agreed upon 
… The M¥turÏdÏs are the same as the Ash‘arÏs in the above
regard. 164]

Al-M¥turÏdÏ surpasses Im¥m al->a^¥wÏ as a transmitter and com-
mentator of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s legacy in kal¥m.

Among al-M¥turÏdÏ’s works:

v Bay¥n Awh¥m al-Mu‘tazila;
v Al-Jadal fÏ U|‰l al-Fiqh;
v Ma’¥khidh al-Shar¥’i‘ ;
v Al-Maq¥l¥t;

161 Al-¬jÏ, al-Maw¥qif (p. 429).
162 Al-Saff¥rÏnÏ, Law¥’i^ al-Anw¥r (1:141-142, 1:260, 2:15, 2:138-139). 
163 In Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:365, 3:373).
164 Al-±add¥d, Book of Assistance (p. 40-41), chapter entitled “On Doctrine.”
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v Radd Aw¥’il al-Adilla, a refutation of the Mu‘tazilÏ al-Ka‘bÏ’s book
entitled Aw¥’il al-Adilla;

v Radd al-Im¥ma, a refutation of the ShÏ‘Ï conception of the office
of Im¥m;

v Radd al-TahdhÏb fÏl-Jadal, another refutation of al-Ka‘bÏ;165

v Radd al-U|‰l al-Khamsa, a refutation of Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-
B¥hilÏ’s exposition of the so-called “Five Principles” of the
Mu‘tazila;

v Radd Wa‘Ïd al-Fuss¥q, a refutation of the Mu‘tazilÏ and Kh¥rijÏ
doctrine that all grave sinners among the Muslims are doomed
to eternal Hellfire (their “Third principle”);

v Al-Radd ‘al¥ U|‰l al-Qar¥mi~a ;
v Ta’wil¥t al-Qur’¥n (“Book of the Interpretations of the Qur’¥n”),

of which Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’ said: “No book rivals it; indeed, no
book even comes near it among those who preceded him in this
discipline.”166 ±ajjÏ KhalÏfa cites it as Ta’wil¥t Ahl al-Sunna and
quotes as follows al-M¥turÏdÏ’s definition of the difference
between “explanation” (tafsÏr) and “interpretation” (ta’wÏl ):

“TafsÏr is the categorical conclusion (al-qa~‘) that the meaning of
the term in question is this, and the testimony before All¥h
Almighty that this is what He meant by the term in question;
while ta’wÏl is the preferment (tarjÏ^) of one of several possibili-
ties without categorical conclusion nor testimony.”167

v Al-Taw^Ïd on the doctrine of Ahl al-Sunna. In it he states the 
following:

The Muslims differ concerning the place of All¥h u. Some
have claimed that All¥h is described as being “established over
the Throne” (‘al¥l-‘arshi mustawin), and the Throne for them is a
dais (sarÏr) carried by the angels and surrounded by them [as in
the verses]: }And eight will uphold the Throne of their Lord
that day, above them{ (69:17) and }And you see the angels
thronging round the Throne{ (39:75) and }Those who bear

165 Cf. ±ajjÏ KhalÏfa, Kashf al-<un‰n (1:518).
166 Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’, al-Jaw¥hir al-Mu\iyya (p. 130).
167 In ±ajjÏ KhalÏfa, Kashf al-<un‰n (1:334-335).
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the Throne, and all who are round about it{ (40:7). They
adduced as a proof for that position His saying: }The Merciful
established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5) and the fact that
people raise their hands toward the heaven in their supplica-
tions and whatever graces they are hoping for. They also say that
He moved there after not being there at first, on the basis of the
verse}Then He established Himself over the Throne{ (57:4).

Others say that He is in every place because He said}There is
no secret conference of three but He is their fourth, nor of five
but He is their sixth, nor of less than that or more but He is with
them wheresoever they may be{ (58:7), and }We are nearer to
him than his jugular vein{ (50:16) and }And We are nearer
unto him than you are, but you see not{ (56:85) and }And He it
is Who in the heaven is God, and in the earth God{ (43:84). This
group consider that to say that He is in one place at the exclu-
sion of another necessitates a limit for Him, and that every
limited object comes short of whatever is greater than it, which
would constitute a disgraceful defect. Further, they consider
that to be in one place necessitates need for that place together
with the necessity of boundaries […] Others deny the ascription
of place to All¥h, whether one place or every place, except in the
metaphorical senses that He preserves them and causes them to
exist.

Shaykh Ab‰ Man|‰r [al-M¥turÏdÏ] – may All¥h have mercy on
him – says: The sum of all this is that the predication of all things
to Him and His predication – may He be exalted! – to them is
along the lines of His description in terms of exaltation (‘ul‰w)
and loftiness (rif‘a), and in terms of extolment (ta‘·Ïm) and
majesty (jal¥l), as in His saying: }the Sovereignty of the heavens
and the earth{ (2:107, 3:189, 5:17-18, 5:40 etc.) }Lord of the
heavens and the earth{ (13:16, 17:102, 18:14, 19:65, etc.),
“ God of all creation” (il¥h al-khalq), }Lord of the worlds{ (1:2,
5:28, 6:45, 6:162, 7:54, etc.), “above everything” (fawqa kulli
shay’) and so forth. As for the predication of specific objects to
Him, it is along the lines of His specific attribution with generosi-
ty (al-kar¥ma), high rank (al-manzila), and immense favor
(al-taf\Ïl) for what is essentially meant to refer to Him, as in His
sayings }Lo! All¥h is with those who keep their duty unto Him{
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(16:128), }And the places of worship are only for All¥h{
(72:18), }The she-camel of All¥h{(7:73, 11:64, 91:13), ‘ The
House of All¥h’(bayt All¥h), and other similar instances. None of
these examples is understood in the same way as the predication
of created objects to one another[…]

Ab‰ Man|‰r – may All¥h have mercy on him! – further says:
The foundation of this issue is that All¥h Almighty was when
there was no place, then locations were raised while He remains
exactly as He ever was. Therefore, He is as He ever was and He
ever was as He is now. Exalted is He beyond any change or transi-
tion or movement or cessation! For all these are portents of
contingency (^udth) by which the contingent nature of the
world can be known, and the proofs of its eventual passing
away[…]

Furthermore [concerning the claim that All¥h is on the
Throne], there is not, in the context of spatial elevation, any par-
ticular merit to sitting or standing, nor exaltation, nor any
quality of magnificence and splendor. For example, someone
standing higher than roofs or mountains does not deservedly
acquire loftiness over someone who is below him spatially when
their essence is identical. Therefore, it is not permissible to
interpret the verse [20:5] in that sense, when it is actually point-
ing to magnificence and majesty. For He has said }Verily, it is
your Lord Who created the heavens and the earth{ (7:54, 10:3,
21:56) thereby pointing to the extolment of the Throne, which
is something created of light, or a substance [or jewel] the reality
of which is beyond the knowledge of creatures. It was narrated
that the Prophet œ – describing the sun – said: “GibrÏl brings it,
in his hand, some of the light of the Throne with which he
clothes it just as one of you wears his clothes, and so every day
that it rises”; he also mentioned that the moon receives a hand-
ful of the light of the Throne.168 Therefore, the predication of
istiw¥’ to the Throne is along two lines: first, its extolment in the

168 Something similar is narrated – without naming the angel – as part of a very long
^adÏth from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Ab‰ al-Shaykh with a very weak chain in al-‘A·ama (4:1163-
1179). Another ^adÏth states: “The Messenger of All¥h œ told me that the sun, the
moon, and the stars were created from the light of the Throne.” Narrated from Anas by
Ab‰ al-Shaykh in al-‘A·ama (4:1140). See also al-Suy‰~Ï’s ±ab¥’ik and Hay’a.
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light of all that He said concerning His authority in Lordship
and over creatures; second, its specific mention as the greatest
and loftiest of all objects in creation, in keeping with the custom-
ary predication of magnificent matters to magnificent objects,
just as it is said: “So-and-so has achieved sovereignty over 
such-and-such a country, and has established himself over such-
and-such a region.” This is not to restrict the meaning of this
sovereignty literally, but only to say that it is well-known that who-
ever owns sovereignty over this, then whatever lies below it is
meant a fortiori.169

Elsewhere al-M¥turÏdÏ says: “To suggest a place for All¥h is 
idolatry.”170

Most of the ±anafÏ School follows al-M¥turÏdÏ in doctrine, but he
achieved lesser fame than al-Ash‘arÏ because the latter entered into
countless debates to defeat the opponents of Ahl al-Sunna while al-
M¥turÏdÏ, as Im¥m al-KawtharÏ said, “lived in an environment in which
innovators had no power.” The absence of notices on Im¥m Ab‰
Man|‰r al-M¥turÏdÏ in both al-DhahabÏ’s Siyar and his T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m is
a major omission in those masterpieces of biographical history.

Some of Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Great Contemporaries
a l - ± a s a n  a l - b a ß r ¬

Al-±asan ibn AbÏ al-±asan Yas¥r Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-Ba|rÏ g (d. 110), al-
FaqÏh, the great Im¥m of Ba|ra, was the leader of the ascetics and
scholars of the T¥bi‘Ïn. He was the son of a freedwoman of Umm
Salama the Mother of the Believers and a freedman of Zayd ibn
Th¥bit, the stepson of the Prophet œ. Umm Salama nursed him. His
mother took him as a child to ‘Umar who supplicated for him with the
words: “O All¥h! Make him wise in the Religion and beloved to peo-
ple.” He became known for his strict and encompassing embodiment
of the Sunna of the Prophet œ, famous for his immense knowledge,
piety and simple living (zuhd), fearless remonstrances of the authori-
ties, and power of attraction both in discourse and appearance. One
of the early formal ß‰fÏs in both the general and the literal sense, he

169 Al-M¥turÏdÏ, Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd (p. 72).
170 Quoted in Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Kit¥b al-Fiqh al-Akbar bi-Shar^ al-Q¥rÏ (Cairo: D¥r al-Kutub

al-‘Arabiyya al-Kubr¥, 1327/1909) p. 16; cf. al-M¥turÏdÏ, Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar in
Majm‰‘at Ras¥’il (Hyderabad: D¥’irat al- Ma‘¥rif al-Ni·¥miyya, 1903).
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wore all his life a cloak of wool (|‰f ). He was the reason for which
±abÏb al-‘AjamÏ abandoned trading and entered the path of asceti-
cism and perpetual worship.171

Al-±asan was considered by the Salaf to be one of the “Substitute-
Saints” (al-Abd¥l ).172 Anas g narrated that the Prophet œ said: “The
earth will never lack forty men similar to the Friend of the Merciful
[Ibr¥hÏm f], and through them people receive rain and are given
help. None of them dies except All¥h substitutes another in his
place.” Qat¥da said: “We do not doubt that al-±asan is one of
them.”173

Al-±asan is one of the great ^adÏth Masters and narrators of the
T¥bi‘Ïn, responsible for transmitting over 1,400 narrations in the
Nine Books alone. The ^adÏth Masters have concluded that he did
not narrate anything directly from Ab‰ Hurayra.174 Im¥ms A^mad
and al-TirmidhÏ narrated from Qat¥da, from al-±asan, from Ab‰
Hurayra, that the Prophet œ said: “If you were to dangle a man from a
rope down to the lowest earth, he would find All¥h!” The correct
grading of this lone-narrator ^adÏth is weak, hence al-TirmidhÏ only
said that it was gharÏb without adding ̂ asan nor |a^Ï^.175

171 Cf. chapter on ±abÏb al-‘AjamÏ in Ibn al-Mulaqqin’s >abaq¥t al-Awliy¥’.
172 On the Abd¥l ^adÏths see our Forty ±adÏths on the Excellence of Syro-Palestine.
173 Narrated from Anas by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ with a fair chain and from Ibn

Mas‘‰d with a chain containing two unknown narrators cf. al-HaythamÏ (10:63).
174 As stated by Ibn ±ajar in TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (2:231), al-DhahabÏ in MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l

(1:527), and Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in al-Mar¥sÏl (p. 43). See also al-±¥kim’s chapter on the
mudallis‰n in Ma‘rifat Anw¥‘ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏt^. Cf. Al-TirmidhÏ: “Al-±asan did not narrate
anything from Ab‰ Hurayra according to Ayy‰b [al-Sikhtiy¥nÏ], Y‰nus ibn ‘Ubayd, and
‘AlÏ ibn Zayd.” Al-TirmidhÏ, Sunan, book of Zuhd, remarks on the ̂ adÏth, “Who shall take
from me these words and then put them into practice or teach whoever will put them into
practice? Guard yourself from all prohibited matters, and you shall be the most worship-
ful of people; be content with whatever All¥h has allotted you and you shall be the richest
of people; treat your neighbour with utmost kindness and you shall be a Believer; love for
people whatever you love for yourself and you shall be a Muslim; do not laugh much for
much laughter extinguishes the heart.” Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-TirmidhÏ
(gharÏb) and A^mad in his Musnad with a chain containing Ab‰ >¥riq, who is unknown.

175 The same ̂ adÏth also reached us through Qat¥da, from al-±asan, from al-A^naf
ibn Qays, from Ibn ‘Abb¥s cf. al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ (4:248-249 §4107) and Ibn al-
JawzÏ, al-‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya (1:28-29) and through yet another chain from A^mad ibn
‘Abd al-Jabb¥r, from Ab‰ Mu‘¥wiya, from al-A‘mash, from Ab‰ Na|r, from Ab‰ Dharr;
cf. al-BayhaqÏ in Ibn al-JawzÏ’s ‘Ilal (1:26) but al-DhahabÏ in the MÏz¥n (‘Ilmiyya ed.
7:434) pointed out that Ab‰ Na|r is completely unknown.
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The Masters disagree about al-±asan’s narration from ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ
>¥lib.176 Al-TirmidhÏ said in his Sunan: “He did meet ‘AlÏ, but we do
not know if he narrated from him.” Im¥m A^mad considered that he
did narrate from ‘AlÏ177 and it is related that he said: “‘AlÏ told me…”
Al-Suy‰~Ï in Ta’yÏd al-±aqÏqat al-‘Aliyya and Shaykh A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ
in al-Burh¥n al-JalÏ both cite narrative chains of transmission support-
ing al-±asan’s direct narration from ‘AlÏ. ‘Abd al-Razz¥q even
narrates that ‘AlÏ g once followed al-±asan’s recommendation in a
judicial case!178 However, al-±asan was merely fifteen at the time of
‘AlÏ’s bay‘a in MadÏna, after which ‘AlÏ moved to al-K‰fa and al-±asan
stayed in MadÏna. Al-Bazz¥r in his Musnad – at the end of the section
devoted to the narrations of Sa‘Ïd ibn al-Musayyab from Ab‰ Hurayra
– listed the Companions from whom al-±asan narrated and those
from whom he did not narrate.179

The ̂ adÏth Master Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-A|fah¥nÏ mentions in his biogra-
phies of ß‰fÏs entitled ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ (“The Adornment of the
Saints”) that it is al-±asan’s student ‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn Zayd (d. 177)
who was the first person to build a ß‰fÏ kh¥nqa or guest-house and
school at Abad¥n on the present-day border of Iran with Iraq.180 It was
on the basis of al-±asan and his students’ fame as ß‰fÏs that it was
claimed, “Ta|awwuf ’s place of origin is Ba|ra.”181 More accurately,
Ba|ra is chief among the places of renown for the formal develop-
ment of the schools of self-discipline, asceticism, and self-purification
which became known as ta|awwuf, but whose principles are none
other than the Qur’¥n and the Sunna.182

176 “Al-±asan did not hear anything directly from ‘AlÏ… nor from Ab‰ Hurayra.”
Narrated from Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (Arna’‰~ ed. 4:566). Cf. WalÏ
al-DÏn al-‘Ir¥qÏ, Tu^fat al-Ta^|Ïl (p. 67-68) and Ibn ±ajar, Ta‘rif Ahl al-TaqdÏs (p. 56 §40)
and TahdhÏb (2:231), also al-Sakh¥wÏ, Maq¥|id, in the entry khirqa.

177 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:192): “My father (al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Ya‘l¥) nar-
rated to us qir¥’atan: ‘¬s¥ ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ narrated to us: I heard ‘Abd All¥h ibn
Mu^ammad (Im¥m Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-BaghawÏ) say: I heard Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h A^mad ibn
Mu^ammad ibn ±anbal say: ‘Al-±asan did narrate (qad raw¥) from ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib.’”

178 As narrated by ‘Abd al-Razz¥q (7:412) cf. al-Qal‘ajÏ, Maws‰‘at Fiqh al-±asan al-
Ba|rÏ (1:21).

179 This list was reproduced by al-Zayla‘Ï in Na|b al-R¥ya, first section (>ah¥ra).
180 Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ (6:155).
181 Ibn Taymiyya in his essay al-ß‰fiyya wal-Fuqar¥’ in Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (11:16).
182 See the section on ta|awwuf in the Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine (2:5-18).
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Al-±asan used to swear by All¥h that the true believer could not feel
other than sadness in this world.183 He would say: “Our salt has disap-
peared; what good is left in us?”184 in his commentary of the ^adÏth
reported from the Prophet œ: “The likeness of my Companions is like
salt in food. Food is not good without it.”185 He also said:

We laugh and yet – who knows? – perhaps All¥h has looked at
some of our works and said, “I will not accept anything from
you.” Woe to you, son of ®dam! Can you fight All¥h? Whoever
disobeys All¥h is fighting Him. By All¥h! I have met seventy veter-
ans of Badr. Most of their garments were wool. Had you seen
them you would have said they are crazy, and had they seen the
best among you they would have said: “Those people will have
no part in the Hereafter.” Had they seen the worst among you
they would have said: “Those people do not believe in the Day of
Reckoning.” I have seen people for whom this world was cheap-
er than the dust under their feet! I have seen people the like of
whom would come home at night, not finding more than his
own portion of food, and yet say: “I shall not put all of this into
my belly. I shall certainly give some away for the sake of All¥h.”
Then he would give away some of his food in charity, even if he
were more in need of it than its recipient.186

183 Narrated from Shumay~, ‘Abb¥d ibn Hish¥m, ±azm ibn AbÏ ±azm, and others
by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (2:133).

184 In NasÏm al-Riy¥\  (3:469).
185 Mathalu a|^¥bÏ ka-mathali al-mil^i fÏl-~a‘¥m.Narrated from Anas by al-Bazz¥r, Ab‰

Ya‘l¥ (5:151 §2762) with a weak chain according to Shaykh ±usayn al-Asad because of
Suwayd ibn Sa‘Ïd (layyin in the TaqrÏb, see also al-DhahabÏ’s MughnÏ), Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Muslim
al-MakkÏ [\a‘Ïf ] – cf. al-HaythamÏ (10:18) – and the vague narrative mode (‘an‘ana) of
al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ. Al-Bazz¥r said, as in Ibn ±ajar’s Mukhta|ar Zaw¥’id Musnad al-Bazz¥r
(2:365 §2021): “We know no one that narrates it from al-±asan except Ism¥‘Ïl,
although he is not a strong memorizer.” Also narrated by Ibn al-Mub¥rak in al-Zuhd (p.
200), al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (2:275 §838), al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (14:73
§3863) and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-IstÏ‘¥b (8:15-16) all with chains containing Ism¥‘Ïl.
Also narrated from al-±asan by al-AzdÏ in his J¥mi‘ (after ‘Abd al-Razz¥q’s Mu|annaf
11:221) and ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal in Fa\¥’il al-ßa^¥ba (1:58, 2:907), both
with a weak mursalchain missing a link between Ma‘mar and al-±asan. Ibn ±ajar cited it
in al-Ma~¥lib al-‘®liya(§4207)and al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashfal-Khaf¥’(2:257)while al-Nabh¥nÏ
included it in al-Arba‘Ïn min Amth¥l Af|a^ al-‘®lamÏn(p. 50§26).

186 Narrated from ‘Alqama ibn Marthad by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed.
2:134).
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Im¥m al-Ghazz¥lÏ relates al-±asan’s words on the personal struggle
against one’s lusts (jih¥d al-nafs) in the section of his I^y¥’ entitled
Kit¥b Riy¥\at al-Nafs wa-TahdhÏb al-Akhl¥q wa-Mu‘¥lajat Amr¥\ al-Qalb
(“Book of the Training of the Ego, Disciplining of Manners, and
Remedies for the Heart’s Diseases”) that al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ said:

Two thoughts roam over the soul, one from All¥h, one from the
enemy. All¥h shows mercy on a servant who settles at the
thought that comes from Him. He embraces the thought that
comes from All¥h, while he fights against the one from his
enemy. To illustrate the heart’s mutual attraction betwen these
two powers the Prophet said: “The heart of the believer lies
between two fingers of the Merciful”187[…] The fingers stand

187 Narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr by Muslim, from Anas by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan
|a^Ï^), and from al-Naww¥s ibn Sam‘¥n by A^mad, al-Nas¥’Ï, Ibn M¥jah, Ibn ±ibb¥n, al-
±¥kim, and others, all with sound chains. Al-±¥kim declared the ^adÏth sound. The
continuation of the ^adÏth states that the Prophet œ used to say: “O Transformer of
hearts! Make firm our hearts in Your Religion,” and that he also said: “And the balance
is in the hand of the Merciful; He elevates a people while he abases others, and so until
the Day of Resurrection.” Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m said: “The meaning is that All¥h exerts His
custody over [the heart] with His power and determination as He wills, changing it
from disbelief to belief and from obedience to disobedience or the reverse. It is like His
saying: }Blessed is He in Whose hand is the dominion{ (67:1) and }O Prophet! Say
unto those captives who are in your hands{ (8:70). It is understood that the captives
were not left in the physical hands of the Muslims but that they were subdued and con-
quered by them. The same applies to the expressions: “Specific and non-specific
matters are in the hand of so-and-so,” and “The slaves and the animals are in the hand
of so-and-so.” It is understood that all these mean that they are in his control (istÏl¥’)
and disposal and not in his physical hand. Similarly the saying of All¥h: }Or he agrees
to forgo it in whose hand is the marriage tie{ (2:237). The marriage tie is not in his
physical hand, but the hand is only an expression of his empowerment and his ability to
dispose of the matter. For one to say: “I believe in this matter what the Salaf believed” is
a lie. How does he believe what he has no idea about, and the meaning of which he does
not know? Nor is speaking about the meaning a reprehensible innovation, but rather
an obligatory excellent innovation (bid‘a ^asana w¥jiba), whenever something dubious
appears. The only reason the Salaf kept away from such discourse is that in their time no
one construed the words of All¥h and those of His Prophet to mean what it is not per-
missible to construe them to mean. If any such dubiousness had appeared in their time
they would have shown it to be a lie and rejected it strenuously! Thus did the
Companions and the Salaf refute the Qadariyya when the latter brought out their inno-
vation, although they did not use to address such matters before the Qadariyya
appeared on the scene. Nor did they reply to the individuals who mentioned them. Nor
did any of the Companions relate any of it from the Prophet œ since there was no need
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for upheaval and hesitation in the heart […] If man follows the
dictates of anger and appetite, the dominion of Satan appears in
him through idle passions (haw¥) and his heart becomes the
nesting-place and container of shay~¥n, who feeds on haw¥. If he
does battle with his passions and does not let them dominate his
ego (nafs), imitating in this the character of the angels, at that
time his heart becomes the resting-place of angels and they
alight upon it.

An illustration of al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ’s extreme Godwariness and
scrupulousness (wara‘) is given by his following statement, also quot-
ed by al-Ghazz¥lÏ: “Forgetfulness and hope are two mighty blessings
upon the progeny of ®dam; but for them, the Muslims would not walk
in the streets.”188

Al-±asan interpreted the verse }Nay, both His hands are spread
wide, and He bestows as He wills{ (5:64) to refer to Divine kindness
and goodness.189 Similarly, like the lexicographer al-Na\r ibn
Shumayl (b. 122), he interpreted the qadam of All¥h u to mean
“those whom All¥h has sent forth” (qaddamahum) in the ̂ adÏth of the
Prophet œ:

Hellfire will keep asking: “Is there more?” until the Lord of
Might places His qadam (lit. “foot”) in it. Then it will say:
“Enough! Enough!” (qa~~ qa~~) and gather up all its parts togeth-
er. There will still remain room in Paradise until All¥h originates
a creation which He will place in the remainder of Paradise.190

Im¥m al-Kha~~¥bÏ said:

The meaning of qadam here is possibly a reference to those
whom All¥h has created of old or ‘sent forth’ for the Fire to com-
plete the number of its inhabitants. Everything that is ‘sent
forth’ is a qadam, in the same way that the verbal noun of demol-
ishing (hadama) is a hadm or ruin, and that of seizing (qaba\a) is
qab\ or seizure. Likewise All¥h said: }They have a sure founda-

for it. And All¥h knows best.” Al-‘Izz ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, Fat¥w¥ (p. 55-57) and al-Fat¥w¥
al-Maw|iliyya (p. 45-47).

188 In al-Ghazz¥lÏ, trans. T.J. Winter, The Remembrance of Death (p. 18).
189 Narrated by Ibn al-JawzÏ in Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (Saqq¥f ed. p. 115).
190 Narrated from Anas by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
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tion (qadam |idq) with their Lord{ (10:2) with reference to the
good works which they have sent forth. This explanation has
been transmitted to us from al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ. It is supported by
the Prophet’s œ saying in the aforementioned ^adÏth: “As for
Paradise, All¥h will create for it a special creation.” Both mean-
ings (i.e. respectively pertaining to the Fire and Paradise) are in
agreement with the sense that Paradise and hellfire will be pro-
vided with an additional number of dwellers to complete their
respective numbers, at which point they will be full.191

Ibn ±ibb¥n said: “The Arabs use qadam to mean ‘repository.’
Exalted is All¥h beyond placing His ‘foot’ in the fire or any other such
meaning!”192

Concerning the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ: “More people shall enter
Paradise through the intercession of a certain man from my
Community than there are people in the tribes of RabÏ‘a and Mu\ar,”
al-±asan said: “That is Uways al-QaranÏ.”193 On the verse }If you love
All¥h, follow me, and All¥h will love you{ (3:31) al-±asan said:
“Whoever knows his Lord loves Him and whoever knows the world
does without it.”194 Al-Qur~ubÏ relates, in his commentary on the verse
}A multi-colored drink issues from their bellies, in it there is healing
for people{ (16:69), that al-±asan disliked to use medicine other
than made with honey or milk.

About the memorizers of Qur’¥n al-±asan said:

The reciters of Qur’¥n are three types. The first type take the
Qur’¥n as a merchandise by which to earn their bread; the 
second type uphold its letters and lose its laws, aggrandizing
themselves over the people of their country, and seeking gain
through it from the rulers. There are many memorizers of
Qur’¥n that belong to that type. May All¥h not increase them.
Finally, the third type have sought the healing of the Qur’¥n and
placed it on the sickness of their hearts, fleeing with it to their

191 Al-Kha~~¥bÏ, Ma‘¥lim al-Sunan (±im| ed. 5:95). Cf. Ibn al-JawzÏ, Daf‘ Shubah al-
TashbÏh (Saqq¥f ed. p. 15) and al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 352).

192 Ibn ±ibb¥n, ßa^Ï^ (1:502). The Arabic word used for “repository” is maw\i‘.
193 Narrated by A^mad in al-Zuhd (Beirut: al-‘Ilmiyya, 1993 p. 416, 414).
194 In al-Q¥rÏ’s commentary on the I^y¥’ entitled Shar^ ‘Ayn al-‘Ilm (2:354-355).
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places of prayer, wrapping themselves in it. Those have felt fear
and put on the garment of sadness. Those are the ones for whose
sake All¥h sends rain and victory over the enemies. By All¥h!
That kind of memorizer of Qur’¥n is more rare than the purest
gold (literally “red sulphur”).195

Ibn al-JawzÏ wrote a 100-page book on al-±asan’s life and manners
entitled Adab al-Shaykh al-±asan ibn AbÏ al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ. In his chapter
on al-±asan in his anthology of Muslim saints entitled “The Portrait of
Purity” (ßifat al-ßafwa), he mentions a report that al-±asan left behind a
white cloak (jubba) made of wool which he had worn exclusively of any
other for the past twenty years, winter and summer, and that when he
died it was in a state of immaculate beauty, cleanness, and quality.

Among al-±asan’s sayings: “Those who feel the least necessity for
the wise person of knowledge are usually his immediate family.”196 “If
you are of a coarse character, then acquire gentleness (ta^allam); and
if you are not learned, then learn (ta‘allam); a person seldom imitates
a certain group without becoming one of them.”197 “Have you ever
seen a faqÏh? The faqÏh is he who has renounced the world, longs for
the hereafter, possesses insight in his Religion, and worships his Lord
without cease.”198 Ibn Mufli^ al-±anbalÏ mentions that al-±asan cate-
gorized the act of kissing the Muslim Scholar’s hand as “obedience to
All¥h” (~¥‘a).199

Im¥m al-Suy‰~Ï recounted in one of his fatwas entitled al-Min^a
fÏl-Sib^a (“The Profit in Dhikr -Beads”) the story of ‘Ikrima, who asked
his teacher ‘Umar al-M¥likÏ about dhikr-beads. The latter replied that
he had also asked his teacher al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ about it, who replied:
“Something we have used at the beginning of the road we are not

195 In al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m, Fa\¥’il al-Qur’¥n (p. 60 §4).
196 Narrated from M‰s¥ ibn MurdÏ by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ (2:471 §1993).
197 Al-Najm al-R¥zÏ relates it from al-‘AskarÏ on the authority of ±umayd al->awÏl as

stated by al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashf al-Khaf¥ (§2436).
198 As cited by al-‘AynÏ in ‘Umdat al-Q¥rÏ, Book of ‘Ilm, in his commentary on the

^adÏth: “He for whom All¥h desires immense good, He grants him understanding in
the Religion” cf. Ibn al-JawzÏ, Man¥qib al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ (p. 16). See also Im¥m M¥lik’s
definition of wisdom and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s, al-TustarÏ’s, and Ibn ±ibb¥n’s definitions of
knowledge. For the superior merit of ‘ilm and the Ulema see Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s J¥mi‘
Bay¥n al-‘Ilm wa-Fa\lih and Im¥m al-BaghawÏ’s Shar^ al-Sunna (1:272-282).

199 Ibn Mufli^ al-±anbalÏ, al-®d¥b al-Shar‘iyya (2:271).
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desirous to leave at the end. I love to remember All¥h with my heart,
my hand, and my tongue.” Al-Suy‰~Ï comments: “And how should it
be otherwise, when the dhikr-beads remind one of All¥h Most High,
and a person seldom sees dhikr-beads except he remembers All¥h,
which is among the greatest of its benefits.”200 Ab‰ Hurayra possessed
a thread with two thousand knots and would not sleep until he had
used it all for dhikr.201 He said: “Verily, I make glorification (tasbÏ^) of
All¥h Almighty every day according to my ransom (qadar diyyatÏ),
twelve thousand times.”202

In the book he devoted to the sayings and deeds of the ß‰fÏs,
Raw\at al-Mu^ibbÏn wa-Nuzhat al-Musht¥qÏn (“The Garden of the
Lovers and Excursion of the Passionate”), Ibn al-Qayyim relates that a
group of women went out on the day of ‘¬d and went about looking at
people. They were asked: “Who is the most handsome person you
have seen today?” They replied: “It is a Shaykh wearing a black 
turban.” They meant al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ.203

Im¥m Ibn Jahbal al-Kil¥bÏ wrote:

Whenever al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ g spoke on the science of taw^Ïd, he
would begin by taking out of his gathering all those that were not
fit to hear. May All¥h have mercy on the Salaf ! They did not
speak about doctrine except with the Ahl al-Sunna among them

200 Al-Suy‰~Ï, al-±¥wÏ lil-Fat¥wÏ. Cf. section on dhikr -beads in al-Shawk¥nÏ’s Nayl al-
Aw~¥r (2:316-317) and Zakariyy¥ al-KandihlawÏ’s ±ay¥t al-ßa^¥ba. Alb¥nÏ’s astounding
claim that whoever carries dhikr -beads in his hand to remember All¥h is misguided and
innovating was refuted in Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^’s Wu|‰l al-Tah¥nÏ bi-Ithb¥t Sunniyyat al-
Sib^a wal-Radd ‘al¥ al-Alb¥nÏ (“The Alighting of Mutual Benefit and the Confirmation
that Dhikr -Beads are a Sunna in Refutation of Alb¥nÏ”). Another refutation was pub-
lished by ±¥mid Mirz¥ Kh¥n al-Firgh¥nÏ al-Namnak¥nÏ in the seventh of his al-Mas¥’il
al-Tis‘ (MadÏna: Maktabat al-¬m¥n, 1985) p. 44-48. Another Wahh¥bÏ, Bakr Ab‰ Zayd,
acknowledges that Im¥m Ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ was never seen without his dhikr -beads
in hand, then exclaims that this proves nothing!

201 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1:383) and al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (Ris¥la
ed. 2:623) and Tadhkira (1:35).

202 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1:383), al-BayhaqÏ in the Sunan (8:79),
Ibn ±azm in al-Mu^all¥ (10:396), Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa (1:691), al-DhahabÏ in
the Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 2:610) and Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (1:35), Ibn Rajab in J¥mi‘ al-‘Ul‰m
wal-±ikam, and Ibn ±ajar in the I|¥ba (7:442) where he said that Ibn Sa‘d narrates it
with a sound chain in his >abaq¥t.

203 Ibn al-Qayyim, Raw\at al-Mu^ibbÏn (p. 225).
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– for the Sunna is the basis of the verifying authorities – and they
withheld any such discourse from newcomers. They said:
“Newcomers see things for the first time and are barely starting
on their way. They have no prior experience and no firm
foothold in these matters – even if they are seventy years old.
Sahl [ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TustarÏ] said – All¥h be well-pleased with
him: “Do not acquaint newcomers with the secrets before they
become firmly settled in their belief that the God is One and that
the subject of monotheism is Unique, Everlasting, and tran-
scends modality and place. Thoughts cannot encompass Him
nor can hearts conceive of Him in terms of ‘how’.”204

One of the most remarkable ̂ adÏths al-Bukh¥rÏ narrates in his ßa^Ï^
is from al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, from Anas, from the Prophet œ who related
that after All¥h allows him to intercede for the dwellers of the Fire,
All¥h shall say: “By My Power, by My Majesty, by My Supremacy, and by
My Greatness! I shall take out of the Fire whoever said: l¥ il¥ha
illa’ll¥h.”205

ja‘far al-ß®diq 206

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Ja‘far al-ß¥diq ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn al-
ShahÏd AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h al-±usayn ibn AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ
>¥libg al-QurashÏ al-H¥shimÏ al-‘AlawÏ al-NabawÏ al-MadanÏ (80-148)
the Im¥m of MadÏna, Shaykh of the Ban‰ H¥shim, and direct descen-
dant of the Prophet œ from ‘AlÏ and F¥~ima. His mother was Umm
Farwa bint al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr the daughter of
Asm¥’ bint ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn AbÏ Bakr, hence he used to say: “Ab‰
Bakr al-ßiddÏq  is my father twice.”

He saw some of the Companions such as Anas and Sahl ibn Sa‘d g .
He narrated from his father Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad al-B¥qir (mostly
mursal reports), ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn AbÏ R¥fi‘, ‘Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, 
‘A~¥’ ibn AbÏ Rab¥^, al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad, N¥fi‘ al-‘UmarÏ,
Mu^ammad ibn al-Munkadir, al-ZuhrÏ, and others. From him narrated
his son M‰s¥ al-K¥·im, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-An|¥rÏ, YazÏd ibn ‘Abd All¥h

204 Ibn Jahbal, al-Radd ‘al¥ Ibn Taymiyya (Refutation of Ibn Taymiyya) §15 (forth-
coming in sh¥’ All¥h).

205 Al-Bukh¥rÏ, ßa^Ï^, book of TawhÏd.
206 Main sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (6 :438-447 §948), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (3 :193).
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ibn al-H¥d, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Ab¥n ibn Taghlib, Ibn Jurayj, Mu‘¥wiya ibn
‘Amm¥r al-DuhnÏ, Ibn Is^¥q, the two Sufy¥ns, Shu‘ba, M¥lik, ‘Abd al-
‘AzÏz al-Dar¥wardÏ, Muslim ibn Kh¥lid al-ZanjÏ, Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, Ab‰
‘®|im al-NabÏl, and others.

Al-Dar¥wardÏ said M¥lik did not openly narrate from Ja‘far until
the Ban‰ ‘Abb¥s began to hold sway.

Ja‘far was a trustworthy source of ^adÏth according to the vast
majority of the authorities including al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ibn Ma‘Ïn, Ab‰ ±¥tim,
Ibn ‘AdÏ, and ±af| ibn Ghiy¥th. The latter told the Ba|rians: “If you
were in al-K‰fa the shoes would rain on you” for rejecting the narra-
tions of Ja‘far. Al-DhahabÏ said of Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n’s
weakening of Ja‘far: “This is one of his grave slips.”

‘Amr ibn AbÏ al-Miqd¥m said: “If you saw Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad you
would know that he is a Prophetic descendent. I saw him standing at
the Jamra, saying: ‘Ask me, ask me!’” From ß¥li^ ibn AbÏ al-Aswad: “He
would say, ‘Ask me before you no longer have me! For no one after me
will narrate to you the like of my narrations.’” (He inherited this trait
of authoritative learning from his grandfather ‘AlÏ g who, alone
among the Companions, used to say the same.207 ‘Umar g said: “I
seek refuge in All¥h from a problem which Ab‰ al-±asan cannot
solve,” and “Were it not for ‘AlÏ, ‘Umar would have perished” (lawl¥
‘AlÏ la-halaka ‘Umar).208 Similarly ‘®’isha j said: “ ‘AlÏ is the most
knowledgeable one about the Sunna among those who remain,” and
Ibn ‘Abb¥s: “If a trustworthy source tells us of a fatw¥ of ‘AlÏ, we do not
seek any further concerning it.”209) At the same time, Ja‘far said
humbly: “We do not – by All¥h! – know everything they think we know.
Surely, others have more knowledge than we.”

Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “I felt awe before Ja‘far which I did not feel before
Ab‰ Ja‘far [al-Man|‰r the Caliph].”

Ja‘far would feed people to the point he had nothing left for 
his own dependents. He once said: “All¥h prohibited usury so that
people would not deprive one another of right behavior.”

Ja‘far al-ß¥diq intensely detested the R¥fi\a, whom he knew to

207 Narrated from Sa‘Ïd ibn al-Musayyab by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-IstÏ‘¥b (3:40-41),
Ibn ‘As¥kir in T¥rÏkh Dimashq (42:399), and al-Suy‰~Ï in T¥rÏkh al-Khulaf¥’.

208 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ Khaythama cf. al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-Burh¥n al-JalÏ (p. 71).
209 All three reports are narrated by Ibn Sa‘d (2:339), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-IstÏ‘¥b

(3:39-40), and al-Suy‰~Ï in T¥rÏkh al-Khulaf¥’.
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object to his ancestor Ab‰ Bakr and his successor. Ibn ‘Uyayna and
Ibn AbÏ ‘Umar al-‘AdanÏ narrated from Ja‘far, from his father: “In the
time of the Prophet œ, the family of Ab‰ Bakr were called the family
of the Messenger of All¥h œ.” When Mu‘¥wiya ibn ±udayj mentioned
that his neighbor claimed Ja‘far said he repudiated Ab‰ Bakr and
‘Umar, Ja‘far retorted: “May All¥h repudiate your neighbour! By
All¥h, I hope that my parentage with Ab‰ Bakr benefits me.” In anoth-
er narration he says: “What man curses his own grandfather? May the
intercession of Mu^ammad s not include me if I do not consider
Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar my leaders! I repudiate whoever repudiates
them.” Al-DhahabÏ stated that the latter statement is mutaw¥tir from
Ja‘far then invoked curses upon anyone who claimed that Ja‘far spoke
such words hypocritically or meant otherwise. In another narration
he said: “Whoever claims that I am infallible and that obedience is
due to me, I repudiate them; I also repudiate whoever claims that I
repudiate Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar.” In yet another narration he said to a
questioner about Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar: “You are asking about two
men who tasted from the fruits of Paradise.”

Maslama ibn Ja‘far al-A^masÏ asked Ja‘far, “Is it true you hold that
whoever speaks a triple divorce in ignorance is held to have divorced
only once?” He replied: “This is not our position! Rather, whoever
speaks a triple divorce, it is as he said.”

Among Ja‘far’s sayings:

“Whoever invokes blessings upon Mu^ammad œ and upon the
people of his House one hundred times, All¥hu fulfills one
hundred of his needs.”

“There is no provision better than fear of All¥h; there is nothing
better than silence; there is no worse enemy than ignorance;
and there is no more devastating disease than lying.”

“The Jurisprudents are the trustees of the Prophet-Messengers.
When you see the Jurisprudents resort to the Sultans, condemn
them!”

“One’s good deed does not become complete without three
things: hastening it, belittling it, and hiding it.”

Asked by an irritated al-Man|ur: “Why did All¥h create flies?” Ja‘far
replied: “To humble tyrants.”
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About al-Man|‰r’s avarice: “Praise and glory to All¥h who has
deprived him of the duny¥ which he has tried to purchase with his
¥khira.”

“If you hear something unpleasant from your brother do not take
offense. If what he said is true, it is a punishment hastened; if not true, it
is a good deed you earned without doing anything.”

“M‰s¥ e said: ‘My Lord! I ask You that no one mention me except in
agood way.’ He replied: ‘I have not done this even for Myself.’”

To Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ: “Give abundant thanks and praise to All¥h
upon receiving His favors for He said }If you give thanks, I will give you
more{ (14:7) and seek forgiveness abundantly when sustenance is
blocked, for He said }Seek pardon of your Lord! Lo! He was ever For-
giving. He will let loose the sky for you in plenteous rain, And will help
you with wealth and sons, and will assign unto you Gardens and will
assign unto you rivers{ (71:10-12). And if a contrary matter concerns
you on the part of the sultan or other, say abundantly L¥ ^awla wal¥
quwwata ill¥ bill¥h, for it is the key of deliverance and one of the trea-
sures of Paradise.”

In commentary of the verse }Therein lie portents for the mutawas-
simÏn{(15:75)he said ,“Those who possess insight (al-mutafarrisÏn).”

Al-DhahabÏ narrates with his chain to al-Fa\l ibn al-RabÏ‘, from his
father:

Al-Man|‰r summoned me and said: “Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ques-
tions my rule! May All¥h kill me if I do not have him killed!” I went to
him and said, “Come to the Commander of the Believers at once.” He
washed and got dressed – I believe he mentioned they were new clothes
– and I preceded him, asking permission for him to enter. He said: “Let
him in and All¥h kill me if I do not have him killed!” When he saw him
coming in he stood up and received him, saying: “Welcome to him of
the clean slate, innocent of corruption and treachery! Welcome to my
brother and paternal cousin!” He sat him next to him on the dais and
faced him squarely, enquiring of his good health. Then he said: “Ask
me anything you need!” Ja‘far replied: “The people of Makka and
MadÏna – their payment has been delayed, so give orders that they be
paid.” He said, “I will.” Then he said: “Woman! Bring me the gift!” She
brought him a glass oil-flask containing gh¥liya perfume.210 Ja‘far took

210 Amix of scented oil made of musk, amber, and aloes (‘‰d)used by the Prophet œ.
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it and left. I followed him and said: “Son of the Messenger of All¥h! 
I brought you and was sure he would kill you, and you saw what 
happened. I saw you moving your lips as you were coming in. What were
you saying?” Ja‘far replied: “I said:

O All¥h! Guard me with Your sight that never sleeps!
Cover me with Your unfailing protection!
Save me with Your power over me!
Do not cause me to perish while I have You as my hope!
My Lord, how many favors have You lavished on me for which I thanked 

you little!
With how many tests have You tried me for which I have shown little 

endurance!
You for Whose favors I have little thanked, yet You did not deprive me!
You at Whose trials I showed little endurance, yet You did not fail me!
You Who saw me persisting in sins, yet You did not expose me!
You Whose favors can never be counted!
You Whose goodness is never interrupted!
Help me in my Religion with my worldly matters!
Help me in my Hereafter with Godwariness!
Guard me in all that I do not perceive!
Do not leave me to my soul in its vagaries!
You Whom sins in nothing harm and Whom forgiveness diminishes not!
Forgive me that which harms You not!
Give me that which diminishes You not!
All-Giver! I ask you quick deliverance, patient endurance, safety from all 

trials, and gratefulness for safety!
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The ^adÏth Master Ibn Sh¥hÏn al-±anbalÏ (d. 385) said: “Two 
righteous men have been tried because of evil people: Ja‘far ibn
Mu^ammad and A^mad ibn ±anbal.”211 Similarly Ibn al-ßal¥^ (d.
643) said: “Two Im¥ms have been afflicted because of their followers
although they are innocent of them: A^mad ibn ±anbal was tried with
the anthropomorphists (al-mujassima), and Ja‘far al-ß¥diq with the
[ShÏ‘Ï] Rejectionists (al-R¥fi\a).”212 Among the forgeries attributed by
the latter to Im¥m Ja‘far is his supposed condoning of temporary mar-
riage (mut‘a). Al-BayhaqÏ cites Ja‘far as calling mut‘a “pure fornication”
(‘ayn al-zin¥).213

al-awz®‘¬  214

‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘Amr ibn Yu^mad Ab‰ ‘Amr al-Awz¥‘Ï g(88-
158), Shaykh al-Isl¥m, the saintly, wise Scholar of the People of Sh¥m,
was one of the mujtahid Im¥ms of the Salaf along with the Four Im¥ms,
Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, al->abarÏ, and others, the first – with Ibn Jurayj and
Ab‰ ±anÏfa – to compile the Sunna of the Prophet œ and the
Companions under fiqh subheadings. Born orphaned and poor in
Ba‘labak and raised in al-Kark in the Biq¥‘ valley, he came to live in the
area known as – and populated by – the Awz¥‘ or “variegated tribes” in
Damascus then moved to Beirut where he remained garrisoned until
his death, his fame having spread to the entire Islamic world of his

211 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir in TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ (p. 164-165).
212 Cited by Ibn al-SubkÏ in his Q¥‘ida fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 43) cf. his >abaq¥t al-

Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:17).
213 Cited by Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ (9:173) and al-Shawk¥nÏ, Nayl al-Aw~¥r (6:271).
214 Main source: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:86-104 §1049).
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time. One of those who combined assiduous worship with Science
and the affirmation of truth, he is considered a Proof in himself
(^ujja) as a narrator, known for his superlative understanding of the
Law, great erudition, and piety. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “I never saw a man
whose fiqh resembled his ̂ adÏth more than al-Awz¥‘Ï.”215

He narrated from a host of T¥bi‘Ïn, among them ‘A~¥’ ibn AbÏ
Rab¥^, Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad al-B¥qir, ‘Amr ibn Shu‘ayb, Mak^‰l –
whom he surpassed in knowledge –, Qat¥da, RabÏ‘a ibn YazÏd al-Qa|Ïr,
Bil¥l ibn Sa‘d, al-ZuhrÏ, Ya^y¥ ibn AbÏ KathÏr – his first Shaykh,– ‘Abd
al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-Q¥sim, ‘A~¥’ al-Khur¥s¥nÏ, ‘Ikrima, ‘Alqama, Ibn al-
Munkadir, al-WalÏd ibn Hish¥m, Mu^ammad ibn SÏrÏn, N¥fi‘ Mawl¥
Ibn ‘Umar – Ibn ‘Umar’s freedman – and many others. From him nar-
rated his two Shaykhs al-ZuhrÏ and Ya^y¥ ibn AbÏ KathÏr, Shu‘ba,
al-ThawrÏ, M¥lik, Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz, Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ayy¥sh, Baqiyya,
Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, and many others.

Al-‘Abb¥s ibn al-WalÏd said:
I never saw my father admire anything in the world as much as
he admired al-Awz¥‘Ï. He used to exclaim about him: “Glory to
You! You do what You wish. My son! Kings are powerless to disci-
pline themselves and their own children the way that al-Awz¥‘Ï
disciplined himself. I never in my life heard him say an excellent
word except the listener was bound to observe that it applied to
him. Nor did I ever see him laugh without restraint. Whenever
he addressed the subject of our return to our Maker, I would say
to myself: I wonder, is there one heart in this gathering that is
not weeping?”

Al-Hiql said: “Al-Awz¥‘Ï gave replies covering about seventy thou-
sand issues.” ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ said: “The People (al-n¥s) in
their time were four: ±amm¥d ibn Zayd in al-Ba|ra, al-ThawrÏ in al-
K‰fa, M¥lik in al-±ij¥z, and al-Awz¥‘Ï in al-Sh¥m.”216 Ism¥‘Ïl ibn
‘Ayy¥sh said: “I heard people say, in the year 140, that in our day the
wise scholar of the Umma was al-Awz¥‘Ï.” When the latter came to
Makka, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ walked ahead of him shouting: “Open the
way for the Shaykh!” M¥lik compared the two saying: “One of them
[Sufy¥n] is more knowledgeable than the other, but is not fit to be the

215 A reference to al-Awz¥‘Ï’s faithful application of his knowledge in his life.
216 This is a notable example of the use of al-n¥s to mean the major Ulema of the Sunna,

as in the titles of the ̂ adÏth Masters recensed by al-Kha~Ïb in his Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth.
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Im¥m [i.e. the Caliph], while the other [al-Awz¥‘Ï] is.” This was also
the opinion of al-Faz¥rÏ, ‘AlÏ ibn Bakk¥r, and Ibn al-Mub¥rak.

He was fearless in telling the truth to princes. After massacring the
Ban‰ Umayya, the harsh King ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘AlÏ – al-Saff¥^’s uncle –
summoned him and asked him in front of his court: “What is your
opinion of what we have done?” Al-Awz¥‘Ï related: “I thought to myself
and decided to tell him the truth, bracing for certain death. I narrated
to him the ̂ adÏth: ‘Actions count only according to intentions.’217 He
said: ‘What do you say about our killing the people of that dynasty?’ 
I narrated to him the ̂ adÏth: ‘Killing a Muslim is forbidden except in
three cases: adultery after marriage, apostasy after Isl¥m, and unlawful
manslaughter.’218 He continued: ‘Tell me about the caliphate, is it not
our inheritance as stipulated by the Prophet œ?’ I replied: ‘Had this
been the case, ‘AlÏ gwould have never left anyone come before him.’
He said: ‘But what do we say about the treasure of the Ban‰ Umayya?’ 
I replied: ‘If it were licit for them, it is illicit for you, and if it were illicit
for them, it is even more illicit for you!’”

Al-Awz¥‘Ï did not rise from his place of morning prayer until sun-
rise, and the sun did not pass the zenith except he was seen standing
in prayer. Al-WalÏd ibn Mazyad said: “No one surpassed him in intensi-
ty of worship.” Among his sayings:

v Marw¥n al-T¥tarÏ said that al-Awz¥‘Ï said: “Whoever stands in
prayer at length at night, All¥h shall make the station of the Day
of Resurrection easy for him.”

v Al-WalÏd ibn Muslim and ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak related that
al-Awz¥‘Ï said: “This science was noble, men would transmit it to
one another, but when it spread to books, those other than its
rightful custodians became involved with it.”219

v “Whoever holds on to the rare and unusual positions of the
Scholars has left Isl¥m.” Similar statements are reported from

217 Narrated from ‘Umar in the Nine Books except M¥lik and al-D¥rimÏ. See al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï and Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s remarks on this foundational ̂ adÏth (p. 235 and 344).

218 Narrated from Ibn Mas‘‰d by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, and in the Four Sunan; from
‘Uthm¥n by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan), al-Nas¥’Ï, Ibn M¥jah, A^mad, al-±¥kim (4:350), al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï in his Musnad, al-Bazz¥r in his Musnad; and from ‘®’isha by Ab‰ D¥w‰d. See
al-BayhaqÏ’s Kit¥b al-Murtadd in Ma‘rifat al-Sunan (12:237-258).

219 This statement refers to the books which are passed on for circulation as in mod-
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Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, Ab‰ Y‰suf, Ibn MahdÏ, Sulaym¥n al-TaymÏ,
A^mad, and Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m. This advice is of the utmost
importance today for those who cling to newfangled fatwas per-
mitting bank interest, removing the ^ij¥b, handshake between
the sexes, combining prayers without excuse, and other charged
issues such as suicide warfare or the targeting of civilians.220

v “The Book stands in greater need of the Sunna than the Sunna
does of the Book.” Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said: “That is because the
Sunna expounds the meaning of the Book.”221

v Al-WalÏd ibn Mazyad said that al-Awz¥‘Ï, asked to define humility
(khush‰‘) in prayer, replied: “Downcast gaze, lowering the wing
of submission, and softness of heart which is sorrow and dread.”
He also said: “I saw al-Awz¥‘Ï, he was like a blind man because of
his humility.”

v Al-WalÏd heard al-Awz¥‘Ï define the naïve (al-ablah) as “he who is
in blind ignorance of evil but acutely discerning of good-
ness.”222

v “Whoever remembers death much, a little suffices him for liveli-
hood; whoever realizes that his utterances are counted as deeds,
his speech becomes spare.”

v “The distraction of the learned is better than the wisdom of the
ignorant.” This is similar to their saying, “The good deeds of the
righteous are the sins of the Friends of All¥h” (^asan¥t al-abr¥r
sayyi’¥t al-muqarrabÏn).

ern times, not to those used by the early narrators as mnemonic records when narrat-
ing. It is established that early ^adÏth narrators did not narrate except from record.
‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal said: “I never saw my father narrate except from a
book, save less than a hundred ^adÏths.” Siyar (9:457). The best sources on the proof-
texts for writing among the Companions and early generations are Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s
chapter Dhikr al-Rukh|a fÏ Kit¥b al-‘Ilm in his J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:298-338), al-BayhaqÏ’s
similarly entitled chapter in al-Madkhal (p. 411-424), and al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ’s book
TaqyÏd al-‘Ilm (“The Fettering of Knowledge”). See also al-±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ’s chapter
entitled “Writing is the means to fetter knowledge and preserve it from oblivion” in his
Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (p. 39-41).

220 See http://webpages.marshall.edu/~laher1/terrorism.html for foundational
Islamic texts on the latter issue.

221 Narrated by al-D¥rimÏ and others and cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-
‘Ilm (2:1193-1194 §2351) and al-Sh¥~ibÏ in al-Muw¥faq¥t (Salafiyya ed. 1343 4:10).

222 On the praise of naïveness in the Prophetic ̂ adÏths see p. 171-174.
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v “If the caliphate had been a stipulation (wa|iyya) [to ‘AlÏ] by the
Messenger of All¥h œ, ‘AlÏ would have never permitted the two
arbiters.”

v “We used to joke and laugh, but when people begin to follow us,
I do not see how we can even smile.”

v “If we accepted what the people gave us every time, we
[Scholars] would lose all merit before them.”

v ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad narrated from al-±asan ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz
from ‘Amr ibn AbÏ Salama al-TinnÏsÏ that al-Awz¥‘Ï said: “I saw
myself as if carried up by two angels who camped me in front of
the Lord of Power and Might. He said to me: ‘Are you my servant
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n who commands good deeds?’ I replied: ‘By
Your Power and Might! You know best.’ Then they descended
again and brought me back to where I first was.”

Among al-Awz¥‘Ï’s notable rulings is that the thigh is part of a
man’s legal nakedness in the mosque, but not in the bath.223

A report from al-Awz¥‘Ï states: “We would say, at a time when the
T¥bi‘Ïn were plenty, that All¥h u is above His Throne (fawqa al-‘arsh)”
but its chain is weak.224 As for the report that he said: “He is over the

223 The rulings of the Four Schools agree that the definition of “nakedness” (‘awra)
for a man is all that is above the knees and below the navel front and back whether in
public or private. Among the proofs for this is the Prophet’s œ saying: “The [man’s]
thigh is nakedness.” Narrated from Jarhad al-AslamÏ, ‘AlÏ, and Mu^ammad ibn Ja^sh –
all with sound chains according to al-Arna’‰~ – by M¥lik, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah,
A^mad, al-±¥kim (4:180-181), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (§331), al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r
(4:401-406 §1697, §1699, §1700, §1704), al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (9:21-22), Ibn
±ibb¥n (4:609-611), and others. Al->a^¥wÏ said in Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r (1:474):
“Mass-narrated, sound reports from the Prophet œ have reached us that the thigh is
nakedness.” Al-Katt¥nÏ cited it in Na·m al-Mutan¥thir.

224 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’ (KawtharÏ ed. p. 408; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:304
§865) with a chain containing Mu^ammad ibn KathÏr ibn AbÏ ‘A~¥’ al-Mi||Ï|Ï who is
weak as declared by most of the Im¥ms of ^adÏth in Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl
(8:69) and confirmed by al-Arna’‰~ and Ma‘r‰f in Ta^rÏr al-TaqrÏb (3:310-311 §6251).
Note the false claims of Ibn Taymiyya in his Fatw¥ ±amawiyya (p. 299-300=Majm‰‘ al-
Fat¥w¥ 5:39=Ras¥’il 1:431) and his student Ibn al-Qayyim in his ßaw¥‘iq al-Mursala
(2:211) and Ijtim¥‘ al-Juy‰sh (p. 31) respectively that its chain is sound and all its narra-
tors trustworthy, a claim perpetuated by Alb¥nÏ in his Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 137-138)
and al-TuwayjirÏ in his edition of the ±amawiyya.
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Throne just as He described Himself,”225 it is narrated from al-
Tha‘¥libÏ with indefinite missing links between the two. Al-Tha‘¥libÏ is
himself a problematic source.

Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-SulamÏ said: “I saw al-Awz¥‘Ï; he
was of above-average build, slim, somewhat swarthy, and he used
henna.” He used to wear a round turban without a hanging extremity
(‘adhaba). Al-DhahabÏ said: “In addition to his brilliance in the 
science and his foremost rank in works, he was also a master in the art
of writing letters.” Four communities attended his funeral in Beirut:
the Muslims carried his bier, followed by the Jews, the [Diophysite]
Christians, and the [Monophysite]Copts. YazÏd ibn Madh‘‰r said: “I
saw al-Awz¥‘Ï in my sleep and asked him: ‘Show me a level by which to
draw near to All¥h.’ He replied: ‘I did not see a level higher than that of
the wise Ulema, and, after it, that of the grief-stricken (al-ma^z‰nÏn).’”

su f y®n al-thawr¬ 226

Sufy¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd ibn Masr‰q Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-ThawrÏ al-Mu\arÏ al-
K‰fÏ g (97-161), the Godfearing, wise, grief-stricken, Mujtahid
Im¥m, was “Commander of the Believers in ±adÏth” – the highest
level in ^adÏth Mastership –, “Shaykh al-Isl¥m, the Im¥m of ^adÏth
Masters, the leader of the practicing Ulema in his time, the author of
the J¥mi‘ ” (al-DhahabÏ). His father was a junior T¥bi‘ Ï Mu^addith and
he thus began his scholarly career at home. Ab‰ Is^¥q al-SabÏ‘Ï recited
when he saw Sufy¥n coming: }And We gave him wisdom when a
child{ (19:12). His Shuy‰kh numbered 600. Ibn al-JawzÏ claimed that
his students numbered over 20,000 but al-DhahabÏ said: “This is pre-
posterous; they hardly reached 1,000. I know none of the ^adÏth
Masters from whom more narrated than M¥lik, and those number
1,400 – including the liars and the unknown!”

Among the praises related about him:

v “I wrote from 1,100 Shaykhs, but from none better than Sufy¥n.”
(Ibn al-Mub¥rak)

v “I never saw better than Sufy¥n.” (Y‰nus ibn ‘Ubayd – he had

225 Narrated from al-Tha‘¥libÏ by al-DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w (p. 393 §696).
226 Main source: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Fikr ed. 7 :174-211 §1083), in which he helped

himself with Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Man¥qib Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.
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seen Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr, Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï, ‘A~¥’, and Muj¥hid.)
v “If ‘Alqama and al-Aswad were present they would stand in need

of Sufy¥n.” (Ab‰ ±anÏfa)
v “I never saw one resemble the T¥bi‘Ïn more than Sufy¥n al-

ThawrÏ.” (Ibn AbÏ Dhi’b) 
v “I never saw stronger in ^adÏth memorization than al-ThawrÏ,

nor more ascetic than Shu‘ba, nor more intelligent than M¥lik,
nor of better counsel to the Umma than Ibn al-Mub¥rak […]
Sufy¥n is the most knowledgeable of them.” “I could not look at
Sufy¥n directly, he was too intimidating and full of majesty.”
(Ibn MahdÏ)

v “I never saw anyone more informed of the ^al¥l and the ^ar¥m
than Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ” (Ibn ‘Uyayna).

v “This is the most expert (afqah) of people on earth.” (Z¥’ida)
v “I never saw anyone like Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.”(Ibn Wahb) Ibn

Wahb narrates that he saw Sufy¥n prostrate after Maghrib and
not raise his head until the call for ‘Ish¥’.

v “By All¥h! Sufy¥n was more knowledgeable than Ab‰ ±anÏfa.”
(Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\) “He is above M¥lik in all things.” (Ya^y¥ ibn
Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n) “If these two concur on something – al-ThawrÏ
and Ab‰ ±anÏfa – then this is a strong position.” (Ibn al-Mub¥rak)

v “Al-ThawrÏ for us was the Im¥m of all the people […] Sufy¥n in
his time was like Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar in theirs.” (Bishr al-±¥fÏ)

v “If I had been asked to choose someone to lead this Umma [as a
Caliph] I would have chosen Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.” (Al-Awz¥‘ Ï) 

v “I never saw a man who follows the Sunna more rigorously or in
whose body I would love to be more than Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.” (Al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï)

v “Do you know who is the Im¥m? The Im¥m in my view is Sufy¥n
al-ThawrÏ. No-one comes before him in my heart!” (A^mad to
Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwadhÏ)

v “Sufy¥n is the ‘®lim of the Umma and its Worshipper.” (Al-
Muthann¥ ibn al-ßabb¥^) 

v “Truly, if I see a person accompany Sufy¥n, that person becomes
great in my view.” (Ab‰ Bakr ibn ‘Ayy¥sh)
Sufy¥n spoke precious words on money matters. He was once asked

a question while he was buying something. He replied: “Leave me, my
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heart is with my dirham right now.” He said: “I much prefer to leave
behind ten thousand dirhams over which All¥h takes account of me,
rather than stand in need of people.” He also said: “In the past, money
was disliked; but today it is the shield of the believer.” To a man who
told him: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! You hold dinars in your hand?!” He
replied: “Be quiet! Were it not for them, the kings would use us to
wipe themselves (la-tamandala bin¥ al-mul‰k)!” He also said: “The
‘®lim is the cure in the Religion and money its disease. If the ‘®lim
drags the disease to himself, when can he heal others?”227

Long before the I^y¥’, Sufy¥n warned against the mere thirst for
knowledge at the expense of the training of the ego. He possessed a
photographic memory – “I never forgot anything I had memorized” –
but, more importantly, “I never memorized a single ^adÏth except I
practiced it, at least once.” “He said: “Adorn knowledge and the
^adÏths with yourselves, not vice versa.” He also said: “The ugliest of
people is he who pursues the world through the work of the here-
after.” Ab‰ D¥w‰d al->ay¥lisÏ said he heard Sufy¥n say: “I do not fear
anything that might enter me into the Fire more than the ^adÏths.”
He also said: “Would that I had recited the Qur’an and stopped
there.” He also said: “Whoever increases in knowledge increases in
pain; if I knew nothing it would be easier for my predicament.” He
also said: “If ^adÏth were a good it would have vanished just as good-
ness has vanished... Pursuing the study of ^adÏth is not part of the
preparation for death, but a disease that preoccupies people!” Al-
DhahabÏ comments:

By All¥h, he has spoken the truth! […] Today, in our time, the
quest for knowledge and ̂ adÏths no longer means for the ̂ adÏth
Scholar the obligation of living up to it, which is the goal of
^adÏths. He is right in what he said because pursuing the study of
^adÏths is other than the ̂ adÏth itself.228

Al-DhahabÏ also said:
Love of ^adÏth in itself and its practice for the sake of All¥h is

227 Al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (1:204).
228 Al-DhahabÏ as cited in al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar fi Tarjamat Shaykh al-Isl¥m

Ibn ±ajar (al-‘Asqal¥nÏ), ed. ±¥mid ‘Abd al-MajÏd and >aha al-ZaynÏ (Cairo: Wiz¥rat al-
Awq¥f, 1986) p. 21-22.
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required and part of one’s provision for the Return; but love of
its narration, its shortest chains, excessive focus on knowing and
understanding it – that is what is blamed and feared on the part
of Sufy¥n, al-Qa~~¥n, and the people of [spiritual] observance,
for much of this is a curse on the mu^addith.229

Yet when he was asked: “Until when will you study ^adÏth?” he
replied: “And what greater goodness is there for me but ^adÏth, so
that I might turn to it?” Al-Ashja‘Ï said: “I heard from al-ThawrÏ 30,000
^adÏths.” Sufy¥n also said: “There is no need better than [the study of]
^adÏth if the intention is correct.” He also said: “If a man were to try
and lie in [narrating] ^adÏth, even inside his own house, All¥h would
cause someone to overpower him.” To a man who said to him:
“Narrate to us just as you heard,” he replied: “No, by All¥h! This is
impossible. These are only the meanings.” “If I tell you that I am nar-
rating to you just as I heard, do not believe me.” “Were we to narrate
to you exactly in the way we heard, we would not narrate to you a sin-
gle ^adÏth.” Ibn MahdÏ said: “We would be with Sufy¥n as if he had
been summoned for his last reckoning. We did not dare speak a word
to him. Then we would mention a ̂ adÏth and all this fear would be dis-
pelled and nothing remain except ^addathan¥ ^addathan¥.” QabÏ|a
said: “If you saw Sufy¥n you would think he is a monk but when he
started narrating you could not recognise him.”

On the chain of transmission: “The isn¥d is the weapon of the
believer. Whoever has no weapon, with what is he fighting?”
Something similar is related from al-ZuhrÏ, Ibn al-Mub¥rak, Ibn
‘Uyayna, Muslim, ±amm¥d ibn Zayd, and many others.230

Sufy¥n called the kissing of the hands of the Ulema a Sunna. On
Ta|awwuf he said: “Among the best of people is the ß‰fÏ learned in
Fiqh”231; “I found the reform of my heart between Makka and MadÏna,
among a community of strangers who wore wool and ample coats”;
“Simple living (zuhd) does not consist in eating chaff and wearing
coarse cloth, but in keeping hopes short and searching out the com-
ing of death”; “I never saw rarer zuhd than the renouncing of

229 Siyar. There is more in al-DhahabÏ’s Tadhkirat al-±uff¥·.
230 Cf. Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:56-62).
231 Narrated by al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ in his >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya, Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-

ßafwa, and Ibn al-Qayyim in Mad¥rij al-S¥likÏn (2:330).
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leadership. You might see a man renounce food, money, and dress,
but when it comes to leadership, he maneuvers and battles.”

Sufy¥n also said: “A man must force his child to learn because he
is responsible for him.” To a boy in the first row of prayer he said:
“Have you reached puberty?” If not, he would make him stand in a
back row.

Asked why he abandoned soldiery (al-ghaz‰), Sufy¥n replied:
“Because they do not observe the categorical obligations (innahum
yu\ayyi‘‰na al-far¥’i\).” Im¥m al-NawawÏ in al-Tiby¥n fÏ ®d¥b ±amalat
al-Qur’¥n mentions that ‘Abd al-±amÏd al-±imm¥nÏ asked Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ about a man who battles: is it more beloved to Sufy¥n, or that
he recite the Qur’¥n? He answered: “That he recite the Qur’¥n,
because the Prophet œ said: ‘The best of you is the one who has learnt
the Qur’¥n and teaches it.’”232

To Shu‘ayb ibn ±arb he said: “What you wrote will not benefit you
until:

– you consider correct the wiping of the two khuffs [in wu\‰’];
– the softening of Bismill¥h al-Ra^m¥n al-Ra^m¥n al-Ra^Ïm in
prayer becomes dearer to you than its recitation out loud;
– you believe in qadar ;
– you pray behind every righteous and unrighteous im¥m;
– you hold that jih¥d continues until the Day of Resurrection;
– you endure patiently under the flag of the sultan whether just
or unjust.”

Shu‘ayb said: “Every single ßal¥t?” He replied: “No, only Jumu‘a
and the two ‘¬ds, otherwise, you are free to choose and not to pray
except behind one you trust and know he is from Ahl al-Sunna.
When you stand before All¥h, if He asks you about this, tell him, ‘My
Lord! Sufy¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd told me this.’ Then leave me with my Lord.”
Al-DhahabÏ said: “This is firmly established as authentic from
Sufy¥n.”233

He used to give precedence to ‘AlÏ over ‘Uthm¥n, which al-
DhahabÏ calls “slight ShÏ‘ism.” Yet he narrates that Sufy¥n said: “Love

232 Narrated from ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n u by al-Bukh¥rÏ, al-TirmidhÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d,
Ibn M¥jah, and A^mad.

233 Tadhkira (1:207).
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of both ‘Uthm¥n and ‘AlÏ are not found together except in the heart
of the noblest men.” He also narrates that Sufy¥n said: “Whoever says
that ‘AlÏ was more deserving of the Caliphate than Ab‰ Bakr and
‘Umar has declared that Ab‰ Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘AlÏ, the Muh¥jir‰n, and
the An|¥r were all wrong. I am not sure whether such a person’s acts
of worship rise to the heaven.” “Whoever places anybody before Ab‰
Bakr and ‘Umar has made light of twelve thousand Companions of
the Messenger of All¥h œ with whom the Messenger of All¥h was
well-pleased when he died!” Asked about a man who died insulting
Ab‰ Bakr he said: “Such a man is a disbeliever in All¥h Most High.”
“Do we pray over him?” “No, and fie to him!” “But he says l¥ il¥ha ill¥
All¥h?” He replied: “Do not touch him with your hands. Raise him
up on a slab of wood until you bring him down into his grave.”

In his TafsÏr Sufy¥n said: “}We lead them on{ (7:182, 68:44)
means We lavish blessings on them but prevent them from giving
thanks.” He also said: “He is not a wise person (faqÏh) who does not
consider difficulties a blessing and fortune a trial.” Sufy¥n once
spent the night in the house of Ibn MahdÏ and started weeping. To
his questioners he replied: “I care less for my sins than for this dust,
but I fear deprivation of faith before dying.” ‘A~¥’ al-Khaff¥f said he
never met Sufy¥n except he saw him weeping. When he asked him
why, Sufy¥n replied, “Because I am afraid of being written among
the wretched in the Mother of the Book.” He also said: “Whoever is
content with the world, fear of the next life is removed from his
heart.” Yet QabÏ|a said he found Sufy¥n so inclined to joking that he
lagged behind him whenever he could – to avoid his jokes – and ‘¬s¥
ibn Mu^ammad relates that Sufy¥n sometimes laughed to the point
of lying down and stretching his legs. Al-Mu‘¥f¥ used to rebuke him,
saying: “What is this, Sufy¥n? This is not the manner of the Ulema!”
And Sufy¥n would accept it from him.

Sufy¥n was the farthest of people from kings and princes. He would
not eat at their tables nor return their salaams; instead he would avoid
them and ignore them until they showed humility and repentence.
Al-Q¥rÏ relates that Sufy¥n said: “I may meet the rich man I despise
(for his immorality) and if he says to me: How are you this morning?
my heart will immediately lean towards him; what about those who eat
their dainty dishes and tread their costly carpets? O All¥h! Do not let
me owe a depraved man a favor for which my heart will look kindly
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upon him.”234 Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b said: “I never saw
princes and rich men sit more meekly than in the gathering of 
Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.” In our own time this was also observed from the
Moroccan ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad ibn Ja‘far al-Katt¥nÏ. Sufy¥n
also said: “Those kings left the hereafter to you, so leave the world to
them!”

Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Abd al-Malik ibn AbÏ Ghaniyya said: “I never saw anyone
with a sterner face (a|faqa wajhan) for the sake of All¥h.” Sufy¥n said:
“If a man’s neighbors all praise him, then he is an evil man because he
might have seen them do something wrong but he says nothing and
meets them with a smile; or he is a flatterer.”

Among his sayings: “Safety lies in not being known.” “I never met any-
one except they warned me against fame.” “I fear All¥h has abandoned
this Umma by having people need me. I wish I could live among people
who do not know me.” “The less people you know, the less slander you
commit.” “Having many brothers is part of folly in one’s Religion.”

QabÏ|a said that no one sat with Sufy¥n except they remembered
death. Y‰suf ibn Asba~ narrates that he once handed Sufy¥n the ablu-
tion-pot in the evening and left him holding it pensively. At dawn, he
had not moved and said: “I am still thinking about the next life.” He
would reach states of anxiety about the Day of Judgment in which he
urinated blood. He said: “I may see something against which I ought
to speak out but I do not, then I urinate blood.” He also said: “I felt the
fear of God to a point I wondered how I could still be alive, then I
would say to myself: I have a fixed term of life, but I wish it were made
lighter for me. My fear is such that I fear losing my mind.” “I ask All¥h
to take away some of my fear of Him.” Ibn MahdÏ said: “Night after
night I would catch sight of Sufy¥n sitting up and calling out: ‘The
Fire! The Fire! I cannot sleep nor feel pleasure anymore because I
think of the Fire.’”235 Ab‰ Nu‘aym said that Sufy¥n would be useless
for days whenever this state overtook him.

Sufy¥n’s garb was coarse and ragged and he ate dried meat and
eggs. He said to Mu’ammal: “I do not tell you not to eat good things.
Dress well and eat good things.” A^mad ibn Y‰nus said: “I once ate
fruit at Sufy¥n’s house, he said: ‘This was brought to us as a present.’”

234 Cited by al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashf al-Khaf¥’, ^adÏth Idh¥ ra’ayta al-q¥ri’a yal‰dhu...
235 Also in the ±ilya (7:60) and T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (9:157).
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‘Abd al-Razz¥q said: “Sufy¥n once ate dates with butter, then he rose
and prayed until noon.”

Ab‰ al-Layth al-SamarqandÏ (d. 373) narrates in his TanbÏh al-
Gh¥filÏn by way of Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Umayr al-An|¥rÏ who fought in the battle
of Badr that the Messenger of All¥h œ said: “Whoever invokes bless-
ings upon me from my Community sincerely from his heart once,
All¥h u sends ten blessings upon him and raises him ten degrees.”
Ab‰ al-Layth continues:

I heard my father narrate that it happened that, while Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ was circumambulating the Ka‘ba, he saw a man who did not
raise a foot nor lower a foot without making |al¥t for the Prophet s.
Sufy¥n said he told him: “O man! You have left saying sub^¥n All¥h
and l¥ il¥ha ill¥ll¥h and have proceeded with the |al¥t on the Prophet
s! Do you have any explanation regarding this?”

The young man asked: “Who are you, may All¥h pardon you?” “I
am Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.”

The young man said: “Had it not been that you are one of the
Strangers among the people of your own time (i.e. one of Ahl al-
Sunna), I would not have told you of my condition, nor revealed to
you my secret.

“I went out with my father on pilgrimage to the Holy House of
All¥h, until I reached one of the resting-stations. My father became
sick and I nursed him. One night, when I was at his bedside, he died
and his face turned dark. So I said, ‘We belong to All¥h and to Him we
return!’ Then I pulled the covers over his face, after which sleep over-
came me and I slept.

“I saw a man next to me with a face such as I had never seen a more
handsome one, nor clothes cleaner than his, nor a scent finer than
his. He kept approaching until he came close to my father and
removed the covers from his face, whereupon the face of my father
became full of light.

“Then the man started to go back, so I held onto his clothes and
said: ‘O servant of All¥h! Who are you, with whom All¥h has graced us
in this foreign land?’ He said:

‘Do you not you know me? I am Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h, who
brought the Qur’¥n! Your father transgressed against himself, but he
used to invoke |al¥t on me frequently, and when he was affected with
whatever affected him he called on me for help (isthagh¥tha bÏ), and I
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am a prompt helper of one who makes much |al¥t on me (wa-an¥
ghayy¥thun li-man akthara al-|al¥ta ‘alayy).’

“Then I woke up and saw that the face of my father was bright.”236

This report illustrates the acceptability of asking the Prophet œ for
help even after his life not on the basis of the dream – for dreams are
not retained by the SharÏ‘a for the derivation of legal rulings – but on
the basis of the account of the dream being part of the teaching of
Islam and taqw¥ by one of the luminaries of the Community. The
acceptability of this narration to the author, the narrator, and the
Community indicates that they viewed its contents as being valid.

A^mad ibn Y‰nus said: “I heard Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ countless times
say, ‘All¥humma sallim sallim, All¥humma sallimn¥, warzuqn¥ al-‘¥fiyata
fÏl-duny¥ wal-¥khira.’” ‘Abd al-Razz¥q said he heard Sufy¥n say to
Wuhayb: “By the Lord of this [human] frame, I do love death!”

When Ibn MahdÏ took care of Sufy¥n in his last illness, he asked
him about the permissibility of leaving the congregational prayer to
that end. Sufy¥n said: “Serving a Muslim in need for one hour is better
than congregational prayer.” Ibn MahdÏ said: “From whom did you
hear this?” Sufy¥n replied: “‘®|im ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h narrated to me
from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘®mir ibn RabÏ‘a, from his father [the
Companion ‘®mir ibn RabÏ‘a al-‘AnzÏ]: ‘I would prefer serving one
man among the Muslims who is in need for a single day, to sixty years
of congregational prayers in which I never missed the opening
TakbÏra !’” Sufy¥n became afflicted with chronic diarrhea. The night
of his death, Ibn MahdÏ relates, he made his ablution sixty times.
When he felt the end was near he left his bed and put his cheek on the
ground, saying, “Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n! How hard it is to die!” He then
said: “Recite Y¥ SÏn over me, for I was told it makes it easier for the sick
man.” Ibn MahdÏ said: “I recited and did not finish before he
expired.”

Mu|‘ab ibn al-Miqd¥m said he dreamt of the Prophet œ holding
Sufy¥n by the hand and thanking him. Ibr¥hÏm ibn A‘yan also dreamt
of him and asked him: “What happened to you?” Sufy¥n replied: “I am
with the }Noble and righteous{ (80:16).” Ibn al-Qayyim in al-R‰^
reports that Ibn ‘Uyayna said: “I saw Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ in sleep [after his

236 Al-SamarqandÏ, TanbÏh al-Gh¥filÏn, ed. Shaykh A^mad Sal¥m (Beirut: D¥r al-
Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, c.1986) p. 319-320.
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death] and said, ‘Give me your final command!’ He said, ‘Make 
little of the knowledge of men.’” Qubay|a ibn ‘Uqda said, “I saw Sufy¥n
al-ThawrÏ in sleep after his death and I said, ‘What has All¥h done with
you?’ He said, ‘I looked at my Lord face to face, and He said to me:

My pleasure is with you, Ibn Sa‘ Ïd!
You stood (in worship) when night fell,
Sad with tears and firm of heart.
Behold! Choose which castle you wish,
And visit me; for I am not far from you!”

Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna also said: “I saw Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ after his death,
flying in the Garden from palm tree to tree and from tree to palm tree,
saying, }For the like of this let the workers work{(37:61)but the narra-
tion in the Siyar has }Praise be to All¥h, Who has fulfilled His promise
unto us{ (39:74). He was asked, ‘By means of what were you brought
into the Garden?’ He said, ‘Godwariness, godwariness (wara‘)!’”

Of his moving words: “Weeping is ten parts, one for All¥h, and nine
for other than All¥h. If the part that is for All¥h comes once a year,
that is plenty.” Ibn MahdÏ said: “I could hardly hear Sufy¥n’s recita-
tion because of his weeping.”

Ibn al-Mub¥rak visited al-Firy¥bÏ and said: “Bring out the ^adÏth of
al-ThawrÏ for me.” Then he started weeping until his beard became
wet and said: “All¥h have mercy on him! I do not think I shall ever see
the like of him again.”

ibn al-m ub ® rak

‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak ibn W¥\i^ Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-
±an·alÏ Mawl¥hum al-TurkÏ g (118-181), Shaykh al-Isl¥m, AmÏr
al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth, was one of the foremost, major pious Im¥ms
and ̂ adÏth Masters of the Salaf. Al-Bukh¥rÏ began his career by mem-
orizing his compilations.

In addition to his highly respected scholarly exertions he traded and
practiced jih¥d. It is claimed that he wrote to his friend Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\:

O worshipper in the Two Sanctuaries, if you could only behold us!
You would see that you, in your devotions, are only playing.
If you are one whose cheek is tinged with his tears,
Then our chests are dyed with our blood!
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However, the Prophet œ said: “Even if one strikes the unbelievers
and idolaters with his sword until it breaks and he is completely dyed
with their blood, the Rememberers of All¥h are a degree above
him!”237 And Ibn al-Mub¥rak himself, in his book al-Zuhd, gives prece-
dence to the jih¥d of dhikr.

Al-TirmidhÏ said in his Sunan: “Most of the people of knowledge
follow what was narrated from ‘Umar, ‘AlÏ, and other than the two of
them from the Companions of the Prophet œ that the Tar¥wÏ^ consist
of twenty rak‘as and this is the position of al-ThawrÏ, Ibn al-Mub¥rak,
and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï”238 i.e. contrary to the forty-one rak‘as preferred by the
Salaf of MadÏna as well as Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, following Ubay ibn Ka‘b.

‘AlÏ ibn al-±asan ibn ShaqÏq said that Ibn al-Mub¥rak “never gave
fatw¥ except upon the strength and on the basis of transmitted
reports.”239 He further said: “I was with ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mub¥rak in
the mosque on a cold winter night and we rose to leave. When we
reached the door he reminded me of a ̂ adÏth and I reminded him of
another. We did not stop rehearsing to each other until the mu’adhd-
hin came and raised the morning adh¥n.”240

Among his sayings:

v “The isn¥d is an integral part of the Religion, otherwise anyone
can say anything.”241

v “Let your reliance be upon transmitted reports, and use, for per-
sonal opinion, only whatever the ̂ adÏth expounds to you.”242

v “If All¥h had not rescued me with Ab‰ ±anÏfa and Sufy¥n [al-
ThawrÏ] I would have been like the rest of the common
people.”243

v “If I were to slander anyone, I would slander my parents, for they
are the most deserving of my good deeds.”

v “The only one that can carry the title Shaykh al-Isl¥m is Ab‰ Bakr

237 Narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by al-TirmidhÏ (gharÏb) and A^mad.
238 See, for al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-BayhaqÏ’s Ma‘rifat al-Sunan wal-®th¥r (4:40).
239 ‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn ibn ShaqÏq as cited by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in his introduction to al-

Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 262).
240 In al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:402-416 §1875-1877, §1880-1889, §1899, §1904).
241 Narrated by Muslim, ßa^Ï^, introduction, and al-Kha~Ïb in his T¥rÏkh (6:166).
242 Narrated from ‘Abd¥n ibn ‘Uthm¥n by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm

(2:1050 §2023, 2:1070 §2073) with a sound chain according to al-ZuhayrÏ.
243 Narrated by Ibn ±ajar in TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817).
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al-ßiddÏq, who preserved the zak¥t and fought against the 
apostates.”244

v “Whoever is given a portion of love and he has not been given an
equivalent amount of awe, has been cheated.”245

v “I do not say the Qur’¥n is the Creator nor that it is created.
Rather, it is the Speech of All¥h, inseparable from Him.”246

v In praise of the utmost high status of the Prophetic Companions
he said: “The dust in the nostrils of Mu‘¥wiya’s horse is better
than ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz.”247

v “It is incumbent upon a wise person not to make light of three
things: Ulema, Sultans, and brothers. Whoever makes light of
the Ulema, his hereafter is lost; whoever makes light of the
Sultan, his worldly life is lost; and whoever makes light of his
brothers, his dignity is lost.”248

v “It may be a small action becomes great by its intention; and it
may be a great action becomes small by its intention.”249

v “One may narrate from [a weak narrator] to a certain extent or
those ^adÏths pertaining to good conduct (adab), admonition
(maw‘i·a), and simple living (zuhd).”250

the use of  weak ± ad¬ ths in issues  of  morals

Ibn al-Mub¥rak’s conditional rule for narrating weak ^adÏths is in
conformity with the unanimous view of the Salaf who permitted their
use in fa\¥’il al-a‘m¥l as opposed to ‘aqÏda or the rulings pertaining to
^al¥l and ^ar¥m. This is stated or practiced by Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, Ibn
‘Uyayna, ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, A^mad, ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
ibn MahdÏ, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, al-Bukh¥rÏ in other than the ßa^Ï^, al-
TirmidhÏ, and others.251

244 In al-Sakh¥wÏ, introduction to his al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar.
245 Cited by Ibn al-Qayyim in Raw\at al-Mu^ibbÏn.
246 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ, Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 264-265; ±¥shidÏ ed.

2:14-17).
247 Shaykh A^mad SirhindÏ stated in his Makt‰b¥t that al-HaytamÏ related it in al-

Saw¥‘iq al-Mu^riqa from Ibn al-Mub¥rak.
248 Narrated by al-SulamÏ with his chain in >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya as cited by al-DhahabÏ.
249 Cited by al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 8: 400).
250 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in Muqaddimat al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (2:30) and cited by

Ibn Rajab in Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:73).
251 Cf. al-Kha~Ïb, Kif¥ya (p. 162-163=133-134), Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, Muqaddimat al-Jar^
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This rule was mentioned by Ibn al-ßal¥^ and others in Ma‘rifat
‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth and its commentaries.252 It is the Consensus of the
Ulema according to al-BayhaqÏ, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-NawawÏ, Ibn
Taymiyya, al-Q¥rÏ, and ‘AlawÏ ibn ‘Abb¥s al-M¥likÏ in al-Manhal al-La~Ïf
fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth, provided certain conditions are met.253 Ibn DaqÏq
al-‘¬d, al-‘Ir¥qÏ, and Ibn ±ajar list three conditions: that the ̂ adÏth not
be very weak;254 that it match a principle already established in the
Law; and that one not positively hold that the Prophet œ said or did it
while al-NawawÏ simply states: “As long as it is not forged.”255

The dissent reported from Im¥m Muslim, Ibn ±azm, Ibn al-‘ArabÏ,
and al-Shawk¥nÏ is inaccurate. The correct position of Im¥m Muslim
in the introduction to his ßa^Ï^ is that he forbade the use of forgers
and other abandoned narrators, not of truthful weak ones, in confor-
mity with the position of A^mad and the rest of the Salaf.256 Muslim
also says: “The sound reports from the trustworthy (thiq¥t) narrators
and those whose reliability is convincing are more than that we should
be forced to transmit reports from those who are not trustworthy and
whose reliability is not convincing.” The difference is clear between
saying we are not forced to use weak narrators and saying that one
absolutely cannot transmit from them. A proof of this is his use of the
weak narration from ‘®’isha: “Treat people according to their ranks”
and the fact that his strictness in narrators drops a notch in the
^adÏths of raq¥’iq or fa\¥’il al-a‘m¥l in the ßa^Ï^, as in the case of

(2:30-38), Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:73), Ibn ±ajar, end of al-Nukat ‘al¥ Ibn al-
ßal¥^ (2:887-888), al-Suy‰~Ï, TadrÏb , al-LacknawÏ, al-Ajwiba al-F¥\ila, etc.

252 Ibn al-ßal¥^, ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 93=1984 ed. p. 103).
253 Al-BayhaqÏ, Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa (1:33-34); Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, TamhÏd (1:127); al-

NawawÏ, Majm‰‘ (5:63), Irsh¥d >ull¥b al-±aq¥’iq (p. 107-108), Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim
(introduction), and Adhk¥r (introduction p. 5) cf. Ibn ‘All¥n, Fut‰^¥t al-Rabb¥niyya
(1:84); Ibn Taymiyya, Shar^ al-‘Umda (1:171), Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (18:26, 18:65-66),
Miswaddat ®l Taymiyya (p. 233, 246, 461); al-Q¥rÏ, Shar^ al-Shif¥’ (2:91) and Mirq¥t
(2:381); ‘Itr, Manhaj al-Naqd (p. 291-296) and U|‰l al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 140-143).

254 Yet al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘ (p. 432) says of a certain ̂ adÏth: “In sum, it is a
very weak ^adÏth (\a‘Ïf jiddan)that is written in meritorious deeds (yuktabu fÏ fa\¥’il al-
a‘m¥l), but as for its being forged, no, it is not [forged].”Al-KawtharÏ voices a dissenting
view in his Maq¥l¥t (p. 139-140=p. 45).

255 Irsh¥d (p. 107-108) cf. al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘, al-Suy‰~Ï, TadrÏb (p. 196).
256 Cf. al-NawawÏ, Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (introduction), Ibn al-Qayyim, I‘l¥m al-

Muwaqqi‘Ïn (1:31), al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘ (p. 474), and ‘Itr, notes on Ibn Rajab’s
Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:75-76).
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Shadd¥d ibn Sa‘Ïd Ab‰ >alh¥ al-R¥sibÏ, al-WalÏd ibn AbÏ WalÏd, or
Ya‘q‰b ibn Is^¥q al-±a\ramÏ.257

The correct position of Ibn al-‘ArabÏ is as he states himself regard-
ing a certain weak ̂ adÏth: “Its chain is unknown, but it is preferable to
put it into practice […]”258

Al-Shawk¥nÏ acts similarly with regard to the ̂ adÏths of the timings
of cupping in Nayl al-Aw~¥r.

As for Ibn ±azm’s statement against the use of weak narrations in
absolute terms:259 he elsewhere states in preference for the use of weak
^adÏth over the use of juridical opinion (ra’y), as does Ibn al-‘ArabÏ.260

Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Foresight261

Ab‰ ±anÏfa was known for his keen foresight (fir¥sa). He said to
D¥w‰d al->¥’Ï: “You are going to devote yourself entirely to worship.”
He said to Ab‰ Y‰suf: “You will have much to do with the world.” We
already mentioned the story of his prediction of Ab‰ Y‰suf’s princely
future. He also foresaw M¥lik’s merit among the Scholars of al-
MadÏna.262

Ibn ±abÏb narrates in his ‘Uqal¥’ al-Maj¥nÏn that Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,
Mis‘ar [ibn Kid¥m al-Hil¥lÏ al-K‰fÏ (d. 153)], Ab‰ ±anÏfa, and SharÏk
ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Nakha‘Ï (d. 177)were arrested and taken to al-Man|‰r
[who wanted to force one of them to be chief judge]. Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “I
will use a ruse to save myself, Sufy¥n will escape on the way, Mis‘ar will act
the madman, and SharÏk will fall.” On the way, Sufy¥n said to his guard:
“I need the privy.” The guard waited behind a certain wall but Sufy¥n
hailed a passing barge, telling them: “The man behind the wall wants to
kill me!” They hid him and took him. The guard came back without him
and his chief beat him up. The remaining three entered to see al-

257 The erroneous claim of a handful of authors such as al-Q¥simÏ in Qaw¥‘id al-
Ta^dÏth (p. 94) or ‘Aj¥j al-Kha~Ïb in U|‰l al-±adÏth (p. 231) that Ibn al-‘ArabÏ and Ibn
Ma‘Ïn were opposed to the use of weak ̂ adÏths in absolute terms, stems from good faith
in Ibn Sayyid al-N¥s, al-‘Ir¥qÏ, al-Sakh¥wÏ, and al-Suy‰~Ï’s claims to that effect.

258 Ibn al-‘ArabÏ, ‘®ri\at al-A^wadhÏ (10:205) cf. Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (10:606) as cited by
Mu^ammad ‘Aww¥ma in his marginalia on al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘ (p. 472).

259 Ibn ±azm, al-Fi|al fÏl-Milal wal-Ni^al (2:83=2:69).
260 Cf. Ibn ±azm, al-I^k¥m (6:225-226) and Ibn al-‘ArabÏ, al-Ma^|‰l (p. 98) and

Mar¥qÏ al-Zulaf as cited in Ibn ‘Arr¥q, TanzÏh al-SharÏ‘a (2:209-210).
261 This section mostly from al-ß¥li^Ï’s ‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n (p. 248-250).
262 Cf. p. 123.
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Man|‰r. Mis‘ar walked up to him, shook his hand, and said: “How are
you, Commander of the Believers after me? How are your female slaves?
How are your beasts of burden? You will make me chief judge, yes??” A
man standing next to the Caliph said: “This is a madman!” Al-Man|‰r
replied: “You are right. Take him out!” They let him go. Ab‰ ±anÏfa was
summoned next. He came forward and said: “Commander of the
Believers, I am al-Nu‘m¥n ibn Th¥bit the son of the slave silkmaker in 
al-K‰fa. The people of al-K‰fa will never accept that the son of a slave
silkmaker be judge over them!” He said: “You spoke truly.” SharÏk began
to speak but the Caliph said: “Shut up! No one remains but you, so give
your pledge!” SharÏk said: “Commander of the Believers, I have memo-
ry lapses.” He said: “Chew resin gum!”263 SharÏk said: “I joke too much.”
The Caliph said: “We will make honey pastries for you to eat before you
sit in your chair to judge!” SharÏk said: “I will judge whoever comes and
goes!” The Caliph said: “Judge, be it myself and my own son!” SharÏk
said: “Then I will.” SharÏk is famous for his statement to Th¥bit 
the ascetic: “Whoever prays much at night, his face becomes beautiful 
by day,”264often mistaken for a Prophetic ̂ adÏth.

It is related that Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “Most of the cases in which faith
(al-Ïm¥n) is removed from a person is at the time of death and its cause
is the commission of injustice.”265

Like al-Sh¥fi‘Ï after him, Ab‰ ±anÏfa practiced physiognomy. He
said: “If you see a man with a long head, know he is a fool”; “If you see a
person who is both tall and intelligent, hold on to him for they are
rare!”

Sayings of Ab‰ ±anÏfa
insignificance of  this  world in comparison to 
the hereafter

From al-±asan ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï: “Whoever prizes his own soul,
the whole world counts for little to him, including its hardships.
Whoever seeks to be safe from the punishment of the hereafter, let
him care little with the punishment of the world.”

263 The mountain shrub lub¥n or olibanum (=frankincense) resembles the mastic
tree and strengthens memory.

264 Cf. al-±¥kim, al-Madkhal il¥ Ma‘rifati Kit¥b al-IklÏl (p. 107-108 §170-171).
265 Narrated in al-Tadhkirat al-Mu‘a··amiyya?
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±ad¬th without fiqh

From Raj¥’ al-HarawÏ: “Whoever learns ^adÏth without fiqh is like
the pharmacist that assembles medicaments without knowing which
applies to what until the physician comes. Thus remains the student
of ^adÏth, he does not know the application of his ^adÏth until the
FaqÏh comes.”

respect for the s a l af

To Ab‰ Y‰suf who asked him which of ‘Alqama or al-Aswad was
greater, he replied: “By All¥h! I do not mention them except to make
supplication and istighf¥r for them because of their rank. How could I
prefer one to the other?”

god-fearing scrupulousness  in  giving fatw®

From Ab‰ Y‰suf: “Whoever gives a response in the Religion and
does not think that All¥h will take him to account for it, such a person
takes his Religion and his own soul lightly.”

YazÏd ibn al-Kumayt narrated that a man debated with Ab‰ ±anÏfa
and said to him: “Fear All¥h!” whereupon Ab‰ ±anÏfa became stern,
his face paled, and he looked down then said: “My brother! May All¥h
reward you with goodness. How much do people stand in need of one
who reminds them of All¥h when they become pleased with the learn-
ing that emanates from them, and when they should seek only All¥h
with their works! Know that I never spoke a word of knowledge except
in full consciousness that All¥h Most High would take me to account
for my answer. I have no firmer purpose than to be safe!”

life-stories  of  the learned and pious

“Stories about the Ulema and their merits are dearer to me than
much of jurisprudence because they are the manners and ethics of
the Folk.”266

who are the awli y®’ ?

Al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn cited Ab‰ ±anÏfa as saying: “If the people of
learning are not the friends of All¥h, then All¥h has no friends!”267

266 Cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:117), al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb al-
Mad¥rik (1:23), al-Sakh¥wÏ, I‘l¥n (p. 20), and al-MaqarrÏ, Azh¥r al-Riy¥\ (1:21-22).

267 Cited by Im¥m al-NawawÏ in al-Tiby¥n fÏ ®d¥b ±amalat al-Qur’¥n.
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From Ibn al-Mub¥rak: “Whoever pursues leadership before his
time remains humiliated forever after that.”

forbearance

To Bukayr ibn Ma‘r‰f who told Ab‰ ±anÏfa: “People criticize you
and you reply to no one?” He replied: “It is but the favor of All¥h, He
gives it to whomever He wishes.” ‘Abd al-±amÏd al-±imm¥nÏ said that
he was with Ab‰ ±anÏfa when a man came in and said: “Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ criticizes you.” Ab‰ ±anÏfa said: “All¥h have mercy on Sufy¥n!
Even if he had died in the time of Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï, the Muslims
would have missed him sorely.”268

understanding priorities

From Ibr¥hÏm ibn Suwayd: “Battle (al-ghazwa) in the way of All¥h
after performing the pilgrimage of Isl¥m is better than fifty pilgrim-
ages.”

His Sense of Humor

The author of ‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n mentions that Ab‰ ±anÏfa had a R¥fi\Ï
neighbor who had named his two mules Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar out of
spite for the Two Shaykhs, and he used to give less fodder to the sec-
ond mule. One time this person was nowhere to be seen and Ab‰
±anÏfa enquired about him. “He was trampled to death by one of his
mules,” came the reply. Ab‰ ±anÏfa said, “No doubt the one he
named ‘Umar?” They said yes.269

268 Cf. Ab‰ al-Mu’ayyad Muwaffaq A^mad al-MakkÏ in his Man¥qib (1:155, 2:13).
269 Al-ß¥li^Ï, ‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n (p. 247-248) cf. al-ßuf‰rÏ, Nuzhat al-Maj¥lis (2:164).
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M®LIK IBN ANAS270g
All¥h Be Well-Pleased with Him

M ®lik ibn anas ibn M¥lik ibn ‘Amr, al-Im¥m, Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h al-±imyarÏ al-A|ba^Ï al-MadanÏg (93-179), was the
Shaykh of Isl¥m, Proof of the Community, Im¥m of the

Abode of Emigration, and Knowledgeable Scholar of MadÏna predict-
ed by the Prophet œ. The second of the four major mujtahid Im¥ms,
whose school filled North Africa, al-Andalus, much of Egypt, and
some of al-Sh¥m, Yemen, Sudan, Iraq, and Khur¥s¥n. Al-Qur~ubÏ in
his TafsÏr on the verse }All¥h knows that which every female bears and
that which the wombs absorb and that which they grow. And every-
thing with Him is measured{ (13:8) mentioned that Im¥m M¥lik’s
mother gave birth to him after two years of pregnancy – some said
three. This phenomenon was also reported of al-™a^^¥k,
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Ajl¥n, and Haram ibn ±ayy¥n.

The Prophet’s œ Prediction of Im¥m M¥lik

The Prophet œ said: “Very soon will people beat the flanks of camels
in search of knowledge and they shall find no one more expert than
the knowledgeable scholar of MadÏna.”271 Another narration states:

270 Main sources: Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (6:345-392 §386); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:382-
437 §1180); M. Fu’¥d ‘Abd al-B¥qÏ, Introduction to M¥lik’s Muwa~~a’; Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr,
Intiq¥’ (p. 33-114); Ibn ‘As¥kir, Kashf al-Mugha~~¥; Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb .

271 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by A^mad, al-TirmidhÏ who said it is ̂ asan – in some
manuscripts ^asan |a^Ï^ – al-±¥kim (1:90-91) with three chains, declaring it |a^Ï^ by
Muslim’s criterion, al-BayhaqÏ in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (1:386) and Ma‘rifat al-Sunan (1:87),
Ibn ±ibb¥n (9:52-53 §3736), al-Kha~Ïb with four chains in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (5:306-307,
6:376-377, 13:17), and al-Nas¥’Ï without the words “very soon” in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥
(2:489 §4291). Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 50-51) that its chain consists entirely
of Im¥ms in the Religion. Al-DhahabÏ said in the Siyar (7:388): “This is a ^adÏth whose
chain is neat and content strange,” while al-Arna’‰~ declares the chain weak in A^mad’s
Musnad (13:358-360 §7980), after declaring the same chain sound and “meeting Mus-
lim’s criterion” in three places of his edition of al->a^¥wÏ’s Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r
(10:186-188 §4016-4018)! His grading of \a‘Ïf is based on the fact that Ibn Jurayj – who
alone relates it – “did not state having heard this narration directly from his source, and
he practices this concealment (tadlÏs) only when his source is weak, and here he uses
indecisive transmission terminology (‘an‘ana) [from] Ab‰ al-Zubayr. The latter is also a
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“The people – or the students of knowledge – shall set forth from East
and West without finding a ‘¥lim other than the ‘¥lim of the people in
MadÏna.”272

Al-TirmidhÏ, al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-DhahabÏ and others
relate from Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q, Ibn MahdÏ, Ibn
Ma‘Ïn, Dhu’ayb ibn ‘Im¥ma, Ibn al-MadÏnÏ, and others that they con-
sidered that Scholar to be M¥lik ibn Anas. Ibn ±azm went to his usual
extremes by claiming that “whoever asserts that M¥lik was meant by
the Prophet œ [in this narration] lied against him and should find his
abode in Hellfire”!273

mudalliswho uses indecisive transmission terminology here.” However, Ibn Jurayj is relat-
ed to use both decisive and indecisive transmission terminology for the same ^adÏth,
such as the ̂ adÏth of J¥bir that “The Prophet œ circumambulated the House during the
Farewell Pilgrimage mounted and would touch the Black Stone corner with his camel-
prod so that people would see him prominently and ask him questions, because they had
come to him in droves.” In the two chains of the latter ^adÏth narrated by A^mad. Ibn
Jurayj says “akhbaranÏ Ab‰ al-Zubayr” while in the chain retained by Muslim he simply says
“‘an AbÏ al-Zubayr.” This is one example among several. This shows that Muslim consid-
ered Ibn Jurayj’s transmission from Ab‰ al-Zubayr as direct whether the term used was
decisive or indecisive. Muslim retained at least two chains where Ibn Jurayj narrates
exclusively “from” (‘an) Ab‰ al-Zubayr Mu^ammad ibn Muslim al-AzdÏ, “from” (‘an)
J¥bir: [1] “The Prophet œ slaughtered a cow on behalf of ‘®’isha on the Day of Sacrifice.”
[2] “The Prophet œ prohibited the sale of surplus water.” Furthermore, one of al-
>a^¥wÏ’s narrations of the ^adÏth of the ‘¥lim of MadÏna has decisive transmission
terminology between Ibn Jurayj and Ab‰ al-Zubayr. Shaykh Shu‘ayb authenticates this in
his edition of al->a^¥wÏ, but in his edition of the Musnadhe declares it “a copyist’s lapse or
else a lapse on the part of al->a^¥wÏ’s shaykh, who is not known.” Sh¥kir declared the
chain sound in his edition of the Musnad (8:99-100 §7976). Al-MizzÏ in Tu^fat al-Ashr¥f
(9:445) considered it a mawq‰f report from Ab‰ Hurayra and Ibn Qud¥ma in Ibn al-
±anbalÏ’s Muntakhab relates the same opinion from A^mad. If this is correct, Ab‰
Hurayra was apparently referring to himself. All¥h knows best.

272 Narrated from Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 51-52).
273 Cf. Ibn ±azm, al-Ris¥la al-B¥hira (p. 50-57 §33-48).
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It is also related from Ibn ‘Uyayna that he later considered it to be
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-‘UmarÏ,274 saying: “The ‘¥lim is none
other than he who fears All¥h, and we know no one that feared All¥h
more than al-‘UmarÏ.”275 Al-DhahabÏ said of the latter: “He possessed
knowledge and good fiqh, spoke the truth fearlessly, ordered good,
and remained aloof from society. He used to press M¥lik in private to
renounce the world and seclude himself.” Al->a^¥wÏ also considered
the ̂ adÏth to refer to al-‘UmarÏ.276

Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s Praise of M¥lik

It is narrated that Ab‰ ±anÏfa recommended M¥lik – whom he met
when he went on pilgrimage – among the scholars of MadÏna: “If there
is any excellence in them it lies in the fair-haired, blue-eyed youth.”
Another narration states: “I saw great knowledge spread in it
[MadÏna], and if any single person possesses it all it is the fair-
skinned youth.” 277

M¥lik’s Reliance on Ab‰ ±anÏfa

M¥lik counted Ab‰ ±anÏfa among his teachers as established by the
report narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\  whereby al-Layth ibn Sa‘d said:

I met M¥lik in al-MadÏna and said to him: “I see you wiping the
sweat off your brow?” He replied: “I sweated with Ab‰ ±anÏfa. He is
assuredly a faqÏh, O Egyptian!” Later I met Ab‰ ±anÏfa and said to
him: “What a compliment that man [M¥lik] paid you!” He replied:
“By All¥h! I never saw anyone faster in giving a truthful answer and
thorough study.”278

M¥lik relied upon Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s jurisprudence as related by al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Shaykh and A^mad ibn ±anbal’s Grandshaykh, ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz

274 This is not al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad contrary to ‘®’isha Bewley’s misidentifi-
cation in her translation of Ibn Taymiyya’s Ris¥la Madaniyya, The Madinan Way (p.
27).

275 Narrated by Ibn ±ibb¥n (9:54).
276 In Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r (10:188-190).
277 Both reports narrated by al-Gharn¥~Ï al-M¥likÏ in Inti|¥r al-FaqÏr al-S¥lik lil-Im¥m

al-KabÏr M¥lik (p. 139) as cited by Ab‰ Ghudda in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 43).
278 Narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:152).
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ibn Mu^ammad al-Dar¥wardÏ: “M¥lik ibn Anas used to look into Ab‰
±anÏfa’s books and benefit from them.”279

The Muwa~~a’
M¥lik compiled al-Muwa~~a’ (“The Approved”), formed of the sound
narrations of the Prophet œ from the people of the ±ij¥z together
with the sayings of the Companions, the Successors, and those after
them. It was hailed by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï as the soundest book on earth after
the Qur’¥n, the nearest book on earth to the Qur’¥n, the most correct
book on earth after the Qur’¥n, and the most beneficial book on
earth after the Qur’¥n, according to four separate narrations. This
was before al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim produced their compilations.

Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said that M¥lik was the first to compile a book
formed exclusively of sound narrations. Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-‘ArabÏ said:
“The Muwa~~a’ is the first foundation and the core, while al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
book is the second foundation in this respect. Upon these two all the
rest have built, such as Muslim and al-TirmidhÏ.” Sh¥h WalÏ All¥h said
something similar and added that it is the principal authority of all
four Schools of Law, which stand in relation to it like the commentary
stands in relation to the main text. M¥lik composed it in the course of
forty years, having started with ten thousand narrations until he
reduced them to their present number of under 2,000.

M¥lik said: “I showed my book to seventy jurists of MadÏna, and
every single one of them gave me his approval (kulluhum w¥~a’anÏ
‘alayh), so I named it ‘The Approved’.” Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ said that the
soundest of all chains of transmission was “M¥lik, from N¥fi‘, from Ibn
‘Umar.” Ibn al-ßal¥^ lists it among the few chains the Scholars of
^adÏth call “the Golden Chain” and there are eighty narrations with
this chain in the Muwa~~a’.

The Muwa~~a’ was transmitted in different versions by M¥lik’s stu-
dents, notably Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-LaythÏ (d. 232) and Mu^ammad ibn
al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ (d. 189). Ya^y¥’s version contains 1781 ^adÏths.
Of these, 898 are sayings of Companions (613) and Successors (285),
while 883 are sayings of the Prophet œ, including 600 which go back
to him without interruption (musnad), 222 without a Companion nar-
rator (mursal), and 61 without isn¥ds, nearly all of which are found

279 Cited with its chain to Ibn AbÏ al-‘Aww¥m by Ab‰ Ghudda in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 43).
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elsewhere with full isn¥ds. Al-Shayb¥nÏ’s version of the Muwa~~a’ con-
tains 429 ^adÏths from the Prophet œ and 750 from others, including
Companions (628)and Successors (112), with the remainder from
later figures.

M¥lik’s Authorities in the Muwa~~a’
Among those M¥lik narrated from in the Muwa~~a’ are Ayy‰b al-
Sikhty¥nÏ, Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad (al-ß¥diq), Zayd ibn Aslam, ‘A~¥’
al-Khur¥s¥nÏ, al-ZuhrÏ, Ibn al-Munkadir, N¥fi‘ the freedman of Ibn
‘Umar, ‘Alqama, and others. Among those who narrated from M¥lik:
Ibn Jurayj, ±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa,280 al-Awz¥‘Ï, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,
Shu‘ba, Ibn al-Mub¥rak, Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan, ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
ibn MahdÏ, WakÏ‘, Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ibn Wahb, Ab‰ D¥w‰d
al->ay¥lisÏ, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q, and many others – over a thousand
Shaykhs according to al-D¥raqu~nÏ. Al-‘Al¥’Ï said the reason for this
high number was M¥lik’s early fame, long life, and pivotal location.281

Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said it is incorrect that al-ZuhrÏ narrated from M¥lik.
Rather, he narrated from his uncle Ab‰ Suhayl N¥fi‘ ibn M¥lik.

M¥lik’s Severity in Verifying ±adÏth Transmittors

Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna said: “May All¥h have mercy on M¥lik – how severe
his examination of ^adÏth narrators was!”282 Ma‘n and others related
that M¥lik said: “There are four types of narrators one does not take
from: an outright scoffer, even if he is the greatest narrator; an inno-
vator who invites people to his innovation; someone who lies about
people, even if I do not charge him with mendacity in ^adÏth; and a
righteous, honorable worshipper if he does not memorise what he
narrates.”

Ibn AbÏ Uways said: “I heard my maternal uncle M¥lik ibn Anas say:
‘Verily this learning is Religion. Therefore look well from whom you
take your Religion.283 I have encountered seventy of those who say

280 The claim that Ab‰ ±anÏfa himself narrated from M¥lik, based on two narra-
tions of uncertain chains of transmission, was questioned by Ibn ±ajar, as cited by Ab‰
Ghudda in his notes on Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s al-Intiq¥’ (p. 42).

281 Al-‘Al¥’Ï, Bughyat al-Multamis (p. 65).
282 Narrated from ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 52).
283 Narrated maq~‰‘ from Ibn SÏrÏn by al-TirmidhÏ at the end of his Sham¥’il, Muslim,

Muqaddima, and al-NawawÏ, Tiby¥n, the last third of the chapter on the etiquette of the
teacher.
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Q¥la Ras‰lull¥h œ by those very columns – pointing to the mosque of
the Messenger œ– but I did not take anything from them. Yet, if any
one of them had been placed in charge of the state treasury-house he
would have been worthy of trust for it. But they were not qualified for
the Science. Then Ibn Shih¥b [al-ZuhrÏ] came and we crowded his
door.’” Mu~arrif ibn ‘Abd All¥h related that M¥lik said: “I encountered
in this city [MadÏna] Shaykhs who were people of merit and righteous-
ness. They narrated ̂ adÏths but I did not hear a thing from any of them
because they did not [accurately] know what they were narrating.”

The Unreliability of the Righteous
M¥lik’s phrase “a righteous, honorable worshipper who does not
memorise what he narrates” refers to the two conditions sine qua non
of the trustworthy narrator, who must possess not only moral upright-
ness (‘ad¥la) but also thorough accuracy in transmission (\ab~).

Masr‰q related the example of an upright but inaccurate admonish-
er (q¥||) who spoke to the people of Kinda and said, “There will be
smoke on the Day of Resurrection which will deprive the hypocrites of
their hearing and sight, but the believers will only suffer something like
a cold (zuk¥m).” When news of this reached Ibn Mas‘‰d he became
angry and sat up, saying: “People! Whoever knows something, let him
say it; but whoever does not know, let him say, ‘All¥h knows best!’ It is an
integral part of knowledge, when one does not know something, to say,
‘All¥h knows best!’ All¥h u said to His Prophet œ: }Say: No reward do
I ask of you for this (Qur’¥n), nor am I a pretender{ (38:86)!” Then
Ibn Mas‘‰d proceeded to explain that all the latter-day phenomena,
including the great smoke, pre-date the Day of Resurrection.284

284 Narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, al-TirmidhÏ, and A^mad.
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This is precisely why the Prophet œ said: “Let no one speak publicly
except a ruler, his authorised agent, or a fraud (mukht¥l ).”285 Two
other versions in A^mad state: “or a self-promoter” (mur¥’in), “an
affected person” (mutakallif). When news of this reached Ka‘b al-
A^b¥r, he was never seen speaking in public gatherings again.286 That
is, in khu~ba or fatw¥.287

� � � �

285 Narrated from ‘Awf ibn M¥lik by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, al-D¥rimÏ, and A^mad.
286 Narrated by A^mad (29:587 §18050 ^asan li-ghayrih).
287 Cf. al-Kha~~¥bÏ, Ma‘¥lim al-Sunan (4:188) and GharÏb al-±adÏth (1:615).
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Thus, the Prophet œ warned all Muslim public speakers to ques-
tion their own motives. When ‘Imr¥n ibn ±u|ayn saw a q¥|| he
exclaimed, “We belong to All¥h and to Him do we return! I heard the
Messenger of All¥h œ say, ‘Recite the Qur’¥n and ask All¥h with it
before a people appear that will ask people with it!’”288

Al-±¥rith ibn Mu‘¥wiya asked ‘Umar permission to speak in gather-
ings to which ‘Umar assented reluctantly: “As you like!” Al-±¥rith
said, “I will only decide what you say!” ‘Umar said: “I fear for you that
you will speak in gatherings and begin to feel superior to them. Then
you will continue to speak in public until you imagine yourself as high
above them as the Pleiades. Then All¥h will lower you accordingly
below their feet the Day of Resurrection!”289

288 Narrated by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan) and A^mad.
289 Narrated by A^mad.
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For all his dislike of public admonishers, ‘Umar gave permission to
TamÏm al-D¥rÏ to stand and address public gatherings. Al-S¥’ib ibn
YazÏd said this was unprecedented in the time of the Prophet œ and
Ab‰ Bakr, and calls TamÏm the first q¥|| in Isl¥m.290 ‘Umar also gave
unlimited permission to Ab‰ Hurayra to narrate from the Prophet œ
at his own discretion.

The following reports – all in A^mad’s Musnad with good chains –
illustrate the behavior ‘Umar feared. As the T¥bi‘Ï ‘Ubayd ibn ‘Umayr
al-MarwazÏ was addressing a MadÏnan gathering in the presence of
Ibn ‘Umar, he said that the Prophet œ had said: “The similitude of
the hypocrite is as a sheep between two sheepfolds (rabÏ\ayn). When it
comes to this one they butt it and when it comes to that one they butt
it.” Ibn ‘Umar intervened and said: “The Prophet œ did not say this.
What he said is: ‘As a sheep between two flocks (ghanamayn).’” The
Shaykh was miffed and became angry. Ibn ‘Umar said: “Truly! Had I
not heard it, I would not have corrected what you said.”

M¥lik ibn Anas

290 Narrated by A^mad.
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Another version from Mu^ammad al-B¥qir states that ‘Ubayd had
said “a sheep between two flocks (ghanamayn)” and Ibn ‘Umar inter-
vened and said the correct version was “a sheep between two
sheepfolds (rabÏ\ayn).” When ‘Abd All¥h ibn ßafw¥n remarked to Ibn
‘Umar that the two were one in meaning, he replied: “Thus did I hear
it.” A third authentic version adds that he said: “Woe to you! Do not lie
about the Messenger of All¥h!”

Another T¥bi‘Ï story-teller, Ab‰ TamÏma al-HujaymÏ al-Ba|rÏ, con-
fessed to flatly refusing to obey Ibn ‘Umar until the latter invoked the
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express command of the Prophet œ. Ab‰ TamÏma said: “I would sit
and tell stories (kuntu aqu||u) after the fajr prayer [in MadÏna] then
pray [before sunrise], which Ibn ‘Umar forbade me to do. I refused to
obey him. This happened three times. Then he forbade me again, say-
ing: ‘I prayed behind the Messenger of All¥h œ, and I prayed with
Ab‰ Bakr, ‘Umar, and ‘Uthm¥n l and none of them would pray
[after fajr] until the sun had risen!’”291

The twin pre-conditions of moral uprightness and accuracy eluci-
dates the paradox current among ̂ adÏth scholars whereby “No one lies
more than the righteous.”292 This is the reason – and All¥h knows best –
that M¥lik did not narrate anything from his teacher Ibn Hurmuz
although, as al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ relates in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik, he sat with him
every morning for thirteen to sixteen years. In this respect it is impor-
tant to remember that the early Muslims – including the Companions
such as Ibn ‘Umar in the report already mentioned – also used the
expression “to lie” (kadhaba) to mean “to speak inaccurately.”

One of the reasons for the “lies of the righteous” is also good faith.
The righteous do not doubt the Muslim’s attribution of a saying to his
Prophet œ, and so they accept it without suspicion. This is an Adamic
quality as illustrated by the verse }And he [Satan] swore unto them
[Adam and Eve] saying: Lo! I am a sincere adviser unto you{ (7:21),
whereupon ®dam believed him without suspecting that Satan might
lie and perjure himself. It is also a ßiddÏqÏ quality. Ab‰ Um¥ma al-
B¥hilÏ s said: “Truly, the most trusting of people are the most truthful

M¥lik ibn Anas

291 Narrated by Ab‰ D¥w‰d.
292 Cf. Ibn Rajab’s Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ towards the end, and other books of

mu|~ala^. See Dr. N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr’s U|‰l al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 108-109).
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among them in speech, and the most distrustful of people are the
most untruthful among them in speech.”293 Dr. N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr said:
“The manner of the righteous who narrate everything indiscriminate-
ly stems from purity of heart and good opinion. The Scholars have
said about such narrators: ‘Lies run off their tongue without their
intending it.’”294 According to this view, there is a fundamental differ-
ence between the latter and those who deliberately forge lies or
narrate forgeries passing for ^adÏth and who are condemned by the
Prophet’s œ saying: “Whoever lies about me wilfully, let him take
right now his seat in the Fire!”295

Hence, the Salaf disapproved of ^adÏth narration by unschooled
story-tellers (al-qu||¥|) and pious Shaykhs (al-|¥li^Ïn) who are
unaware or oblivious of the strict rule of the Ulema that “suspicion is
required in two activities: that of the ^adÏth narrator and that of the
q¥\Ï.” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “If M¥lik had the slightest doubt about a ̂ adÏth,
he discarded the entire ^adÏth.” Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n said: “We
did not see, concerning the |¥li^Ïn, anyone lie more than they do in
^adÏth.  That is: lies run off their tongue without their intending it.”
‘®|im said: “Do not sit with the qu||¥|.”296

A^mad disapproved of them, yet when he heard one publicly lam-
basting his persecutor, the Mu‘tazilÏ Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d, A^mad said:
“How useful they [the qu||¥|] are for the general public!”297

Similarly, the free hand of the great Fiqh-imbued ß‰fÏ Shaykhs in
story-telling is based upon the priority of motivating hearts and push-
ing people to repent and change. Their record of success in this
respect needs no illustration here. At the same time, the Salaf applied
the name of dhikr not to gatherings of admonition but rather to those
of learning which they rightly considered superior since the knowl-
edgeable Believer is seventy levels above the unlearned. Ibn SÏrÏn said:

293 Narrated by Ab‰ al-±asan al-QazwÏnÏ in his Am¥lÏ cf. al-Suy‰~Ï, al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr
(§2202 \a‘Ïf), Kanz (§6854).

294 E.g. Muslim, introduction to his ßa^Ï^.
295 A mass-narrated (mutaw¥tir) ^adÏth from many Companions in al-Bukh¥rÏ and

Muslim. One version narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by A^mad with three chains, al-
TirmidhÏ (^asan), and – with a sound chain – Ibn AbÏ Shayba begins with the words:
“Avoid relating my words except what you know for sure.”

296 Both in Ab‰ Zahra, Ibn ±anbal (p. 216).
297 Narrated from al-Khall¥l by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (9:429).
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I entered the mosque and saw Sumayr ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
telling stories (yaqu||u) and ±umayd ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n teach-
ing in another corner of the mosque. After I sat and began
wondering which gathering to join, I dozed off and heard a voice
in my sleep, saying, “If you wish, I can show you Gibr¥’Ïl’s place
in ±umayd’s circle.”298

This is similar to the ^adÏth of the Prophet’s s preference of the
circle of knowledge to the circle of du‘¥’.299

‘A~¥’ al-Khur¥s¥nÏ said, “The gatherings of dhikr are the gatherings
where the lawful and the prohibited things are taught – how to pray,
fast, marry, divorce, sell, buy […]”300
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298 Narrated by al-D¥rimÏ.
299 See n. 621.
300 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (3:313 and 5:195), al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar

(Ris¥la ed. 6:142), and Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa (4:151). “Perhaps ‘A~¥’ intended to
inform people that teaching and learning SharÏ‘a are also a form of dhikr, but in any
case it is clear from the Prophet’s s explicit words […] that ‘sessions of dhikr’ cannot be
limited to teaching and learning Sacred Law alone but primarily mean gatherings of
Muslims to invoke Allah in dhikr.” Shaykh Nu^ Keller, >arÏqa Notes.
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The Scholars devoted books to the subject of the Qu||¥| such as al-
Kha~Ïb’s al-Qu||¥|, Ibn al-JawzÏ’s al-Qu||¥| wal-MudhakkirÏn, Ibn
Taymiyya’s A^¥dÏth al-Qu||¥|, al-‘Ir¥qÏ’s al-B¥‘ith ‘al¥ al-Khal¥| min
±aw¥dÏth al-Qu||¥| (“The Stimulant of Deliverance from the Tales of
Story-Tellers”), and al-Suy‰~Ï’s Ta^dhÏr al-Khaw¥|| min Ak¥dhÏb al-
Qu||¥| (“Warning the Elect Against the Lies of Story-tellers”).

Ad Sensum (riw¥ya bil-ma‘n¥) vs. ad Litteram (bil-laf·)
The ±anafÏ ^adÏth Master Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ began his great com-
mentary on the I^y¥’ with an explanation that al-Ghazz¥lÏ’s method of
^adÏth citation by conveying the general meaning without ascertain-
ing the exact wording, had a basis in the practice of the Companions
and Salaf :

The verification of the wording of narrations was not an oblig-
ation for al-Ghazz¥lÏ – All¥h have mercy on him! He would
convey the general meaning, conscious of the different significa-
tions of the words and their mutual conflict with one another
avoiding what would constitute interpolation or arbitrary ren-
dering of one term with another.

A number of the Companions have permitted the con-
veyance of Prophetic ^adÏths in their meanings (riw¥ya
bil-ma‘n¥) rather than their very wordings (riw¥ya bil-alf¥·).
Among them were ‘AlÏ, Ibn ‘Abb¥s, Anas ibn M¥lik, Ab‰ al-
Dard¥’, W¥thila ibn al-Asqa‘, and Ab‰ Hurayral.301 Also, a
greater number of the Successors, among them the Im¥m of
Im¥ms al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, al-Sha‘bÏ, ‘Amr ibn DÏn¥r, Ibr¥hÏm al-
Nakha‘Ï, Muj¥hid, and ‘Ikrima. Ibn SÏrÏn said: “I would hear a
^adÏth from ten different people, the meaning remaining one

301 Al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:24, 2:26-28) mentions Ibn Mas‘‰d, Ab‰
al-Dard¥’, Anas, ‘®’isha, ‘Amr ibn DÏn¥r, ‘Amir al-Sha‘bÏ, Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï, Ibn AbÏ
Nujay^, ‘Amr ibn Murra, Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ, Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna, and Ya^y¥
ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n as allowing the narration of Prophetic ^adÏth other than in its pre-
cise original wording. He narrates examples from Ibn Mas‘‰d (§1113), Ab‰ al-Dard¥’
(§1114-1115), and Anas (§1116-1117) to that effect. He also narrates the prohibition
of narrating Prophetic ̂ adÏths other than in their precise original wording from WakÏ‘
(2:24 §11108), M¥lik (2:25 §1110-1111). Al-Kha~Ïb documents this subject at length
in al-Kif¥ya (p. 203-211).
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but the wordings differing.”302 Similarly, the Companions’
wordings in their narrations from the Prophet œ have differed
one from another. Some of them, for example, will narrate a
complete version; others will narrate the gist of the meaning;
others will narrate an abridged version; others yet replace cer-
tain words with their synonyms, deeming that they have
considerable leeway as long as they do not contradict the origi-
nal meaning. None of them intends a lie, and all of them aim
for truthfulness and the report of what he has heard: that is why
they have leeway. They used to say: “Mendacity is only when
one deliberately intends to lie.”303

‘Imr¥n ibn Muslim [al-Qa|Ïr] narrated that a man said to al-
±asan [al-Ba|rÏ]: “O Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd! When you narrate a ^adÏth you
put it in better and more eloquent terms than when one of us
narrates it.” He replied: “There is no harm in that as long as
you have fully expressed its meaning.”304 Al-Na\r ibn Shumayl
(d. 208) said: “Hushaym (d. 183) used to make a lot of mis-
takes in Arabic, so I adorned his narrations for you with a fine
garment” – meaning, he arabised it, since al-Na\r was a gram-
marian (na^wÏ).305 Sufy¥n [al-ThawrÏ] used to say: “When you
see a man show strictness in the wordings of ^adÏth, know that
he is advertising himself.” He narrated that a certain man
began to question Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n (d. 198) about a
specific wording inside a ^adÏth.  Ya^y¥ said to him: “Y¥ Ful¥n!
There is not in the whole world anything more sublime than
the Book of All¥h, yet He has permitted that its words be recit-
ed in seven different dialects. So do not be so strict!”306
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302 Also narrated from Ab‰ al-A^wa| Mu^ammad ibn al-Haytham by al-Kha~Ïb in al-
J¥mi‘ li -Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:21 §1099).

303 See on this chapter, al-Kha~Ïb, Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 239-247=MadÏna ed. p. 204-
211).

304 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb, Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 243=MadÏna ed. p. 207) and J¥mi‘
(2:22 §1101-1102). Cf. al-Sh¥fi‘Ï – without naming al-±asan or al-ZuhrÏ – in al-Ris¥la
(p. 275).

305 Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Umayya said: “We used to correct N¥fi‘ [Ibn ‘Umar’s freedman] if he
made mistakes of language [in his narrations] but he would refuse and say: ‘Nothing
but exactly what I heard.’” Cited by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (5:567).

306 Cf. al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-Ris¥la (p. 274).  
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In the ̂ adÏth Master al-Suy‰~Ï’s commentary on [al-NawawÏ’s]
al-TaqrÏb wal-TaysÏr, in the fourth part of the twenty-sixth head-
ing,307 the gist of what he said is as follows:

If a narrator is not an expert in the wordings and in what shifts
their meanings to something else, there is no permission for him
to narrate what he heard in terms of meaning only. There is no
disagreement concerning this. He must relate the exact wording
he has heard. If he is an expert in the matter, [opinions have dif-
fered:] a large group of the experts of ^adÏth, fiqh, and u|‰l said
that it is not permitted for him to narrate in other than the exact
same words. This is the position of Ibn SÏrÏn, Tha‘lab, and Ab‰
Bakr al-R¥zÏ [al-Ja||¥|] the ±anafÏ scholar.308 It is also narrated
as Ibn ‘Umar’s position [as illustrated in the reports of ‘Ubayd
ibn ‘Umayr al-MarwazÏ quoted above].

At any rate, the vast majority of the Salaf and Khalaf from the 
various groups, among them the Four Im¥ms, permit narration
in terms of meaning in all the above cases provided one
adduces the meaning.309 This dispensation is witnessed to by
the practice of the Companions and Salaf, and shown by their
narrating a single report in different wordings. There is a
^adÏth of the Prophet œ relevant to the issue narrated by Ibn
Mandah in Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba and al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr from

307 Al-Suy‰~Ï, TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ fÏ Shar^ TaqrÏb al-Naw¥wÏ (1:532-539).
308 Cf. al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 242=MadÏna ed. p. 207) who also names

Ibr¥hÏm ibn Maysara, al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad, Raj¥’ ibn ±aywa, and Ibn >¥w‰s.
309 Al-Suy‰~Ï, TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ (1:532-533, cf. TaqrÏb p. 77-78). Al-NawawÏ continues in

his TaqrÏb (p. 78=TadrÏb 1:538): “This holds true in other than ^adÏth compilations
(mu|annaf¥t). The alteration of a ^adÏth compilation is impermissible, even if in the
same sense. Also, it is imperative for the one who narrates in terms of meaning to say, at
the conclusion of his narration: ‘or something near it’ – aw kam¥ q¥l, aw na^wahu, aw
shibhahu – or other such expressions.” Al-Suy‰~Ï adduces proofs that this was the prac-
tice of Ibn Mas‘‰d, Ab‰ al-Dard¥’, and Anas ibn M¥lik. Further proofs to this effect are
adduced by al-TirmidhÏ in his book al-‘Ilal al-KabÏr and its commentary by Ibn Rajab
entitled Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:145-152), al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 232-
247=MadÏna ed. p. 198-211), and al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in al-Ilm¥‘ (p. 174-178). See also Ibn
±ajar’s discussion and its commentary by al-Q¥rÏ in his commentary on Ibn ±ajar’s
Shar^ al-Nukhba entitled Shar^ Shar^ Nukhbat al-Fikar fÏ Mu|~ala^¥t Ahl al-Athar
(“Commentary on Ibn ±ajar’s Commentary on his own book ‘Chosen Thoughts on the
Terminology of ±adÏth Scholars’” p. 497-502).
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‘Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym¥n ibn Aktham 310 al-LaythÏ [=‘Abd All¥h
ibn Sulaym ibn Ukayma]311 who said: “I said: ‘Messenger of
All¥h! Verily, when I hear a ^adÏth from you I am unable to nar-
rate it again just as I heard it from you.’” That is, he adds or
omits something. The Prophet œ replied: “As long as you do
not make licit the illicit or make illicit the licit, and as long as
you adduce the meaning, there is no harm in that.”312 When
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310 This is a misspelling in al-ZabÏdÏ’s text.
311 As stated by Ibn ±ajar in al-I|¥ba and Ta‘jÏl al-Manfa‘a. Al-±usaynÏ erred in al-

Ikm¥l (p. 565 §1211) when he identified the Ibn Ukayma cited in A^mad as ‘Abd All¥h
ibn Sulaym ibn Ukayma, as the Ibn Ukayma of the Sunan, the Muwa~~a’, and A^mad is
named by al-TirmidhÏ in the Sunan – and others – as ‘Umara or ‘Amm¥r ibn Ukayma al-
LaythÏ. Muslim (3:1566), Ibn ±ibb¥n (5:158, 13:238-239), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (12:348), and
Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (17:237) further identify him as ‘Amr ibn Muslim ibn
‘Amm¥r ibn Ukayma al-LaythÏ, all agreeing that he is not a Companion, but a Successor
who narrated from both Ab‰ Hurayra and Sa‘Ïd ibn al-Musayyab. As for ‘Abd All¥h ibn
Sulaym(an) ibn Ukayma – al->abar¥nÏ’s narrator – he is unknown.

312 Narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym¥n ibn Ukayma by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr
(7:100 §6491, 117) and Ibn Q¥ni‘ (d. 351) in Mu‘jam al-ßa^¥ba (3:17), both with a
chain containing two unknown narrators – Ya‘q‰b ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym(an) ibn
Ukayma and his father ‘Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym(an) – as stated by al-HaythamÏ (1:154),
cf. al-Sakh¥wÏ, Fat^ al-MughÏth (3:145). Also narrated by al-Jawraq¥nÏ (d. 543) in al-
Ab¥~Ïl (1:90-97) where he said: “This ^adÏth is null and void (b¥~il), and there is
confusion (i\~ir¥b) in its chain.” Still, al-Kha~Ïb adduced it through two similar chains
in his discussion of the permissibility of narration in terms of meaning in al-Kif¥ya
(1986 ed. p. 234 = MadÏna ed. p. 198), as well as al-Q¥rÏ in Shar^ Shar^ Nukhbat al-Fikar
(p. 498). Also narrated from Salama ibn al-Akwa‘ by Ibn ‘As¥kir as stated by Ibn ±amza
al-±usaynÏ in al-Bay¥n wal-Ta‘rif (2:77-78). Ibn ±ajar narrates it in al-I|¥ba (3:166
§3436, 6:341 §8532) and says: “Ibn al-JawzÏ included it among the forgeries, blaming
al-WalÏd ibn Salama for it, but it is not as he claimed. For Ibn Mandah narrated it [in
Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba] through another way from ‘Umar ibn Ibr¥hÏm, from Mu^ammad
ibn Is^¥q ibn Ukayma, from his father, from his grandfather, in similar terms.
However, ‘Umar is a contemporary of al-WalÏd. Ibn Mandah narrated it through anoth-
er way from ‘Umar ibn Ibr¥hÏm, saying: ‘from Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn
Sulaym.’ He added ‘Abd All¥h in his genealogy. Then he cited it under ‘Abd All¥h’s
entry with this chain. It was also narrated by Ab‰ al-Q¥sim ibn Mandah in his book al-
Wa|iyya through two chains going back to al-WalÏd ibn Salama, ‘from Is^¥q ibn Ya‘q‰b
ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Ukayma, from his father, from his grandfather.’ There are other dis-
crepancies […] Ab‰ M‰s¥ [al-A|bah¥nÏ] in al-Dhayl [li-Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba by Ibn
Mandah] and Ibn Mard‰yah also narrated it in Kit¥b al-‘Ilm, both through ‘Abd¥n al-
MarwazÏ […] I believe some reshuffling took place and that the correct chain is:
Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q, from ‘Abd All¥h ibn Sulaym ibn Ukayma, from his father, from
his grandfather.” In Ta‘jÏl al-Manfa‘a (p. 531 §1440) Ibn ±ajar declares Ibn Mandah’s
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this was mentioned to al-±asan he said: “Were it not for this, we
would never narrate anything.”313

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï314 adduced as his proof [for the same position] the
^adÏth “The Qur’¥n was revealed in seven dialects.”315

Al-BayhaqÏ narrated from Mak^‰l that he and Ab‰ al-Azhar went
to see W¥thila [or W¥’ila] ibn al-Asqa‘ and said to him: “Narrate to
us a ^adÏth of the Prophet œ in which there is no omission, no
addition, and nothing forgotten.” He replied: “Has any of you ever
recited anything from the Qur’¥n?” They said: “Yes, but we have
not memorised it very well. We sometimes add ‘and’ or the letter
alif, or omit something.” He said: “If you cannot memorise the
Qur’¥n which is written down before you without adding and
omitting something from it, then how about narrations which we
heard from the Prophet œ, some of them only once? Suffice your-
self, whenever we narrate them to you, with the general
meaning!”316 He narrated something similar from J¥bir ibn ‘Abd

chains “flimsy” (w¥hiya). Thus he considers the ̂ adÏth weak, but not forged. Its content
is confirmed by two other ̂ adÏths of the Prophet œ adduced by al-Kha~Ïb, the first: “As
long as one adduces the meaning, let him narrate it,” and the second: “I did not mean
to prohibit that [one should not narrate verbatim], but only that whoever falsely claims
that I said something which I did not say, and his purpose is to shame me and smear
Isl¥m – or: to smear me and shame Isl¥m.” Narrated respectively from Ibn Mas‘‰d and
an unnamed Companion by al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 234-235 = MadÏna ed. p.
198). Ab‰ Hurayra said “The Prophet œ was asked about a man who narrates some-
thing he said while interchanging the position of clauses or words, and the Prophet œ
replied: ‘There is no harm in it as long as he adduces the meaning.’” Narrated by al-
±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ in Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (p. 389). So the mass-transmitted ^adÏth
narrated in unconditional terms from Salama ibn al-Akwa‘ by al-Bukh¥rÏ in his ßa^Ï^
(book of ‘Ilm): “Whoever says that I said something which I did not say, let him prepare
himself for his seat in the Fire” must be understood in terms of those other ^adÏths.
This is confirmed by the comments of the Companions and Successors related by al-
ZabÏdÏ and the practice of the Salaf as demonstrated by al-±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ (p.
389-390, A|l §268) as quoted in full by al-Q¥simÏ in Qaw¥‘id al-Ta^dÏth (p. 223-224),
and All¥h knows best.

313 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb: J¥mi‘ (2:21-22 §1100), Kif¥ya (MadÏna ed. p. 207).
314 In al-Ris¥la (p. 274).
315 Narrated from ‘Umar and Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, and A^mad, and

also from Ubayy ibn Ka‘b in the Sunan.
316 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ (2:20-21 §1098) and al-Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 239=

MadÏna ed. p. 204). Al-Kha~Ïb also narrates something identical from Qutayba. In al-
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All¥h in al-Madkhal: “±udhayfa said to us: ‘We are Bedouin Arabs,
we may cite a saying without its proper order.’” He also narrated
from Shu‘ayb ibn al-±ajj¥b: “I visited al-±asan together with
‘Abd¥n. We said to him: ‘Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd! Someone may narrate a
^adÏth in which he adds or from which he omits something.’ He
said: ‘Lying is only when someone deliberately intends this.’”317

[…] [He narrated something similar from Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï,318

al-Sha‘bÏ,319 al-ZuhrÏ,320 Sufy¥n,321 ‘Amr ibn DÏn¥r,322 and
WakÏ‘.323]324

The Im¥ms of ̂ adÏth are unanimous in accepting the “narration in
meaning” only on condition that the narrator masters the Arabic lan-
guage and his narration does not present an aberration or anomaly
(shudh‰dh), among other conditions.325 Al-ZabÏdÏ’s documentation of
the majority position that it is permissible to narrate the ̂ adÏths of the
Prophet œ in their meanings rather than their wordings is also the posi-
tion of Ibn al-ßal¥^ in his Muqaddima, but the latter avers that the
dispensation no longer applies at a time when the ̂ adÏths are available
to all in published books.326 Shaykh N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr adopts the latter
position: “The last word on this subject is to prohibit ̂ adÏth narration in
the sense of meaning only, because the narrations have all been com-
piled in the manuals of ^adÏth, eliminating the need for such a
dispensation.”327

M¥ik ibn Anas

±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ’s version in Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (p. 389) Mak^‰l asks: “Has any of you
stood in prayer at length at night?”

317 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (1986 ed. p. 244 = MadÏna ed. p. 208).
318 See n. 301.
319 See n. 301.
320 Al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:22 §1103).
321 Al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:23 §1104-1106).
322 See n. 301.
323 Also ±amm¥d ibn Zayd as narrated in al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:23-24 §1107).

However, the reports indicate that WakÏ‘, like M¥lik, forbade al-riw¥ya bil-laf· and insist-
ed on the precise original wording, cf. n. 301.

324 Al-ZabÏdÏ, It^¥f al-S¥dat al-MuttaqÏn (1:48-49). 
325 ‘Itr, Manhaj al-Naqd (p. 227-230).
326 Ibn al-ßal¥^, ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 214).
327 N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr, e\, Ibn ±ajar, Shar^ al-Nukhba=Nuzhat al-Na·ar fÏ Taw\Ï^ Nukhbat

al-Fikar (p. 95 n. 1). Cf. al-Q¥simÏ’s Qaw¥‘id al-Ta^dÏth (p. 223-225) and >¥hir al-
Jaz¥’irÏ’s TawjÏh al-Na·ar (p. 298-312).
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M¥lik’s Alleged Criticism of Ibn Is^¥q328

A narration which al-DhahabÏ said was fabricated by Sulaym¥n al-
Sh¥dhak‰nÏ states that when M¥lik was supposedly asked “why he had
called Ibn Is^¥q a liar,” he said, – supposedly – “because Hish¥m ibn
‘Urwa told me!” When the latter was asked, he said – supposedly:
“Because he [Ibn Is^¥q] narrated from my wife F¥~ima bint al-
Mundhir, with whom I began to cohabit when she was nine years old,
and not one man has seen her until she went back to All¥h Most High!”
Al-DhahabÏ comments: “And how can Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa be sure?
Perhaps he [Ibn Is^¥q] heard from her in the mosque, or when he was
a boy, or he went in to her house and she narrated to him from behind
a curtain, even if so, what then?[…]. The man never said he had seen
her! Are we to rely solely upon such evidence to declare as a liar one of
the learned people of knowledge? This is unacceptable. Further,
Mu^ammad ibn S‰qa [one of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim’s narrators] nar-
rated from her[…]. In addition, she was thirteen years older than
Hish¥m and probably was not given to him until she was in her mid-
twenties!”329 In the Siyar, al-DhahabÏ says: “Ibn Is^¥q is beyond doubt
truthful in his narration from F¥~ima bint al-Mundhir[…]. And
Hish¥m is truthful in swearing that Ibn Is^¥q never saw her. So then,
he did not see her, nor did the man claim he ever did. He only men-
tioned that he narrated from her. I myself have heard ^adÏth from
many women whom I never saw. Similarly, many of the Tabi‘Ïn narrat-
ed from ‘®’isha and never saw her face[…] and she could have written
to him also[…]. But Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Y‰suf told the truth when he said:
‘Whoever pursues rare narrations will be known as a liar,’ and this is
among the greatest faults of Ibn Is^¥q, for he narrates from just any-
one, without scruples – All¥h forgive him!” Then he adds: “And it is
possible that she was one of Ibn Is^¥q’s nursing-aunts, so he could go
in and see her, and Hish¥m never knew of this.”

When Ya‘q‰b ibn Shayba asked Ibn al-MadÏnÏ about M¥lik’s con-
demnation of Ibn Is^¥q, he replied: “M¥lik neither sat with him nor
knew him! What did Ibn Is^¥q narrate in al-MadÏna?” Ya‘q‰b said:
“What about Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa’s condemnation?” He replied: “What
Hish¥m said is no proof […]. Authenticity shows too plainly in his [Ibn

328 See Jaw¥b al-±¥fi· al-MundhirÏ and Ab‰ Ghudda’s marginalia (p. 73-79).
329 Al-DhahabÏ, Miz¥n (3:470-471).
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Is^¥q’s] narrations.” Ibn al-Qayyim avers that Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa’s
story amounts to zero evidence in the weakening of Ibn Is^¥q and con-
siders him trustworthy. Al-Bukh¥rÏ narrated that Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ was
asked why the Scholars of MadÏna did not narrate from Ibn Is^¥q. He
replied: “I sat with him for seventy-odd years and never heard any of
the people of MadÏna accuse him of anything.” (Ibn Sa‘d said that Ibn
Is^¥q went out of MadÏna early in his career. He died in Baghd¥d.)

Al-MundhirÏ said in his Jaw¥b ‘an As’ilatin fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl that the
reason some did not rely upon Ibn Is^¥q’s narration despite their 
considering him truthful was probably because of his alleged ShÏ‘ism
or Qadarism. Du^aym said that M¥lik’s criticism had nothing to do
with ^adÏth but only with the fact that Ibn Is^¥q had been accused of
being a QadarÏ innovator. Ibn Is^¥q was actually flogged on those
grounds one time. Yet Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Numayr said:
“People accused Ibn Is^¥q of qadar, but he was the farthest of people
from it!”

Some might question that M¥lik’s only source is Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa,
because he himself reportedly declared Hish¥m also a liar, as narrat-
ed from Mu^ammad ibn Fulay^ by al-Kha~Ïb in his T¥rÏkh! That is, in
daily conversation, not in ^adÏth, since M¥lik narrates from Hish¥m.
Al-Kha~Ïb said this report was odd and its chain weak while M¥lik’s
statement about Ibn Is^¥q was widespread.

Al-DhahabÏ said that Ibn Is^¥q preceded M¥lik in compiling
^adÏth works in MadÏna. As for M¥lik calling him “one of the
Dajj¥ls,” this took place when someone told M¥lik that Ibn Is^¥q had
boasted of being the farrier (bay~¥r) of M¥lik’s knowledge, which
irked M¥lik although the boast disparages neither M¥lik nor his
knowledge but amounts to saying that Ibn Is^¥q knew more. Al-
ßan‘¥nÏ saw in this enough reason to dismiss M¥lik’s disparagement
of Ibn Is^¥q altogether, as criticism caused by anger is simply not
relied upon. There is further reason to believe that M¥lik did not
hold the opinion reported from him about Ibn Is^¥q. Al-Bukh¥rÏ
said that Ibr¥hÏm ibn al-Mundhir said that Ism¥‘Ïl ibn AbÏ Uways 
was among the staunchest he had seen in following M¥lik, yet he 
possessed all the narrations of Ibn Is^¥q in the SÏra and narrated
them.330

330 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Dar al-Fikr ed. 7:34).
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As for SÏra, M¥lik recommended M‰s¥ ibn ‘Uqba while M¥lik’s stu-
dent, Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, differed and recommended Ibn Is^¥q’s. M¥lik
may have so highly recommended M‰s¥ only because he wished not
to narrate the SÏra from Ibn Is^¥q, as diagnosed by al-DhahabÏ who
said: “Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï categorically preferred Ibn Is^¥q for the SÏra.” Ibn
Is^¥q narrated from Ab¥n ibn ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n (d. 105), a very
early SÏra author whose folios were lost. Another early SÏra authority,
‘®|im ibn ‘Umar ibn Qat¥da ibn al-Nu‘m¥n al-An|¥rÏ (d. 120 or 129),
whose Magh¥zÏ and Man¥qib al-ßa^¥ba are one of Ibn Is^¥q’s principal
sources, said of his student: “There shall not cease to be knowledge
among the people as long as Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q lives.” Al-ZuhrÏ
praised him lavishly and even placed him above M¥lik, saying: “There
shall continue to be vast ‘Ilm in MadÏna as long as this one [Ibn Is^¥q]
is there.” Another time al-ZuhrÏ said, “in all the ±ij¥z.”

Im¥m A^mad said of Ibn Is^¥q: “±asan in his ^adÏth” while al-
TirmidhÏ declared his ^adÏth |a^Ï^ and al-‘IjlÏ said: “Thiqa” (trustwor-
thy) as did Ibn Ma‘Ïn and others. Shu‘ba and Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ titled
him “AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth,” the highest possible accreditation in
±adÏth Mastership given to only thirty scholars in the history of Isl¥m to
our time! Ibn ‘AdÏ said he researched Ibn Is^¥q’s narrations in depth
and could not find a single one which he might categorically declare
weak. He probably meant the narrations that come to us only through
Ibn Is^¥q, which number 1,000 according to al-Bukh¥rÏ. Muslim
retained seven of them in his ßa^Ï^ as secondary corroborations
(mut¥ba‘¥t).

Al-DhahabÏ said in MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l that Ibn Is^¥q was one of the
notable Im¥ms and that he was fair (^asan) and acceptable in his narra-
tions, truthful, “except that he included too many rejected,
broken-chained things and falsely attributed poetry in his SÏra” and
except in what only he narrates, for it contains condemned things and
he is not entirely reliable in his memory. In the Siyar, chapter on Ibn
Is^¥q, he writes: “We do not claim infallibility from rare mistakes for
the Im¥ms of narrator-criticism, nor from uttering harsh words against
those with whom they had experienced something that caused enmity
and hatred. It is a well-known fact that much of their mutual bickering
is futile and to be dismissed.”
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The Muwa~~a’ is All ßa^Ï^ Except for Four Narrations
Al-Suy‰~Ï said: “There is no mursal narration in the Muwa~~a’ which
does not have one or more strengthening proofs (‘¥\id aw ‘aw¥\id).”
Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr composed a book in which he listed all the narrations
of the Muwa~~a’ that are either mursal, munqa~i‘, or mu‘\al, and he pro-
vided complete sound chains for all of them except four:

v “In truth I do not forget, but I am made to forget so that I shall
start a Sunna.” This is the second ̂ adÏth in the book of Sah‰ and
is one of the “unattributed conveyances” (bal¥gh¥t) of M¥lik for
which he was criticised, although Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said in al-
TamhÏd: “Its meaning is true in the principles (u|‰l ).”331

v “The Prophet œ was shown the lifespans of people before his
time, or whatever All¥h willed of it, and seemed alarmed that the
lifespans of his Community were too brief to reach the amount
of deeds reached by previous communities who lived long.
Whereupon All¥h gave him the Most Precious Night (laylat al-
qadr), which is better than a thousand months.” This is the
fifteenth ̂ adÏth in the book of I‘tik¥f.332

M¥lik ibn Anas

331 Cf. Fat^ (3:101), al-Zarq¥nÏ, Shar^ al-Muwa~~a’ (1:282, 1:294, and 2:292), and
TamhÏd (24:375). Al-Kha~~¥bÏ cites it in his I|l¥^ Ghala~ al-Mu^addithÏn (p. 62).

332 Also related from M¥lik by al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (3:323), Fa\¥’il al-Awq¥t (p. 208).
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v Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal said: “The last instruction I received from the
Messenger of All¥h œ when I put my foot in the stirrup was:
‘Beautify your manners for the people, Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal!’” This
is the first ̂ adÏth of the book of ±usn al-Khuluq and Ibn Sa‘d and
al-BayhaqÏ’s chain for it shows that M¥lik narrated it from Ab‰
Sa‘Ïd Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-An|¥rÏ, munqa~i‘ from Mu‘¥d^ Ibn ‘Abd
al-Barr and al-Suy‰~Ï said that this narration, also, was authenti-
cally related from the Prophet œ in meaning but from Ab‰
Dharr (in al-TirmidhÏ, al-D¥rimÏ, and A^mad).333

v “If clouds appear towards the sea then go northwards, that is the
mark of heavyish rain.” This is the fifth ^adÏth of the book of
Istisq¥’ and is narrated by al->abar¥nÏ and Ab‰ al-Shaykh with a
full marf‰‘ chain from ‘®’isha in al-‘A·ama, both through al-
W¥qidÏ.334

333 Ibn Sa‘d (3:585) and al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (6:245 §8029). Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-
Taqa||Ï (p. 249) as cited by ‘Itr in his notes on Ibn ±ajar, Shar^ al-Nukhba (p. 80) cf.
TamhÏd (24:300).

334 Narrated from ‘®’isha by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ (7:371) and Ab‰ al-Shaykh in
al-‘A·ama (4:1248), both with a very weak chain because of al-W¥qidÏ cf. al-HaythamÏ
(2:217), and mursal by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in al-Umm with another very weak chain cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-
Barr, TamhÏd (24:377).
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Among the ̂ adÏth Masters, al-‘Ir¥qÏ and his student Ibn ±ajar agreed
with Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr – and the near-totality of the authorities – that the
above four ̂ adÏths have no |a^Ï^chain. Shaykh Mu^ammad al-ShinqÏ~Ï
mentioned in his DalÏl al-S¥lik il¥ Muwa~~a’ al-Im¥m M¥lik (p. 14) that
Shaykh ß¥li^ al-Ful¥nÏ al-‘UmarÏ al-MadanÏ said: “Ibn al-ßal¥^ provided
complete chains for the four ^adÏths in question in an independent
treatise which I have in my possession, written in his own hand.” Shaykh
A^mad Sh¥kir said: “But al-ShinqÏ~Ï did not mention what these chains
were, so the Scholars cannot rule on the question.”335

The Narrators of the Muwa~~a’ from M¥lik

Al-Zarq¥nÏ counted as sixty-nine the number of those who narrated
the Muwa~~a’ directly from M¥lik, geographically spread as follows:

v Seventeen in al-MadÏna, among them its learned Scholar and
trustworthy ^adÏth Master Ab‰ Mu|‘ab A^mad ibn AbÏ Bakr ibn
al-±¥rith al-ZuhrÏ (152-242), whose version received a recent
edition;

v Two in Makka, among them al-Sh¥fi‘Ï;
v Ten in Egypt, among them the scrupulous, Godfearing Im¥m

‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb ibn Muslim al-FihrÏ – the only student of
his M¥lik ever called a FaqÏh, he narrated 100,000 ^adÏths336;
‘Abd All¥h ibn Y‰suf al-TinnÏsÏ al-DimashqÏ, whose narration al-
Bukh¥rÏ chose; Ibn al-Q¥sim al-‘UtaqÏ whose daily wird included
two khatmas of the glorious Qur’¥n;337 and Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ;

M¥lik ibn Anas

335 But see the epistle published by Shaykh ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad al-SiddÏq al-
Ghum¥rÏ, Ris¥la fÏ Wa|l al-Bal¥gh¥t al-Arba‘a fÏl-Muwa~~a’, recently republished by Ab‰
Ghudda father and son within their KhamsRas¥’il fÏ ‘Ul‰mal-±adÏth(p. 179-212).

336 As stated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’(p. 94).
337 As narrated by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar(9:15) chapter on Im¥m Asad ibn al-Fur¥t.
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v Twenty-seven in Iraq, among them ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ,
whose narration A^mad ibn ±anbal chose, Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-
TamÏmÏ al-±an·alÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ, whose narration Muslim chose,
and Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s student Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ,
whose version greatly differs from the others and also contains
other than what is narrated from M¥lik, so that it became known
as Muwa~~a’ Mu^ammad;

v Two from al-Qayraw¥n;
v Two from Tunis;
v Seven from al-Sh¥m;
v Thirteen in al-Andalus, among them the jurist Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥

al-LaythÏ “the Sage of Andalus” – thus nicknamed by M¥lik him-
self – whose version is the most commonly used today and is the
version meant by the term “M¥lik’s Muwa~~a’.” He is mainly
responsible for the spread of the M¥likÏ School in al-Andalus
and its replacing al-Awz¥‘Ï’s.

Major Disciples of M¥lik338

The principal pillars of the M¥likÏ School after its Im¥m are Ibn al-
Q¥sim, Ashhab, Ibn ‘Abd al-±akam, and Su^n‰n, in addition to many
more major jurisprudent disciples. Among them:

ibn n®fi ‘al-ß®’ igh

Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd All¥h ibn N¥fi‘ Mawl¥ Ban‰ Makhz‰m g
(d. 186), a peer of Ashhab, he narrated from M¥lik and was the MuftÏ
of al-MadÏna after him by the Im¥m’s own appointment. He is famed
as the principle repository of M¥lik’s juridical opinion although weak
in ̂ adÏth and illiterate: “I accompanied M¥lik for forty years but wrote
nothing from him; everything for me was through memorization.” He
taught Su^n‰n and the major disciples of the Im¥m. He and Ibn al-
M¥jish‰n are called “the Two Peers” (al-qarÏn¥n).

ibn al-q® sim

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-Q¥sim ibn Kh¥lid ibn
Jun¥da al-‘UtaqÏ g(d. 191) was the Godfearing trustworthy ^adÏth
Master and compiler of the Mudawwana – a principal source of M¥likÏ

338 Cf. Ibn Far^‰n, al-DÏb¥j al-Mudhahhab fÏ Ma‘rifati A‘y¥n ‘Ulam¥’ al-Madhhab.
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Fiqh, “of the senior Egyptians and their Jurist, a pious man who narrat-
ed little and was precise and meticulous” (al-D¥raqu~nÏ). He
accompanied M¥lik for twenty years and narrated from him, al-Layth,
Ibn al-M¥jish‰n, Muslim ibn Kh¥lid al-ZanjÏ, and others. From him
narrated A|bagh, Su^n‰n, Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-AndalusÏ, Mu^ammad
ibn ‘Abd al-±akam, and others. M¥lik compared him to a pouch filled
with musk and said: “Ibn al-Q¥sim is a FaqÏh,” instructing him to dis-
seminate the Science. Ibn Wahb gave him exclusive precedence in
the knowledge of M¥lik’s Jurisprudence as did Ashhab and Ya^y¥ ibn
Ya^y¥. Q¥\Ï ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b339 and the entire School therefore give
precedence to the narration of the Mudawwana or “Record” by
Su^n‰n – his close student – from Ibn al-Q¥sim from M¥lik. Among
Ibn al-Q¥sim’s sayings: “There is no goodness in proximity to those in
the government” and “Beware the slavery of the free: having too many
brothers.” His daily devotion (wird) was two khatmas of the Qur’¥n.

ibn wahb

Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb ibn Muslim al-QurashÏ
Mawl¥hum g(125-197) narrated from four hundred authorities
and took fiqh from M¥lik over a period of thirty years, al-Layth, and
others. From him narrated A|bagh, Su^n‰n, A^mad ibn ß¥li^, Ibn
‘Abd al-±akam, Ab‰ Mu|‘ab al-ZuhrÏ, and others including al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï’s companion the Egyptian ±¥fi· ±armala ibn Ya^y¥ al-TujÏbÏ
who narrated from him one hundred thousand ^adÏths.340 M¥lik
would write him: “To ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb the FaqÏh of Egypt,” “To
Ab‰ Mu^ammad the MuftÏ,” and he did not write to anyone else in
such terms. A|bagh said: “Ibn Wahb is the most knowledgeable of
the disciples of M¥lik in the Sunan and transmitted reports, except
that he also narrated from the weak authorities. He was nicknamed
‘the Encyclopedia’ (dÏw¥n al-‘ilm). There is no one who was not
rebuked by M¥lik at some point except Ibn Wahb whom he used to
venerate and love.” He said of him: “Ibn Wahb is a ‘®lim.” He com-
piled a great J¥mi‘, a major Muwa~~a’, a minor one, a thirty-volume
compilation of M¥lik’s responses, and other works in Fiqh. When
the Caliph wrote to appoint him to the chief Judgeship of Egypt he
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339 Ibn ±azm reportedly said: “If the M¥likÏs had only ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b [ibn ‘AlÏ ibn
Na|r al-Baghd¥dÏ] and al-B¥jÏ, it would suffice them.”

340 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (2:486).
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took to his house saying: “The Ulema will be raised with the
Prophets and the Judges with the Sultans!” He said: “I obliged
myself to fast one day each time I committed slander but found this
too easy; then I obliged myself to give away a dirham in charity each
time I committed slander but found this too difficult; so I gave up
slandering.” One day, after he heard the ^adÏths on the afflictions
of the hereafter read back to him from his J¥mi‘ he fainted and was
carried to his house where he died shortly after.

ashhab

Ab‰ ‘Umar MiskÏn ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn D¥w‰d al-QaysÏ al-‘®mirÏ al-
Ja‘dÏ, nicknamed Ashhab g(140-204), was a pious, Godfearing,
meticulous and trustworthy narrator and the chief M¥likÏ Jurisprudent
in Egypt after Ibn al-Q¥sim. He narrated from M¥lik, al-Layth, al-
Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\, and others. From him narrated Su^n‰n, Ibn ‘Abd
al-±akam, and others. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr said that among M¥lik’s stu-
dents in Egypt, only al-Ashhab and Ibn al-±akam met al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. The
latter said: “I saw no-one more knowledgeable in the Law (afqah) than
Ashhab.” They died at an interval of eighteen days, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï first.

ibn al-m®jishƒn

Ab‰ Marw¥n ‘Abd al-Malik ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn AbÏ
Salama al-M¥jish‰ng (d. 212) the sea of knowledge, a Jurisprudent
and MuftÏ of MadÏna, a contemporary of M¥lik more than his actual
student, he studied mostly under his father, then with M¥lik and oth-
ers. Whenever al-Sh¥fi‘Ï rehearsed Fiqh with him, people would not
understand them because they spoke the desert Arabic of Hudhayl
and Kalb. Su^n‰n and Ibn ±abÏb praised him lavishly and preferred
him to most of M¥lik’s companions. They studied under him as well as
A^mad ibn al-Mu‘adhdhal (d. <240) the teacher of the absolute
Mujtahid Ism¥‘Ïl al-Q¥\Ï (200-282). The latter reported that Ibn al-
M¥jish‰n excelled in the interpretation of dreams.

The Master of eloquence and Fiqh Ibn al-Mu‘adhdhal was asked:
“How does your eloquence compare to that of your teacher ‘Abd al-
Malik?” He replied: “If the tongue of ‘Abd al-Malik were tied in knots
it would still be more vigorous than my tongue at its best.”

M¥jish‰n or “red-faced” was the nickname of ‘Abd al-Malik’s
granduncle Ab‰ Y‰suf Ya‘q‰b ibn AbÏ Salama, given to him by Sukayna
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bint al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib g. Ibn al-M¥jish‰n’s father, ‘Abd
al-‘AzÏz, is related to have said, when asked about the Jahmiyya:

To proceed: I have understood the following from what the
Jahmiyya and those that disagreed with them have said concern-
ing the Attribute of the Lord of Might. His magnificence is
beyond description or estimation; tongues will sooner dry up
than account for His nature (|ifa); minds are at an end before
they begin to know His power; His magnificence has turned
back the minds to their point of departure, }weakened and
made dim{ (67:4). For they were ordered only to examine and
reflect upon what He created with perfect measure; and “how” is
asked only of what used not to be and then was. As for He Who
never changes, never ceases to exist, has always existed without
beginning, and like unto Whom there is nothing and no one: no
one knows “how” He is except He. <How could He be known as
He is Who has no beginning, does not die, and does not turn to
dust? How can the attribute of anything of His possess a limit
(^add) or an endpoint (muntah¥) that anyone might get to know
or the extent of which he might define?341 Yet He is the manifest
Truth, truer than Whom there is none, and nothing stands more
manifest than He.> The proof that minds are powerless to ascer-
tain His nature (|ifa) is that they are powerless to ascertain the
nature of the smallest one of his creatures. You can hardly see it
move or disappear due to its smallness while its hearing and
sight are completely imperceptible, <not to speak of what goes
on in its mind, which is even far more removed and hidden from
you than what can be observed of its hearing and sight.>”342
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341 This negation of limit for All¥h u is the creed of the Salaf (cf. p. 370-374). The
anthropomorphists try to annull this axiom with the claim that “He has limits which He
knows” although the Salaf never said such a thing but the contrary. In other words, Ibn
al-M¥jish‰n says, “How can the attribute of anything of His possess a limit or an end-
point that He or anyone might know or the extent of which He or anyone might
define?” Nor does an infinite sequence of numbers have a limit although numbers are
created. We do not say that “They have limits which All¥h u knows” but rather that
“All¥h u knows they have no limit.” And All¥h knows best.

342 Part of a longer report narrated by al-DhahabÏ it in the Siyar(Ris¥la ed. 7:311-312).
He incorrectly declares it |a^Ï^ from Ibn M¥jish‰n in his ‘Ul‰w (Saqq¥f ed. p. 402-
404=Riyadh ed. p. 141-142=MadÏna ed. p. 105-106=Mukhta|ar p. 144-145) without
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asad ibn al-fur®t

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Asad ibn al-Fur¥t ibn Sin¥n Mawl¥ BanÏ Sulaym al-
±arr¥nÏ al-MaghribÏ g(145-213), the Q¥\Ï, was originally from
Nays¥b‰r but born in Diy¥r Bakr in present-day Turkey. He, al-Buhl‰l
ibn R¥shid, and Su^n‰n took fiqh principally from the great North
African teacher Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn Ziy¥d al-T‰nisÏ al-‘AbsÏ (d. 183)
who narrated from al-Layth and Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ before taking from
M¥lik the Muwa~~a’ as did Asad later on, then again from Mu^ammad
ibn al-±asan. He also took fiqh from the latter, Ab‰ Y‰suf, and Asad
ibn ‘Amr al-BajalÏ and is therefore numbered among the ±anafÏs in
their biographies although he seems to have settled on the School of
M¥lik. His record of Ibn al-Q¥sim’s responses to ±anafÏ questions is
the original Mudawwana, known as al-Asadiyya,343 but when Su^n‰n
reviewed and corrected it with Ibn al-Q¥sim, Asad refused to alter it.
Ibn al-Q¥sim was hurt and supplicated: “All¥h! do not grant blessing
to the Asadiyya.” Su^n‰n’s own 36,000-question Mudawwana, is by far
the one most relied upon in the School. Asad was killed in Sicily, at the
head of a Muslim detachment.

ibn ‘abd al-±akam

Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-±akam ibn A‘yun ibn 
al-Laythg(155-214) the pious, trustworthy Master, was an accom-
plished Jurisprudent in the Fiqh of M¥lik, and a friend of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
who died in his house. He narrated from M¥lik, al-Layth, ‘Abd al-
Razz¥q, the paramount Master al-Qa‘nabÏ – whom M¥lik once called
“the best of the people of the earth” – and others. including al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
whose books he copied in their entirety. From him narrated Ibn
±abÏb, al-RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n, and others. He succeeded Ashhab in

providing the chain but does provide it in the Siyar: through ‘Umar ibn Mu^ammad ibn
‘¬s¥ al-JawharÏ who is known to have narrated at least one forgery (cf. MÏz¥n), from al-
Athram, from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ß¥li^ al-JuhanÏ who is at best of fair narrations subject to
confirmation [cf. al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (2:440-445 §4383). Al-Arna’‰~ said of him in Ta^rÏr
al-TaqrÏb (2:222 §3388): “Truthful (|ad‰q), his memorization leaves something to be
desired, of fair narrations in follow-ups (al-mut¥ba‘¥t).”] Also partly narrated by al-L¥lik¥’Ï
(2:502-503) with a broken chain through Ab‰ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ, and cited by Ibn Ba~~a in the
Turkish ms. of his Ib¥na. Al-DhahabÏ omits the bracketed segments from the ‘Ul‰w and
Siyar. Also cited by his teacher Ibn Taymiyya in his Fatw¥ ±amawiyya(p. 311-321)=Majm‰‘
al-Fat¥w¥(5:42-46).

343 Cf. al-Bardha‘Ï’s description of it to Ab‰ Zur‘a in his Su’¥l¥t (p. 533-534).
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Egypt and authored, among other works, al-Mukhta|ar al-KabÏr, al-
Awsa~, and al-ßaghÏr, three-sized abridgments of Ashhab’s works, the
smallest focusing on the Muwa~~a’, containing respectively eighteen
thousand questions, four thousand questions, and 1,200 questions.

mu>arrif

Ab‰ Mu|‘ab Mu~arrif ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu~arrif al-Yas¥rÏ al-Hil¥lÏ
g (d. 220) was the trustworthy Scholar and maternal nephew of
M¥lik. He accompanied him for seventeen years for fiqh and ^adÏth.
A^mad said that the ̂ adÏth Masters gave him precedence over the dis-
ciples of the Im¥m.

aßbagh

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h A|bagh ibn al-Faraj ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Mi|rÏg (>150-225),
the trustworthy ̂ adÏth Master, narrated from al-Dar¥wardÏ and others.
Having entered MadÏna after the death of M¥lik he took fiqh from Ibn
al-Q¥sim, Ibn Wahb, and Ashhab who recommended him as his succes-
sor. He was the scribe and principal disciple of Ibn Wahb , who once
said: “If it were not an innovation, A|bagh, we would crown you with a
diadem the way kings crown their knights.” He taught Ibn Wa\\¥^ al-
Qur~ubÏ and Ibn ±abÏb among others. Ibn al-M¥jish‰n said: “Egypt
never produced the like of A|bagh.” Ibn Ma‘Ïn said: “A|bagh was
among the most informed of all creation in the juridical sayings of
M¥lik. He knows them question by question, when he said them, and
who differed with him.” He authored a book on principles, a commen-
tary on the difficult words of the Muwa~~a’, a compilation of his lessons
with Ibn al-Q¥sim in twenty-two volumes, and other works.

ya±y® ibn ya±y® al-layth¬

Ab‰ Mu^ammad Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ ibn KathÏr al-LaythÏ al-AndalusÏ
g (d. 234), famed for his gravitas and wisdom, narrated from al-Layth
and M¥lik, from whom he took the Muwa~~a’ the very year of his death,
having first heard it from the pious Jurisprudent of al-Andalus, Ziy¥d
ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, nicknamed Shab~‰n (d. 193). He then took fiqh
from Ibn al-Q¥sim, also hearing Ibn Wahb and others. He related that
when he bade M¥lik farewell the latter said: “Practice sincere faith-
fulnes (na|Ï^a) with All¥h, His Book, and the leaders of the Muslims
and their common public.” Ya^y¥ said: “Al-Layth gave me the same
counsel.”
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su±nƒn

Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd ‘Abd al-Sal¥m ibn Sa‘Ïd ibn ±abÏb ibn ±ass¥n al-
Tann‰khÏ, nicknamed Su^n‰n or Sa^n‰n g (160-240), was a pious,
ascetic, scrupulous, perspicuous Im¥m and Q¥\Ï of immense learning
and photographic memory, “the Master of the Scholars of the
Maghrib” (Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥), “rather, the Master of the Scholars
East and West” (±amdÏs), “ninety-nine times – by All¥h! – better
informed than Asad [ibn al-Fur¥t]” (Ashhab).

Originally from ±im| in Syro-Palestine, he is one of the greatest
Im¥ms of the School of M¥lik and its principal pillar with Ibn al-Q¥sim
and Ashhab whom he both surpassed, according to ‘Is¥ ibn MiskÏn. He
missed meeting M¥lik only because of his poverty, taking fiqhfrom all his
early and major disciples including Ibn al-M¥jish‰n, Ibn N¥fi‘al-ß¥’igh,
and Mu~arrif. Ibn al-Q¥sim said: “No one like Su^n‰n ever came to us
from North Africa.” Ibn Wa\\¥^ said: “Su^n‰n could narrate twenty-
nine readings. I never met the like of him in Fiqh in the East.”

Su^n‰n said: “I memorised these books until they became in my
breast like the Mother of the Qur’¥n.” He compiled the Mudawwana
that became the chief reference work of the people of Qayraw¥n and
the entire School, which spread in massive numbers thanks to his first-
rate students. Al-DhahabÏ said: “It is said that the number of his
students reached nine hundred.”344 Ibn ‘Ajl¥n al-AndalusÏ said:
“None was granted a greater blessing, after the Companions of the
Messenger of All¥h œ, than that granted to Su^n‰n in his disciples.
They were Im¥ms in every country.” Ibn ±¥rith said: “Su^n‰n was the
one with the best disciples; the wisest disciples; and the best informed
disciples. These were his own attributes to begin with, and he educat-
ed his followers with them – All¥h grant them mercy!” As a judge he
wore dhikr-beads around his neck and used the back of his hand liber-
ally to discipline transgressors on the spot. He took no income from
the Sultan but from the jizya of Ahl al-Kit¥b. He would banish from the
marketplace any merchant caught cheating. Among his sayings:

v “When All¥h loves one of His servants, He empowers over him
someone to harm him.” This is the mark of many of the Friends
of All¥h.

344 Yet he did not include him in Tadkhirat al-±uff¥·!
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v To his son: “Greet people, for this plants affection in their hearts.
Greet your enemy and be lenient with him. The head of belief in
All¥h is leniency with people.”

v “Leaving the prohibited is better than all the types of worship of
All¥h Most High; and leaving the permitted is better than taking
it to spend it in the way of All¥h.”

v “Leaving a tenth of a coin of what All¥h forbade is better than
seventy thousand pilgrimages followed by seventy thousand
‘Umras, all of them accepted; better than seventy thousand hors-
es completely equipped and armed in the way of All¥h; better
than seventy thousand camels slaughtered at the Ka‘ba as offer-
ings; and better than emancipating seventy thousand believers
from the descendants of the Prophet Ism¥‘Ïl e.”

v “Whoever does not put his knowledge into practice, such knowl-
edge will not benefit him but will harm him.”

v “Better beg for food rather than earn it through ‘ilm!”  
v To Ibn al-Qa||¥r on his death-bed: “Do you not firmly believe in

the Messengers, Resurrection, Judgment, Paradise and Hell,
and that the best of this Umma is Ab‰ Bakr, then ‘Umar, and that
the Qur’¥n is the uncreated Speech of All¥h, and that All¥h will
be seen on the Day of Resurrection, and that He }established
Himself on the Throne{ (20:5, 40:7), and that one must not
take up arms against the leaders of the Muslims even if they
transgress? Then die in peace.”

v To those who blamed him for assuming judgeship after teaching
for so long: “I have been giving judgments for forty years! Is giv-
ing fatw¥ anything other than giving judgment? (hal al-futy¥ ill¥
al-qa\¥’?).”

v “Those who hasten most in responding with fatwas are those
with the least knowledge.” “I never saw anyone sell his hereafter
for someone else’s duny¥ more than muftÏs.” “I memorise ques-
tions that comprise eighty different responses from eighty
different authorities; how can I be quick in giving a response?”
“Correct swift response is a worse fitna than the fitna of
wealth.”345
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345 I.e. because one becomes proud of oneself and/or will err. The last five para-
graphs are from al-DhahabÏ’s Siyar (10:70-74 §1980).
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The “Practice of MadÏna”
Im¥m M¥lik is the connection of the Community to the knowledge of
the Sunna as it was preserved by the authorities of the Prophet’s s
city, al-MadÏna al-Munawwara. Like the rest of the Four Im¥ms he
advocated imitation of the Companions, but he focussed on those of
MadÏna because he considered them the closest of all Muslims in
accurately representing the practice of the Prophet s. This refer-
ence-point of M¥lik’s jurisprudence is called “the practice of MadÏna”
(‘amal al-MadÏna) and is observed time and again in his phrase: “This
is what I have found (or seen) the people of knowledge practicing.”
Al-Dar¥wardÏ said: “When M¥lik says: ‘This is what I have observed the
people of our country agree upon and this is what is agreed upon
among us’ he means [principally] RabÏ‘a ibn AbÏ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n and
[‘Abd All¥h ibn YazÏd] Ibn Hurmuz.” 346 “It is said that M¥lik took the
bulk of the Muwa~~a’ from RabÏ‘a.”347

Shaykh ±amza Y‰suf Hanson has explained the concept of the
Practice of MadÏna thus:

MadÏna is the city in which the Islamic legal system and the Islamic
social order were fully implemented. For that reason, M¥lik is 
an inheritor of a social expression of the totality of the Islamic
teaching. Thus the Muwa~~a’ records what he would consider a city
in Submission. For that reason he would say: “If I find an isolated
±adÏth, not mutaw¥tir, with one or two chains from the ßa^¥ba,
and I find 1,000 of the people of knowledge from the T¥bi‘Ïn in
MadÏna348 doing something else, their actions override the soli-
tary transmission of that ±adÏth.” I.e., the fact that they are not

346 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:1082 §2108).
347 Ibn Taymiyya, The MadÏnan Way (p. 18).
348 Im¥m M¥lik’s words were, “I prefer a thousand [conveying] from a thousand to

one [conveying] from one.” ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:66). There is no mention of any
“1,000 of the people of knowledge from the T¥bi‘Ïn.” Al-Nas¥’Ï in his Tasmiyat Fuqah¥’
al-Am|¥r names exactly seventeen T¥bi‘Ïn jurists in MadÏna and there is hardly a sound
^adÏth contradicted by the unanimous practice of the latter, much less one hundred or
one thousand. Otherwise, the practice of MadÏna in the time of M¥lik would have been
obligatory for the entire Umma, which was never the case. The totality of the people of
knowledge, both Companions and Successors, worldwide up to the last T¥bi‘Ï alive
(Khalaf ibn KhalÏfa) – including the narrator-Companions – recorded in al-DhahabÏ’s
Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ do not reach 1,300.
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following that ±adÏth and that they were people who lived in the
presence of the ßa^¥ba – and that practice would have been done
in the presence of the ßa^¥ba, among whom were men like Ibn
‘Umar and ‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b and women like ‘®’isha j – and
that these people knew better what the final Islamic decision  was
on the matter. Im¥m M¥lik for that reason would consider the
action of “the people of MadÏna” – but when he says that, he really
does not mean everybody, he means the people of knowledge in
the city, and the city was filled with people of knowledge. Im¥m
M¥lik felt that theactionwasa±adÏth, only it had achieved the status
of mutaw¥tirbecause of its agreement in the city of MadÏna – even if
he did not have an actual verbal transmission of that matter. For
example, there is a sound ±adÏth that the Prophet œ told people
not to fast on [Jumu‘a]. But in the Muwa~~a’, Im¥m M¥lik knew
that ±adÏth and said: “I found the people of knowledge in this city
fasting.” They considered it to be a virtuous day to fast. His point
was that they were doing that action in the presence of the ßa^¥ba,
and none of the ßa^¥ba said you cannot fast on [Jumu‘a].
Therefore, Im¥m M¥lik is saying that the fact that they transmitted
this as a virtuous day to fast, and it was not rejected because of that
±adÏth, he considered isolated transmissions of the ±adÏth to 
be weaker than the transmission of ‘amal, “action.”349

the seven jurists  of  mad¬na

Im¥m Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ relates in Naqd AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h al-
Jurj¥nÏ that M¥lik said that when the Seven Jurists of MadÏna concur on
a ruling, they constitute a Consensus in Isl¥m which becomes binding
upon all and forbidden to contravene.350 These seven are: Sa‘Ïd 
ibn al-Musayyab, al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr, ‘Urwa ibn 
al-Zubayr, Kh¥rija ibn Zayd, Ab‰ Salama ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, 
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Utba, and Sulaym¥n ibn Yas¥r. Ibn al-Mub¥rak
names S¥lim ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar instead of Ab‰ Salama while
Ab‰ al-Zin¥d mentions Ab‰ Bakr ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-±¥rith
instead of either. Some name Mu^ammad ibn ‘Amr ibn ±azm.351
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349 Adapted from a 1998 interview cf. http://www.witness-pioneer.org
350 In Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Wus~¥, as cited in the 1992 ed. of his

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (5:147).
351 Cf. al-NawawÏ, al-TaqrÏb (p. 98).
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The “Letter on the ‘Amal of the People of MadÏna”

Among the authentically related works of Im¥m M¥lik is a brief letter
to Im¥m al-Layth ibn Sa‘d g on the ‘amal of MadÏna in which M¥lik
says:

All¥h u said in his Book, }And the first to lead the way, of the
Emigrants and the Helpers, and those who followed them in
goodness: All¥h is well-pleased with them and they are well
pleased with Him, and He has made ready for them Gardens
underneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide for ever.
That is the supreme triumph{ (9:100). And He said: }Therefore
give good tidings (O Mu^ammad) to my bondmen Who hear
advice and follow the best thereof. Such are those whom All¥h
guides, and such are men of understanding{(39:17-18).

People are all dependent on the practice of MadÏna.
Emigration took place there. The Qur’¥n was revealed there.
There, the licit was declared licit and the illicit illicit. The
Messenger of All¥h s was physically present among them.
They witnessed the revelation and the descent of the Qur’¥n.
He commanded them and they obeyed him. He instituted the
Sunna for them and they followed him until All¥h Most High
took him back and chose for him His presence u!

Then, after him, those that followed him most closely in his
Umma rose up and took leadership after him. Whatever took
place among them of which they knew [the applicable ruling]
they applied it. Whatever they did not know about, they
enquired about it; then they followed what they considered the
strongest path according to their striving and the recentness of
their bond. If someone contravened another, or brought up a
stronger and more deserving course of action, the former was
abandoned in favour of the latter. Then came the Successors
after the Companions. They trod that path and followed those
Sunan.

Therefore, since the matter is so evident in al-MadÏna, I do
not deem it fit for anyone to do otherwise, because of that inheri-
tance the MadÏnans have received and which it is not allowed for
anyone else to claim. If the people of other regions said: “This is
the practice which is in our countries, and this is the practice
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which our earlier generations have received and applied,” they
would not be on a parity of trust. They could not rightfully claim
this as the people of MadÏna can.352

Al-Layth replied with a brilliant letter on ikhtil¥f in which he remind-
ed M¥lik that the Companions had differed among themselves, then
the T¥bi‘Ïn with the Companions and among themselves, and so forth
until Ibn Shih¥b and RabÏ‘a ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n (RabÏ‘at al-Ra’Ï) in
MadÏna, who may give divergent answers to the same question and with
whom many of the MadÏnans themselves differed, including M¥lik. Al-
Layth then listed many of the great Companions praised by the Prophet
œ and trusted by him and by the Rightly-Guided Caliphs who had emi-
grated from MadÏna: in Syro-Palestine, ‘Ubayda ibn al-Jarr¥^, Kh¥lid
ibn al-WalÏd, YazÏd ibn AbÏ Sufy¥n, ‘Amr ibn al-‘®|, Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal,
Shura^bÏl ibn ±asana, Ab‰ al-Dard¥’, Bil¥l ibn Rab¥^; in Egypt, Ab‰
Dharr, al-Zubayr ibn al-‘Aww¥m, Sa‘d ibn AbÏ Waqq¥|;353 in ±im|alone,
seventy veterans of Badr; in Iraq, Ibn Mas‘‰d, ±udhayfa ibn al-Yam¥n,
‘Imr¥n ibn al-±u|ayn, and ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib. Al-Layth then gave several
examples in which the fatwa of the non-MadÏnans showed more confor-
mity to the first generations than the practice of MadÏna. Among those
examples are the non-joining of prayers in case of rain, unlike the fatwa
of MadÏna; the non-receiving of testimony with less than two male wit-
nesses or one male and two women, unlike the fatwa of MadÏna which
allowed one male witness; the disallowing of early payment of the full
dowry, unlike the fatwa of MadÏna which allowed it even before death 
or divorce; the strict performance of khu~ba before the prayer for 
rain (istisq¥’), unlike the fatwa of MadÏna which put the prayer first, 
followed by the khu~ba.354

Al-Layth’s reply evidently influenced M¥lik in his defense of 
madhhab differences (see below).

M¥lik ibn Anas

352 Ris¥lat M¥lik il¥l-Layth fÏ Fa\li ‘Ilmi Ahl al-MadÏnati wa-TarjÏ^ihi ‘al¥ ‘Ilmi
Ghayrihim in Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il al-A’immat al-Salaf wa-Adabihim al-‘IlmÏ (p. 29-32), ed.
‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda (Aleppo: Maktab al-Ma~b‰‘¥t al-Isl¥miyya, 1996).

353 See al-Suy‰~Ï, Durr al-Sa^¥ba fÏman Dakhala Mi|r min al-ßa^¥ba (“Those of the
Companions that Entered Egypt”), documenting 350 names, seven of them women.

354 Ris¥lat al-Layth il¥ M¥lik ibn Anas in Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il al-A’immat al-Salaf (p.
33-41). See the 500-page study by ‘Abd al-Sal¥m ‘All‰sh, TaqrÏb al-Mad¥rik bi-Shar^
Ris¥latay al-Layth ibn Sa‘d wa-M¥lik (Beirut: al-Maktab al-Isl¥mÏ, 1995). 
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The Spurious “Letter to al-RashÏd”

Al-DhahabÏ’s opinion is that the letter to al-RashÏd attributed to M¥lik
is a forgery due to the unheard-of ̂ adÏths found in it.

Sadl of the Hands in ßal¥t
The fatw¥ of Im¥m M¥lik and the “current” (mashh‰r) position of the
later M¥likÏ School concerning the position of the hands during the
obligatory prayer is that they hang loose by the sides (sadl). This is
related from M¥lik by Ibn al-Q¥sim in the Mudawwana. A divergent
M¥likÏ fatw¥ deems it Sunna that the hands be grasped (qab\), right
hand on top of left hand, or left wrist, or left forearm. This is related
from M¥lik from Mu~arrif and Ibn al-M¥jish‰n in the W¥\i^a and is
the position of al-LakhmÏ, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Ibn al-‘ArabÏ, Ibn Rushd
in the Muqaddim¥t, ‘Iy¥\ who considers it the Jumh‰r position in his
Ikm¥l, and others, in line with the totality of the Madh¥hib including
the three Schools, Sufy¥n, Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, Ab‰ Thawr, D¥w‰d ibn
‘AlÏ, and al->abarÏ. A third fatw¥ of Im¥m M¥lik – from the qarÏnayn
(Ibn N¥fi‘ and Ibn al-M¥jish‰n) – stipulates neutrality (ib¥^a)
between the two cases.355 All but the Sh¥fi‘Ïs (and A^mad according
to one narration) prefer the male worshipper’s hands to be on or
below the navel in qab\.

Sadl is an example of the pre-eminence of Madinan practice over
non-mass-transmitted Prophetic and Companion-reports and is
nowadays a symbol of SunnÏ Madhhabism over the free-thinking inter-
pretations of the texts that pass, among some, for following the Salaf.

M¥lik’s Standing as an Im¥m of the Sunna

Im¥m M¥lik was keenly aware of his mission as both the transmitter
and the elucidator of the Sunna. This is characteristic of his students’
praise of him, beginning with al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s famous sayings: “No one
constitutes as great a favour to me in the Religion of All¥h as M¥lik”;
“When the Scholars of knowledge are mentioned, M¥lik is the guid-
ing star”; and “M¥lik and Ibn ‘Uyayna are the peers [in ^adÏth
transmission], and were it not for M¥lik and Ibn ‘Uyayna the knowl-
edge of the ±ij¥z would have disappeared.” ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb said

355 Cf. http://www. cincimasjid.com/articles/lsh_sadl-yadain.htm by Lumumba
Shak‰r; and Mu^ammad Riy¥\, U|‰l al-Fatw¥ wal-Qa\¥’ fÏl-Madhhab al-M¥likÏ (p. 436).
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incessantly: “Every memoriser of ^adÏth that does not have an Im¥m
in fiqh is misguided (\¥ll), and if All¥h had not rescued us with M¥lik
and al-Layth (ibn Sa‘d), I would have been misguided.”356

Ab‰ Mu|‘ab recounts the following story:

I went in to see M¥lik ibn Anas. He said to me: “Look under my
place of prayer or prayer-mat and see what is there.” I looked
and found a certain writing. He said: “Read it.” It contained the
account of a dream which one of his brothers had seen and
which concerned him. M¥lik recited it [from memory]: “I saw
the Prophet œ in my sleep. He was in his mosque and the people
were gathered around him, and he said: ‘I have hidden for you
under my pulpit (minbar) something good – or: knowledge –
and I have ordered M¥lik to distribute it to the people.’” Then
M¥lik wept, so I got up and left. 357

His Trial at the Hands of al-Man|‰r

The caliph Ab‰ Ja‘far al-Man|‰r – although himself reputed as a jurist
and mu^addith – had forbidden M¥lik to narrate the ^adÏth: “The
divorce of the coerced does not take effect” (laysa ‘al¥ mustakrahin / li
mukrahin ~al¥q)358 due to its political application to the coerced
pledge (bay‘a) to the caliph then in effect. A spy then came to M¥lik
and asked him about divorce, whereupon M¥lik narrated the ^adÏth

M¥lik ibn Anas

356 Ibn AbÏ Zayd, al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan (p. 118-119)and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p.
60-61). See Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda’s comments on this statement in his
notes on al-LacknawÏ’s al-Raf‘ wal-TakmÏl (2nd ed. p. 368-369, 3rd ed. p. 90-91).

357 Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa (1/2:120), chapter titled “Layer 6 of the People of
MadÏna.” The account is also in Ab‰ Nu‘aym’s ±ilya, ‘Iy¥\’s TartÏb, al-DhahabÏ’s Siyar,
and al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ’s Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:132).

358 Narrated mawq‰f from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Ibn AbÏ Shayba (1:238b, 5:48), ‘Abd al-
Razz¥q in his (6:407), al-BayhaqÏ’s Sunan (7:357), al-Bukh¥rÏ in his ßa^Ï^ without a
chain, and others. Al-Man|‰r ruled 136-158. He is the one that slew the descendents of
the Prophet œ, Mu^ammad and Ibr¥hÏm, the sons of ‘Abd All¥h ibn ±asan ibn al-
±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib in the year 145 together with a large number of the People
of the Prophet’s œ House. Al-Suy‰~Ï says he was the first to introduce dissension
between the House of ‘Abb¥s and the House of ‘AlÏ who had been as one previously. He
also harmed or imprisoned a number of major scholars such as ‘Abd al-±amÏd ibn
Ja‘far, Ibn ‘Ajl¥n, and Ab‰ ±anÏfa whom he whipped for refusing a judgeship. The year
he jailed Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ and ‘Abb¥d ibn KathÏr he died. Al-Suy‰~Ï, T¥rÏkh al-Khulaf¥’
(p. 279-280).
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in front of everyone. Ja‘far ibn Sulaym¥n (d. 175), the governor of
MadÏna and cousin of al-Man|‰r, had M¥lik seized, lashed, and
racked until his shoulder was dislocated and he passed out. When he
came to, he said: “He [al-Man|‰r] is absolved of my lashing.” When
asked why he had absolved him, M¥lik replied: “I feared to meet the
Prophet œ after being the cause for the perdition of one of his rela-
tives.”359

Ibr¥hÏm ibn ±amm¥d said he saw M¥lik being helped up and walk-
ing away, carrying one of his arms with the other hand. Then they
shaved his face and he was mounted on a camel and paraded. He was
ordered to deprecate himself aloud, whereupon he said: “Whoever
knows me, knows me; whoever does not know me, my name is M¥lik
ibn Anas, and I say: The divorce of the coerced is null and void!”
When news of this reached Ja‘far, he said: “Let him go.” After this
episode M¥lik’s stature reached the skies.

His Self-Imposed Seclusion

Ab‰ Mu|‘ab said: “M¥lik did not pray in congregation for twenty-five
years. He was asked: ‘What is preventing you?’ He said: ‘Lest I see
something reprehensible and be obliged to change it.’”360 Another
narration from Ab‰ Mu|‘ab states: “After M¥lik left the [Prophet’s]
Mosque he used to pray in his house with a congregation that followed
him, and he prayed the Jumu‘a prayer alone in his house.”361 Ibn Sa‘d
narrates from al-W¥qidÏ: “M¥lik used to come to the Mosque and pray
the prayers and the Jumu‘a, as well as the funeral prayers. He used to
visit the sick and sit in the Mosque where his companions would come
and see him. Then he quit sitting there and instead would pray and
leave, and he quit attending the funeral prayers. Then he quit every-
thing, neither attending the prayers nor the Jumu‘a in the mosque.
Nor would he visit anyone who was sick or other than that. The people
bore with it, for they were extremely fond of him and respected him
extremely. This lasted until he died. Asked about it, he would say: ‘Not
everyone can mention his excuse.’”362

359 Al-Man|‰r was the great-grandson of Ibn ‘Abb¥s, the Prophet’s s cousin.
360 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:395).
361 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:424).
362 Ibn Sa‘d (5:468-469).
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His Manners and Ethics

Im¥m M¥lik held the ̂ adÏths of the Prophet œ in such reverence that
he never narrated anything nor gave a fatw¥ unless in a state of ritual
purity. Ism¥‘Ïl ibn AbÏ Uways said: “I asked my uncle – M¥lik – about
something. He bade me sit, made ablution, sat on the couch, and said:
l¥ hawla wa-l¥ quwwata ill¥ bill¥h. He did not give a fatw¥ without saying
it first.” Al-Haytham said: “I heard M¥lik being asked forty eight ques-
tions, to thirty-two of which he replied: ‘I do not know.’” Ab‰ Mu|‘ab
reported that M¥lik said: “I did not begin to give fatw¥s until seventy
scholars first witnessed to my competence to do it.”

M¥lik’s ethics, together with the states of awe and emotion which
were observed on him by his entourage, were no doubt partly inherit-
ed from great Shaykhs of his such as Ja‘far al-ß¥diq, Ibn Hurmuz, and
Ibn Shih¥b al-ZuhrÏ. He would visit his teacher Ibn Hurmuz (d. 148)
every day from morning to night for a period of about eight years and
recounts: “I would come to Ibn Hurmuz, whereupon he would order
the servant to close the door and let down the curtain, then he would
start speaking of the beginning of this Umma, and tears would stream
down his beard.”

The M¥likÏ Shaykh Ibn Qunfudh al-Qusan~ÏnÏ (d. 810) wrote:

It was the practice of the Pious Predecessors and the Im¥ms of
the past that whenever the Prophet œ was mentioned in their
presence they were overwhelmed by reverence, humbleness,
stillness, and dignity. Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn al-
±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib g would turn pale whenever he
heard the Prophet œ mentioned. Im¥m M¥lik g would not
mention a ^adÏth except in a state of ritual purity. ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n ibn al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr al-ßiddÏq
would turn red and stammer whenever he heard the Prophet œ
mentioned. As for ‘®mir ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr ibn al-
‘Aww¥m al-AsadÏ, he would weep until his eyes had no tears left
in them. When any ^adÏths were mentioned in their presence
they would lower their voices. M¥lik said: “The Prophet’s s
sanctity (^urma) is in death as his sanctity in life.”363
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363 Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s A^mad ibn al-Kha~Ïb, known as Ibn Qunfudh al-Qusan~ÏnÏ al-
M¥likÏ, WasÏlat al-Isl¥m bil-NabÏ ‘alayhi al-ßal¥tu wal-Sal¥m (p. 145-146). Al-DhahabÏ cites
a report in his chapter on al-Awz¥‘Ï in the Siyar (7:94) whereby the latter was like a blind
man due to his humility (khush‰‘).
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His Gravitas (Hayba)
Qutayba said: “When we went to see M¥lik, he would come out to us
adorned, wearing ku^l on his eyes, perfumed, wearing his best
clothes, sit at the head of the circle, call for palm-leaf fans, and give
each one of us a fan.” Al-W¥qidÏ said: “M¥lik’s circle was a circle of dig-
nity and courtesy. He was a man of majestic countenance and nobility.
There was no part of self-display, vain talk, or loud speech in his circle.
His reader would read for all, and no one looked into his own book,
nor asked questions, out of awe before M¥lik and out of respect for
him.”

His Preference for ‘Ar\ in ±adÏth Transmission

It is known that M¥lik’s way in the transmission of ^adÏth, like Ibn al-
Musayyab, ‘Urwa, al-Q¥sim, S¥lim, N¥fi‘, al-ZuhrÏ, and others, was ‘ar\
(“reading by the student”) and not sam¥‘ (“audition from the
Shaykh”). In both cases the student states, by convention, “So-and-so
narrated to us” (^addathan¥ ful¥n), although a small minority of
^adÏth Scholars used akhbaran¥ for ‘ar\ and reserved ^addathan¥ for
sam¥‘.

When the Caliph al-MahdÏ sent his sons H¥r‰n and M‰s¥ to learn
from M¥lik, the latter would not read to them but told them: “The
people of MadÏna read before the Scholar just like children read to
the teacher, and if they make a mistake, he corrects them!” Similarly
when H¥r‰n al-RashÏd with his own two sons requested M¥lik to read
for them, he replied: “I stopped reading for anybody a long time ago.”
When H¥r‰n requested the people to leave so that he could read
freely before M¥lik, the latter also refused and said: “If the common
people are forbidden to attend because of the elite, the latter will not
profit!” When H¥r‰n attended M¥lik’s gathering together with the
people, sitting on a high chair, M¥lik asked him to come down in an
indirect way, whereupon H¥r‰n came down and sat on the ground in
front of M¥lik.

His Staunch Defense of Madhhab Differences

Even in M¥lik’s time there were those who forwarded the idea of a uni-
fied madhhab and the ostensive removal of all differences between the
Sunni Schools of Law. Three successive Caliphs tried to impose the
Muwa~~a’ and M¥lik’s School upon the entire Islamic world of their
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time, but Im¥m M¥lik refused to allow it every time this was suggested
to him. His arguments against the idea of unifying the Madh¥hib
provide fundamental lessons on the mercy of differences among the
Community of Muslims.

Ab‰ Ja‘far al-Man|‰r said to M¥lik: “I want to unify this knowledge. I
shall write to the leaders of the armies and to the rulers so that they
make it law, and whoever contravenes it shall be put to death.” M¥lik
replied:

Commander of the Believers, there is another way. Truly, the
Prophet œ was present in this Community, he used to send out
troops or set forth in person, and he did not conquer many lands
until All¥h u took back his soul. Then Ab‰ Bakrg arose and he
also did not conquer many lands. Then ‘Umar g arose after the
two of them and many lands were conquered at his hands. As a
result, he faced the great necessity of sending out the
Companions of Mu^ammad œ as teachers and people did not
cease to take from them, notable scholars from notable scholars
until our time. If you now go and change them from what they
know to what they do not know they shall deem it disbelief (kufr).
Rather, confirm the people of each land with regard to whatever
knowledge is there, and take this knowledge to yourself.

Al-Man|‰r said: “How far you went! Just compile this knowledge for
al-MahdÏ!”364

In another narration al-Man|‰r said to M¥lik after hearing his
answers to certain questions he put to him: “I have resolved to give the
order that your writings be copied and disseminated to every Muslim
region on earth, so that they be put in practice exclusively of any other
rulings. They will leave aside innovations and keep only this 
knowledge. For I consider that the source of knowledge is the narra-
tive tradition of MadÏna and the knowledge of its scholars.” M¥lik
replied: “Commander of the Believers, do not! For people have
already heard different positions, heard ^adÏths, and related narra-
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364 Narrated from ‘Utba ibn ±amm¥d al-Q¥ri’ al-DimashqÏ by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in his
introduction to al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 29). Al-MahdÏ was al-Man|‰r’s successor and ruled
from 158 unil his death in 169. M‰s¥ ibn al-MahdÏ, Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-H¥dÏ ruled 169-
170; al-RashÏd H¥r‰n Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn al-MahdÏ ruled 170-193.
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tions. Every group have taken whatever came to them and put it into
practice, conforming to it while other people differed. To take them
away from what they have been professing will cause a disaster.
Therefore, leave people with whatever school they follow and whatev-
er the people of each country chose for themselves.” Al-Man|‰r said: “I
swear by my life that I would have commanded it if you had let me!”365

Al-Man|‰r’s son, the caliph al-MahdÏ, tried again: “O Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h, make a book which I will make law for the Umma!” M¥lik
replied: “As for this region of the world – meaning the Maghreb – you
need not task yourself;366 as for al-Sh¥m, al-Awz¥‘Ï is there. As for the
people of Iraq, they are the people of Iraq!”367

Al-MahdÏ’s brother, the Caliph al-RashÏd, tried again: “Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h, let us copy these books and distribute them far and wide so as to
make the Umma follow them!” M¥lik replied: “Commander of the
Believers! The difference of the Ulema are a mercy from All¥h u to
this Community.368 Each follows whatever is considered correct by
him and each is well-guided and each seeks All¥h.”369 Another ver-
sion states that he said: “The Companions differed in the Branches
(al-fur‰‘) and split into factions (tafarraq‰), and each one of them was
correct in himself.”370

365 Narrated from al-W¥qidÏ by Ibn Sa‘d in the supplemental volume of his >abaq¥t
(p. 440) and from al-Zubayr ibn Bakk¥r by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 81). Al-
DhahabÏ said of al-W¥qidÏ in his Siyar (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 7:142): “Although there is no
disagreement over his weakness, yet he speaks truthfully and is of great standing.” Ibn
Sayyid al-N¥s states something similar in the introduction to his ‘Uy‰n al-Athar.

366 He said this  because most of M¥lik’s students had gone to the Maghreb.
367 Narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:193) and al-DhahabÏ in the

Siyar (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 8:78).
368 On this fundamental principle see Dr. Sa‘‰d ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Funays¥n’s

±adÏth Ikhtil¥f UmmatÏ Ra^ma Riw¥ya wa-Dir¥ya (Riy¥\: Maktabat al-Rushd, 1999) and
our  Sunna Notes II: The Excellent Innovation .

369 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-Ruw¥t ‘an M¥lik as cited by al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashf al-Khaf¥’
(1:65 §153). Ibn al-AthÏr attributes to M¥lik the saying “The differences among the
Companions of Mu^ammad œ are a mercy for the servants of All¥h” in the introduc-
tion to his J¥mi‘ al-U|‰l fÏ A^¥dÏth al-Ras‰l as stated by Ibn al-Mulaqqin in his Tu^fat
al-Mu^t¥j il¥ Adillat al-Minh¥j and Ibn al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya.

370 Narrated from from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-±akam by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya
(1985 ed. 6:322) and thus cited by Ibn Taymiyya in Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (30:79) and al-
Fat¥w¥ al-Kubr¥ (5:18), although al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (7:414) said: “Its chain of
transmission is fair, but the narrator may have erred in naming H¥r‰n.” ‘Iy¥\  in TartÏb
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Another narration states that one or more of the three caliphs said
to M¥lik: “Work with me, for I have resolved to make the Muwa~~a’ law
for the people in the same way ‘Uthm¥n made the Qur’¥n law for
them.” M¥lik replied: “There is no way for you to do this, the reason
being that the Companions of the Prophet œ scattered East and West
after his time and narrated from him; consequently, the people of
every region possess knowledge.”371

Shaykh Mu^ammad ‘Aww¥ma pointed out that the above narra-
tions all share two common aspects: M¥lik’s endorsement of the
differences of the Companions and the subsequent differences of the
Community on the same lines after them as well as his refusal to sub-
sume all the Sunni schools into a single madhhab. He noted the model
of adab they provide:

Of the high ethics of the Ulema is to leave people to follow whatev-
er they are following as long as there is a lawful justification for it,
without bringing confusion into the state they are in. Consider
the saying of Im¥m M¥lik narrated by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim: “If you now
go and change them from what they know to what they do not
know they shall deem it disbelief!” He said this although the
caliph wanted to change them to what M¥lik himself had narrated
and compiled in his Muwa~~a’. That is: to what was, in his view,
preferable and more correct! Nor did this excessive rigor on the
part of the common people upset M¥lik. Nor did he consider it
misguidance. Nor did he express the necessity of opposing them
for it and forcing them to abandon that position. Nor did he
accuse them of fanaticism (ta‘a||ub) nor of blind imitation (al-
taqlÏd al-a‘m¥) nor any other similar type of name-calling which
has lately jarred our ears through the endless carping of certain
writers.372

M¥lik ibn Anas

al-Mad¥rik (1:214) names al-MahdÏ for a similar account.
371 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 6:331) where the caliph is iden-

tified as al-Ma’m‰n. ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:209) said: “M¥lik did not reach the
days of al-Ma’m‰n, he died before them, and the mention of al-Ma’m‰n here is an
error.” He goes on  to identify the caliph as al-RashÏd.

372 ‘Aww¥ma, Adab al-Ikhtil¥f (p. 39-40). He means “Salafis” but his remarks also
apply to “ ‘Abd al-Q¥dir Mur¥bi~” and his sect.
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M¥lik’s respect for scholarly differences in the examples cited above
also elucidates his two statements about the juristic differences
among the Companions: “It is not as some people said – that there is
wide leeway (fÏhi tawsi‘a). That is not so. Rather, there is either wrong 
or right.” “There is wrong and there is right, so it must be investigat-
ed.”373

Ibn al-ßal¥^ cited these two statements then said:

There is no leeway in the sense that there is no leeway to just pick
and choose without stopping to consider the most correct posi-
tion (al-r¥ji^), while there is leeway in the sense that there is
room for ijtih¥d among their positions, nor can we declare one
of their positions definitely correct exclusively of the rest or pre-
clude ijtih¥d that leads to its opposite.374

Im¥m A^mad squarely disagreed with M¥lik and, like Ab‰ ±anÏfa,
deemed it impermissible to question the correctness of a
Companion’s fatw¥.375 Even M¥lik leans to this position in his saying,
“Each Companion was correct in himself.”

Sayings of M¥lik
on pious simple living

v From Ibn Wahb: “The saying has reached me376 that none
renounces the world and guards himself except he ends up
speaking wisdom.”

v “None attains his goal in this Science until he is sorely tried with
poverty and yet puts this Science first, before everything else!”377

on regression in history

v From Ibn Wahb: “Knowledge diminishes and does not increase.
Knowledge has diminished incessantly after the Prophets and
the Books.” This report shows that in M¥lik’s understanding the

373 Both in Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:906-907, 2:922).
374 Ibn al-ßal¥^, Adab al-MuftÏ wal-MustaftÏ (p. 126).
375 Cf. n. 1050.
376 This is a phrase that denotes attribution to the Prophet œ in M¥lik’s terminolo-

gy and this saying is indeed confirmed by authentic Prophetic reports, cf. note 640.
377 Cited by al-NawawÏ in his introduction to his Majm‰‘ (1:64).
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name ‘ilm is applied only to knowledge of All¥h Most High and
knowledge that benefits in the hereafter, not merely in this life.

on the verse of  istiw® ’

v From Ja‘far ibn ‘Abd All¥h: “We were with M¥lik when a man
came and asked him: ‘Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! }The Merciful estab-
lished Himself over the Throne{ (20:5). How is He
established?’ Nothing affected M¥lik so much as that man’s
question. He looked at the ground and started prodding it with a
twig he held in his hand until he was completely soaked in sweat.
Then he lifted his head and said: ‘The “how” of it is inconceiv-
able; the ‘establishment’ part of it is not unknown; belief in it is
obligatory; asking about it is an innovation; and I believe that
you are a man of innovation.’ Then he gave an order and the
man was led out.”378

v From Ibn Wahb: “We were with M¥lik when a man asked him:
‘Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! }The Merciful established Himself over the
Throne{ (20:5). How is His establishment?’ M¥lik lowered his
head and began to sweat profusely. Then he lifted up his head
and said: ‘}The Merciful established Himself over the Throne{
just as He described Himself. One cannot ask “how”; “how” does
not apply to Him. And you are an evil man, a man of innovation.
Take him out!’ The man was led out.” 379

v From Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-TamÏmÏ and M¥lik’s Shaykh RabÏ‘a ibn
AbÏ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n: “We were with M¥lik when a man came and
asked him: ‘Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h!}The Merciful established Himself
over the Throne{ (20:5). How is He established?’ M¥lik lowered
his head and remained thus until he was completely soaked in
sweat. Then he said: ‘The establishment is not unknown; the
“how” is inconceivable; belief in it is obligatory; asking about it is
an innovation; and I do not think that you are anything but an
innovator.’ Then he ordered that the man be led out.”380

M¥lik ibn Anas

378 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:415).
379 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ with a sound chain, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:304-305 §866),

al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:416), and Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ (1959 ed. 13:406-407; 1989 ed. 13:501).
380 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ with a sound chain, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:305-306 §867),

al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (1:171), al-L¥lik¥’Ï in Shar^ U|‰l al-I‘tiq¥d (2:398), Ibn AbÏ
Zayd al-Qayraw¥nÏ in al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan (p. 123), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (6:325-326),
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Shaykh al-Isl¥m TaqÏ al-DÏn al-SubkÏ pointed out that the incon-
ceivability of the modality of istiw¥’ proved that it precluded the
meaning of sitting.381

on the “descent”  of  all®hu

v From Mu~arrif ibn ‘Abd All¥h – al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Shaykh – and ±abÏb
ibn AbÏ ±abÏb on the ̂ adÏth of descent (“Our Lord u descends
[yanzilu] every night to the nearest heaven in the last third of the
night and says: Who is supplicating Me so that I may answer him?
Who is asking forgiveness from Me so that I may forgive him?”):382

“It is our Blessed and Exalted Lord’s command which descends
<every pre-dawn [kulla sa^ar]>383; as for Him, He is eternally the
same, He does not move or go to and fro.”384 Ibn Rushd in Shar^

cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (7:151) and Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ (13:407). Note that the
wording that says: “The ‘how’ is unknown” (al-kayfu majh‰l) is falsely attributed to
Im¥m M¥lik, although also cited from RabÏ‘a with a sound chain by al-BayhaqÏ in al-
Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:306 §868) and without a chain by Ibn al-‘ArabÏ in ‘®ri\at al-A^wadhÏ
(2:235), but is an aberrant narration (riw¥ya sh¥dhdha). Yet it is predictably the pre-
ferred wording of Ibn Taymiyya in Dar’ Ta‘¥ru\ al-‘Aql wal-Naql (1:278) and Fat¥w¥
(17:373), as he infers from it support for his positions although he reports it as “The
‘how’ is inconceivable” in his ±amawiyya (p. 307).

381 In al-Sayf al-ßaqÏl (p. 128).
382 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, M¥lik, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, al-

TirmidhÏ, A^mad, and al-D¥rimÏ. It is narrated from twenty-three Companions and
therefore mutaw¥tir as indicated by al-Katt¥nÏ in Na·m al-Mutan¥thir. One of al-
BaghawÏ’s wordings in Shar^ al-Sunna (4:66) has: “He comes down” (yatanazzalu).

383 The bracketed words are only in al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\’s wording in the TartÏb (2:44).
384 Narrated from Mu~arrif by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (7:143) with a weak

chain because of J¥mi‘ ibn Saw¥da as per al-D¥raqu~nÏ in Ibn ±ajar’s Lis¥n (2:93). Also
narrated from ß¥li^ ibn Ayy‰b from ±abÏb ibn AbÏ ±abÏb – who is very weak – by al-
DhahabÏ in Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (8:418). The latter reported in his MÏz¥n (1:452)
from Ibn ‘AdÏ’s K¥mil (2”818) the opinion that all of Ibn AbÏ ±abÏb’s narrations are
forged but this is an extreme statement in light of three factors: (a) ‘Iy¥\ questions the
weakening of ±abÏb in the Mad¥rik (3:167); (b) Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (24:177)
mentioned ±abÏb as merely weak, adding: “His reports from M¥lik are full of mistakes
and condemned matters”; (c) ß¥li^ ibn Ayy‰b said: “I mentioned this report to Ya^y¥
ibn Bukayr and he said: “Excellent, by All¥h! and I did not hear it from M¥lik.”
Narrated by al-DhahabÏ who describes Ibn Bukayr in Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (2:420) as “the
mu^addith of Egypt, the Im¥m and trustworthy ̂ adÏth Master […] one of the  vessels of
knowledge together with truthfulness and complete reliability […] Where is the like of
Ibn Bukayr in his leadership in the Religion, his insight in fatw¥, and the abundance of
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al-‘Utbiyya – a commentary on an early work of M¥likÏ fiqh by
Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-‘UtbÏ al-Qur~ubÏ (d.
255) – stated that M¥lik’s position is that “The Throne is not a
location of settledness for All¥h (maw\i‘ istiqr¥r All¥h).”385

a  weak report attributing location to all®hu

v The report attributing to Im¥m M¥lik the words: “All¥h is in the
heaven and His knowledge is in every place” is a rejected
(munkar) anomalous (sh¥dhdh) report of questionable authen-
ticity narrated through A^mad ibn ±anbal from Surayj ibn
al-Nu‘m¥n al-Lu’lu’Ï386 from ‘Abd All¥h ibn N¥fi‘ al-ß¥’igh from
M¥lik.387 Im¥m A^mad himself declared ‘Abd All¥h ibn N¥fi‘ al-
ß¥’igh weak (\a‘Ïf), Ab‰ Zur‘a frowned at his name and declared
him “disclaimed” (munkar), al-Bukh¥rÏ questioned his memo-
rization, and Ibn ‘AdÏ stated that he transmitted oddities
(ghar¥’ib) from M¥lik.388 As for the content of the report, Ab‰
Ghudda noted in his commentary on Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s al-Intiq¥’
that it is contradicted by what is firmly established in mass-
transmitted narrations from M¥lik and by al-ß¥’igh’s other
report from M¥lik omitting the above words.389

M¥lik ibn Anas

his learning?” (d) Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (7:143) also narrates this report from
±abÏb, then goes on to narrate it from Mu~arrif, adding: “It is possible that the matter
be as M¥lik said, and All¥h knows best.” It is established that J¥mi‘ did narrate from
Mu~arrif; cf. al-MizzÏ in TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l (28:71).

385 As quoted in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 7:124 §3592).
386 Misspelt Shuray^ in al-Saqq¥f’s edition of al-‘Ul‰w (p. 396 §340) and al-MahdÏ’s

edition of al-SharÏ‘a (p. 293 §663-664). Shuray^ ibn al-Nu‘m¥n al-ß¥’idÏ al-K‰fÏ is a
T¥bi‘Ï who died before al-ß¥’igh was born.

387 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s al-Intiq¥’ (p. 71), al-DhahabÏ’s Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 247),
and al-®jurrÏ’s al-SharÏ‘a (p. 293 §663-664).

388 Al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (2:513-514 §4647); al-‘UqaylÏ, al-™u‘af¥’ (2:311), Ibn ‘AdÏ,
al-K¥mil (4:242 §1070=4:1556); Ab‰ ±¥tim, al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (5:183); Ibn ±ajar,
TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (6:46-47 §99), cf. Ibn Far^‰n, DÏb¥j (p. 213). Dr. N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr,
however, states in his margins on al-DhahabÏ’s al-MughnÏ fÏl-™u‘af¥’ (1:513 §3396) that
al-ß¥’igh is very reliable when narrating from M¥lik and that Ibn ±ajar declared him
trustworthy (thiqa) in al-TaqrÏb. The latter grading was actually downgraded to “truth-
ful” (|ad‰q) by al-Arna’‰~ in al-Ta^rÏr (2:277 §3659). Alb¥nÏ in his notes in Mukhta|ar
al-‘Ul‰w (p. 140) criticized al-KawtharÏ for citing al-ß¥’igh as weak in his introduction to
al-BayhaqÏ’s al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (p. ), but he himself cites him as weak in al-Silsila al-™a‘Ïfa
(2:231-232) cf. al-Saqq¥f in his edition of al-‘Ul‰w (p. 397 n. 708)!

389 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 71 n. 3 and p. 73).
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The report is made further dubious by the fact that M¥lik was
well-known to condemn any statements about the Essence and
Attributes of All¥h u other than sound reports,390 particularly
statements suggesting anthropomorphism.391 He was known to
order that the verses and ^adÏths of the Attributes be passed on
exactly as they came,392 going so far as to forbid that ̂ adÏths such
as “All¥h created Adam in his/His image” be narrated lest people
be confused by them.393 His strong affirmation of Transcen-
dence (tanzÏh) is also famous, as illustrated by his characterization
of the modality of istiw¥’ as rationally inconceivable394 – thus pre-
cluding any anthropomorphic notions – and his verdict of death
against anyone that points to his own hand or eye while referring
to the corresponding Divine Attributes.

on those who attribute organs to all®hu

v From Ibn Wahb: “I heard M¥lik say: ‘Whoever recites }the Hand
of All¥h{(3:73, 5:64, 48:10, 57:29) and indicates his hand, or
recites }the Eye of All¥h{ (cf. 20:39, 11:37, 23:27, 52:48, 54:14)
and indicates that organ of his: let it be cut off to discipline him
over Divine Sacredness and Transcendence above what he has
compared Him to, and above his own comparison to Him. Both
his life and the limb he compared to All¥h are cut off.’”395

on disputation in the religion
v From Ma‘n: “Disputation (al-jid¥l ) in the Religion fosters 

self-display, does away with the light of the heart and hardens it,
and produces aimless wandering.”

v From Ab‰ Mu|‘ab: “I detest talking about Religion just as the
people of our country [al-MadÏna] detest and prohibit it, in the

390 See below, n. 396.
391 For example M¥lik said: “All¥h is neither ascribed a limit nor likened with any-

thing” (l¥ yu^addad wa-l¥ yushabbah). Ibn al-‘ArabÏ, A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n (4:1740).
392 As mentioned by al-TirmidhÏ in his Sunan (Book of zak¥t, ^adÏth “Verily, All¥h

accepts the zak¥t and takes it with His right Hand […]”), Ibn al-JawzÏ in his Daf‘ Shubah
al-TashbÏh (p. 195-196), al-DhahabÏ in Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 8:105), Ibn
AbÏ Zayd al-Qayraw¥nÏ, al-J¥mi‘ (p. 124), and others.

393 Al-‘UqaylÏ, al-™u‘af¥’ (2:251 §806). Cf. al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l (3:645
§7938) and al-B¥jÏ, al-Muntaq¥ (1:357).

394 See above, n. 378-381.
395 In Ibn al-‘ArabÏ al-M¥likÏ, A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n (4:1740).
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sense of Jahm’s doctrine, qadar, and the like. I do not like to speak
except about what relates to practice. When it comes to talking
about the Religion, I prefer to keep silent about it.”396 Al-Sh¥~ibÏ
cited this statement then commented: “The Congregation of the
Muslims follow Im¥m M¥lik’s position, except if one is obliged to
speak. One must not remain silent if his purpose is to refute false-
hood and guide people away from it, or if one fears the spread of
misguidance or some similar danger.”397

on wisdom and knowledge being fiqh and light

v From Ibn al-Q¥sim: “I heard Zayd ibn Aslam say: }And unto each
of them We gave judgment (^ukm) and knowledge{ (21:79) that
wisdom (al-^ikma) is intellect (al-‘aql]. What comes to my heart is
that wisdom is superlative understanding (al-fiqh) in the Religion
of All¥h. What clearly shows this is that you may see someone quite
reasonable and clear-sighted in worldly matters, and someone
else weak in worldly matters but knowledgeable and judicious in
the matter of his Religion. All¥h gave him this but deprived the
former of it. This wisdom, therefore, is superlative understanding
in the Religion of All¥h (al-fiqhu fÏ dÏnill¥h).”398

naïvety a  virtue of  the people of  paradise

Related to M¥lik’s words are the Prophet’s s ^adÏths: “O All¥h! Do
not make any loss of ours be in our Religion, nor make the world our
greatest concern, nor make it the sum total of our knowledge!”399 

M¥lik ibn Anas

396 Narrated by al-L¥lik¥’Ï in Shar^ I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna (1:148) and cited by al-
Sh¥~ibÏ in al-Muw¥faq¥t (2:332).

397 Al-Sh¥~ibÏ, al-Muw¥faq¥t (2:332). See also p. 365f. and footnote 1115 infra.
398 Cf. al->abarÏ, TafsÏr (verse 21:79) and al-MahdawÏ, Ta^|Ïl ; cf. ±amÏd La^mar in

al-Im¥m M¥lik Mufassiran (p. 279). See also al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ’s definition of the faqÏh (p.
81), and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-TustarÏ, and Ibn ±ibb¥n on knowledge (p. 218, 317, 245).

399 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan gharÏb) and al-±¥kim (1:528
|a^Ï^).
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“Most of the people of Paradise are the naïve (al-bulh)”400;

“Forbidden to the Fire is every gentle, lenient, easy-going person
who is near to the people.”401

400 Narrated from Anas by al-Bazz¥r (§1983) who graded it weak and al-Qu\¥‘Ï in
Musnad al-Shih¥b (2:110 §989-990) while al-Qur~ubÏ declared it |a^Ï^ in his TafsÏr (vers-
es 26:83-89) and Tadhkira (2:228); this was questioned by al-‘Ir¥qÏ in al-MughnÏ ‘an
±aml al-Asf¥r, who quoted Ibn ‘AdÏ’s rejection of the ^adÏth in al-K¥mil (3:313 §773):
“disclaimed as narrated through this chain” (h¥dh¥ al-^adÏth bi-h¥dh¥ al-isn¥d
munkarun). He did not mean the content of the ^adÏth as its veracity is confirmed by
the next one. The best grading for the chain of Anas’s narration is that of “soft” (layyin)
in al-FattanÏ’s Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰‘¥t (p. 29) and al-‘Ajl‰nÏ’s Kashf al-Khaf¥’ (1:164,
1:286) because of Salama ibn Raw^. See also al-MizzÏ’s TahdhÏb (26:113 §5465), al-
Suy‰~Ï’s al-Durar al-Muntathira (p. 93 §68), al-Sakh¥wÏ’s al-Maq¥|id al-±asana (p. 74),
and al-ZarkashÏ’s al-Tadhkira (p. 170). The ^adÏth is also narrated with a weak chain
from J¥bir as stated by Ibn ‘AdÏ (1:191 §31), Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya (2:934-
935 §1558-1559), and Ibn ±ajar in Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (1:240 §755).

401 Narrated from [1] Ibn Mas‘‰d by A^mad, Ibn ±ibb¥n (2:215-216), al->abar¥nÏ
in al-KabÏr (10:231 §10562), and al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (7:535 §11251); [2] J¥bir by Ab‰
Ya‘l¥ (3:379 §1853), al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ (1:256 §837) and al-ßaghÏr (1:72 §89), and
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“Paradise says: None enters me except the weak and wretched
among the people and their simple-minded [ghirratuhum]”402;

“The believer is guileless and noble [al-mu’minu ghirrun karÏm]
while the wicked man is perfidious and miserly [wal-f¥jiru khibbun
la’ Ïm]”403;

“The believer is easy and lenient [hayyinun layyinun] to the point
you will think him a fool [a^maq] in his leniency.”404

M¥lik ibn Anas

al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (6:272 §8126); [3] Ab‰ Hurayra by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ (6:38
§5725), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (2:356), and al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (6:271 §8124).

402 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim and A^mad.
403 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-TirmidhÏ (gharÏb), Ab‰ D¥w‰d, A^mad, al-

±¥kim (1:43), and ‘Abd al-Razz¥q, a fair narration as indicated by al-DhahabÏ in his
TalkhÏ| and stated by Ibn ±ajar in al-Ajwiba ‘al¥ al-QazwÏnÏ [with al-Q¥rÏ’s Mirq¥t 1994
ed. 1:546-549] and al-Suy‰~Ï as quoted in ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d.

404 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-BayhaqÏ in the Shu‘ab (6:272 §8127) cf. al-
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The ghirr and bulh are those who were ignorant of evil ways in the
world but knowledgeable in their Religion,405 or those whose
hearts were guileless towards people,406 or those who lacked skill
in worldly ways,407 or those like old women, Bedouins, and their
like, who remained staunch in their Religion.408 Ibn al-AthÏr
cites some of these narrations under the entries b-l-h and gh-r-r in
al-Nih¥ya as well as Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr al-R¥zÏ in Mukht¥r
al-Si^¥^.

v From Ibn Wahb: “In the verse }and he shall instruct them in the
Book and in wisdom{ (2:129, 62:2), ‘wisdom’ is the Sunna. In
the verses }And We gave him wisdom when a child} (19:12),
}He said: I have come unto you with wisdom{ (43:63), }And
He will teach him the Scripture and wisdom{ (3:48), }And bear
in mind that which is recited in your houses of the revelations of
All¥h and wisdom{ (33:34), ‘wisdom’ is obedience of All¥h,
observance of Him, superlative understanding in the Religion,
and deeds in conformity with it.”

v Ibn Wahb said: “I also heard M¥lik say: ‘Wisdom and knowledge
are a light by which All¥h guides whomever He pleases; it does not
consist in knowing many things.’”409 Another version states:
“Knowledge does not consist in narrating much. Knowledge is
but a light which All¥h places in the heart.”410 This is similar to the
statements of Ibr¥hÏm al-Khaww¥|: “Knowledge does not consist
in narrating much. Only he is learned who follows up on knowl-

Q¥rÏ, al-Mirq¥t (1994 ed. 8:813). Al-BayhaqÏ said it is mursal |a^Ï^.
405 As explained by Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n al-MaghribÏ and al-Awz¥‘Ï in Kashf al-Khaf¥’ and

Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (1997 ed. 7:92), also al-Mun¥wÏ in Fay\ al-QadÏr (2:79).
406 As stated by Ibn Qutayba in Ta’wÏl Mukhtalif al-±adÏth (1995 ed. p. 270= p. 297).
407 Cf. al-NawawÏ, Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim and al-Suy‰~Ï, al-DÏb¥j (6:191 §2847).
408 As stated by al-Q¥rÏ in al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰‘a (p. 125-127 §53). The “SalafÏ” editor of

the latter, M.L. al- ßabb¥gh, rejected the ^adÏth as munkar and exclaimed: “Isl¥m was
never for one day a Religion that supports naïvety or the simple-minded!” This is refut-
ed by the narrations of Muslim and the Sunan cited above.

409 In al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:174 §1526), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (1985
ed. 6:319), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:83-84), al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb al-
Mad¥rik (2:62), al-Sh¥~ibÏ, al-Muw¥faq¥t (4:97-98), al-Ghazz¥lÏ, I^y¥’ (1:27), and
al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 8:107).

410 Cited by Ibn al-JawzÏ in ßifat al-ßafwa (2:179) and Ibn KathÏr in his TafsÏr
(3:555).
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edge and puts it into practice, obeying the Sunan, even if he knows
little”;411 and ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Utba: “Knowledge does not consist
in narrating much.Knowledge is fear of All¥h [al-khashya].”412

v From Ibn Wahb: “A ruling is one of two kinds [al-^ukmu
^ukm¥n]: a ruling brought by the Book of All¥h and one stipu-
lated by the Sunna.” M¥lik also said: “And the opinion of a
mujtahid for it may be that he shall be granted success.” He also
mentioned the pretender and disparaged him.413

on the precedence of  meanings over wordings

v “It is with meanings that worship has been imposed upon us, not
with wordings” (Bil-ma‘¥nÏ-stu‘bidn¥ l¥ bil-alf¥·).414

on the sunna being the ark of  salvation

v From Ibn Wahb: “The Sunna is the ark of N‰^ e. Whoever
boards it is saved, and whoever remains away from it perishes.”415

on the r®fi™¬  sh¬‘a
v From Ab‰ ‘Urwa al-ZubayrÏ: We were with M¥lik ibn Anas when

they mentioned a man who found fault with the Companions of
the Messenger of All¥h œ. When he heard this, M¥lik recited the
verse}Mu^ammad is the Messenger of All¥h and those with him
are hard against the disbelievers and merciful among themselves.
You (O Mu^ammad) see them bowing and falling prostrate (in
worship), seeking bounty from All¥h and (His) acceptance. The
mark of them is on their foreheads from the traces of prostration.
Such is their likeness in the Torah and their likeness in the Gospel
like as sown corn that sends forth its shoot and strengthens it and
rises firm upon its stalk, delighting the sowers that He may enrage
the disbelievers with (the sight of) them{ (48:29) then M¥lik said

M¥lik ibn Anas

411 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (2:294 §1823).
412 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Zuhd (p. 158), A^mad in al-Wara‘ (p. 80), and

Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 1:131).
413 Narrated from Ibn Wahb by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (4:266).
414 I found no source for this statement penned by Zakariyy¥ the Calligrapher but

retained it in the hope such a source be found.
415 Narrated from Ibn Wahb by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (7:336) and al-Suy‰~Ï in

Mift¥^ al-Janna (p. 162 §391).
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(after the mention of the kuff¥r in the verse): “Whoever among
the people has become one who harbors spite towards any of the
Companions of the Prophet œ, this verse has hit him.”416

to say “ i  do not know” is  part of  knowledge

v From Mu^ammad ibn Maslama al-Makhz‰mÏ: “The shield of the
‘¥lim is: ‘I do not know.’ If he neglects it, he will receive a mortal
blow.”417

v From Kh¥lid ibn Khid¥sh: “I traveled all the way from Iraq to see
M¥lik about forty questions. He did not answer me except on
five. Then he said: ‘Ibn ‘Ijl¥n used to say: “If the ‘¥lim bypasses ‘I
do not know,’ he will receive a mortal blow.” Something similar
is related from Ibn ‘Abb¥s. This is also related from Ibn ‘Umar,
Ibn Mas‘‰d, al-Sha‘bÏ, and al-Q¥sim.418

v From al-Haytham ibn JamÏl: “I saw M¥lik ibn Anas being asked
forty-eight questions, and he replied to thirty-two of them: ‘I do
not know.’”

v From Ibn Wahb: “I heard ‘Abd All¥h ibn YazÏd ibn Hurmuz say:
‘The ‘®lim must instill in those who sit with him the phrase “I do
not know” until it becomes a foundational principle (a|l) before
them and they seek refuge in it from danger.’”

on praiseworthy kal®m

v From Ibn Wahb: “Ibn Hurmuz was proficient in dialectic the-
ology (ba|Ïran bil-kal¥m) and he used to refute the people of vain
disputation (ahl al-ahw¥’). He was one of the most knowledge-
able people in the differences of the scholars in those
disputations.”419 M¥lik spent thirteen to sixteen years at the feet
of Ibn Hurmuz.

belief  increases  and consists  in  speech and deeds

v From Ibn al-Q¥sim: “M¥lik used to say: ‘Belief increases.’ He
would stop short of saying that it decreases.”

416 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (6:327) and al-Khall¥l in al-Sunna (2:478)
cf. ‘Iy¥\ , al-Shif¥ (Fikr ed. 1:54).

417 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 74-75) for this and the next three reports.
418 As related from al-Athram by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:70-71).
419 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir in TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ (al-KawtharÏ ed. p. 352).
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v From Ibn Wahb: “Asked about faith (al-Ïm¥n), M¥lik defined it
as ‘speech and works’ (qawlun wa-‘amal). I asked: Does it
increase and decrease? He replied: ‘All¥h u mentioned in
more than one verse in the Qur’¥n that Ïm¥n increases.’ I asked:
But does it decrease? He said: ‘Leave alone talk about its
decrease once and for all.’ I said: Can we say that some [type of]
Ïm¥n is better than another? He said yes.”420

on t a b a r r u k (seeking blessings through relics)
v From Ibn AbÏ al-Zubayr: “I saw ‘A~¥’ ibn AbÏ Rab¥^ enter the

[Prophet’s] Mosque, then take hold of the pommel of the
Pulpit, after which he faced the Qibla [to pray].”

v When one of the Caliphs manifested his intention to replace the
wooden pulpit of the Prophet œ with a pulpit of silver and jew-
els, M¥lik said: “I do not consider good that people be deprived
of the Prophet’s œ relics.” (L¥ ar¥ an yu^rama al-n¥su ¥th¥ra
ras‰lill¥h!) 

on shaving the moustache being an innovation

v In the Muwa~~a’ : “Shaving the moustache is an innovation.” It is
elsewhere related that M¥lik himself was tall, heavy-set, imposing
of stature, very fair, with white hair and beard but bald, with 
a thick beard and blue eyes; he “detested and condemned” 
shaving of the moustache, disliked inordinate length for the
beard 421 and he always wore beautiful clothes, especially white.
Both clipping (qa||) and removal (i^f¥’) of the moustache are
Sunna according to all – including al->abarÏ – except M¥lik, who 
considered clipping the moustache sunna but removing it a
bid‘a.

M¥lik ibn Anas

420 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 69).
421 Cf. Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï in al-Ghazz¥lÏ’s I^y¥’ (1:143): “I am surprised to see a rea-

sonable man wearing an inordinately long beard instead of trimming it to medium
length… It is said the longer the beard, the less the intelligence.” More importantly, the
Prophet œ forbade the two self-displays (al-shuhratayn): excessive shortness and exces-
sive length in garments. Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra and Zayd ibn Th¥bit by al-BayhaqÏ
in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (5:169 §6231) and al-Suy‰~Ï, al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr (§9403).
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0n the necessity of  the turban for learned 
muslims

v From ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-UwaysÏ al-MadanÏ: “The turbans should
not be neglected. I wore the turban before I had a hair on my
face. I saw over thirty men wearing the turban in RabÏ‘a’s circle.
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn al-Mu~~alib told me: ‘One day I entered this
mosque without a turban and my father condemned me in a 
manner I hate to remember, saying: ‘You dare enter the mosque
bare-headed?!’422 Turbans and sandals are the practice of the
ancient Arabs, hardly ever seen among non-Arabs.”423

v From Ibn AbÏ Zayd: “The turban was worn from the beginning of
Isl¥m and it did not cease to be worn until our time. I did not see
any among the People of Excellence who did not wear the tur-
ban, such as Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd, RabÏ‘a, and Ibn Hurmuz. I would
see in RabÏ‘a’s circle more than thirty men wearing turbans and I
was one of them; RabÏ‘a did not put it down until the Pleiades
rose and he used to say: ‘I swear that I find it increases intelli-
gence.’ GibrÏl e was seen in the image of [the Companion]
Di^ya [ibn Khalifa] al-KalbÏ wearing a turban with its extremity
hanging between his shoulder-blades.”424 Ashhab said: “When
M¥lik wore the turban he passed it under his chin (ta^annak)
and let its extremity (‘adhaba) hang behind his back, and he
wore musk and other scents.”425

422 Baring the head in Isl¥m is the sign of a man of low condition unless it is done
out of humility. “He was asked about people that gather in a mosque, making dhikr and
reading Qur’¥n, praying to All¥h and taking their turbans off their heads and crying,
while their intention is not pride nor self-display but seeking to draw closer to
All¥h[…]” Ibn Taymiyya, Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (22:523). Ibn al-SubkÏ mentions “Shaykh
‘AlÏ al-±ajj¥r, the Bare-Headed, the saintly man[…]” and quotes Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d as say-
ing: “What is carried on top of the head should not be put down” in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya
al-Kubr¥ (9:213, 9:231). “According to the ±anafÏ school [among] the disliked acts (al-
makr‰h¥t) in prayer are:[…] I‘tij¥r, which is to tie a scarf around the head and leave the
center bare[…] [or] praying bareheaded out of laziness. As for praying bareheaded
out of humbleness and submission, it is permitted (j¥’iz) and not disliked.” Al-JazÏrÏ, al-
Fiqh ‘al¥ al-Madh¥hib al-Arba‘a, Kit¥b al-ßal¥t (p. 280-281). Note that the 
ruling merely said “permitted,” not “desirable” as misreported in Fiqh al-Sunna!

423 Al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (1:605-606 §900).
424 Ibn AbÏ Zayd, al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan (1982 ed. p. 228-229).
425 On the ta^annuk Sunna of wearing the turban see p. 392. For documentation on

the wearing of the turban by the Companions and Successors see the chapters thus
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v From Mu~arrif: “I asked permission from my mother to go and
write [= pursue the scholarly life] and she said: ‘First, wear the
garb of Scholars then you can go and write.’ She then took me
and dressed me in short-hemmed (mushammara) garments,
placed a tall headcover (al-~awÏla) on my head and tied a turban
around it then said: ‘Now go and write.’”426

the inappropriateness  of  asking one’s  age

v ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-UwaysÏ al-MadanÏ also reported from M¥lik that
he detested that a man be asked his age for the questioner might
often underestimate him as being too young or too old accord-
ing to his whim. To the question: “What is your age?” M¥lik
replied: “Get to the point.” Similarly, al-Buway~Ï reported that al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “It is not chivalrous (mur‰’a) for a man to reveal his
age.”427

on the priority of f i q h over t a ß a w w u f

v A man asked M¥lik about something in the inward science (‘ilm
al-b¥~in) whereupon the latter became angry and said: “Truly
none knows the inward science except those who know the out-
ward science! When he knows the outward science and puts it
into practice, All¥h shall open for him the inward science – and
that will not take place except by the opening of his heart and its
enlightenment.”428

on the necessity of combining fiq h with taßawwuf

v Reported from M¥lik without a chain: “He who practices ta|awwuf
without learning Sacred Law corrupts his faith (tazandaqa), while he

M¥lik ibn Anas

entitled in Ibn AbÏ Shayba’s Mu|annaf and al-BayhaqÏ’s Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n as well as our
bilingual monograph titled The Turban in Isl¥m.

426 Al-Kha~Ïb, J¥mi‘ (1:605 §899); al-R¥mahurmuzÏ, al-Mu^addith al-F¥|il (p. 80).
The ~awÏla (“tall”) is a conic headcover that was also worn by Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa as nar-
rated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 326) and described there by Shaykh ‘Abd
al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda after ±usayn al-‘UbaydÏ’s al-Mal¥bis al-‘Arabiyya al-Isl¥miyya fÏl-
‘A|r al-‘Abb¥sÏ (p. 589).

427 Both reports in al-Sakh¥wÏ’s I‘l¥n (p. 11-12). See also Ibn AbÏ Zayd’s J¥mi‘ for the
report on M¥lik.

428 Cited without chain by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (2:41).
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who learns Sacred Law without practicing Ta|awwuf corrupts himself
(tafassaqa). Only he who combines the two proves true
(ta^aqqaqa).”429 Shaykh A^mad Zarr‰q said: “Isl¥m necessitates
deeds, and there is no self-purification (ta|awwuf) without knowledge
of the Law (fiqh), as the external Divine rulings are not known except
by knowledge of the Law; and there is no knowledge of the Law with-
out self-purification, as there is no deed without sincerity in
self-application, and there is neither without belief. Hence, the Law
requires all of them by definition, just as the body and the soul neces-
sitate each other, as one cannot exist or be complete in the world
except in conjunction with the other. That is the meaning of Im¥m
M¥lik’s saying: “He who enters ta|awwuf without learning[…]”430

Certain opponents of ta|awwuf adduce two weak-chained reports –
originating in a man from the city of Na|ÏbÏn who has been graded
munkar al-^adÏth – to claim that Im¥m M¥lik derided group dhikr:

i) Al-TinnÏsÏ said: We were sitting with M¥lik with his compan-
ions around him. A man from the people of Na|ÏbÏn said, “We
have some people who go by the name of ß‰fÏs. They eat a lot
then they start [chanting] poems (qa|¥’id), after which they
stand up and start dancing.” M¥lik asked, “Are they boys
(|iby¥n)?” He said no. M¥lik asked, “Are they insane?” He said,
“No, they are old men (mash¥yikh) and other than that, and they
are mature and sane (‘uqal¥’).” M¥lik said, “I never heard that
any of the people of Isl¥m do this.” The man said to him,
“Indeed, they do! They eat, then they stand up and start dancing
intensively (daw¥’ib), and some of them slap their heads, and
some their faces.” M¥lik started laughing then went into his
house. His companions said to the man, “You were, O man, ill
luck (mash’‰m) for our friend [M¥lik]. We have been sitting with
him thirty-odd years and never saw him laugh except today.”431

429 Cited without chain of transmission by al-Q¥rÏ (d. 1014) in Shar^ ‘Ayn al-‘Ilm
(1989 ed. 1:33) and Mirq¥t al-Maf¥tÏ^ (1892 ed. 1:256), A^mad Zarr‰q (d. 899) in the
Fourth of his Qaw¥‘id al-Ta|awwuf (Cairo, 1310), ‘AlÏ al-‘AdawÏ (d. 1190) in his com-
mentary on Ibn AbÏ Zayd’s Ris¥la (Beirut?: D¥r I^y¥’ al-Kutub al-‘Arabiyya, n.d. 2:195),
Ibn ‘AjÏba (d. 1224) in ¬q¥· al-Himam fÏ Shar^ al-±ikam (Cairo: ±alabÏ, 1392/1972 p. 5-
6) and al-Tat¥’Ï in his commentary on Ibn Rushd’s Muqaddima.

430 A^mad Zarr‰q, op. cit.
431 Narrated without chain by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (2:53-54).
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ii) ‘Abd al-M¥lik ibn Ziy¥d al-Na|ÏbÏ said: “We were with M¥lik
when I mentioned to him ß‰fÏs in our city. I said to him that they
wear fancy Yemenite clothes, and do such and such. He replied,
‘Woe to you! Are they Muslims?’ He then laughed until he lay on
his back. Some of his companions said to me, ‘What is this? We
have not seen more trouble (fitna) caused to the Shaykh than
you, for we never saw him laugh!’”432

Neither of the above reports shows disapproval of group dhikr but
only that some people who passed for ß‰fÏs in his time apparently
committed certain excesses or breaches of the SharÏ‘a. Nor is it clear
from the reports that Im¥m M¥lik did other than tolerate them, and
All¥h knows best.

on the vision of  all ®h u in  the hereafter
v Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ and others relate that M¥lik and al-

Sh¥fi‘Ï adduced as proof of the believers’ vision of All¥h u in
the hereafter the verses }That day will faces be resplendent,
looking toward their Lord{ (75:22-23) and }Nay! Verily, from
their Lord, that day, shall they [the transgressors] be veiled{
(83:15).433

on t aw a s s ul (using an intermediary)

v Al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ narrates in al-Shif¥ and TartÏb al-Mad¥rik from Ibn
±umayd that the Caliph Ab‰ Ja‘far al-Man|‰r asked M¥lik
whether it is preferable to face the Prophet œ or the Qibla when
supplicating. M¥lik answered: “Why should you not face him
when he is your means (wasÏla) to All¥h and that of your father
®dam on the Day of Resurrection?”434This report is also narrated

M¥lik ibn Anas

432 Narrated by al-Khall¥l in al-±athth ‘al¥ al-Tij¥ra wal-ßin¥‘a wal-‘Amal (ed. Ab‰
Ghudda, §97) with a weak chain because of ‘Abd al-M¥lik ibn Ziy¥d al-N¥|ibÏ who is “dis-
claimed in his narrations and untrustworthy” (munkar al-^adÏth, ghayr thiqa) according
to al-AzdÏ as per Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-™u‘af¥’ wal-Matr‰kÏn (1:149) while Ibn ±ibb¥n in his
Thiq¥t (8:390) said he reports oddities from M¥lik.

433 Cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 73, 145-136). Both Pickthall’s and Y‰suf ‘AlÏ’s
translations parenthetically annul the meaning of the vision of All¥h, respectively: ‘Nay,
but surely on that day they will be covered from (the mercy of) their Lord)’ and ‘Verily,
from (the Light of) their Lord, that Day, will they be veiled’. But Palmer has: ‘Nay, veri-
ly, from their Lord on that day are they veiled’.

434 ‘Iy¥\, al-Shif¥ (p. 520-521) and TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (2:101).
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by Ab‰ al-±asan [‘AlÏ ibn al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-‘Abb¥s]
Ibn Fihr al-M¥likÏ al-Mi|rÏ (fl. 440) in his Fa\¥’il M¥lik while al-
Zarq¥nÏ in his commentary on al-Maw¥hib al-L¥duniyya said
al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ narrated it in al-Shif¥ from M¥lik “with a good, or
rather sound chain” as did al-Khaf¥jÏ in his commentary on the
Shif¥’.435 Ibn Qunfudh positively attributes it to M¥lik436 while
the ^adÏth Master Ibn Jam¥‘a said: “The report is related by the
two ^adÏth Masters Ibn Bashkuw¥l and al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in al-Shif¥,
and no attention is paid to the words of those who claim that it is
forged purely on the basis of their idle desires.”437

M¥likÏ Fatw¥ Textbooks and Terminology 438

The principal eighteen sources of fatw¥ in the M¥likÏ School are
M¥lik’s Muwa~~a’; Ibn al-Q¥sim’s Mudawwana; al-‘UtbÏ’s ‘ Utbiyya, also
known as the Mustakhraja; U|‰l al-Futy¥ f Ïl-Fiqh by Mu^ammad ibn al-
±¥rith al-KhushanÏ (d. 361); al-TafrÏ‘ by ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn al-±usayn,
known as Ibn al-Jall¥b al-Ba|rÏ (d. 378); al-Naw¥dir wal-Ziy¥d¥t and al-
Ris¥la al-Fiqhiyya by Ibn AbÏ Zayd (d. 386); al-K¥fÏ fÏ Fiqh Ahl al-MadÏna
by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr (d. 463); al-Muqaddim¥t al-Mumahhid¥t and al-
Bay¥n wal-Ta^|Ïl lim¥ fÏl-Mustakhraja min al-TawjÏh wal-Ta‘lÏl by Ibn
Rushd (d. 520); al-Qaw¥nÏn al-Fiqhiyya by Ibn Juzayy (d. 771); ™iy¥’ al-
DÏn al-JanadÏ’s (d. 776) Mukhta|ar al-Shaykh KhalÏl ibn Is^¥q (an
abridgment of KhalÏl’s abridgment of Ab‰ ‘Umar ibn al-±¥jib’s abridg-
ment of al-Bardha‘Ï’s abridgment of Ibn AbÏ Zayd’s abridgment of the

435 Al-Nabh¥nÏ, Shaw¥hid al-±aqq (p. 186-188); al-Khaf¥jÏ, NasÏm al-Riy¥\ (3:398).
436 In WasÏlat al-Isl¥m (p. 145-146).
437 In Hid¥yat al-S¥lik (3:1381), in reference to Ibn Taymiyya’s claims in his Fat¥w¥

(27:166, 28:26). The report is also stated without attribution to M¥lik by al-Buh‰tÏ,
Kashsh¥f al-Qin¥‘ (2:516-517) and al-Shirw¥nÏ, ±aw¥shÏ Tu^fat al-Mu^t¥j (2:164) while
‘Iy¥\’s chain was graded “weak or forged”  by Sulaym¥n ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad
ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b in his book TaysÏr al-‘AzÏz al-±amÏd fÏ Shar^ Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd (p. 312);
cf. al-Shawk¥nÏ in Nayl al-Aw~¥r, following in this Ibn Taymiyya and his student Ibn ‘Abd
al-H¥dÏ in al-ß¥rim al-MunkÏ (p. 244), although al-Zarq¥nÏ in Shar^ al-Maw¥hib rejects
this claim as “stemming either from ignorance or arrogance” and states that the books
of the M¥likÏs are replete with the stipulation that du‘¥’ be made while facing the grave;
cf. al-Q¥bisÏ, Ab‰ Bakr ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, KhalÏl’s Mansak, al-‘AbdarÏ, al-T¥j wal-IklÏl
(3:400), al-±a~~¥b, Maw¥hib al-JalÏl (3:400), and others. 

438 Cf. Mu^ammad Riy¥\, U|‰l al-Fatw¥ wal-Qa\¥’ fÏl-Madhhab al-M¥likÏ (p. 272-
274, 470-471, 583-587).
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Mudawwana!); al-DhakhÏra by al-Qar¥fÏ (d. 684); Tab|irat al-±ukk¥m fÏ
U|‰l al-Aq\iya wa-Man¥hij al-±ukk¥m by Burh¥n al-DÏn Ibr¥hÏm ibn ‘AlÏ
ibn Far^‰n (d. 799); Tu^fat al-±ukk¥m fÏ Nukat al-‘Uq‰d wal-A^k¥m by
Ab‰ Bakr ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘®|im al-AndalusÏ (d. 829); L¥miyyat al-
Zaqq¥q by ‘AlÏ ibn al-Q¥sim al-TujÏbÏ (d. 912); al-Murshid al-Mu‘Ïn ‘al¥
al-™ar‰rÏ min ‘Ul‰m al-DÏn by ‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn ‘®shir al-An|¥rÏ al-F¥sÏ
(d. 1040); and al-Majm‰‘ and its commentary by Mu^ammad ibn
Mu^ammad al-AmÏr al-KabÏr (d. 1232). The terminology used to indi-
cate the reliability of the fatw¥ in descending order of strength is as
follows:

“Agreed upon” (muttafaqun ‘alayh);
“Predominant” (r¥ji^) as opposed to “weak” (al-qawl al-\a‘Ïf );
“Current” (mashh‰r) as opposed to “odd” (sh¥dhdh);
“On a par with its opposite” (mus¥wÏ li-muq¥bilih);
“In conformity with practice” (m¥ jar¥ bihil-‘amal).

M¥likÏ terminology also includes “definite position of M¥lik” (al-
madhhab); “variant sayings of M¥lik” (al-riw¥y¥t); “variances among
the Masters” (al-~uruq, al-aqw¥l); “rulings by subsequent M¥likÏ
Mujtahids” (al-awjuh); of final, required applicability (w¥jib al-ta~bÏq)
among the predominant or current or practiced positions (al-qawl al-
mu‘tamad); “restricted concurrence” among the M¥likÏs (ittif¥q) as
opposed to “general concurrence” of the Umma (ijm¥‘); “position of
the vast majority” (laf· al-jumh‰r), whether among the M¥likÏs (in
which case the jumh‰r is also the mashh‰r but not vice-versa) or among
the Schools as a whole; “imitation” without citing proof nor method
(taqlÏd = ittib¥‘= iqtid¥’); “conclusive endeavor” from the Jurisprudent
to extract a presumptive ruling to which he feels nothing more can be
added (ijtih¥d).

M¥lik’s Biographers

Al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ numbered those who wrote a biography of M¥lik as 
thirty-three and listed their names. These are also found in al-
DhahabÏ’s Siyar. The latter added: “Ab‰ Nu‘aym also wrote a long
chapter on M¥lik in his ±ilya.” Al-Suy‰~Ï also wrote a monograph on
M¥lik’s Man¥qib.

M¥lik ibn Anas
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AL-SHAFI‘¬439g
All¥h Be Well-Pleased with Him

Mu±ammad ibn idr¬s ibn al-‘Abb¥s ibn ‘Uthm¥n ibn
Sh¥fi‘ ibn al-S¥’ib ibn ‘Ubayd ibn ‘Abd YazÏd ibn H¥shim ibn
al-Mu~~alib ibn ‘Abd Man¥f ibn Qu|ay, al-Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-±ij¥zÏ al-MakkÏ al-AzdÏ al-QurashÏ al-
H¥shimÏ al-Mu~~alibÏ l (150-204) the offspring of the House of the
Prophet œ, was the peerless one of the great mujtahid Im¥ms and
Jurisprudent par excellence, the scrupulously pious ascetic and Friend
of All¥h, praised by A^mad ibn ±anbal as “like the sun over the world
and good health for people – do these two have replacements or suc-
cessors?”440 He laid down the foundations of fiqh in his Ris¥la, which
he said he revised and re-read eighty times, then said: “Only the Book
of All¥h u is perfect and free from error.”

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is from the House of the Prophet œ

He is the cousin of the Prophet œ descending from al-Mu~~alib who is
the brother of H¥shim, ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib’s father. Both his great-great-
grandfather, Sh¥fi‘, and the latter’s father, al-ß¥’ib, were Companions
of the Prophet œ, as were al-ß¥’ib ibn ‘Ubayd’s uncles – ‘Ubayd ibn
‘Abd YazÏd’s brothers – ‘Ujayr and Ruk¥na, the man who wrestled with
the Prophet œ.441 Al-ß¥’ib’s mother, al-Shif¥’ bint al-Arqam ibn
H¥shim ibn ‘Abd Man¥f, is the daughter of Kh¥lida bint Asad ibn
H¥shim, sister of F¥~ima bint Asad, the mother of ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib k,
whom the Prophet œ called his second mother.442

Someone praised the Ban‰ H¥shim in front of the Prophet œ,
whereupon the latter interlaced the fingers of his two hands and said:

439 Main sources: al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, DÏw¥n; Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (9:71-172 §442); al-NawawÏ,
TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t (1:44-67 §2); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (8:377-423 §1539, 10:79,
10:649); Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:133-134, 3:299-301); Ibn ±ajar,
Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 3-157); Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 115-182).

440 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 125).
441 Narrated by Ab‰ D¥w‰d and al-TirmidhÏ with a very weak chain.
442 Cf. Ibn ±ajar, Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 34-39), al-I|¥ba (3:23, 3:310, 4:104; on
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“We and they are but one and the same” and “The Ban‰ H¥shim and
the Ban‰ ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib are but one and the same.”443

Al-NawawÏ listed three peculiar merits of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï: his sharing the
Prophet’s œ lineage at the level of their common ancestor ‘Abd
Man¥f; his birth in the Holy Land of Palestine and upbringing in
Makka; and his education at the hands of superlative scholars togeth-
er with his own superlative intelligence and knowledge of the Arabic
language.

Prophetic ±adÏths Predicting al-Sh¥fi‘Ï

Ibn ±ajar added two more merits to al-NawawÏ’s list: the ̂ adÏth of the
Prophet œ, “O All¥h! Guide Quraysh, for the science of the Scholar
that comes from them will encompass the earth. O All¥h! You have let
the first of them taste bitterness, so let the latter of them taste
reward.”444

A^mad also narrates with two chains the prohibition of cursing the
Quraysh and the Prophet’s œ statement to Qat¥da ibn al-Nu‘m¥n al-
<afarÏ: “You might see among them men with deeds next to which you

AL-SHĀFI‘Ī2

)#

الْعَالِمِ اهْدِ قُرَيْشاً فَإِنَّ عِلْمَ اللَّهُمَّ sِاللَّه قَالَ قَالَ رَسُولُ #* ابْنِ عَبَّاسٍ عَنِ

حل  نَوَالاً آخِرَهَا  فَأَذِقْ نَكَالاً  لَهَا  أَوَّ أَذَقْتَ  اللَّهُمَّ  الأَرْضِ طِبَاقَ يَسَعُ  مِنْهُمْ 

قُرَيْشاً وا  تَؤُمُّ لا  مَرْفُوعاً  g عَلِيٍّ وَعَنْ  السنن والآثار  الشافعي ومعرفة  هق في مناقب 

مُوهَا وَلا تُعَلِّمُوا قُرَيْشاً وَتَعَلَّمُوا مِنْهَا  عَلَى قُرَيْشٍ وَقَدِّ مُوا وَلا تَقَدَّ وَأْتمَُّوا بِهَا

اثْنَينِ مِنْ غَيْرِهِمْ وَإِنَّ عِلْمَ عَالِمِ قُرَيْشٍ الأَمِينِ مِنْ قُرَيْشٍ تَعْدِلُ أَمَانَةَ فَإِنَّ أَمَانَةَ

الله بْنِ مَسْعُودtٍ قَالَ قَالَ رَسُولُ وَعَنْ عَبْدِ هق في المناقب  الأَرْضِ يَسَعُ طِبَاقَ

أَذَقْتَ إِنَّكَ  اللَّهُمَّ  عِلْماً الأَرْضَ  يمَْلأُ عَالمَِهَا  فَإِنَّ  قُرَيْشاً  تَسُبُّوا  s لا  اللَّهِ 

ابن أبي عاصم في السنة مسند الشاشي حل هق في  ط آخِرَهَا نَوَالاً لَهَاعَذَاباً وَوَبَالاً فَأَذِقْ أَوَّ

اللَّهِ s أَنَّهُ وَعَنْ أَبي هُرَيْرَةgَ عَنْ رَسُولِ المناقب ومعرفة السنن إسناده ضعيف جدا

اللَّهُمَّ كَمَا أَذَقْتَهُمْ الأَرْضِ عِلْماً اهْدِ قُرَيْشاً فَإِنَّ عَالمَِهَا يمَْلأُ طِبَاقَ اللَّهُمَّ قَالَ

ابن أبي عاصم في السنة خط هق في المناقب  اتٍ عَذَاباً فَأَذِقْهُمْ نَوَالاً دَعَا بِهَا ثَلاثَ مَرَّ

بْنِ دِ  وعَنْ مُحَمَّ ومعرفة السنن قال الحافظ في توالي التأنيس أسانيدها ضعيفة وبمجموعها يقوى 

فَرِيَّ وَقَعَ بِقُرَيْشٍ فَكَأَنَّهُ نَالَ مِنْهُمْ فَقَالَ الظَّ عْمَانِ النُّ أَنَّ قَتَادَةَ بْنَ مرسلاً إِبْرَاهِيمَ

َّ قُرَيْشًا فَلَعَلَّكَ أَنْ تَرَى مِنْهُمْ رِجَالاً تَزْدَرِي  رَسُولُ اللَّهِ s يَا قَتَادَةُ لاَ تَسُبنَّ

تَطْغَى  أَنْ  لَوْلاَ  رَأَيتَْهُمْ  إِذَا  وَتَغْبِطُهُمْ  أَفْعَالهِِمْ  مَعَ  وَفِعْلَكَ  أَعْمَالهِِمْ  مَعَ  عَمَلَكَ 

حم ورواه مسنداً َخْبَرْتُهُمْ بِالَّذِي لَهُمْ عِنْدَ اللَّهِ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ قُرَيْشٌ لأَ

اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ اللهُ عَنْهُ فِيمَا أَعْلَمُ عَنْ رَسُولِ عَنْ أَبِي هُرَيْرَةَ رَضِيَ

دُ لَهَا  مَّةِ عَلَى رَأْسِ كُلِّ مِائَةِ سَنَةٍ مَنْ يُجَدِّ الأُْ اللَّهَ يَبْعَثُ لهَِذِهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ إِنَّ

مَنْ بلفظ د ابن عبد البر في الإنتقاء ك هق في معرفة السنن وصححه الحفاظ ويروى أيضاً دِينَهَا 

دُ لَهَا أَمْرَ دِينِهَا  هق في المناقب ترتيب المدارك الانتقاء لابن عبد البر البداية طبقات الشافعية  يُجَدِّ

الكبرى وغيرها من المراجع المعتبرة انظر بحث الشيخ عبد الفتاح في تتمة تحقيق الانتقاء  

Ruk¥na: 2:497, 2:542, 6:336, 6:655, 7:718);  For the ̂ adÏth on F¥~ima bint Asad see our
biography of Sayyidin¥ ‘AlÏ g, forthcoming in sh¥ All¥h.,

443 Both narrated from ‘Uthm¥n by al-Bukh¥rÏ in his ßa^Ï^.
444 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna (2:637-638), al-Kha~Ïb

in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (2:60-61), and al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:27) and Ma‘rifat al-
Sunan (1:207 §417); from Ibn Mas‘‰d by al->ay¥lisÏ (p. 39), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna
(2:637-638, 641), al-Sh¥shÏ in his Musnad (2:169), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed.
6:285, 9:65), and al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:26) and Ma‘rifat al-Sunan (1:206
§413-414) through al-Na\r ibn ±umayd al-AsadÏ al-KindÏ who al-Bukh¥rÏ and Ab‰
±¥tim said is discarded; cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 10:82) and MÏz¥n; from Ibn
‘Abb¥s by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 9:65), al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
(1:24-25), and al-Qu\¥‘Ï; from ‘AlÏ by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:24) and
Ma‘rifat al-Sunan (1:207 §415); and from all four Companions by Ibn ±ajar in Taw¥lÏ al-
Ta’nÏs (p. 42-44) all with weak chains which, al-BayhaqÏ and Ibn ±ajar said, if collated,
make the ^adÏth strong. Ibn ±azm declared it |a^Ï^ in al-I^k¥m (6:286) but his evident
intention was to detract from the M¥likÏ School. Both Ibn ±azm and Ibn ±ajar took al-
Na\r to be Ab‰ Qa^dham ibn Ma‘bad al-Ba|rÏ who is of stronger status than Ibn
±umayd; al-BayhaqÏ names both in his chain to Ibn Mas‘‰d in the Ma‘rifa without
deciding which is the correct link. The second sentence is narrated alone from Ibn
‘Abb¥s by al-TirmidhÏ who said it is ̂ asan |a^Ï^ gharÏb, and by A^mad with a good chain
according to Ibn ±ajar in Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 44), sound according to  Sh¥kir in his 
edition of the Musnad (2:553 §2170), and fair per al-A^dab in Zaw¥’id T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d
(1:490).
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will despise your own deeds and envy them whenever you see them. If
I did not fear Quraysh’s tyranny I would disclose to them all the good
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All¥h has in store for them.”
Another ^adÏth of the Prophet œ says: “Truly All¥h u shall send

forth for this Community, at the onset of every hundred years, some-

one/those who will renew for it <the status of >its Religion.”445 

The scholars agreed, among them Ab‰ Qil¥ba (d. 276) and Im¥m
A^mad, that the “Quraysh” narration signified al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,446 and the
“Renewer” narration signified ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz and then al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï.447

Al-BayhaqÏ also mentioned another great merit, the superlative
praise of Yemen and Yemenis by the Prophet œ in numerous 
sayings of his, as al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is from Yemen on his mother’s side.

445 A sound ^adÏth by agreement of the ^adÏth Masters cf. al-Suy‰~Ï in Mirq¥t al-
Su‘‰d il¥ Sunan AbÏ D¥w‰d as cited by al-‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ in ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d (4:182) who also
cited the authentication of al-Zayn al-‘Ir¥qÏ as |a^Ï^, narrated “with a strong chain” as
stated by Ibn ±ajar in Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 49) from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ab‰ D¥w‰d in his
Sunan, al-±¥kim (4:522), Ibn ‘AdÏ in the introduction to al-K¥mil (1:152), al-Kha~Ïb in
T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (2:61), al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-Maq¥|id al-±asana (p. 121-122), al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in
Kashf al-Khaf¥’ (1:243) – both declaring its chain sound and its narrators trustworthy –,
al-Mun¥wÏ in Fay\ al-QadÏr (2:281), al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:53) and Ma‘rifat
al-Sunan, and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 126). Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda
documented it at length at the conclusion of his edition of the latter (p. 341-350) to
show that some versions add the word “status” (amr).

446 As narrated by al-R¥zÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (p. 126), al-BayhaqÏ in Ma‘rifat al-
Sunan (1:207 §417) and Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:54), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (9:65),
al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (2:60-61), al-MizzÏ in TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l (3:22 §1162) and
Ibn ±ajar’s Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 45).

447 As narrated in al-BayhaqÏ’s Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:54), Ibn ±ajar’s Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs
(p. 47-49), al-‘Ajl‰nÏ’s Kashf al-Khaf¥’, and elsewhere.
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Moreoever, al-BayhaqÏ said, most of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s knowledge is taken
from the people of Makka and MadÏna – and Makka and MadÏna are
Yemeni.

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Early Years

He was born in the village of Ghazza by the town of ‘Asqal¥n in 150 –
the year of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s death – shortly after his father’s death
in Sh¥m. His mother took him at the age of two to the ±ij¥z, where he
grew up among her AzdÏ Yemeni relatives. Later, fearing the waste of
his sharÏf lineage, she moved him to Makka. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was early a skill-
ful archer, then he took to learning language and poetry until he
devoted himself to fiqh, beginning with ^adÏth. His mother could not
afford to buy him paper and he would write his lessons on bones, par-
ticularly shoulder-bones. He memorised the Qur’¥n at age seven,
then M¥lik’s Muwa~~a’ at age ten, at which time his teacher would
deputise him to teach in his absence. He received permission to give
fatwa at age fifteen.448

His Early Prowess

Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Naqd AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h
al-Jurj¥nÏ fÏ TarjÏ^ Madhhab AbÏ ±anÏfa relates the following example of
the Im¥m’s perspicuity at an early age:

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was sitting at M¥lik’s feet one day when a man came in
and said: “I sell turtle-doves, and one of my customers returned
one of them to me today, saying that it does not coo, so I swore to
him on pain of divorce that my turtle-dove coos all the time!”
M¥lik said: “You have divorced your wife and are not to
approach her.” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was fourteen at the time. He said to the
man: “Which happens more, your turtle-dove’s cooing or its
silence?” The man said: “Its cooing.” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “Your mar-
riage is valid and there is no penalty for you.” Whereupon M¥lik
frowned at him saying: “Boy, how do you know this?” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
replied: “Because you narrated to me from al-ZuhrÏ, from Ab‰
Salama ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, from Umm Salama, that F¥~ima
bint Qays said: ‘Messenger of All¥h! Ab‰ Jahm and Mu‘¥wiya

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

448 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï wa-®d¥buh (p. 39).
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have both proposed to me.’ The Prophet œ replied: ‘Mu‘¥wiya is
penniless and as for Ab‰ Jahm he does not put down his staff
from his shoulder.’449 That is, most of the time – Arabs assert the
more frequent of two actions [exclusively of the other] because
of its constancy. Since this man’s turtledove coos more than it is
silent, I can declare it constant in its cooing.” M¥lik was pleased
at his reasoning.450

The scholars said that All¥h u accelerated the intelligence of al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï and al-NawawÏ because he gave them a short lifespan.
Al-±umaydÏ narrated that the FaqÏh of Makka, Im¥m Muslim ibn
Kh¥lid al-ZanjÏ (100-180), said to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï: “Give fatw¥, Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h! It is time you gave fatw¥,” at which time al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was fifteen
years old. Ab‰ ‘Ubayd al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m said: “If the intelligence of
an entire nation was brought together he would have encompassed it.”

Studies with M¥lik and Mu^ammad al-Shayb¥nÏ

In 163, at age thirteen, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï went to see M¥lik in MadÏna, who was
impressed by his memory and intelligence. Among his most promi-
nent teachers were M¥lik and Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ
although he later took position against both of them in fiqh. He said,
“M¥lik is my teacher,” and “I always held Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan in
the highest esteem and spent sixty dinars buying all his books.”

The Yemeni Fitna and H¥r‰n al-RashÏd

Some of the QurashÏs recommended al-Sh¥fi‘Ï to the new governor of
Yemen, a Mu~~alibÏ, and he went back to Yemen as his aide. He held a
judgeship in Najr¥n during which his fame reached the stars for his
sense of fairness and his acceptance on the part of the people. This
did not last. The governor, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and a number of ‘AlawÏs were

449 Narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. I.e. he is a wife-batterer or he travels much.
Al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyyÏn (published as >abaq¥t al-Fuqah¥’, Baghdad: al-
Maktabat al-‘Arabiyya, 1356/1937-8) cites al->abarÏ’s (whom he considers Sh¥fi‘Ï)
citation of al-Shafi‘Ï explanation as kathÏr al-safar (“constantly traveling”) but Muslim’s
variant narration and A^mad’s state verbatim that the Prophet œ said: “As for Ab‰
Jahm, the man beats women” (\arr¥bun lil-nis¥’). Al-TirmidhÏ has something 
similar.

450 In Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (5:147-148).
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summoned to Baghd¥d in chains, all of them accused of being ‘AlawÏ
agitators by the agent of the Caliph H¥r‰n al-RashÏd in Yemen. They
were executed one after another. When al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was introduced
before the Caliph, he said:

Commander of the Believers! What do you say about a man [i.e. a
‘Abb¥sÏ] who has two paternal cousins [i.e. a Mu~~alibÏ and a
‘AlawÏ], one of whom [the Mu~~alibÏ] deems him his intimate
family, places him in his own lineage, affirms that his property is
taboo to him except by his permission, that his daughter is unmar-
riageable to him except by his betrothal, and that he considers
him to own the same rights over him as he would over himself.
The other [the ‘AlawÏ], however, claims that the man is beneath
him, that he is higher than him in lineage, that he is his slave, his
daughter his bondswoman, that she belongs to him without his
permission, and that his property is his booty. Which of them
should you rightly patronise, Commander of the Believers? You
are that man and here are your two paternal cousins!

H¥r‰n asked al-Sh¥fi‘Ï to repeat to him his parable three times
until he understood what he meant. Then he spared his life but
ordered him detained.

Certain chroniclers mention a report that begins with the words of
the Caliph al-Ma’m‰n, “I tested al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in everything, and I found
him accomplished in all of it […]” but al-Sakh¥wÏ showed that the two
never met.451

His Defense of M¥lik

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï formed the project of asking Im¥m Mu^ammad al-Shayb¥nÏ
to intercede for him at the time he was being detained in Baghd¥d.
However, when he witnessed him disparaging al-MadÏna and its schol-
ars one day, he rose and said, “M¥dÏna is the sacred precinct of the
Prophet œ, its people his Companions and relatives-in-law, those that
came after them the Successors and elite of this Umma. And if, by ‘the
people of MadÏna,’ you meant one man, M¥lik ibn Anas, then say his
name and leave the rest alone!” Al-Shayb¥nÏ replied, “I meant M¥lik

451 Cf. al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-I‘l¥n wal-TawbÏkh (p. 11).
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ibn Anas.” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said, “M¥lik is one man, and there were in MadÏna
jurists other than him,” then he proceeded to refute al-Shayb¥nÏ’s pub-
lished critique of the MadÏnans point by point. When the caliph heard
of the incident, he said, “And why should Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan be
irked that a man from Ban‰ ‘Abd Man¥f silence him?” Then he had five
thousand dinars dispatched to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and released him. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
used a full fifty dinars to pay the barber for a cupping and he gave the
rest to those Meccans and QurashÏs that were present, retaining only
one hundred dinars for himself.452

His Study of the ±anafÏ Madhhab
Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï took the opportunity of being in Baghd¥d to study under
Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan until he “became thoroughly familiar with
their positions,” meaning the disciples of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa. The
story of persuading Im¥m Mu^ammad to change his position to his
over an issue in robbery (gha|b) is told by the Sh¥fi‘Ï chroniclers while
the ±anafÏs favour the story of al-MuzanÏ’s frequent perusal of ±anafÏ
books being the cause of al->a^awÏ’s switch to their School.453

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “From Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan I wrote one [a vari-
ant states “two”] camel-load[s]” and “I never saw anyone whose face
did not show distaste when asked a difficult question except
Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan.”454 He never met Ab‰ Y‰suf but narrates
from him through Mu^ammad in al-Umm and the Musnad.455

It is related that Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï prayed one time after shaving with
hair all over his clothes, at a time when he considered hair impure.
Asked about it he replied: “When we cannot avoid something (^aythu
ubtulÏn¥), we follow the ruling of the Iraqis [i.e. the Schools of Ab‰
±anÏfa and Sufy¥n] in the matter.”456 Al-BayhaqÏ in the Man¥qib
relates that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s final position is that hair is pure.

452 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (1:106-116).
453 Cf. al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:109-110), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (9:74-77), al-

R¥zÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (p. 105-106), Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, ®d¥b al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (p. 160-163),
al-KhalÏlÏ, Irsh¥d (1:431); cf. al-KawtharÏ, al-±¥wÏ min SÏrat al->a^¥wÏ (p. 17). Im¥m al-
±aramayn goes overboard in his MughÏth al-Khalq in arguing for the superiority of
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï to Ab‰ ±anÏfa and M¥lik as does al-KawtharÏ in his rebuttal I^q¥q al-±aqq.

454 Both reports narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 119) and others.
455 The report that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï debated Ab‰ Y‰suf is a forgery cf. al-KawtharÏ as cited

by Ab‰ Ghudda in his marginalia on Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s Intiq¥’ (p. 107).
456 Cited by al-B¥nÏ in ‘Umdat al-Ta^qÏq fÏl-TaqlÏd wal-TalfÏq (p. 93) cf. ‘Aww¥ma, Adab

al-Ikhtil¥f (p. 77).
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His Move Away from M¥lik’s Madhhab

Al-±¥kim narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-±akam: “Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
never ceased to speak according to M¥lik’s position and he would say:
‘We do not differ from him other than the way colleagues would,’
until some young men spoke unbecomingly at length behind his
back, whereupon al-Sh¥fi‘Ï resolved to put his differences with M¥lik
in writing. Otherwise, his whole life he would say, whenever asked
something: ‘This is what the Teacher said’ – h¥dh¥ qawl al-ust¥dh –
meaning M¥lik.”457

His Preference of al-Layth to M¥lik

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “Al-Layth [ibn Sa‘d] is stronger in fiqh (afqah) than
M¥lik but his School perished for lack of students.”458 This was also
the view of Ibn al-Mub¥rak, Sa‘Ïd ibn AbÏ Ayy‰b, and Ya^y¥ ibn Bukayr
while al-Dar¥wardÏ put al-Layth even above RabÏ‘at al-Ra’Ï. Al-Layth
recited the Basmala out loud and gave Sal¥m to the front in ßal¥t.

The Epistle (al-Ris¥la)

M‰s¥ ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ narrated that the reason al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï wrote his masterpiece of juridical principles entitled “The
Epistle” (al-Ris¥la) was that ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ wrote to him
to ask for his help after being criticised in al-Ba|ra for not renewing
his ablution following his cupping. Ibn MahdÏ read it and said: “This is
the speech of a young man granted understanding.” Al-MuzanÏ said:
“I have been looking into al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Ris¥la for fifty years, and I do not
recall a single time I looked at it without learning some new benefit.”
There are two versions of the Ris¥la, “the Old,” excerpted in the books
of Man¥qib and elsewhere, and the final version in print.

ibn mahd¬  459

Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ ibn ±ass¥n al-‘AnbarÏ al-
Ba|rÏg(135-198) was one of the major early Im¥ms of ̂ adÏth, Sufy¥n
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457 Ibn ±ajar, Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs (p. 153-154).
458 Narrated by al-MizzÏ, TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l (24:270); cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Fikr ed.

7:452=Ris¥la ed. 8:156) and ‘Ibar (1:267), Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (10:166), Ibn ±ajar,
TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (8:415), and Ibn ‘Im¥d, Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab (1:285-286).

459 Sources: al-Kha~Ïb, J¥mi‘ (2:382-383 §1835, 1837-838), Ibn Far^‰n, DÏb¥j (p.
238).
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al-ThawrÏ’s devoted student, ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ’s Shaykh, and a M¥likÏ
according to the latter. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “I know not his peer in the
entire world.” He heard M¥lik, the two Sufy¥ns, the two ±amm¥ds,
Shu‘ba, Ibn al-M¥jish‰n, and SharÏk. From him narrated Ibn Wahb,
A^mad, Ibn Ma‘Ïn, Ibn al-MadÏnÏ, Ibn Sall¥m, Ibn AbÏ Shayba, and
others. Whenever he read out the ^adÏth, Ibn MahdÏ would order all
his students to be silent, reciting }O you who believe! Lift not up your
voices above the voice of the Prophet{ (49:2).460

Asked how he could tell the authentic ̂ adÏth from the inauthentic
Ibn MahdÏ replied: “As the physician knows the madman.” Challenged
about his dismissal of a man’s narration he replied: “Have you seen the
man who brings a coin to the jeweller, asking him to examine a certain
coin? If the jeweller says to him, ‘It is counterfeit’ and he challenges his
opinion the jeweller will reply: ‘Stick to my job for twenty years as I have
done so that you will know what I know.’” Another time he said: “The
knowledge of ̂ adÏth is inspiration (ilh¥m).” This elucidates the narra-
tion of the Prophet s: “If you hear a ^adÏth reported from me which
your hearts recognise, at which your hair and skin become tender, and
you feel that it is near to you: know that I am nearer to it than you. And
if you hear a ̂ adÏth being reported from me of which your hearts dis-
approve, from which your hair and skin recoil, and you feel that it is far
from you: know that I am even farther from it than you.”461

460 ‘Iy¥\ , al-Shif¥ (Fikr ed. 1:43).
461 Narrated from Ab‰ ±umayd al-An|¥rÏ and Ab‰ Usayd al-S¥‘idÏ by A^mad (al-

Arna’‰~ ed. 25:456 §16058 isn¥d |a^Ï^ ‘al¥ shar~ Muslim), al-Bazz¥r (Mukhta|ar
al-Zaw¥’id §187), Ibn ±ibb¥n (1:263 §63) and others with a sound chain of ßa^Ï^ narra-
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Certain proponents of the MadÏnan School incorrectly cite Ibn
MahdÏ as saying, “The Sunna of the people of MadÏna is more excel-
lent than ^adÏth.” The correct form of this statement is “Some of the
Sunna of the people of MadÏna is better than the ^adÏth” – meaning,
said Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, better than the ̂ adÏth we have with us in Iraq.462

His TaqlÏd of the Companions and Successors

Like Ab‰ ±anÏfa, M¥lik, and A^mad, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï advocated the imita-
tion of the Companions. Ibn al-Qayyim said: “There is an obligatory
imitation (taqlÏd w¥jib), a forbidden imitation, and a permitted imita-
tion […]. The obligatory one is the imitation of those who know
better than us, as when a person has not obtained knowledge of a
proof from the Qur’¥n or the Sunna concerning something. Such an
imitation has been reported from Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in many places,
where he would say: ‘I said this in taqlÏd of ‘Umarg’ or ‘I said that in
taqlÏd of ‘Uthm¥n g’ or ‘I said that in taqlÏd of ‘A~¥’.’ As al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said
concerning the Companions: ‘Their opinion for us is better than our
opinion to ourselves.’”463 He also said, in reply to the question of
which Companion should be followed if there is variance among their
opinions on a single issue: “One of them can be followed if I do not
find a Qur’anic proof, nor a Sunna, nor Consensus, nor anything tan-
tamount to the above, or inferable by analogy.”464

Dates of His Trips to Baghd¥d and Move to Egypt

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï travelled to Baghd¥d three times: first as a student, in 184,
with the group of Yemeni descendants of ‘AlÏ g, then as a recognised
Im¥m in fiqh in 195, returning to Makka two years later, then in 198 for
a few months, after which he went to Egypt where he remained until
his death.465 When he entered Egypt he was patronised by the ascetic
friend of the poor and descendant of the Prophet œ, al-Sayyida NafÏsa,
who ordered his bier brought into her house when he died so that she
could recite the funeral prayer over him, and carried the bier.466
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tors cf. al-HaythamÏ (1:150) and Ibn KathÏr in his TafsÏr (1:473, 2:264).
462 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-TamhÏd (1:79, 1:81). See these reports in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d.
463 Ibn al-Qayyim, I‘l¥m al-Muwaqqi‘Ïn ‘an Rabb al-‘®lamÏn (2:186-187). See below,

section entitled “Those who are imitated in Isl¥m” (p. 398).
464 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-Ris¥la (§1805).
465 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 117) with al-KawtharÏ’s comments.
466 Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (Tur¥th ed. 10:286=Ma‘¥rif ed. 10:262) and Ibn ‘Im¥d,
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Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï Reconciled the Schools of ±adÏth and Fiqh
Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is the paradigm of ^adÏth-informed jurisprudence among
the Salaf, gathering under one roof the superlative insight of Ab‰
±anÏfa and M¥lik’s legal opinion (ra’Ï) on the one hand and, on the
other, the extensive knowledge of narrators and the evidence they
transmitted which characterised al-Bukh¥rÏ and A^mad. The latter
said: “We did not cease to curse the people of legal opinion and they
would curse us, until al-Sh¥fi‘Ï came and reconciled our differ-
ences.”467 Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m said that there is not a single ̂ adÏth that
did not reach al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in one form or another, whether musnad, 
mursal, or munqa~i‘.468

Most ±adÏth Masters Follow the Sh¥fi‘Ï School

Most of the ±adÏth Masters documented in al-DhahabÏ’s Tadhkirat al-
±uff¥· and its continuations by al-±usaynÏ, Ibn Fahd, and al-Suy‰~Ï,
follow the madhhab of Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.

Ibn ±anbal and Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n’s Praise of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï

A^mad ibn ±anbal said: “Not one of the Scholars of ^adÏth touches
an inkwell or a pen without owing a huge debt to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.” A^mad’s
shaykh, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n, said: “I supplicate All¥h u for al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï even inside my prayer,” while A^mad himself said he
supplicated for al-Sh¥fi‘Ï for forty years.469

Shadhar¥t (2:21). Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (8:426-427 §1544). This is al-Sayyida al-
Mukarrama NafÏsa bint al-±asan ibn Zayd ibn al-±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib
al-Qurashiyya al-H¥shimiyya al-‘Alawiyya al-±asaniyya (d. 208) the wife of Is^¥q the son
of Im¥m Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad al-ß¥diq g.

467 Narrated by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (1:91 and 3:181). ‘Iy¥\
explained: “He meant that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï held fast to the transmitted evidence and to
putting it into practice, at the same time showing them that they needed legal opin-
ion, that the rulings of the Religion were built upon it, that it consisted in analogy
according to its principles and methods, being inferred out of them. He showed them
the method of its inference and the dependence upon its postulates and contingen-
cies. Thus the ^adÏth scholars understood that sound legal opinion is a branch of the
principle, and the scholars of legal opinion understood that there can be no branch
without principle coming first, and that it is impossible not to put the sunan and
sound reports first.”

468 Cf. Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (Ma‘¥rif ed. 10:276).
469 Cited by Ibn KathÏr in the Bid¥ya (Ma~ba‘at al-Sa‘¥da 1st ed. 10:253=2nd ed.

10:286).
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When A^mad first asked Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah to “Come and see a
man the like of whom your eyes have not yet seen” – meaning al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï – Is^¥q faulted A^mad for attending the fiqh sessions of their
peer in age and leaving the ^adÏth sessions of the older Sufy¥n ibn
‘Uyayna. A^mad replied: “Woe to you! If you miss a ^adÏth with a
shorter chain it will not harm you to find it elsewhere with a longer
chain. But if you do not have the reasoning of this man [al-Sh¥fi‘Ï], 
I fear you will never be able to find it elsewhere!” Is^¥q asked al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
a few questions, after which he turned to a friend from Merv and said
to him in Persian: “Mardak r¥ kam¥lÏ nÏst – the manling lacks finish.”
Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, perceiving the slight, turned to Is^¥q and, in a rapid-fire
succession of proofs, defeated him. After this incident Is^¥q would
say: “I consider it my greatest blessing when I fully understand al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï’s discourse” while the latter expressed disapproval of Is^¥q’s
title as the jurisprudent of Khur¥s¥n.470

When Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn expressed shock at the fact that A^mad ibn
±anbal was seen standing at the foot of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, holding his stirrup as
the latter sat mounted, A^mad retorted: “If you want to learn jurispru-
dence, come and hold his other stirrup.”471 A^mad forbade Ibn Ma‘Ïn
from criticizing al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, saying: “Your eyes have never seen the like of
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï” and “You understand nothing, Ab‰ Zakariyy¥, of the mean-
ings of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s words! And whoever fails to understand something,
opposes it.”472 He told Ibn R¥h‰yah something similar.

The Superiority of Fiqh over ±adÏth

}He gives wisdom to whomever He will, and whoever receives wis-
dom receives immense good{ (2:269). “He for whom All¥h desires
immense good, He grants him superlative understanding in the
Religion (yufaqqihhu/yufqihhu fÏl-dÏn). ”473 “It may be that one carries
understanding without being a person of understanding; it may be
that one carries understanding to someone who possesses more
understanding than he.”474
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470 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:213), al-Sakh¥wÏ in the introduction to his al-
Jaw¥hir wal-Durar, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 124-125), and others.

471 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 126).
472 Cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 178).
473 ±adÏth of the Prophet œ narrated from Mu‘¥wiya by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
474 See n. 718.
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Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï apparently took from Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa his famous
statement, “You [the Scholars of ^adÏth] are the pharmacists but we
[the Jurists] are the physicians.”475 This is also reported from al-
A‘mash and Ab‰ Sulaym¥n Ibn Zubar476 and was probably proverbial.
Mull¥ ‘AlÏ al-Q¥rÏ commented: “The early scholars said that the
^adÏth scholar without knowledge of fiqh is like a seller of drugs who is
no physician: he has them but he does not know what to do with them;
and the fiqh scholar without knowledge of ^adÏth is like a physician
without drugs: he knows what constitutes a remedy, but does not have
it available.”477

Im¥m A^mad is related by his students Ab‰ >¥lib and ±umayd ibn
Zanj‰yah to have said: “I never saw anyone adhere more to ^adÏth
than al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. No one preceded him in writing down ^adÏth in a
book.” The meaning of this is that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï possessed the intelligence
of ̂ adÏth after which A^mad sought, as evidenced by the latter’s state-
ment: “How rare is fiqh among those who know ^adÏth!” This is a
reference to the ̂ adÏth: “It may be one carries understanding (fiqh) –
that is, memorises the proof-texts of fiqh – without being a person of
understanding (faqÏh).”478 The Salaf and Khalaf elucidated this rule in
many famous statements showing that, for all the exalted status of the
Mu^addith, the FaqÏh excels him.

±ad¬th misguides  those devoid of  f iqh

v Cautioning against the danger of misusing ̂ adÏth to the point of
committing sin, Im¥m A^mad narrated from Mu^ammad ibn
Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n (d. 233) that the latter said: “If one were to 
follow every dispensation (rukh|a) that is in the ̂ adÏth, he would
become a transgressor (f¥siq).”479

v Ibn AbÏ Zayd al-M¥likÏ reports Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna as saying:

475 Cited from al-RabÏ‘ by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 10:23).
476 Narrated by Ibn ±ibb¥n in al-Thiq¥t (8:467-468) and al-Kha~Ïb in Na|Ï^at Ahl al-

±adÏth (p. 45) cf. al-Zayla‘Ï, Na|b al-R¥ya (introduction), al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥·
(3:997) and Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 16:441), and al-ß¥li^Ï, ‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n (p. 322).

477 Al-Q¥rÏ, Mu‘taqad AbÏ ±anÏfata al-Im¥m fÏ Abaway al-Ras‰l ‘Alayhi al-ßal¥t wal-
Sal¥m (p. 42).

478 A nearly mass-narrated (mashh‰r) sound ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ reported from
several Companions by al-TirmidhÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, and A^mad. See n. 718.

479 A^mad, al-‘Ilal (1:219).
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“±adÏth is a pitfall (ma\illa) except for the fuqah¥’,” and M¥lik’s
companion ‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb very frequently said: “±adÏth is
a pitfall except for the Ulema. Every memoriser of ^adÏth who
does not have an Im¥m in fiqh is misguided (\¥ll), and if All¥h
had not rescued us with M¥lik and al-Layth [ibn Sa‘d], we would
have been misguided.”480 Ibn AbÏ Zayd comments: “He [Sufy¥n]
means that non-jurists might take something in its external
meaning when, in fact, it is interpreted in the light of another
^adÏth or some evidence which remains hidden to him; or it may
in fact consist in discarded evidence because of some other
[abrogating] evidence. None can meet the responsibility of
knowing this except those who have deepened their learning
and obtained fiqh.” Im¥m al-HaytamÏ said something similar.481

Ibn Wahb is also reported to have said: “I met three hundred
and sixty learned people of knowledge but without M¥lik and al-
Layth I would have strayed.”482 Another versions states: “Were it
not for M¥lik ibn Anas and al-Layth ibn Sa‘d I would have per-
ished; I used to think everything that is [authentically] related
from the Prophet œ must be put into practice.”483 Another ver-
sion says, “I gathered many ^adÏths and they drove me to
confusion. I would consult M¥lik and al-Layth and they would
say to me, ‘take this and leave this.’”484 Ibn Wahb had compiled
120,000 narrations according to A^mad ibn ß¥li^.485 Hence,
Ibn ‘Uqda replied to a man who had asked him about a certain
narration: “Keep such ^adÏths to a minimum for, truly, they are
unsuitable except for those who know their interpretation.
Ya^y¥ ibn Sulayman narrated from Ibn Wahb that he heard
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480 Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in the introduction of al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 22-23); Ibn AbÏ Zayd,
al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan (p. 118-119); Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 60-61); al-DhahabÏ. See
Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fattah Ab‰ Ghudda’s comments on this statement in his notes on al-
LacknawÏ’s al-Raf‘ wal-TakmÏl (2nd ed. p. 368-369, 3rd ed. p. 90-91).

481 In al-Fat¥w¥ al-±adÏthiyya (p. 283).
482 Narrated by Ibn ±ibb¥n in the introduction to al-Majr‰^Ïn (1:42). He then nar-

rates from Ibn Wahb a similar statement where he adds the names of ‘Amr ibn al-±¥rith
and Ibn M¥jish‰n.

483 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir and al-BayhaqÏ cf. Ibn Rajab, Shar^ al-‘Ilal (1:413) and
‘Aww¥ma, Athar al-±adÏth al-SharÏf fÏ Ikhtil¥f al-A’immat al Fuqah¥’ (p. 76).

484 Narrated by Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\. in TartÏb al-Mad¥rik (2:427).
485 In Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:128).
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M¥lik say: ‘Many of these ̂ adÏths are [a cause for] misguidance;
some ^adÏths were narrated by me and I wish that for each of
them I had been flogged with a stick twice. I certainly no longer
narrate them!’”486 By his phrase, “Many of these ̂ adÏths are mis-
guidance,” M¥lik means adducing them in the wrong place and
meaning, because the Sunna is wisdom and wisdom is to place
each thing in its right context.487

v Ibn al-Mub¥rak said: “If All¥h had not rescued me with Ab‰
±anÏfa and Sufy¥n [al-ThawrÏ] I would have been like the rest of
the common people.” Al-DhahabÏ relates it as: “I would have
been an innovator.”488

t h e  i m ® m s  o f  ± a d ¬ t h  d e f e r  t o  t h e  i m ® m s  o f  f i q h

v Im¥m A^mad’s teacher, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n (d. 198),
despite his foremost status as the Master of ^adÏth Masters and
expert in narrator-recommendation and discreditation (al-jar^
wal-ta‘dÏl), would not venture to extract legal rulings from the evi-
dence but followed in this the fiqh of Ab‰ ±anÏfa as he explicitly
declared: “We do not belie All¥h. We never heard better than the
legal opinion (ra’ Ï) of Ab‰ ±anÏfa and we followed most of his
positions.”489 Similarly, Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-
±akam said: “If it were not for al-Sh¥fi‘Ï I would not have known
how to reply to anyone. Because of him I know what I know.”490 As
for Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ (d. 258) of Khur¥s¥n, whom
Ab‰ Zur‘a ranked above Im¥m Muslim and who is considered an
AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth (“Commander of the Faithful in the
Science of ±adÏth”), he never considered himself a non-muqallid
but said: “I have made A^mad ibn ±anbal an Im¥m in all that
stands between me and my Lord.”491 Mis‘ar ibn Kid¥m said the
same with regard to Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa.492

486 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb, al-FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih (2:80).
487 Shaykh Ism¥‘Ïl al-An|¥rÏ as quoted by ‘Aww¥ma, Athar (p. 77).
488 Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb (10:449-452 §817) and al-DhahabÏ’s Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa.
489 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkira (1:307) and Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb (10:450).
490 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 124).
491 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (10:205). On the title AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-

±adÏth see p. 427 below .
492 Cf. Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥, last page of the Karachi edition of al-Jaw¥hir al-Mu\iyya.
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knowledge is  not memorization but a light

Fiqh is the context of many statements of the Im¥ms on knowledge
consisting in wisdom, benefit, deeds, and light rather than learning
and memorization. M¥lik: “Wisdom and knowledge are a light by
which All¥h guides whomever He pleases; it does not consist in know-
ing many things.”493 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’: “Knowledge is what benefits.
Knowledge is not what one has memorised.”494 Al-DhahabÏ: “[Knowl-
edge (al-‘ilm) is] not the profusion of narration, but a light which All¥h
casts into the heart. Its condition is followership (ittib¥‘) and the flight
away from egotism (haw¥) and innovation.”495 Al-Kha~Ïb in his brief
Iqti\¥’ al-‘Ilm al-‘Amal (“Learning Necessitates Deeds”) narrates many
statements to this effect from Ibn Mas‘‰d, Ab‰ Hurayra, Ab‰ al-Dard¥’,
Ab‰ Qil¥ba, al-ZuhrÏ, al-TustarÏ, Ibn ‘Uyayna, and others of the Salaf.
This Islamic understanding of knowledge elucidates al-±asan al-
Ba|rÏ’s report that the Prophet œ said: “The energy of the Ulema is help
and care while the energy of fools is to quote” (himmat al-‘ulam¥’ al-
ri‘¥ya wa-himmat al-sufah¥’ al-riw¥ya)496 and the statement of the
‘Abb¥sÏ Caliph ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mu‘tazz (249-296): “The learning of
the hypocrite consists in his discourse while the learning of the Believer
consists in his deed.”497

the ±ad¬th of the jurists  is  preferable to that
of the non-jurists

v WakÏ‘ preferred long-chained narrations through the fuqah¥’ to
short-chained ones through non-fuqah¥’ and said: “The ^adÏth
current among the jurists is better than the one current among
^adÏth scholars.”498 This is a foundational rule in the ±anafÏ
School which, like Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, WakÏ‘ followed.499
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493 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:83-84), al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, TartÏb al-Mad¥rik
(2:62), al-Sh¥~ibÏ, al-Muw¥faq¥t (4:97-98).

494 Narrated from al-Khall¥l by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (2:149).“The knowl-
edge that benefits is that whose rays expand in the breast and whose veil is lifted in the
heart.” Ibn ‘A~¥’ All¥h, ±ikam (§213).

495 Siyar (10:642).
496 Narrated mursal from al-±asan by Ibn ‘As¥kir and al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q

al-R¥wÏ (1983 ed. 1:88 §27) cf. al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr (§9598) and Kanz (§29337).
497 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in Iqti\¥’ al-‘Ilm al-‘Amal (p. 38).
498 Cited by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 9:158, 12:328-329).
499 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkira (1:307) and Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (11:126-127).
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v Al-A‘mash also said: “The ^adÏth that jurists circulate among
themselves is better than that which ^adÏth narrators circulate
among themselves.”500

v Ibn Rajab said Ab‰ D¥w‰d in his Sunan was more concerned
with the jurisprudence of the ̂ adÏth than with its chains of trans-
mission.501 This is also the case with al-Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^ while
Muslim, Ibn M¥jah, and al-Nas¥’Ï focussed on the benefits of its
transmission chains and text variants – Muslim being the most
thorough and reliable in these regards. Al-TirmidhÏ gave equal
weight to the fiqh of the ^adÏth and the study of its transmission
although Ab‰ D¥w‰d is somewhat stricter in ^adÏth authentica-
tion while al-Nas¥’Ï surpasses them both.502

knowing the ± ad¬th is different from practicing it

v Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ used to say to the ^adÏth scholars: “Come for-
ward, O weak ones!”503 He also said: “If ̂ adÏth were a good thing 
it would have vanished just as all goodness has vanished,” and
“Pursuing the study of ^adÏth is not part of the preparation for
death, but a disease that preoccupies people.” Al-DhahabÏ com-
mented: “He said this verbatim. He is right in what he said because
pursuing the study of ̂ adÏth is other than the ̂ adÏth itself.”504

understanding the ± ad¬th is superior to knowing it

v Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah said: “I would sit in Iraq with A^mad ibn
±anbal, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, and our companions, rehearsing the
narrations from one, two, three routes of transmission […] But
when I said: What is its intent? What is its explanation? What is its
fiqh? they would all remain mute except A^mad ibn ±anbal.”505

v Sufy¥n said: “The explanation (tafsÏr) of the ̂ adÏth is better than
the ̂ adÏth.”506 Another wording states: “The explanation of the

500 In al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar (p. 21).
501 Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:411).
502 Cf. al-KawtharÏ’s notes on al-±¥zimÏ’s Shur‰~ al-A’immat al-Khamsa (p. 72-73).
503 Cited from Zayd ibn AbÏ al-Zarq¥’ by al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 7:275).
504 In al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar (p. 20-23).
505 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in the introduction to al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 293), Ibn

al-JawzÏ in Man¥qib A^mad (p. 63), and al-DhahabÏ in T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m (ch.  on A^mad).
506 Narrated by al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ in Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:139 §907).
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^adÏth is better than its audition.”507 Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ said:
“We consider understanding superior to memorization.”508 Ibn
MahdÏ regretted not having written, after every ^adÏth he had
recorded, its explanation.509

v The perspicuity and fiqh of Ab‰ Thawr among the ^adÏth
Masters is famous. A woman stood by a gathering of scholars of
^adÏth comprising Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, Ab‰ Khaythama, Khalaf ibn
S¥lim, and others. She heard them saying: “The Prophet œ
said,” and “So-and-so narrated,” and “No one other than So-and-
so narrated,” etc. She asked them: “Can a woman in her menses
wash the dead?” for that was her occupation. No one in the
entire gathering could answer her and they began to look at one
another. Ab‰ Thawr arrived, and they referred her to him. She
asked him the same question and he said: “Yes, she can wash the
dead, as in the ̂ adÏth of al-Q¥sim from ‘®’isha: ‘Your menses are
not in your hand,’510 and her narration that she would scrub the
Prophet’s œ hair at a time she was menstruating.511 If the head
of the living can be washed [by a woman in her menses], then a
fortiori the dead!” Hearing this, the ^adÏth scholars said: “Right!
So-and-so narrated it, and So-and-so told us, and we know it from
such-and-such a chain,” and they plunged back into the narra-
tions and chains of transmission. The woman said: “Where have
you all been up to now?”512

v Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr cites Im¥m A^mad as saying: “From where does
Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn know al-Sh¥fi‘Ï? He does not know al-Sh¥fi‘Ï nor
has any idea what al-Sh¥fi‘Ï says!”513 Ibn R¥h‰yah similarly con-
ceded defeat before al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s fiqh although himself reputed for
fiqh.514

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

507 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:175).
508 In al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (2:776).
509 In Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:41).
510 In Muslim and the Four Sunan.
511 In al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
512 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya, al-Sakh¥wÏ, introduction to al-Jaw¥hir wal-

Durar, and al-HaytamÏ, Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya (p. 283) cf. report from A^mad by Ibn Rajab,
Dhayl >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:131);  al-‘UlaymÏ, al-Manhaj al-A^mad (2:208).

513 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:160).
514 Cf. p. 324.
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most ± ad¬th scholars do not possess understand-
ing of the ± ad¬th

v ‘Abd al-Razz¥q al-ßan‘¥nÏ, Sufy¥n’s contemporary, was the
teacher of the pillars of ^adÏth memorization – A^mad, Ibn
R¥h‰yah, Ibn Ma‘Ïn, and Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ. Yet
when Mu^ammad ibn YazÏd al-MustamlÏ asked A^mad: “Did he
[‘Abd al-Razz¥q] possess fiqh?” A^mad replied: “How rare is fiqh
among those who know ̂ adÏth!”515

v Anas ibn SÏrÏn said: “I came to K‰fa and found in it 4,000 persons
pursuing ̂ adÏth and400persons who had obtained fiqh.”516

v ±ujjat al-Isl¥m Im¥m al-Ghazz¥lÏ in al-Musta|f¥ and Im¥m Ibn
Qud¥ma in Raw\at al-N¥·ir both said that a ‘®lim may be an
Im¥m in a particular science and an uneducated common per-
son in another.

v Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m said: “Most ^adÏth scholars are ignorant in
fiqh.”517 A majority of 90% according to Anas ibn SÏrÏn – among
the Salaf!

v Al-DhahabÏ said: “The majority of the ^adÏth scholars have no
understanding, no diligence in the actual knowledge of ^adÏth,
and no fear of All¥h regarding it.”518 All of the authorities al-
DhahabÏ listed as “those who are imitated in Isl¥m” are
Jurisprudents and not merely ̂ adÏth masters.519

v Al-Sakh¥wÏ in his biography of Ibn ±ajar entitled al-Jaw¥hir wal-
Durar states that al-F¥riqÏ said: “One who knows chains of ̂ adÏth
but not the legal rulings derived from them cannot be counted
among the Scholars of the Law.” Al-F¥riqÏ’s student Ibn AbÏ
‘A|r‰n (d. 585) also followed this view in his book al-Inti|¥r.520

n o t  e v e r y  s o u n d  ± a d ¬ t h  f o r m s  e v i d e n c e

v Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï said: “I hear a ^adÏth then I look to see what
part of it applies. I apply it and leave the rest.”521 Shaykh

515 Narrated by Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ in >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:329) cf. Ab‰ Ghudda’s intro-
duction to Mu^ammad’s Muwa~~a’ and his essay al-Isn¥d min al-DÏn (p. 68).

516 Narrated by al-R¥mahurmuzÏ in al-Mu^addith al-F¥|il (p. 560).
517 Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, al-Fat¥w¥ al-Maw|iliyya (p.  132-134).
518 In al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar (p. 18).
519 See p. 398, “Those who are imitated in Isl¥m”.
520 Al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar (p. 20-23).
521 Narrated from Ibn AbÏ Khaythama by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (4:225) and Ibn
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Mu^ammad ‘Aww¥ma said: “Meaning, what is recognised by the
authorities is retained while anything odd (gharÏb), anomalous
(sh¥dhdh), or condemned (munkar) is put aside.” YazÏd ibn AbÏ
±abÏb said: “When you hear a ^adÏth, proclaim it; if it is recog-
nised [keep it], otherwise, leave it.”522

v Ibn AbÏ Layl¥ said: “A man does not understand ^adÏth until he
knows what to take from it and what to leave.”523

v ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ, the Commander of the Believers in
±adÏth, said: “It is impermissible for someone to be an Im¥m
[i.e. to be imitated] until he knows what is sound and what is
unsound and until he does not take everything [sound] as evi-
dence, and until he knows the correct way to infer knowledge
[in the Religion].”524

v Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï narrated that M¥lik ibn Anas was told: “Ibn ‘Uyayna 
narrates from al-ZuhrÏ things you do not have!” He replied:
“Why, should I narrate every single ̂ adÏth I have heard? Only if I
wanted to misguide people!”525

Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda mentioned some of the above
examples and commented: “If the likes of Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, WakÏ‘ ibn
al-Jarr¥^, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, and those comparable
with them, did not dare enter into ijtih¥d and fiqh, then how rash are
the claimants to ijtih¥d in our time! On top of it, they call the Salaf
ignorant without the least shame or modesty! All¥h is our refuge from
failure.”526

His Tawassul Through Ab‰ ±anÏfa at His Grave

Al-Kha~Ïb narrates in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d that the truthful (|ad‰q) q¥\Ï al-
±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ al-ßaymarÏ narrated to them, that the trustworthy

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

Rajab in Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:413).
522 In Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:413).
523 In Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:130).
524 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (9:3).
525 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:109).
526 Ab‰ Ghudda, al-Isn¥d min al-DÏn (p. 68). He means by his remarks al-Alb¥nÏ and

others. Ab‰ Ghudda’s student, Mu^ammad ‘Aww¥ma, listed several examples of this
rule of the Salaf in his Athar al-±adÏth al-SharÏf fÏ Ikhtil¥f al-A’immat al-Fuqah¥’ (“The
Effect the Noble ±adÏth Had on the Differences of the Im¥ms of Jurisprudence”).
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(thiqa) Im¥m ‘Umar ibn Ibr¥hÏm [ibn A^mad] al-MuqrÏ told him,
that the trustworthy Shaykh Makram ibn A^mad told them, that
‘Umar ibn Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm told them, that the trustworthy Shaykh
‘AlÏ ibn Maym‰n told them: “I heard al-Sh¥fi‘Ï say: ‘I swear527 I seek
the blessing of Ab‰ ±anÏfa (innÏ la’atabarraku bi-AbÏ ±anÏfa) and come
to his grave every day’ – meaning as a visitor. ‘Whenever I have a 
certain need I pray two rak‘as then I come to his grave and ask All¥h
u for my need at his grave, and before little it is fulfilled.’”528 If
authentic, this is a strong rebuttal of those who claim that none
among the Salaf visited the graves of the awliy¥’ for the mere purpose
of making du‘¥ there, such as al-Shawk¥nÏ in al-Durr al-Na\Ï\,
although he declares it permissible to make du‘¥ once there.

His Tabarruk With A^mad ibn ±anbal’s Shirt

It is also related that Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï sought blessing from drinking
the washing-water of Im¥m A^mad’s shirt. While in Egypt, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
sent his disciple al-RabÏ‘ with a letter to A^mad warning him of his
impending trial at the hands of the authorities and advising him not
to yield to them. When he read the letter, A^mad wept and took off
one of his two shirts, giving it to al-RabÏ‘ as a gift. When the latter
returned to Egypt and recounted the meeting, al-Sh¥fi‘i told him: “I
do not begrudge you the shirt; but just soak it and give me the water so
that I may obtain blessings through it (li-atabarraka bihi).”529

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s “Old” and “New” Schools

Two schools of jurisprudence or madh¥hib are actually attributed to al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, embracing all his positions and legal opinions (fat¥wa). These
two schools are known in the terminology of jurists as “The Old” (al-
qadÏm) and “The New” (al-jadÏd), corresponding respectively to his

527 Better translated as “I certainly do seek…” in light of the saying also reported
from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï: “I never swore by All¥h – neither truthfully nor deceptively.”

528 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (1:123) cf. al-KawtharÏ in his Maq¥l¥t (p.
453) and by Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’ in >abaq¥t al-±anafiyya (p. 519) through al-GhaznawÏ. Al-
HaytamÏ cites it in the thirty-fifth chapter of his book on Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa entitled
al-Khayr¥t al- ±is¥n.

529 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ through two chains by Ibn ‘As¥kir (5:311-312) and Ibn
al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:36); cf. al-Mun¥wÏ in >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya al-
Kubr¥ (1:518) and al-‘Ir¥qÏ in Fat^ al-Muta‘¥l, the latter adding: “Ibn Taymiyya also
related it.” Al-DhahabÏ deems this report inauthentic in the Siyar (10:396).
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stays in Iraq and Egypt. The most prominent transmitters of the New
among al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s students are al-Buway~Ï, al-MuzanÏ, and al-RabÏ‘ in
al-Umm (“The Motherbook”). The most prominent transmitters of
the Old are al-Za‘far¥nÏ, A^mad ibn ±anbal, al-Kar¥bÏsÏ, and Ab‰
Thawr in Kit¥b al-±ujja (“Book of the Proof”). What is presently
known as “the Sh¥fi‘Ï position” refers to the New except in approxi-
mately twenty-two questions, in which Sh¥fi‘Ï scholars and muftis have
retained the positions of the Old.530

al-buway>¬

Y‰suf ibn Ya^y¥ Ab‰ Ya‘q‰b al-Mi|rÏ g(d. 231) was the examplary,
pious, ascetic Im¥m of fiqh and of perpetual dhikr and worship. Al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï named him the most knowledgeable person in his School –
over al-MuzanÏ – and foretold his death with the words: “You will die
wearing iron.” He died in 231 in jail, bound in chains in Iraq for refus-
ing to say that the Qur’¥n was created. He said: “All¥h created
everything with ‘Be!’ (kun). If it is created, then creatures are created
by creatures.” All¥h have mercy on him.531

al-muzan¬

Ya^y¥ ibn Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Amr ibn Muslim, Ab‰ Ibr¥hÏm al-MuzanÏ al-
Mi|rÏ   (175-264), “the erudite Im¥m, the Jurist of this Community, and
the standard-bearer of ascetics” (al-DhahabÏ), was al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s 
student and the principal early authority of his School. He taught Ibn
Khuzayma, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, and Ibn JarÏr al->abarÏ as well as his mater-
nal nephew Ab‰ Ja‘far al->a^¥wÏ. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï called al-MuzanÏ the
standard-bearer of his School. This was consolidated through the high
fame of his abridgment (mukhta|ar) of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s al-Umm which in turn
was elaborated and refined by subsequent generations of jurists. With
the Mukhta|ar he authored al-J¥mi‘ al-KabÏr, al-ßaghÏr, al-Manth‰r, al-
Mas¥’il al-Mu‘tabara, al-TarghÏb fÏl-‘Ilm, al-Wath¥’iq, and other works. In
the Mukhta|ar he differed with al-Sh¥fi‘Ï on a number of questions but
among his greater concerns was the refutation of the ±anafÏs. 

When the ±anafÏ q¥\Ï Bakk¥r ibn Qutayba took up judgeship in
Egypt and met al-MuzanÏ, one of his companions asked the latter:
“The ^adÏths mention both the prohibition of fruit mash (ta^rÏm al-

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

530 Cf. al-Mas‘‰dÏ, al-Mu‘tamad min QadÏmi Qawl al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.
531 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:67-69 §1978).
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nabÏdh) and its permissibility (ta^lÏlih); why did you [Sh¥fi‘Ïs] give
precedence to its prohibition?” Al-MuzanÏ replied: “No one ever
declared it prohibited in J¥hiliyya; then it was declared ^al¥l for us,
and agreement formed over its permissibility; then it was declared
^ar¥m. This, therefore, gives pre-eminence to the narrations of
ta^rÏm.” Bakk¥r approved of this reply. Al-DhahabÏ comments:
“Furthermore, the ̂ adÏths of ta^rÏm are many and sound, which is not
the case with the ^adÏths of permission (ib¥^a).” Bakk¥r was succeed-
ed by A^mad ibn AbÏ ‘Imr¥n who became al->a^¥wÏ’s teacher and the
probable reason he adopted the ±anafÏ School after al-MuzanÏ died.

Al-MuzanÏ said: “I devoted myself to washing the dead so that my
heart would soften, and it became my practice.” He washed al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
when the latter died, and used to say: “I am only one of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s
merits.”532

al-rab¬ ‘

Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n ibn ‘Abd al-Jabb¥r al-
Mur¥dÏ al-Mi|rÏg (174-270) was the Im¥m, Mu^addith, chief
Jurisprudent of his time, first mu’adhdhin and teacher of the Mu’adhd-
hinÏn in the mosque of al-Fus~¥~. He narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn
Wahb, al-BaghawÏ, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-TinnÏsÏ, and from him narrated Ab‰
D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, al-Nas¥’Ï, Ab‰ Zur‘a, Ab‰ ±¥tim, al->a^¥wÏ, al-Fa\l
ibn Dukayn, and countless others.

About two hundred students took the Sh¥fi‘Ï School from al-RabÏ‘.
Ibn al-SubkÏ related that the Sh¥fi‘Ï Scholars considered his narration
from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï sounder from the viewpoint of transmission while they
considered al-MuzanÏ’s sounder from the viewpoint of fiqh, although
both were established Masters.

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said to al-RabÏ‘: “How I love you!” and another time:
“RabÏ‘! If I could spoon feed you the Science I would spoon feed it to
you.” Al-Qaff¥l al-Sh¥shÏ in his Fat¥w¥ relates that al-RabÏ‘ was slow in
his understanding, and that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï once repeated an explanation
forty times for him in a gathering, yet he did not understand it, then
got up and left in embarrassment. Later, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï called him in 
private and resumed explaining it to him until he understood. This
shows the accuracy of Ibn R¥h‰yah’s statement about understanding
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s discourse.

t h e  f o u r  i m a m s  &  t h e i r  s c h o o l s

532 Cf. al-KhalÏlÏ, al-Irsh¥d (1:429-431) and al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:335-338 §2145).
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Al-RabÏ‘ said: “One time al-Sh¥fi‘Ï invited people to a feast. After
the people ate, al-Buway~Ï said to me: ‘Sit and eat.’ I replied: ‘Who has
authorised us [students] to eat?’ Whereupon al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, hearing me,
said: ‘Sub^an All¥h! You [al-RabÏ‘] have permission to take all I own.’
Another time he saw me write down an account of a certain expense
so he said: ‘Do not waste your paper for trivial matters. I am not asking
any account of you.’ I said: ‘But Umm AbÏ al-±asan [al-RabÏ‘’s wife]
sometimes asks me to get her something, so I buy it for her without
asking you first.’ Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï replied: ‘Sleepy-head! (y¥ ~awÏl al-ruq¥d)
You have permission to take all I own.’”

Al-RabÏ‘ and al-MuzanÏ taught the Ba|ran ^adÏth Master Zakariyy¥
ibn Ya^y¥ al-S¥jÏ, who then taught the great Im¥m Ab‰ al-±asan al-
Ash‘arÏ.

al-za‘far®n ¬

Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-ßabb¥^ al-Baghd¥dÏ al-
Bazz¥r al-Za‘far¥nÏ g (d. 260) the ^adÏth Master, philologian, and
Jurist, formerly a ±anafÏ, was one of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s Shaykhs together
with other companions of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï such as ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr
al-±umaydÏ, Ab‰ Thawr, and al-Kar¥bÏsÏ. He took ^adÏth from Ibn
‘Uyayna. He was famous for his knowledge of Arabic and his elo-
quence. Al-BayhaqÏ narrated with his chain from ‘Abd All¥h ibn
A^mad ibn ±anbal that Im¥m A^mad said: “When al-Sh¥fi‘Ï came to
us [in Baghd¥d] I took Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah by the hand and we went to
al-Za‘far¥nÏ, saying, ‘This man came and we need to hear from him
these books. You are more eloquent (af|a^) than us, so you can read
them for us before him. So he read them, and the transmission was,
for al-Za‘far¥nÏ, of the qir¥’atan type and, for us, of the ‘ar\an type.”533

Al-Za‘far¥nÏ said: “I asked al-Sh¥fi‘Ï about reciting the Qur’¥n at the
graveside and he said: la ba’sa bihi– There is no harm in it.”534This is also
the position of Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, A^mad, and Mu^ammad ibn al-
±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ as well as the M¥likÏ School according to
al-Qur~ubÏ.535

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

533 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (1:226).
534 Al-Khall¥l narrates it in al-Amr bil-Ma‘r‰f (p. 123 §243), al-Suy‰~Ï in Shar^ al-

ßud‰r (p. 311), and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya in Kit¥b al-R‰^ (MadanÏ ed. p. 18).
535 Al-Qur~ubÏ said: “As for reciting over the grave our companions are categorical

that it is lawful, and others say the same.” Al-Suy‰~Ï mentioned it in his Shar^ al-ßud‰r (p.
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al-kar®b ¬s¬

Al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ ibn YazÏd, Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Kar¥bÏsÏ g (d. 245 or 248)
the trustworthy ^adÏth Master, a scholar of ±anafÏ then Sh¥fi‘Ï fiqh
and kal¥m, “one of the oceans of the Science” according to al-
DhahabÏ, was one of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s major disciples in Iraq whom
al-ßayrafÏ recommended, together with Ab‰ Thawr, to his students.
He also took ^adÏth from ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ, al-Sh¥dhak‰nÏ, and 
others.

Al-Kar¥bÏsÏ is related to say: “When a ^adÏth Scholar narrates a
report, both outward and inner knowledge of this report become
obligatory, just as dictated by mass-narrated reports.” At the same
time, he held that “The slip of one scholar of knowledge demolishes
Isl¥m, whereas the slips of a thousand ignoramuses do not.”
Accordingly he was strict in his refusal of any ruling at variance with
the letter of the Law in patent legal matters, such as the acceptance of
the testimony of a single witness provided he swears an oath.536

Al-Kar¥bÏsÏ was severely taken to task by Ab‰ Thawr, Mu^ammad
ibn ‘AqÏl al-Firy¥bÏ, ±ubaysh, and A^mad for his book Kit¥b al-
MudallisÏn in which he unwittingly provided arguments for the
enemies of the Sunna, such as the disparagement of al-A‘mash.537

This book was refuted by Im¥m al->a^¥wÏ in a five-volume work,
unfortunately lost.

Al-Kar¥bÏsÏ narrated that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “After the Prophet œ peo-
ple were in difficulty and did not find anyone under the sky better
than Ab‰ Bakr. Thus they used him as the one who carried the
responsibility of the people.”

When he heard that Im¥m A^mad had declared as an innovation
his statement that the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n was created, al-
Kar¥bÏsÏ said: “One’s pronunciation means something other than the
thing pronounced” (talaffu·uka ya‘nÏ ghayra al-malf‰·). Then he said
of A^mad: “What shall we do with this boy? If we say ‘created’ he says
bid‘a, and if we say ‘not created’ he says bid‘a !” The ±anbalÏs were
angered and declared him unacceptable as a narrator. Al-DhahabÏ

311). See below for the position of Im¥m A^mad and his School (p. 411-412).
536 For example, Mu‘¥wiya’s acceptance of Umm Salama’s single testimony on

behalf of her cousin, or Zur¥ra’s of Ab‰ Miljaz’s single testimony, or Shuray^’s of Ab‰
Qays’s single testimony.

537 See Ibn Rajab at the very end of his book Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (2:806-807).
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commented: “There is no doubt that what al-Kar¥bÏsÏ innovated and
explained in the question of the pronunciation is the truth. But Im¥m
A^mad refused it to preclude the extension of the question to the
Qur’¥n itself, since one cannot distinguish the pronunciation from
the pronounced – which is the Speech of All¥hu – except in the
mind.”538 Similarly, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr stated that al-KarabÏsÏ was only
stating the position of most of his generation over the issue of pronun-
ciation, such as Ibn Kull¥b, Ab‰ Thawr, and D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ (as well
as al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim).539

abƒ thawr

Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Ibr¥hÏm ibn Kh¥lid al-KalbÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ, nick-
named Ab‰ Thawr g (d. 240), was a major Scholar, the mujtahid
Im¥m and ̂ adÏth Master of Iraq, a student of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Sufy¥n ibn
‘Uyayna, from whom narrated Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, al-BaghawÏ,
and others, and one of the foremost compilers of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s jurispru-
dence. 

The ±anbalÏ Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ narrated in his >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila that
‘Abd al-Wahh¥b al-Warr¥q (d. 251) said: “Ab‰ Thawr is a JahmÏ!
When he was asked of the ^adÏth whereby ‘All¥h created ®dam in
his/His image’ (‘al¥ |‰ratihi)540 he said: ‘it means only in ®dam’s
image, not in the image of the Merciful.’ I do not treat him in any
other way than A^mad ibn ±anbal did: he deserted Ab‰ Thawr and
whoever said what he said.” Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ elsewhere narrates from
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Abb¥n al-Maw|ilÏ that a man told A^mad: “I heard Ab‰
Thawr say that All¥h created ®dam in ®dam’s own form.” A^mad
remained silent a long time, then supposedly struck his hand upon
his face and said: “This is evil speech. This is Jahm’s speech. This man
is a JahmÏ, avoid him!”541

Al-Warr¥q’s and al-Maw|ilÏ’s reports from A^mad attacking Ab‰
Thawr are representative of the general unreliability of Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s
>abaq¥t al-±an¥bila in reporting Im¥m A^mad’s positions in ‘aqÏda
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538 Cf. Siyar (10:81-82 §1988) and >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:117-126 §25).
539 Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 165).
540 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. See Ibn Khuzayma’s

Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd (p. 37-41) and al-Qur~ubÏ’s al-Asn¥ (2:93-94). See explanation immedi-
ately below and also p. 262.

541 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:93 and 1:212).
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and fiqh without bias, school-partisanship, or error. What is authenti-
cally retained from A^mad concerning Ab‰ Thawr is that A^mad
recommended him while generally disapproving of the compilation
of fiqh books out of scrupulous Godwariness.

Al-DhahabÏ narrates the following reports in the chapter on Ab‰
Thawr in his Siyar :

v Ab‰ Bakr al-A‘y¥n said: “I asked A^mad ibn ±anbal about Ab‰
Thawr and he said: ‘I have known him to adhere to the Sunna
for fifty years. I consider him cut in the same cloth as Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ!’”

v ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Kh¥q¥n said: “I asked A^mad ibn ±anbal
about Ab‰ Thawr and he said: ‘I have heard nothing but good
about him, except that I don’t like the talk with which they [i.e.
jurists] end up in their books.’”

v A^mad was asked about a question [in jurisprudence] and he
said: “Ask someone else. Ask the jurists. Ask Ab‰ Thawr.”

Al-DhahabÏ concludes his biographical notice with the words: “He
[Ab‰ Thawr] is without question a proof of the highest reliability”
(huwa ^ujjatun bil¥ taraddud).542 This shows that he rejected the
authenticity of the reports of A^mad’s condemnation of him, espe-
cially in the light of the reports on Ab‰ Thawr’s brilliance in fiqh.

Apart from school partisanship, a strong motive for Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s
citation of the attacks on Ab‰ Thawr is the anthropomorphist bent in
Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s own interpretation of the ^adÏth of ®dam’s creation.
This is somewhat corroborated by Ibn al-JawzÏ’s reference to Ab‰ Ya‘l¥
as a mushabbih in the opening page of his Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh.

As for the ^adÏth of the creation of ®dam e, Ahl al-Sunna concur
that different meanings are possible as stated in al-Qur~ubÏ’s TafsÏr
and his al-Asn¥ fÏ Shar^ Asm¥’ All¥h al-±usn¥, al-NawawÏ’s Shar^ ßa^Ï^
Muslim, al-Mun¥wÏ’s Fay\ al-QadÏr, and elsewhere:

a) The meaning whereby “All¥h created ®dam in his image 
[directly]” – i.e. in his finished form without making him pass
through the stages of embryonic formation; further, ®dam was

542 Cf. Siyar (10:77 §1984). See also >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:76-77 §15).
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created in Paradise in the same form in which he died on earth,
without change.543 This meaning is confirmed by the narration of
Im¥m A^mad in his Musnad with a fair chain from Ab‰ Hurayra
that the Prophet œ said: “The people of Paradise shall enter Par-
adise naked, beardless, fair, long-haired, kohl-eyed, aged
thirty-three, in the form of ®dam, sixty cubits by seven cubits.”

b) The meaning whereby “All¥h created ®dam in the image of the
Merciful”544 – i.e. by sharing with him some of His Attributes, in
their relative and not their full sense, such as life, hearing, sight,
knowledge, and so forth. The predication of image to the
Merciful therefore signifies possession, dignity, and bestowal as
in the attribute of possession in the verse [the she-camel of
All¥h] (90:13), not body part or appearance. This was clarified
by al-R¥ghib al-I|fah¥nÏ in Mufrad¥t Alf¥· al-Qur’¥n, al-NawawÏ,
and al-HaytamÏ.545

c) A third possible meaning is derived from a variant version of this
^adÏth: “When one of you fights, let him avoid [striking] the face
[of the enemy], for All¥h created ®dam in his [that man’s] 
likeness.”546

Ibn Qutayba in Mukhtalif al-±adÏth investigates the different mean-
ings then, after purportedly adopting a non-interpretive position (bil¥
kayf), speaks of the Merciful “possessing a form unlike all other forms”
(|‰ra l¥ kal-|uwar), to which al-M¥zarÏ responds: “This is like the
anthropomorphists’ words, ‘a body unlike all other bodies’ (jismun l¥
kal-ajs¥m)!”547

Al-BayhaqÏ, following Ab‰ Thawr, gave precedence to the first
meaning according to the demands of sound doctrine and the
greater soundness of the narrations which do not mention the
Merciful.548 This is also the interpretation followed by Ibn Khuzayma
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543 Cf. al-Qur~ubÏ, al-Asn¥ (2:93-95).
544 The narration in this wording is weak by agreement of the Im¥ms of ^adÏth as

stated by al-M¥zarÏ in al-Mu‘lim bi-Faw¥’id Muslim (3:171).
545 Al-NawawÏ in Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (16:166) and al-HaytamÏ in his Fat¥w¥

±adÏthiyya (p. 290-293).
546 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
547 Al-M¥zarÏ, al-Mu‘lim (3:172) as cited in Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (16:166).
548 In al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (al-±¥shidÏ ed. 2:60-65; al-KawtharÏ ed. p. 289-291).
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in Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd. Im¥m M¥lik actually forbade his students from nar-
rating this ̂ adÏth so as not to spread confusion among people.549

yƒnus ibn ‘abd al-a‘l®
Ab‰ M‰s¥ Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ al-ßadafÏ al-Mi|rÏ g (d. 264), the

Im¥m and trustworthy ^adÏth Master, Shaykh al-Isl¥m, and FaqÏh
whom al-Sh¥fi‘Ï praised, saying there was no-one more intelligent
than him, he was among al->a^¥wÏ’s and al->abarÏ’s teachers.550

The Basmala in the Sh¥fi‘Ï School

A notable position of Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and his School is the obligatory
recitation of the Basmala – } I N  T H E  N A M E  O F  A L L ® H ,  T H E  A L L -

B E N E F I C E N T ,  T H E  M O S T  M E R C I F U L { (1:1) as the first verse of S‰rat
al-F¥ti^a and of every S‰ra of the Qur’¥n except the ninth, al-Tawba.
This position was analyzed by Shaykh al-Isl¥m Zayn al-DÏn al-‘Ir¥qÏ
among others.551 One of its proofs is that “The Prophet œ would not
know that a particular S‰ra had ended until he heard the Basmala
being recited to him.”552

There is also Consensus that the Basmala should be written in the
Mu|^af at the top of each S‰ra except the ninth – S‰rat al-Tawba, also
entitled Bar¥’a – together with the Consensus that nothing that is not
part of the Qur’¥n should be written into the Mu|^af. The only diver-
gence is that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, A^mad, Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah and others said
the Basmala is part of each S‰ra except al-Tawba; while the ±anafÏs,
A^mad in another narration, and D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ said they are an
independent verse at the top of each S‰ra but not part of it.553 An
array of proofs for the view that it is part of each S‰ra is presented in
the book ±awla TafsÏr S‰rat al-F¥ti^a (p. 33-43) by the late ^adÏth
Master of Aleppo, al-Sayyid ‘Abd All¥h Sir¥j al-DÏn.554

549 Cf. al-‘UqaylÏ, al-™u‘af¥’ (2:251 §806).
550 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 12:348).
551 In his book >ar^ al-TathrÏb (4:189-190).
552 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Ab‰ D¥w‰d with a sound chain, al-±¥kim, al-

Bazz¥r, al->abar¥nÏ, and al-BayhaqÏ in Ma‘rifat al-Sunan.
553 Cf. Dr. N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr’s FÏ TafsÏr al-Qur’¥n wa-Usl‰bihi al-Mu‘jiz ‘Ilmiyyan wa-

Bay¥niyyan, 3rd ed. (Damascus: Ma~ba‘at al-ßab¥^, 1999), p. 11.
554 One of the best reviews of this issue also is al-Qur~ubÏ’s TafsÏr S‰rat al-F¥ti^a.
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Touch Nullifies Ablution in the Sh¥fi‘Ï School

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï took the verse }Or if you have touched women{ (4:43) 
literally, and considered that contact between the sexes, even acci-
dental or unintentional, nullified ablution. This is also the position of
Ibn Mas‘‰d (as mentioned by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï), Ibn ‘Umar, al-Sha‘bÏ, al-
Nakha‘Ï, al-ZuhrÏ, and al-Awz¥‘Ï, which is confirmed by Ibn ‘Umar’s
report: “Whoever kisses or touches his wife with his hand must renew
his wu\‰’.” It is authentic and related in numerous places including
the Muwa~~a’. They all read the above verse literally, without interpret-
ing “touch” to mean “sexual intercourse” as do the ±anafÏs, or “touch
with pleasure” as do the M¥likÏs.

The reasoning of the Sh¥fi‘Ïs is strong on many levels. Among
them:

– Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s expertise in the Makkan dialect – the main dialect
of the Qur’¥n – and his foremost strength in the Arabic lan-
guage;
– The rule of mugh¥yara or non-redundancy in the Qur’¥n: All¥h
u first mentions the state of major ritual impurity resulting
from sexual intercourse as a cause for the necessity of ghusl then
acts that cause ritual impurity remediable with tayammum,
among them, natural need and touching a [non-ma^ram]
woman. Hence, lams cannot mean sexual intercourse since the
term junuban was already mentioned in the verse to cover this
meaning. Thus, the Scholars said, lams must refer to a lesser act
that is not on the level of sexual relations as this would be redun-
dant: }O you who believe! Draw not near unto prayer when you
are drunken, till you know that which you utter, nor when you are
polluted, save when journeying upon the road, till you have
bathed. And if you are ill, or on a journey, or one of you comes
from the privy, or you have touched women, and you have no
water, than go to high clean soil and rub your faces and your
hands therewith. Lo! All¥h is Benign, Forgiving{(4:43).
Since the Sh¥fi‘Ï ruling on lams is also the most precautionary one

of the Four Schools, they recommended it as the way of scrupulous-
ness (wara‘) and to preclude difference (khil¥f ).

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï
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Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Unique Mastery of the Arabic Language

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was known for his peculiar strength in Arabic language,
poetry, and philology. He is the only QurayshÏ of the Four Imams and
the only one of the Four to be raised in Makka, the cradle of the chief
Qur’anic dialect. His DÏw¥n of poetry is among the masterpieces of
Arabic literature.

Al-BayhaqÏ narrated:

[From al-RabÏ‘]: Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was an Arab to his soul and an Arab in
his speech. If you had seen him and seen the beauty of his
expression and eloquence you would have been awestruck. If he
had authored his books in the way that he used to speak, no one
would have been able to read them.555

[From Ibn Hish¥m:] I was al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s close companion for a long
time and I never heard him use anything other than a word
which, carefully considered, one would not find (in its context)
a better word in the entire Arabic language. […] Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s 
discourse, in relation to language, is a proof in itself.

[From al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad al-Za‘far¥nÏ:] A group of
bedouins used to frequent al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s gathering with us and sit
in a corner. One day I asked their leader: “You are not interested
in scholarship; why do you sit with us?” They said: “We come to
hear al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s language.”556

[From al-MuzanÏ:] Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï asked Ibr¥hÏm ibn ‘Ulayya after
they finished listening to a girl singing Arabic poetry: “Does this
bring joy to your soul?” He said no. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “You have no
feelings!” (m¥ laka ̂ iss).557

Interpretation (Ta’wÏl) vs. Committal of Meaning (TafwÏ\)

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï trod the path of the noble Salaf in avoiding any interpreta-
tion of the verses and narrations pertaining to the Divine Attributes.
Like his teacher M¥lik, he practiced “committal of the meaning”

555 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (1:19).
556 Ibid.(2:42-46).
557 Ibid.(2:210).
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(tafwÏ\ al-ma‘n¥) to a higher authority, as in his saying: “I believe in
what comes from All¥h in the meaning meant (mur¥d) by All¥h u
and I believe in what comes from the Messenger of All¥h in the mean-
ing meant by the Messenger of All¥h s.”558

Asked about the Attributes he said: “It is forbidden for minds to
represent All¥h u. It is forbidden for the imagination to conceive
limits for Him (tu^iddah). It is forbidden for speculation to presume
anything about Him. It is forbidden for souls to think about His
Essence. It is forbidden for consciences to deepen reflection about
Him. It is forbidden for thoughts to grasp other than what He
described Himself with, as conveyed by His Prophet œ!”559

At the same time, rare instances of interpretation are recorded
from him. Al-BayhaqÏ relates that al-MuzanÏ reported from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
the following commentary on the verse }To All¥h belong the East and
the West, and wheresoever you turn, there is the face (wajh) of All¥h{
(2:115): “It means – and All¥h knows best – thither is the bearing
(wajh) towards which All¥h has directed you.” Al-BayhaqÏ continues:
“The ̂ adÏth Master Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h [al-±¥kim] and the ̂ adÏth Master
al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-‘ArabÏ have related to us from Muj¥hid that
he said regarding this verse: “It means the direction of prayer to All¥h
(qibla), therefore wheresoever you are, East and West, do not turn
your faces except towards it.”

Al-±umaydÏ’s ‘AqÏda
Among the senior colleagues of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was the major Im¥m and
^adÏth Master al-±umaydÏ – Ab‰ Bakr ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr ibn
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558 Cited by Ibn Qud¥ma in Lam‘at al-I‘tiq¥d (Ryadh ed. p. 10=Damascus ed. p.
9=‘UthaymÏn ed. p. 36) and Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl (1994 ed. p. 9 = 1981 ed. p. 11 and 1994
ed. p. 42 = 1986 ed. p. 44), al-Maw¥hibÏ in al-‘Ayn wal-Athar (Damascus: al-Ma’m‰n ed.)
p. 62, and Ibn Taymiyya in al-Ris¥la al-Madaniyya (p. 121), al-‘AqÏda al-A|fah¥niyya (p.
86), and Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (4:2 and 6:354).

559 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n by Ibn Qud¥ma in Dhamm (p. 20-21 §34).
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‘¬s¥ (d. 219). The foremost student of Ibn ‘Uyayna, he accompanied
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in the last ten years of his life, from the time he settled in
Baghd¥d to his death in Cairo and would have succeeded him there
were it not for Ibn ‘Abd al-±akam. He once said: “By All¥h! For me to
charge against those who reject the ^adÏth of the Messenger of All¥h
s is dearer than to charge against the Turks.” He authored a brief,
straightforward statement of Sunni doctrine560 in which he said:

The Sunna in our understanding consists of

[1] belief in the foreordained Divine decree (al-qadar), the good
and the bad, the sweet and the bitter, and to know with certainty
(an ya‘lam) that whatever befell one was never to not befall him;
that whatever did not befall him was never to befall him; and that
all this was caused to pass (qa\¥’) by All¥h Most Glorious.

[2] [Knowledge] that belief consists of word and deed, that it
increases and decreases, that no word benefits except with
deeds, nor any word and deeds except with intention, nor any
word, deeds, and intention except according to the Sunna.

[3] Invoking mercy upon all the Companions of Mu^ammad s
for All¥h u said: }And those who came into the faith after them
say: Our Lord! Forgive us and our brethren who were before us
in the faith{ (59:10). Thus we were not ordered except to ask
for their forgiveness. Therefore, whoever insults them or dispar-
ages them or any of them follows other than the Sunna and has
no right to the fifth of the spoils (fay’). More than one authority
narrated to us that M¥lik ibn Anas said: “All¥h Most High divid-
ed the spoils by saying: }And (it is) for the poor fugitives who
have been driven out from their homes and their belongings,
who seek bounty from All¥h and help All¥h and His messenger.
They are the loyal ones. Those who entered the city and the faith
before them love these who flee unto them for refuge, and find
in their breasts no need for that which has been given them, but
prefer (the fugitives) above themselves though poverty become
560 Published by ±abÏb al-Ra^m¥n al-A‘·amÏ at the end of his edition of al-±umaydÏ’s

Musnadand again recently at Ryadh’s Maktabat al-Rushd.
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their lot. And whoso is saved from his own avarice, such are they
who are successful. And those who came (into the faith) after
them say: Our Lord Forgive us and our brethren...{ (59:8-10).
Whoever does not say is excluded from those who were given the
right to the fifth.”

[4] [Belief] that the Qur’¥n is the word of All¥h. I heard Sufy¥n
[ibn ‘Uyayna] say: “The Qur’¥n is the word of All¥h, and whoev-
er says that is is created is an innovator. We never heard anyone
say such a thing.” I also heard Sufy¥n say: “Belief consists of word
and deed, it increases and decreases.” His brother Ibr¥hÏm ibn
‘Uyayna then said to him: “Ab‰ Mu^ammad, do not say that it
decreases.” He became angry and said: “Be quiet, boy! Yes, it
decreases to the point where there remains nothing of it.”

[5] Affirming [the reality of] the vision [of All¥h Most High]
after death and

[6] all that the Qur’¥n and the ^adÏth said, such as }The Jews
say: the hand of All¥h is fettered. Their own hands are fettered{
(5:64), }and the heavens are rolled in His right hand] (39:67)
and similar texts in the Qur’¥n and the ^adÏth. We add nothing
to them nor do we explain them. Rather, we stop exactly where
the Qur’¥n and the Sunna stopped. You must say: }The
Merciful established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5).
Whoever claims other than this is a JahmÏ nullifier (mu‘a~~il).

[7] We do not say, as the Khaw¥rij said, that anyone that commits
a grave sin (kabÏra) has committed apostasy. Nor do we declare
anyone a disbeliever for any sin committed. Disbelief (kufr) is
only in leaving the five [pillars] mentioned by the Prophet s:
“Isl¥m is built upon five [pillars]: the testimony that there is no
God but All¥h and that Mu^ammad is the Messenger of All¥h,
the observance of the prayer, the payment of the poor-tax, the
fast of Rama\¥n, and the pilgrimage to the House.”561
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561 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, al-TirmidhÏ, al-Nas¥’Ï, and
A^mad.
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Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Dialectic Theology (Kal¥m)

Al-Za‘far¥nÏ said: “Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was the most eloquent of men, yet, if 
theology was probed in his gathering, he would say, ‘We are not peo-
ple of kal¥m.’”562 His hatred of kal¥m was due to his extreme caution
against errors which bear heavy consequences as they induce one into
false beliefs. Among his sayings concerning this: “My ruling concern-
ing the practitioners of kal¥m is that they be flogged, then seated upon
a camel and paraded among the clans and the tribes while a herald
proclaims: ‘This is the reward of those who abandon the Book and the
Sunna to take up kal¥m!’”563 “It is better for a scholar of knowledge to
give a fatw¥ after which he is said to be wrong than to theologise and
then be said to be a heretic (zindÏq). I hate nothing more than theolo-
gy and theologians.” Al-DhahabÏ commented: “This indicates that the
position of Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h concerning error in the tenets of faith (al-
u|‰l) is that it is not the same as error in the course of scholarly
exertion in the branches.” The reason is that in belief and doctrine
neither ijtih¥d nor ikhtil¥f are permitted. In this respect al-Sh¥fi‘Ï 
said: “It cannot be asked ‘Why?’ concerning the Principles, nor
‘How?’”

Definition of the Principles of the Religion (U|‰l al-DÏn)

Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ narrated that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï defined the Principles
as “Qur’¥n, Sunna, analogy (al-qiy¥s), and Consensus (al-ijm¥‘)”; he
defined the latter to mean “The adherence of the Congregation
(jam¥‘a) of the Muslims to the conclusions of a given ruling pertain-
ing to what is permitted and what is forbidden after the passing of the
Prophet œ.”

His Acknowledgment of SunnÏ Kal¥m

Yet al-Sh¥fi‘Ï acknowledged a Sunni type of kal¥m in defense of the
Sunna and never closed the door on the qualified use of kal¥m as
shown by his statement, “Every mutakallim according to the Qur’¥n
and Sunna possesses diligence, while every other type is delirious!”564

562 In al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ’s Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:309 §1169).
563 Narrated from al-Za‘far¥nÏ, Ab‰ Thawr, and al-Kar¥bÏsÏ by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-

Intiq¥’ (p. 133-134).
564 Narrated from al-Kar¥bÏsÏ by al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (1:470), Siyar (Ris¥la ed.

10:20).
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Al-BayhaqÏ detected in this statement a clear acknowledgment of the
difference between SunnÏ and non-SunnÏ kal¥m.565 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï also
said:

M¥lik was asked about kal¥m and monotheism (taw^Ïd) and he
said: “It is inconceivable that the Prophet œ taught his
Community hygiene and did not teach them about Oneness.
And Oneness is exactly what the Prophet œ said: ‘I was ordered
to fight people until they say There is no God but All¥h.’566 So,
whatever makes blood and property untouchable – that is the
reality of Oneness (^aqÏqat al-taw^Ïd).”567

Al-±alÏmÏ similarly said: “In this ^adÏth there is explicit proof that
that declaration (l¥ il¥ha illall¥h) suffices to save oneself from all the
different kinds of disbelief in All¥h Almighty.”568 Further, the
Prophet œ heard a call [to prayer] coming from a valley saying: “I
bear witness that there is no God but All¥h and that Mu^ammad is the
Messenger of All¥h” whereupon he said: “And I bear witness to the
same, and I bear witness that no one bears witness to the same without
clearing himself of shirk (associating a partner to All¥h).”569 These are

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

565 Cf. al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:470).
566 A mass-narrated (mutaw¥tir) ^adÏth of the Prophet œ narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ,

Muslim, and others from nineteen Companions cf. al-Katt¥nÏ in Na·m al-Mutan¥thir.
567 Narrated from al-MuzanÏ by al-SulamÏ cf. Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 10:26).
568 In al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 96; ±¥shidÏ ed. 1:235). Al-

±usayn ibn al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn ±alÏm, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-Q¥\Ï al-Bukh¥rÏ
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-±alÏmÏ (d. 403) is “the q¥\Ï, erudite Scholar, and foremost leader of the
scholars of ^adÏth and kal¥m in Transoxiana” and one of the ^adÏth Masters. He
authored important works and is an authority in the Sh¥fi‘Ï school and among early
Ash‘arÏs. Al-±¥kim took ̂ adÏth from him and al-BayhaqÏ transmitted some of his schol-
arship in his Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t and Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n where he quotes him as saying: “The
beating of the hand-drum (al-duff ) is not allowed except for women as it is originally
one of their practices, and the Messenger of All¥h s cursed the men who imitate
women.” [In al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (4:283). The ^adÏth is narrated from Ibn
‘Abb¥s by al-Bukh¥rÏ, al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^), Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, and A^mad.]
Al-B¥j‰rÏ reports that al-±alÏmÏ, like the Mu‘tazila, considered the angels to be superior
to the Prophets except our Master the Prophet Mu^ammad s. Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar
(13:141-143 §3752) and Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (3:1078); al-B¥j‰rÏ, Shar^ Jawharat al-
Taw^Ïd (p. 293).

569 A^mad and al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ relate it with a sound chain, as stated by al-
HaythamÏ in Majma‘ al-Zaw¥’id.
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proofs against those who, in later times, innovated obligatory sub-
divisions for taw^Ïd or legislated that their own understanding of the
Divine Attributes was a precondition for the declaration of Oneness.

As for al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s saying reported from Ab‰ Thawr, “Whoever
clothes himself in kal¥m shall never succeed,” al-BayhaqÏ said: “He
only means – and All¥h knows best – the kal¥m of the people of vain
lusts who abandon the Book and the Sunna and depend solely on 
reason (‘aql), readjusting the Book to it; and when the Sunna is
brought up to them, further exposing their inconsistencies, they cast
aspersions on its narrators and turn away from it. As for the People of
the Sunna, their madhhab in the Foundations is based on the Book
and the Sunna; whoever of them had recourse to reason did so only to
disprove the madhhab of those who claimed that proofs were invalid
rationally.” Al-BayhaqÏ further stated that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï also desired for his
students to avoid the perils that became rife in the caliphal inquisition
periods.

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï Possessed Full Mastery of Kal¥m

Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim narrated from al-RabÏ‘ that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “If I wished,
I could produce a book against each one of those who deviated, but
dialectic theology is none of my business, and I would not like to be
attributed any part in it.”570 Similar to the above is his advice to his
student al-MuzanÏ: “Take proofs from creation about the Creator,
and do not burden yourself with the knowledge of what your mind
did not reach.” Al-MuzanÏ said: “I debated a certain man who asked
me questions that almost caused me to doubt in my Religion. I came
to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and recounted to him the whole matter. He said to me:
‘Where are you?’ I replied, ‘In the mosque!’ He said: ‘[Nay!] You are
in T¥r¥n [a whirlpool in the Red Sea] and its waves are crashing
down on you! This is a favourite issue of atheists and its answer is
such-and-such. It would be better for someone to be tried with all the
harms that All¥h has created rather than be tried with kal¥m!’” Al-
BayhaqÏ cited this report and commented: “This shows al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s
excellent knowledge of the issue and the obligation of exposing the
distortions of atheists whenever needed. By kal¥m, he meant the

570 Al-DhahabÏ said: “This breath of fresh air is mass-narrated from the Im¥m.”
Note that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï also spoke of his wish not to have a single letter out of all his works
attributed to him, regardless of topic.
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atheism of the atheists and the innovations of the innovators, and
All¥h knows best.”571

Al-BayhaqÏ relates with a sound chain an anecdote whereby Ibn
Khuzayma was won over to the position of the Mu‘tazilÏ orator Ab‰
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n on a question related to the pre-eternity of the
Speech of All¥h u. When he realised his mistake he admitted, before
his companions, to his lack of training in kal¥m with the words: “If a
perfumer cannot properly practice shoemaking or carpentry, will you
blame a faqÏh and ̂ adÏth scholar if he does not excel in kal¥m? For my
teacher [al-MuzanÏ] told me more than once: ‘Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï forbade
kal¥m for us.’” When news of this reached Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim in Ray, he
said: “What does Ab‰ Bakr [Ibn Khuzayma] want with kal¥m? It is
preferable for both us and him not to meddle with what we did not
learn.”572 Commenting on al-MuzanÏ’s words al-BayhaqÏ said: “Al-
MuzanÏ was an ascetic, scrupulously Godwary person who used to
avoid the company of princes. He kept himself away from kal¥m lest
he be forced to appear before them as he saw had happened to al-
Buway~Ï and his likes among Ahl al-Sunna in the days of al-Mu‘ta|im
and al-W¥thiq.”573

Al-BayhaqÏ also said:

And how could he possibly consider the kal¥m of Ahl al-Sunna
wal-Jam¥‘a reprehensible when he [al-Sh¥fi‘Ï] himself practiced
it, debated those he debated, and exposed the fallacies of those
who had cast doubt into the minds of some of his 
students?574 […] In this there is an indication that involvement
in kal¥m is undesirable, according to those of our Im¥ms who
stipulated it, only for the reason we have shown and because the
reprehensible type of kal¥m is only that of the people of innova-
tion, which contravenes the Book and the Sunna. As for the
kal¥m that agrees with the Book and the Sunna, and is expound-
ed rationally and wisely, then such kal¥m is praiseworthy and

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

571 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:458).
572 Al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 267-269; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:21-23).

The account is related in full by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar after al-±¥kim’s T¥rÏkh
Nays¥b‰r.

573 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (1:467) cf. Ibn ‘As¥kir, TabyÏn (KawtharÏ ed. p. 351).
574 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:454-455).
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desirable whenever needed. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï used it and so did others
of our Im¥ms – All¥h be well-pleased with them! – when needed,
as we have mentioned.575

The Uncreatedness of the Qur’¥n

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “The Qur’¥n is the Speech of All¥h, uncreated.”576 To
±af| al-Fard who had said that the Qur’¥n was created, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said:
“You have disbelieved in All¥h Most High (kafarta bill¥hi al-‘a·Ïm)!”
Then he said to his companions: “It is better for someone to meet
All¥h with sins the like of the mountains of Tih¥ma rather than to
meet Him with one iota of what that man and his friends believe!”577

Three Books Falsely Attributed to the Im¥m

The books attributed to Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï under the titles ‘AqÏdat al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, Wa|iyyat al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and al-Fiqh al-Akbar are forgeries. The ‘AqÏda
is narrated through Ab‰ al-‘Izz A^mad ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn K¥dish al-
‘UkbarÏ and his Shaykh Ab‰ >¥lib Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn al-Fat^
al-‘Ish¥rÏ. Ibn K¥dish was declared a liar by Ibn al-Najj¥r, admitted forg-
ing a ^adÏth before his student Ibn ‘As¥kir as related by Ibn ±ajar,578

and was said to be sloppy (mukhli~) in his narrations as related by Ibn
KathÏr,579 while al-‘Ish¥rÏ narrated the spurious ‘AqÏda without know-
ing that it was a forgery.580 The Wa|iyya is narrated through Ab‰
al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn A^mad ibn Y‰suf al-Hakk¥rÏ (d. 486), also accused of
forgery,581 and al-DhahabÏ explicitly declared it inauthentic.582 As for
the Fiqh al-Akbar, a look at its style will reveal a kal¥m terminology that
was not in use until centuries after al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s time. The continued
presence of these books on market shelves is a sad exercise in irrespon-
sibility on the part of certain book publishers and sellers.583

575 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:463-467).
576 Narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-Mi|rÏ by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:407).
577 Narrated through Ibn Khuzayma from al-RabÏ‘; and from Ibn al-J¥r‰d by al-

BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:407 and 1:454).
578 Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (1:218 §677).
579 Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (Year 526).
580 Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (5:301 §1019).
581 Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (4:195 §519) and al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (3:112).
582 Siyar (8:412).
583 Most notably the director of Beirut’s al-Maktab al-Isl¥mÏ and al-Alb¥nÏ’s publisher,

Zuhayr Sh¥wÏsh, who recently re-published the pseudo-Wa|iyya.
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“If the ±adÏth is Authentic, that is my Madhhab”

One of the most misunderstood statements of Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is his
famous phrase: “When the authenticity of the ^adÏth is established,
that is my madhhab.” The Ulema of the School explained, contrary to
the populist approaches of “SalafÏs,” that this principle addresses the
jurists who are capable of sifting the abrogating and sound ^adÏths
from the abrogated and unsound ones as well as extracting the rulings
from their collective evidence according to the principles of the Law
and those of the Arabic language.584Al-NawawÏ said:

What Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said does not mean that everyone who
sees a |a^Ï^ ^adÏth should say “This is the madhhab of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,”
applying the purely external or apparent meaning of his state-
ment. What he said most certainly applies only to such a person as
has the rank of ijtih¥d in the madhhab. It is a condition for such a
person that he be firmly convinced that either Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was
unaware of this ̂ adÏth or he was unaware of its authenticity. And
this is possible only after having researched all the books of al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï and other similar books of the companions of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,
those who took knowledge from him and others similar to them.

This is indeed a difficult condition to fulfill. Few are those who
measure up to this standard in our times.585 What we have
explained has been made conditional because Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
had abandoned acting purely on the external meaning of many
^adÏths, which he declared and knew. However, he established
proofs for criticism of the ̂ adÏth or its abrogation or specific cir-
cumstances or interpretation and so forth. Shaykh Ab‰ ‘Amr
[Ibn al-ßal¥^] said: “It is no trivial matter to act according to the
literal meaning of what Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said. For it is impermissi-
ble for every faqÏh – let alone an ordinary person (‘¥mmÏ) – to act
independently with what he takes to be a proof from the
^adÏth…

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

584 See, in particular, Shaykh al-Isl¥m TaqÏ al-DÏn al-SubkÏ’s Ma‘n¥ Qawl al-Im¥m al-
Mu~~alibÏ Idh¥ ßa^^a al-±adÏthu Fahuwa MadhhabÏ; Ibn al-ßal¥^’s Adab al-MuftÏ
wal-MustaftÏ; and the first volume of al-NawawÏ’s al-Majm‰‘.

585 I.e. al-NawawÏ’s times, a fortiori ours. Among those who lived in al-NawawÏ’s cen-
tury were al-Fakhr al-R¥zÏ, Ibn al-ßal¥^, al-MundhirÏ, Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, al-Qur~ubÏ, Ibn
al-Qa~~¥n, al- ™iy¥’ al-MaqdisÏ, Ibn Qud¥ma, and Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d!
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Therefore, any Sh¥fi‘Ï that finds a ^adÏth that contradicts his
School must examine whether he is absolutely accomplished in 
all the disciplines of ijtih¥d, or in that particular topic, or specific
question. [If he is,] then he has the right to apply it independently.
If he is not, but finds that contravening the ̂ adÏth bears too heavi-
ly upon him – after having researched it and found no justification
for contravening it – then he may apply it if another independent
Im¥m other than al-Sh¥fi‘Ï applies it. This is a good reason for 
him to leave the madhhab of his Im¥m in such a case.”586

t h e  ± a n a f ¬  p o s i t i o n  o n  t aq l ¬ d

Similarly, Ibn ‘®bidÏn said:

Deep knowledge of the evidence (ma‘rifat al-dalÏl) is only possi-
ble for someone at the level of ijtih¥d (mujtahid), for it hinges on
knowing for sure that the evidence is free of that which opposes
it, which in turn hinges on complete awareness of all the proofs
(istiqr¥’ al-adillati kullih¥), which is only possible for a mujtahid.
As for merely knowing that a given mujtahid took a given ruling
from a given set of evidences, it is of little consequence […].
Anyone who is not an “absolute Mujtahid” (al-mujtahid al-mu~laq)
is obligated to practice taqlÏd even if he is a mujtahid in certain
issues of fiqh or certain sciences such as inheritance laws – if we
take the position that ijtih¥d can be parcelled, which is the truth.
In such a case, he imitates someone else in all that in which he is
helpless. It was also said [i.e. this is a weak position] that “the
‘®lim is obligated to practice taqlÏd only on condition that the
correctness of the Mujtahid’s proof/basis (mustanad) is clear to
him, otherwise, taqlÏd is impermissible for him.” The first posi-
tion is that of the massive majority (al-jumh‰r). The second is
that of some of the Mu‘tazila […]. [This] shows that knowledge
of the proof is incumbent only upon the absolute Mujtahid and it
is not incumbent upon anyone else, not even someone who is
mujtahid inside the Madhhab.587

586 Al-NawawÏ, al-Majm‰‘ Shar^ al-Muhadhdhab (1:64), citing Ibn al-ßal¥^’s Fat¥w¥
wa-Mas¥’il (1:54, 1:58-59). Cf. al-Tah¥nawÏ, I‘l¥’ al-Sunan (2:290-291).

587 Shar^ ‘Uq‰d Rasm al-MuftÏ, in Ras¥’il Ibn ‘®bidÏn (1:30); thanks to Shaykh Far¥z
Rabb¥nÏ.
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the ±anbal¬  position on taql¬d

Ibn Rajab said in his brief epistle treatise al-Radd ‘al¥ Man Ittaba‘a
Ghayr al-Madh¥hib al-Arba‘a (“Refutation of Those Who Follow Other
than the Four Schools”):

If it is asked, “What do you say about Im¥m A^mad and other
Im¥ms who prohibit imitating them and recording their sayings,
and Im¥m A^mad’s statement: Do not write my words, nor the
words of So-and-so and So-and-so; instead, learn as we learned?
This is frequently found in their statements.” It is answered:
There is no doubt that Im¥m A^mad used to prohibit [pursu-
ing] the opinions of Scholars and being preoccupied with
memorising and writing them. He would order people to busy
themselves with the Qur’¥n and Sunna: memorising, under-
standing, writing, and studying them; writing the accounts of the
Companions and their Successors – not the words of those after
them – and knowing the sound and the weak, and that which is
put to use from that which is cast out as an odd statement. There
is no doubt that this is one of the things that require preoccupa-
tion with learning first, before anything else. Whoever knows
this and reaches the farthest limits in it, to which Im¥m A^mad
pointed, his knowledge will have become close to the knowledge
of Im¥m A^mad. Such a person is not bound [by the require-
ment of taqlÏd] and is not meant by the present discourse [i.e.
Ibn Rajab’s fatwa that one is obligated to follow one of the Four
Schools]. We are only concerned with curbing those who have
not reached such an end nor elevated themselves to such a sum-
mit nor understood, of this learning, more than a tiny trickle –
and this is the case for the majority of the people of our time!
Indeed, this has always been the case for the majority of the 
people for ages, in spite of the claim of many of them to have
reached the farthest ends and the highest summits, when most
have not even risen to the most elementary steps!

Similarly, the ±anbalÏ Im¥m al-Saff¥rÏnÏ’s summary of his School’s
position on taqlÏd can be paraphrased thus:

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï
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People who are unqualified to make ijtih¥d are required to make
taqlÏd of one of the four Madhhabs: ±anafÏ, M¥likÏ, Sh¥fi‘Ï, or
±anbalÏ. These Madhhabs have been verified, refined, preserved
and transmitted involving such great numbers that even the
most basic student of a given Madhhab can differentiate between
what is and what is not part of the Madhhab, and can even differ-
entiate between well-known and rare opinions. The only
Madhhabs that can be followed today are these four, because no
other Madhhabs meet the same conditions of taw¥tur, being veri-
fied, and being preserved. This is important because, without
these three things taking place, how can we be certain of what
the Im¥m of the Madhhab really said? [Adhering to a specific
Madhhab:] Today, the predominant opinion is that one needs to
stick to a specific Madhhab. [Moving to another one:] The best
known position is that if we say that it is obligatory to stick to a
specific Madhhab, it is permissible to move to another Madhhab
on a particular issue. There are three basic opinions here:

1. It is unconditionally unlawful to follow another Madhhab on a
particular issue;
2. It is unconditionally lawful to follow another Madhhab on a
particular issue;
3. It is permissible if one acts according to what is entailed by the
Madhhab that he follows for that particular issue. [This is the
most correct opinion.]
[Seeking dispensations:] It is not permissible for laymen
(‘aw¥mm) to seek out dispensations, and doing so is moral 
corruption (fisq). The conditions for doing this are three:

1. That the person not combine between the Madhhabs in such a
way that contradicts scholarly consensus, such as marrying with-
out a dowry, without the bride’s guardian, and without witnesses
since there is no mujtahid scholar who has given this as his 
opinion.
2. That the person believe the merit (fa\l) of the one he is 
following, even if it is based on transmitted (and not first hand)
evidence.
3. That the person not seek out the easiest from among the
Madhhabs [without excuse]. 
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[Making taqlÏd of the inferior:] It is permissible to follow another
School on a particular issue when the other School is superior or
equal. It is also permissible when the other School is inferior
according to the majority of ±anbalÏs, the ±anafÏs, the M¥likÏs,
and most Sh¥fi‘Ïs.588

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Ta|awwuf
Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï recommended ta|awwuf on condition that knowledge

accompany it. He declared in his DÏw¥n:

FaqÏhan wa-|ufiyyan fakun laysa w¥^idan
fa’innÏ wa-^aqqill¥hi iyy¥ka an|a^u
Fadh¥lika q¥sin lam yadhuq qalbuhu tuqan

wah¥dh¥ jah‰lun kayfa dh‰l-jahli ya|lu^u

Be both a jurisprudent and a |‰fÏ – never just one of the two.
Truly, by the Divine Right, I am advising you sincerely!
For the former is hardened, his heart tastes no Godwariness,
While the latter is ignorant – of what use is the ignorant? 589

This is similar to Im¥m Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ’s statement that “Among
the best of people is the ß‰fÏ learned in jurisprudence.”590

Among al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s sayings on Sufism and ß‰fÏs:

v “I accompanied the ß‰fÏs for ten years and benefited but two
words from them: their statement that time is a sword: if you do
not cut it, it cuts you; and their statement that deprivation is
immunity.”591 Some versions have “three words” and add “their
statement that if you do not keep your ego busy with truth it will
keep you busy with falsehood.”

588 ±anbalÏ section thanks to Shaykh M‰s¥ Furber. On the – similar – M¥likÏ 
position see http://www.masud.co.uk/ISLAM/misc/mhfatwa.htm for the fatw¥s of al-
Qar¥fÏ, Mu^ammad ‘IllÏsh, and others.

589 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, DÏw¥n (p. 177 §45).
590 Narrated by al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ in his >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya.
591 Narrated from Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi‘Ï by al-BayhaqÏ in

Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (2:208) cf. Ibn al-Qayyim in Mad¥rij al-S¥likÏn (3:128) and al-Jaw¥b al-
K¥fÏ (p. 208-209) and al-Suy‰~Ï in Ta’yÏd al-±aqÏqat al-‘Aliyya (p. 15).
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v “If a rational man does not become a ß‰fÏ he does not reach noon
but that he is a dolt!”592 Ab‰ Nu‘aym narrates this from Mu^am-
mad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-Fa\l, from Ab‰ al-±asan [A^mad
ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-±¥rith] ibn al-Qatt¥t [al-Mi|rÏ], from the
thiqa Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Ya^y¥, from the thiqa Im¥m Y‰nus ibn
‘Abd al-A‘l¥, from the Im¥m.

v A contrary version of the latter saying reads: “A rational man does
not become a ß‰fÏ except he reaches noon a dolt!”593 Al-BayhaqÏ
narrates this from al-±¥kim, from Ab‰ Mu^ammad Ja‘far ibn
Mu^ammad ibn al-±¥rith, from al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-
™a^^¥k (Ibn Ba^r), both of unknown reliability. This is the
preferred version of Sufi-detractors.

v Im¥m al-NawawÏ in his Bust¥n al-‘®rifÏn fÏl-Zuhd wal-Ta|awwuf
(“The Garden of the Knowers in Asceticism and Ta|awwuf ”) nar-
rated with his chain from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï the saying: “Only the sincere
one (al-mukhli|) can recognise self-display (al-riy¥’).” Al-NawawÏ
comments: “This means that it is impossible to know the reality of
self-display and see its hidden shades except for one who resolute-
ly seeks (ar¥da) sincerity. Such a one strives for a long time,
searching, meditating, examining at length within himself until
he knows, or knows something of what self-display is. This does
not happen for everyone. Indeed, this happens only with special
ones (al-khaw¥||). However, for a given individual to claim that he
knows what self-display is, this is real ignorance on his part.”594

v In Makka al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was the student of al-Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\. He is
said to have taken ta|awwuf from the ascetic shepherd Shayb¥n al-
R¥‘Ï. Little is known of the latter and there is no report of the two
having ever met but there is a narration that Shayb¥n went on 
pilgrimage on foot with Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ who witnessed him
tame a lion and tweak its ear595 – All¥h have mercy on them and be
well-pleased with them!
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592 Narrated from Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ by Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (1985 ed. 9:142).
593 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib (2:207) cf. Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa (1:25)

and TalbÏs IblÏs (1985 ed. p. 447) and Ibn Taymiyya in his Istiq¥ma (p. 414).
594 Al-NawawÏ, Bust¥n al-‘®rifÏn (p. 53-54).
595 In Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (1985 ed. 7:68-69) and al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:203-203=al-

Arna’‰~ ed. 7:268). Another rare narration reports other miraculous gifts of his
(kar¥m¥t) in Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (1985 ed. 8:317 §434=1997 ed. 8:354 §425).
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Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Division of Bid‘a into “Good” and “Bad”

A major contribution of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in the foundations of the Law is his
division of innovated matters (al-mu^dath¥t) into good and bad
depending on whether they conform with or violate the guidelines of
the Religion. One famous illustration of this distinction is in the
words of ‘Umar g about the tar¥wÏ^ or congregational supererogato-
ry night prayers in the month of Ramadan: “What a fine innovation
this is!”596 ±armala narrated that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “Therefore, whatever
innovation conforms to the Sunna is approved (ma^m‰d), and what-
ever opposes it is abominable (madhm‰m).”597 This is an essential,
indispensable criterion for the determination of true bid‘a as clarified
by later authorities:

“Everything innovated in contravention of the Lawgiver’s com-
mand and the latter’s specific and general proof” (Im¥m
al-HaytamÏ).598

“All that did not exist in the first three centuries and for which
there is no basis among the Four Principles of Isl¥m” (Im¥m al-
LacknawÏ) i.e. Qur’¥n, Sunna, Ijm¥‘, and Qiy¥s.599

Thus it is not enough for something merely to be novel to be a bid‘a;
it must also contradict the Religion.

Al-RabÏ‘ narrated that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said:

Whatever is innovated and contradicts something in the Book or
a Sunna or a Companion report (athar) or a point of Consensus
(ijm¥‘ ): that innovation is misguidance (fa-h¥dhihi al-bid‘a
\al¥la). However, whatever good was innovated without contra-
dicting any one of the above: that is an innovation which is not

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

596 Narrated by M¥lik in al-Muwa~~a’ and al-Bukh¥rÏ in his ßa^Ï^.
597 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym with his chain through Ab‰ Bakr al-®jurrÏ in ±ilyat al-

Awliy¥’ (9:121 §13315) and by al-BayhaqÏ in his Madkhal (§253) and Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
(1:469) with a sound chain, as stated by Ibn Taymiyya in his Dar’ Ta‘¥ru\ al-‘Aql wal-Naql
(p. 171).

598 Al-HaytamÏ, al-TabyÏn fÏ Shar^ al-Arba‘Ïn (p. 32).
599 Cf. al-LacknawÏ, Iq¥mat al-±ujja (p. 12).
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blameworthy (fah¥dhihi mu^dathatun ghayru madhm‰ma). ‘Umar
said, concerning the [tar¥wÏ^] prayers of Rama\¥n: “What a fine
bid‘a this is!” meaning that it was innovated without having exist-
ed before and, even so, there was nothing in it that contradicted
the above.600

If, indeed, “only the bid‘a that contradicts the Sunna is blamewor-
thy”601 it follows that there must be a kind of praiseworthy bid‘a as
‘Umar showed g..

Al-BayhaqÏ commented:

Of this kind also is the confrontation of the people of innovation
– when they show them and bring up their false positions – and
their refutation and confutation of their pseudo-proofs. Even 
if such is an innovation, nevertheless, it is a praiseworthy one
and does not contradict what was mentioned previously. The
Prophet œ was asked about qadar and he gave a reply concern-
ing it. So did the Companions when they were asked about it, as
we narrated from them. The only difference is that they content-
ed themselves, at the time, with the Prophet’s s reply, then with
its report, while the innovators in our time do not content them-
selves with the report nor do they even accept it. Therefore, it is
necessary to refute their falsehoods, when they bring them up,
with whatever constitutes a proof in their eyes. And success is
from All¥h.602

This is a clear-cut defense of the necessity and the Sunna character
of kal¥m in the defense against innovators on the part of Im¥m al-
BayhaqÏ. Something similar is reported from Ibn al-ßal¥^, al-NawawÏ,
Ibn al-SubkÏ, Ibn ‘®bidÏn, and other great Im¥ms.

Consequently, the Ulema of the Madhhab divided innovation (al-
bid‘a) into good and bad, notably Shaykh al-Isl¥m, Im¥m Ibn ‘Abd
al-Sal¥m in his Qaw¥‘id al-Kubr¥ or “Major Axioms of Jurisprudence.”

600 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ by al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qibal-Sh¥fi‘Ï(1:469) cf. Siyar(8:408).
601 Ibn al-‘ArabÏ, ‘®ri\at al-A^wadhÏ (10:147).
602 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:469).
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Agreement formed in the Four Schools around this division, as illus-
trated by the endorsement of some major later authorities in each
school. Among the ±anafÏs: Ibn ‘®bidÏn, al-Turkm¥nÏ, and al-
Tah¥nawÏ;603 among the M¥likÏs: al->ur~‰shÏ, al-Qar¥fÏ, Ibn al-±¥jj,
and al-Zarq¥nÏ;604 consensus among the Sh¥fi‘Ïs;605 and reluctant
acceptance among the later ±anbalÏs, who altered al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Ibn
‘Abd al-Sal¥m’s terminology to read “lexical innovation” (bid‘a
lughawiyya) and “legal innovation” (bid‘a shar‘iyya), respectively
matching al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s “approved” and “abominable.”606

His Emphasis on Love of the Prophet œ and His Family

Al-MuzanÏ said: “I never saw any of the Scholars make something
obligatory on behalf of the Prophet œ as much as al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his
books, and this was due to his high remembrance of the Prophet œ.
He said in the Old School: ‘Supplication ends with the invocation of
blessings on the Prophet œ, and its end is but by means of it.’” Al-
Kar¥bÏsÏ said: “I heard al-Sh¥fi‘Ï say that he disliked for someone to say
‘the Messenger’ (al-Ras‰l), but that he should say ‘The Messenger of
All¥h’ (Ras‰lull¥h) out of reverence (ta‘·Ïm) for him.”607

Ab‰ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ narrated from ±armala that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “The
Caliphs (al-khulaf¥’) are five: Ab‰ Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthm¥n, ‘AlÏ, and
‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz.” This signified the Rightly-Guided Caliphs. In
his DÏw¥n he named them “leaders of their people, by whose guidance
one obtains guidance,” and wrote of the Family of the Prophet œ:

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

603 Ibn ‘®bidÏn, ±¥shiya (1:376); al-Turkm¥nÏ, al-Luma‘ fÏl-±aw¥dith wal-Bida‘
(Stuttgart, 1:37); al-Tah¥nawÏ, Kashsh¥f Is~il¥^at al-Fun‰n (Beirut, 1966, 1:133-135).

604 Al->ur~‰shÏ, Kit¥b al-±aw¥dith wal-Bida‘ (p. 158-159); Ibn al-±¥jj, Madkhal al-
Shar‘ al-SharÏf (Cairo, 1336/1918 2:115).

605 Ab‰ Sh¥ma, al-B¥‘ith ‘al¥ Ink¥r al-Bida‘ wal-±aw¥dith (Riyad: D¥r al-R¥ya, 1990 p.
93, Cairo ed. p. 12); al-‘Izz ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, as mentioned by the following; al-NawawÏ,
al-Adhk¥r (Beirut: al-Thaq¥fiyya, p. 237), and TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t (3:22); Ibn
±ajar, Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (13:253-254); al-Suy‰~Ï, introduction to ±usn al-Maq|id fÏ ‘Amal al-
Mawlid in al-±¥wÏ lil-Fat¥wÏ. Etc. Note that “consensus” (ijm¥‘) is more inclusive than
“agreement” (ittif¥q), and binding.

606 Ibn Rajab, al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-‘Ul‰m wal-±ikam (2:50-53), and Ibn Taymiyya’s section on
bid‘a in his Iqti\¥’ al-ßir¥~ al-MustaqÏm Mukh¥lafat A|^¥b al-Ja^Ïm. This is also the position
of Ibn KathÏr in his commentary of the verse: }The Originator of the heavens and the
earth!{ (2:117) in his TafsÏr. He followed Ibn Taymiyya in this.

607 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:425) and al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ in
Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:188).
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The Family of the Prophet are my intermediary to him! (wasÏlatÏ)
Through them I hope to be given my record with the right hand.

and 

Family of the Messenger of All¥h! To love you is an obligation
Which All¥h ordained and revealed in the Qur’¥n.
It is enough proof of your immense glory that
Who invokes not blessings upon you [in Tashahhud], his prayer is 

invalid.

The Qur’¥nic commentator and ̂ adÏth Master Ibn KathÏr (d. 774)
said:

I heard my Shaykh, the erudite Im¥m and ^adÏth Master Ab‰
al-±ajj¥j al-MizzÏ say – All¥h immerse him in His immense
mercy! – that the first to speak on the subject [of the superiority
of the evidentiary miracles (mu‘jiz¥t) of the Prophet œ over
those of all previous Prophets] was the Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h
Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi‘Ï g. The ±adÏth Master Ab‰
Bakr al-BayhaqÏ – All¥h have mercy on him! – narrated in his
book Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa from his Shaykh Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-
±¥kim: Ab‰ A^mad ibn AbÏ al-±asan told me: ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
ibn AbÏ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ told us: From his father who said that
‘Amr ibn Saww¥d [ibn al-Aswad ibn ‘Amr al-‘®mirÏ al-Ba|rÏ (d.
245)] said that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “All that All¥h gave to the
Prophets he also gave to Mu^ammad s.” ‘Amr said: “He gave
‘¬s¥ e [the power] to resurrect the dead.” He replied: “He gave
Mu^ammad s the tree-stump beside which he used to address
the people, and when a pulpit was built for him [and he moved
away], the stump began to moan until its voice was heard:608

608 Narrated from Sahl ibn Sa‘d by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim; from J¥bir and Ibn
‘Umar by al-Bukh¥rÏ and A^mad; from Burayda and from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by al-
D¥rimÏ; from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-D¥rimÏ, A^mad, and Ibn M¥jah; from Anas by
al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^ gharÏb), A^mad, and Ibn M¥jah; from Umm Salama by al-
BayhaqÏ in Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa; from Ubay ibn Ka‘b by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, A^mad, al-D¥rimÏ, Ibn
M¥jah, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥, and Sa‘Ïd ibn Man|‰r. This ^adÏth was declared mass-narrated
(mutaw¥tir) by ‘Iy¥\ in al-Shif¥ (chapter on the miracles of the Prophet s), T¥j al-DÏn
al-SubkÏ in Shar^ Mukhta|ar Ibn al-±¥jib, al-Suy‰~Ï in al-Azh¥r al-Mutan¥thira, and al-
Katt¥nÏ in Na·m al-Mutan¥thir while ‘Abd al-Ra’‰f al-Mun¥wÏ in his commentary on
al-‘Ir¥qÏ entitled Shar^ Alfiyyat al-Siyar said it is mass-narrated in meaning (mutaw¥tir al-
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this is a greater miracle than that.” These were his very
words.609

Aphorisms of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
on the ±ad¬th masters  

“When I see a man among the Masters of ̂ adÏth it is as if I saw the
Prophet s alive.” 610

learn f iqh before you lead others

“Learn fiqh before you reach leadership for when this happens,
there is no way to study it any more.” 611 This is reminiscent of
‘Umar’s similar advice: “Learn fiqh before you are given leader-
ship.” 612

‘actions count only according to intentions’

“The ^adÏth, ‘Actions count only according to intentions,’ per-
tains to seventy different sub-headings of jurisprudence.” 613

early signs of  merit in children

“If modesty and awe are found in a young boy, expect his 
success.”

the two most emphasized sunna prayers

“Whoever leaves either the Sunna of fajr or Sal¥t al-Witr [once] is
in a worse state than if he had left all the supererogatory
prayers.”614 Mu‘¥dh ibn al-Muthann¥ (d. 288), declared trust-
worthy by al-DhahabÏ, related something similar from Im¥m
A^mad: “Whoever abandons the witr prayer deliberately is an
evil-doer who is abandoning a Sunna of the Prophet œ, and he is
no longer considered an upright person.” 615

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

ma‘n¥) as indicated by al-BayhaqÏ in Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa and Ibn ±ajar in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ. Cf.
‘Abd All¥h al-Ghum¥rÏ, al-Ibtih¥j (p. 167-168).

609 Ibn KathÏr, al-Bid¥ya wal-Nih¥ya (Tur¥th ed. 6:289=Ma‘¥rif ed. 6:258).
610 Narrated from Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ by al-Kha~Ïb, Sharaf A|^¥bal-±adÏth(p. 46).
611 Narrated from A^mad ibn ß¥li^ by al-Kha~Ïb in Na|Ï^at Ahl al-±adÏth (p. 21).
612 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in Na|Ï^at Ahl al-±adÏth (p. 24).
613 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ibn Sulaym¥n by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ (2:442-443 §1955).
614 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ in al-Umm (1:142).
615 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥tal-±an¥bila(1:339§489), al-DhahabÏ, Siyar(11:69§2477).
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The order of emphasis for Sunna prayers in the Sh¥fi‘Ï School
according to the Muqaddima ±a\ramiyya is as follows:

– the two ‘¬d prayers,
– then the sun-eclipse prayer (kus‰f ),
– then the moon-eclipse prayer (khus‰f ),
– then the prayer for rain (istisq¥’),
– then the witr from a minimum of one to a maximum of eleven
rak‘ats, always odd, and which Im¥m al-HaytamÏ said also counts
as tahajjud if prayed after rising from sleep,
– then the Sunna of fajr,
– then the two pre-far\ Sunna rak‘as of ·uhr or Jumu‘a,
– then the two post-far\ ones after them,
– then the two post-far\ Sunna rak‘as of maghrib and ‘ish¥’,
– then the twenty rak‘as of Tar¥wÏ^ with taslÏm after each two
(and if done after each four then the prayer is invalid), its time
being the same as that for witr,
– then the ™u^¥ numbering from two to eight between post-
sunrise irtif¥‘ and pre-noon istiw¥’ but preferably in the midsec-
tion of that period, with taslÏm preferably after each two (but
valid otherwise),
– then the two rak‘as of i^r¥m, ~aw¥f, and ta^iyya, the latter
optionally in conjunction (i.e. with a shared niyya) with other
prayers, even far\, and i^r¥m coming last of the three in prefer-
ence, acording to al-HaytamÏ,
– then the two rak‘as after wu\‰’.

Im¥m al-HaytamÏ said in his commentary on the Muqaddima
±a\ramiyya entitled al-Minh¥j al-QawÏm that it is permissible to pray
the pre-far\ Sunna after the far\ if missed before. The Muqaddima
continues: It is desirable (musta^abb) to add to the  above:

– two rak‘as before and after ·uhr and Jumu‘a,
– four rak‘as before ‘a|r,
– two rak‘as before maghrib, before ‘ish¥’, and before travel – in
one’s house,
– two rak‘as in the mosque after travel,
– the prayers of istikh¥ra, need (^¥ja), and tasbÏ^, to which Im¥m
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al-HaytamÏ added the aww¥bÏn prayer of twenty rak‘as [eight
minimum] between maghrib and ‘ish¥’.

(In the ±anafÏ School the Witr and ‘¬d prayers come before the
entirety of Sunna prayers and nearest of all prayers to the Far\, in a cate-
gory of their own, followed by the Sunna of fajr, then the four pre-far\
Sunna rak‘as of ·uhr, then the rest of the twelve “emphasised Sunna”
rak‘as: two after ·uhr, two after maghrib, two after ‘ish¥’, while the
Tar¥wÏ^ are a collective emphasised Sunna or sunnatun mu’akkadatun
kif¥ya. Then follow the desirable devotions or musta^abb¥t: four rak‘as
after ·uhr(either by making the two confirmed sunna rak‘as four or sep-
arately); four or two rak‘as before ‘a|r; six rak‘as after maghrib
(commonly known as |al¥t al-aww¥bÏn although this name applies
rather to the \u^¥ prayer) ideally in sets of two (the confirmed sunna
can be included as part of the six if one chooses); two rak‘as before ‘ish¥
and four rak‘asafter (one may include the confirmed sunnas in this).)

isl®m is  ¬m®n…

Al-Za‘far¥nÏ reported that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his commentary on the ^adÏth
“Free her, for she is a believer”616 said: “Isl¥m is Ïm¥n.”617

… but ¬m®n increases  and decreases

Al-BayhaqÏ narrated in his I‘tiq¥d, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and elsewhere
that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said: “¬m¥n consists in word and deed and it can increase
and decrease.”

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

616 On this ^adÏth the watchful Muslim ought to keep strictly to the commentaries
of the Sunni Im¥ms al-BayhaqÏ [cf. p. 263], al-QushayrÏ [in his Bay¥n al-I‘tiq¥d at the
beginning of his Ris¥la], al-NawawÏ in Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim [cf. our biography of him],
Ibn ±ajar, and al-Q¥rÏ in his commentary on the ^adÏth in al-Mirq¥t Shar^ al-Mishk¥t
(orig. ed. 3:492) [cited in full in our biography of Im¥m al-NawawÏ], and ignore the
rest, especially the slurs of the people of innovation and anthropomorphism. Ibn ±ajar
said: “Al-Kirm¥nÏ [Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn Y‰suf ibn ‘AlÏ d. 668] said [in al-
Kaw¥kib al-Dar¥rÏ Shar^ ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ]: ‘The literal meaning of “the one who is in the
heaven” is not meant, for All¥h is transcendent beyond place. However, since the direc-
tion of elevation is nobler than any other direction, All¥h predicated it to Himself to
indicate the loftiness of His Essence and Attributes.’ Others addressed in similar terms
the expressions that came down concerning aboveness (fawqiyya).” Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959
ed. 13:412).

617 In al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:395). On the contextual difference of the
two terms see our translation of Ibn KhafÏf’s ‘AqÏda §70 and appended footnote.
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disbelief  coexists  with disbelief

“Belief cannot coexist with disbelief, while disbelief can coexist
with disbelief.” Ab‰ Is^¥q al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ comments: “If, together
with belief, one holds a view such as that the world is without
beginning, or other such position which contradicts belief, then
belief is altogether annulled in that person; while disbelief, such
as to assert the Trinity, if together with it one holds that Satan chal-
lenges the Merciful and wins battles over Him, as Manicheans
believe, then his shirk in the Trinity is not annulled but com-
pounded by his Manichean shirk.” Ibn al-SubkÏ commented:
“One can infer from this that belief neither increases nor decreas-
es, while disbelief can increase or decrease. Ponder this.”618

wise  study is  better than d h i k r and n a f l

“The study of ^adÏth is better than supererogatory prayer and
the pursuit of knowledge is better than supererogatory
prayer.”619 Ibn al-JawzÏ said something similar.620 The Prophet
œ is related to have said, upon entering the Mosque and seeing
two circles, one of du‘¥’ , the other of teaching and knowledge:
“They both have immense goodness but these teach fiqh and I
was but sent as a teacher (innam¥ bu‘ithtu mu‘alliman).” Then he
sat with the second group. In some versions he adds: “These are
better and have what is needed!”621

618 Ibn al-SubkÏ meant “belief” (Ïm¥n) here in the sense of “Isl¥m.” It is established
that belief can increase, just as All¥h said in His Book (8:2, 33:22). The majority of the
scholars hold that belief increases and decreases, but not in the sense of the confirma-
tion of one’s faith (al-ta|dÏq). In the latter sense, the mutakallim‰n – notably Ab‰ ±anÏfa
and the M¥turÏdÏ School – said that belief neither increases nor decreases. Cf. Ibn
KhafÏf, al-‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a §70 and note, cf. Ibn ±ajar’s discussion and his list of the vari-
ous positions. Fat^ (1959 ed. 1:45) and above, ch. on Ab‰ ±¥nÏfa.

619 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 138) and others.
620 In ßayd al-Kh¥~ir (p. 195).
621 Narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘®| by al-D¥rimÏ (3:64-66 §365), Ibn

M¥jah, Ibn al-Mub¥rak in al-Zuhd (p. 488-489 §1388), through him al->ay¥lisÏ in his
Musnad (p. 298 §2251), al-±¥rith in his (1:185 §40), both through Ibn al-Mub¥rak, al-
Kha~Ïb with four chains in al-FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih (1:88-90 §30-32, §34=1:10-11),
al-BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal il¥ al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (1:38 §462=p. 306), and Shaykh
Mu^ammad Y¥SÏn al-F¥d¥nÏ al-MakkÏ in al-‘Uj¥la fil-A^¥dith al-Musalsala, through al-
D¥rimÏ, all through the pious African Q¥\Ï ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ziy¥d ibn An‘um
al-AfrÏqÏ who is weak but acceptable in narrations pertaining to morals, while al-
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Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm wa-Fa\lih listed the many
^adÏths of the Prophet œ on the superior merit of knowledge.
However, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï by this saying meant the essence and purpose of
knowledge, not knowledge for its own sake which leads to Satanic
pride. The latter is widely available while true knowledge is the knowl-
edge that leads to Godwariness. This is confirmed by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s
saying: “Knowledge is what benefits. Knowledge is not what one has
memorised.”622 He declaimed:

I complained to WakÏ‘ of my poor memory.
He told me to quit sins once and for all.
He told me knowledge is a light:
His light All¥h grants not to those who sin.623

These are correctives for those content to parrot the definition of
knowledge in Isl¥m merely as “knowledge of the proof” (ma‘rifat 
al-dalÏl ).

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

Bukh¥rÏ considered him reliable. In addition, all but Ibn M¥jah’s chain contain ‘Abd
All¥h ibn R¥fi‘ al-Tann‰khÏ, who is also weak. Ibn M¥jah’s chain is through D¥w‰d ibn
al-Zibriq¥n who is discarded, from Bakr ibn Khunays who is weak. Cf. al-B‰|ÏrÏ, Mi|b¥^
(1:32), MÏz¥n, MughnÏ, K¥mil, and TaqrÏb.

622 Cf. note 494 above.
623 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, DÏw¥n (p. 54).
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poverty and servanthood are prerequisites  to
learning

v “The pursuit of knowledge is out of the question except for one
who is bankrupt.” He was asked: “Not even for the sufficient one
who has his need (al-ghanÏ al-makfÏ)?” He replied: “Not even for
the sufficient one who has his need.”624

v “None that pursues this Science through wealth and self-impor-
tance shall succeed. But he who pursues it with humility,
poverty, and serving the Ulema, shall succeed.”

v “Knowledge will never be attained except through bearing with
humiliation.”

reason is  experience

v “Intellect (al-‘aql ) consists of experience (al-tajriba).”
v “The wise person is not the one who, faced with a choice

between good and evil, chooses good, but the one who, faced
with a choice of two evils, chooses the lesser evil.”

irremediable matters

v “There are three things about which a physician is powerless:
idiocy, plague, and senility.” 

v “Protection against an evil neighbour is useless.”

self-discipline

v “Disciplining the human being is harder than disciplining a
beast.”

v “Whoever does not become chaste shall remain foolish; whoever
is accused of committing sins shall remain fearful and lowly;
whoever abstains is safe; he whose appetites run amok, his 
worries grow; and whoever marries much will not be safe from
scandals.

v “Satiation weighs down the body, hardens the heart, does away
with sagacity, brings on sleep, and weakens one from worship.” 

624 In al-NawawÏ’s introduction to his Majm‰‘ (1:64).
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This is similar to the definition of ta|awwuf as “hunger” (al-j‰‘)
given by some of the early masters, who acquired hunger as a
permanent attribute and were called “hungerers” (j‰‘iyy‰n).
Notable examples are the ß‰fÏ masters Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-
TustarÏ – who reached a state such that he broke his fast once
only every twenty-five days – and al-Q¥sim ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-‘AbdÏ
al-DimashqÏ al-J‰‘Ï (d. 248) “the Im¥m, exemplar, walÏ, the
mu^addith, the Shaykh of the ß‰fÏs and the friend of A^mad ibn
al-±aw¥rÏ” (al-DhahabÏ). ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar said: “I never ate
to satiation since I entered Isl¥m.”625

never swear oaths

v “ I never swore by All¥h – neither truthfully nor deceptively.”
This is based on the Prophet’s s prohibition of swearing oaths
to Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq in the ^adÏth of the dream-interpretation
related from Ibn ‘Abb¥s in the two ßa^Ï^s and Sunan: “Do not
swear (l¥ tuqsim)!” Al-TustarÏ said: “The truthful and trustful
Saints (al-ßiddÏq‰n) never swear by All¥h u, nor commit back-
biting, nor does backbiting take place around them, nor do they
eat to satiation. If they promise, they are true to their word, and
they never speak in jest.”

choosing one’s  residence carefully

v “No one should reside in a region where there is neither a
knowledgeable person of Religion nor a physician.”

choosing one’s  companions carefully

v “The companionship of one who does not fear All¥h u causes
disgrace.”

v “One must take care to pursue the company of those who are
faithful and truthful, just as one takes care to entrust his proper-
ty only to those who are trustworthy and reliable.”

v “The causes of inferiority in men are: talking too much, advertis-
ing secrets, and trusting each and everyone.”

v “The anger of noble folk shows in their deeds. while the anger of
lowly folk shows in their tongues.”

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

625 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilya (1:371 §1031).
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the perils  of  wealth

v “The worst wrongdoer against his own soul is he who, after he
acquires wealth and status, disdains his relatives, shuns his
acquaintances, scorns the people of nobility, and swaggers
before the people of merit.”

v “When someone is granted ease after poverty, his ego runs to do
four things: he disowns the patron who helped him, takes a con-
cubine over and above his wife, destroys his house, and builds
another one.”

self-knowledge inures against calumny

v “Whoever knows himself, calumnies will never harm him.”
v “Whoever witnesses his own weakness has been granted upright-

ness” (man shahida al-\a‘fa min nafsihi n¥la al-istiq¥ma).626

v “High hopes have cut off men’s necks the way a mirage betrays
the one who sees it and leaves behind whoever trusts it.”

v “It is a wonder that the human being occupies himself with
something the disposal of which belongs to someone else.”

v “Whoever is overcome by the love of this world and its lusts shall
be forced into subjugation by its people, and whoever is satisfied
with little shall be free of this subjection.”627

prayer behind innovators

v Al-Buway~Ï asked: “Should I pray behind the R¥fi\Ï?” Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
said: “Do not pray behind the R¥fi\Ï, nor behind the QadarÏ, nor
behind the Murji’.” Al-Buway~Ï said: “Define them for us.” He
replied: “Whoever says ‘Belief consists only in speech’ is a Murji’,
and whoever says ‘Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar are not [true] Im¥ms’ is
a R¥fi\Ï, and whoever attributes destiny to himself is a QadarÏ.”
The status of the prayer behind innovators depends on the kind
of bid‘a they practice. If it is a bid‘a mukaffira or innovation that
constitutes kufr such as, for example, believing that there will be
a new Prophet after the Prophet Mu^ammad s, the prayer
behind them is invalid and must be repeated. (Nor are their
remains washed nor prayed upon.) If it is only a bid‘a mufassiqa

626 In al-NawawÏ, TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ (1:75-76).
627 All sayings narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 138, 157-159).
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or innovation that constitutes moral corruption (such as, for
example, believing that “the knowledge of the Four Im¥ms is
purely speculative”), the prayer behind people of such belief is
abominable but valid. If there is dispute among the Ulema
whether the innovation is actually a bid‘a mukaffira then the
prayer behind that im¥m is forbidden (^ar¥m) but if it takes place
it is valid, although it is desirable (musta^abb) to repeat it within
the period of that prayer. This is the case of the prayer behind
those who hold anthropomorphist beliefs. Although the prefer-
able (r¥ji^) opinion is that they are not apostates, there is a
difference of opinion among the Ulema in relation to their
anthropomorphic creed. Since this difference is over ‘aqÏda, it
follows that the prayer behind them is prohibited but valid.628

And All¥h knows best.

every book is  flawed except the qur’®n

v “If a book were double-checked seventy times, a mistake could
still be found in it. All¥h will not have any faultless book except
His Book.” Al-MuzanÏ related this and also said: “I read back al-
Ris¥la to the Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï eighty times. Every single time he
would correct a mistake in it. In the end he said: “Enough! All¥h
will not have any faultless book except His Book.”629

accepting the ± ad¬th is  not optional

v After al-Sh¥fi‘Ï narrated a ^adÏth to a man who asked him about
a certain matter the latter said: “Do you also say the same?”
whereupon al-Sh¥fi‘Ï jumped, his color changed, and he said:
“Woe to you! What earth would carry me, what heaven would
shade me if I narrated from the Messenger of All¥h s some-
thing that I did not adhere to? Yes, I adhere to it heart and soul!
Yes, I adhere to it heart and soul!”630

His Assiduous Recitation of the Qur’¥n

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï is the first in Isl¥m to have authored a book on the merits of

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

628 Cf. KhalÏl, Mukhta|ar, ßalat al-Jam¥‘a under the words “ka-^ar‰riyya”.
629 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in M‰\i^ Awh¥m al-Jam‘ wal-TafrÏq (1:6).
630 Narrated by al-±¥kim as cited by Ibn al-Qayyim in I‘l¥m al-Muwaqqi‘Ïn (2:286).
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the Qur’¥n, titled Fa\¥’il al-Qur’¥n,631 followed by al-Q¥sim ibn
Sall¥m.

Like Ab‰ ±anÏfa, al-Bukh¥rÏ, and others, he is related to have 
recited the entire Qur’¥n each day at prayer, and twice a day in the
month of Rama\¥n. Al-Kar¥bÏsÏ said: “I spent eighty nights in the
same house with al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. He used to pray for about one third of the
night. I never saw him recite more than fifty verses – meaning in a sin-
gle rak‘a – and he never passed by a verse of mercy but that he asked
All¥h for mercy for himself and for the believing men and women,
nor did he pass by a verse of punishment without seeking refuge in
All¥h and asking Him for salvation for himself and for the believing
men and women.”

He once told his students: “Fiqh has distracted you from the Book of
All¥h. After night prayer I open it in front of me and it remains so
until morning.”

His External Appearance

Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ described al-Sh¥fi‘Ï as “of medium height, with
a bright forehead, soft skin, tending to swarthiness, with a sparse side-
beard (khafÏf al-‘¥ri\ayn).” Al-MuzanÏ said: “I never saw one more
handsome of face than al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. If he grasped his beard it would not
exceed his fist.” Ibn R¥h‰yah described him in Makka as wearing
bright white clothes with an intensely black beard. Al-Za‘far¥nÏ said
that when he was in Baghd¥d in the year 195 he dyed his beard with
henna.

Al-RabÏ‘ said: “He was thrifty in his dress and wore thin clothes of
linen and Baghd¥dÏ cotton. He sometimes wore a headcover (qalan-
suwa) that was not very tall but he wore the turban and the khuff very
often. Not one day passed without his giving charity and he used to
give charity at night, especially in Rama\¥n, searching out the poor
and the destitute. He spent on his family the way wealthy merchants
and the nobility spend. He was the most generous of people to sit
with.” Al-RabÏ‘ also said: “M¥lik’s companions boast that his gathering
comprised about sixty turban-wearers (mu‘ammam). By All¥h! I have
counted three hundred turbaned men in al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s gathering,
excluding those I could not see.”

631 As stated by al-Katt¥nÏ in al-Ris¥la al-Musta~rafa (p. 59).
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Al-Za‘far¥nÏ said: “Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï used to wear a large turban, as if he
were a desert Arab. In his hand he held a large staff (hir¥wa).”632 In
the introduction of his great compendium of Sh¥fi‘Ï fiqh titled al-
Majm‰‘ al-NawawÏ mentions that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï used a walking stick. One
day he was asked: “Why do you carry a stick when you are neither old
nor an invalid?” He replied: “To remind myself that I am only a 
traveller in this world.” Yet, Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was chronically ill for most
of his life and afflicted with permanent bleeding caused by hemor-
roids, by which the Almighty Creator u caused his death early.
Whenever he sat to teach, a pail was placed under his seat and blood
dripped into it. All¥h be pleased with him and grant him the greatest
mercy!

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was buried in al-Qar¥fa in Cairo. Ibn al-KÏz¥nÏ, an
Egyptian poet notorious for his anthropomorphist belief, died in 562
and was buried near Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. Later, the pious Shaykh al-
Khab‰sh¥nÏ (510-587) ordered Ibn al-KÏz¥nÏ’s remains dug up and
buried elsewhere, saying: “The ßiddÏq and the ZindÏq are not buried
together.” The ±anbalÏs of the area waged a campaign of intimida-
tion against him but he defeated them.633

Later Figures Connected to the Sh¥fi‘Ï School
d®wƒd al-<®hir¬ 634

D¥w‰d ibn ‘AlÏ ibn D¥w‰d ibn Khalaf al-I|bah¥nÏ al-<¥hirÏ  (d. 275)
was the first literalist. Al-Kha~Ïb said of him: “He was a scrupulously
Godwary and devoted Im¥m.” He began by following al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in fiqh
and was the first to write his biography (Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï). Then he
left him, negated the validity of analogy (qiy¥s) – one of the legislative
sources of the Religion – and published books in which he deviated
from the Salaf and innovated his own method, due to which the
Scholars deserted him. He considered the Qur’¥n to be created
(mu^dath). Al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ reported that some early M¥liki Ulema con-
sidered his entire School an innovation of miguidance (bid‘a).635

Despite this he is considered truthful in his narrations. The most

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

632 In al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ’s Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:309 §1169).
633 >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (6:90, 7:15-16), Siyar (20:454, 21:205).
634 MÏz¥n (‘Ilmiyya ed. 3:27) and Siyar (14:469); Lis¥n (2:422-424).
635 Cf. al-Sh¥~ibÏ, al-Muw¥faq¥t (3:154).
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famous of those who adhered to his School is Ibn ±azm al-AndalusÏ.
Others are the ß‰fÏ master Ab‰ al-±asan Ruwaym ibn A^mad al-
Baghd¥dÏ (d. 303), possibly the ß‰fÏ ^adÏth Master Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im (d.
287), Kh¥lid ibn A^mad al-<¥hirÏ, the School’s main representative
in Bukh¥r¥ from which he contrived Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ’s expulsion,
and Ab‰ ‘®mir Mu^ammad ibn Sa‘d‰n al-‘AbdarÏ (d. 524), one of
Ibn ‘As¥kir’s teachers, described by him as an ill-mannered anthropo-
morphist. Shaykh Mu^yÏ al-DÏn Ibn ‘ArabÏ is said to have followed the
<¥hirÏ School but he himself denied it, as quoted by Ibn ‘Im¥d in
Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab (5:20) from Ibn ‘ArabÏ’s two poems al-R¥’iyya and
al-N‰niyya.

al-junayd 636

Al-Junayd ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-Junayd, Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-
Nah¥wandÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ al-Qaw¥rÏrÏ al-Khazz¥z al-Sh¥fi‘Ï g(d. 298)
was the Im¥m of the World in his time, the Shaykh of the ß‰fÏs and
“Diadem of the Knowers.” He accompanied his maternal uncle SarÏ
al-Saqa~Ï, al-±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ, and others. Ab‰ Sahl al-ßu‘l‰kÏ nar-
rates that as a boy al-Junayd heard his uncle being asked about
thankfulness (shukr), whereupon he said: “It is to not use His favours
for the purpose of disobeying Him.” He took fiqh from Ab‰ Thawr – in
whose circle he would give fatwas at twenty years of age – and, it was
also said, from Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ. He once said: “All¥h did not bring
out a single science on earth accessible to people without giving me a
share in its knowledge.” He used to go to the market every day, open
his shop, and commence praying four hundred rak‘as until closing
time. In fiqh he followed al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s disciple, Ab‰ Thawr.

Among his sayings about the ß‰fÏ Path: “Whoever does not memo-
rise the Qur’¥n and write ̂ adÏth is not fit to be followed in this matter.
For our Science is controlled by the Book and the Sunna.” To Ibn
Kull¥b who was asking him about ta|awwuf he replied: “Our madhhab
is the singling out of the pre-eternal from the contingent, the deser-
tion of human brotherhood and homes, and obliviousness to past and
future.” Ibn Kull¥b said: “This kind of speech cannot be debated.” Ibn

636 Al-QushayrÏ, Ris¥la (p. 148-150); al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (7:241); Ibn ‘Im¥d,
Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab (2:228-230); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (11:153-155 §2555); Ibn al-SubkÏ,
>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:260-275 §60).
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Surayj would say, whenever he defeated his adversaries in debate:
“This is some of the blessing from my sittings with al-Junayd.” Al-
QushayrÏ relates from al-Junayd the following definitions of ta|awwuf :

v “Not the profusion of prayer and fasting, but wholeness of the
breast and selflessness.”637

v “Ta|awwuf means that All¥h causes you to die to your self then
gives you life in Him.”

v “It means that you be solely with All¥h with no attachments.”
v “It is a war in which there is no peace.”
v “It is the upholding of every high manner and the repudiation of

every low one.”
v “It is supplication together with inward concentration, ecstasy

together with attentive hearing, and action combined with com-
pliance [with the Sunna].”

v “It is the removal of minor impurity” (raf‘ al-^adath).

When his uncle asked him to speak from the pulpit he deprecated
himself, but then saw the Prophet œ in his dream reiterating the
order. Ibn Kull¥b once asked al-Junayd to dictate for him a compre-
hensive definition of taw^Ïd he had just heard him say. He replied: “If
I were reading from a record I would dictate it to you.” The Mu‘tazilÏ
al-Ka‘bÏ said: “My eyes did not see his like. Writers came to hear him
for his linguistic mastery, philosophers for the sharpness of his
speech, poets for his eloquence, and kal¥m scholars for the contents
of his speech.” Al-KhuldÏ said: “We never saw, among our Shaykhs,
anyone in whom learning (‘ilm) and actual state (^¥l) came together
save al-Junayd. If you saw his ^¥l you would think that it took prece-
dence over his ‘ilm, and if he spoke you would think that his ‘ilm took
precedence over his ̂ ¥l.”

Like the Sunni Im¥ms of his generation, al-Junayd hated theologi-
cal disputations about All¥h and His Attributes: “The least [peril] that
lies within kal¥m is the elimination of the awe of All¥h from the heart.
And when the heart is left devoid of the awe of All¥h, it becomes
devoid of belief.”

At one time a young Christian asked him: “What is the meaning of

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

637 In al-QushayrÏ, Kit¥b al-Sam¥‘ in al-Ras¥’il al-Qushayriyya (Sidon and Beirut: al-
Maktabat al-‘A|riyya, 1970), p. 60.
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the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ: ‘Beware the vision (fir¥sa) of the believer
for he sees with the light of All¥h’?”638 Al-Junayd remained immersed

638 A sound (|a^Ï^) ̂ adÏth narrated through Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn from Ab‰ Um¥ma al-
B¥hilÏ by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Mu‘jam al-KabÏr (8:121) and Musnad al-Sh¥miyyÏn (2:407)
with a fair (^asan) chain according to al-HaythamÏ (10:268 chapter on fir¥sa); Ibn ‘Abd
al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:677 §1197) with a fair chain according to al-ZuhayrÏ; al-
±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ in Naw¥dir al-U|‰l ; Ibn ‘AdÏ in al-K¥mil (4:1523, 6:2401); Ab‰
Nu‘aym in ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ (6:118) and al-Arba‘Ïn ‘al¥ Madhhab al-Muta^aqqiqÏn min al-
ß‰fiyya (p. 104); al-Kha~Ïb in al-T¥rÏkh (5:99); al-BayhaqÏ in al-Zuhd al-KabÏr (p. 159-160
§358); al-Suy‰~Ï who declared it fair (^asan) in al-La’¥li’ al-Ma|n‰‘a (2:329-330) as did
al-Shawk¥nÏ in al-Faw¥’id al-Majm‰‘a (p. 243-244); and through the trustworthy ^adÏth
Master Mu^ammad ibn ‘Awf al-Him|Ï by al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (1:387=1:476).
The slight defect (‘illa) of Ab‰ Um¥ma’s chain revolves around al-Bukh¥rÏ’s shaykh, the
narrator ‘Abd All¥h ibn ß¥li^ al-JuhanÏ. [Cf. al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (2:440-445 §4383). Al-
Arna’‰~ said of him in Ta^rÏr al-TaqrÏb (2:222 §3388): “Truthful (|ad‰q), his
memorization is somewhat lacking, but of fair narrations in follow-ups (al-mut¥ba‘¥t).”]
However, Shaykh Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^ in his monograph Bish¥rat al-Mu’min bi-Ta|^Ï^
±adÏth Ittaq‰ Fir¥sat al-Mu’min presents a convincing argument that the ^adÏth should
be graded |a^Ï^, as it is established that ‘Abd All¥h ibn ß¥li^ narrated it to Ya^y¥ ibn
Ma‘Ïn and Mu^ammad ibn ‘Awf from his written record, and Ibn ±ajar said of him in al-
TaqrÏb (p. 308 §3388) “He is confirmed when narrating from his book” (thabtun fÏ
kit¥bih) and again in his introduction to Fat^ al-B¥rÏ entitled HadÏ al-S¥rÏ (p. 414):
“Whatever comes from him through the narration of the major experts such as Ya^y¥
ibn Ma‘Ïn, al-Bukh¥rÏ, Ab‰ Zur‘a, and Ab‰ ±¥tim, is from his sound narrations (min
|a^Ï^i ^adÏthih).” The ^adÏth is also narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by al-TirmidhÏ
(gharÏb); al-Bukh¥rÏ in his T¥rÏkh (7:354); al->abarÏ and Ibn KathÏr in their TafsÏrs
(14:31-32 and 2:556); Ab‰ Nu‘aym in al-±ilya (10:281-282); al-‘UqaylÏ in al-™u‘af¥’
(4:129); Ab‰ al-Shaykh in al-Amth¥l (p. 78); al-SulamÏ in >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya (p. 156) and
al-Arba‘Ïn; al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (3:191, 7:242); al-QushayrÏ in his Ris¥la (2:480);
al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (1:387); al-M¥lÏnÏ in al-Arba‘Ïn fÏ Shuy‰kh al-ß‰fiyya (p.
91), and Ibn al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:268), all with weak chains
because of ‘A~iyya ibn Sa‘d al-‘AwfÏ who concealed his sources. Also narrated with very
weak chains from Thawb¥n, Ibn ‘Umar, and Ab‰ Hurayra by al->abarÏ, Ab‰ al-Shaykh,
Ab‰ Nu‘aym, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, and Ibn KathÏr in their commentaries of the verse
}Therein lie portents for those who read the signs{ (15:75); and from other
Companions with very weak chains. Among the incorrect rulings on the grade of this
^adÏth are those given by Ibn al-JawzÏ and the philologist al-ß¥gh¥nÏ who included it
among the forgeries in their respective Maw\‰‘¥t (3:147 and p. 27). Al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-
Maq¥|id al-±asana (§23) rejects the grading of maw\‰‘, but considers its chains all weak
as does al-A^dab in Zaw¥’id T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (4:340-343 §687). In confirmation of the
general authenticity of this narration the scholars cited another narration whereby the
Prophet œ said: “All¥h has servants who know [the truth about people] through read-
ing the signs” (tawassum). Narrated from Anas by al-Bazz¥r as cited in Zaw¥’id Musnad
al-Bazz¥r (4:243), al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ (§2956), al->abarÏ, al-Qur~ubÏ, and Ibn KathÏr
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in thought then lifted his head and said: “Submit, for the time has
come for you to accept Isl¥m.” The young man embraced Isl¥m on the
spot.639 Al-Junayd defined the Knower (al-‘¥rif ) as “He who addresses
your secret although you are silent.”

Ibn al-JawzÏ cites another example of Junayd’s kashf in his ßifat al-
ßafwa:

Ab‰ ‘Amr ibn ‘Alw¥n relates: I went out one day to the market of
al-Ru^ba for something I needed. I saw a funeral procession and
I followed it to pray with the others. I stood among the people
until they buried the dead man. My eyes unwittingly fell on a
woman who was unveiled. I lingered looking at her. Then I held
back and began to beg forgiveness of All¥h u. On my way home
an old woman told me: “My master, why is your face all dark-
ened?” I took a mirror and behold! my face had turned dark. 
I examined my conscience and searched: Where did calamity
befall me? I remembered the look I cast. Then I sat alone some-
where, fervently asking for Divine forgiveness. I decided to live
austerely for forty days.640 [During that time] the thought came

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

in their TafsÏrs (14:32, 10:43, and 2:556), al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (2:170), and
both Ab‰ Nu‘aym and Ibn al-SunnÏ in their al->ibb al-NabawÏ as stated by al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in
Kashf al-Khaf¥’ (1:42 §3632) and al-Ghum¥ri in Fat^ al-Wahh¥b (2:170), all with fair
chains according to Ibn ±ajar in Mukhta|ar al-Zaw¥’id (2:506 §2302), al-HaythamÏ
(10:268), and al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-Maq¥|id al-±asana (p. 20). Al-DhahabÏ in his MÏz¥n
(1:334) declares it “disclaimed” (munkar) not because the ̂ adÏth itself is weak but only
because no one narrates it other than Bakr ibn al-±asan – Ab‰ Bishr ibn al-Muzalliq –
whose actual grading is “truthful” (|ad‰q) as stated by al-DhahabÏ, while others
declared him “trustworthy” (thiqa). Shaykh Mamd‰^ in the same monogaph (p. 35-38)
faulted as incorrect ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Mu‘allimÏ al-Yam¥nÏ’s grading of this ^adÏth as
weak in his notes on al-Shawk¥nÏ’s Faw¥’id (p. 245).

639 Al-QushayrÏ, Ris¥la cf. Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (11:114); Ibn Khallik¥n, Wafay¥t
(1:374).

640 Cf. ^adÏth of the Prophet s: “None dedicates to All¥h forty days/mornings
but that He causes the wellsprings of wisdom to break forth from his heart to his
tongue.” Narrated by Ibn AbÏ Shayba (7:80), al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (1:285),
A^mad, Hann¥d, and Ibn al-Mub¥rak, all three in their Zuhd, al-DaylamÏ in Musnad
al-Firdaws (3:564), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (5:189, 10:70) and others through so
many chains both from Companions – Ibn ‘Abb¥s, Ab‰ Ayy‰b al-An|¥rÏ, Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-
Ash‘arÏ, ‘AlÏ, Ab‰ Dharr, and Anas – and mursal – from Mak^‰l and ßafw¥n ibn
Sulaym – that it reaches the grade of ^asan |a^Ï^ according to al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-
Mud¥wÏ li-‘Ilal al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr wa-Shar^ay al-Mun¥wÏ (6:108-111) although al-Sakh¥wÏ
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to my heart: “Visit your Shaykh, al-Junayd.” I travelled to
Baghd¥d. When I reached the room where he lived I knocked at
the door. I heard him say from inside: “Come in, Ab‰ ‘Amr! You
sin in al-Ru^ba and we ask forgiveness for you here in
Baghd¥d!”641

About the ß‰fÏs al-Junayd said:

v “They are the members of a single household that none but they
can enter.”

v “The ß‰fÏ is like the earth: every kind of abomination is thrown
upon it, but naught but every kind of goodness grows from it.”

v “If you see a ß‰fÏ caring for his outer appearance, then know that
his inward being is corrupt.”

v “The ß‰fÏ is like the earth: both the righteous and the sinners
walk upon it. He is like the clouds: they give shade to all things.
He is like the raindrop: it waters all things.”

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya related from al-SulamÏ that al-Junayd said:
“The truthful seeker (al-murÏd al-|¥diq) has no need for the scholars of
knowledge” and “When All¥h desires great goodness for the seeker,
He makes him flock to the ß‰fÏs and prevents him from accompany-
ing those who read books (al-qurr¥’).”642 This does not refer to an
abandonment of knowledge but to the pursuit of practice over memo-
rization. As he said: “The way to All¥h u is closed except to those who
follow the footsteps of the Prophet œ and adhere to his Sunna. All¥h
u said, }Verily in the messenger of All¥h you have a good example
for him who looks unto All¥h and the last Day, and remembers All¥h
much{ (33:21).”643 This is confirmed by his saying reported by al-

declared it weak in his Maq¥|id (§1054). Its meaning refers to (1) observing congrega-
tional prayer from its very start as well as (in Im¥m Zayd’s narration in his Musnad)
(2) fasting and (3) consuming only licit sustenance. Cf. Shar^ Sunan Ibn M¥jah (1:58),
Fay\ al-QadÏr (4:273, 6:43-44), and Kashf al-Khaf¥ (2:292-293). For four more similar
^adÏths see al-Mud¥wÏ (6:295-298). A fourth meaning is Godwary simple living as illus-
trated by M¥lik’s statement: “None renounces the world and guards himself except he
will speak wisdom.” Narrated from Ibn Wahb by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (Ris¥la ed.
8:109).

641 In Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa 1(2):271, chapter on al-Junayd (§296).
642 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Mad¥rij al-S¥likÏn (2:366).
643 Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (10:257), al-Kha~Ïb in al-FaqÏh wal-
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DhahabÏ: “We did not take ta|awwuf from what So-and-So said and
what So-and-So-said, but from hunger, abandonment of the world,
and severance of comforts.” Al-Junayd also said: “Among the marks of
the wrath of All¥h against a servant is that He makes him busy with
that which is of no concern to him.”644

Ibn al-Qayyim in al-Faw¥’id and Z¥d al-Ma‘¥d asserts the superiority
of the struggle against the ego (jih¥d al-nafs) over all struggles, and
cites al-Junayd:

All¥h u said: }Those who have striven for Our sake, We guide
them to Our ways{ (29:96). He has thereby made guidance
dependent on jih¥d. Therefore, the most perfect of people are
those of them who struggle the most for His sake, and the most
obligatory of jih¥ds (afra\ al-jih¥d) are the jih¥d against the ego,
the jih¥d against desires, the jih¥d against the devil, and the jih¥d
against the lower world. Whoever struggles against these four,
All¥h will guide them to the ways of His good pleasure which
lead to His Paradise, and whoever leaves jih¥d, then he leaves
guidance in proportion to his leaving jih¥d. Al-Junayd said:
“[The verse means] Those who have striven against their desires
and repented for Our sake, We shall guide them to the ways of 
sincerity. And one cannot struggle against his enemy outwardly
except by struggling against these enemies inwardly. Then who-
ever is given victory over them will be victorious over his enemy.
Whoever is defeated by them, his enemy defeats him.”645

Ibn ‘®bidÏn related in his fatw¥ on the permissibility of dhikr 
gatherings:

The Im¥m of the two groups [ß‰fÏs and Fuqah¥’], our Master al-
Junayd, was told: “Certain people indulge in ecstatic behavior
(wajd), swaying with their bodies.” He replied: “Leave them to
their happiness with All¥h! They are the ones whose affections
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Mutafaqqih (1:150), al-SulamÏ in >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya (p. 159), al-QushayrÏ in al-Ris¥la
(1:117), Ibn al-JawzÏ in TalbÏs IblÏs (p. 19) and ßifat al-ßafwa (2:418), and al-Suy‰~Ï in
Mift¥^ al-Janna (p. 148 §333, p. 155 §357).

644 In Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa, chapter on al-Junayd.
645 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-Faw¥’id, ed. Mu^ammad ‘AlÏ Qu~b (al-Iskandariyya:

D¥r al-Da‘wa, 1992) p. 50 and Z¥d al -Ma‘¥d (Ris¥la ed. 3:5-10).
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have been smashed by the Path and whose breasts have been
torn apart by effort – and they are unable to bear it. There is no
blame on them if they breathe awhile as a remedy for their
intense state. If you tasted what they taste, you would excuse
their exuberance.” 646

In Kit¥b al-Fan¥’ (“Book of the Annihilation of the Self”) al-Junayd
states:

As for the select and the select of the select, who become alien
through the strangeness of their conditions – presence for them
is loss, and enjoyment of the witnessing is struggle. They have
been effaced from every trace and every signification that they
find in themselves or that they witness on their own. The Real
has subjugated them, effaced them, annihilated them from their
own attributes, so that it is the Real that works through them, on
them, and for them in everything they experience. It is the Real
which confirms such exigencies in and upon them through the
form of its completion and perfection.647

Al-Junayd went on pilgrimage on foot thirty times. On his deathbed
he recited the Qur’¥n incessantly. Al-JarÏrÏ related that he told him:
“Ab‰ al-Q¥sim! Put yourself at ease.” He replied: “Ab‰ Mu^ammad!
Do you know anyone that is more in need of Qur’¥n at this time, when
my record is being folded up?” He finished one khatma then started
again until he recited seventy verses of S‰rat al-Baqara, then he died.
Ibn ‘Im¥d al-±anbalÏ said: “If we were to speak of his merits we could
fill volumes.”

Ja‘far al-KhuldÏ said: “I saw al-Junayd in my sleep [after he died]
and said to him, ‘What did All¥h do with you?’ He replied: ‘All those
subtle allusions were swept away, and all those lofty expressions 
vanished. Nothing was of use to me except a few genuflections 
I prayed before the dawn.’”

ibn surayj

Al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s A^mad ibn ‘Umar ibn Surayj al-Shir¥zÏ al-

646 Seventh treatise in Ibn ‘®bidÏn’s Ras¥’il, titled Shif¥‘ al-‘AlÏl wa-Ball al-GhalÏl fÏ
±ukm al-Wa|iyya bil-Khatam¥t wal-Tah¥lÏl (1:172-173).

647 Translation communicated to the author by Dr. Michael Sells.
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Mi|rÏ g(d. 303 or 306) the ̂ adÏth Master and FaqÏh was known as the
Swooping Falcon (al-B¥z al-Ashhab) – a nickname later famed for
Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-GÏl¥nÏ. Ibn al-SubkÏ also calls him “the Fierce
Lion Against the Dissenters of the Madhhab of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.” The nick-
name “the Little Shafi‘i” was given to him by Ab‰ ±af| al-Mu~awwi‘Ï, a
praise probably deserved by no one after him more than Im¥m al-
BayhaqÏ.

Ibn Surayj is listed by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar among “Those Who
Are Imitated in Isl¥m” in the generation of Im¥m al-A’imma Ibn
Khuzayma and Im¥m al->abarÏ. In the previous generations al-
DhahabÏ lists the more senior Sh¥fi‘Ï authorities such as Ab‰ Thawr
(d. 240), al-Buway~Ï (d. 231), and al-MuzanÏ (d. 264). It is true that
Ibn Surayj was said to be preferred to all of the above, including al-
MuzanÏ! This is reported by Ab‰ Is^¥q al-Shir¥zÏ and all the authors of
>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘Ïyya such as Ibn al-SubkÏ, al-IsnawÏ, Ibn KathÏr, Ibn al-
Q¥\Ï Shuhba, and others. Ab‰ ±¥mid al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ – considered one
of the Mujaddids for the fourth century – proclaimed himself Ibn
Surayj’s imitator but only “in the externals of fiqh, not the delicate
matters” (al-raq¥’iq).

Ab‰ al-±asan al-ShayrajÏ al-Far\Ï said that Ibn Surayj’s works in the
Madhhab amounted to 400, although many of them were in ^adÏth
and zuhd. Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “We only saw a few of them,” indicating
that most of those works were lost.

Ibn Surayj was the peerless admonisher (w¥‘i·) of his time and
apparently was also a fierce debater. To Ab‰ Bakr Mu^ammad ibn
D¥w‰d al-DÏnawarÏ who once said to him: “Allow me to swallow!” – i.e.
let me catch my breath – Ibn Surayj replied: “I’ll let you swallow the
whole Tigris!” i.e. the main river of Baghd¥d after the Euphrates, both
famed for their sweet water. Another time: “Give me some time!” Ibn
Surayj: “I give you from now to the Hour of Judgment!” He refuted
the books of Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ against al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.

Ibn Surayj was Q¥\Ï of ShÏr¥z and he took ̂ adÏth from al-Za‘far¥nÏ,
Ab‰ D¥w‰d al-Sijist¥nÏ, and others; and fiqh from Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-
Anm¥~Ï, al-MuzanÏ, and others. Al-D¥raqu~nÏ and others narrated
from him. He went to Cairo and lived there for a long time, and hence
is called al-Mi|rÏ, but he died in Baghd¥d at age 87. His grave is in the
West side there and was visited for its blessing (tabarruk )in the time of
Ibn Khallik¥n. His son ‘Umar taught the Iraqis in the rulings on ~ah¥ra
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organised by his father and he authored an abridgment of his Fiqh
entitled Tadhkirat al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim.

Among Ibn Surayj’s famous students is Mu^ammad Ibn KhafÏf ibn
Asfakshad, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-ShÏr¥zÏ al-™abbÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (276?-371)
the centenarian ß‰fÏ disciple of Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ of whom al-
DhahabÏ said: “He is at the same time one of the most knowledgeable
Shaykhs in the external sciences (‘ul‰m al-·¥hir).” Ibn KhafÏf reported
from Ibn Surayj that the proof that love of All¥h was a categorical
obligation (far\) was in the verse:}Say: If your fathers, and your sons,
and your brethren, and your wives, and your tribe, and the wealth you
have acquired, and merchandise for which you fear that there will be
no sale, and dwellings you desire are dearer to you than All¥h and His
messenger and striving in His way: then wait till All¥h brings His com-
mand to pass. All¥h guides not wrongdoing folk{ (9:24), for
punishment is not threatened except for a categorical obligation.

Ibn al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Kubr¥ and Ibn ‘Im¥d in Shadhar¥t al-
Dhahab report that Ibn Surayj was unanimously considered the
Mujaddid of his century and he is thus listed by al-Suy‰~Ï (along with
Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ) in his Tu^fat al-MujtahidÏn bi-Asm¥’ al-
MujaddidÏn (“The Gem of the Striving Scholars: the Names of the
Renewers of the Religion”) for the third century.

Ibn al-SubkÏ said that his Shaykh al-DhahabÏ considered the word
man [the Arabic personal pronoun translatable as “one who” or
“those who”] in the ̂ adÏth of the Renewer (Mujaddid ) to refer to the
plural. Thus, the Mujaddids for the Third century, for example, were
Ibn Surayj in Fiqh, al-Ash‘arÏ in U|‰l al-DÏn, and al-Nas¥’Ï in ^adÏth,
while in the Sixth they were ‘Abd al-GhanÏ [Ab‰ Mu^ammad TaqÏ al-
DÏn ibn ‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn ‘AlÏ al-Jamm¥‘ÏlÏ al-MaqdisÏ the ±anbalÏ (d.
600)] in ̂ adÏth and Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ in Kal¥m.

Among Ibn Surayj’s sayings: “I never saw a student of fiqh work in
kal¥m and succeed: he lost fiqh yet he will not attain true knowledge of
kal¥m!” Im¥m Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ’s father, ™iy¥’ al-DÏn al-Kha~Ïb said
in his book Gh¥yat al-Mar¥m : “Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s was the most brilliant of
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Schoolmen in Kal¥m just as he was their most brilliant one
in fiqh.” Among Ibn Surayj’s famous works is al-Fur‰q fi Fur‰‘ al-
Sh¥fi‘Ïyya (“The Variations in the Jurisprudence of the Shafi‘Ïs”),
questions and answers on al-MuzanÏ’s Mukhta|ar of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s al-
Umm.
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al->abar¬ 648

Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr ibn YazÏd ibn KathÏr, Ab‰ Ja‘far al->abarÏ
(224-310) was one of the major mujtahid Im¥ms and the founder of a
School of Law – the JarÏrÏ madhhab – which remained for 150 years
after his death, then faded. He is the author of a massive commentary
on the Qur’¥n; an equally large universal history; a biographical histo-
ry entitled T¥rÏkh al-Rij¥l; an encyclopedia of jurisprudence entitled
al-BasÏ~ and a medium-sized work entitled La~Ïf al-Qawl fÏ A^k¥m
Shar¥’i‘ al-Isl¥m, which he abridged into a smaller work; a book on the
dialects and sciences of the Qur’¥n entitled al-Qir¥’¥t wal-TanzÏl wal-
‘Adad; the unfinished book of Fa\¥’il on the immense merits of the
Companions; al-Man¥sik on the rites of Pilgrimage; al-Musnad
(“Narrations with Uninterrupted Chains”); the unfinished TahdhÏb al-
®th¥r (“Classification of Transmitted Reports”); Tab|Ïr UlÏ al-NahÏ
(“Admonishment for the Wise”) for the people of >abarist¥n; Ma‘¥lim
al-Hud¥ (“Sign-Posts of Guidance”); the monument of erudition
Ikhtil¥f ‘Ulam¥’ al-Am|¥r fÏ A^k¥m Shar¥’i‘ al-Isl¥m, known as Ikhtil¥f al-
Fuqah¥’ (“Differences of the Jurists”); and TartÏb al-‘Ulam¥’
(“Taxonomy of the Scholars of Knowledge”). Al-DhahabÏ praises the
latter book and mentions that al->abarÏ begins it with the rules of 
conduct for the purification of the self and the sayings of the ß‰fÏs. 
As for the book ßarÏ^ al-Sunna (“The Explicit Sunna”), its chains of
transmission contains too many unknowns and weak links for it to be
authentically attributed to him.

In one of his classes al->abarÏ asked: “What is the status of one who
says Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar are not two Im¥ms of guidance?” Ibn al-
A‘lam replied: “He is an innovator.” Al->abarÏ said: “An innovator?
Just an innovator? Such a person should be put to death! Whoever
claims that Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar are not two Im¥ms of guidance
should definitely be put to death!”649

Al->abarÏ limited his TafsÏr of the Qur’¥n and his great history to
thirty volumes each out of compassion for his students, as he original-
ly intended to write three hundred volumes respectively. Al-Kha~Ïb
heard the linguist ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h al-LughawÏ say: “Mu^ammad
ibn JarÏr spent forty years writing forty pages a day.” Ab‰ ±¥mid al-
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648 Main source: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (11:291-301 §2696).
649 In Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (5:101).
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Isfar¥yÏnÏ the faqÏh said: “If a man travelled all the way to China to
obtain the TafsÏr of Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr it would not be too much.”
This alludes to the ̂ adÏth narrated from the Prophet œ: “Seek knowl-
edge even as far as China.”650 ±usaynak ibn ‘AlÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ said the
first question Ibn Khuzayma asked him was: “Did you write anything
from Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr?” ±usaynak said no, for “he would not
show himself, and the ±anbalÏs forbade people from going in to see
him.” Ibn Khuzayma said: “You did poorly. To write from him alone
would have been better for you than all those from whom you wrote.”
Ibn Khuzayma himself had read al->abarÏ’s TafsÏr in seven months,
after which he said: “I know not, on the face of the earth, anyone more
knowledgeable than Ab‰ Ja‘far [al->abarÏ], and the ±anbalÏs were

650 Narrated from Anas by al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (4:290) and al-Madkhal, Ibn
‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm, and al-Kha~Ïb through three chains at the opening of
al-Ri^la fÏ >alab al-±adÏth (p. 71-76 §1-3) where Dr. N‰r al-DÏn ‘Itr declares it weak
(\a‘Ïf), all through Ab‰ ‘®tika al-Ba|rÏ who is very weak. Also narrated from Ibn ‘Umar,
Ibn ‘Abb¥s, Ibn Mas‘‰d, J¥bir, and Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ, all through very weak chains.
The ^adÏth Master al-MizzÏ said it has so many chains that it deserves a grade of fair
(^asan), as quoted by al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-Maq¥|id al-±asana. Al-‘Ir¥qÏ in his MughnÏ ‘an
±aml al-Asf¥r similarly stated that some Scholars declared it sound (|a^Ï^) for that rea-
son, even if al-±¥kim and al-DhahabÏ correctly said no sound chain is known for it. Ibn
‘Abd al-Barr’s “SalafÏ” editor Ab‰ al-Ashbal al-ZuhayrÏ declares the ̂ adÏth ̂ asan in J¥mi‘
Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:23ff.) but all the above fair gradings actually apply to the wording:
“Seeking knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim.” The first to declare the
“China” ^adÏth forged seems to be Ibn al-Qaysar¥nÏ (d. 507) in his Ma‘rifat al-Tadhkira
(p. 101 §118) although al-Sakh¥wÏ reports from Ibn ±ibb¥n the verdict b¥~il l¥ a|la
lahu. This grading was kept by Ibn al-JawzÏ in his Maw\‰‘¥t but rejected, among others,
by al-Suy‰~Ï in al-La’¥li’ (1:193), al-MizzÏ, al-DhahabÏ in TalkhÏ| al-W¥hiy¥t, al-B¥j‰rÏ’s
student Shams al-DÏn al-Q¥wuqjÏ (d. 1305) in his book al-Lu’lu’ al-Mar|‰‘ (p. 40 §49),
and notably by the Indian mu^addiths Mu^ammad >¥hir al-FattanÏ (d. 986) in his
Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰‘¥t (p. 17) in which he declares it ^asan, and Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ in
his monograph al-‘Iqd al-ThamÏn fÏ ±adÏth U~lub‰ al-‘Ilma wa-law bil-ßÏn. Al-Mun¥wÏ, like
Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr before him, gave an excellent explanation of the ̂ adÏth in his Fay\ al-
QadÏr (1:542). See also its discussion in al-‘Ajl‰nÏ’s Kashf al-Khaf¥’ under the ^adÏth:
“Seeking knowledge is an obligation upon every Muslim,” itself a fair (^asan) narration
in Ibn M¥jah because of its many chains as stated by al-MizzÏ, although al-NawawÏ in his
Fat¥w¥ (p. 258) declared it weak while Dr. Mu^ammad ‘Aj¥j al-Kha~Ïb in his notes on al-
Kha~Ïb’s J¥mi‘ (2:462-463) declared it “sound due to its witness-chains” (|a^Ï^ li-ghayrih)
as did al-Suy‰~Ï and A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ in his monograph al-Mus-him fÏ >uruqi ±adÏthi
>alabu al-‘Ilmi FarÏ\atun ‘al¥ Kulli Muslim Cf. al-SindÏ’s ±¥shyat Sunan Ibn M¥jah (1:99),
al-Mun¥wÏ’s Fayd. al-QadÏr (4:267), al-Sakh¥wÏ’s al-Maq¥|id al-±asana (p. 275-277), and
Ab‰ Ghudda, Khams Ras¥’il (fÏ ‘Ul‰m al -±adÏth) 245).
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unjust towards him.”651

The Caliph al-MuktafÏ requested al->abarÏ to write a certain book
for him. When it was finished, a gift was produced for him but he
refused to take it. He was told: “You must ask for your need, whatever
it is.” He replied: “I ask the Commander of the Faithful to forbid 
street begging on the day of Jumu‘a.” This was done as he request-
ed.652

In his book Ikhtil¥f al-Fuqah¥’ al->abarÏ mentions the differences of
opinion between M¥lik, al-Awz¥‘Ï, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ab‰
±anÏfa, Ab‰ Y‰suf, Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan, and Ab‰ Thawr. He
mentions some of the jurists among the Companions, the Successors,
and their Followers until the second century. When he was asked for
the reason why he did not mention Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal in his
book he replied that A^mad was not a Jurist (faqÏh) but a ^adÏth
Scholar (mu^addith). The ±anbalÏs disapproved of this and reported-
ly roused the people against him, preventing visitors and students
from visiting him in the daytime, so he died and was buried in his
house. Al->abarÏ’s reply is neither new nor unique of its kind as sever-
al of those who wrote about the differences among jurists did not
mention A^mad g.

Was al->abarÏ a Sh¥fi‘Ï? He took Sh¥fi‘Ï fiqh from Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-
A‘l¥ among others. Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-Fargh¥nÏ – one of the major
narrators of al->abarÏ’s books – states: “H¥r‰n ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz relat-
ed to me: Ab‰ Ja‘far al->abarÏ said to me: ‘I have given rulings
according to the fiqh of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï for ten years in Baghd¥d, and Ibn
Bashsh¥r al-A^wal (the teacher of Ibn Surayj) took it from me.’ When
al->abarÏ’s learning increased, his striving and research led him to
produce everything from among the categories of knowledge in his
books, and there remained nothing that he did not give Muslims
advice about.”
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651 Narrated by Ibn al-AthÏr in al-K¥mil fÏl-T¥rÏkh (D¥r ß¥dir ed. 8:134-136) [year
310]; al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (2:164); Ibn KathÏr in al-Bid¥ya (11:166); and al-
DhahabÏ in the Siyar (11:294, 297 §2696).

652 The Prophet œ said: “Whoever begs people for money so that he can accumu-
late it is asking for a hot coal. Therefore let one [who begs] take little, and consider it
much.” Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim and A^mad. And: “One of you keeps
begging until when he meets All¥h Most High, there is not a piece of flesh left on his
face.” Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim. See the Reliance of the
Traveller (p. 774, r39.0) for the legal ruling on begging.
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The authors of the books of synchronical layers (>abaq¥t) are
unanimous that he is a mujtahid mu~laq (capable of independent legal
reasoning), but they differ whether he is also at the same time a fol-
lower of the Sh¥fi‘Ï school like Ab‰ Thawr, who is considered both a
mujtahid mu~laq and a follower of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.653 Al-IsnawÏ and al-
Sharq¥wÏ did not mention him in their biographies of the Sh¥fi‘Ïs,
while [Ab‰ Is^¥q] al-ShÏr¥zÏ says in the introduction to his
“Biographical-Layers [of the Jurists]” that he is not counted among
the Sh¥fi‘Ïs. A^mad ibn Q¥sim al-‘Abb¥dÏ said, “He is among our
scholars” in the >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyyÏn. Al-R¥fi‘Ï in al-Mu^arrar says:
“Due to his dissents, Ibn JarÏr is no longer considered of those in our
madhhab, although he is counted among the layers of the companions
of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.” Al-NawawÏ mentions this in TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t.
This distinction is often overlooked by the chroniclers who are inter-
ested in enlarging the numbers of their Im¥m’s followers and
including prestigious names among them, as with Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s
inclusion of Ab‰ ‘Ubayd Ibn Sall¥m and al-Bukh¥rÏ in >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila and Ibn al-SubkÏ’s inclusion of the latter in >abaq¥t
al-Sh¥fi‘iyya.

An incident was related to have taken place between al->abarÏ and
some ±anbalÏs in Baghd¥d over the explanation of the verse of the
Exalted Station [17:79], whereby al->abarÏ reportedly recited:

sub^¥na man laysa lahu anÏsun wa-m¥ lahu fÏ ‘arshihi jalÏsu

Glory to Him Who has no comrade
nor companion sitting with Him on His Throne!

Upon hearing this, the account goes, the irate ±anbalÏs pelted 
al->abarÏ with their inkwells and he sought shelter in his house.654

The report seems dubious in light of al->abarÏ’s lengthy defense, in 
his TafsÏr, of Muj¥hid’s narration of the Prophet’s s seating on the
Throne “with All¥h!” Al->abarÏ went to great length to show that

653 Im¥m al-Suy‰~Ï also described himself as both a mujtahid mu~laq and a follower of
the Sh¥fi‘Ï school in his book al-Radd ‘al¥ Man Akhlada il¥l-Ar\ wa-Jahila annal-Ijtih¥da fÏ
Kulli ‘A|rin Far\ (“The Refutation of Those Who Cling to the Earth and Ignore That
Scholarly Striving is a Religious Obligation in Every Age”).

654 Al-Suy‰~Ï, Ta^dhÏr al-Khaw¥|| min Ak¥dhÏb al-Qu||¥| cf. Frederik Kern in the
introduction to his edition of al->abarÏ’s Ikhtil¥f al-Fuqah¥’ (Cairo, 1902).
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Muj¥hid’s report is authentic from the perspectives both of transmis-
sion and reason as we mention in Part Four of this book.
Furthermore, al-Suy‰~Ï’s report is not found anywhere else. What is
well-established is that the ±anbalÏs persecuted al->abarÏ for failing to
mention Im¥m A^mad in his book as we showed. Another reason
mentioned by al-DhahabÏ, was the antagonism between al->abarÏ and
the ±anbalÏ Ab‰ Bakr ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d, who falsely accused him of
being a R¥fi\Ï.

ibn khuzayma 655

Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn Khuzayma, Ab‰ Bakr al-SulamÏ al-
Nays¥b‰rÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï g (223-311) was “the Im¥m of Im¥ms (Im¥m
al-A’imma), major ̂ adÏth Master, polymath, ocean of science, Ka‘ba of
the scholars, who wore the diadem of the Godwary and donned the
garment of the friends of All¥h.” He took fiqh from two of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s
closest students, al-MuzanÏ and al-RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n al-Mur¥dÏ, as a
result of which he kept a staunch allegiance to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï. He once
rebuked someone who had brought up the ±anbalÏ School with the
words: “Is A^mad ibn ±anbal anything but one of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s young
pupils?” Among his Shaykhs in ^adÏth were al-Sa‘dÏ, al-BaghawÏ, Ab‰
Qud¥ma, al-W¥si~Ï, and many others. Among his students were al-
Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, Ibn ±ibb¥n, Ab‰ Sahl al-ßu‘l‰kÏ, and innumerable
others. He was said to have reached the level of mujtahid mu~laq. He
declared having asked for knowledge that profits upon drinking
water from Zamzam, in accordance with the Prophet’s s ^adÏth:
“Zamzam water makes true whatever it is drunk for”656 Ibn Surayj said
of him: “He brings out the anecdotes from the Prophet’s ̂ adÏth with a
chisel.”

Ibn Khuzayma’s magnum opus is his ßa^Ï^, unfortunately lost for the
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655 Sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (11:358-368 §2735, 8:402); Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-
Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:109-119 §120); Ibn KathÏr, al-Bid¥ya wal-Nih¥ya (11:170).

656 Narrated from J¥bir by A^mad, Ibn M¥jah, Ibn AbÏ Shayba, al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh
Baghd¥d (3:179, 10:166) and al-BayhaqÏ with a good chain as stated by al-‘Ajl‰nÏ (^asan
li-ghayrih) in Kashf al-Khaf¥; from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-±¥kim (1:473=1990 ed. 1:646) and
al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan (2:289 §238); from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr by al-BayhaqÏ in al-
Sunan al-Kubr¥ (5:148); and from Mu‘¥wiya by al-F¥kihÏ in Akhb¥r Makka. Al-B‰|ÏrÏ in
Zaw¥’id ibn M¥jah and al-NawawÏ declared its chain weak but a number of other ̂ adÏth
Masters said it is a fair (^asan) narration due to the number of its chains and definitely
|a^Ï^ as a mursal narration, among them Ibn al-Qayyim and Ibn ±ajar as reported by al-
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most part, and the extant part – in print – amounts to a third of the
original work. His criterion for soundness, like Ibn ±ibb¥n’s in his
ßa^Ï^ and (to a weaker extent) al-±¥kim in his Mustadrak, is to
regroup both the ^asan and the |a^Ï^ under the latter appellation,
unlike the stricter criteria followed by the Two Masters, al-Bukh¥rÏ
and Muslim, in their like-named compilations. The claim that Ibn
Khuzayma’s ßa^Ï^ emulates Muslim’s in reliability is, therefore, an
exaggeration.

Ibn Khuzayma was humble, modest, generous, and scrupulously
Godwary. He once went out into the streets and marketplaces of
Nays¥b‰r and invited everybody he saw to his gardens for a feast
where all kinds of food were served to them. Despite this great wealth
he was heard to say: “I do not remember ever owning more than two
shirts.” He once corrected the Emir Ism¥‘Ïl ibn A^mad on the chain
of a ^adÏth, after which the Emir’s scholars confided to him that they
had known it to be mistaken for twenty years but had never dared cor-
rect him. Ibn Khuzayma said: “It is unlawful for me to hear 
a ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ narrated with a mistake without my correct-
ing it.” His student Ab‰ ‘Amr ibn Ism¥‘Ïl reported that Ibn Khuzayma
refrained from taking anything handed to him with the left hand, and
he always prayed two rak‘as before sitting to write something. Sa‘Ïd ibn
Ism¥‘Ïl al-±ayrÏ said: “Truly All¥h repels affliction from the people of
Nays¥b‰r because Ab‰ Bakr Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q is in it.”

In his notice on al->abarÏ in the Siyar al-DhahabÏ cites al-Kha~Ïb’s
narration of the following incident:

Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr al->abarÏ, Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn
Khuzayma, Mu^ammad ibn Na|r al-MarwazÏ, and Mu^ammad ibn
H¥r‰n al-R‰y¥nÏ were travelling together in Egypt and ran out of
food. They remained hungry for several days. One night in the house

Suy‰~Ï in al-Durar al-Muntathira (p. 243-244 §383) and al-Mun¥wÏ (5:404), while al-
MundhirÏ, al-Dimy¥~Ï (in al-Suy‰~Ï’s TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ [Fary¥bÏ ed. 1:158=‘Abd al-La~Ïf ed.
1:145=1:80] and Ziy¥d¥t al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr), and al-Suy‰~Ï (in al-SindÏ’s edition of Ibn
M¥jah, cf. al-Durar) declared the ^adÏth |a^Ï^. Al-SindÏ added: “The people of knowl-
edge have experienced its veracity.” See also al-Shawk¥nÏ, Nayl al-Aw~¥r, book of
Man¥sik, chapter on Zamzam water. Ibn ±ajar in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr (2:268) cites al-
DÏnawarÏ’s narration: “We were with Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna when a man came and asked
him: ‘Ab‰ Mu^ammad! Is the ̂ adÏth you told us about Zamzam water true?’ He replied
yes. The man said: ‘I just drank it for the purpose that you narrate to me a hundred
^adÏths.’ Ibn ‘Uyayna said to him: ‘Sit’ and he narrated to him a hundred ̂ adÏths.”
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in which they had taken up residence, they drew lots to decide which
of them would have to go out and beg for food on behalf of the others.
The lot fell on Ibn Khuzayma. He said: “Give me a moment so that I
can make the Deliberation Prayer (|al¥t al-istikh¥ra). He started pray-
ing and they sat waiting by the candle-light, whereupon someone
knocked at the door. They opened it to find the envoy of the governor
of Egypt. He said: “Which of you is Mu^ammad ibn Na|r?” They point-
ed him out, and the envoy handed him a packet containing fifty
dinars. Then he said: “Which is Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr?” And so forth
until he gave each fifty dinars. Then he said: “The governor slept at
midday and saw in his dream the Mu^ammads (al-Ma^¥mid) starving,
so he sends you these packets, and he makes you swear an oath that
when they finish, send one of you to him [for more].”

Among Ibn Khuzayma’s fiqh positions in which he contravened the
Sh¥fi‘Ï School:

v “Congregation is a condition for the validity of [far\] prayer”;
but this is the position of the ±anbalÏs alone among the Four
SunnÏ Schools.

v “Raising the hands (in every integral of prayer in which one
stands) is one of the pillars of prayer the omission of which inval-
idates it.” The Madhhab stipulates this is is not a pillar but a
Sunna.

v “Whoever prays the congregational prayer alone behind a row
must repeat it;” but the Madhhab considers his prayer valid, only
recommending to gently pull back, after i^r¥m, someone from
the preceding row.

Ibn Khuzayma’s acknowledgement of his lack of training in kal¥m,
which we cited in the section on al-MuzanÏ (“If a perfumer cannot
properly practice shoemaking or carpentry, will you blame a faqÏh and
^adÏth Scholar if he does not excel in kal¥m?”), illustrates the follow-
ing advice by al-Shawk¥nÏ:

We saw many of our contemporaries that were involved in the
pursuit of knowledge showing impartiality and fairness in ques-
tions related to the Law, sticking to the evidence. But when they
heard a question in a particular science of which they had no
knowledge, such as logic, kal¥m, or astronomy (al-hay’a) and the

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï
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like, their disposition made them run away and they made oth-
ers run away as well. All this while they have no idea what the
question is nor do they understand it at all! It would be far more
appropriate for them to be quiet, acknowledge their shortcom-
ing, and keep back at whatever point All¥h kept them back. Let
them answer steadfastly, whenever asked about it: “I do not
know.”657

Al-±¥kim counted Ibn Khuzayma’s works as over a hundred and
forty titles. His Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd (“Doctrine of Oneness”) is largely an
anthropomorphist manifesto first published in the sixties by a “SalafÏ”
amateur in ^adÏth science and lavishly cited by “SalafÏs” for its literal-
ism in interpreting the Attributes. It was renamed Kit¥b al-Shirk
(“Book of Polytheism”) by al-Fakhr al-R¥zÏ.658 Al-BayhaqÏ related that
Ibn Khuzayma repented of writing it while al-DhahabÏ pointed out
that it also contains figurative interpretations, for example his expla-
nation of “the image of All¥h” (al-|‰ra) as meaning “the image given
to ®dam by All¥h” in the ̂ adÏth: “If you fight your brother, avoid strik-
ing the face, for All¥h created ®dam in His image.”659

Al-DhahabÏ said Ibn Khuzayma was “one of the extremists (Ghul¥t)
in the literal affirmation [of the Divine Attributes].”660 An example of
this extremism is the statement reported by al-±¥kim and al-DhahabÏ
in the Siyar: “Whoever does not definitely confirm that All¥h u is
established over His Throne above His seven heavens is a disbeliever
whose blood is licit, and his property is to be divided among the
Muslims!” Al-DhahabÏ comments: “Ibn Khuzayma’s speech, although
true [!], is too blunt.” Another version states: “Whoever does not defi-
nitely confirm that All¥h is established over His Throne above His
seven heavens, separate (b¥’in) from His creation, he is a disbeliever
who must be summoned to repent, otherwise his head should be cut
off and he must be dumped on a garbage-heap so that his stench will
not disturb Muslims and non-Muslim citizens.”661 The evidence to
which Ibn Khuzayma alludes does not support his terms but only says:

657 Al-Shawk¥nÏ, Adab al->alab (p. 124) cited in the preface to al-Badr al->¥li‘ (p. 12).
658 In al-TafsÏr al-KabÏr (14:27 §151).
659 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim; also al-Bukh¥rÏ without the words “your

brother.” Cf. Ibn Khuzayma, al-Taw^Ïd (p. 37-41) and section on Ab‰ Thawr supra.
660 In al-‘Ul‰w (p. 500).
661 Narrated by al-HarawÏ in Dhamm al-Kal¥m (4:377 §1245) and al-DhahabÏ in his
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}The Merciful established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5) without
the rephrasing in the passive and additions laden on his phrase, as al-
DhahabÏ remarked concerning a similar claim by ‘Uthm¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd
al-D¥rimÏ:

In his book al-Naqd he [‘Uthm¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd al-D¥rimÏ] said: “The
Muslims all agree that All¥h is above His Throne, above His
heavens.” I say the clearest thing on this topic is the saying of
All¥h: }The Merciful established Himself over the Throne{
(20:5). Therefore, let it pass as it came, just as we learned to do
from the school of Salaf !662

In al-Taw^Ïd Ibn Khuzayma also cites, as his proof for establishing
that All¥h has a foot and other limbs, the verse: }Have they feet
wherewith they walk or have they hands wherewith they hold, or have
they eyes wherewith they see, or have they ears wherewith they hear?{
(7:195) This proof contradicts rather than confirms the sound posi-
tion of the Salaf as expressed by al-Muqri’ and narrated by Ab‰ D¥w‰d
in his Sunan whereby }All¥h is All-Hearing, All-Seeing{ (4:58) means
“He can hear and see” – without any mention of bodily appendages
that pertain to those faculties. Al-KawtharÏ pointed out that Ibn
Khuzayma’s understanding of this point is identical to that of the
anthropomorphists of >abaristan and Isfah¥n who said: “If He does
not have eyes, nor ears, nor hand, nor foot, then what we are worship-
ping is a watermelon!” and they claim, in support of their views, that
All¥h in the Qur’¥n has derided those who lacked limbs by saying:
}Have they feet wherewith they walk?{:663

Ibn al-JawzÏ said of Ibn Khuzayma’s interpretation of this verse:
Truly I wonder at that man who, with all his skill in the science of
transmission of ^adÏth, says such a thing and asserts for All¥h
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‘Ul‰w (p. 500) cf. Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 225-226) with a sound chain from al-±¥kim,
from Mu^ammad ibn ß¥li^ ibn H¥ni’, from Ibn Khuzayma. Al-Saqq¥f claimed
“Mu^ammad ibn ß¥li^ ibn H¥ni’ is of unknown status for us (majh‰l ‘indan¥) so this
chain is unestablished” but al-±¥kim himself declared him “trustworthy and trusted”
thiqa ma’m‰n cf. Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n (5:239) while Ibn KathÏr in his Bid¥ya (11:225) said
thiqa z¥hid ! See also Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:174).

662 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:643).
663 Quoted by al-KawtharÏ in his Maq¥l¥t (p. 361) from al-SaksakÏ’s al-Burh¥n fÏ

Ma‘rifat ‘Aq¥’id Ahl al-Ady¥n (“The Demonstration Concerning the Knowledge of the
Doctrines of the Adherents of Various Religions”).
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what he vilifies the idols for not having, such as a hand that
strikes and a foot that walks! He should have asserted the ear
also! If he had been granted understanding, he would not have
spoken thus, and he would have understood that All¥h reviled
the idols by contrasting them with those who worship them. The
meaning is: You yourselves have hands and feet, how then do
you worship what lacks them both?664

Al-±¥kim in his T¥rÏkh Nays¥b‰r, al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’, and Ibn
±ajar in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ reported that Ibn Khuzayma regretted authoring
al-Taw^Ïd and “went back to the way of the Salaf.”665

ibn ±ibb®n 666

Mu^ammad ibn ±ibb¥n ibn A^mad ibn ±ibb¥n, Ab‰ ±¥tim al-
TamÏmÏ al-Sijist¥nÏ al-SamarqandÏ al-BustÏ Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï g(d. 354)was  the
meticulous, erudite Im¥m, jurist philologist, astronomer, physician,
mutakallim, admonisher, trustworthy ̂ adÏth Master, and expert in nar-
rator discreditation and commendation (al-jar^ wal-ta‘dÏl). He was of
Arab ancestry and Afghan birth. He took fiqh and ^adÏth from Ibn
Khuzayma, and travelled over all the territories of the Sunni world of his
time in pursuit of the ̂ adÏths of the Prophet œ, taking knowledge from
over two thousand Shaykhs in the countries of present-day Central Asia,
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Syro-Palestine, and Egypt. Al-DhahabÏ recounts the
above then exclaims: “Thus let all high energies be!” Of these two thou-
sand Shaykhs, twenty-one are retained in Ibn ±ibb¥n’s masterpiece,
the ßa^Ï^, each one of them a foremost, trustworthy ̂ adÏth Master and
authority in ^adÏth and its sciences. Among them are Ibn Khuzayma
and Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ al-Maw|ilÏ the compiler of the Musnad.

The following story illustrates Ibn ±ibb¥n’s unflagging energy. As
he was pouring questions on Ibn Khuzayma on a road trip they were
making with other scholars, the latter exclaimed: “You dolt! Give me a
break and stop badgering me!” Whereupon Ibn ±ibb¥n began to
write Ibn Khuzayma’s words. When someone asked him why he was

664 Ibn al-JawzÏ, Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (p. 172-174).
665 Al-BayhaqÏ, Asm¥’ (KawtharÏ ed. p. 269=±¥shidÏ ed. 2:23), Ibn ±ajar, Fat^

(13:492).
666 Sources: al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (3:920), Siyar (12:246-253 §3268); Ibn

al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:131-135 §125); al-Arna’‰~, Introduction to
Ibn ±ibb¥n’s ßa^Ï^.
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writing this, Ibn ±ibb¥n replied: “I write everything he says.”
Ibn ±ibb¥n held judgeships in Nas¥, Samarqand, and elsewhere,

where he experienced the hostility of some ±anafÏ shaykhs who did
not welcome him in their communities. Ibn ±ibb¥n retaliated by
turning against their Im¥m and writing book after book against Ab‰
±anÏfa g: the “Defects of His Merits,” (‘Ilal Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa), the
“Defamations” (Math¥lib AbÏ ±anÏfa), and the “Defects of What is
Transmitted Through Him” (‘Ilal M¥ Ustunida il¥ AbÏ ±anÏfa), in ten
volumes each. These books have been rightly forgotten. Ibn al-ßal¥^
commented in his >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya: “Ibn ±ibb¥n went too far.”

Among Ibn ±ibb¥n’s books recommended by al-Kha~Ïb for ^adÏth
students:
v Al-‘Ar\ ‘al¥ al-Mu^addith in 2 volumes
v Al-As¥mÏ wal-Kun¥ in 8 volumes
v Al-As¥mÏ al-Sh¥dhdha in 3 volumes
v Al-Ashriba in 3 volumes
v Awwal Man Na·ara fÏl-Rij¥l wa-Fa^a|a ‘anhum in one volume
v Al-™u‘af¥’ in 10 volumes
v Ikhtil¥f al-±adÏth in 5 volumes
v Al-Ikhwa wal-Akhaw¥t in 3 volumes
v ‘Ilal ±adÏth Ibn ‘Uyayna in thirteen volumes
v ‘Ilal al-Musnad in thirty volumes
v Kit¥b al-‘Ilal li-Ism¥‘Ïl al-Q¥\Ï in fourteen volumes
v Kit¥b Ya^y¥ wa-‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n fÏl-Rij¥l in 5 volumes
v Madh¥hib al-Mu^addithÏn in 2 volumes.
v Man ±addatha Thumma Raja‘a ‘anh in 2 volumes
v Man l¥ Yu^tajju bi-±adÏthihi wa-l¥ Yasqu~
v Man Nazala min al-ßa^¥ba S¥’ir al-Buld¥n in 5 volumes
v Man Raw¥ ‘an Rajulin lam Yarah in one volume
v Man Yu‘raf bi-Ismin D‰na Ismi AbÏh in 2 volumes
v Man Yu‘raf bil-Laqab wal-‘Ilal al-Mutafarriqa in thirty volumes
v Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
v Al-MudallisÏn in 5 volumes
v Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n, based on the Prophetic ̂ adÏth: “Faith (Ïm¥n) has

seventy-odd branches.”667 Ibn ±ibb¥n relates that he decided to
draw their exact list and began by counting all the acts of obedi-
ence but found that they exceeded that number by far; then he
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667 See n. 783.
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limited himself to the acts described by the Prophet œ in the
Sunna as being part of faith but fell short; then he limited himself
to the book of All¥h and again fell short. Finally, he joined togeth-
er the Book and the Sunna, eliminating repetitions, and came up
with exactly seventy-nine orders and prohibitions related to
Faith. He said: “I understood at that time that what was meant was
what I found in the Book and theSunna.”

v Su’¥l¥tuhu Ya^y¥ in 2 volumes
v Al->abaq¥t in 10 volumes
v TafsÏr GharÏb al-±adÏth in 5 volumes
v Al-T¥rÏkh in 10 volumes
v Al-Thiq¥t in 10 volumes. A frequent mistake of those who write

about ^adÏth without having benefited from a thorough
grounding in its sciences is to belittle Ibn ±ibb¥n’s strictness in
narrator-commendation (ta‘dÏl) because of the known fact that
whenever a narrator’s reliability was unknown he included him
in his Thiq¥t. The truth is that his method is not as simplistic as
this since his narrator-commendation entries in the Thiq¥t
belong to one of two categories:

1. A narrator concerning whom there is a difference of opinion
among the authorities of commendation and discreditation, but
is established by Ibn ±ibb¥n to be trustworthy. In this respect
Ibn ±ibb¥n’s opinion may be as strict as any of the scholars in
the field.
2. A narrator who is mast‰r or majh‰l al-^¥l – meaning that 
neither commendation nor discreditation is available concern-
ing him – but is established by Ibn ±ibb¥n to narrate from and
transmit to a trustworthy narrator, and thereby classified by him
as trustworthy. In this respect only can Ibn ±ibb¥n’s method be
termed lenient.668

Ibn ±ibb¥n considered weak any ̂ adÏth Master that does not know
the fiqhof the ̂ adÏths he narrates, as stated by Ibn Rajab in his Shar^ ‘Ilal
al-TirmidhÏ(al-riw¥ya bil-ma‘n¥). 

668 Cf. Mamd‰^, Raf‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 151). See also Ibn ±ajar and al-Suy‰~Ï’s rejec-
tion of the claim that Ibn ±ibb¥n was overly lenient in his grading of ̂ adÏth respectively
in al-Sakh¥wÏ’s Fat^ al-MughÏth (1:36) and al-Suy‰~Ï’s TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ (RÏyad ed. 1:36) as
quoted by al-Arna’‰~ in his introduction to Ibn ±ibb¥n (1:38).
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Ibn ±ibb¥n narrowly escaped death at the hand of the authorities
for having said: “Prophethood is knowledge and deeds.” Al-DhahabÏ
excused him by comparing the sense of the phrase to the Prophet’s s
^adÏth: “The Pilgrimage is ‘Arafa”:669 just as the whole pilgrimage does
not consist in standing at ‘Arafa, similarly, prophethood does not con-
sist in knowledge and deeds, but they are found in it to perfection and
completion. As for the philosophers’ claim that Prophethood is
acquired through learning and practice, then that is undeniably disbe-
lief and heresy, but it is not what Ibn ±ibb¥n meant. He provoked
anger and suspicion another time among the anthropomorphists by
declaring in the introduction of his work al-Thiq¥t that “All¥h has no
limit (^add).” This caused his expulsion from Khur¥s¥n and Sijist¥n,
where the trend of attributing limit to All¥h uwas dominant.670When
the ±anbalÏ ß‰fÏ Ism¥‘Ïl al-HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ asked the opinion of his
shaykh Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Amm¥r671 – both were anthropomorphists – about
Ibn ±ibb¥n as a narrator, Ibn ‘Amm¥r said: “He was very learned but
had little religion. He came to us and denied that All¥h had a limit, so

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

669 Narrated from ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ya‘mar by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^), Ab‰
D¥w‰d, al-Nas¥’Ï, Ibn M¥jah, A^mad, and al-D¥rimÏ.

670 This trend survives in our time in the words of those who say “All¥h has limits
which only He knows of” in conformity with Ibn Taymiyya’s claims – without a single
chain of transmission – in his Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (5:184, 5:376-377) that “it is established
that Ibn al-Mub¥rak said’: “All¥h is above his heavens, over His Throne, with a limit no
one knows except Himself” (All¥hu fawqa sam¥w¥tihi ‘al¥ ‘arshihi bi-^addin l¥ ya‘lamuhu
ghayruhu) and that “it is also established from A^mad, Is^¥q, and others of the Im¥ms.”
None of the narrations from Ibn al-Mub¥rak, A^mad, and Is^¥q provided by al-
DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w and Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ corroborates any of the above, but all
show that they only said: “All¥h is above his heavens, over His Throne,” some adding,
“distinct/separate (b¥’in) from His creation.” Ibn Taymiyya further mentions (5:376)
Ibn Ba~~a’s narration whereby ±amm¥d ibn Zayd ascribed place to All¥h u . When
asked: “Our Lord descends to the nearest heaven – does it mean He removes Himself
from one place to another place? (yata^awwalu min mak¥n il¥ mak¥n?)” ±amm¥d said:
“He Himself is in His place, and He comes near His creation in any manner He likes
(huwa fÏ mak¥nihi yaqrabu min khalqihi kayfa sh¥’).” The question and its answer cannot
be authentically established to have taken place since Ibn Ba~~a’s reliability was ques-
tioned and the doctrine of attributing place to All¥h u is unheard of among the Salaf.

671 Of Ya^y¥, al-DhahabÏ himself said in the Siyar (13:310 §3932): “His zeal against
innovators and the Jahmiyya pushed him to trespass against the way of the Salaf”; while
al-HarawÏ was repeatedly jailed then expelled from Herat for inciting violence against
students of the Ash‘arÏ school whom he considered disbelievers.
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we expelled him from Sijist¥n.” The ̂ adÏth Master al-‘Al¥’Ï comments:
“Wonder of wonders! By All¥h! Who is more deserving of being
expelled and declared a Godless innovator?” while Ibn al-SubkÏ says:
“Just look at the ignorance of this critic of ̂ adÏth Scholars! I truly won-
der who deserves blame more: the one who asserts limits for His Lord
or the one who denies them?”672 Al-DhahabÏ awkwardly places Ya^y¥
ibn ‘Amm¥r and Ibn ±ibb¥n on the same level, on the grounds that
nowhere in the Qur’¥n and Sunna is it said that All¥h has no limits – yet
acknowledging that limits are the characteristics of creatures, and that
All¥h is exalted above being qualified by limit. He also invokes the
strange concept that the limitless is the necessary characteristic of the
non-existent:

I say Ibn ±ibb¥n’s denial of a limit for All¥h and the other’s
assertion of limits are both a kind of meddlesome discourse, and
it would have been better for both parties to say nothing. For
there is no text for either the denying or the asserting673 while
there is nothing like unto All¥h whatsoever. Therefore, whoever
asserts limit to All¥h is told: “You have given limits to All¥h by
your view without proof from a text, and he who has limits is
[necessarily] created – exalted is All¥h beyond this!” while 
the one who asserts limit says to the other: “You have reduced
your Lord to a non-existent thing, for there is no limit to the
non-existent.” Therefore, whoever affirms Transcendence for

672 Narrated in al-DhahabÏ, Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (3:921), Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 16:96), and
MÏz¥n (6:99); Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:132) and his stand-alone,
edited Q¥‘ida fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 31-33) [in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:13)]; and
Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n (5:113).

673 Im¥m al-KawtharÏ said in his Maq¥l¥t (p. 350-353): “In al-Ta’sÏs fÏ Radd As¥s al-
TaqdÏs (“The Laying of the Foundation: Refutation of [al-R¥zÏ’s] As¥s al-TaqdÏs” = TalbÏs
al-Jahmiyya 1:118) Ibn Taymiyya says: ‘It is well-known that the Book, the Sunna, and the
Consensus nowhere say anything to the effect that bodies are all created, nor that All¥h
Himself is not a body! None of the Im¥ms of the Muslims ever said such a thing.
Therefore if I also choose not to say it, it does not expel me from the Religion nor from
the Law.’ Indeed the above is complete impudence. What did he do with all the verses
declaring All¥h to be far removed from having anything like unto Him? Does he expect
that every absurdity that every idiot can come up with be addressed with a specific text?
Is it not enough that All¥h u said }Nothing whatsoever is like unto Him{ (42:11)?
Does he consider it permissible for someone to say: All¥h eats this, chews this, and tastes
that, just because no text mentions the opposite??”
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All¥h and keeps silent, he is safe and has followed the road of the
Salaf.674

Ibn ±ajar rejects al-DhahabÏ’s reasoning as fallacious:

Al-DhahabÏ’s words, “the one who asserts limit says to the other:
‘You have reduced your Lord to a non-existent thing, for there is
no limit to the non-existent’” are untrue. We do not grant that to
deny limit to All¥h is tantamount to reducing Him to the non-
existent after the certitude of His existence. The truth is that Ibn
±ibb¥n was right.675

This is confirmed by one of the authorities invoked by “SalafÏs” in
matters of doctrine by the name of Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz:

The Salaf all agree that human beings have no knowledge of any
limit for All¥h and that they do not give any of His Attributes any
limits. Ab‰ D¥w‰d al->ay¥lisÏ said: “Sufy¥n, Shu‘ba, ±amm¥d ibn
Zayd, ±amm¥d ibn Salama, SharÏk, and Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na did not
attribute any limits [to All¥h], nor any likeness, nor any simile.”676

The above is a confirmation from a purportedly “SalafÏ” source that
the statements suggesting anthropomorphism attributed to the two
±amm¥ds are inauthentic.

Among Ibn ±ibb¥n’s notable remarks in his ßa^Ï^:

v His definition of “knowledge” to mean “knowledge of the
Sunna” in the Prophet’s s ^adÏth “Time shall grow short and
knowledge decrease,”677 in view of the increase of every other
type of knowledge in modern times.

v His reference to the superiority of accompanying one’s wife on
her obligatory pilgrimage to the supererogatory jih¥d according
to the ̂ adÏth whereby a man said to the Prophet s: “I enlisted for
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674 Al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l (3:507).
675 Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (5:114).
676 Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz, Shar^ al-‘AqÏda al->a^¥wiyya (1391/1971 ed. p. 239).
677 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and Ibn M¥jah:

“Time shall grow short, knowledge decrease, dissensions appear, avarice confront the
people, and massacres abound.” He was asked: “Messenger of All¥h, what is the latter?”
He replied: “Killing, killing!” See the discussion of this ^adÏth in al-‘Ir¥qÏ’s >ar^ al-
TathrÏb (4:26-29).
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such-and-such a campaign and my wife is going out on pilgrim-
age.” He replied: “Go and make pilgrimage with your wife.”678

v His reference to the desirability of placing one’s fingers in the
ears upon making talbiya before the Ka‘ba, according to the
^adÏth: “I can almost see M‰s¥ placing his two fingers in his ears,
and lauding his Lord with a loud voice.”679

al-qaf f®l al-sh®sh¬ 680

Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Ism¥‘Ïl, Ab‰ Bakr al-Qaff¥l al-Sh¥shÏ 
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-MarwazÏ of Tashkent g(291-365), the grammarian,
philologist, and meticulous Im¥m of notably high chains of transmis-
sion, a companion of al-Ash‘arÏ and like him a former Mu‘tazilÏ,
became an Im¥m of jurisprudence and its principles, a ^adÏth
Scholar, the Im¥m of the Sh¥fi‘Ïs in Transoxiana, and the author of
important works in the School according to al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ. His most
prominent student is the Sh¥fi‘Ï reference nicknamed “The High
Authority of the Community” (±abr al-Umma), al-Q¥\Ï ±usayn. Al-
Qaff¥l took ^adÏth from Ibn Khuzayma, al->abarÏ, al-BaghawÏ, and
others. From him, learned among others, al-±¥kim, Ibn Mandah, al-
SulamÏ, and al-±alÏmÏ who said: “Our Shaykh, al-Qaff¥l, was the best
informed of the Scholars of his time I have met.” Among his books
were Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa, Ma^¥sin al-SharÏ‘a, Adab al-Qa\¥’, and a com-
mentary on al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Ris¥la. Al-DhahabÏ said: “Among his rare
positions quoted in [al-NawawÏ’s] Raw\at al->¥libÏn [1:401] is that the
sick person is allowed to join two prayers together.”

al-d®raqu>n¬ 681

‘AlÏ ibn ‘Umar ibn A^mad ibn MahdÏ, Ab‰ al-±asan al-D¥raqu~nÏ
al-Baghd¥dÏ al-Muqri’ al-Sh¥fi‘Ïg(306-385), AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn in
^adÏth – the highest level of a ̂ adÏth Master682 – was a major, trustwor-
thy ^adÏth Master of the Sh¥fi‘Ï school named “the Im¥m,

678 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-Bukh¥rÏ.
679 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Muslim, Ibn M¥jah, and A^mad.
680 Main sources: Ab‰ Is^¥q al-ShÏr¥zÏ, >abaq¥t al-Fuqah¥’ (1:209), Ibn ‘As¥kir,

TabyÏn (p. 183); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (12:373-374).
681 Sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (12:483-492 §3530); Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa

(2:471).
682 On this title see p. 427.
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superexcellent ^adÏth Master, Shaykh al-Isl¥m, emblem of the giants
of knowledge, one of the oceans of the Science and the Im¥ms of the
world” by al-DhahabÏ. He narrated and transmitted ^adÏth from and
to countless major scholars of the science. He excelled in the knowl-
edge of the defects of narrators and ^adÏth narrations, the canonical
readings of the Qur’¥n, fiqh and the differences of opinion among the
jurists, the Arabic language, and the historical disciplines.

Al-D¥raqu~nÏ once sat in Ism¥‘Ïl al-Saff¥r’s gathering and began to
copy a volume he had with him at the same time as Ism¥‘Ïl was dictat-
ing his own volume of ^adÏth. A man said to al-D¥raqu~nÏ: “Your
audition [of Ism¥‘Ïl’s narration] is invalid while you are copying
[something else].” Al-D¥raqu~nÏ said: “My audition is different from
yours. How much have you memorised from what he has narrated so
far?” The man said: “Nothing.” Al-D¥raqu~nÏ said: “He has narrated
eighteen ^adÏths so far.” Then he began to list their complete chains
and narrated them one by one.

Raj¥’ ibn Mu^ammad al-Mu‘addil said to him: “Have you ever met
anyone of your level?” He replied: }Therefore justify not yourselves{
(53:32). I insisted, whereupon he said: “I never saw anyone who gath-
ered together what I have gathered.” Ibn AbÏ al-Faw¥ris asked him one
day about a certain ̂ adÏth and he answered him. Then he said to him:
“Ab‰ al-Fat^! There is not, between the East and the West, anyone
who knows this other than myself.”

Someone asked Ab‰ Dharr al-HarawÏ: “You are from Herat; why do
you follow M¥lik’s School and al-Ash‘arÏ’s doctrine?” He replied: “I
was walking with al-D¥raqu~nÏ when I saw the latter greet the q¥\Ï Ab‰
Bakr [Ibn al-B¥qill¥nÏ], kissing his face and his eyes. After they parted
I asked him who this was. He replied: ‘This is the Im¥m of Muslims
and the defender of the Religion, Ab‰ Bakr ibn al->ayyib.’ I began to
frequent him ever since.”683

Ibn al-JawzÏ relates that al-D¥raqu~nÏ said: “We used to seek bless-
ings from Ab‰ al-Fat^ al-Qaw¥sÏ’s grave.”

Al-Mu‘addil also narrated the following: “We were at al-D¥raqu~nÏ’s
house one day, listening to someone who was reading ̂ adÏth while al-
D¥raqu~nÏ was praying some supererogatory prayers. A ^adÏth came
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683 Narrated from Ab‰ al-WalÏd al-B¥jÏ’s Firaq al-Fuqah¥’ by al-DhahabÏ in Tadhkirat
al-±uff¥· (3:1104-1105). Ibn ‘As¥kir narrates something similar in TabyÏn Kadhib al-
MuftarÏ.
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up that mentioned Nu|ayr ibn Dhu‘l‰q. The reader pronounced
‘BashÏr’ whereupon al-D¥raqu~nÏ said sub^¥n All¥h. Then the reader
said ‘Bushayr’ and al-D¥raqu~nÏ said sub^¥n All¥h. Then the reader
said ‘Yusayr.’ At that time al-D¥raqu~nÏ recited: }N‰n. By the Pen and
that which they write{ (68:1).”

Al-D¥raqu~nÏ was once asked to arbitrate between two groups in
Baghd¥d who differed whether ‘Uthm¥n was preferable to ‘AlÏ or
vice-versa. He relates: “At first I withheld from taking any position and
considered reserve best. But I then reached the conclusion that
Religion dictated other than silence. So I said: ‘Uthm¥n is better than
‘AlÏ with the agreement of the assembly of the Companions. This is
the position of Ahl al-Sunna, and it is the first knot of the R¥fi\a one
cuts loose.” Al-DhahabÏ comments:

To prefer ‘AlÏ [to ‘Uthm¥n] is neither Raf\ nor a bid‘a, for sever-
al of the Companions and Successors did.684 Both ‘Uthm¥n and
‘AlÏ possess great merits and precedence and are among the
foremost martyrs. However, the vast majority of the Community
agree to give precedence to ‘Uthm¥n,685 and this is our position
also; and better than both of them without doubt are Ab‰ Bakr
and ‘Umar. Whoever differs with this is a hardened ShÏ‘Ï.
Whoever disrespects the Two Shaykhs [Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar]
while accepting the validity of their im¥mate is a disgusting
R¥fi\Ï. As for those who both insult them and reject the validity
of their im¥mate, they are extremist R¥fi\Ïs – may All¥h lead
them to perdition!”686

684 Cf. al-HaytamÏ, Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya (p. 155) and Ibn ±azm’s al-Fi|al and al-
Mu^all¥ as quoted in al-Ghum¥rÏ’s al-Burh¥n (p. 85-88). To prefer ‘AlÏ is not necessarily
Raf\ nor a bid‘a but is the paving-ground of Raf\ and bid‘a. It has been argued that a
Sunna can be over-emphasized until it becomes the mark of innovation – such as wear-
ing the robe (thawb ) to mid-calf or touching toes in ßal¥t – at which point that Sunna
has to be suspended so as to preclude resemblance (tashabbuh ) with innovators. 

685 As in Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s al-Fiqh al-Akbar and al->a^¥wÏ’s ‘AqÏda.
686 Al-Q¥rÏ said in Shar^ al-Shif¥’ (2:92): “Al-NawawÏ said that cursing the

Companions is one of the most depraved acts (min akbar al-faw¥hish), while the author
[‘Iy¥\] counts it among the major sins (kab¥’ir). Such offense is punished with corporal
punishment according to the vast majority, while according to some of the M¥likÏs and
±anafÏs the offender is executed. In some of the books of the latter, it is stated that to
insult the two Shaykhs (Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar) constitutes disbelief (kufr).” Al-NawawÏ
said in Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim: “Know that to insult the Companions is prohibited and 
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Al-D¥raqu~nÏ was one of the greatest experts on the defects of
^adÏth that ever lived. He authored a large work on the topic entitled
al-‘Ilal as well as a major compilation of 5,687 ^adÏths entitled al-
Sunan. The latter differs from its namesakes among ̂ adÏth collections
in that he did not intend it as a source of evidence and practice (lil-
i^tij¥j wal-‘amal) – as did the authors of the Four Books of Sunan,
al-D¥rimÏ, Sa‘Ïd ibn Man|‰r, and others – but as a critique of some
jurists and a source of reference for the defects (‘ilal) of the Sunan
works. Yet he named it Sunan rather than ‘Ilal because he organised it
according to fiqh headings, as opposed to ^adÏth headings, which he
reserved for his ‘Ilal. This explains why al-D¥raqu~nÏ’s Sunan contains
such a high proportion of weak and even forged ^adÏths. Hence,
Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda stated that its proper title should
be al-Sunan al-Ma‘l‰la or Ghar¥’ib al-Sunan.687

In his Kit¥b al-Tatabbu‘ al-D¥raqu~nÏ argues for the weakness of cer-
tain ^adÏths in al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim688 while he compiled another
manual listing about eighty ^adÏths in which M¥lik in his Muwa~~a’
contravened the rest of the Masters in his chain or in his wording.

Al-D¥raqu~nÏ recommended visiting the graves of Prophets and the
Friends of All¥h for the sake of obtaining blessing and intercession
and narrated in his Sunan the Prophet’s s ^adÏth: “Whoever visits my
grave, my intercession will be guaranteed for him.”689
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constitutes one of the grave prohibited indecencies (al-faw¥^ish al-mu^arram¥t)
whether with regard to those of them involved in a dissension or other than them,
because they entered those conflicts on the conviction of their ijtih¥d and interpreta-
tion.”

687 See Ab‰ Ghudda, al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya wa-Bay¥n Madl‰lih¥ al-Shar‘Ï wal-Ta‘rÏf bi
±¥l Sunan al-D¥raqu~nÏ (p. 22-40).

688 See the biographical section on al-Bukh¥rÏ for more on this topic.
689 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan (2:278 §194), al->ay¥lisÏ

(2:12), al-D‰l¥bÏ in al-Kun¥ wal-Asm¥’ (2:64), al-Kha~Ïb in TalkhÏ| al-Mutash¥bih fÏl-Rasm
(1:581), Ibn al-DubaythÏ in al-Dhayl ‘al¥ al-T¥rÏkh (2:170), Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥ in Kit¥b al-
Qub‰r, al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (3:490), al-±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ in Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (p.
148), al-HaythamÏ (4:2), al-SubkÏ in Shif¥’ al-Siq¥m (p. 12-14), Ab‰ al-Shaykh, Ibn ‘AdÏ in
al-K¥mil (6:235, 6:351), al-‘UqaylÏ in al-™u‘af¥’ (4:170), al-Bazz¥r with a very weak chain
containing ‘Abd All¥h ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Ghif¥rÏ [cf. Ibn ±ajar’s Mukhta|ar (1:481 §822)]
with the wording (11) “Whoever visits my grave, my intercession shall take place for him”
(^allat lahu shaf¥‘atÏ), and Ibn ±ajar who indicated its grade of ̂ asan in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr
(2:266) as it is strengthened by other ̂ adÏths which both he and al-HaythamÏ mention,
such as: (22) “Whoever visits me without any avowed purpose other than to visit me, it is
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incumbent upon me to be his intercessor on the Day of Resurrection.” Narrated by al-
>abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ and al-KabÏr with a chain containing Maslama ibn S¥lim and by Ibn
al-Sakan in his Sunan al-ßi^¥^ as stated by al-ShirbÏnÏ in MughnÏ al-Mu^t¥j (1:512). (33)
“Whoever makes pilgrimage then visits me after my death it is as if he visited me in my
life.” Narrated by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (12:406), al-D¥raqu~nÏ (2:278), and al-BayhaqÏ
in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (5:246 §10054-10055) all through ±af| ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d al-Q¥rÏ,
whom only A^mad declared passable (|¥li^). Mamd‰^ said (p. 337-340) it is more \a‘Ïf
than other weak ̂ adÏths in this chapter. (44) “Whoever visits my grave after my death is as
those who visited me in my life.” Narrated by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr(12:406) and al-Awsa~
(1:94) with a chain containing ‘®’isha bint Y‰nus, whose status is uncertain, and from
±¥~ib by al-D¥raqu~nÏ (2:278); cf. al-MaqdisÏ, Fa\¥’il al-A‘m¥l (p. 108) with another chain
which al-DhahabÏ said was one of the best chains in that chapter. Mamd‰^ said (p. 330-
334) it is \a‘Ïf but not maw\‰‘, contrary to the claims of Ibn Taymiyya and his imitators.
(55) “Whoever makes pilgrimage and does not visit me, has been rude to me.” Narrated by
al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan. Al-LacknawÏ said: “It is not forged as Ibn al-JawzÏ and Ibn
Taymiyya said; rather, a number of Scholars considered its chain fair, and a number con-
sidered it weak.” Mamd‰^ (p. 344-346) considers it forged. Al-‘UqaylÏ in al-™u‘af¥’
(4:170) declared the chains of Ibn ‘Umar’s narration “soft” (layyina) as did al-DhahabÏ,
the latter adding – as did al-BayhaqÏ and al-FattanÏ in Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰‘¥t – that they
strengthened each other as none contains any liar or forger, as stated by al-Suy‰~Ï in al-
Durar al-Muntathira, al-Mun¥wÏ, and al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashf al-Khaf¥ (2:328-329). The
narration (66) “Whoever visits me in al-MadÏna anticipating reward (mu^tasiban), I shall
be for him a witness and an intercessor on the Day of Resurrection,” narrated from Anas
by al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (3:489-490), al-Jurj¥nÏ in T¥rÏkh Jurj¥n (p. 220, 433), Ibn
AbÏ al-Duny¥, Ibn ‘As¥kir, al-JanadÏ, and others, through Ab‰ al-Muthann¥ Sulaym¥n ibn
YazÏd al-MadanÏ al-Ka‘bÏ who was declared weak by al-D¥raqu~nÏ, Ab‰ ±¥tim, and Ibn
±ibb¥n while al-TirmidhÏ considered his narrations fair; cf. Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n (7:481) and
TahdhÏb (12:242). It was declared fair by al-Suy‰~Ï in al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr (§8716) and “fair or
rather sound through its corroborators” by al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-Mud¥wÏ (6:290) in confir-
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This is a fair (^asan) narration as concluded by Im¥m Ab‰ al-
±asan¥t al-LacknawÏ,690 his editor ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda, and
Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^,691 although some early scholars declared it sound
(|a^Ï^) such as Ibn al-Sakan in al-Sunan al-ßi^¥^ and ‘Abd al-±aqq al-
IshbÏlÏ in al-A^k¥m, followed by Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-TaqÏ al-SubkÏ in Shif¥’
al-Siq¥m in view of the totality of the chains.692 Other ^adÏth scholars
who considered it authentic are the ^adÏth Master ™iy¥’ al-DÏn al-
MaqdisÏ,693 Ibn ±ajar’s student the ^adÏth Master al-Sakh¥wÏ,694 the
^adÏth Master of MadÏna al-Samh‰dÏ695 and Im¥m Ibn ±ajar al-Hay-
tamÏ in al-Jawhar al-Muna··am fÏ Ziy¥rat al-Qabr al-Mukarram.
Al-Ghass¥ni (d. 682) did not include it in his recension of al-
D¥raqu~nÏ’s weak narrations entitled TakhrÏj al-A^¥dÏth al-™i‘¥f min
Sunan al-D¥raqu~nÏ.696 Some late scholars, beginning with Ibn
Taymiyya, are undecided whether to grade this ̂ adÏth weak or forged.

Im¥m al-LacknawÏ said about this ̂ adÏth:

There are some who declared it weak [e.g. al-BayhaqÏ, Ibn
Khuzayma, and al-Suy‰~Ï], and others who asserted that all the
^adÏths on visiting the Prophet œ are forged, such as Ibn
Taymiyya and his followers, but both positions are false for those
who were given right understanding, for verification of the case
dictates that the ^adÏth is ^asan, as TaqÏ al-DÏn al-SubkÏ has
expounded in his book Shif¥’ al-Siq¥m.”697

Among those who fall into the category of “Ibn Taymiyya and his
followers”:
v Mu^ammad (ibn A^mad) ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ (705-744) who wrote

al-ß¥rim al-MunkÏ in violent refutation of al-SubkÏ’s book on visita-
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mation of al-SubkÏ in Shif¥’ al-Siq¥m.
690 In <afar al-Am¥nÏ (p. 422) and al-Ajwibat al-F¥\ila (p. 155).
691 In his Raf‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 280 and p. 318).
692 As related by Ibn ±ajar in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr (2:267). Cf. al-Shawk¥nÏ in Nayl al-

Aw~¥r (5:95) and al-SindÏ in his notes on Ibn M¥jah.
693 ™iy¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ, Fa\¥’il al-A‘m¥l (p. 108).
694 In al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘ (p. 160).
695 In Sa‘¥dat al-D¥rayn (1:77).
696 Published at Riyadh: D¥r ‘®lam al-Kutub, 1991.
697 Al-LacknawÏ, <afar al-Am¥nÏ (p. 422).
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tion but contradicted his own position in another book of his: he
makes much ado about the reliability of ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar al-
‘UmarÏ in al-ß¥rim al-MunkÏ, but relies upon him in another book,
al-TanqÏ^!698 Mamd‰^ refuted his weakening of this ^adÏth in
great detail699 and stated that al-ß¥rim al-MunkÏ is at the root of all
subsequent generalizations in weakening the ^adÏths that con-
cern the desirability of visitation.700

v The late ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn B¥z who reiterated Ibn Taymiyya’s
imprudent verdict: “The ^adÏths that concern visiting the grave
of the Prophet œ are all weak, indeed forged”;701

v The late N¥|ir al-Alb¥nÏ,702 who claimed that the visit to the
Prophet œ ranks among the innovations,703 although he him-
self was the Innovator of our time.

v A certain N¥|ir al-Jadya‘, who in 1993 obtained his Ph.D. with
First Honors from the University of Mu^ammad ibn Sa‘‰d after
writing a 600-page book entitled al-Tabarruk in which he perpetu-
ates the same aberrant claim.704

Im¥m al-Sakh¥wÏ said:

The emphasis and encouragement on visiting his noble grave is
mentioned in numerous ^adÏths, and it would suffice to show
this if there was only the ^adÏth whereby the truthful and God-
confirmed Prophet promises that his intercession among other
things becomes guaranteed for whoever visits him, and the
Im¥ms are in complete agreement from the time directly after
his passing until our own time that this [i.e. visiting him] is
among the best acts of drawing near to All¥h.705

698 Ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ, TanqÏ^ (1:122) cf. Mamd‰^, Raf ‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 12).
699 In Raf ‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 280-318).
700 In Raf‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 9).
701 In his annotations on Ibn ±ajar’s Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1989 ed. 3:387), echoing the

exact words used by Ibn Taymiyya in his Minh¥j (1986 ed. 2:441) and Fat¥w¥ (27:119).
702 In his Irw¥’ al-GhalÏl (4:337-338) in which he imitated Ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ.
703 In TalkhÏ|  A^k¥m al-Jan¥’iz (p. 110) and elsewhere in his writings.
704 N¥|ir al-Jadya’, al-Tabarruk (p. 322). Note that all these books are presently avail-

able in print, but not Shif¥’ al-Siq¥m!
705 Al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Qawl al-BadÏ‘ (p. 160). He contradicts himself in al-Maq¥|id al-

±asana (p. 413) where he adopts al-DhahabÏ’s opinion that “the chains of the ̂ adÏth of
visitation are all ‘soft’ (layyina) but strengthen each other because none of them 
contains any liar.”
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There is no contest among the jurists of the Four Schools as to the
probative force of the narration of Ibn ‘Umar, as it is adduced time
and again by the jurists to support the strong desirability of visiting the
Prophet œ in MadÏna, especially, among ±anbalÏ sources alone, Ibn
Qud¥ma’ s MughnÏ, Muqni‘, and K¥fÏ ; Ibn Mufli^’s Mubdi‘ ; al-Buh‰tÏ’s
Kashsh¥f al-Qin¥‘, Ibn Dawy¥n’s Man¥r al-SabÏl, etc.706

See also the additional sound texts illustrating the visit to the
Prophet œ, among them that of the Companion Bil¥l ibn Rab¥^ al-
±abashÏ g who came all the way from Damascus with the expressed
intention of visiting the Prophet œ to greet him and, upon arrival,
rubbed his face against the Prophet’s grave in tears before proceed-
ing to raise the adh¥n upon the request of the two grandsons of the
Prophet œ, upon them peace.707 See also the Companions’ practice
of seeking the Prophet œ as a means for their needs by visiting his
grave, such as Bil¥l ibn al-±¥rith al-MuzanÏ, Ab‰ Ayy‰b al-An|¥ri,
‘®’isha, and F¥~ima k, all as cited in the sections on Tawassul and
Visitation in the Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine According to Ahl al-Sunna
wal-Jam¥‘a.708 And All¥h knows best.

al-±®kim

Al-±¥kim is Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn
±amd‰yah, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-™abbÏ al->amh¥nÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, also known as Ibn al-Bayyi‘ g(321-405), the Im¥m, ^adÏth
Master, expert in ^adÏth criticism, and Shaykh of ^adÏth Masters. He
took ^adÏth from about two thousand authorities in Khur¥s¥n, Iraq,
Transoxiana and elsewhere. Among the most prominent of the
Masters who narrated ^adÏth from him are his own teacher al-
D¥raqu~nÏ – who declared him stronger in ̂ adÏth than Ibn Mandah –,
al-BayhaqÏ, al-QushayrÏ, and others. Ab‰ ±¥zim said that al-±¥kim
was peerless in his time in Khur¥s¥n, the ±ij¥z, al-Sh¥m, Iraq, Ray,
>abarist¥n, and Transoxiana. His fame became widespread with light-
ning speed in his own lifetime. Al-DhahabÏ said: “I saw an incredible
thing – the mu^addith of al-Andalus Ab‰ ‘Umar al->alamankÏ (d. 429)
copied al-±¥kim’s book [Ma‘rifat Anw¥‘ ] ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (“The

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

706 See the “Salient Fatw¥s of Im¥m A^mad and his School” in this book.
707 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir (7:137) with a good chain (sanad jayyid) as stated by al-

Shawk¥nÏ in Nayl al-Aw~¥r (5:180), at the conclusion of Kit¥b al-Man¥sik.
708 In full at http://www.sunnah.org/ibadaat/tawassul.htm.
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Sciences of ±adÏth”) in the year 389 from a Shaykh whom he named,
from another narrator, from al-±¥kim.”

Al-±¥kim belongs to the second generation of the Ash‘arÏ school,
having taken al-Ash‘arÏ’s doctrine at the hands of his students, among
them Ab‰ Sahl al-ßu‘l‰kÏ. He took ta|awwuf from al-SulamÏ’s grandfa-
ther and teacher Ab‰ ‘Amr ibn Nujayd, Ab‰ al-±asan al-B‰shanjÏ, Ab‰
Sa‘Ïd A^mad ibn Ya‘q‰b al-ThaqafÏ, Ab‰ Na|r al-ßaff¥r, Ab‰ Q¥sim al-
R¥zÏ, Ja‘far ibn Nu|ayr, Ab‰ ‘Amr al-Zuj¥jÏ, Ja‘far ibn Ibr¥hÏm
al-Hadhdh¥’, and Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n al-MaghribÏ.

Al-±¥kim said: “I drank water from Zamzam and asked All¥h for
excellence in writing books.” He authored the following works among
others:

– Al-Abw¥b (“The Topics”)
– Al-Am¥lÏ (“The Dictations”)
– Am¥lÏ al-‘Ashiyy¥t (“Night Dictations”)
– Fa\¥’il al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (“The Immense Merits of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï”)
– Faw¥’id al-Nusakh (“Benefits of the Copies”)
–Faw¥’id al-Khur¥s¥niyyÏn (“Benefits of the People of Khur¥s¥n”)
– Al-IklÏl fÏ Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa (“The Diadem: The Marks of
Prophethood”)
– Al-‘Ilal (“The Defects of ±adÏths”)
– M¥ Tafarrada bi-Ikhr¥jihi Kullu W¥^idin min al-Im¥mayn
(“Reports Found Only in al-Bukh¥rÏ or Only in Muslim”)
– Al-Madkhal il¥ ‘Ilm al-ßa^Ï^ (“Introduction to the Science of
Sound Reports”)
– Ma‘rifat Anw¥‘ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (“Knowledge of the Different
Types of the ±adÏth Sciences”)
– Al-Mustadrak ‘al¥ al-ßa^Ï^ayn (“Supplement for What is Missing
From al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim”)
– Muzakk¥ al-Akhb¥r (“Verified Reports”)
– Al-ßa^Ï^¥n (“The Two Books of ßa^Ï^ ±adÏths”)
– Al-TalkhÏ| (“The Summary”)
– Tar¥jim al-Musnad ‘al¥ Shar~ al-ßa^Ï^ayn (“The Reports of
A^mad’s Musnad That Match the Criteria of the Two Books of
ßa^Ïh.”)
– Tar¥jim al-Shuy‰kh (“Biographies of the Shaykhs”)
– T¥rÏkh ‘Ulam¥’ Ahl Nays¥b‰r (“Biographies of the Scholars of
Nays¥b‰r”).
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It is narrated that a man of letters named Ab‰ al-Fa\l al-Hamadh¥nÏ
came to Nays¥b‰r where he acquired a following and was named BadÏ‘
al-Zam¥n (“Wonder of the Age”), whereupon he became self-infatuat-
ed. If he heard someone recite a hundred verses of poetry but once, he
was able to recite them back from memory, starting from the end and
back to the beginning. One day he criticised someone for saying: “So-
and-so the memoriser of ̂ adÏth,” exclaiming: “Memorising ̂ adÏth! Is
it worthy of mention?” When he heard of this, al-±¥kim sent him a
book of ^adÏth and challenged him to memorise it in a week. Al-
Hamadh¥nÏ returned the book to him and said: “Who can memorise
this? ‘Mu^ammad son of So-and-So and Ja‘far son of So-and-So report-
ed from So-and-So.’ It is filled with all sorts of different names and
terms!” Al-±¥kim said: “Therefore know yourself, and understand
that to memorise such as this is beyond your sphere.”

Al-±¥kim’s Mustadrak was criticised by the ̂ adÏth scholars because
of the number of mistakes and inaccuracies found in it. Al-Sakh¥wÏ in
al-I‘l¥n wal-TawbÏkh and others mention that he declares many forged
reports to be rigorously authentic – up to 100 according to some
authorities – not to mention weak ones, instead of clinging to his own
expressed precondition that only reports with chains of the rank of al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s and Muslim’s would be retained. For example, he narrates in
the Mustadrak from Ibn ‘Abb¥s that All¥h u revealed to the Prophet
œ: “I killed seventy thousand [in punishment] for [the murder of]
Ya^y¥ ibn Zakariyyad; and I will kill seventy thousand times seventy
thousand [in punishment] for [the murder of] your daughter’s son al-
±usayn!” Al-±¥kim said this report has a sound chain but Ibn ±ibb¥n
said this ̂ adÏth is untraceable (l¥ a|la lahu) while al-DhahabÏ rejects its
text (matn) as “disclaimed” (munkar) in the Siyar and Ibn KathÏr similar-
ly declares it “highly anomalous” (gharÏb jiddan) in al-Bid¥ya.709

Al-DhahabÏ went to excess in regretting that al-±¥kim had com-
piled the Mustadrak in the first place.710 His classing al-±¥kim “among
those who are lenient, like al-TirmidhÏ”711 does not apply to al-±¥kim

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

709 See Ibn ±ibb¥n, al-Majr‰^Ïn(2:215), al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkhBaghd¥d(1:142), al-±¥kim
(1990 ed. 2:319, 2:648, and 3:195), al-Mun¥wÏ, Fay\ al-QadÏr (1:205), Tadhkirat al-±uff¥·
(1:77gharÏb), MÏz¥n(s.v.Q¥sim ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-H¥shimÏ), and Siyar(Ris¥la ed. 4:342-343).

710 “It would have been better if al-±¥kim had never compiled it”! Cf. Bashsh¥r
‘Aww¥d Ma‘r‰f in his book al-DhahabÏ wa-Manhajuhu fÏ Kit¥bihi T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m.

711 In Dhikr Man Yu‘tamadu Qawluhu fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (p. 172).
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in absolute terms but only to his grading of narrations in the
Mustadrak, which the scholars pointed out that he compiled in his old
age, intending to revise it, a task left unfinished beyond the first 
volume.712 This is proven by the fact that al-±¥kim’s mistakes are
fewer in the first volume of the Mustadrak, as shown by al-DhahabÏ’s
own minimal corrections there. “Outside of the Mustadrak,” Shaykh
Ma^m‰d Mamd‰^ said, “his positions are as strict as those of any of
the meticulous Im¥ms of ^adÏth.”713 In fact, al-±¥kim often criticises
al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim for narrating ̂ adÏths from narrators who have
been questioned.714 More accurately, the criterion of soundness
(|i^^a) for both al-±¥kim and al-DhahabÏ includes the narrations oth-
ers classified as merely fair (^asan).715

Al-Katt¥nÏ in al-Ris¥la al-Musta~rafa described the Mustadrak as 
consisting half of sound narrations per the criteria of al-Bukh¥rÏ and
Muslim or of either one, a quarter of sound narrations that do not
meet their criteria, and a quarter of unsound narrations including
forgeries. Among the takhrÏj commentaries on the Mustadrak are al-
DhahabÏ’s TalkhÏ| al-Mustadrak, al-Suy‰~Ï’s Taw\Ï^ al-Madrak fÏ Ta|^Ï^
al-Mustadrak, a work by Burh¥n al-DÏn al-±alabÏ, and others such as
the recent TanbÏh al-W¥him by Rama\¥n ‘AlÏ Mu^ammad.

Another criticism is al-±¥kim’s alleged ShÏ‘Ïsm. Al-DhahabÏ one
time names him “one of the oceans of knowledge although slightly
ShÏ‘Ï” (‘al¥ tashayyu‘in qalÏlin fÏh), another time “al-±¥kim the ShÏ‘Ï,”
and another time “a famous ShÏ‘Ï” (shÏ‘iyyun mashh‰r),716 an echo of
Ibn al-JawzÏ’s barb: “Al-±¥kim was ShÏ‘Ï-leaning (mutashayyi‘) and this

712 Cf. Mamd‰^, Raf‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 153 n. 1).
713 Ibid.
714 Shaykh ‘Abd All¥h Sir¥j al-DÏn said in Shar^ al-Man·‰ma al-Bayq‰niyya (p. 47):

“Al-Suy‰~Ï said in al-TadrÏb [Egyptian ed. p. 72] that Ibn al-ßal¥^ excepted the ^adÏths
that attracted criticism [from his statement that all that is in the two ßa^Ï^s is definitely
|a^Ï^]. These are the ̂ adÏths which al-D¥raqu~nÏ and others have criticized, 210 narra-
tions as the ^¥fi· Ibn ±ajar said, 32 shared by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, while al-Bukh¥rÏ
alone has 78 and Muslim alone 100.”

715 For a critique of al-DhahabÏ’s statement about al-TirmidhÏ’s leniency see ‘Itr’s
masterpiece al-Im¥m al-TirmidhÏ.

716 “Al-DhahabÏ likes to fuss over whomever he suspects of shÏ‘ ism (tashayyu‘).” Al-
Ghum¥rÏ, al-Mud¥wÏ (5:424). (Al-Ghum¥rÏ himself is definitely guilty of it in his book
al-Burh¥n al-JalÏ.) Al-DhahabÏ goes so far – in the Siyar (10:627) – as to claim that al-
±¥kim leans to the Karr¥miyya!
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is a flagrant trait of his.”717 Ibn al-SubkÏ rejects the label of ShÏ‘Ï as
baseless because Ibn ‘As¥kir includes al-±¥kim among the Ash‘arÏs,
who consider the ShÏ‘Ïs innovators.

The first ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ al-±¥kim narrated in his Ma‘rifat
Anw¥‘ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth is: “All¥h make radiant the face of one who
hears one of my sayings and then carries it to others. It may be one car-
ries understanding without being a person of understanding; it may
be one carries understanding to someone who possesses more under-
standing than he.”718 This is one of the fundamental ̂ adÏths.

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

717 Ibn al-JawzÏ, al-Munta·am (8:269).
718 A mass-transmitted (mutaw¥tir) ̂ adÏth narrated from the following Companions:

(11) Zayd ibn Th¥bit by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan in the printed eds.), Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah,
A^mad, al-D¥rimÏ, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his Ris¥la (§1102), al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (§4891-4892,
§4925, §4994), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:175 §184), al-R¥mahurmuzÏ in
al-Mu^addith al-F¥|il (p. 64), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna (p. 45 §94), al-Kha~Ïb in Sharaf
A|^¥b al-±adÏth (p. 24) and al-FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih (2:71), al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Mushkil al-
®th¥r (2:232=4:282 §1600), and Ibn ±ibb¥n (1:270 §67, 2:454 §680), all with sound
chains as stated by al-Arna’‰~ and others; (22) Jubayr ibn Mu~‘im by Ibn M¥jah, A^mad, al-
D¥rimÏ, al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr(§1541-1544), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (1:347§7413), al-±¥kim (1:87=
1990 ed. 1:162), al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (§1421), al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Mushkil al-
®th¥r (2:232= 4:282 §1601), al-Kha~Ïb in Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth (p. 18), and Ibn ‘Abd
al-Barr in J¥mi‘Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:184-187 §195-197), all with weak chains because of
Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q who is a concealer in his narrative chains (mudallis), cf. al-
HaythamÏ (1:139); (33) Anas by Ibn M¥jah, A^mad, al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~, and Ibn ‘Abd
al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:187-189 §198-199) with weak chains – as stated by al-
HaythamÏ (1:138-139) – the collected force of which raise the ̂ adÏth to the grade of fair;
(44) Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by al-Bazz¥r with a chain of trustworthy narrators except for Sa‘Ïd
ibn B¥zigh who may be unknown as stated by al-HaythamÏ (1:137); (55)Ab‰ al-Dard¥’ by al-
D¥rimÏ and al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr with a very weak chain because of ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn
Zayd (“ibn Zubayd al-Y¥mÏ” in al-D¥rimÏ) as stated by al-HaythamÏ (1:137); (66) ‘Umayr ibn
Qat¥da al-LaythÏ by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr with a chain containing one narrator whose sta-
tus is unsure, as mentioned by al-HaythamÏ (1:138); (77) al-Nu‘m¥n ibn BashÏr by
al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr with a very weak chain because of ‘¬s¥ al-Khabb¥~ and by al-±¥kim
(1:88=1990 ed. 1:164) with a sound chain  as indicated by al-HaythamÏ (1:138); (88) J¥bir
and (99) Sa‘d ibn AbÏ Waqq¥| by al->abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~ with weak chains as stated by al-
HaythamÏ (1:138-139); (1100) Ibn Mas‘‰d by al-TirmidhÏ with two chains (^asan |a^Ï^), Ibn
M¥jah, A^mad, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (§5126, §5296), al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in his (1:14), al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-
Sunna (1:233-234), al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (p. 29, p. 173) and Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth (p.
18-19, p. 26), al-BayhaqÏ in Ma‘rifat al-Sunan (1:15-16, 1:43) and Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa
(6:540), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Dhikr Akhb¥r A|bah¥n (2:90) and al-±ilya (7:331) where he grad-
ed it |a^Ï^, al-±¥kim in Ma‘rifat Anw¥‘ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 322), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘
Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (1:178-182 §188-191), Ibn ±ibb¥n (1:268 §66, 1271-272 §68-69) with
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On the 3rd of Safar 405 al-±¥kim went into the bath, came out
after bathing, said “®h” and died wearing but a waist-cloth before he
had time to put on a shirt. Al-±asan ibn Ash‘ath al-QurashÏ said: “I saw
al-±¥kim in my dream riding a horse with a handsome appearance
and saying: ‘Salvation!’ I asked him: ‘Al-±¥kim! In what?’ He replied:
‘Writing the ̂ adÏth.’”719

al-bayhaq¬ 720

A^mad ibn al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn M‰s¥, Ab‰ Bakr
al-BayhaqÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ al-KhusrawjirdÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-AsharÏg(384-
458), was the Seal of the Sh¥fi‘Ï Mujtahids. “The jurisprudent Im¥m,
^adÏth Master, authority in the principles (u|‰lÏ), scrupulous and
devoted ascetic, defender of the School both in its foundations and its
branches, one of the mountains of Islamic knowledge.” He is known
in the books of the Scholars of Nays¥b‰r and his direct students as “al-
FaqÏh A^mad.” He took fiqh, among others, from Im¥m Ab‰ al-Fat^
N¥|ir ibn al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad al-QurashÏ al-‘UmarÏ al-MarwazÏ
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-Nays¥b‰rÏ (d. 444).

three fair chains according to al-Arna’‰~, one of them with the wording “All¥h have mercy
on someone who hears a ̂ adÏth from me then conveys it.” Katt¥nÏ in Na·m al-Mutan¥thir
adds the following Companion-narrators of this ̂ adÏth: (1111) BashÏr ibn al-Nu‘m¥n; (1122)
Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal; (1133) Ab‰ Qirf¥|a; (1144) RabÏ‘a ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-TaymÏ; (1155) Ibn ‘Umar;
(1166) Zayd ibn Kh¥lid al-JuhanÏ; (1177) ‘®’isha; (1188) Ab‰ Hurayra; and (1199) Shayba ibn
‘Uthm¥n. Al-TirmidhÏ’s version does not mention the last sentence while al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s adds
“and guard them from delusion.” This is also the first narration in al- ®jurrÏ’s book al-
SharÏ‘a and others. On the variant wordings of this important ^adÏth also see ‘Abd
al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda’s al-Ras‰l al-Mu‘allim(p. 55-56).

719 Main Sources: TabyÏn (p. 226-229); MÏz¥n (3:608 §7804, 3:551 §7544); Siyar
(13:97-106 §3714); >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (4:155-171 §329).

720 Main Sources: TabyÏn (p. 260-262); >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (4:8-15 §251);
Siyar (13:529-533 §4159); al-Bid¥ya wal-Nih¥ya.

721 This is not the ß‰fÏ master Ab‰ ‘AlÏ A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-Q¥sim al-
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He took kal¥m from the two Ash‘arÏ Im¥ms Ibn F‰r¥k and Ab‰
Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ and had more than a hundred Shaykhs. His old-
est Shaykh was the Im¥m and ^adÏth Scholar of Khur¥s¥n al-Sayyid
Ab‰ al-±asan Mu^ammad ibn al-±usayn ibn D¥w‰d al-‘AlawÏ al-
±asanÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ al-±asÏb (d. 401)who was also al-±¥kim’s Shaykh.

Al-BayhaqÏ’s other Shaykhs in ̂ adÏth include the ̂ adÏth Master Ab‰
‘AlÏ al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-Rudhb¥rÏ al->‰sÏ (d.
403);721 the ̂ adÏth Master al-±¥kim al-Nays¥b‰rÏ (d. 405), whose fore-
most pupil he was; the Ash‘arÏ Im¥m in the tenets of faith Ab‰ Bakr ibn
F‰r¥k (d. 406); the Im¥m, jurist, philologist, and ^adÏth Master of
Khur¥s¥n Ab‰ >¥hir Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn Ma^mish al-
Ziy¥dÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-Nays¥b‰rÏ (d. 410); the ß‰fÏ master, Ash‘arÏ Im¥m,
^adÏth Master, and author of >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya Mu^ammad ibn al-
±usayn ibn Mu^ammad, Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-AzdÏ al-SulamÏ 
(d. 411); Mu^ammad ibn Hibat All¥h al-L¥lik¥’Ï’s teacher,
Mu^ammad ibn al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-Fa\l al-Qa~~¥n 
al-Baghd¥dÏ (d. 415); and the Ash‘arÏ Im¥m, jurist, and heresiologist
Ab‰ Man|‰r ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (d. 429).

Al-DhahabÏ said, “His sphere in ̂ adÏth is not large” and claimed al-
BayhaqÏ had no knowledge of al-TirmidhÏ, al-Nas¥’Ï, or Ibn M¥jah’s
Sunan. This is incorrect as al-BayhaqÏ’s Sunan al-Kubr¥ shows extensive
knowledge of the first two. His sphere in ̂ adÏth is so impressively large
– about 300 sources – that one scholar exclaimed: “This assessment is
very strange indeed, and stranger yet the fact it came from such an
accomplished authority as al-DhahabÏ!”722

Perpetual Fasting

Al-BayhaqÏ lived frugally in the manner of the pious scholars. He
began fasting perpetually thirty years before his death. Perpetual fast
is the practice of several of the Companions and Salaf such as ‘Umar,
his son ‘Abd All¥h, ‘Uthm¥n, Ab‰ >al^a, ‘®’isha, Ab‰ Um¥ma, Sa‘Ïd
ibn al-Musayyab, Th¥bit al-Bun¥nÏ, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Sa‘d ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘Awf al-ZuhrÏ, Shu‘ba, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-TustarÏ,
Man|‰r Ab‰ ‘Att¥b al-SulamÏ, WakÏ‘, al-NawawÏ, and countless others.

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

Rudhb¥rÏ (d. 322).
722 Najm ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n Khalaf, Maw¥rid al-Im¥m al-BayhaqÏ fÏ Kit¥bihi al-Sunan al-

Kubr¥ (p. 52).
723 Cf. Ibn Khuzayma, ßa^Ï^ (3:312-313); Ibn ±ibb¥n, ßa^Ï^ (8:349-350). See also
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Ibn Khuzayma and his student Ibn ±ibb¥n each devoted chapters of
their ßa^Ï^s to the subject.723 Ibn ±ibb¥n said, commenting on the
^adÏth of the Prophet œ: “Whoever fasts all his life has neither fasted
nor broken his fast”724:

He means: whoever fasts all his life including the days in which one
was forbidden to fast, such as the days of tashrÏq725 and the two ‘¬ds.
By the words: “he has neither fasted nor broken his fast” he means
that he did not in fact fast all his life in order to reap reward for it.
For he did not omit [fasting] the days in which he was forbidden to
fast. That is why the Prophet œ said: “Whoever fasts all his life, the
Fire shall straiten him for this much,” and he counted ninety on 
his fingers,726 meaning the days of his life in which he was forbid-
den to fast. It does not apply to the person who fasts all his life –
being strong enough to do so – without the prohibited days.727

The above is confirmed by Im¥m M¥lik in his Muwa~~a’: “There is
no harm in perpetual fast (|iy¥m al-dahr) provided one breaks one’s
fast on the days which the Prophet œ forbade fasting.”728 M¥lik
praised the q¥\Ï ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ma‘mar and said
he fasted perpetually.729 Im¥m al-NawawÏ said:

Ibn ‘Umar fasted permanently, i.e. except the days of ‘Id and
tashrÏq. This perpetual fast is his way and the way of his father
‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b, ‘®’isha, Ab‰ >al^a and others of the Salaf
as well as al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and other scholars. Their position is that 
perpetual fasting is not offensive.730

Ibn Qud¥ma states something similar in al-MughnÏ and adds that
the same view is related from A^mad and M¥lik, and that after the
Prophet’s s death Ab‰ >al^a fasted permanently for forty years,

Ibn ±ajar’s notes on the topic in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1989 ed. 4:222).
724 Narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, and from ‘Abd All¥h

ibn al-ShikhkhÏr by A^mad, al-Nas¥’Ï, al-±¥kim, Ibn ±ibb¥n, Ibn AbÏ Shayba, and others.
725 The Days of drying the sacrificial meat after ‘¬dal-A\^¥=11, 12, and 13of Dh‰l-±ijja.
726 Narrated from Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ with a sound chain by A^mad and Ibn ±ibb¥n.
727 Ibn ±ibb¥n (8:349-350).
728 Muwa~~a’ (1:300).
729 Cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-TamhÏd (17:416).
730 Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim, Kit¥b 37, B¥b 2, §10.
731 Ibn Qud¥ma, al-MughnÏ (Beirut, 1994 ed. 3:119).
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among other Companions.731 Ibn ±ajar al-HaytamÏ in al-Khayr¥t al-
±is¥n similarly relates that Ab‰ ±anÏfa was never seen eating except at
night.732 In our time the late SharÏf and Moroccan ^adÏth Master of
Damascus Badr al-DÏn al-±asanÏ also used to fast permanently, includ-
ing on the day of ‘Arafa while on pilgrimage.733

Al-BayhaqÏ’s Works

The works of al-BayhaqÏ count among the treasures of Islamic knowl-
edge for their meticulousness, reliability, and near-perfection in the
estimation of the scholars. He pledged that none of those works con-
tained a single narration he knew was a forgery.734 Among those
published to date are the following:

v Al-Arba¢‰n al-ßughr¥ (“The Minor Collection of Forty ±adÏths”),
which is devoted to the purification of the self and the acquisi-
tion of high manners.

v Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (“The Divine Names and Attributes”), con-
cerning which Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “I do not know anything that
compares to it.” This work is the most reliable sourcebook for
the doctrine of the Salaf concerning the Divine Attributes.

v Bay¥n Kha~a’ man Akh~a’a ‘al¥ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (“Exposition of the Error
of Those Who Attributed Error to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï”), which comple-
ments the Sunan and the Ma‘rifa in the presentation of the
textual evidence of the Sh¥fi‘Ï school.

v Al-Da‘aw¥t al-KabÏr (“The Major Book of Supplications”) in two
volumes in which he arranged the narrations related to the sub-
ject by circumstance, like al-NawawÏ’s al-Adhk¥r and similar
books by al->abar¥nÏ and al-JazarÏ.

v Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa (“The Marks of Prophethood”) in about
seven volumes, the foremost large book exclusively devoted to
the person of the Prophet œ, as al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\‘s al-Shif¥ fÏ Ma‘rifati
±uq‰q al-Mu|~af¥ (“The Healing in Knowing the Rights of the
Elect Prophet œ”) is the foremost condensed book on this noble
subject.

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

732 Al-HaytamÏ, al-Khayr¥t al-±is¥n fÏ Man¥qib al-Nu‘m¥n (Cairo: ±alabÏ, 1326/
1908) p. 40.

733 Narrated to the author by Dr. WahbÏ al-ZuhaylÏ.
734 As cited by al-Katt¥nÏ in al-Ris¥la al-Musta~rafa (chapter on the books of Sunan).
735 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by Ibn M¥jah through D¥w‰d ibn ‘A~¥’, whose weak-
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v Fa\¥’il al-Awq¥t (“Times of Particular Merit” [for worship]).
Among al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s legal positions reported by al-BayhaqÏ is the fol-

lowing in his book Fa\¥’il al-Awq¥t :

The ̂ adÏth of Ibn ‘Abb¥s whereby the Prophet œ forbade the fast-
ing of all of the month of Rajab is not strong.735[…] Even if it were
authentic, its meaning would be that of dislike only, as al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
said in the Old School: “I dislike that someone single out the
month of Rajab among all other months in order to fast it com-
pletely in the way that he completes Rama\¥n.” He cited as his
evidence the ̂ adÏth of ‘®’ishaj : “The Messenger of All¥h used
to fast until we would say that he would never break it, and he used
to break his fast until we would say that he would never fast again.
Nor did I ever see the Messenger of All¥h s fast a complete
month except Rama\¥n, and I never saw him fast more than in
Sha‘b¥n.”736 He also said: “Likewise, that someone single out a
specific day among all other days.” He continued: “I only disliked
it so that an ignorant person will not emulate the one who fasts,
thinking that it is obligatory. Otherwise, to fast it is fine (wa-in
fa‘ala fa -^asan).” Thus al-Sh¥fi‘Ï gave the reason for the reprehen-
sibility [of fasting Rajab] then he said: “But if one fasts it, then fine
and good.” This is because part of what is universally known
among Muslims is that no fast was made obligatory by the founda-
tion of the Law other than that of Rama\¥n. This eliminates the
reprehensible sense, and All¥h knows best.737

Ibn al-SubkÏ comments:

On the whole, this text of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï cited by al-BayhaqÏ provides a
clear proof that to fast the month of Rajab in its entirety is fine and
good, and that if the prohibition of fasting it entirely is inauthen-
tic, then the fast remains desirable in the Law. This supports what
Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-‘Izz ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m said: “Whoever forbids
the fast of Rajab is ignorant of the methods used for inferring
legal rulings.”738 He then expanded on the topic[…] Nor should

ness is agreed upon as stated in the collective Shar^ Sunan Ibn M¥jah.
736 Narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, M¥lik, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and A^mad.
737 Al-BayhaqÏ, Fa\¥’il al-Awq¥t (p. 104-109).
738 Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, Fat¥w¥ Maw|iliyya (p. 132).
739 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (4:12).
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any proof against al-BayhaqÏ be adduced from the ^adÏth of Ibn
‘Abb¥s prohibiting the fast of Rajab in Ibn M¥jah’s Sunan as it has
been definitely established to beunsound.739

Here is the text of Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m’s fatw¥ on the Rajab fast:

Most ^adÏth Scholars are far removed from the knowledge of
the foundations of the Law and the methods followed for the
derivation of rulings [from the evidence]. Consequently, their
actions carry no weight. On the contrary, they should be
reproved, for they are not fit to exert ijtih¥d. As for what the
preachers mention concerning the merits of certain months,
there are true things and false things in it, although the false is
probably more than the true. Now, to swear a vow (nadhr) that
one shall fast the month of Rajab is binding and one seeks
nearness to All¥h u by such fasts. Whoever forbids the fast of
Rajab is ignorant of the methods used for inferring legal rul-
ings. How could it be forbidden when none of the scholars who
compiled the SharÏ‘a ever mentioned that Rajab was one of the
times when it is disliked to fast? Rather, to fast that month is an
act of drawing near to All¥h u because of the sound narrations
that came to us concerning fasting such as, ‘Every deed of a
human being is for himself except fasting,’740 and ‘The very
breath of the person who fasts is dearer to All¥h than the scent
of musk,’741 and ‘The best fast is the fast of my brother
D¥w‰d.’742 D¥w‰d e liked to fast without restricting himself to
times other than the month of Rajab. Whoever dignifies the
month of Rajab for a purpose other than that current in
J¥hiliyya is not imitating J¥hiliyya!743 Nor does everything that
the J¥hiliyya did become automatically forbidden except if the

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

740 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ as part of a longer ̂ adÏth.
741 Part of the ̂ adÏth just cited.
742 Narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
743 Cf. ‘Umar’s punishment of the mutarajjib‰n – those who fasted the month of

Rajab in imitation of the J¥hiliyya – by striking their hands until they broke their fast, as
they emphasized Rajab over Rama\¥n as the fasting month.  This is clearly not feared
for later Muslims, as proved by the complete words of ‘Umar: “Eat! For this is but a
month the people of J¥hiliyya used to venerate.” Narrated by Ibn AbÏ Shayba (1:130)
and cited by Ibn Qud¥ma in al-MughnÏ (3:167).

744 Fat¥w¥ Maw|iliyya (p. 132-134).
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SharÏ‘a forbids it and the Foundations of the SharÏ‘a indicate
that it should be avoided. Nor is such [a fast] abandoned just
because the perpetrators of falsehood did it. Whoever forbade
it among the ^adÏth Scholars is known for being an ignoramus
and it is impermissible for any Muslim to imitate him in his reli-
gion. It is not allowed to imitate someone except if he has
become known to be knowledgeable in the Divine rulings and
the methods of inferring them, whereas the one to whom this
[fatw¥] is attributed is far removed from the knowledge of the
Religion of All¥h, so he is not to be imitated in it. Whoever imi-
tates him has imperiled his religion.744

v ±ay¥t al-Anbiy¥’ fÏ Qub‰rihim. This brief masterpiece gathers
many of the ^adÏths that pertain to the life of the Prophets in
their graves and received several editions of varying quality to
date. Shaykh Mu^ammad ‘AlawÏ al-M¥likÏ used it among his
principal sources for the section on Nubuww¥t in his Manhaj al-
Salaf fÏ Fahm al-Nu|‰|.745

v Al-I‘tiq¥d ‘al¥ Madhhab al-Salaf Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a (“Islamic
Doctrine According to the School of the Predecessors which is
the School of the People of the Prophet’s s Way and Congre-
gation of His Companions l”) in about forty brief chapters. In
it he states:

The Prophet œ said: “Four types will have excuses on the Day of
Resurrection: the deaf one, the simpleton, the senile old man,
and the one who died in the inter-Dispensation period (al-fatra).
The first will say, ‘I did not hear anything’; the second, ‘Isl¥m
came while street-children were throwing dung at me’; the third,
‘Isl¥m came and I did not have my wits anymore,’ and the fourth,
‘My Lord, no Messenger came to me.’ All¥h Himself shall take
from them their covenant to obey Him. They will be told to enter
the fire [as a test]. Those who obey will find it cool and safe,
while those who refuse will be dragged to it.”746

The Prophets – the blessings and peace of All¥h upon them –
after they die, their souls are returned back to them and so they

745 Translated by the author under the title The Life of Prophets in the Grave.
746 Narrated from al-Aswad ibn SarÏ‘ and Ab‰ Hurayra by A^mad.
747 Al-BayhaqÏ, al-I‘tiq¥d (1981 ed. p. 305).
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are }alive in the presence of their Lord{ (3:169) like the mar-
tyrs. Our Prophet œ saw, on the Night of the Ascension, a
number of them. We have compiled a monograph establishing
the facts of their life in the grave.747

v Al-Khil¥fiyy¥t (“The Divergences” [between al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Ab‰
±anÏfa]) of which Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “No one preceded him in
writing a book of this kind, nor followed him in writing its like. It
is an independent method in ^adÏth science which is appreciat-
ed only by experts in both fiqh and ^adÏth. It is precious for the
texts it contains.” A refutation of the ±anafÏ School summing up
his Sunan al-Kubr¥ on fiqh divergences, it was counter-refuted by
Im¥m ‘AlÏ ibn‘Uthm¥n ibn Ibr¥hÏm ‘Ala’ al-DÏn al-MardÏnÏ –
known as Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ – (d. 750) with his two-volume al-
Jawhar al-NaqÏ fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ Sunan al-BayhaqÏ.748

v Al-Mabs‰~ (“The Expanded [Reference-Book]”), on Sh¥fi‘Ï Law.
v Al-Madkhal il¥ al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (“Introductory to the Major

Book of the Sunnas”). This work has received a new edition in
two volumes.

v Man¥qib al-Im¥m A^mad (“The Immense Merits of Im¥m
A^mad”).

v Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (“The Immense Merits of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï”) in two
volumes, which al-NawawÏ said was the most reliable book of
merits on the Im¥m. Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “Of al-I‘tiq¥d, Dal¥’il al-
Nubuwwa, Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and al-Da‘aw¥t
al-KabÏr, I swear that none of them has any peer.” In the Man¥qib
al-BayhaqÏ gives this analysis of the variant wordings and chains
of the ̂ adÏth “Where is All¥h?”:

As for the ^adÏth of Mu‘¥wiya ibn al-±akam then [that of]
‘Ubayd All¥h contradicts it in its wording. The latter, even if

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

748 This work exists in print (Hyderabad 1316/1898) and should be reissued in
response to the anti-±anafÏ campaign being waged in the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent,
as part of which al-BayhaqÏ’s Khilafiyy¥t has recently been edited and published by two
people, one of them the “SalafÏ” Mashh‰r ±asan Salm¥n, the man who authored a book
against Im¥m al-NawawÏ. On Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ see al-LacknawÏ’s al-Faw¥’id al-Bahiyya
(p. 207) and Ibn ±ajar’s al-Durar al-K¥mina (3:156-157).

749 Narrated by M¥lik in the Muwa~~a’ from al-ZuhrÏ, from ‘Ubayd All¥h; al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in
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mursal, has narrators who possess more fiqh.749 Further, it is con-
firmed by [the narration of] al-SharÏd ibn Suwayd al-ThaqafÏ –
also mursal.750 It was also narrated from ‘Awn ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn
‘Utba, from his father, with both a different text and a different
chain.751 The latter, if sound, is as if the Prophet œ addressed her

al-Za‘far¥nÏ’s narration from him in al-Kit¥b al-QadÏm cf. al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
(1:395); and A^mad in his Musnad: “‘Abd al-Razz¥q narrated to us: Ma‘mar narrated to
us, from al-ZuhrÏ, from ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Abd All¥h [ibn ‘Utba], that a man from the
An|¥r brought a black slave-girl and said, ‘Messenger of All¥h, I am obligated to free a
Muslim slave, therefore, if you consider that this girl is a believer, I shall free her.’ The
Messenger of All¥h s said to her: ‘Do you bear witness that there is no God but All¥h?’
She said yes. ‘And do you bear witness that I am the Messenger of All¥h?’ She said yes. He
said: ‘Do you believe in Resurrection after death?’ She said yes. He said: ‘Free her! ’” The
same is narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (7:388), Ibn Khuzayma in al-Taw^Ïd,
al-DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w, and Ibn KathÏr in his TafsÏr(2:534-535) where he declared it |a^Ï^
and said the missing Companion-link does not affect its authenticity.

750 Narrated by A^mad in his Musnad: “‘Abd al-ßamad (ibn ‘Abd al-W¥rith al-
‘AnbarÏ) [also Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-±amÏd] narrated to us: ±amm¥d ibn Salama
narrated to us: Mu^ammad ibn ‘Amr narrated to us, from Ab‰ Salama, from al-SharÏd,
that his mother willed that he free a Muslim slave on her behalf so he asked the Messen-
ger of All¥h u about it, saying, ‘I have a black or Nubian slave-girl, shall I free her?’ He
said, ‘Bring her.’ He brought her and [the Prophet s] asked her, ‘Who is your Lord?’
She said, ‘All¥h.’ He asked, ‘Who am I?’ She replied, ‘You are the Messenger of All¥h.’ He
said: ‘Free her, for she is a believer!’” The same is narrated by al-Nas¥’Ï in al-Sunan al-
Kubr¥ (4:110), Ibn ±ibb¥n in his ßa^Ï^ (1:418), and al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (7:320),
while al-D¥rimÏ narrates it in part.

751 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, A^mad, and al-BayhaqÏ in the Sunan
al-Kubr¥ (7:388): “A man brought to the Prophet œ a black slave-girl, saying, ‘Messenger
of All¥h, I am obligated to free a Muslim slave.’ He asked her: ‘Where is All¥h?’ She point-
ed to the sky with her index finger. He said to her: ‘And who am I?’ She pointed to the
Prophet œ and to the sky in turn, as if she meant, ‘You are the Messenger of All¥h.’ The
Prophet œ said: ‘Free her, for she is a believer!’”

Yet another wording is narrated – with a chain authenticated by al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his
‘Ilal (5:194) – through Ab‰ ‘®|im al-NabÏl, from Ab‰ Ma‘d¥n, from ‘Awn ibn ‘Abd All¥h
ibn ‘Utba from his father, from his grandfather, by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (17:136), al-
BayhaqÏ (7:388), al-±¥kim (1990 ed. 3:289): “A woman brought to the Prophet œ a
black slave-girl, saying, ‘Messenger of All¥h, I am obligated to free a Muslim slave. Does
this girl fulfill this obligation of mine?’ The Messenger of All¥h u asked her: ‘Who is
your Lord?’ She said, ‘All¥h.’ He asked, ‘And what is your religion?’ She said, ‘al-Isl¥m.’
He asked, ‘And who am I?’ She replied, ‘You are the Messenger of All¥h.’ He asked: ‘Do
you pray the Five [Prayers] and do you accept what I have brought from All¥h?’ She said
yes. Whereupon the Prophet œ slapped her on the chest and said: ‘Free her!’”

752 Al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:396-398).
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according to her ability and understanding. For she and her
likes, before Isl¥m, used to believe in idols as gods on earth.
Accordingly, he wanted to know what she believed and asked
her: “Where is All¥h?” Had she pointed to the idols, it would have
been known that she was not a believer. When she said, “in the
heaven,” it became known that she had abandoned idols and that
she was a believer in All¥h }Who in the heaven is God, and in the
earth God{ (43:84) or he gestured, as she gestured, to the literal
wording of what was mentioned in the Book. Further, the mean-
ing of His saying in the Book, }who is in the heaven
(fÏl-sam¥’){(67:16-17) is, “who is above the heaven” and over the
Throne (fawq al-sam¥’i ‘al¥ al-‘arsh) as He said, }the Merciful
established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5), and all that is on
high is called a heaven (kullu m¥ ‘al¥ fahuwa sam¥’), and the
Throne is atop the heavens (al-‘arshu a‘l¥ al-sam¥w¥t). Therefore,
He is “over the Thone” (‘al¥ al-‘arsh) just as He said, without how,
separate from His creation, without any sort of contact with His
creation, }There is nothing whatsoever like unto Him, and He is
the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing{ (42:11).752

v Ma‘rifat al-Sunan wal-®th¥r (“The Knowledge of Sunnas and
Reports”) in about fifteen volumes, also known as al-Sunan al-
Wus~¥, listing the textual evidence of the Sh¥fi‘Ï School under
fiqh sub-headings. Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “No Sh¥fi‘Ï jurist can do with-
out it,” while his father said: “He meant by the title, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s
knowledge of the Sunnas and reports.” Al-BayhaqÏ in his intro-
duction unfairly deprecates al->a^¥wÏ’s Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r as
unreliable, a claim refuted and turned against al-BayhaqÏ himself
by Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ.753

v Al-Qir¥’a War¥’ al-Im¥m (“Reciting [the F¥ti^a] behind the Im¥m”).
v Al-Ris¥lat al-Ash‘ariyya (“The Ash‘arÏ Letter”). Al-BayhaqÏ wrote

this short letter to the governor of Nays¥b‰r as a defense and
illustration of “our Shaykh, Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ” and his
School of doctrine. Ibn ‘As¥kir and Ibn al-SubkÏ cited it in full
in their own famous defenses of the School respectively titled
TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ and >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

753 See the notice on al->a^¥wÏ in Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥’s al-Jaw¥hir al-Mu\Ï’a.
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together with al-QushayrÏ’s similar letter titled Shik¥yat Ahl al-
Sunna.754

In this epistle Im¥m al-BayhaqÏ states: “The ±anafÏs, M¥likÏs,
and Sh¥fi‘Ïs do not go the way of the nullification of meanings
(ta‘~Ïl) as the Mu‘tazila do, nor do they go the way of likening
[All¥h to creation] (tashbÏh) the way the anthropomorphists
(mujassima) do.” He goes on to show that the Prophet œ praised
the Ash‘arÏs in numerous narrations that bore not only the
external meaning of the tribe of the Companion Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-
Ash‘arÏ but also the additional meaning of the followers of his
descendant Ab‰ al-±asan, meaning the entire Ash‘arÏ school.
Among these narrations is that of the circumstances surround-
ing the revelation of the verse, }O you who believe! Whoever
among you turns back from his Religion, know that in his stead
All¥h shall bring a people whom He loves and who love Him,
humble toward believers, stern toward disbelievers, striving in
the way of All¥h, and fearing not the blame of any blamer. Such
is the grace of All¥h which He gives to whom He will. All¥h is All-
Embracing, All-Knowing{ (5:54).755 When All¥h revealed this
verse, the Prophet œ pointed to Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ756 saying:
“They are that man’s people.”757 Al-QushayrÏ said: “Therefore,
the followers of Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ are also among his [Ab‰

754 In TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ (KawtharÏ ed. p. 100-108) and >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-
Kubr¥ (3:395-399).

755 Al-QushayrÏ said in La~¥’if al-Ish¥r¥t (2:126): “There is in this verse tremendous
glad tidings for the believers, as it must be known that whoever does not turn back from
the Religion, All¥h loves him.”

756 ‘Abd All¥h ibn Qays ibn Sulaym ibn ±a\\¥r ibn ±arb g. Ibn Burayda said: “He
was short, of sparse beard / thin side-beard (atha~~), and light frame.” Ibn Sa‘d, >abaq¥t
(4:115), al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (4:45).

757 Narrated from the Companion ‘Iy¥\ ibn ‘Amr by Ibn Sa‘d (4:107), al->abarÏ,
TafsÏr (6:284), Ibn AbÏ Shayba (6:387 §32261), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im, ®^¥d wal-Math¥nÏ
(4:460-462 §2515), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, Dhikr Akhb¥r A|bah¥n (1:59), al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh (2:39)
cf. A^dab, Zaw¥’id T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (1:466-470 §127 ^adÏth |a^Ï^), al-±¥kim (with the
wording: “They are your people, Ab‰ M‰s¥!” 2:313=1990 ed. 2:342 |a^Ï^ by Muslim’s
criterion), al-BayhaqÏ in the Dal¥’il (5:351), and al->abar¥nÏ, al-KabÏr (17:371) with a
chain of ßa^Ï^ narrators according to al-HaythamÏ (7:16). It is narrated from ‘AlÏ, al-
±asan al-Ba|rÏ, Qat¥da, al-™a^^¥k, and Ibn Jurayj that it is “Ab‰ Bakr and his friends”
who are the “people whom All¥h loves and who love Him” in the verse cf. al-R¥zÏ, al-
TafsÏr al-KabÏr (3:427), al-Qur~ubÏ, and others.
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M‰s¥’s] People. For in every place that a people are affiliated to
a Prophet [in the Qur’¥n], what is meant is the followers of that
Prophet.”758 This is also the position of Ibn ‘As¥kir in the TabyÏn,
Ab‰ al-Mu·affar al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ in al-Tab|Ïr fÏl-DÏn, al-Qur~ubÏ in his
TafsÏr, Ibn al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥, and others of
the Ash‘arÏ School.759

Al-BayhaqÏ also adduces the following narrations without positively
attributing them to the Prophet s:

1. “The sultan is the shadow (·ill) of All¥h on earth.” There are sever-
al wordings of this ̂ adÏth which Im¥m al-D¥raqu~nÏ averred to be
most correctly a saying of Ka‘b al-A^b¥r.760 (a) One wording con-
tinues: “Therefore, whoever counsels them faithfully and
supplicates on their behalf is well-guided and whoever cheats
them and supplicates against them is misguided.”761 (b) Another
wording states: “If you pass by a town that does not have a sultan do
not enter it. The sultan is but the shadow of All¥h and his lance on
earth.” 762 (c) Another wording: “The sultan is the shadow of

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

758 As quoted in al-Qur~ubÏ’s TafsÏr (verse 5:54).
759 As cited in the TabyÏn and >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:362-363, 3:375).
760 Al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his ‘Ilal according to al-ZarkashÏ in al-Tadhkira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-

Mushtahara (p. 173) cf. al-Suy‰~Ï, al-Durar al-Muntathira (p. 186 §277).
761 Narrated [1] from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn min al-Wul¥t

(p. 141 §31) with a very weak chain through Ya^y¥ ibn Maym‰n al-Tamm¥r who is
accused of lying; cf. al-DhahabÏ, MughnÏ fÏl-™u‘af¥’ (2:414 §7058) and MÏz¥n; [2] from
Anas by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn min al-Wul¥t (p. 142 §32) and al-DaylamÏ in
Musnad al-Firdaws; cf. Kanz (6:11 §14616) with a very weak chain through D¥w‰d ibn
al-Mu^abbar who is discarded and accused of lying [cf. al-Bukh¥rÏ, ™u‘af¥’ al-KabÏr
(2:35), ™u‘af¥’ al-ßaghÏr (§110), Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ™u‘af¥’ (§61), al-‘UqaylÏ in al-™u‘af¥’
(3:353-354 ^adÏth munkar)]; [3] mawq‰f as a saying of Anas himself by al-BayhaqÏ in his
Shu‘ab (6:18 §7376) through ‘Uqba ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Rif¥‘Ï who is weak and possibly
with a missing link between him and Qat¥da; [4] maq~‰‘ as a saying of Ka‘b al-A^b¥r,
ibid. (6:18:7377) through al-Ash‘ath ibn Bar¥z who is discarded.

762 Narrated from Anas by al-BayhaqÏ in his Sunan (8:162) and Shu‘ab (6:18 §7375)
through ‘Abb¥s ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TarqafÏ from Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-DimashqÏ from
al-RabÏ‘ ibn ßabÏ^ who are both weak [cf. al-DhahabÏ, MughnÏ fÏl-™u‘af¥’ (1:262) and
Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, ‘Ilal (2:409 ^adÏth munkar)] and with a missing T¥bi‘Ï link, possibly YazÏd
ibn Ab¥n al-Raq¥shÏ who is also weak. Also narrated from Anas with the previous chain
where the missing link is named as al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ by Ab‰ al-Shaykh in his Thaw¥b al-
ßal¥t ‘al¥ al-NabÏ [cf. Kanz (6:5) and al-Sakh¥wÏ in his TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-‘®dilÏn min
al-Wul¥t] and al-BayhaqÏ, Shu‘ab (6:18 §7375).
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All¥h on earth: the weak seeks refuge in him, through him is the
oppressed helped, and whoever honors the sultan of All¥h in this
world, All¥h will honor him on the Day of Resurrection.”763 (d)
Another wording: “The sultan is the shadow of All¥h on earth.
Whoever honors him honors All¥h and whoever reviles him
reviles All¥h.”764 (e) Another wording: “The sultan is the shadow
of All¥h on earth: every oppressed one seeks refuge in him.”765 (f)
Another wording: “The just and humble ruler (w¥lÏ) is the shad-
ow of All¥h and his lance on earth. Whoever shows him sincere
faithfulness in himself and among the servants of All¥h, All¥h will
raise him in his group the day there will be no shade other than
His shade.”766 (g) Another wording: “Do not insult the sultan for
he is the shadow (·ill) of All¥h on earth. With him are rights
upheld and the religion made to vanquish. With him does All¥h
remove injustice and destroy transgressors.”767 (h) Another

763 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Ibn al-Najj¥r in Dhayl T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (17:106)
with a very weak chain through A^mad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Wahb; cf. Ibn ‘AdÏ,
K¥mil (1:188).

764 Narrated from Ab‰ Bakrah by Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna (p. 478 §1024) with a
weak chain through Ziy¥d ibn Kusayb al-‘AdawÏ who is unknown since only one or two
are known to narrate from him [cf. al-Arna’‰~, Musnad (34:79-80 §20433)], even if Ibn
±ajar, ranks him as “acceptable” in the TaqrÏb and al-TirmidhÏ even declares his ̂ adÏth
“fair” (^asan) in the Sunan, without the words “The sultan is the shadow of All¥h on
earth.”

765 Part of a longer ^adÏth narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-
Shih¥b (1:201 §304), al-±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ in Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (4:153), Tamm¥m al-R¥zÏ
in his Faw¥’id (1:212-213 §502), and al-DaylamÏ in Musnad al-Firdaws (2:343) through
Sa‘Ïd ibn Sin¥n Ab‰ MahdÏ who is discarded and accused of forgery; cf. al-HaythamÏ
(5:196) and Ibn ±ajar, Mukhta|ar Zaw¥’id al-Bazz¥r (1:676 §1241). Al-Ghum¥rÏ said in
al-Mud¥wÏ (4:270) it is “undoutedly forged.” Something similar is narrated from ‘Umar
by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn (p. 155-156 §40) through al-±asan ibn ‘Amr al-
FuqaymÏ who is discarded and accused of forgery. Despite all this Ibn Taymiyya declares
it sound in Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (35:45).

766 Narrated from Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn (p. 124),
al-Jurj¥nÏ in T¥rÏkh Jurj¥n (p. 69) and others with a very weak broken chain through two
unknowns: Sulaym¥n ibn Raj¥’ and Ab‰ Nu|ayra al-‘AbdÏ cf. Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, al-Jar^ wal-
Ta‘dÏl (4:117 §508) and his ‘Ilal (2:427 ^adÏth munkar) and Ibn ±ajar, al-Am¥lÏ
al-Mu~laqa (p. 116).

767 Narrated mawq‰f as a saying of ±udhayfa ibn al-Yam¥n by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat
al-‘ ®dilÏn (p. 156 §41) with a weak chain because of Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
ibn AbÏ Layl¥ as per al-Sakh¥wÏ.
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wording: “Do not insult the sultan for he is the shadow (fay’ ) of
All¥h on earth.”768 Al-Kha~~¥bÏ said: “The meaning of ‘the shad-
ow’ is power and invincibility (al-‘izzatu wal-man‘a).”769

2. “One day in the life of a just leader is better than sixty years of wor-
ship.”770Another version states: “The work of the just [governor]
among his charge for a single day is certainly better than the work
of the devout worshipper in his family for an hundred – or fifty –
years.”771

3. “Disagreement in my Community is a mercy.” This statement has
no known chain of transmission to the Prophet s. However, it is a
well-established principle of the authorities in ^adÏth and fiqh
among the pious Salaf that differences in the Community are a
mercy (ikhtil¥f al-Umma ra^ma), as stated by al-Sh¥~ibÏ.772 This is
illustrated by the following narrations:

a) ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz gused to say: “I would dislike it if the
Companions of Mu^ammad sdid not differ among themselves,
because had they not differed there would be no leeway (for
us).”773

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

768 Narrated mawq‰f as a saying of Ab‰ ‘Ubayda ibn al-Jarr¥^ by al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad
al-Shih¥b(2:79-80§922), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna(p. 473§182), al-BayhaqÏ in the Shu‘ab
(6:17 §7372), and al-DaylamÏ in Musnad al-Firdaws (5:11 §7291) cf. al-Sakh¥wÏ in his
TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-‘®dilÏn (p. 156-157) through two weak narrators: ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ ibn ‘Abd
All¥h ibn Qays and Ism¥‘Ïl Mawl¥ al-MuzaniyyÏn cf. al-‘UqaylÏ, ™u‘af¥’ al-KabÏr(3:59-60).

769 Al-Kha~~¥bÏ, GharÏb al-±adÏth (1:707).
770 Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (11:337 §11932) and al-

Awsa~ (5:92 §4765), al-BayhaqÏ in the Sunan (8:162) and the Shu‘ab (6:19 §7379) cf.
Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn (p. 117-119) and Kanz (§14623), all through Ab‰
Ghayl¥n Sa‘d al-Shayb¥nÏ or Zurayq ibn al-Sakht who are both unknown cf. al-
HaythamÏ (5:197, 6:263) but al-MundhirÏ in al-TarghÏb (1997 ed. 3:117, 3:172) said the
chain of the KabÏr is fair (^asan) cf. al-Sha‘r¥nÏ, al-‘Uh‰d al-Mu^ammadiyya (p. 384), and
the narration is strengthened by sound ^adÏths cf. Ibn ±ajar, Dir¥ya (2:167) and al-
Sakh¥wÏ, TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-‘®dilÏn (p. 117-119). As for the wording from Ab‰ Hurayra:
“Justice for a moment is better than sixty years of worship” it comes only through
A^mad ibn ‘¬s¥ al-Khashsh¥b who is accused of forgery.

771 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m in al-Amw¥l (p. 16) and,
through him, Ibn AbÏ Us¥ma in his Musnad (2:626 §597=>al¥’i‘ ed. p. 187) and Ab‰
Nu‘aym in Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn (p. 123 §17) through an unknown T¥bi‘Ï narrator.

772 In al-I‘ti|¥m (3:11=1995 Beirut ed. p. 395). See, for a fanatical defense of the
opposite view, al-Ghum¥rÏ, al-Mud¥wÏ (1:235-236) on the narration “Differences in my
Umma are a mercy.”

773 Al-ZarkashÏ, al-Tadhkira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mushtahara (p. 64) and al-‘Ajl‰nÏ, Kashf al-
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b) Im¥m al-Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr al-ßiddÏq k
said: “The differences among the Companions of Mu^ammad
s are a mercy for the servants of All¥h.”774

c) Im¥m M¥lik g said the same.775

d) Similarly Ab‰ YazÏd al-Bis~¥mÏ g said: “I strove in utmost
effort(muj¥hada) for thirty years and did not find anything more
difficult than knowledge and its pursuit. Were it not for the dif-
ferences of the Ulema, I would have remained stalled. The
differences of the Ulema are a mercy except in the absoluteness
of monotheism.”776

e) Al-Layth ibn Sa‘d g said: “The people of knowledge are the
people of flexibility (tawsi‘a). Those who give fatwas never cease
to differ, and so this one permits something while that one for-
bids it, without one finding fault with the other when he knows
of his position.”777

f) Al-Kha~Ïb related something similar from Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna
g in al-FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih.
g) Im¥m A^mad g also said something similar.778

The above principle is reiterated by Ibn Taymiyya: “The Consensus
of the Im¥ms [of fiqh] on a question is a definitive proof and their
divergence of opinion is a vast mercy;” 779 “The differences among the
wise scholars of knowledge was made a mercy and a leeway for the
Community.”780 In all this he is faithfully following his teacher Ibn
Qud¥ma.781 Al-BayhaqÏ quotes al-Qaff¥l al-Sh¥shÏ’s explanation that
“this means the difference in their energies and capacities (ikhtil¥fu

Khaf¥ (1:66).
774 Narrated by Ibn Sa‘d (5:189) and Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ (1985 ed. 7:119

=1997 ed. 7:132 §9907). Al-ZarkashÏ in al-Tadhkira fÏl-Ah¥dÏth al-Mushtahara (p. 64) and
al-‘Ajl‰nÏ in Kashf al-Khaf¥ (1:66) said that al-BayhaqÏ cited it in al-Madkhal.

775 See p. 164.
776 Narrated by al-QushayrÏ in his Ris¥la (p. 88) and cited by Ibn Taymiyya in al-

Istiq¥ma (1:251).
777 Narrated from Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd by al-DhahabÏ in Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (1:138) and

al-Sakh¥wÏ in al-Maq¥|id al-±asana (p. 49 §39).
778 See p. 313.
779 Ibn Taymiyya, Mukhta|ar al-Fat¥w¥ al-Mi|riyya (Cairo, 1980) p. 35.
780 Ibn Taymiyya, Shar^ al-‘Umda (Riyad: Maktabat al-‘Ubayk¥n, 1993) 4:569.
781 Cf. Ibn Qud¥ma, concluding words of Lam‘at al-I‘tiq¥d.
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himamihim). That is, one’s sagacity might be in fiqh while the energy of
another might be in kal¥m[…] so that each might say what contains
the welfare of people and states.” Al-BayhaqÏ continues:

One who has devoted his energy to the knowledge of the eviden-
tiary texts of fiqh and its proofs does not contest, in his own mind,
the positions adopted by the experts of principles (ahl al-u|‰l).
More than that, he adopts their own positions in the Madhhab
and does so with the least evidentiary proof available for such,
except that he deems his involvement in his own discipline more
beneficial and more appropriate. Conversely, one who has
devoted his energies to the knowledge of the evidentiary texts of
u|‰l and its proofs follows, in the branches, the School of one of
the major great Jurist Im¥ms of the Muslim world, except that he
deems his involvement in the principles, at a time when innova-
tions creep up, more beneficial and more pressing. The Ulema
of the Sunna are therefore one in this, including the Ash‘arÏs,
because they are one in the science of the foundations and in
complete agreement.782

v Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (“The Branches of Belief”) in about fourteen 
volumes, in which al-BayhaqÏ provides a monumental, compre-
hensive commentary on the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet s, “Faith has
seventy-odd branches.”783 Al-BayhaqÏ titled the fifteenth Branch
of his Shu‘ab : “The Fifteenth Branch of Faith, Namely, the Chap-
ter on Rendering Honor to the Prophet s, Declaring His High
Rank, and Revering Him (al-kh¥mis ‘ashar min shu‘ab al-Ïm¥n wa-
huwa b¥bun fÏ ta‘·Ïmi al-NabÏ s wa-ijl¥lihi wa-tawqÏrih). In it he
narrates the following ̂ adÏth:

Us¥ma ibn SharÏk narrates: “I came to see the Prophet œ while
his Companions were with him, and they seemed as still as if
birds had alighted on top of their heads. I gave him my salaam
and I sat down. [Then Bedouins came and asked questions
which the Prophet œ answered.] … The Prophet œ then got up

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

782 Al-BayhaqÏ, al-Ris¥la al-Ash‘ariyya in Ibn ‘As¥kir, TabyÏn (KawtharÏ ed. p. 106).
783 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim, A^mad, and others.
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and the people got up. They began to kiss his hand œ, where-
upon I took his hand and placed it on my face. I found it more
fragrant than musk and cooler than sweet water.”784

The Shu‘ab was abridged into a slim pocketbook by the Damascus
Im¥m and Q¥\Ï al-Qu\¥t Im¥m al-DÏn Ab‰ al-Ma‘¥lÏ ‘Umar ibn Sa‘d
al-DÏn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Im¥m al-DÏn AbÏ ±af| ‘Umar al-TibrÏzÏ al-
QazwÏnÏ al-Shafi‘Ï (653-699). This epitome was translated by the
Cambridge Shaykh ‘Abd al-±akÏm Mur¥d.

v Al-Sunan al-Kubr¥(“The Major Book of the Prophet’s œ  Sunnas”)
in about ten large volumes, concerning which Ibn al-SubkÏ said:
“No such book was ever compiled in the science of ^adÏth with
respect to classification, arrangement, and elegance.”

v T¥rÏkh ±ukam¥’ al-Isl¥m (“History of the Rulers of Isl¥m”).
v Al-Zuhd al-KabÏr (“The Major Book of Asceticism”), which

arranges the relevant narrations of the Companions and early
ß‰fÏs by subject-heading.

Al-BayhaqÏ is the last of those who comprehensively compiled the
textual evidence of the Sh¥fi‘Ï School including the ^adÏth, the posi-
tions of the Im¥m, and those of his immediate companions. Im¥m
al-±aramayn said: “There is no Sh¥fi‘Ï who does not owe a huge debt
to al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, except al-BayhaqÏ, to whom al-Sh¥fi‘Ï owes a huge debt
for his works which established al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s School and his sayings.”785

Al-DhahabÏ comments: “Ab‰ al-Ma‘¥lÏ is right! It is as he said, and if al-
BayhaqÏ had wanted to found a school of Law for himself he would
have been able to do so, because of the vastness of his sciences and his
thorough knowledge of juridical differences.”

al-q®™¬  ± usayn

“The High Authority of the Community” (±abr al-Umma), ±usayn
ibn Mu^ammad ibn A^mad Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-MarwazÏ (d. 462), known as
“al-Q¥\Ï” in the books of the Sh¥fi‘Ïs, his fatwas and explanations are

784 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in the Shu‘ab (2:200 §1528). In the Nine Books the first
part is narrated from Us¥ma ibn SharÏk by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^), Ibn
M¥jah, al-±¥kim (4:399), and A^mad while the latter part is narrated from Ab‰ Ju^ayfa
by al-Bukh¥rÏ and A^mad.

785 Quoted in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (4:10-11) and Siyar (13:532).
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abundantly cited by all that followed, the teacher of Im¥m al-±ara-
mayn and others.786 His teacher was al-Qaff¥l al-Sh¥shÏ, himself a
companion of Im¥m Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ and like him a former
Mu‘tazilÏ. Al-NawawÏ said: “Among the Sh¥fi‘Ïs who hold it obligatory
for someone who is sitting when hearing the verse of prostration to
rise and stand before prostrating are “Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-JuwaynÏ, al-
Q¥\Ï ±usayn, his two companions the authors of al-Tatimma and
al-TahdhÏb,787 and the verifying Im¥m Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-R¥fi‘Ï. Im¥m al-
±aramayn [Ibn al-JuwaynÏ] relates this from his father Shaykh Ab‰
Mu^ammad, then rejects it saying: ‘I cannot find any basis nor any
previous mention of this.’ The statement of Im¥m al-±aramayn is
obvious, for nothing has been established from the Prophet œ to that
effect nor from those of the Salaf who are our examples. The vast
majority of our Scholars did not address it. All¥h knows best.”788

Biographies of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï

Ibn ±ajar said that the first to write a biography of the Im¥m titled
Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ (d. 275). Al-NawawÏ mentioned
that the best biography of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï was al-BayhaqÏ’s Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
– used for the present text – for its sound chains of transmission.789

Ibn ±ajar summarised it and added to it al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s Musnad in his

Al-Sh¥fi‘ Ï

786 The title “al-Q¥\Ï” refers to ±usayn ibn Mu^ammad al-MarwazÏ in the books of
the Sh¥fi‘Ïs; Ab‰ Y‰suf in those of the ±anafis; ‘Iy¥\ in those of the M¥likÏs; and Ab‰
Ya‘l¥ al-Farr¥’ in those of the HanbalÏs.

787 Respectively the two Shaykhs of Sh¥fi‘Ïs, the faqÏh and u|‰lÏ Sharaf al-A’imma
Ab‰ Sa‘d ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ma’m‰n ibn ‘AlÏ al-®biwardÏ known as al-MutawallÏ (d.
478) the author of the Tatimmat al-Ib¥na fÏ Fiqh al-Sh¥fi‘Ï – a completion of the unfin-
ished Ib¥na of Im¥m Ab‰ al-Q¥sim ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-Fur¥nÏ (d. 461) – and the
Im¥m, faqÏh, commentator of Qur’¥n, and ^adÏth Master Mu^yÏ al-Sunna Ab‰
Mu^ammad al-±usayn ibn Mas‘‰d al-Farr¥’ al-BaghawÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (d. 516) the author of
al-TahdhÏb fÏ Fiqh al-Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï in four large tomes, an emendation of al-Q¥\Ï
±usayn’s al-Ta‘lÏqa, from which al-NawawÏ frequently quotes in his Raw\a.

788 Al-NawawÏ, al-Tiby¥n (p. 96-98). The preference for standing before prostrating
seems based – and All¥h knows best – on the literal application of the verb “to fall”
(kharra) used in some of the verses of prostration such as }They fall down on their
faces, weeping, and it increases humility in them{ (17:109), }When the revelations of
the Beneficent were recited unto them, they fell down, adoring and weeping{ (19:58),
and }Only those believe in Our revelations who, when they are reminded of them, fall
down prostrate{(32:15).

789 In TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t (1:44).
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Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs fÏ Ma‘¥lÏ Ibn IdrÏs.790 Among many other scholars who
wrote the Im¥m’s Man¥qib were: Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, Zakariyy¥ al-S¥jÏ, Ab‰
Nu‘aym al-A|bah¥nÏ, al-±¥kim, Ab‰ al-±usayn Mu^ammad ibn al-
±usayn ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-®birrÏ al-Sijist¥nÏ (d. 363), Ibn ±ibb¥n, Ibn
al-MuqrÏ, Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ, Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ, Ibn KathÏr,
Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-±asan ibn al-±usayn ibn al-±amak¥n, Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Ibr¥hÏm
al-Qarr¥b, and al-±usayn al-AsadÏ.791 There are also lengthy chapters
on the Im¥m in Ab‰ Nu‘aym’s ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’, Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-
Intiq¥’ fÏ Fa\¥’il al-A’immat al-Fuqah¥’, al-NawawÏ’s TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’
wal-Lugh¥t, al-DhahabÏ’s T¥rÏkh and Siyar, Ibn al-SubkÏ’s >abaq¥t al-
Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥, and other major works of biographical history.

790 Incorrectly entitled Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’sÏs in the D¥r al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya edition.
791 Cf. Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t (2:72, 2:100, 2:136, 2:175, 3:147, 3:325-327, 3:147,

4:9, 4:266-270, 7:77).
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A±MAD IBN ±ANBAL792g
All¥h Be Well-Pleased with Him

A ±mad ibn Mu±ammad ibn ±anbal, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h
al-DhuhlÏ al-Shayb¥nÏ al-MarwazÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ g (164-241)
was the pious, ascetic, foremost meticulous leader of the

^adÏth Masters, “the true Shaykh of Isl¥m and leader of the Muslims
in his time, the ̂ adÏth Master and proof of the Religion” (al-DhahabÏ)
by whom “All¥h reinforced this Religion at the time of the Ordeal (al-
mi^na) as He had reinforced it with Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq g on the day
of the Great Apostasy (al-Ridda)” (Ibn al-MadÏnÏ). He is the last of the
Mujtahid Im¥ms whose Schools remain to this day and “probably the
most learned in the sciences of ^adÏth of the four great Im¥ms of
Sacred Law.” Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ narrates two ^adÏths through him in
his ßa^Ï^, one directly, and one through Ab‰ al-±asan A^mad ibn al-
±asan ibn Junaydib al-TirmidhÏ al-±im|Ï.

His Foremost Teachers in ±adÏth

“He took ^adÏth from Hushaym, Ibr¥hÏm ibn Sa‘d, Sufy¥n ibn
‘Uyayna, ‘Abb¥d ibn ‘Abb¥d, Ya^y¥ ibn AbÏ Z¥’ida, Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-
Qa~~¥n, and their layer. From him narrated al-Bukh¥rÏ [two ̂ adÏths in
the ßa^Ï^], Muslim [22], Ab‰ D¥w‰d [254], Ab‰ Zur‘a, Mu~ayyan,
‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad, Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-BaghawÏ, and a huge array of
Scholars. His father was a soldier – one of those who called to Isl¥m –
and he died young” (al-DhahabÏ).

Is^¥q al-Sh¥hidÏ narrates:

I would see Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n – All¥h the Exalted have mercy on
him! – pray the mid-afternoon prayer, then sit with his back
against the base of the minaret of his mosque. Then ‘AlÏ ibn al-
MadÏnÏ, al-Sh¥dhak‰nÏ, ‘Amr ibn ‘AlÏ, A^mad ibn ±anbal, Ya^y¥
ibn Ma‘Ïn, and others would come before him and ask him ques-
tions about ̂ adÏth standing on their feet until it was time for the

792 Main sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:434-547 §1876), Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (2:431
§438); Ibn al-JawzÏ, Man¥qib A^mad (p. 156, 191, 256); Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila (1:334).
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sunset prayer. He would not say to a single one of them: “Sit” nor
would they sit, out of awe and reverence.793

Al-Kha~Ïb narrates that Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn said to A^mad ibn ±anbal:
“I want to test Ab‰ Nu‘aym [al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn, AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-
±adÏth].” A^mad replied: “Do not, for he is trustworthy (thiqa)!” But
he insisted, so the two went to Ab‰ Nu‘aym in K‰fa and Ya^y¥ pre-
pared thirty ^adÏths narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym into which he inserted
three which did not belong to Ab‰ Nu‘aym’s record. Then he read to
Ab‰ Nu‘aym the first third containing one of the spurious ^adÏths, at
which Ab‰ Nu‘aym said: “Strike it out, it is not mine.” Then the 
second third and the second spurious ^adÏth, at which Ab‰ Nu‘aym
repeated his statement. Upon hearing the third spurious ^adÏth Ab‰
Nu‘aym rolled his eyes and said: “As for him – pointing to A^mad – he
is too fearful of All¥h to do such a thing; and as for him – pointing to
‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ – he would never do such a thing; so this is your
handiwork, scoundrel!” Then he stretched his leg and, grabbing Ibn
Ma‘Ïn, tripped him and threw him on the ground. A^mad said to
Ya^y¥: “Did I not tell you not to test him? Did I not tell you he was
trustworthy?” Ya^y¥ replied: “By All¥h, indeed his tripping me is dear-
er to me than my travelling [to him for ̂ adÏth]!”794

His Teachers in Fiqh: al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and the ±anafÏ Im¥ms

The greatest influence on Im¥m A^mad in jurisprudence was probably
Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, who came to Iraq in the year 195. Al-Za‘far¥nÏ said: “I
never visited al-Sh¥fi‘Ï without finding A^mad ibn ±anbal in his gath-
ering. A^mad was more assiduous than I was in attending al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.”795

Ibn Khuzayma once rebuked someone who had brought up the
±anbalÏ School with the words: “Is A^mad ibn ±anbal anything but
one of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s pupils?”

Al-Kar¥bÏsÏ said that A^mad used to attend the gatherings of the
jurists with his face covered.796

A^mad also took fiqh from the ±anafÏ Im¥ms among others. Ya^y¥

793 Narrated by al-NawawÏ in al-TarkhÏ| fÏl-Ikr¥m bil-Qiy¥m (p. 58) cf. the chapter
(§26) on getting up out of respect in al-BayhaqÏ’s al-Madkhal il¥ al-Sunan.

794 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (12:353-354).
795 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:227).
796 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:227).
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ibn Ma‘Ïn narrated in his T¥rÏkh that Im¥m A^mad said: “I frequented
Ab‰ Y‰suf, then the scholars that came after him.” Al-Kha~Ïb narrates
with his chain from ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad: “My father took three
receptacles’ worth of learning from Ab‰ Y‰suf and Mu^ammad [ibn
al-±asan].”797 A^mad also took knowledge from a third com-panion
of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Asad ibn ‘Amr ibn ‘®mir al-BajalÏ al-K‰fÏ (d.
190). At the same time he, like al-Bukh¥rÏ and others, recom-mended
against narrating anything from any of them lest juridical opinion
(ra’Ï), in his view, compete with the Qur’¥n and Sunna.798

His Foremost Leadership in ±adÏth Memorization

‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad said: “I heard Ab‰ Zur‘a [al-R¥zÏ] say: ‘Your
father memorised a million ̂ adÏths.’ I asked him how he knew and he
replied: ‘By rehearsing the topical headings with him.’”799 ±anbal
said: “I heard Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h say: ‘I memorised everything which I
heard from Hushaym when he was alive.’”

An Authority in ±adÏth Rather than Fiqh?

Al-Nas¥’Ï cites Im¥m A^mad among the great Jurisprudents toward
the end of his monograph Tasmiyat Fuqah¥’ al-Am|¥r. However, many
of the authorities preferred to class the Im¥m among the ^adÏth
Masters rather than the Jurisprudents. In his book Ikhtil¥f al-Fuqah¥’
(“The Differences of the Jurisprudents”), Im¥m al->abarÏ mentions
the differences of opinion between M¥lik, al-Awz¥‘Ï, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, Ab‰ Y‰suf, Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan, and Ab‰
Thawr. He mentions some of the Jurists among the Companions, the

797 Al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (3:15). Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:708).
798 On this fanatic boycott of the ±anafÏs by early ^adÏth scholars in the name of 

textualism see Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fattah Ab‰ Ghudda’s marginalia on Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s al-
Intiq¥’ (p. 331-334).

799 By the phrase “a million ^adÏths” are meant the chains of transmission. “The
^adÏth scholars count as a ^adÏth every report or statement from the Prophet s, or
from a Companion or a Successor, or in explanation of a linguistic difficulty or missing
word and so forth, if narrated with a chain of transmission.” Ab‰ Ghudda in QÏmat al-
Zam¥n ‘Inda al-‘Ulam¥’ (p. 35) in commentary of Ibn Ma‘Ïn’s statement: “I wrote a
million ^adÏths with my own hand.” “ Once it is realised that the isnad did, indeed, 
initiate a chain reaction that resulted in an explosive increase in the number of tradi-
tions, the huge numbers that are credited to Ibn Hanbal, Muslim and Bukh¥rÏ seem not
so fantastic after all,” Nabia Abbot, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri (2:72).
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Successors, and their followers up to the second century. Asked why
he did not mention Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal in his book, al->abarÏ
replied that “A^mad was not a FaqÏh but a Mu^addith.” The followers
of the ±anbalÏ School took offense and reportedly roused the people
against him, preventing visitors and students from visiting him in the
daytime, so he died and was buried in his house.

Al->abarÏ’s reply is neither new nor unique of its kind. Several of
those who wrote about the differences among jurists did not mention
Im¥m A^mad g. Among them were al->a^¥wÏ, al-Dabb‰sÏ, al-NasafÏ,
‘Al¥’ al-DÏn al-SamarqandÏ, al-FirahÏ al-±anafÏ (one of the scholars of
the seventh century) in his book Dh¥t al-‘Uqdayn, and others among
the ±anafÏs who wrote on the subject, who all omitted him. Ibn al-
Far\Ï said in his chronicle of the scholars of al-Andalus, upon
mentioning Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad al-A|ÏlÏ al-
M¥likÏ, that the latter wrote a book concerning the differences of
M¥lik, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and Ab‰ ±anÏfa called al-Dal¥’il f Ï Ummah¥t al-Mas¥’il
(“The Proofs for the Paramount Questions”). He states:

The author of Kashf al-<un‰n said that Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n al-SamarqandÏ al-Sakh¥wÏ800 who died in MardÏn in
721 in ‘Umdat al->¥lib li-Ma‘rifat al-Madh¥hib (“The Reliance of
the Student of the Knowledge of the Schools”) mentioned the
differences among jurists and said in the end: “I placed in my
book the views of al-Nu‘m¥n [Ab‰ ±anÏfa], Ya‘q‰b [Ab‰ Y‰suf],
Mu^ammad [ibn al-±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ] and their excellent
companions, also al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, M¥lik, and all in which they differed
with the ShÏ‘as. May All¥h give them life and every reward.”

Nor did al-Ghazz¥lÏ, who also wrote about ikhtil¥f, mention A^mad
in his WajÏz; nor did Ab‰ al-Barakat al-NasafÏ in his al-W¥fÏ. As for the
authors of books of history and geography, Ibn Qutayba did not men-
tion A^mad in al-Ma‘¥rif ; al-MaqdisÏ does mention him in A^san
al-Taq¥sÏm fÏ A|^¥b al-±adÏth but does not include him among the
A|^¥b al-Fiqh while he includes D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr
wrote al-Intiq¥’ fÏ Fa\¥’il al-Thal¥that al-Fuqah¥’ (“The Hand-Picked
Excellent Merits of the Three Great Jurisprudent Im¥ms: M¥lik, 

800 This is not Ibn ±ajar’s student Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n
ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr al-Sakh¥wÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, who died in 902 in MadÏna and is
buried in al-BaqÏ‘ near the grave of Im¥m M¥lik – All¥h be well pleased with them.
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al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and Ab‰ ±anÏfa”),801 concerning which Shaykh ‘Abd al-
Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda said: “It appears that Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr considered
Im¥m A^mad a foremost authority in ^adÏth who chose certain posi-
tions in fiqh, as was al->abarÏ’s view of A^mad before him.” The
anonymous ‘Umdat al-‘®rifÏn (“Reliance of the Knowers”) mentions as
the fourth of the Four Im¥ms not A^mad but Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ. Al-
Ghazz¥lÏ said: “He and A^mad were of the most famous Im¥ms for
their strong fear of All¥h, and for the small number of their followers.
As for now, the School of Sufy¥n is abandoned, and the consensus of
the Muslims is around the four known schools.” However, the School
of Sufy¥n survived long enough for al-NawawÏ to cite it among “the
five Schools that are followed.”802

Al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ was also taken to task by the ±anbalÏs for nam-
ing A^mad “the Master of ^adÏth Scholars” (sayyid al-mu^addithÏn) in
his biographies of the Scholars of Baghd¥d while reserving the highest
level of jurisprudence for al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.

His Flight from Authorship in Jurisprudence

Upon hearing that Is^¥q ibn Man|‰r al-Kawsaj had published a 
compilation of A^mad’s juridical views, the latter gathered his com-
panions and declared that he had disclaimed all of them. Al-KawtharÏ
points out that despite this disclaimer, al-TirmidhÏ relies on al-Kawsaj’s
compilation whenever citing the legal positions of A^mad. It is partly
because of this scrupulous fear (wara‘ ) of seeing his fiqh etched in
stone that on so many specific issues two, three, or up to ten different
positions are related from Im¥m A^mad. Ab‰ Bakr al-Khall¥l gathered
all these views into a massive, forty-volume ±anbalÏ collection entitled
al-J¥mi‘ li-‘Ul‰m A^mad ibn ±anbal after the Im¥m’s death. Majd al-DÏn
ibn Taymiyya (‘Abd al-Sal¥m ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Kha\ir al-±arr¥nÏ d.
652) then reduced this unwieldy compilation into a single volume enti-
tled al-Mu^arrar min al-Fiqh ‘al¥ Madhhab al-Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal.

801 The order of sequence reflects the view of the M¥likÏ school that MadÏna is supe-
rior to Makka as shown by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr’s words in the introduction to al-Intiq¥’
(p. 34): “They are Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h M¥lik ibn Anas al-A|ba^Ï al-MadanÏ, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h
Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-Sh¥fi‘Ï al-Mu~~alibÏ al-MakkÏ, and Ab‰ ±anÏfa al-Nu‘m¥n ibn
Th¥bit al-K‰fÏ.”

802 Al-NawawÏ, Irsh¥d (p. 239-240).
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His Godfearing Modesty and Self-Deprecation

To a man who said to him: “May All¥h repay you with goodness on the
part of Isl¥m” A^mad replied with a distressed countenance: “Rather,
may All¥h repay Isl¥m with goodness on my part. Who am I and what
am I?” ß¥lÏ^ ibn A^mad said: “Whenever a man supplicated on behalf
of my father the latter would say [the Prophetic ^adÏth]: ‘Actions
count only according to their conclusions (innam¥ al-a‘m¥lu bil-
khaw¥tÏm).’”803 That is, wait until a man dies upon Isl¥m before
praising him in his Religion.   

His Stringent Criterion for Ijtih¥d

Zakariyy¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-™arÏr asked Im¥m A^mad: “How many memo-
rised ^adÏths are sufficient for someone to be a Mufti [meaning a
mujtahid Jurist]? Are one hundred thousand sufficient?” He said no.
“Two hundred thousand?” He said no. “Three?” He said no, until
Zakariyy¥ said: “Five hundred thousand?” A^mad said: “I hope that
that should be sufficient.”804 At the same time, when Mu^ammad ibn
YazÏd al-MustamlÏ asked A^mad about the undisputed ^adÏth Master
‘Abd al-Razz¥q al-ßan‘¥nÏ – one of al-Bukh¥rÏ’s teachers: “Did he
[‘Abd al-Razz¥q] possess fiqh?” A^mad lamented: “How rare is fiqh
among those who know ̂ adÏth!” 

The Danger of Misusing ±adÏth

A^mad narrated from Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n that the latter
said: “If someone were to follow every rukh|a that is in the ^adÏth, he
would become a transgressor (f¥siq).”805

Advice to Would-Be Writers

To ‘Ayy¥sh al-Qa~~¥n who told A^mad of his desire to compile the nar-

803 Narrated by Sahl ibn S¥‘d al-Sa‘idÏ by al-Bukh¥rÏ and A^mad.
804 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:469=al-Arna’‰~ ed. 11:232).
805 A^mad, al-‘Ilal (1:219).
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rations of the Prophets, A^mad replied: “Not until you are done with
the narrations of our Prophet s!”806

Admiration of His Contemporaries

Al-DhahabÏ cites the following praises of Im¥m A^mad:
v Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ said: “I held A^mad as one for whom All¥h had

gathered up the combined knowledge of the first and the last.”
v ±armala said: “I heard al-Sh¥fi‘Ï say: ‘I left Baghd¥d and did not

leave behind me anyone more virtuous (af\al), more learned
(a‘lam), nor more perspicuous (afqah) than A^mad ibn
±anbal!’” Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda noted that at the
time this statement was made, Baghd¥d was home to several
major jurists of the schools of Ab‰ ±anÏfa and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and
other schools, such as Mu^ammad ibn Sam¥‘a, ‘¬s¥ ibn Ab¥n, al-
Za‘far¥nÏ, al-Kar¥bÏsÏ, Ab‰ Thawr, al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m, Is^¥q ibn
R¥h‰yah and others. Yet al-Sh¥fi‘Ï ranked A^mad ibn ±anbal
above all of them in virtue, learning, and knowledge. This alone
suffices to refute the view held by some, that Im¥m A^mad was
not a faqÏ^.

v ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ said: “Truly, All¥h reinforced this Religion with
Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq g on the day of the Great Apostasy (al-
Ridda), and He reinforced it with A^mad ibn ±anbal g at the
time of the Ordeal (al-mi^na).”

v Ab‰ ‘Ubayd said: “The Science at its peak is in the custody of four
men, of whom A^mad ibn ±anbal is the most knowledgeable.”

v Ibn Ma‘Ïn said, as related by ‘Abb¥s [al-D‰rÏ]: “They meant for
me to be like A^mad, but – by All¥h! – I shall never in my life com-
pare to him.”

v Mu^ammad ibn ±amm¥d al->ahar¥nÏ said: “I heard Ab‰ Thawr
say: ‘A^mad is more learned – or knowledgeable – than al-
ThawrÏ.’”

His Insistence on Written Records in ±adÏth Narration

‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ said: “SayyidÏ A^mad ibn ±anbal said to me, ‘Do not
narrate anything to me except from a written record’ (l¥ tu^addithnÏ
ill¥ min kit¥b).”807

A^mad ibn ±anbal

806 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:465 §1988).
807 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ wa-®d¥b al-S¥mi‘ (2:12 §1032)

and al-Sam‘¥nÏ, Adab al-Iml¥’ wal-Istiml¥’ (p. 47).
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Works Related from the Im¥m

Among Im¥m A^mad’s works listed by Ibn al-JawzÏ and al-DhahabÏ:

v Al-Ashriba in which he declared nabÏdh fruit mash forbidden,
even if made of other than grapes or dates, and any kind of fruit
juice after three days.808

v Al-Im¥ma. Regarding the first Caliphate Im¥m A^mad said:
“When the Prophet œ was ill he ordered Ab‰ Bakr to pray as
im¥m although there  were others present who were more profi-
cient in the Qur’¥n (aqra’), but he œ was pointing to the
Caliphate.”809 He took this position from Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.

v Al-¬m¥n.
v Man¥qib al-ßa^¥ba, with additions by his son ‘Abd All¥h ibn

A^mad and his companion Ab‰ Bakr al-Qa~Ï‘Ï and which con-
tains many weak narrations.810

v Al-Mansak.
v Al-Muqaddam wal-Mu’akhkhar fÏl-Qur’¥n.
v Al-Musnad. This is the first comprehensive collection of ^adÏths

that are musnad or “related on the authority of the Prophet œ”
which A^mad arranged in chapter-headings bearing the names
of the Companion-narrators and ordered according to the
sequence of seniority in Isl¥m, beginning with Ab‰ Bakr g. The
total number of its narrations is around 27,000, of which a hand-
ful are sayings by the Companions. Ibn al-Samm¥k narrated from
±anbal (A^mad’s uncle): “A^mad ibn ±anbal gathered us – me,
ß¥li^, and ‘Abd All¥h – and read to us the Musnad before anyone
else ever heard it. Then he said: ‘This book I have gathered
together and carefully selected out of a total of 750,000 narra-
tions. Whatever the Muslims differ about concerning a ̂ adÏth of
the Messenger of All¥h s, refer back to it. If you find it in it, fine –
otherwise, such a ̂ adÏth does not constitute a proof.’”

Al-DhahabÏ remarked that the Im¥m’s statement (1)
excludes the narrations found in the two ßa^Ï^s that are not in

808 Cf. Ibn Taymiyya, al-Qaw¥‘id al-N‰r¥niyya (al-FiqqÏ ed. p. 105).
809 Narrated from Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ by Ibn al-JawzÏ in Man¥qib A^mad ibn ±anbal

(p. 160).
810 The weak narrations narrated by A^mad in the Musnad and elsewhere were 

analyzed by al-Khall¥l in al-‘Ilal among other specialized works.
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the Musnad, for the Muslims do not differ concerning them; and
(2) does not necessitate that everything that is in the Musnad is a
proof, as it contains a number of weak ̂ adÏths and very few near-
forgeries.811

v Nafy al-TashbÏh (“The Negation of Anthropomorphism”). It may
be on the basis of this work that al-Shahrast¥nÏ said:

Im¥m A^mad and his School abhorred likening All¥h u to
His creation (tashbÏh) to such an extent that they used to say:
“Whoever moves his hand while reciting the verse }I created
with both My Hands{ (38:75) or gestures with his fingers
when narrating the ^adÏth “The heart of the believer is
between two fingers of the Merciful,”812 cut their hands or 
fingers off!”813

v Al-N¥sikh wal-Mans‰kh.
v The spurious al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa (“The Refutation of the

Heretics”), relied upon by Ibn Taymiyya (who alternately 
calls it al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya and al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya wal
Zan¥diqa)814 and falsely attributed to Im¥m A^mad as pointed
out by al-DhahabÏ.815 It is revealing that certain “SalafÏs” contin-
ue to attribute it to him and publish it under his name.816 What is
worse than this irresponsible deception is that the book misrep-
resents Im¥m A^mad as indulging in the worst type of kal¥m, and
holding views that border on disbelief, such as the following:

They [the JahmÏs] say: “Whenever it comes to your mind that
All¥h is something which you know, All¥h is other than
that.”817 A^mad says: We say that He is a thing. They said: “He is

A^mad ibn ±anbal

811 See on this point Ibn ±ajar’s al-Qawl al-Musaddad fÏl-Dhabb ‘an Musnad al-Im¥m
A^mad published by Shaykh A^mad Sh¥kir in his edition of the Musnad.

812 See n. 187.
813 Al-Shahrast¥nÏ, al-Milal wal-Ni^al (Cairo, 1317 ed. p. 145, 137-138).
814 Ibn Taymiyya, Fat¥w¥ (5:496, 5:555, 6:153, 7:89, 8:385, 15:284, 16:213,

17:300).
815 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (9:503).
816 Cf. “A^mad ibn ±anbal,” al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa wal-Jahmiyya, ed. Mu^ammad

±asan RashÏd (Cairo: al-Ma~ba‘at al-Salafiyya, 1973) and al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya lil-
Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal, ed. A^mad Bakir Mahm‰d (Beirut: D¥r Qutayba, 1990).

817 A saying not of the Jahmiyya but of Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ narrated by al-QushayrÏ in
the Ris¥la and extolled by ‘¬y¥\ in his al-Shif¥!
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‘something’ unlike any other thing.”818 We say: The thing that
is unlike any other thing, rational people know to be non-exis-
tent. It is therefore clear to everyone that they [the JahmÏs] do
not believe in anything.819

In this excerpt “the JahmÏs” express the Sunni viewpoint while
“A^mad” expresses an untenable position that flatly contradicts
the Qur’¥n – something from which the real A^mad was the far-
thest of people.

v Al-Ris¥la fÏl-ßal¥t, also a misattribution according to al-DhahabÏ.
v Al-TafsÏr according to Ibn al-JawzÏ, but “it never existed” accord-

ing to al-DhahabÏ, contrary to Ibn Taymiyya’s opinion in his
Muqaddima fÏ U|‰l al-TafsÏr although the latter himself quotes
Im¥m A^mad as saying, “Three matters have no [highly verifi-
able] chain of transmission: tafsÏr, chronicles of battles (magh¥zÏ),
and end-of-time battles (mal¥^im).”820

v Al-T¥rÏkh.
v U|‰l al-Sunna, “Principles of the Sunna,” translated and pub-

lished under the title “Foundations of the Sunna”821: this is not a
book but the creed narrated from ‘Abd‰s ibn M¥lik from the
Im¥m by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ in >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila and al-L¥lik¥’Ï in
Shar^ U|‰l I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna, both through Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn
Sulaym¥n ibn D¥w‰d al-Ba|rÏ al-MinqarÏ who is of unknown relia-
bility and whom Ibn al-JawzÏ declared weak.822

The Persecution (al-Mi^na)

Im¥m A^mad lived at a time when the power of the Mu‘tazila over the
caliphate became such that Ahl al-Sunna scholars were routinely perse-

818 Cf. Ibn KhafÏf, al-‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a §5: “He is ‘something’ yet not like things”
(shay’un l¥ kal-ashy¥’) [or: “He is an entity but not in the sense of created entities.”]

819 “Al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa wal-Jahmiyya” (p. 20-21).
820 Ibn Taymiyya, Muqaddima fÏ U|‰l al-TafsÏr (p. 49=Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ 13:346); cf.

al-Suy‰~Ï, Itq¥n (chapter 78) and al-Zarq¥nÏ, Man¥hil al-‘Irf¥n (2:12, 2:19).
821 Birmingham: Salafi Publications, 1997. This publication is a deception as its cover

claims that the author of this 200-page book is Im¥m A^mad whereas it contains only
three very brief ±anbalÏ texts from >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila covering 60 pages, of which the
Creed of the Im¥m is the first. The rest of the book and its greater part is a long text by an
unknown contemporary author, beginning with the life and trial of Im¥m A^mad and
ending with a confused defense of anthropomorphism and attacks on the Ash‘arÏ School.

822 In al-‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya (2:619-620).
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cuted over issues such as the uncreatedness of the Qur’¥n and the
vision of All¥h u in the hereafter. Most of the scholars caved in to the
threat of torture except a handful: A^mad ibn ±anbal who was jailed
and lashed, A^mad ibn Na|r al-Khuz¥‘Ï who was decapitated by al-
W¥thiq’s own hand then crucified for six years for declaring that All¥h
u could be seen in the hereafter, Mu^ammad ibn N‰^, Nu‘aym ibn
±amm¥d who died in chains, al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn who replied to his
inquisitor, “The Qur’¥n is the Speech of All¥h and I fear less for my
neck than for my shirt-button,” ‘Aff¥n ibn Muslim, al-Buway~Ï who died
in chains, Ism¥‘Ïl ibn AbÏ Uways, Ab‰ Mu|‘ab al-ZuhrÏ, Ab‰ Ya^y¥ al-
±amm¥nÏ, ‘Abd al-A‘l¥ ibn Mus-hir who died in prison, and al-±¥rith
ibn MiskÏn al-™ibbÏ. Others simply answered “Yes, it is created” and
were released with a gift of two dinars.

At the time of Im¥m A^mad’s 28-month823 detention and lashing
by the authorities he was pressed to admit to the creation of the
Qur’¥n by the following arguments as narrated by his son the ^adÏth
Master Ab‰ al-Fa\l ß¥li^ ibn A^mad in his SÏrat al-Im¥m A^mad :

questioner : What do you say about the Qur’¥n?
im®m a±mad : And you, what do you say about the knowledge of

All¥h u?
another questioner : Did not All¥h say: }All¥h is the Creator

of all things{ (13:16), and is not the Qur’¥n a thing?
im®m a±mad : All¥h also said: }Destroying all things{ (46:25),

then it [the wind] destroyed all except whatever All¥h willed.
another questioner: }Never comes there unto them a new

(mu^dath) reminder from their Lord{ (21:2). Can something new be
anything but created?

im®m a±mad : All¥h said: }ß¥d. By the Qur’¥n that contains the
Reminder{ (38:1). “The” reminder is the Qur’¥n, while the other
verse does not say “the”.824

another questioner: But the ^adÏth of ‘Imr¥n ibn ±u|ayn
states: “All¥h created the Reminder.”

A^mad ibn ±anbal

823 Shaykh Shu‘ayb al-Arna’‰~’s mention of “ten years” in his introduction to ßa^Ï^
Ibn ±ibb¥n (p. 22) is inaccurate.

824 Another version states that he answered: “It is possible that it is the Qur’¥n’s rev-
elation to us (tanzÏluhu ilayn¥) that is new; not the dhikr itself.” Narrated through
al-BayhaqÏ by Ibn KathÏr in al-Bid¥ya (10:342-343).
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im®m a±mad : That is not correct. Several narrated it to us as:
“All¥h wrote the Reminder.”825

They cited the ̂ adÏth of Ibn Mas‘‰d: “All¥h u did not create a gar-
den of Paradise nor a fire of Hell nor a heaven nor an earth more
tremendous (a‘·am) than the verse of the Throne (2:255).”826

im®m a±mad : The creating here applies to the garden, the fire,
the heaven, and the earth. It does not apply to the Qur’¥n.

another questioner: The narration of Khabb¥b states: “I
admonish you to approach All¥h with all that you can; but you can
never approach Him with something dearer to Him than His
speech.”827

im®m a±mad : And that is true.828

When he was advised to invoke against his oppressors, A^mad
replied: “He is not long-suffering (|¥bir) who invokes against his
oppressor.”829

Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn visited A^mad during the latter’s sickness and
bade him salaam but A^mad did not answer him as he had sworn an
oath not to address anyone who had replied yes during the inquisition
on the createdness of the Qur’¥n. “Ya^y¥ kept apologizing and men-
tioning the ^adÏth of ‘Amm¥r, ‘and All¥h said }save him who is
forced thereto and whose heart is still content with Faith{ (16:106).’
But A^mad would turn his face the other way. Then Ya^y¥ stood up
dejected [and walked out] saying: ‘He will not accept any excuse from
us!’ I went out after him as he was sitting at the door. He said: ‘What
did A^mad say after I went out?’ I replied: ‘He said that you are citing
the ̂ adÏth of ‘Amm¥r, which states: “I passed by as they were insulting

825 Al-Bukh¥rÏ, ßa^Ï^, book of the Beginning of Creation: “All¥h was when there was
nothing else than Him, and His Throne was upon the water, and He wrote in the
Reminder (al-dhikr) all things, and He created the heavens and the eart^”

826 Narrated by Sa‘Ïd ibn Man|‰r, Ibn al-Mundhir, Ibn al-™arÏs, al->abar¥nÏ, and al-
BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n, as stated by al-Suy‰~Ï in al-Durr al-Manth‰r. Al-TirmidhÏ in his
Sunan mentions Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna’s explanation whereby this is because the garden,
the fire, etc. are created as opposed to the Qur’¥n.

827 Narrated by al-±¥kim (2:441) who declared it sound and by al-BayhaqÏ in al-
Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t with two sound chains (1:587-588 §513-514).

828 Siyar (9:478), >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:46-47). Cf. ß¥li^ ibn A^mad, SÏrat
al-Im¥m A^mad (p. 32–47).

829 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:289).
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you, so I forbade them and they beat me,”830 whereas it was only said
to you all “We shall beat you.”’ When he heard this, Ya^y¥ said: ‘It is
bitter, y¥ A^mad, may All¥h forgive you! By All¥h! I never saw under
the sky anyone more discerning than you in the Religion of All¥h.’”831

His Tara^^um of Ab‰ ±anÏfa Under the Whip

Whenever Ab‰ ±anÏfa was mentioned to Im¥m A^mad he would
speak kindly of him and when, under the whip, he was reminded that
Ab‰ ±anÏfa had suffered the same treatment for refusing a judgeship,
he wept and said: Ra^imahull¥h.832

His Respect for Difference of Opinion and Other Schools

A^mad is famous for his serene acceptance of juridical divergences
among the Im¥ms. Asked about cupping, he responded that ablution
was obligatory after it. The questioner went on, “Should I pray behind
an im¥m who does not renew his ablution in such a case?” A^mad
replied: “Glory to All¥h! Would you not pray behind Sa‘Ïd ibn al-
Musayyab and M¥lik ibn Anas?”833

According to the ±anbalÏ authorities Ibn ‘AqÏl, Ab‰ Bakr al-
DÏnawarÏ, and Ibn Taymiyya, A^mad – just like M¥lik – considered
every Madhhab correct and abhorred that a FaqÏh insist people follow
his even if he considered them wrong and even if the truth is one in
any given matter. To his student Is^¥q ibn Bahl‰l al-Anb¥rÏ who had
compiled a book on juridical differences which he had named “The
Core of Divergence” (Lub¥b al-Ikhtil¥f) Im¥m A^mad said, “Name it
‘The Book of Leeway’ (Kit¥b al-Sa‘a) and not the book of
divergence.”834

Ibn Qud¥ma cites another example of the above principle. Al-
±usayn ibn Bashsh¥r asked A^mad something about oaths and

A^mad ibn ±anbal

830 Cited by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (3:262=Ris¥la ed. 1:420), and he references it to
Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na’s Musnad and Ab‰ Ya‘l¥.

831 Narrated from Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ by Ibn al-JawzÏ in Man¥qib A^mad (p. 389).
832 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (13:360), al-DhahabÏ in T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m

(6:141), and Ibn ‘Im¥d, Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab (1:228).
833 In Ibn Taymiyya, Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (20:365).
834 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:111), Ibn Mufli^, al-Maq|ad al-Arshad fÏ

Dhikr A|^¥b al-Im¥m A^mad (1:248), and Ibn Taymiyya, Shar^ al-‘Umda (4:567), Majm‰‘
al-Fat¥w¥ (14:159), and Miswaddat ®l Taymiyya (p. 401).
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divorce. The latter said: “In such a case, one has perjured himself.”
Ibn Bashsh¥r insisted: “What if someone gave me a contrary fatwa?”
A^mad said: “Do you know the circle of the MadÏnans in al-Ru|¥fa
[Baghd¥d]?” Bashsh¥r said: “If they give me such a fatwa, is it licit to
follow it?” A^mad said yes.835

Some of the Im¥m’s Contemporaries and Colleagues

bishr al-±®f¬ 836

Bishr ibn al-±¥rith, Ab‰ Na|r al-Khur¥s¥nÏ al-MarwazÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ,
known as Bishr al-±¥fÏ g (151-227), was a disciple of Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\
(d. 187) and teacher of SarÏ al-Saqa~Ï. He took ^adÏth from Im¥m
M¥lik, Ibn al-Mub¥rak, ±amm¥d ibn Zayd, SharÏk, Hushaym, and
others. Al-D¥raqu~nÏ called him z¥hid jabal thiqa – “an ascetic who is a
mountain of knowledge and trustworthiness.” The Scholars of ̂ adÏth
have rarely used the term jabal, which is above ^ujja (“Proof in him-
self”), which is above thiqa (“trustworthy”). Among his sayings:

v “I do not know anything better than the pursuit of ^adÏth 
science for whoever fears All¥h and keeps a good intention in
this activity; as for myself, I ask the forgiveness of All¥h from
having ever pursued it, and from every single step I took in it.”
Im¥m al-Sha‘r¥nÏ explained that the reason Bishr abandoned
the study of ^adÏth is that he considered it a conjectural science
in comparison with the certitude in belief imparted by fre-
quenting Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\.837 However, the early sources show
that this was done out of scrupulous fear of All¥h.838 Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ similarly said: “Would that all my knowledge were
erased from my breast! How can I face being asked, tomorrow,
about each single ^adÏth I ever narrated: ‘What was your pur-
pose in narrating it?’” He also said: “Would that my hand had
been cut off and I never sought after a single ^adÏth!”839

v “If talking pleases you, keep silent; and if silence pleases you,
then speak.”
835 Ibn Qud¥ma, Raw\at al-N¥·ir (Azhariyya ed. p. 344=Ryadh ed. p. 386).
836 Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa (2:216-218); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:170-172 §1691).
837 Al-Sha‘r¥nÏ, al->abaq¥t al-Kubr¥ (1:57).
838 See the chapters on Bishr in al-SulamÏ’s >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya, al-QushayrÏ’s Ris¥la,

and Ibn al-Mulaqqin’s >abaq¥t al-Awliy¥’.
839 Both reports cited by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (al-Arna’‰~ ed. 7:255, 7:274).
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v “O All¥h! You know, above Your Throne, that lowliness is more
beloved to me than nobility. O All¥h! You know, above Your
Throne, that poverty is more beloved to me than wealth. O
All¥h! You know, above Your Throne, that I do not put anything
before Your love.”

Im¥m al-NawawÏ in his monograph entitled al-TarkhÏ| fÏl-Ikr¥m bil-
Qiy¥m narrates the following commentary by Bishr on the ^adÏth of
Mu‘¥wiya to [‘Abd All¥h] Ibn ‘®mir: “Sit, for I heard the Prophet œ
say: ‘Whoever likes men to stand up for him, let him take his place in
the fire’”840:

The Prophet œ only disliked the standing of others from the
perspective of arrogance, but from the perspective of sincere
love he did not, since he himself stood up for ‘Ikrima ibn AbÏ
Jahl, and he said [concerning Sa‘d ibn Mu‘¥dh]: “Stand for your
chief,” and he said: “He who likes people to stand for him…”
indicating that whoever likes people to stand for him, only then
must you not stand for him.

It is also established that the Prophet œ used to stand up for his
daughter F¥~ima, take her by the hand, and kiss her, and she used to
stand up for him, take his hand, and kiss him.841

Also related from Bishr al-±¥fÏ is the statement: “None criticises Ab‰
±anÏfa except an envier or an ignoramus.”842 Bishr either followed 
the School of Ab‰ ±anÏfa in fiqhor that of Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ.

Bishr al-±¥fÏ’s grandfather was a Zoroastrian from Khur¥s¥n named
B¥b‰r. Ibn al-JawzÏ relates from Zubda, the sister of Bishr:

One time Bishr entered my house late at night. He placed one of
his feet inside the house and the other outside, and remained
thus in reflection until dawn. Afterwards I said to him: “What were
you thinking about all night?” He said: “I was thinking of Bishr-

A^mad ibn ±anbal

840 Narrated by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, al-TirmidhÏ who said: ̂ asan (“fair”) and A^mad .
841 Narrated from ‘®’isha by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (7:101 §13346) and al-

±¥kim (3:154=1990 ed. 3:167, |a^Ï^). Cf. ‘Abd All¥h al-Ghum¥rÏ, I‘l¥m al-NabÏl bi-Jaw¥z
al-TaqbÏl, 2nd ed. (Cairo: Maktabat al-Q¥hira 1994). See also, on this issue, the chapter
(§26) on getting up out of respect in al-BayhaqÏ’s al-Madkhal il¥ al-Sunan.

842 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ, T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m (6:142) and Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa (p. 32).
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the-Christian, and Bishr-the-Jew, and Bishr-the-Zoroastrian, and
about my soul, and about my name of ‘Bishr,’ and I said to myself:
‘What have you done to merit that He single you out [with
Isl¥m]?’ And I kept thinking of His immense favour towards me,
and thanking Him that He has made me one of His special 
servants and clothed me with the vestment of His beloved ones.”

Ibn al-JawzÏ also relates from Mu^ammad ibn Qud¥ma: “Bishr ibn
al-±¥rith once met a drunkard on the road who began kissing him
and shouting: ‘Y¥ sayyidÏ! Y¥ Ab¥ Na|r! ’ and Bishr did not push him
away from him. When the drunkard left, Bishr’s eyes filled with tears
and he said: ‘A man who loved another man because he imagined that
there was some good in him – yet, perhaps, the lover is saved, while
the one who is loved is uncertain about his own condition.’”

Im¥m A^mad was awed by Bishr al-±¥fÏ and considered him one of
the Abd¥l – major Saints of the time – only regretting that he did not
complete the Sunna by marrying.

ibn al-mad¬n ¬

‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ, Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Ja‘far al-
Sa‘dÏ al-Ba|rÏ al-MadÏnÏ g (d. 234) was the trustworthy Im¥m and
^adÏth Master and one the most knowledgeable of the ̂ adÏth Masters
of his time. He narrated ^adÏth from his father, from ±amm¥d ibn
Zayd, and a large number of ^adÏth Masters. From him narrated al-
Bukh¥rÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, al-BaghawÏ, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥, and others. He was a
student of Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n together with al-Sh¥dhak‰nÏ,
‘Amr ibn ‘AlÏ, A^mad ibn ±anbal, and Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn.

Ibn al-MadÏnÏ once said: “I may find the minute defect (‘illa) of a
^adÏth narration forty years later.” His Shaykh ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn
MahdÏ said: “‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ is the most knowledgeable of all human
beings in the ^adÏth of the Messenger of All¥h u, especially in what
Ibn ‘Uyayna narrates. Do you blame me for loving ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ too
much? By All¥h! I learn more from him than he does from me.” His
other Shaykhs Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n and Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna said the same
about him. Al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “I did not think little of myself before any-
one except before ‘AlÏ (ibn al-MadÏnÏ).” Al-Nas¥’Ï said: “It is as if All¥h
created him only for this science (^adÏth).” He died in S¥marr¥. Ibn al-
AthÏr said that the name of MadÏnÏ is related to the city of the Prophet œ
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but al-JawharÏ said that the latter would be “MadanÏ,” “MadÏnÏ” 
referring to the city built by the caliph al-Man|‰r, al-Mad¥’in (Iraq).843

al-q®sim ibn sall®m 844

Al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m ibn ‘Abd All¥h, Ab‰ ‘Ubayd al-HarawÏ g (d.
224) was one of the great early ^adÏth Masters and philologists,
author of GharÏb al-±adÏth, Fa\¥’il al-Qur’¥n, al-Nasab, al-GharÏb al-
Mu|annaf – an encyclopedia forty years in the making and his greatest
work – among others. A student of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, Hushaym, Ibn ‘Uyayna,
Ghundar, Ibn al-Mub¥rak, WakÏ‘, Ibn MahdÏ, al-A|ma‘Ï, al-Na\r ibn
Shumayl, and others, he was one of ‘Abb¥s al-D‰rÏ’s Shaykhs. Is^¥q
ibn R¥h‰yah said: “As All¥h loves the truth, Ab‰ ‘Ubayd is better
versed and more knowledgeable in the Law than I.” Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ
said: “Ab‰ ‘Ubayd was like a mountain into which the Spirit was
breathed. He excelled in everything, except that ^adÏth was the 
specialty of A^mad [ibn ±anbal] and Ya^y¥ [ibn Ma‘Ïn].”

‘Abb¥s al-D‰rÏ said: “I heard Ab‰ ‘Ubayd al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m men-
tion the vision of All¥h [in the hereafter], the [narration of Ibn
‘Abb¥s on the] kursÏ ‘where the two feet are placed,’845 our Lord’s
laughter, and where He was [before creation], then he said: ‘All these
are sound (|a^Ï^) narrations transmitted by the scholars of ̂ adÏth and
fiqh one from another; we consider them the truth and do not doubt
them. But if it were asked: How does He laugh? or how does He place
His qadam? We reply: We do not explain this; nor did we ever hear any-
one explain it.’”

A^mad ibn ±anbal

843 Source: al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:385 §1841).
844 Sources: Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:259-262 §369); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar

(9:183-191 §1702, 8:287-289 §1482); Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, al-Intiq¥’ (p. 167).
845 A mawq‰f statement of Ibn ‘Abb¥s narrated with a sound chain by al->abar¥nÏ in al-

KabÏr (12:39 §12404) as stated by al-HaythamÏ (6:323), al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t
(2:196 §758), Ibn Khuzayma in al-Taw^Ïd (p. 108), al-±¥kim (2:282), who declared it
|a^Ï^, al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (9:251), Ibn AbÏ Shayba in Kit¥b al-‘Arsh (p. 79 §61),
Ab‰ al-Shaykh in al-‘A·ama (2:552-553 §196, 2:582 §216); and marf‰‘ – erroneously – by
al-D¥raqu~nÏ in al-ßif¥t (p. 49-50 §36) and Ibn Mandah in al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya (p. 44-
45). Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-‘Ilal (1:22) declared that it should not be considered a marf‰‘
Prophetic report. This verdict is confirmed by al-DhahabÏ in his MÏz¥n (2:265), Ibn
KathÏr in his TafsÏr(1:317), and Ibn ±ajar, al-TahdhÏb(4:274) cf. al-A^dab, Zaw¥’id(7:37-
39 §1383). Al-BayhaqÏ said: “He did not attribute the feet [to All¥h u], nor did Ab‰
M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ in his own identical statement [al-Asm¥’ (2:296-297 §859) with a weak
chain], and this [non-attributive form] seems the soundest version.”
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Al-BayhaqÏ said of the “footstool report”:

Its interpretation among the authorities is that the kursÏ in rela-
tion to the Throne is as the footstool is in relation to the couch
under which a footstool is placed for the person reclining on
it[…] At any rate this is a halted report which is not narrated
from the Prophet s. As for our early companions they did not
explain such cases nor did they preoccupy themselves with inter-
preting them believing, at the same time, that All¥h u is One
without parts nor limbs.846

Al-Qur~ubÏ quoted from Ibn ‘A~iyya in his TafsÏr of the Verse of the
Throne that the meaning was that the kursÏ was placed in front of the
‘arsh “just like” the footstool is placed in front of a high chair, indicat-
ing that it did not necessitate reference to an actual footstool but
referred, for example, to a seat or station. Al-BayhaqÏ states the
same.847 The more authentic explanation of the kursÏ according to
the Salaf such as al-Bukh¥rÏ, al->abarÏ, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ, and WakÏ‘ – as well as al-BayhaqÏ himself848 – is
Ibn ‘Abb¥s’s report that “The kursÏ means His knowledge.”849 Al-
>abarÏ chooses it as the most correct explanation: “The external
wording of the Qur’¥n indicates the correctness of the report from
Ibn ‘Abb¥s that it [the kursÏ] is His ‘ilm […] and the original sense of al-
kursÏ is al-‘ilm.”

As for the qadam, we have already mentioned that al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ
similarly narrated that it meant something other than its external
meaning.

846 Al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:196-197).
847 In al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:197, 2:297).
848 In al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:272).
849 Narrated marf‰‘ from the Prophet œ by Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ with a sound chain

according to Ibn ±ajar in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 8:199) and al->abar¥nÏ in al-Sunna; and
mawq‰f from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al->abarÏ with three sound chains in his TafsÏr (3:9-11), al-
M¥wardÏ in his TafsÏr (1:908), al-Suy‰~Ï in al-Durr al-Manth‰r (1:327), al-Shawk¥nÏ in Fat^
al-QadÏr (1:245), and others. Also narrated in “suspended” form (mu‘allaq) by al-Bukh¥rÏ
in his ßa^Ï^ from Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr (Book of TafsÏr, chapter on the saying of All¥h u: }And
if you go in fear, then (pray) standing or on horseback{(2:239). Its chains are document-
ed by Ibn ±ajar in TaghlÏq al-Ta‘lÏq (2/4:185-186) where he shows that Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ, and WakÏ‘ narrated it marf‰‘ from the Prophet s, although
in the Fat^he declares the mawq‰f version from Ibn ‘Abb¥s more likely.
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Among the sayings of Ibn Sall¥m:

v “He who follows the Sunna is like one who is grasping a hot coal.
A day spent following the Sunna is, to me, preferable to striking
sword-blows in the way of All¥h Almighty.”

v “I am puzzled by those who leave the principles to study the
branches.”850 Shaykh Mu^ammad ‘Aj¥j al-Kha~Ïb said that he
meant by the principles the foundational books (al-kutub al-
ummah¥t) of proof-texts as opposed to the books of fiqh.851

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ relates from Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥ (the ^adÏth Master
‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘Ubayd (208-281)) the following
account by Ab‰ ‘Ubayd:

I visited A^mad ibn ±anbal one day. When I entered his house
he got up and embraced me, then he made me sit at the head of
his gathering. I said: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! Is it not said that the
owner of the house, or chief of the gathering, is the most deserv-
ing to sit at the head of his house or gathering?” He replied: “Yes,
he sits there, and seats whom he wishes there.” I thought to
myself: “Take benefit from what you just heard, Ab‰ ‘Ubayd!” Then I
said: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! If I were to come and see you according to
what befits you, I would come and see you each and every day.”
He replied: “Do not say that. I have brothers whom I do not see
all year but once, and in whose love I trust more than those I see
every day.” I said to myself: “This is another one, Ab‰ ‘Ubayd!”
When I got up to leave he got up with me. I said: “Please do not,
Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h!” He said: “Al-Sha‘bÏ said: Part of the perfection
of the visitor’s call is that he be accompanied to the door of the
house [when he leaves], and to hold the reins of his mount for
him.” I said: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h! From al-Sha‘bÏ?” He said: “From
Ibn AbÏ Z¥’ida, from Muj¥lid, from al-Sha‘bÏ.” I said to myself:
“Ab‰ ‘Ubayd, this is the third benefit for you! ”

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ continues: “It is narrated from Ab‰ Qil¥ba, from Ibn
‘Abb¥s, that the Prophet œ said: ‘Whoever holds the reins of some-

A^mad ibn ±anbal

850 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:270 §1612).
851 This objection is addressed in depth in the section titled “The Superiority of Fiqh

over ±adÏth” in the chapter on al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.
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one’s mount not hoping [for any material benefit] from him nor fear-
ing him, his sins are forgiven.’852 Al-Sha‘bÏ narrated that Ibn ‘Abb¥s
held the reins of Zayd ibn Th¥bit’s mount, so the latter said: ‘You are
holding them for me, you, the Prophet’s œ cousin?’ Whereupon Ibn
‘Abb¥s replied: ‘This is our practice with the Ulema.’”853 It is also nar-
rated that Ibn ‘Abb¥s would wait for Zayd to come out outside his
door in order to take knowledge from him; and when Zayd died he
said: “Thus is knowledge taken away.”

(Ab‰ ‘Ubayd must not be confused with his contemporary and
philologist name-sake Ab‰ ‘Ubayda who is Ma‘mar ibn al-Muthann¥
al-TaymÏ (d. ca. 210). He authored Maj¥z al-Qur’¥n 854 and the lost
GharÏb al-±adÏth as well as historical and lexicographical works. He is
cited heavily in Qur’¥nic commentaries. Al-BaghawÏ reports in his
that he explained istaw¥ as “He mounted” (|a‘ida) in the verse }Then
He established Himself over the Throne{ (32:4).855 Pickthall fol-
lowed that sense in his translation of the verse as “Then He mounted
the Throne.”)

ibn ab¬  shayba 856

‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Shayba Ibr¥hÏm ibn ‘Uthm¥n
ibn Khuwasta, Ab‰ Bakr al-Abas g (d. 235) was described by al-
DhahabÏ as the brother, father, and uncle of ̂ adÏth Masters and their
most prestigious representative, “the master of ^adÏth Masters,” “one
of those who have reached the sky, a pinnacle of trustworthiness,”
“one of the oceans of knowledge,” the author of al-Musnad, al-A^k¥m,
al-Mu|annaf, and al-TafsÏr, “one of the peers of A^mad ibn ±anbal,
Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, and ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ in age, place of birth, and
^adÏth memorization.” Ab‰ Zur‘a al-R¥zÏ said: “I never saw anyone
with more mastery of the ^adÏth than Ab‰ Bakr ibn AbÏ Shayba;” 

852 Narrated by Ibn ‘As¥kir.
853 This ̂ adÏth is narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih (2:99), al-BayhaqÏ

in al-Madkhal (p. 137), Ibn Sa‘d (2:360) from Ab‰ Nu‘aym with a sound (|a^Ï^) chain
according to Ibn ±ajar in al-I|¥ba (1:561), al->abar¥nÏ with a sound chain as indicated
by al-HaythamÏ in the chapter on Zayd in Majma‘ al-Zaw¥’id, Ibn al-Muqri’ in al-Rukh|a fÏ
TaqbÏl al-Yad (p. 95 §30), al->abarÏ in his T¥rÏkh (11:57, S‰rat al-Fat^), and Ibn ‘As¥kir
in his T¥rÏkh in the biography of Zayd.

854 Published in Cairo in two volumes edited by Fu’¥d SezgÏn (1955 and 1962).
855 In his commentary entitled Ma‘¥lim al-TanzÏl (al-Man¥r ed. 3:488).
856 Main sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:394-396 §1841) and Tadhkira (2:432-433).
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lavish praise in light of al-R¥zÏ’s familiarity with A^mad ibn ±anbal
and al-Bukh¥rÏ. His scholarly relatives were: his brothers ‘Uthm¥n ibn
AbÏ Shayba and al-Q¥sim ibn AbÏ Shayba; his son Ibr¥hÏm ibn AbÏ Bakr
ibn AbÏ Shayba; and his nephew Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad ibn ‘Uthm¥n
ibn AbÏ Shayba. All are ̂ adÏth Masters except al-Q¥sim, who is weak.

‘Abd All¥h ibn AbÏ Shayba took ̂ adÏth from SharÏk ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-
Q¥\Ï at age fourteen, Ibn al-Mub¥rak, Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna, Hushaym
ibn BashÏr, WakÏ‘ ibn al-Jarr¥^, Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n, Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ayy¥sh,
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ulayya, and other major authorities. From him took al-
Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, A^mad ibn ±anbal, Ab‰
Zur‘a, Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im, BaqÏ ibn Makhlad, al-B¥ghandÏ, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ al-
Maw|ilÏ, ß¥li^ Jazara, ‘Abd¥n, Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-BaghawÏ, and others.

Ibn AbÏ Shayba showed hostility to Ab‰ ±anÏfa g as he named one
of the longest chapters of his Mu|annaf “Book of the Refutation of
Ab‰ ±anÏfa” in which he proceeded to list about one hundred and
twenty five “Prophetic ^adÏths which Ab‰ ±anÏfa contradicted.”857

This charge, together with Ibn AbÏ Shayba’s refutation, is refuted in
detail in the books of Im¥m Mu^ammad Z¥hid al-KawtharÏ among
others, particularly al-Nukat al->arÏfa fÏl-Ta^adduth ‘an Rud‰d Ibn AbÏ
Shayba ‘al¥ AbÏ ±anÏfa (“The Witty Anecdotes in Discussing Ibn AbÏ
Shayba’s Rebuttals of Ab‰ ±anÏfa”). The Mu|annaf, however, remains
a precious mine of information on the legal positions of the
Companions and Successors.

Ibn AbÏ Shayba narrates in the chapter entitled: “Touching the
grave of the Prophet” with a |a^Ï^ chain according to Ibn ±ajar and al-
Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in al-Shif¥ (in the chapter entitled: “Concerning the visit to
the Prophet’s grave s, the excellence of those who visit it and how he
should be greeted”):

YazÏd ibn ‘Abd al-M¥lik ibn Qusay~ and al-‘UtbÏ narrated that it
was the practice of the Companions in the mosque of the
Prophet œ to place their hands on the pommel of the hand rail
(rumm¥na) of the pulpit (minbar) where the Prophet œ used to
place his hand. There they would face the Qibla and supplicate
to All¥h u hoping He would answer their supplication because
they were placing their hands where the Prophet œ placed his

A^mad ibn ±anbal

857 Ibn AbÏ Shayba (7:277-325).
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while making their supplication. Ab‰ Mawd‰da said: “And I saw
YazÏd ibn ‘Abd al-M¥lik do the same.”858

It is also narrated that Ibn ‘Umar would place his hand on the seat
of the Prophet’s minbar then wipe his face with it859 and that Ab‰
Ayy‰b was seen resting his face on the Prophet’s œ grave.860 This
practice of the Companions clarifies two matters. The first is the per-
missibility of asking All¥h for things by the Prophet œ after his death
since by their act the Companions were truly making tawassul.
Likewise it is permissible to ask All¥h u for things by means of other
pious Muslims. The second is the permissibility of tabarruk or seeking
blessing (baraka) from objects connected to the Prophet œ.

It is similarly related that in the year of the drought called al-
Ram¥da (17-18) during the successorship of ‘Umar, the Companion
Bil¥l ibn al-±¥rith g, while slaughtering a sheep for his kin, noticed
that the sheep’s bones had turned red because the drying flesh was
clinging to them. He cried out “Y¥ Mu^ammad¥h!” Then he saw the
Prophet œ in a dream ordering him to go to ‘Umar with the tidings of
coming rain on condition that ‘Umar show wisdom. Hearing this,
‘Umar assembled the people and came out to pray for rain with al-
‘Abb¥s, the uncle of the Prophet œ.861

The same is related from the mukha\ram (Companion or
Successor) M¥lik ibn ‘Iy¥\, also known as M¥lik al-D¥r:862 A man
came to the grave of the Prophet œ and said: “Messenger of All¥h, ask

858 Ibn AbÏ Shayba (4:121).
859 Ibn Qud¥ma, al-MughnÏ (5:468) and al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f ; (2:517) cf. al-Mard¥wÏ,

In|¥f (4:54), Ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (3:523). Ibn B¥z had the effrontery to call this act shirk.
860 Narrated by A^mad (38:558 §23585 “isn¥d \a‘Ïf”) and al-±¥kim (4:515=1990

ed. 4:560 |a^Ï^), both with an inconclusive chain because of D¥w‰d ibn AbÏ ß¥li^ who is
unknown although no one deemed him weak cf. al-HaythamÏ (4:2); hence Majd al-DÏn
Ibn Taymiyya adduces it in al-Muntaq¥ (2:261) as do Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-SubkÏ in Shif¥’
al-Siq¥m (p. 126) and al-Samh‰dÏ in Waf¥ al-Waf¥’ (4:1359).

861 Narrated by al->abarÏ in his T¥rÏkh (2:509).
862 “‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b’s freedman. He narrated from Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar. He

was known.” Ibn Sa‘d (5:12). “He is agreed upon (as trustworthy), the Successors have
approved highly of him.” Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ al-KhalÏl ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-KhalÏlÏ al-QazwÏnÏ, Kit¥b
al-Irsh¥d fÏ Ma‘rifat ‘Ulama’ al-±adÏth, as quoted in ‘Abd All¥h al-Ghum¥rÏ in Irgh¥m al-
Mubtadi‘ al-GhabÏ bi-Jaw¥z al-Tawassul bil-NabÏ, ed. ±asan al-Saqq¥f, 2nd ed. (Amman:
D¥r al-Im¥m al-NawawÏ, 1992 p. 9). “M¥lik ibn ‘Iy¥\: ‘Umar’s freedman. He is the one
named M¥lik al-D¥r. He saw the Prophet œ and heard narrations from Ab‰ Bakr 
al-ßiddÏq. He narrated from Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar, Mu‘¥dh, and Ab‰ ‘Ubayda ibn al-
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for rain for your Community (istasqi li-ummatik), for verily they have
but perished!” after which the Prophet œ appeared to him in a dream
telling him: “Go to ‘Umar and give him my greeting, then tell him that
they will have water. Tell him: Be clever!” The man went and told
‘Umar. The latter wept and said: “My Lord! I spare no effort except in
what escapes my power!”863 Ibn ±ajar identifies M¥lik al-D¥r as
‘Umar’s treasurer and the man who visited and saw the Prophet œ in
his dream as the Companion Bil¥l ibn al-±¥rith, counting this ̂ adÏth
among the reasons for al-Bukh¥rÏ’s naming of the chapter “The peo-
ple’s request to their leader for rain if they suffer drought.”

‘Abd All¥h ibn AbÏ Shayba should not be confused with the anthro-
pomorphist forger, his nephew Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad ibn ‘Uthm¥n
ibn AbÏ Shayba864 (d. 297) the teacher of Ab‰ Bakr al-Najj¥d and
author of Kit¥b al-‘Arsh (“Book of the Throne”) in which he states:

All of creation concurs that whenever they supplicate All¥h u
they raise their hands to the sky. If All¥h u were in the lowest
earth they would not have raised up their hands up to the sky
since He would be with them on the earth. Furthermore, the
reports are mass-narrated that All¥h u created the Throne then
established Himself over it with His Essence (bi-dh¥tih),865

A^mad ibn ±anbal

Jarr¥^. From him narrated Ab‰ ß¥li^ al-Sam¥n and his (M¥lik’s) two sons ‘Awn and
‘Abd All¥h[…]” I|¥ba (6:164 §8350 M¥lik ibn ‘Iy¥\).

863 Ibn KathÏr cites it thus from al-BayhaqÏ’s Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa (7:47) in al-Bid¥ya
(Ma‘¥rif ed. 7:91-92=D¥r I^y¥’ al-Tur¥th ed. 7:105) saying: “isn¥duhu |a^Ï^” and he also
declares its chain sound (isn¥duhu jayyidun qawÏ) in his J¥mi‘ al-Mas¥nÏd (1:223) in
Musnad ‘Umar. Ibn AbÏ Shayba cites it (6:352= 12:31-32) with a sound (|a^Ï^) chain as
confirmed by Ibn ±ajar who says: “raw¥ Ibn AbÏ Shayba bi-isn¥din |a^Ï^” and cites the
^adÏth in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ, Book of istisq¥’, ch.  3 (1989 ed. 2:629-630= 1959 ed. 2:495) as
well as in al-I|¥ba (6:164 §8350=3:484) where he says that Ibn AbÏ Khaythama cited it. It
is also narrated by al-KhalÏlÏ in al-Irsh¥d (1:313-314) and Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-IstÏ‘¥b
(2:464=3:1149). Al-Alb¥nÏ attempted to weaken this report in his al-Tawassul (p. 120)
but was refuted in the lengthy analysis given by Mamd‰^ in Raf‘ al-Min¥ra (p. 262-278),
which refutes other similar attempts; cf. Ibn B¥z’s marginalia on Fat^ al-B¥rÏ, Ab‰ Bakr
al-Jaz¥’irÏ’s tract Wa-J¥’‰ Yarku\‰n, ±amm¥d al-An|¥rÏ’s articles “al-Mafh‰m al-ßa^Ï^ lÏl-
Tawassul” also entitled “Tu^fat al-Q¥rÏ fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ al-Ghum¥rÏ,” and other such
literature.

864 He was declared a liar by ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal and a forger by ‘Abd
al-Ra^m¥n ibn Khir¥sh, cf. MÏz¥n (3:642), Siyar (11:120 §2532), and Lis¥n (5:317).

865 See our article, “The Innovated Phrase, ‘In Person’.” Al-DhahabÏ suppressed the
phrase when citing this passage in al-‘Ul‰w (p. 494 §103) = Mukhta|ar (p. 220 §103).
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following which He created the earth and the heavens, so He
turned (fa-|¥ra) from the earth to the heaven and from the heav-
en to the Throne. Therefore, He is above the heavens and above
the Throne with His essence, wholly distinct (mutakhalli|an)
from His creation and separate (b¥’in) from them.866

ibn r®hƒ yah 867

Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn Makhlad, known as Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yahg
(per the Mu^addith‰n) or R¥hawayh (per the grammarians), Ab‰
Ya‘q‰b al-TamÏmÏ al-MarwazÏ al-±an·alÏ (d. 238)was one of the major
^adÏth Masters. Ab‰ Qud¥ma considered him greater than Im¥m
A^mad in memorization of ^adÏth, a remarkable assessment consid-
ering A^mad’s knowledge of 700,000 to a million narrations
according to his son ‘Abd All¥h’s and Ab‰ Zur‘a al-R¥zÏ’s estimations.
A^mad himself named him “Commander of the Believers in ±adÏth,”
the highest grade in ̂ adÏth Mastership, owned by no more than thirty
Masters in Islamic history. He once said of himself: “I never wrote any-
thing without memorizing it, and I can now see before me more than
70,000 ^adÏths in my book”; “I know the place of 100,000 ^adÏths as if
I were looking at them, and I have memorised 70,000 of them by
heart – all sound (|a^Ï^a) – and 4,000 falsified ones.”868 He did not
reach the same stature in fiqh. Al-BayhaqÏ and others narrate that he
debated with al-Sh¥fi‘Ï on a legal question, after which the latter disap-
proved of his title as the “Jurisprudent of Khur¥s¥n.”

To a JahmÏ scholar who said: “I disbelieve in a Lord that descends
from one heaven to another heaven,” Ibn R¥h‰yah replied: “I believe
in a Lord that does what He wishes.”869 Al-BayhaqÏ comments: “Is^¥q
ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-±an·alÏ made it clear, in this report, that he considers
the Descent (al-nuz‰l) one of the Attributes of Action (min |if¥t al-fi‘l).
Secondly, he spoke of a descent without ‘how’. This proves he did not
hold the theory displacement (al-intiq¥l) and movement from one

866 Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn AbÏ Shayba, Kit¥b al-‘Arsh wa-M¥ Ruwiya FÏh, ed. Mu^ammad ibn
±amd al-±amm‰d (Kuwait: Maktabat al-Ma‘all¥, 1986) p. 51.

867 Sources: Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:6, 1:184); al-BayhaqÏ, Man¥qib al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:213) and al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (2:375-376 §951); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:558
§1877); Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:89-90, 9:81).

868 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:380-381 §1832-1833).
869 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ who identifies the scholar as Ibr¥hÏm ibn (Hish¥m) AbÏ

ß¥li^, cf. Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 191 §234).
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place to another (al-zaw¥l) concerning it.”870

Both al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m and Ibn R¥h‰yah were teachers of Ibn
Qutayba.

al-bukh®r ¬ 871

Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn al-MughÏra ibn Bardizbah,
Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-Ju‘fÏ al-Bukh¥rÏ g (194-256)was “the Im¥m of the
Muslims, the examplar of those who declare the Oneness of God, the
Shaykh of the believers, he who is relied upon concerning the sayings
of the Master of Messengers, the keeper of the rule of Religion, Ab‰
‘Abd All¥h al-Ju‘fÏ al-Bukh¥rÏ, the author of al-J¥mi‘ al-ßa^Ï^ (‘The
Compendium of Sound Narrations’).” His ^adÏth-dictation lesson in
Baghd¥d numbered twenty thousand listeners.872 Towards the end of
his life he fell victim to the envy of his enemies and was hounded out
of his native Bukh¥r¥, then out of Nays¥b‰r, then out of Samarqand,
until he died in loneliness in the small village of Khartenk near
Samarqand. A^mad ibn ±af| narrated from him and said: “I went into
his house to see him before he died and he said to me: ‘I do not know
in all my possessions of a single dirham the licitness of which I am
unsure about.’ When I heard this, I was humbled to my soul.”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ was born in 194 and was raised an orphan. The begin-
ning of his study of ^adÏth was in 205 at which time he began
memorizing the compilations of Ibn al-Mub¥rak and WakÏ‘ ibn al-
Jarr¥^, probably covering the fiqh of Ab‰ ±anÏfa and Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ
in the process. He began to travel in 210 after having studied ^adÏth
from many people in his own land of Bukh¥r¥. He travelled to Balkh,
Marw, Nays¥b‰r, Rayy, Baghd¥d, Ba|ra, K‰fa, MadÏna, and Makka,
where he heard from ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr al-±umaydÏ – al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï’s student – receiving al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s fiqh from him as well as from
al-Za‘far¥nÏ, Ab‰ Thawr, and al-Kar¥bÏsÏ. Ibn al-SubkÏ therefore
included him among the scholars of the Sh¥fi‘Ï School while Ibn AbÏ

A^mad ibn ±anbal

870 Al-BayhaqÏ, Asm¥’ (2:375-376 §951). See our article, “The ‘Descent’ of All¥h
u” in Sunna Notes: The Divine Names and Attributes. Cf. n. 670. See the ̂ adÏth p. 168.

871 Main sources: al-NawawÏ, TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t (1:67-76 §3); Ibn al-
SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:212-241 §50); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:277-321
§2136).

872 Narrated from Ab‰ ‘AlÏ ß¥li^ ibn Mu^ammad al-Baghd¥dÏ by al-Sam‘¥nÏ in Adab
al-Iml¥’ wal-Istiml¥’ (p. 17).
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Ya‘l¥ includes him in his >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila.
In truth, al-Bukh¥rÏ was neither Sh¥fi‘Ï nor ±anbalÏ but a mujtahid

mu~laq with his own madhhab which did not survive him as he was unin-
terested in other than his ßa^Ï^ for a school, and the ßa^Ï^ is a complex
and concise fiqh manual. Muslim was al-Bukh¥rÏ’s close student and
probably followed his madhhab but he was definitely a mujtahid murajji^
– one with full knowledge of ijm¥‘ and khil¥f, competent to evaluate all
the pre-existing juridical conclusions of the Schools of the Compan-
ions and T¥bi‘Ïn and choose the most correct in his view. Al-TirmidhÏ
was also al-Bukh¥rÏ’s close student and a mujtahid murajji^ and com-
paratist of the first rank whose method and school, like al-Bukh¥rÏ’s,
are developed in his book – the J¥mi‘ – not only in the chapter-titles like
al-Bukh¥rÏ, but in the bodies of the chapters themselves and in more
explicit terms than his teacher, both he and Muslim being hugely
indebted to al-Bukh¥rÏ in their achievement.873 Ab‰ D¥w‰d was a stu-
dent of Im¥m A^mad whose madhhab he followed. Al-Nas¥’Ï was
without doubt a Sh¥fi‘Ï. The Two Shaykhs and the compilers of the
Sunan are correctly called Ahl al-±adÏth because they focussed primari-
ly on ^adÏth and its sciences, whereas their counterpart, Ahl al-Ra’y –
such as Im¥ms M¥lik, Ab‰ ±anÏfa and their students – emphasised
jurisprudence over ^adÏth narration. Ibn Qutayba in al-Ma‘¥rif also
included Ibn AbÏ Layl¥, al-Awz¥‘Ï, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, and RabÏ‘a in the
latter category. However, there is no such thing as “The School of Ahl al-
±adÏth” in the singular, nor “The School of Ahl al-Ra’y” unless one
specifically means the ±anafÏ madhhab, as in the phrase Ahl al-K‰fa.
Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, by the grace of All¥h, united with near-perfection the
two currents of ±adÏth and Ra’y, and so did his students such as al-
MuzanÏ and Ab‰ Thawr. Hence, Ulema such as ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn
MahdÏ could not find enough words to praise his intelligence, and the
vast majority of the Im¥ms of ̂ adÏth and ̂ adÏth Masters after his time
follow the Sh¥fi‘Ï madhhab beginning with al-D¥raqu~nÏ, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim
and his father, al-BaghawÏ, Ibn Khuzayma, Ibn ±ibb¥n, al-Kha~Ïb, and
others, while al->abarÏ, D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ, al->a^¥wÏ, Ibn ±azm, and Ibn
‘®bidÏn began as Sh¥fi‘Ïs.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ also took ^adÏth from innumerable transmitters in
Damascus, Caesarea, ‘Asqal¥n, and ±im|. He mentioned that he
heard from a thousand shaykhs in all. Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad al-Qa~~¥n

873 See ‘Itr, al-Im¥m al-TirmidhÏ wal-Muw¥zana bayna J¥mi‘ihi wa-bayn al-ßa^Ï^ayn.
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said: “I heard Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl say: ‘I wrote ^adÏth from 1,000
shaykhs or more, from each of them 10,000 ^adÏths or more, and 
I have not taken a single ^adÏth without remembering its chain of
transmission.’”

He related ̂ adÏth to the Scholars of that science in the ±ij¥z, ‘Iraq,
Khur¥s¥n, and Transoxiana, “with hardly a hair on his face.” Among
those that related ^adÏth from him were: Ab‰ Zur‘a, Ab‰ ±¥tim al-
R¥zÏ, al-TirmidhÏ, Muslim (outside his ßa^Ï^), Ab‰ Na|r al-MarwazÏ,
ß¥li^ ibn Mu^ammad Jazara, and Ibn Khuzayma. Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim said:
“Ab‰ Zur‘a and my father [Ab‰ ±atim] stopped narrating from him
because of the question of the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n.”874 Al-
DhahabÏ said: “Whether they narrated from him or stopped narrating
from him he is the Im¥m of the world in ̂ adÏth.” Ibr¥hÏm [ibn A^mad
ibn Ism¥‘Ïl] al-Khaww¥| said: “I saw Ab‰ Zur‘a sitting like a boy at the
feet of Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl, asking him questions about what
makes a ^adÏth weak.” Al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ said: “Al-‘Abb¥s ibn al-
Fa\l al-R¥zÏ al-ß¥yigh was asked: ‘Who has memorised more, Ab‰
Zur‘a or al-Bukh¥rÏ?’ He replied: ‘I met al-Bukh¥rÏ between ±ulw¥n
and Baghd¥d and I travelled with him for a while. I tried my best to
mention one ^adÏth that he did not know but could not. I can puzzle
Ab‰ Zur‘a as many times as I have hairs on my body!’”

Ibn ‘AdÏ said: I heard al-Bazz¥r say: I saw al-Bukh¥rÏ in his old age.
He was thin, neither tall nor short. He lived sixty-two years less thir-
teen days. A^mad ibn al-Fa\l al-BalkhÏ said: When he was young he
lost his eyesight. His mother saw the Prophet Ibr¥hÏm e in her
dream, and he said to her: ‘All¥h has returned your son his eyesight
due to your profuse weeping’ or ‘due to your many supplications’.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ said to Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ ±¥tim al-Warr¥q:
“I learned the books of Ibn al-Mub¥rak and WakÏ‘ and knew their say-
ings by heart at age sixteen. When I turned eighteen, I began to
compile the deeds of the Companions and Successors and their sayings
at the time of ‘Ubayd All¥h ibn M‰s¥. I compiled Kit¥b al-T¥rÏkh (“Bio-
graphical History”) by the grave of the Prophet œ during moonlit
nights. For almost every name in Islamic history I have mentioned a
story in connection with it, yet I disliked to make the book too long.” Al-
DhahabÏ said that al-Bukh¥rÏ’s T¥rÏkh comprises over 40,000
biographical notices, his al-™u‘af¥’ under 700, while his ßa^Ï^ uses the

A^mad ibn ±anbal

874 See Appendix titled, “The Controversy over the Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n.” 
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reports of under 2,000 narrators, which al-DhahabÏ said showed that
the ßa^Ï^ is abridged in the extreme.

Al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “Whoever compiles a book should begin it with the
^adÏth: ‘Actions count only according to intentions.’”875 The same
position is related from ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ,876 while one of
‘Abd¥n’s students saw the Prophet œ in his sleep advising that ‘Abd¥n
begin his book with the ̂ adÏth: “All¥h brighten the face of him among
His servants who hears my words, remembers them, guards them, and
transmits them. Many a transmitter of knowledge does not himself
understand it, and many may transmit knowledge to others who are
more versed in it than they.”877

‘Umar ibn ±af| al-Ashqar said: “We were in Ba|ra writing ^adÏth.
One day we visited him and we found him in a house naked. He had
exhausted all his resources. We chipped in and clothed him.” Al-
Warr¥q said: “I heard Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl say: ‘It is not right for a
Muslim to face a difficulty and not be granted his supplication if he
supplicates.’ I heard him say once: ‘I travelled to see ®dam ibn AbÏ
Iy¥s and ran out of money. I began to eat grass without telling anyone.
On the third day a stranger came up to me and handed me a purse full
of dinars saying: ‘Spend this on yourself.’’”

‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Mu^ammad al-Bukh¥rÏ said: I heard
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl say: “I met more than a thousand men from
±ij¥z, Iraq, Sh¥m, Egypt, Khur¥s¥n,” and so on until he said: “I never
saw a single one of them differ on the following: ‘Religion consists in
words and deeds, and the Qur’¥n is the Speech of All¥h.’” The first
half of the statement is directed against the Murji’a and the doctrine
of Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa that deeds are the complement and not the
essence of Ïm¥n – against whom al-Bukh¥rÏ directs many of the chap-
ter-headings of his ßa^Ï^ 878– while the second half is directed against
the Jahmiyya and Mu‘tazila.

Al-Warr¥q said he heard ±¥shid ibn Ism¥‘Ïl and another say: “Al-
Bukh¥rÏ used to come with us to the ^adÏth sessions when he was a
boy. He would not write anything. After a while we mentioned it to
him. He said: ‘You pressure me too much; show me what you have

875 See n. 217.
876 Both are narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:463 §1984-1985).
877 In al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:464 §1987). On the ̂ adÏth see n. 718.
878 See the chapter entitled “SunnÏ Irj¥’” in the chapter of Ab‰ ±anÏfa.
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written.’ We produced what we had, which was more than 15,000
^adÏths. He recited them all to us from memory, until we took to cor-
recting what we had according to his recital. Then he said: ‘Am 
I studying in vain, or wasting my time?’ At that time we realised that no
one could better him.” They continued: “The people of knowledge
used to put him forward in the study of ^adÏth when he was but a
young man, even against his will. They would make him sit by the
roadside until thousands would gather around him. Most of them
would write his narrations. He was still beardless.” Al-Warr¥q said: 
I heard S¥lim ibn Muj¥hid say: I was visiting Mu^ammad ibn Sal¥m al-
BÏkandÏ and he said to me: “If you had come earlier you would have
seen a boy who has memorised 70,000 ^adÏths.” I went out looking for
him. When I found him I said: “Are you the one who says: I have mem-
orised 70,000 ^adÏths?” He said: “Yes, and more than that, and I will
not cite you a ^adÏth from the Companions or Successors without
knowing the date and place of birth of most of them and that of their
death, and where they lived. Nor do I narrate any of them save what I
know for certain to be based on a principle of the Religion from the
book of All¥h or the Sunna of His Messenger.”879

Al-Bukh¥rÏ interpreted the “Face” (wajh) of All¥h to mean His
dominion or sovereignty (mulk) in the verse }Everything will perish
save His countenance{ (28:88), as shown by his statement in the book
of TafsÏr in his ßa^Ï^: “Except His wajh means except His mulk, and it is
also said: Except whatever was for the sake of His countenance.”880

He also interpreted the laughter of All¥h u in the ^adÏth “Last
night All¥h laughed or was astonished [the narrator hesitated] at
what you two did”881 to mean good pleasure. Ibn ±ajar states that he
did not see this in the manuscripts of al-Bukh¥rÏ which have reached
him but al-BayhaqÏ states that it is narrated from al-Bukh¥rÏ by his stu-
dent al-FirabrÏ. Ibn al-JawzÏ explains the laughter of All¥h as His
generosity (karam) and favour (fa\l) while quoting al-MarwazÏ’s rela-
tion from Im¥m A^mad that the latter explained the laughter of All¥h
as His abundant generosity (kathrat al-karam) and vast good pleasure

A^mad ibn ±anbal

879 Meaning he was not merely a memorizer but knew the fiqh of each ^adÏth.  Ibn
±ibb¥n considered weak any ̂ adÏth Master that did not know the fiqh of the ̂ adÏths he
narrated, cf. Ibn Rajab, Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ, al-riw¥ya bil-ma‘n¥.

880 Cf. al-BayhaqÏ’s explanations in his section on the Wajh in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥~.
881 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
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(sa‘at al-ri\¥). Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m states the same in his Ish¥ra il¥l-¬j¥z fi
Ba‘\ Anw¥‘ al-Maj¥·. Al-NawawÏ in Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim cites Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\
as explaining it as a metaphor (isti‘¥ra) for good pleasure, bestowal of
reward (thaw¥b), and love (ma^abba). ‘Iy¥\ added that another possi-
ble meaning is that the laughter here is that of the angels of All¥h in
charge of seizing the souls of the two men and leading them to
Paradise. This is also the interpretation favoured by Ibn ±ibb¥n.882Al-
BÏkandÏ said: “Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl came to see us and we gathered
around him. One of us said: ‘I heard Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah say: “I have
recorded about 70,000 ^adÏths.”’ Mu^ammad said: ‘Does this sur-
prise you? There may be in our own time someone who has recorded
200,000 ^adÏths.’ This is what he himself had done.” Ibn ‘AdÏ narrat-
ed from Mu^ammad ibn ±amd‰yah: “I heard Mu^ammad ibn
Ism¥‘Ïl say: ‘I know by memory 100,000 |a^Ï^ ^adÏths, and 200,000
non-|a^Ï^ ^adÏths.” Someone said: “I was visiting Mu^ammad ibn
Sal¥m al-BÏkandÏ, at which time Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl entered.
After he went out again, Mu^ammad ibn Sal¥m said: ‘Every time this
boy comes to see me I become perplexed, and the matter of ^adÏth
becomes full of ambiguities for me. I remain afraid (to speak) until he
leaves!’”

A^mad ibn ±anbal said: “The pinnacle of memorization is in four
people of Khur¥s¥n: Ab‰ Zur‘a, Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl, [‘Abd All¥h
ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n] al-D¥rimÏ, and al-±asan ibn Shuj¥‘ al-BalkhÏ.”
Ibn Khuzayma said: “I never saw under the sky more knowledgeable a
person in ^adÏth than Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ.” Al-±¥kim
narrated from A^mad ibn ±amd‰n: “I heard Muslim ibn al-±ajj¥j say,
as he came to see al-Bukh¥rÏ, after kissing his forehead: ‘Allow me to
kiss your feet, Teacher of teachers, rampart of ^adÏth scholars, and
physician of the ̂ adÏth in its minute defects!’”

Ibn ‘AdÏ said: “A number of shaykhs heard that al-Bukh¥rÏ was com-
ing to Baghd¥d. They chose 100 ^adÏths and shuffled their chains of
transmission and texts, giving each text a different chain. Each took
ten of these ̂ adÏths and prepared to test al-Bukh¥rÏ with them during
their gathering. The people assembled, and one of the scholars con-
fronted al-Bukh¥rÏ with one of these ^adÏths. He replied: “I do not

882 Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (3:383n.); al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p.
298; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:72); Ibn al-JawzÏ. Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (1998, al-KawtharÏ repr. p.
45-46); al-NawawÏ, Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (13:36); Ibn ±ibb¥n (10:522).
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know it.” Then he asked him about another. He replied “I do not
know it.” Then another: “I do not know it.” And so forth until he fin-
ished his ten. Those in the know looked at each other saying: “The
man understands.” The rest thought he knew nothing. Then another
scholar read his ten, then another his ten, then another until they
read 100 ^adÏths and al-Bukh¥rÏ kept saying each time: “I do not
know it; I do not know it.” When he saw that they had finished, he
turned to the first scholar and said: “The correct chain of your first
^adÏth is such-and-such; the correct chain of your second ^adÏth is
[…]” then he turned to the second scholar, then the third, and so on
with every single one of the one hundred ^adÏths. At that time the
people concurred that he was a ̂ adÏth Master (^¥fi·).”

Mu^ammad ibn Y‰suf al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “I was visiting Mu^ammad
ibn Ism¥‘Ïl in his house that night. I counted that he got up and lit his
lamp eighteen times to remind himself or jot down something during
the night.” Al-Warr¥q said: “When I travelled with Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h, if
we happened to sleep in the same house, I would see him get up in the
same night between fifteen and twenty times. Every time he would
light his candle and document narrations. Then he would lay his head
down again. Around the time before dawn entered he would pray
thirteen rak‘as. He would never wake me up. I said to him once: “You
endure all this yourself. Why do you not wake me up?” He replied:
“You are a young man and I dislike to ruin your sleep.”883

Ibr¥hÏm ibn Ma‘qil said: I heard him (Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-
Bukh¥rÏ) say: “I was with Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah when a man said: ‘Why do
you not compile an epitome (mukhta|ar) of the prophetic ways?’ This
stayed with me, and was the reason why I compiled this book (the
ßa^Ï^).”884 Al-DhahabÏ said: “It has been narrated through two firm

A^mad ibn ±anbal

883 ™amra ibn RabÏ‘a said: “We went on pilgrimage with al-Awz¥‘Ï in the year 150,
and I never saw him lying down in the camel-top bench (al-ma^mil) in the day nor in the
night. He would pray, and, if overcome by sleep, would lean back against the pole.”
Cited by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar  (1997 ed. 7:94).

884 M.M. A‘·amÏ writes: “Al-Bukh¥rÏ did not claim that what he left out were the spuri-
ous, nor that there were no authentic traditions outside his collection. On the contrary,
he said: ‘I only included in my book al-J¥mi‘ those that were authentic, and I left out many
more authentic traditions than this to avoid unnecessary length.’ He had no intention of
collecting all the authentic traditions. He only wanted to compile a manual of ^adÏth
according to the wishes of his shaykh Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, and his function is quite clear
from the title of his book al-J¥mi‘ al-Musnad al-ßa^Ï^ al-Mukhta|ar min Um‰r Ras‰l All¥h wa-
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channels of transmission that al-Bukh¥rÏ said: ‘I extracted this book
from about 600,000 ^adÏths, and I compiled it over sixteen years, and
I made it a plea for what lies between myself and All¥h.’”885 Al-FirabrÏ
said: Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl said to me: “I never included in the ßa^Ï^
a ^adÏth without making a major ablution (ghusl) and praying two
rak‘as beforehand.”

Al-NawawÏ said: “The scholars have agreed that the soundest of all
^adÏth compilations are the two ßa^Ï^s of al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, and
their vast majority have agreed that the soundest and most beneficial
of the two was al-Bukh¥rÏ’s.” He continued: “The totality of its ̂ adÏths
are 7,275 with the repetitions and about 4,000 without.”

are the two ßa±¬±s 100% ßa±¬± ?

In Kit¥b al-Tatabbu‘ al-D¥raqu~nÏ argues for the weakness of 78
^adÏths in al-Bukh¥rÏ, 100 in Muslim, and 32 in both based mostly on
chain (isn¥d) criticism. Yet al-NawawÏ said: “The two ßa^Ï^s differ from
all other books only with respect to the fact that what is in them is |a^Ï^
and does not require investigation.”886 Ibn al-ßal¥^ said: “Whatever
only al-Bukh¥rÏ or only Muslim narrates enters [also] into the catego-
ry of what is definitely |a^Ï^ [...] except a few words which some of the
expert critics objected to, such as al-D¥raqu~nÏ and others – and these
are known to the specialists.”887 He said this after stating that what
they agree upon is “definitely |a^Ï^” (maq~‰‘un bi-|i^^atihi) for the
Umma.

Im¥m al-NawawÏ objected to the terms “definitely |a^Ï^” while
granting all that is in the ßa^Ï^ayn the level of “strongly presumed

Sunanihi, wa-Ayy¥mih(“The Compendium of Sound Narrations Linked Back With Unin-
terrupted Chains Epitomizing the Matters of the Messenger of All¥h, His Ways, and His
Times”). The word al-mukhta|ar, epitome, itself explains that al-Bukh¥rÏ did not make
any attempt at a comprehensive collection.” Studies in Early ±adÏth Literature (p. 304-
305). This should be understood by those who ask: “If ̂ adÏth x is not in al-Bukh¥rÏ nor
Muslim then how can it be authentic?”

885 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:270-271 §1613).
886 Introduction to his Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (1:20): “Innam¥ yaftariqu al-ßa^Ï^¥ni ‘an

ghayrihim¥ min al-kutub fÏ kawni m¥ fÏhim¥ |a^Ï^an l¥ yu^t¥ju il¥ al-na·ari fÏh.”
887 Ibn al-ßal¥^, ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth, chapter on the |a^Ï^ ^adÏth (D¥r al-Fikr ed. p. 29):

“M¥ infarada bihi al-Bukh¥rÏ aw Muslimun mundarijun fÏ q¥bili m¥ yuq~a‘u bi|i^^atihi... siw¥
a^rufin yasÏratin takallama ‘alayh¥ ba‘\u ahli al-naqdi min al-^uff¥· kal-D¥raqu~nÏ wa-
ghayrih, wa-hiya ma‘r‰fatun ‘inda ahli h¥dha al-sha’n.”
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(|a^Ï^) as long as it is not mutaw¥tir” (yufÏdu al-·anna m¥ lam yataw¥tar)
as is the rule with all |a^Ï^ lone-narrated (¥^¥d) ^adÏths.888 However,
Ibn KathÏr differed: “I am with Ibn al-ßal¥^ in his conclusion and
directives, and All¥h knows best.”889 Al-Suy‰~Ï in TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ cites
Ibn KathÏr’s words verbatim, then states: “And this is also my choice
and none other.”890 This is because of the standing of the two ßa^Ï^s
in the Umma and because none of the past Im¥ms in Isl¥m ever
declared explicitly and rightly that all they had gathered in their
respective books was |a^Ï^ except al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim, and the ver-
ifying experts have confirmed their claim. Al-Suy‰~Ï also states:

Shaykh al-Isl¥m said: “What al-NawawÏ mentioned in Shar^ ßa^Ï^
Muslim is based on the perspective of the majority (al-aktharÏn);
as for that of the verifying authorities (al-mu^aqqiq‰n), then no.
For the verifying authorities also agree with Ibn al-ßal¥^.”891

By “Shaykh al-Isl¥m” al-Suy‰~Ï means the spotless ±¥fiz and immac-
ulate Im¥m Ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ and his book al-Nukat ‘al¥ Ibn
al-ßal¥^.892 Al-Suy‰~Ï goes on to quote in detail – mostly from Hady al-
S¥rÏ – the refutations of Ibn ±ajar of al-D¥raqu~nÏ’s criticism, showing
that, in effect, the latter fails to invalidate the view of the ßa^Ï^ayn as
100% |a^Ï^.

The fact is that they are all |a^Ï^, but not all of them reach the same

A^mad ibn ±anbal

888 Al-NawawÏ, TaqrÏb wal-TaysÏr (p. 70) and Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (1:20).
889 Ibn KathÏr, chapter on the |a^Ï^ ^adÏth of his Ikhti|¥r ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 45).
890 Al-Suy‰~Ï, TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ (D¥r al-Kalim al->ayyib ed. 1:145).
891 TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ (1:143).
892 Cf. Ibn ±ajar, al-Nukat ‘al¥ Ibn al-ßal¥^ (1:371). See also his words from his Shar^

Nukhbat al-Fikar (p. 230-231) to the effect that the foremost ^adÏth expert’s examina-
tion of and familiarity with any given ¥^¥d ^adÏth may take him to the conclusion that it
is qa~‘Ï al-thub‰t – categorically established as |a^Ï^, i.e. in effect of mutaw¥tir-like authen-
ticity – unlike the feel of the rest of the scholars with regard to the same ^adÏth.  The
knowledge of the expert is named by Dr. ‘Itr, after Ibn al-ßal¥^, “non-absolutely-bind-
ing inductive knowledge reaching certainty” (al-‘ilm al-na·arÏ al-yaqÏnÏ ghayr al-\ar‰rÏ)
and he places it midway between al-‘ilm al-yaqÏnÏ al-qa~‘Ï al-\ar‰rÏ which is absolutely
binding, and “knowledge based on compelling assumption(‘ilm ghalabat al-·ann),
which is relatively binding. From his unpublished inaugural lecture to the Preparatory
Class of Ab‰ al-N‰r Institute, Damascus, October 1997.
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high degree of |a^Ï^.893 This is in essence what al-DhahabÏ concluded
concerning the few narrators of the ßa^Ï^ayn whose grading was ques-
tioned: “The narration of one such as those, does not go below the
rank of ^asan which we might call the lowest rank of the |a^Ï^.”894

Shaykh Ab‰ Ghudda comments in the margin: “This is an explicit
confirmation that al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim did not confine themselves,
in the narrations of their respective books, only to narrate ^adÏths
that have the highest degree of |i^^a.” Then again in his appendix (p.
144) he states:

Our Shaykh, the ‘All¥ma A^mad Sh¥kir – All¥h have mercy on
him – stated: “The truth without doubt among the verifiers of
those who have knowledge of the sciences of ^adÏth[…] is that
the ̂ adÏths of the two ßa^Ï^s are all |a^Ï^ and there is not in a sin-
gle one of them a cause for true [technical] disparagement or
weakness. What al-D¥raqu~nÏ and others criticised is only on the
basis that it did not reach the high criterion which each of them
defined in their respective books. As for the [criterion of]
soundness [|i^^a] of the ^adÏths in themselves, then both of
them lived up to it.

Dr. BadÏ‘ al-Sayyid al-La^^¥m in his edition of Ibn KathÏr’s Ikhti|¥r
‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 44-45) also closes the discussion on the topic of
the ßa^Ï^ayn with the same words but without attributing them to
Sh¥kir. Ab‰ Ghudda concludes (p. 145): “All these texts show that
most of what is in ßa^Ï^ al-Bukh¥rÏ and ßa^Ï^ Muslim is of the highest
degree of the |a^Ï^, and that some of what is in them is not of the high-
est degree of the |a^Ï^.” More to the point, our teacher Dr. N‰r al-DÏn
‘Itr said in his manual Manhaj al-Naqd fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth: “The ruling
concerning the ^adÏths of the two ßa^Ï^s is that they are all |a^Ï^.”895

All those mentioned above – Ibn al-ßal¥^, al-NawawÏ, al-DhahabÏ, Ibn
KathÏr, Ibn ±ajar, al-Suy‰~Ï, A^mad Sh¥kir, Ab‰ Ghudda, ‘Itr, al-
La^^¥m – agreed on the fact that all of what is in al-Bukh¥rÏ and
Muslim is |a^Ï^, and, apart from al-NawawÏ’s duly recorded dissent,

893 Cf. Ab‰ Ghudda, appendix to al-DhahabÏ’s M‰qi·a (p. 141-145).
894 Al-DhahabÏ, al-M‰qi·a (p. 80).
895  ‘Itr, Manhaj al-Naqd fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (3rd ed. p. 254).
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the mu^aqqiq‰n such as Ibn al-ßal¥^, Ibn KathÏr, Ibn ±ajar, and al-
Suy‰~Ï consider all the ^adÏths contained in them maq~‰‘un
bi-|i^^atihi, i.e. of the same probative force as mutaw¥tir ^adÏth.
Further examination of the positions of the major ^adÏth Masters
might add more names to this distinguished list.

The questions are sometimes asked (1) whether all the Ulema of
±adÏth agree that all the ^adÏths in al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim are |a^Ï^,
or (2) if there are any scholars who consider them to contain some
weak narrations, and (3) whether one who believes that “the ßa^Ï^ayn
are not 100% |a^Ï^” is an innovator. As was just shown, some of the
greatest ^adÏth authorities such as Ibn al-ßal¥^, Ibn KathÏr, and al-
Suy‰~Ï answered yes to the first question. Im¥m al-±aramayn
(al-JuwaynÏ) said that if a man swore on pain of divorce that all that is
in al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim is |a^Ï^ his marriage would be safe.896

However, Im¥m al-D¥raqu~nÏ said a small number may not reach that
level, so the answer to the second question has to be yes. Yet the objec-
tions were refuted one by one by Ibn ±ajar at the beginning of Fat^
al-B¥rÏ and Im¥m al-NawawÏ at the beginning of Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim.
The formula “whether the ßa^Ï^ayn are or not 100% |a^Ï^” remains
tenuous and misleading, for the Umma far and wide – meaning the
Consensus of the Fuqah¥’ generation after generation – have been 
satisfied that they are. The above conclusion excludes the mursal or
unattributed reports al-Bukh¥rÏ sometimes adduces in his chapter-
titles or appends to certain narrations. This conclusion is proof that
the position that “everything that is found in the two ßa^Ï^s is 
rigorously sound” refers only to full-chained reports positively attrib-
uted to the Prophet œ, and All¥h knows best.897

Khalaf al-Khayy¥m said: I heard Ab‰ ‘Amr A^mad ibn Na|r al-
Khaff¥f say: Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl is twenty degrees more
knowledgeable in ^adÏth than A^mad (ibn ±anbal) and Is^¥q (ibn
R¥h‰yah), and whoever has doubts about it, let him be cursed by me
1,000 times!” Ab‰ ‘¬s¥ al-TirmidhÏ said: ‘Abd All¥h ibn MunÏr said to
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl when he was about to leave him: “Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h, may All¥h make you the adornment of this Community!” Ab‰
‘¬s¥ said: His wish has been granted. Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad al-

A^mad ibn ±anbal

896 Cf. Shaykh ‘Abd All¥h Sir¥j al-DÏn, Shar^ al-Man·‰mat al-Bayq‰niyya (p. 46).
897 See more on this issue at http://webpages.marshall.edu/~laher1/bkhr_mslm

.html.
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MustaghfirÏ in T¥rÏkh Nasaf said, mentioning al-Bukh¥rÏ: “If I had to
choose I would say he is superior to all his Shaykhs, and I would say
that he never met his like.”

Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ ±¥tim said: I heard Mu^ammad ibn Y‰suf say:
I was visiting Ab‰ Raj¥’ – he meant Qutayba – and he was asked about
the divorce pronounced by the drunk (i.e. is it valid?). He replied:
“Here is A^mad ibn ±anbal, Ibn al-MadÏnÏ, and Ibn R¥h‰yah all
wrapped in one – All¥h brought him to you!” And he pointed to
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl.898

A^mad ibn ±anbal said: “Khur¥s¥n did not produce the like of al-
Bukh¥rÏ.” The latter’s shaykh, Mu^ammad ibn Bashsh¥r said when
al-Bukh¥rÏ entered Ba|ra: “Today the Master of Jurists (sayyid al-
fuqah¥’) came to us.”

Al-FirabrÏ – one of the narrators of the ßa^Ï^ – said: “I saw the
Prophet œ in my sleep and he said to me: ‘Where are you going?’ I
replied: ‘To see al-Bukh¥rÏ.’ He said: ‘Give him my sal¥m.’” He also
narrated from Najm ibn al-Fu\ayl: “I saw the Prophet œ in my sleep as
he was coming out of a village with Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl behind
him. Wherever the Prophet œ trod he trod, placing his foot exactly
where the Prophet œ placed his, following his traces.”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ used to recite the entire Qur’¥n once every day, and
recite one third of it in the period before dawn. Thus his normal daily
devotional practice (wird) consisted in one khatma and a third.

Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim narrates that al-Bukh¥rÏ was invited to a friend’s 
garden in which he led the people in prayer. Afterwards he prayed
supererogatory prayers. When he finished he lifted the hem of his shirt
at the back and said to his friend: “Look there and tell me if you see any-
thing.” They saw that he had been stung by a hornet in sixteen or
seventeen places and his body had become swollen. One of them said 
to him: “Why did you not come out of the prayer the first time it stung
you?” He said: “I was in the middle of a S‰ra and I wanted to complete it.”

Nasj ibn Sa‘Ïd said: “On the first night of every month of Rama\¥n
his companions would gather around al-Bukh¥rÏ and he would lead
them in prayer and recite in every rak‘a twenty verses, and so on until
he finished the Qur’¥n. He used to recite one third daily at every pre-

898 The answer was: divorce does not take effect from one who is deprived of his
mental faculties and does not remember what happened to him in his drunkenness.
See also above, chapter of Ab‰ ±anÏf¥, section on Zufar.
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dawn period, and he would recite the entire Qur’¥n daily in the day-
time. He would finish it at the time of breaking fast every evening. He
used to say: ‘At every khatm (time of finishing the entire recitation of
Qur’¥n) there is a supplication that is answered.’”

Bakr ibn MunÏr said: I heard al-Bukh¥rÏ say: “I hope to meet my
Lord without being taken to account for slandering anyone.” Al-
DhahabÏ said: “A witness to this is his manner of speech in the
criticism and authentication of ^adÏth. He would say, at most, about
the sub-narrator who is abandoned for unreliability: ‘FÏhi na·ar – He is
subject to investigation’; or: ‘Sakat‰ ‘anh – The authorities do not
mention him.’ He would not say ‘So-and-so is a liar’ nor ‘He is a forg-
er.’ That was due to his strong fear of All¥h.” Al-SubkÏ said: “The most
damning judgment he would give about an unreliable narrator is
munkar al-^adÏth – his narrations are disclaimed.” Ibn al-Qa~~¥n relat-
ed that al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “Anyone about whom I say: munkar al-^adÏth, it
is not permissible to narrate from him.”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ narrated in his ßa^Ï^ from al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ: “If thirty
men fast one day on behalf of someone who died without having fast-
ed an entire month of Ramadan, he will get the reward of their
fast.”899

Mu^ammad ibn Ya‘q‰b al-Akhram said: “I heard our companions
say that when al-Bukh¥rÏ came to Nays¥b‰r he was welcomed by 4,000
men on horseback, not counting those that rode mules or donkeys
nor those that were on foot.” Al-±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn J¥bir said:
“Al-DhuhlÏ said to us when al-Bukh¥rÏ came to Nays¥b‰r: ‘Go and see
that pious man, and listen to his narrations.’ The people went to him
and began to take ^adÏth from him, until al-DhuhlÏ’s circle depleted.
At that time the latter began to envy him and speak against him.”900

Al-±¥kim narrated that Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ said: “This
al-Bukh¥rÏ has openly subscribed to the doctrine of ‘pronunciation-
ists’ (al-laf·iyya), and for me those are worse than the Jahmiyya.”
A^mad ibn Salama then visited al-Bukh¥rÏ and told him: “Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h, this is a respected man in Khur¥s¥n, especially in this town

A^mad ibn ±anbal

899 This was also mentioned by al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (6:326) and is the posi-
tion of the Sh¥fi‘Ï school as specified by al-NawawÏ in al-Majm‰‘ (6:431) and TaqÏ al-DÏn
al-SubkÏ in Shar^ al-Minh¥j.

900 See Appendix, “The Controversy Over the Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n” for
what transpired between al-DhuhlÏ and al-Bukh¥rÏ.
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(Nays¥b‰r), and he has thundered with this speech until none of us
can say anything to him about it, so what do you think we should do?”
Al-Bukh¥rÏ grasped his beard and said: }I confide my cause unto
All¥h. Lo! All¥h is Seer of His slaves{ (40:44). He continued: “O
All¥h! You know that I did not want for one moment to settle in
Nays¥b‰r out of arrogance, nor in quest of leadership, but only
because my soul would not let me return to my own land (Bukh¥r¥)
because of my opponents; and now this man intends harm for me out
of jealousy, only because of what All¥h gave me and for no other rea-
son.” Then he said to me: “A^mad, tomorrow I shall leave and you will
be rid of his talk which I have caused.” Then al-Bukh¥rÏ went to
Samarqand.

Concerning al-Bukh¥rÏ’s remark about his native Bukh¥r¥, Bakr
ibn MunÏr ibn Khulayd al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “The emir Kh¥lid ibn A^mad
al-DhuhlÏ, governor of Bukh¥r¥, had sent the following message to
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl: ‘Bring the J¥mi‘ al-ßa^Ï^ and the T¥rÏkh and
other books of yours, and come and read before me.’ He replied
through the messenger: ‘I do not debase learning nor do I carry it to
the doors of people. If you need learning from me, come to my
mosque or my house. I you do not like this, you are the sultan and you
may forbid my stay here so that I will have an excuse before All¥h 
on the Day of the Rising that I did not conceal knowledge.” This is the
origin of the enmity between them.

Ab‰ Bakr ibn AbÏ ‘Amr al-Bukh¥rÏ said “the reason for al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
estrangement [from Bukh¥r¥] was that Kh¥lid ibn A^mad, who rep-
resented the <¥hirÏ School (of D¥w‰d ibn Khalaf) in Bukh¥r¥, had
asked him to come to his house and read the J¥mi‘ al-ßa^Ï^ and the
T¥rÏkh to his children, but he refused. Then he wrote to him asking
him to teach his children privately but he refused again, saying: “I do
not give private lessons to anyone.” Then Kh¥lid ibn A^mad resorted
to ±urayth ibn AbÏ al-Warq¥’ and others against al-Bukh¥rÏ; they
spread rumors against him concerning his doctrine (madhhab), after
which the governor expelled him. Ibn AbÏ ‘Amr continued, “then al-
Bukh¥rÏ supplicated to All¥h against them. Not a month passed
before the <¥hirÏs ordered that Kh¥lid be publicly denounced, and he
was jeered out of Bukh¥r¥ on a she-ass. As for ±urayth he was severely
tried in marital matters and saw things that cannot be decently men-
tioned. As for So-and-so, he was tried in his children.” Al-±¥kim
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narrated it from Mu^ammad ibn al-‘Abb¥s al-™abbÏ, from Ab‰ Bakr.
±urayth ibn AbÏ al-Warq¥’ was one of the great Jurists of the school of
juridical opinion (ra’y) in Bukh¥r¥.

Ibn ‘AdÏ narrates from ‘Abd al-Qudd‰s ibn ‘Abd al-Jabb¥r al-
SamarqandÏ: “Al-Bukh¥rÏ came to Khartenk – a village in Samarqand
two parsangs from the main town – to see relatives with whom he used
to stay. I heard him say in his supplication one night after the late-
night prayer: ‘O All¥h, the earth and its welcome have become narrow
for me, so take me back to You.’ The month was not over before All¥h
took him back, and his grave is in Khartenk.”

Al-±¥kim narrated from Ab‰ ±ass¥n Mi^n¥b ibn Sulaym al-
Karm¥nÏ: “Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl died in our village – All¥h have
mercy on him! – the night of ‘¬d al-Fi~r, the first night of Shaww¥l in the
year 256. He had reached the age of 62 years less twelve days. He was
born in Shaww¥l of 194. He was alone in the house, and we found him
the morning after he died.”

From ‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn ®dam al->aw¥wÏsÏ: “I saw the Prophet œ in
my sleep with a group of his Companions. I greeted him and he
returned my greeting, then I said: ‘What are you waiting for,
Messenger of All¥h?’ He replied: ‘Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-
Bukh¥rÏ.’ After a few days I heard news of the latter’s death. He had
died on the very hour that I saw the Prophet œ in my dream.”

Al-Warr¥q narrated from Gh¥lib ibn GibrÏl, with whom al-Bukh¥rÏ
spent his last days: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h stayed with us for a few days and
took ill, then his state worsened, until the messenger came to
Samarqand with the order of expulsion. Al-Bukh¥rÏ got up and got
ready to travel. He wore his two leather socks and his turban. He
walked about twenty steps and I was supporting him while another
man was bringing the animal for him to ride. Then he said: ‘Leave me,
I feel too weak.’ He began to supplicate to All¥h at length, then he
took to his bed and he died – may All¥h have mercy on him. An inde-
scribable amount of perspiration came out of him. When this abated,
we shrouded him. We followed his instructions in this as he had said:
‘Wrap me in three white cloths, without shirt or turban.’ This we did.
When we buried him an ineffable scent exuded from the earth of his
grave which lasted for days, and facing his grave long white columns
(saw¥rÏ) reaching up to the heaven were seen, so people began to visit
his grave in astonishment. People began to take for themselves hand-
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fuls of earth from his grave until the grave lay open again. It was
impossible to protect it even with the posting of guards. We were over-
whelmed, so we built over it a wooden lattice which prevented access
to the grave itself. The sweet smell lasted for a long time and was the
talk of the people of the region who were amazed at this. Those who
had opposed him before realised his status after he died. Some of
them came to his grave and showed the marks of repentence and
remorse. Gh¥lib did not live long after this and was buried at al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s side.”

The ^adÏth Master Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Ghass¥nÏ narrated that Ab‰ al-Fat^
Na|r ibn al-±asan al-SakanÏ al-SamarqandÏ came to them in 464 and
said: “We had a drought in Samarqand some years ago. The people
made the istisq¥’ prayer but they did not get rain. A saintly man named
al-ßal¥^ came to the judge and said to him: ‘I have an opinion I would
like to tell you. It is that you come out followed by the people and that
you all go to the grave of Im¥m Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ and
pray for rain there. Perhaps All¥h will give us rain.’ The judge said:
‘What a good opinion you have!’ He came out and the people followed
him, and he prayed for rain in front of them at the grave while people
wept and sought the intercession of the one that was in it. All¥h sent
such heavy rain that those who were in Khartenk could not reach
Samarqand for seven days because of the rain’s abundance.”

Concerning the derivation of blessings (tabarruk) through al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^ Ibn al-SubkÏ said: “As for the J¥mi‘ al-ßa^Ï^ itself and its
property as a recourse against difficulties and a proven means for the
fulfillment of needs, it is a well-known matter. Should we engage in
mentioning its many excellences and what is agreed upon concerning
it, it would take us to inordinate lengths.”

Al-±¥kim cites the following lines from the poetry of al-Bukh¥rÏ:
Avail yourself in leisure of the benefit of prayer
For it may happen that your death will be sudden.
How many a sound man did I see without ailment
Whose sound soul departed without warning!

and

Like the dumb beasts who see not their ends
Until driven to the slaughterhouse to be sacrificed.
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and 

If you wish to stay (in the world)
you will soon be bereaved of all your beloved ones
But the annihilation of your soul
– woe to you! – is more distressing yet.

and 

He who grows old finds in himself
What he would wish for his enemies.

and 

This is the requital of a man
Whose peers departed before him
And who piously wished for a delay in his term of life.

al-athram 901

Ab‰ Bakr A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn H¥ni’ al->¥’Ï (or al-KalbÏ) al-
Baghd¥dÏ al-Isk¥fÏ al-Athram g (d. 273 or >260) was one of the
Im¥ms and ^adÏth Masters of superlative intelligence among the
immediate companions of Im¥m A^mad. He took ^adÏth from him,
al-Qa‘nabÏ, al-SahmÏ, al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn, Ibn AbÏ Shayba, Nu‘aym ibn
±amm¥d, Sulaym¥n ibn ±arb, and others. From him took al-Nas¥’Ï,
Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥, and others. He authored al-N¥sikh wal-Mans‰kh fÏl-
±adÏth, a book on ‘Ilal, and a compilation of A^mad’s jurisprudence.

Ibr¥hÏm al-A|bah¥nÏ said that al-Athram was “stronger in memo-
rization than Ab‰ Zur‘a and more meticulous” while al-Khall¥l said
“his keenness of mind was truly astonishing” (k¥na ma‘ahu tayaqqu·un
‘ajÏbun jiddan). He narrated with his chain to Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn that the
latter said one of the two parents of al-Athram was a jinnÏ. The same is
related from Ya^y¥ ibn Ayy‰b about al-Athram.

Al-Athram was a ̂ adÏth Master thoroughly versed in fiqh and famil-
iar with the differences in the early Schools until he met A^mad, after
which he left everything he was doing and embraced his fiqh, not dif-
fering with him on a single point. He deeply loved and revered the
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901 Sources: al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (5:316-318), Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila (1:66-74), al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Ris¥la ed. 12:623-628). 
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Im¥m whom he called “a shield (sitr) from All¥h.” He compiled his
fiqh to a point even the latter disliked as is known from his reluctance
to write down other than the proof-texts themselves.

Al-Athram said A^mad never rose from a gathering without saying
Sub^¥nak All¥humma wa-bi^amdik […] He once asked the Im¥m about
the gathering of the people in mosques on the Day of ‘Arafa, to which
A^mad replied: “I see no harm in it. Several of the Salaf did this: al-
±asan [al-Ba|rÏ], Bakr ibn ‘Abd All¥h [al-MuzanÏ], Th¥bit
[al-Bun¥nÏ], and Mu^ammad ibn W¥si‘ all used to keep to the
mosque on the day of ‘Arafa.” Among the things he narrated from the
Im¥m are the rulings that wiping the head during wu\‰’ is with both
hands, wiping from the front to the back and again to the front in a
single movement, without lifting them up, and that wu\‰’ remains
invalid unless one washes the nostrils and mouth, the former being
more emphatically stressed than the latter.

Among al-Athram’s sayings in his critique of extravagance in the
statements of certain ß‰fÏs: “It is better to be a follower in goodness
(t¥bi‘ fÏl-khayr) than a leader in evil (ra’sun fÏl-sharr)[…]. Al-Q¥sim ibn
Mu^ammad said: ‘That a man live ignorant is better for him than to
say about All¥h what he knows not.”

al-marwaz¬

A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-±ajj¥j, Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ or
MarwadhÏ or Marr‰dhÏ g (d. 275) was a trustworthy ^adÏth Master
and the closest companion of Im¥m A^mad whom he washed and
laid in his grave. He was celebrated for his piety. He wrote a book on
the difficulties of ^adÏth. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ relates that al-MarwazÏ said: “I
asked A^mad ibn ±anbal about the ^adÏths which the JahmÏs reject
concerning the Attributes, the vision of All¥h [in the hereafter], the
Prophet’s œ ascension [body and soul], and the story of the
Throne;902 he declared them sound and said: ‘The Community
accepted them, and these reports are taken exactly as they come’ [i.e.
without one seeking to explain them].”903 Among his junior students
was al-±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Khalaf, Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-Barbah¥rÏ (d.
329). He should not be confused with Ab‰ Bakr al-Khall¥l, the first

902 I.e. the reports about the seating of the Prophet œ on the Throne on the Day of
Resurrection, cf.note 922.

903 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:56).
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compiler of the ±anbalÏ School, who probably never met Im¥m
A^mad but learned from his students.

abƒ d®wƒd 904

Sulaym¥n ibn al-Ash‘ath ibn Is^¥q 905 ibn Bishr 906 ibn Shadd¥d ibn
‘Amr ibn ‘®mir, Ab‰ D¥w‰d al-AzdÏ al-Sijist¥nÏ g (d. 275) was one of
the major Im¥ms of ̂ adÏth, the meticulous author of the Sunan – one
of the motherbooks – and a student of Im¥m A^mad. Al-DhahabÏ and
others related that he declared having heard 500,000 ^adÏths of the
Prophet œ among which he selected 4,800 for his Sunan. Ab‰
Sulaym¥n al-Kha~~¥bÏ heard Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd ibn al-I‘r¥bÏ say in a ^adÏth
gathering while the Sunan was being read: “If all the knowledge a man
possesses consists in a volume of the Qur’¥n and this book, he will not
need anything else at all.” The ß‰fÏ Master Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-
TustarÏ once said to Ab‰ D¥w‰d: “Bring out for me your tongue with
which you narrate the Prophet’s s ^adÏths so that I may kiss it,”
whereupon Ab‰ D¥w‰d drew out his tongue and al-TustarÏ kissed it.

Ab‰ D¥w‰d in his Sunan was more concerned with the jurispru-
dence of the ^adÏth than with its chains of transmission.907 In his
letter to the Ulema of Makka he writes, “As a rule, any ^adÏth in my
book that contains a strong defect, I mention it, as well as those whose
chains of transmission are unsound. Anything concerning which I say
nothing, is usable (|¥li^), some of them being sounder than others.”
His criterion of soundness is generally stricter than al-TirmidhÏ’s and
similar to al-Nas¥’Ï’s.

Ab‰ D¥w‰d said: “The entire Law revolves around four ̂ adÏths: [1]
‘The lawful is as clear as day and the unlawful is as clear as day,’908

A^mad ibn ±anbal

904 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:572-574 §2335; 13:5); al-Kha~Ïb, al-J¥mi‘ (2:441-442).
905 According to Ibn D¥sa and Ab‰ ‘Ubayd al-®jurrÏ.
906 According to some, while others said BashÏr.
907 As stated by Ibn Rajab in Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:411).
908 Narrated from al-Nu‘m¥n ibn BashÏr in the Six Books. The complete ̂ adÏth states:

“Verily, the lawful is manifest and the forbidden is manifest, but between them there are
dubious matters which many people do not know. Therefore, whoever bewares of dubi-
ous matters has made himself exempt [of guilt] for the sake of his religion and his honor,
and whoever falls into dubious matters, falls into the forbidden. It is as  the shepherd that
grazes his flock around guarded grounds: he greatly risks grazing it inside them. Lo! Every
king possesses guarded grounds. Lo! Verily, All¥h’s guarded grounds are His prohibi-
tions. Lo! Verily, there is in the body a small piece of flesh; if it is good the whole body is
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[2] ‘Actions count only according to intentions,’909

good and if it is corrupted the whole body is corrupted; lo! It is the heart.” Also narrated as
part of a long saying of Ibn Mas‘‰d: “Pass judgment according to what is in the Book of
All¥h.  If [the basis for judgment is] not in the Book of All¥h, then according to what is in
the Sunna of the Messenger of All¥h.  If [the basis for judgment is] not in the Sunna of the
Messenger of All¥h, then according to what the righteous (al-|¥li^‰n) have judged. <And
if something comes up that is not in the Book of All¥h, nor did the Prophet œ pass judg-
ment concerning it, nor did the righteous pass judgment concerning it, then let one exert
his own reasoning (faliyajtahid ra’yahu).> Let no one say: ‘I am afraid, I am afraid [to
judge]! The lawful is clear and the unlawful is clear, and between the two are doubtful mat-
ters. Therefore, leave what seems dubious to you for what does not seem dubious to you.”
Narrated mawq‰f from ±urayth ibn Zuhayr by al-Nas¥’Ï both in the Sunanand al-Sunan al-
Kubr¥(3:469§5911), al-D¥rimÏ (without the bracketed segment), al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr
(9:187), al-BayhaqÏ in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (10:115 §20115), and Ibn AbÏ Shayba with a
sound chain according to Ibn ±ajar in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ(1959ed. 13:288).

909 See n. 217.
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[3] ‘Whatever I forbade you, avoid, and whatever I ordered you to
do , do to the extent that you can,’910

and [4] ‘Let there be neither harm done nor harm reciprocated’
(l¥ \arar wal¥ \ir¥r).”911

Another narration mentions that he added a fifth ^adÏth: “Truly,
Religion is nothing but sincere faithfulness (na|Ï^a).”912

A^mad ibn ±anbal

910 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim, al-Nas¥’Ï, and A^mad. Also narrated
with a longer wording by al-Bukh¥rÏ, al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^), Ibn M¥jah, and A^mad.

911 Narrated from Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Um¥ra al-M¥zinÏ and from both Ibn ‘Abb¥s and
‘Ub¥da ibn al-ß¥mit by Ibn M¥jah and A^mad among others.

912 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan |a^Ï^) and A^mad, from
TamÏm al-D¥rÏ by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Muslim and al-Nas¥’Ï, from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-Nas¥’Ï
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Among Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s and ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad’s students was
Ab‰ Bakr al-Najj¥d, teacher to Ibn Ba~~a.

al-tustar¬ 913

Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Y‰nus, Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-TustarÏ g (d.
283) was named by al-DhahabÏ “the master of knowers (shaykh al-
‘¥rifÏn), the ascetic s‰fÏ (al-s‰fÏ al-z¥hid)[…] He has a firm foothold in
the path.” He related that when he was three years old he would wake
up at night to watch his uncle Mu^ammad ibn al-Saww¥r pray. He
spent his early years with his uncle and Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ whom he
met during pilgrimage. Al-QushayrÏ said: “He had no peer in his time
for correctness of transaction and superlative Godwariness, and he
was a person of kar¥m¥t.” He narrates from ‘Umar ibn W¥|il al-Ba|rÏ
that Sahl said: “My uncle once told me: ‘Remember All¥h Who creat-
ed you.’ I said: ‘How should I remember him?’ He replied: ‘Say in
your heart, whenever you are alone at night, three times, without mov-
ing your tongue: All¥h is with me; All¥h is looking at me; All¥h is
watching me.’” This became his lifelong devotion. He memorised the
Qur’¥n by age seven. He used to practice perpetual fasting and prayed
all night. He reached a point where he broke his fast only once every
twenty-five nights on one dirham’s worth of barley bread for twenty
years. Hence, his saying: “Hunger is the secret of All¥h on His earth,
He does not confide it to one who divulges it.” To a Shaykh who told
him that whenever he performed ablution the water that dripped
from him changed into sticks of gold he said: “Children are given rat-
tles.”

Al-TustarÏ considered the audition and study of the ^adÏth of 
the Prophet œ the highest pursuit as is evident from the following 
sayings:
v From Ibn Durust‰yah: Sahl said to the scholars of ^adÏth:

“Endeavor not to meet All¥h without your inkwell in hand.”
v Asked until when a man should write down the ^adÏth of the

Prophet s, he replied: “Until death, and the rest of his ink is
poured into his grave.”

and A^mad, from Ibn ‘Umar by al-Bazz¥r, and from Thawb¥n by al-Bukh¥rÏ in al-T¥rÏkh
al-KabÏr. This ̂ adÏth is §7 of al-NawawÏ’s “Forty”.

913 Sources: Ris¥la Qushayriyya (p. 16-17); ±ilya (0:198-222 §544, 10:204 §14934);
al-Kha~Ïb, Iqti\¥’ al-‘Ilm; Siyar (10:647-649 §2369); Ibn Far^‰n, DÏb¥j (p. 345).
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v From ‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn al-DaqÏqÏ: “Whoever desires this world
and the next, let him write down the ^adÏth, for it contains the
good of this world and the next.”

He also said:

v “The ignorant one is dead, the forgetful one is asleep, the sinner
is drunk, and the obstinate one is destroyed.”

v “People are all drunk except the Ulema, and the Ulema are all
confused except those who practice what they know.”

v “Whoever rises not believing that he will enter his grave that very
evening will be the plaything of devils all day.”

v “Knowledge is all duny¥, and the hereafter part of it is its 
practice.”

v “This world is ignorance on top of mortality. Knowledge is all 
evidence that convicts except whatever is put into practice, but
practice is all smoke except sincerity, and sincerity remains in
the greatest peril until death.”

v “We have six principles: Holding fast to the Qur’¥n; taking the
Sunna as a guide; eating what is licit; quitting harm and avoiding
sins; repentence; and fulfillment of obligations.”

v “There are three types of eaters: one eats light and faith from the
start of his food to the end; one eats nothing but food; and one
eats garbage (sirjÏn). The first one names All¥h at the beginning,
remembers Him with every bite, and thanks Him at the end; the
second one names Him at the beginning and thanks Him at the
end; the third one neither names Him nor thanks Him nor
remembers Him.”

v “Whoever speaks about what does not concern him will be pro-
hibited from obtaining truthfulness; whoever busies himself
with superfluity will be prohibited from obtaining true fear of
All¥h; and whoever entertains bad opinions will be prohibited
from obtaining certitude. Whoever is prohibited from obtaining
these three, is destroyed!”

v “Among the manners of the most truthful and trustful Saints (al-
ßiddÏqÏn) is that they never swear by All¥h u, nor commit
backbiting, nor does backbiting take place around them, nor do
they eat to satiation. If they promise, they are true to their word,
and they never speak in jest.”

A^mad ibn ±anbal
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v “None truly knows ignorance except a wise, worshipful, learned
Jurisprudent of simple living (‘¥lim faqÏh z¥hid ‘¥bid ̂ akÏm).”

v “All¥h does not open the heart of a servant if it still contains
three things: loving to remain [in the world], love of wealth, and
concern about tomorrow.”

v Asked when the faqÏr attains relief from his ego he replied:
“When he no longer sees any time other than the time he is in.”

v “All¥h u is the qibla of intention; intention is the qibla of the
heart; the heart is the qibla of the body; the body is the qibla of the
limbs; and the limbs are the qibla of duny¥.”

v “When the servant abides in a specific sin, all his good deeds are
mixed with his egotism (haw¥). His good deeds are not purified
as long as he abides in a single sin. He will not deliver himself
from his egotism until he ousts from himself all that he knows
All¥h detests.”

v “Lukewarmth is heedlessness; dread is vigilance; hardness is
death.”

v Asked in what consists the solace of hearts, he replied: “The
coming of the revelation: }Woe unto those whose hearts are
hardened against remembrance of All¥h{ (39:22).”

v Asked in what spiritual knowledge consists (al-ma‘rifa) he said:
“None attains it except after a long, hard struggle. After this, one
finds pleasure in contradicting his ego more than he finds plea-
sure in following his ego. At that time, he knows.”914

v “ Whoever argues over reliance upon All¥h (al-tawakkul) argues
over belief (Ïm¥n); and whoever argues over earning (al-
takassub) argues over the Sunna.” He defined true tawakkul as
“Forgetting tawakkul.”

v “Sit with one whose limbs address you, not his mouth.”915 This is
similar to the saying of ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mu‘tazz: “The knowl-
edge of the hypocrite is his speech while the knowledge of the
Believer is his actions.”916

v “No one is given a better knowledge than that by which he
increases his utter dependence on All¥h.”

914 Narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Zuhd al-KabÏr (p. 152 §322).
915 I.e. one who benefits others not through discourse but through states of being,

in action or in repose, in public or in private, in solace and in hardship.
916 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in Iqti\¥’ al-‘Ilm al-‘Amal.
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v “Life is of four kinds. The life of angels consists of obedience.
The life of Prophets consists of ‘ilm and the anticipation of reve-
lation. The life of truthful and trustful Saints (al-ßiddÏqÏn)
consists of following guidance (al-iqtid¥’). And the life of the
remainder of the people – whether knowledgeable, ignorant,
ascetic, or devoted to worship – consists of eating and drinking.”

v “Good deeds both the righteous (al-barr) and the hardened 
sinner (al-f¥jir) perform; none but the ßiddÏq avoids disobedi-
ence.”

v He mentioned the visionary unveiling (kashf ) of the Saints in
the poetic verse:

Qul‰bu al-‘¥rifÏna lah¥ ‘uy‰nun Tar¥ m¥ l¥ yar¥hu al-n¥·ir‰na
The hearts of Knowers have eyes  that see what onlookers cannot see.

Al-TustarÏ was a teacher to the ±anbalÏ anthropomorphist Ab‰
Mu^ammad al-Barbah¥rÏ who related:

I heard Sahl say: “All¥h created the world and placed in it those
who are ignorant and those who have knowledge. The best knowl-
edge is that which one acts upon. For knowledge is all a proof
[against oneself] except what is put into practice. However, what
is put into practice is all wind except what is sound and correct. As
for what is sound and correct: I do not declare with certainty any
act to be so, except what All¥h wills.”917

Al-QushayrÏ related in his Ris¥la: “I heard the Shaykh Ab‰ ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n al-SulamÏ say: I heard Man|‰r ibn ‘Abd All¥h say: I heard Ab‰
al-±asan al-‘Anb¥rÏ say: I heard Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TustarÏ say:
‘The believers shall look at Him with their eyesights (bil-ab|¥r) without
encompassment (i^¥~a) nor attainment (idr¥k).’”918 Al-QushayrÏ also
said: “Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h said: ‘Letters are the speech of act, not that
of essence (al-^ur‰fu lis¥nu fÏ‘lin l¥ lis¥nu dh¥t). For they are an effect
in something effected (fÏ‘lun fÏ maf‘‰l).’ This is also an explicit affir-
mation that letters are created.”

Al-TustarÏ addressed the issue of the establishment of All¥h (istiw¥’)
over the Throne in the manner of Im¥m al-Ash‘arÏ, by declaring it a

A^mad ibn ±anbal

917 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:18).
918 An explicit denial of both limit (^add) and direction (jiha) on the part of al-TustarÏ.
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Divine act that is neither qualified nor enquired about: “Reason alone
cannot point to One Who is without beginning and without end above
a Throne that is brought into being. All¥h erected the Throne as a sign
and as tidings for us so that by it the hearts should be guided to Him
without trespassing. He did not require the hearts to obtain knowledge
of its exact nature. Therefore, His establishment over it is unqualified
(l¥ kayfa lahu) and it is impermissible to ask: ‘How does istiw¥’ apply to
the Creator of istiw¥’?’ The believer must only accept and submit in
accordance with the saying of the Prophet s: ‘He is over His Throne’
(innahu ‘al¥ ‘arshihi).” The latter is a reference to three weak reports:

(i) The “^adÏth of the groaning” narrated from Jubayr ibn
Mu~‘im from his father from his grandfather: “All¥h is above His
Throne, and His Throne is above His Heavens.”919 Al-DhahabÏ
terms it an “extremely strange” one-chained narration (gharÏb
jiddan) and says: “All¥h knows best if the Prophet œ ever said
such a thing or not; All¥h – }there is nothing whatsoever like
unto Him{ (42:11)!”920 Ibn KathÏr also termed it extremely
strange. The ^adÏth is graded weak by the author of ‘Awn al-
Ma‘b‰d while its chain of narration is declared weak by the
editors of Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im’s al-Sunna and al-®jurrÏ’s al-SharÏ‘a. This
is due to the concealment (tadlÏs) of the mode of transmission
through ‘an‘ana or undecisive transmission terminology by one
of its narrators, Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn Yas¥r while another
narrator, Jubayr ibn Muhammad ibn Jubayr ibn Mu~‘im, is mere-
ly acceptable (maqb‰l)921 which makes him unreliable in a
narration that is not independently verifiable. There are other
problems with the chain and the text, which Ibn ‘As¥kir address-
es in his monograph Bay¥n al-Wahm wal-TakhlÏ~ fÏ ±adÏth al-A~Ï~

919 Part of a long report narrated by Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Sunan, Kit¥b al-Sunna, ch. 19
(4:232 §4726), al-Bazz¥r (1:29 §39), al->abarÏ in his TafsÏr (3:10), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ as men-
tioned by al-HaythamÏ (10:159), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna (p. 252-253 §575-576),
al-®jurrÏ in al-SharÏ‘a (p. 298 §678), and Ibn Khuzayma in al-Taw^Ïd (p. 69=1:239-240
§147).

920 In al-‘Ul‰w (p. 37-39). Al-DhahabÏ also says: “There is not a single established
text [i.e. sound] that has the word “groaning” (a~Ï~) in it.” Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 124).
Al-Alb¥nÏ reiterates this statement in his Silsila ™a‘Ïfa (2:307 §906).

921 As stated by Ibn ±ajar in his TaqrÏb (p. 138 §902) and confirmed by Ma‘r‰f and
al-Arna’‰~ in Ta^rÏr TaqrÏb al-TahdhÏb (1:210 §902).
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(“The Exposition of Error and Confusion in the Narration of
the [Throne’s] Groaning”). Ibn al-Qayyim alone insists this nar-
ration is authentic.922

(ii) The “^adÏth of the mountain-goats” narrated from al-‘Abb¥s
g, which has the wording “the Throne is above all this, and
All¥h is above all this.”923

(iii) The saying of Ibn Mas‘‰d g: “Between the heaven and the
earth there is a distance of five hundred years’ travel, and the
thickness of each heaven is a distance of five hundred years’ trav-
el, then between the seventh heaven and the Footstool (al-kursÏ)
there are five hundred years, then between the Footstool and the
water there are five hundred years. The Footstool is above the
water, and All¥h is above the Throne – one version states: ‘above
the Footstool’ (kursÏ) – and nothing is hidden to him of all your
deeds.”924 This report is weakened by the following aspects: (1) it
is a mawq‰f report halted at a Companion; (2) it has ±amm¥d ibn
Salama in all its chains;925 (3) Al-BayhaqÏ’s similar second-to-next
report in the Asm¥’ is narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘®|
while al-DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w narrates two similar reports from
Ka‘b al-A^b¥r quoting from the Torah,926 which raises the likeli-
hood of a common Israelite source through Ka‘b or Ibn ‘Amr or
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922 See full study in the forthcoming fourth volume of our Sunna Notes: The Divine
Names and Attributes.

923 Part of a long report narrated from al-‘Abb¥s ibn ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib g by al-
TirmidhÏ (^asan gharÏb), Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn M¥jah, A^mad (2:375-376 §1770-1771) and
Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (12:75 §6713), al-±¥kim (2:288, 2:378, 2:501), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Sunna (p.
253 §577), al-®jurrÏ in al-SharÏ‘a (p. 297-298 §674-676), al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t
(2:285 §847, 2:316 §882), Ibn Khuzayma in al-Taw^Ïd (p. 102), and Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-
‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hyia (1:23-25 §5-6) cf. Ibn Taymiyya, Fatw¥ ±amawiyya (p. 221-223) =
Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (5:13-14). 

924 Narrated with a fair chain by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p.
401; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:291-292 §851), Ibn Khuzayma in al-Taw^Ïd (p. 105-106=1:242-
244), al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (9:228 §8987), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-TamhÏd (7:139),
al-DhahabÏ in al-‘Ul‰w (p. 196-197=Mukhta|ar p. 103-104 §48), al-L¥lik¥’Ï with a weak
chain in Shar^ U|‰l I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna (1:91 §659) and others.

925 Al-DhahabÏ said of him in al-MughnÏ fÏl-™u‘af¥’ (1:279 §1711): “±amm¥d ibn
Salama: a trustworthy Im¥m who is responsible for some blunders and strange things
which he alone narrates. Others are more firmly established than he.”

926 Al-DhahabÏ, al-‘Ul‰w (p. 365-366 §280-281=Mukhta|ar p. 128 §97).
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both. Their mawq‰f reports are subject to definite caution on the
part of the experts. 927

Al-DhahabÏ in his Siyar and in Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w expresses caution
in commentary of a similar statement of Divine aboveness by ‘Uthm¥n
ibn Sa‘Ïd al-D¥rimÏ (d. 280):

In his book al-Naqd he [‘Uthm¥n al-D¥rimÏ] said: “The Muslims
all agree that All¥h is above His Throne, above His heavens.” 
I say the clearest thing on this topic is the saying of All¥h: }The
Merciful established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5). There-
fore, let it pass as it came, just as we learned to do from the school
of Salaf.928

Al-D¥rimÏ’s book also contains bizarre findings in which he
exaggerates the affirmation [of the Divine Attributes], concern-
ing which silence would have been more in keeping with the way
of the Salafboth then and now.”929

On the same subject Ibn ±ajar said:

When we say: “All¥h is above the Throne,” it does not mean that
He is touching it or that He is located on it or bounded by any
side of the Throne. Rather, it is a report which is transmitted as
is, and so we repeat it while at the same time negating any modal-
ity, for }There is nothing whatsoever like unto Him{ (42:11),
and from Him comes all success.930

Al-TustarÏ authored a renowned ß‰fÏ commentary of the Qur’¥n
which has been translated into English. In it he gives the following
explanations:

v }And give me from Your presence a sustaining Power{ (17:80):
“A tongue that speaks on Your behalf, and on behalf of no one
else.”

v }Forsake the outwardness of sin and the inwardness thereof{

927 Cf. Ibn ±ajar’s Nukat ‘al¥ Ibn al-ßal¥^ (2:532); Ibn KathÏr (on Ka‘b al-A^b¥r and
Wahb ibn Munabbih) in his TafsÏr (3:379 on 27:41-44); al-Q¥rÏ, Shar^ Shar^ Nukhbat al-
Fikar (p. 548-549); al-Sakh¥wÏ’s Fat^ al-MughÏth (1992 ed. 1:150-151); ‘Itr, Manhaj
al-Naqd fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 328).

928 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:643).
929 Al-DhahabÏ, Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 214).
930 Ibn ±ajar, Fat^, Taw^Ïd, ch.  22 (1989 ed. 13:508).
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(6:120): “The outwardness of sin is its commission; the inward-
ness, its love.”

ibr®h¬m al-±arb¬ 931

Ab‰ Is^¥q Ibr¥hÏm ibn Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ g(198-285) of
Merv was a prominent companion and student of Im¥m A^mad. He
pursued knowledge from an early age and heard many of the great
masters of his time. Al-Kha~Ïb said of him: “He was an Im¥m in learn-
ing, a leader in asceticism, an expert in the Law, perspicuous in
rulings, a master in the memorization of ̂ adÏth, thoroughly versed in
its defects, accomplished in literature, and an encyclopedia of the
Arabic language.” He authored GharÏb al-±adÏth among other books.
Al-±¥kim relates that he was pre-eminent in Baghd¥d for four traits:
his superlative manners, his knowledge of the Law, his knowledge of
^adÏth, and his asceticism (zuhd). Al-D¥raqu~nÏ said he compared to
A^mad himself in all these respects. However, al-DhahabÏ said many
of his transmission chains were more those of a student than a master
due to their length.

Among his sayings:

v “The stranger is the one who once lived among saintly people
who helped him when he ordered good and forbade evil and
supplied him when he had some worldly need, then they died
and left him alone.”

v “I never wasted anything, nor ate twice in the same day.”
v “People are four types: a gentle and pleasant person who acts gen-

tly and pleasantly (malÏ^ yatamalla^); a gently and pleasant person
who acts inimically (malÏ^ yatabaghgha\); an inimical person who
acts gently and pleasantly (baghÏ\ yatamalla^); and an inimical
person who acts inimically (baghÏ\ yatabaghgha\). The first is
grace personified (mun¥); the second is bearable (yu^tamal); the
third I pity; and from the fourth I run as fast as I can.”

v To a man who asked him about “the name and the named” (al-
ism wal-musamm¥): “Do you know everything?” He replied no.
Al-±arbÏ said: “Then make this part of what you do not know.”

v “Not every separation is estrangement, nor is every reunion love;

A^mad ibn ±anbal

931 Sources: Ibn al-JawzÏ, ßifat al-ßafwa (2:410, 2:214); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:666-
676 §2391 and 8:219 §1425).
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only the nearness of the hearts is love.”
v He disapproved of ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ because he once saw him

going to pray behind the JahmÏ judge and grand inquisitor
against Ahl al-Sunna, A^mad ibn AbÏ Du’¥d (d. 240). The latter
was principally responsible for the 28-month-long jailing and
flogging of Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal who had declared him a
disbeliever (k¥fir) for holding that the Qur’¥n was created.932

Al-±arbÏ did not wash his garments more than once every four
months. Ibn al-Mukhalli| said: “He slipped in mud once. I could see
the trace of mud on his clothes until he washed them.”

Al-DhahabÏ relates that al-±arbÏ’s grave in Baghd¥d is a place one
visits for blessings. Ibn al-JawzÏ included himself in the number of
those who performed this visitation and relates that al-±arbÏ himself
used to say: “Ma‘r‰f al-KarkhÏ’s grave is proven medicine.” This is also
related by al-DhahabÏ who comments: “The supplication of those in
need is answered at every blessed site.”

‘abd all®h ibn a±mad 933

‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad (ibn Mu^ammad) ibn ±anbal g (d. 290),
the Im¥m’s son, compiled and transmitted the Musnad of his father
and the latter praised his knowledge of ̂ adÏth. When he died he asked
to be buried in al-Qa~Ï‘a instead of at his father’s gravesite in Baghd¥d,
saying: “I have authentic proof that there is a Prophet buried in al-
Qa~Ï‘a and I prefer to be [buried] near a Prophet to being near my
father.” 934

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ narrates through him the following reports from
Im¥m A^mad:
v My father said: “The graves of the great sinners of Ahl al-Sunna

are a garden, while those of the ascetics (zuhh¥d) among the
innovators are a pit; the transgressors (fuss¥q) of Ahl al-Sunna are
the Friends of All¥h, while the ascetics of the innovators are the
enemies of All¥h.”

932 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (4:142-153 §1825), al-DhahabÏ in the
chapter on Im¥m A^mad in the Siyar, Ibn al-SubkÏ in >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥
(2:37-51), and others.

933 Sources: Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:29, 1:184-186); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar
(9:512).

934 In Y¥q‰t al-±amawÏ’s Mu‘jam al-Buld¥n (1:306).
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v I asked my father about those who said: “When All¥h u spoke
to M‰s¥ eHe did not speak with a voice.” My father said: “All¥h
did speak with a voice! We narrate those ̂ adÏths [which prove it]
exactly as they came. The ^adÏth of Ibn Mas‘‰d states: ‘When
All¥h speaks to send a revelation a voice is heard from Him like
the dragging of a chain on top of a rock.’935 The JahmÏs deny this
^adÏth; they are disbelievers.” This cannot be authentic from the
Im¥m as he could not have failed to know that the voice that is
heard is that of the angels as indicated in the narration and as
explained in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ.

v From [Ab‰] al-±uwayrith ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Mu‘¥wiya (d.
130): “M‰s¥ remained for forty nights such that no one could
look at him without falling dead due to the light from the Lord
of the worlds.”936

‘Abd All¥h also narrated: “I asked my father about the man who
touches and kisses the pommel of the Prophet’s œ minbar to obtain
blessing, or does the same with the grave of the Prophet œ, or some-
thing to that effect, intending thereby to draw closer to All¥h. He
replied: ‘There is nothing wrong with it.’”937

A book entitled Kit¥b al-Sunna is attributed to ‘Abd All¥h ibn
A^mad. Its first edition was sponsored by King ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn Sa‘‰d
and a Jedda businessman named Mu^ammad ±usayn Na|Ïf (d. 1971
ce).938 It was published in Cairo in 1349/1930 by al-Ma~ba‘at al-
Salafiyya. Al-KawtharÏ in his Maq¥l¥t (p. 355) lambasted it as a

A^mad ibn ±anbal

935 The ^adÏth is actually narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-BayhaqÏ, Ibn AbÏ Shayba,
Ibn Mard‰yah, Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa, and from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-
Bukh¥rÏ, al-TirmidhÏ, Ibn M¥jah, and others.

936 Suy‰~Ï cites it in al-Durr al-Manth‰r and says it is narrated by Ab‰ al-Shaykh, Ibn
al-Mundhir, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, and al-±¥kim, while al-DhahabÏ declared its chain “soft”
(layyin). Al-Sha‘r¥nÏ in al-Yaw¥qÏt (p. 281) mentions that not death but blindness
ensued which M‰s¥ would then cure with a touch of his hand. All¥h knows best.

937 Narrated by ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal in his ‘Ilal (2:492).
938 This man also financed the attack on Im¥m al-KawtharÏ by ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-

Mu‘allimÏ al-Yam¥nÏ (d. 1976 CE) entitled al-TankÏl lim¥ Warada fÏ Ta’nÏb al-KawtharÏ min
al-Ab¥~Ïl in which the latter declared: “All¥h has a body unlike bodies” and which Alb¥nÏ
published. The author heard in Damascus from Shaykh W¥’il al-HanbalÏ, from ‘Abd al-
Rahm¥n ibn N¥sÏr al-Alb¥nÏ, that a dispute over the sales of this books was the reason
Alb¥nÏ and Zuhayr al-Sh¥wÏsh ended their friendship.”
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collection of anthropomorphist forgeries and renamed it Kit¥b al-
Zaygh (“The Book of Deviation”). He quoted from it the following
excerpts:

v “Is establishment (istiw¥’) other than by sitting (jul‰s)?” 939

v “All¥h spoke to M‰s¥ with His lips (mush¥fahatan).”  
v “All¥h did not touch anything with His hand except ®dam.” 
v “When All¥h sits on the Throne, it squeaks like a new saddle.” 
v “All¥h sits on the Throne and only four spans remain vacant.” 
v “All¥h u showed part of Himself.” 
v “His u other hand was empty without anything in it.” 

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ relates something similar from A^mad ibn Ja‘far ibn
Ya‘q‰b al-I|~akhrÏ940 attributed to Im¥m A^mad himself: “Whoever
claims that our pronunciation and recitation (alf¥·un¥ wa-til¥watun¥)
of the Qur’¥n are created, even if they say that the Qur’¥n is the word
of All¥h, is a JahmÏ, and whoever does not declare him a disbeliever is
like him, and All¥h spoke to M‰s¥ from His mouth (min fÏh), and He
handed him the Torah from His hand to his hand.” Al-DhahabÏ cate-
gorically denies the authenticity of its ascription to A^mad.941

Kit¥b al-Sunna received two recent editions: by Mu^ammad
Basy‰nÏ Zaghl‰l who based his work on the 1930 edition; and by
Mu^ammad al-Qa^t¥nÏ, an Umm al-Qur¥ University graduate and
author of the dubious al-Wal¥’ wal-Bar¥’.

Shaykh N‰^ Keller commented on Kit¥b al-Sunna:
I looked this book over with our teacher in ^adÏth, Sheikh
Shu‘ayb al-Arna’‰~, who had examined it one day, and said that at
least 50 percent of the ̂ adÏths in it are weak or outright forgeries.

939 Al-QinnawjÏ wrote in his Qi~f al-Thamar (p. 39): “Whoever believes that His estab-
lishment over the Throne is like the establishment of a creature over a chair is an
ignorant and misguided innovator.”

940 He is unknown.
941 See al-DhahabÏ’s Siyar (9:503), chapter on Im¥m A^mad, section entitled ±¥l al-

Im¥m A^mad fÏ Dawlat al-Mutawakkil. Al-DhahabÏ also dismisses the attribution of
al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya to Im¥m A^mad. Further down (9:512), al-DhahabÏ cites most
of al-I|~akhrÏ’s narration from A^mad and exclaims: “By All¥h! The Im¥m never said
these things. May All¥h destroy the one who forged them!... Look at the ignorance of
the ̂ adÏth scholars, who narrate such nonsense without a peep.”
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He was dismayed how Mu^ammad al-Qa^~¥nÏ, the editor and
commentator, could have been given a Ph.D. in Islamic faith
(‘aqÏda) from Umm al-Qur¥ University in Saudi Arabia for ready-
ing for publication a work as sadly wanting in authenticity as this.

Ostensibly a “^adÏth” work, it contains some of the most hard-
core anthropomorphism found anywhere, such as the ^adÏth
that “when He Most Blessed and Exalted sits on the kursÏ, a
squeak is heard like the squeak of a new leather saddle” (Kit¥b al-
Sunna [Dammam: D¥r Ibn al-Qayyim, 1986 /1406], 1:301), or
“All¥h wrote the Torah for Moses with His hand while leaning
back on a rock, on tablets of pearl, and the screech of the quill
could be heard. There was no veil between Him and him” (ibid,
1:294), or “The angels were created from the light of His two
elbows and chest” (ibid, 2:510), and so on.   

The work also puts lies in the mouths of major ±anbalÏ
scholars and others, such as Kh¥rija [ibn Mu|‘ab al-SarakhsÏ]
(d. 168/785), who is quoted as saying on istiw¥’ : “Does istiw¥’
mean anything except sitting?” (ibid., 1:106), with a chain of
transmission containing a liar (kadhdh¥b), an unidentifiable
(majh‰l), plus the text with its contradiction (mukh¥lafa) of
Islamic faith (‘aqÏda). Or consider the forty-nine pages of revile-
ment of Ab‰ ±anÏfa and his school that it mendaciously
ascribes to major Im¥ms, such as that relating that Is^¥q ibn
Man|‰r al-K‰saj (d. 251/865) said, “I asked A^mad Ibn
±anbal, ‘Is a man rewarded by All¥h for loathing Ab‰ ±anÏfa
and his colleagues?’ and he said, ‘Yes, by All¥h’” (ibid., 1:180).
To ascribe things so stupid to a man of Godfearingness (taqw¥)
like A^mad, whose respect for other scholars is well attested to
by chains of transmission that are rigorously authenticated
(|a^Ï^), is one of the things by which this counterfeit work over-
reaches itself, and ends in cancelling any credibility that the
name on it may have been intended to give it. Sheikh Shu‘ayb
told us he doesn’t believe it is really from A^mad ibn ±anbal’s
son ‘Abdullah, since there is an unidentifiable (majh‰l) trans-
mitter in the book’s chain of ascription to ‘Abdullah. But the
fact that such a work exists may give you an idea of the kinds of
things that have been circulated about A^mad after his death,
and the total lack of scrupulousness among a handful of

A^mad ibn ±anbal
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anthropomorphists who tried literally everything to spread
their bid‘as.942

Later Figures Connected to the ±anbalÏ School
al-khall ®l 943

A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn H¥r‰n, Ab‰ Bakr al-Baghd¥dÏ al-
Khall¥l g (230?-311)was a ±anbalÏ ^adÏth Master who is the most
important narrative link between Im¥m A^mad and posterity. Some
count him among the junior companions of Im¥m A^mad while al-
DhahabÏ only states: “It is possible he may have seen him as a boy.” He
authored al-J¥mi‘ li-‘Ul‰m A^mad ibn ±anbal in forty volumes – the first
compilation of Im¥m A^mad’s teachings in fiqh–, al-‘Ilm, al-‘Ilal, al-
Sunna, and Akhl¥q A^mad ibn ±anbal. A frank anthropomorphist, he
states at length in his Kit¥b al-Sunna that whoever denies that “All¥h
sits on the kursÏ and there remains only four spans vacant” is an unbe-
liever.

al-barbah®r ¬ 944

Al-±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Khalaf, Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-Barbah¥rÏ g (d.
329)was a ^adÏth Master who accompanied A^mad’s foremost com-
panion Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ, as well as the ß‰fÏ Master of his time, Sahl
ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TustarÏ. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ reports that al-Barbah¥rÏ com-
posed a Shar^ Kit¥b al-Sunna in which he said: “Whoever takes up arms
against one of the Im¥ms of the Muslims [i.e. one of the Caliphs] is a
Kh¥rijÏ who has split the unity [lit. ‘split the staff’] of Muslims and con-
travened the Prophetic reports, and his death is a death in J¥hiliyya.” He
also said: “Know that the Religion is nothing other than imitation(i‘lam
anna al-dÏna innam¥ huwa al-taqlÏd), and I mean imitation of the Com-
panions of the Prophet œ (wal-taqlÏdu li-a|^¥bi ras‰lillah |allall¥hu
‘alayhi wa-sallam).” This book was published in MadÏna at Maktabat al-
Ghurab¥’ al-Athariyya (1993) and is popular among “SalafÏs” although
the above excerpts show a clear condemnation of the l¥-madhhabiyya
heresy and cites the rule on which the Ulema based their anathema of
the Wahh¥bÏs for rebelling against the Muslim Dawla.

942 From the website http://www.masud.co.uk/ISLAM/nuh/masudq5.htm.
943 See on him the Siyar (11:311, 9:530-531) and Tadhkirat al-±uff¥· (3:785).
944 Sources: Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:18-29 §588); Ibn al-AthÏr, al-K¥mil

fÏl-T¥rÏkh (D¥r ß¥dir ed. 8:307-309, 8:378); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (11:543-45 §2899).
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Concerning the JahmÏs, al-Barbah¥rÏ declared: “Whoever says that
his pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is created is a JahmÏ, and whoever
keeps uncommitted, saying that it is neither created nor uncreated, is
a JahmÏ. This is what A^mad ibn ±anbal said.” Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in al-
Intiq¥’ relates otherwise from A^mad. We already mentioned that
Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ considered the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n creat-
ed and was expelled from Bukh¥r¥ by the ±anbalÏs for it.

The group of ±anbalÏs led by al-Barbah¥rÏ in Baghd¥d considered
themselves reformers and often took to the streets to forcibly redress
what they considered unacceptable contraventions of the Religion,
injuring or killing those they considered JahmÏs, destroying taverns
and musical instruments, striking women singers, etc. In the year 320
in Baghd¥d, al-Barbah¥rÏ was declared wanted by the authorities and
the houses of his followers were ransacked. He fled and remained in
hiding until his death nine years later.

The worst controversy attached to al-Barbah¥rÏ and his group by far
was their anthropomorphist teaching on the basis of weak narrations
attributing limbs and place to All¥h u. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ relates in his
>abaq¥t that al-Barbah¥rÏ never sat to teach without mentioning that
the Prophet œ sits “next to All¥h” on the Throne.945 Ibn al-AthÏr
relates the Caliph al-R¥\Ï’s edict against the ±anbalÏs in the year 323,
in which he said: “You mention the ‘hand’ and the ‘fingers’ and the
‘two feet’ and the ‘two gilded sandals’ and the ‘short and curly hair’
and the ‘climbing’ to heaven and the ‘descending’ to the world –
Exalted is All¥h far above what the oppressors and rejecters say of
Him! The Commander of the Believers swears an oath before All¥h by
which he binds himself, that unless you put an end to your vile belief
and crooked way, to destroy you to the last man by sword and by fire
inside your very houses!”

al-najj®d 946

A^mad ibn Salm¥n ibn al-±asan, Ab‰ Bakr al-Baghd¥dÏ al-±anbalÏ
al-Najj¥dg(d. 348), eulogised by al-DhahabÏ as “the Im¥m, the ̂ adÏth
scholar, the ̂ adÏth Master, the jurisprudent, the Mufti, the Shaykh of
Iraq,” was the Shaykh of al-D¥raqu~nÏ, al-±¥kim, al-Kha~~¥bÏ, Ibn Man-

A^mad ibn ±anbal

945 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:43). See website cited in n. 902.
946 Main sources: Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:7-8); al-DhahabÏ, Siyar

(12:137 §3132), MÏz¥n (1:101).
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dah, al-KhiraqÏ, and others. He narrated from ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad
ibn ±anbal and was the last to narrate from Ab‰ D¥w‰d. He was report-
ed to relate narrations which were not kept in his own records, perhaps
due to the loss of his sight.

Ab‰ ‘AlÏ ibn al-ßaww¥f said: “A^mad ibn Salm¥n al-Najj¥d used to
come with us to the ̂ adÏth scholars such as Bishr ibn M‰s¥ and others,
holding his shoes in his hands because, he said, ‘I love to walk bare-
foot in pursuit of the ^adÏth of the Prophet œ.’” Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥
comments: “He may have done so to conform with the Prophet’s s
saying: ‘Shall I not inform you of the one who will carry the lightest
burden on the Day of Judgment in front of All¥h? It is the one who
races towards good deeds, walking barefoot. GibrÏl told me: ‘All¥h
looks kindly upon a servant of His who walks barefoot in the pursuit of
good.’”947

Al-Najj¥d used to fast every day of the year, and he would break his
fast every night with a loaf of bread of which he left aside one mouth-
ful. On the night of Jumu‘a he would give away his loaf as charity, and
eat the mouthfuls he had put aside. He relates:

One time I found myself in difficulty so I went to visit Ibr¥hÏm al-
±arbÏ. I told him of my condition and he said: “You should know
that I too found myself in difficulty, until I only had small change
left in my possession. My wife said to me: ‘Look among your
books, see what you do not need, and sell it!’ After I prayed ‘ish¥ I
sat in the lobby of my house (al-dihlÏz) to write, whereupon some-
one knocked at the door. I asked who it was and he said: ‘Let me

947 Al-Mun¥wÏ cited similar narrations in Fay\ al-QadÏr: “If you race with each other
towards good, walk barefoot, because All¥h multiplies the reward of those who walk
barefoot over those who wear shoes.” Al-Mun¥wÏ said: “Narrated from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al-
>abar¥nÏ in al-Awsa~, al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d, and al-±¥kim in his T¥rÏkh Nays¥b‰r.
Its chain contains ‘¬s¥ ibn Nujay^ who, al-DhahabÏ said, forged narrations. Hence, Ibn
al-JawzÏ included it among his Maw\‰‘¥t (1:217). It is somewhat strengthened by al-
>abar¥nÏ’s other report whereby ‘Whoever walks barefoot in All¥h’s obedience, All¥h
will not ask him to account for His orders on the Day of Judgment.’ However, even the
latter report was said to be a fabrication.” Ibn al-JawzÏ’s verdict was confirmed by al-
Suy‰~Ï in al-La’¥li’ (1983 ed. 1:194), Ibn ‘Arr¥q in TanzÏh al-SharÏ‘a (1:251), al-Ghum¥rÏ
in al-MughÏr (p. 14) and al-A^dab in Zaw¥’id T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (8:199-200 §1745). Of
note here is Shu‘ba’s saying: “Those who go in pursuit of the ̂ adÏth on horseback (‘al¥
al-daw¥bb) cannot succeed.” Narrated by Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (7:179 §10117).
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speak to you.’ I opened the door. He said to me: ‘Put out the
light,’ so I put it out. He came into the lobby and put down a
food-basket (karra). Then he said to me: ‘We have prepared
food for the children, and we wanted you and your children to
have your share of it. This is something else together with it,’ and
he placed something next to the basket, adding: ‘Use it as you
wish.’ I did not know who that man was. Then he left. I called my
wife and told her to light the candles. She lit them and came to
see. The basket was wrapped in an expensive scarf and con-
tained fifty different kinds of food. Next to it was a purse
containing a thousand dinars.” I got up and took my leave of al-
±arbÏ, after which I went to A^mad [ibn ±anbal]’s grave to visit
him. Then I went on my way. As I was walking on the side of the
road, an old woman, one of our neighbors, met me and said:
“A^mad, why do you look so downcast?” I told her of my predica-
ment. She said: “Do you know that your mother gave me three
hundred dirhams before she died, and said to me: ‘Keep them,
and if you see my son in difficulty or downcast one day, give them
to him.’ Come with me so I can give them to you.” I went with her
and she gave me the sum. 

ibn ba>>a 948

‘Ubayd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-‘UkbarÏ, known
as Ibn Ba~~a g (d. 387), a student of al-Najj¥d and one of the main
authorities in doctrine and law in the ±anbalÏ school, was a pious
scholar who never left his house in forty years and fasted permanent-
ly, except on the two ‘¬ds. Al-DhahabÏ declares him “an ¬m¥m in the
Sunna and an ¬m¥m in fiqh” but then cites Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-AzharÏ’s
verdict that “Ibn Ba~~a is extremely weak” (\a‘Ïf \a‘Ïf ) while al-Kha~Ïb
declares him a forger and narrates from Ab‰ Dharr al-HarawÏ and
others that al-D¥raqu~nÏ questioned his truthfulness. Ibn ±ajar
states: “I discovered something in connection with Ibn Ba~~a which I
found scandalous and hideous.” He then shows that Ibn Ba~~a may
have added words to a ^adÏth to give it an anthropomorphic slant.
The ^adÏth in question is Ibn Mas‘‰d’s ^adÏth of the Burning Tree
narrated by al-TirmidhÏ with a weak chain, whereby the Prophet œ

A^mad ibn ±anbal

948 Sources: al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (10:371-374, 13:167); al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n al-
I‘tid¥l (3:15 §5394); Ibn ±ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (4:113-114 §231).
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said: “When All¥h spoke to M‰s¥ e, the latter was wearing a robe of
wool, a wool cloak, and a pair of sandals made of untanned ox
leather.” The addition cited by Ibn ±ajar and apparently forged by
Ibn Ba~~a reads: “He [M‰s¥] said: ‘Who is that Hebrew (al-‘ibr¥nÏ)
speaking from the tree?’ All¥h said: ‘I am All¥h.’” This addition sup-
ports two tenets of anthropomorphism, direction and voice, while
the position of Ahl al-Sunna is that M‰s¥ e heard All¥h without
either.949

ibn ab¬  ya‘l® and his  father 950

Mu^ammad ibn al-Q¥\Ï Mu^ammad AbÏ Ya‘l¥ ibn al-±usayn, al-
Q¥\Ï Ab‰ al-±usayn al-Farr¥’, known as Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ g(d. 526) was
the author of >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (“Synchronic Layers of the
±anbalÏs”). Al-DhahabÏ said of him: “He exaggerated concerning the
Sunna and harped on the Attributes […]. Al-SilafÏ said: ‘He showed
fanaticism for his School and criticised Ash‘arÏs a lot without fearing
any reproach; he composed books pertaining to his School; he was
devout, trustworthy, and well-established as a narrator and we took
^adÏth from him.’” Some of what he relates in the >abaq¥t is from
unknown sources or individuals and therefore unverifiable. Al-
Bukh¥rÏ himself cast doubt on the authenticity of what is related from
Im¥m A^mad by the early ±anbalÏs.951 However, this biographical
compendium is full of valuable information as well as interesting
anecdotes about Im¥m A^mad and his school. The ̂ adÏth Master Ibn
Rajab continued the work by providing biographical notices on the
layers between his time and that of Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥.

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s father, al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ ibn al-Farr¥’ – Mu^ammad
ibn al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn Khalaf – (d. 458) was one of the
major jurisprudent scholars of the ±anbalÏ school and the author of
Ib~¥l al-Ta’wÏl¥t li-Akhb¥r al-ßif¥t, also known as Ib~¥l al-Ta’wÏl (“The
Invalidation of Figurative Interpretation”) in which, al-DhahabÏ says,
“he was verbose and cited worthless narrations inappropriate for use
to assert any Divine Attribute whatsoever!”952 Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ is dismissed as

949 As narrated from al-Nakha‘Ï in al-Tha‘¥libÏ’s TafsÏr (4:117).
950 Sources: al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (14:481 §4749); Ibn al-AthÏr, al-K¥mil fÏl-T¥rÏkh (D¥r

ß¥dir ed. 10:52 [year 458]).
951 In Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, cf. al-KawtharÏ in his edition of al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (p. 266).
952 Al-DhahabÏ, Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 271), cf. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila
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an anthropomorphist (mujassim) by his own ±anbalÏ colleagues such
as Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-TamÏmÏ and Ibn al-JawzÏ throughout the lat-
ter’s book Radd Shubah al-TashbÏh.953 There might be an oblique
reference to him in Ibn Qud¥ma’s closing words in Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl:
“Whoever affirms an attribute for All¥h u on the basis of any of those
forged ^adÏths is in a worse state than those who interpret the sound
^adÏths figuratively!” Ab‰ Ya‘l¥’s Ib~¥l was recently resuscitated and
reinjected into the book market under the editorship of an Ab‰ ‘Abd
All¥h al-NajdÏ.

Im¥m A^mad and Kal¥m Theology

One of the misunderstandings prevalent among the “SalafÏs” who
misrepresent Im¥m A^mad’s school today is his position regarding
kal¥m or dialectic theology. It is known that he was uncompromisingly
opposed to kal¥m as a method, even if used as a means to defend the
truth, preferring to stick to the plain narration of textual proofs and
abandoning all recourse to dialectical or rational ones. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥
and Ibn al-JawzÏ relate his saying: “Do not sit with the people of kal¥m,
even if they defend the Sunna.” This attitude is at the root of A^mad’s
ostracism of the Sh¥fi‘Ï ß‰fÏ and mutakallim al-±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ
although the alleged condemnation of al-Mu^¥sibÏ as a JahmÏ is
excessive. It also explains the disaffection of later ±anbalÏs towards
Im¥m al-Ash‘arÏ and his school, despite the latter’s subsequent stand-
ing as the Im¥m of the Sunni creed par excellence. The reasons for this
rift are now obsolete although the rift has amplified beyond all recog-
nizable shape, as it is evident, in retrospect, that opposition to
Ash‘arÏs, for various reasons, came out of a major misunderstanding
of their real contributions within the Community, whether as individ-
uals or as a whole.

There are several general reasons why the ±anbalÏ-mutakallim rift
should be considered artificial and obsolete. First, kal¥m in its original
form was an innovation in Isl¥m (bid‘a) against which there was near-
unanimous opposition among Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a. Accordingly

A^mad ibn ±anbal

(2:197) and Ibn al-AthÏr, al-K¥mil (8:228=8:16). See a modern refutation by Sa‘Ïd
Fawda at http://www.al-razi.net/website/pages/m21.htm.

953 Al-TamÏmÏ said: “He [Ab‰ Ya‘l¥] has beshat the ±anbalÏs with filth that water
cannot wash away!” Ibn al-AthÏr, al-K¥mil (8:378=8:104). Cf. Ab‰ Bakr ibn al-‘ArabÏ in
his al-Qaw¥|im wal-‘Aw¥|im (2:283=p. 209).
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there was resistance among the Salaf to the use of kal¥m for the pur-
pose of defending the Sunna, exemplified by Im¥m A^mad’s position
cited above. One reason why they disallowed it was wara‘: because of
extreme scrupulousness against learning and practicing a discipline
initiated by the enemies of the Sunna. Thus many of them considered
kal¥m reprehensible but not forbidden in absolute terms, as is clear
from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s statement narrated by Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim: “If I wanted to
publish books refuting every single opponent [of the Sunna] I could
easily do so, but kal¥m is not for me, and I dislike that anything of it be
attributed to me.”954 This shows that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï left the door open for
others to enter a field which he abstained from entering out of strict
Godwariness. Others, like Ab‰ ±anÏfa, felt confident enough to enter
kal¥m disputations against non-Sunnis without finding themselves in
a moral quandary.

Second, kal¥m is a difficult and delicate science that demands a mind
above the norm. The Im¥ms forbade it as a sadd al-dharÏ‘a or precau-
tionary measure. They rightly foresaw that unless one possessed an
adequate capacity to practice it, one was courting disaster. This was the
case with A^mad’s student Ab‰ >¥lib 955 and other early ±anbalÏs who
misinterpreted A^mad’s doctrinal positions – as al-Bukh¥rÏ indicated –
and whom A^mad himself rebuked for it. Al-Bukh¥rÏ, A^mad, and oth-
ers of the Salaf thus experienced first hand that one who dabbled in
kal¥m could easily lapse into heresy, innovation, or disbelief. This was
made abundantly clear in Im¥m M¥lik’s answer to the man who asked
how the Merciful established Himself over the Throne: “The establish-
ment is known, the ‘how’ is inconceivable, and to ask about it is an
innovation.”956 M¥lik’s answer is the essence of kal¥m at the same time
as it warns against the misuse of kal¥m, as observed by the late Dr. Ab‰ al-
Waf¥’ al-Taftaz¥nÏ.957 M¥lik’s reasoning is echoed by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s advice
to his student al-MuzanÏ: “Take proofs from creation to know about the
Creator, and do not burden yourself with the knowledge of what your
mind cannot reach.” Similarly, Ibn Khuzayma and Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim

954 Narrated from al-RabÏ‘ by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (8:388).
955 See appendix “The Controversy over the Pronunciation” (n. 1105).
956 See notes 378-380.  
957 See the relevant citation in the collection of essays entitled Al-Dukt‰r Ab‰ al-Waf¥

al-Taftaz¥nÏ ust¥dhan lil-ta|awwuf wa-mufakkiran Isl¥miyyan, 1930-1994: bu^‰th ‘anhu wa-
dir¥s¥t muhd¥t ilayh, ed. ‘®~if al-Ir¥qÏ (Cairo: D¥r al-Hid¥ya, 1995).
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admitted their technical ignorance of the science of kal¥m, at the same
time acknowledging its possible good use by qualified experts. As for
Ibn Qutayba, he regretted his kal¥m days and preferred to steer com-
pletely clear of it.

Third, in the language of the early scholars, kal¥m was synony-
mous with the doctrines of the Qadariyya, Murji’a, Jahmiyya,
Jabriyya, Raw¥fi\, and Mu‘tazila and their multifarious sub-sects.
This is shown by the examples Ibn Qutayba gives of kal¥m and
mutakallim‰n in Mukhtalif al-±adÏth, none of which belongs to Ahl al-
Sunna except the SunnÏ type of Murji’a.958 Similarly the adherents of
kal¥m brought up in the speech of al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, Ibn al-Mub¥rak,
Ibn R¥h‰yah, Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and the rest of the pre-±anbalÏ schol-
ars of ^adÏth are the innovators of the above-mentioned sects, not
those who later opposed them using the same methods of reasoning.
The latter cannot be put in the same category. Therefore the early
works blaming kal¥m cannot be applied to the Sunni mutakallim‰n
such as Ash‘arÏs and M¥turÏdÏs in the same breath with the innova-
tors, and only those ignorant of the context of those condemnations
fail to see this.

ibn ‘as®kir’s  fatw® on ka l®m

The above is the position of all the early Ash‘arÏ Im¥ms including
al-QushayrÏ, al-BayhaqÏ, al-Ghazz¥lÏ, and Ibn ‘As¥kir. The latter said:

The condemned kal¥m is the kal¥m of the people of vain dispu-
tation and whatever positions the rebellious innovators try to
promote in the most artful terms. As for the kal¥m that conforms
with the Book and the Sunna, articulating the actual positions of
the Doctrine at the time dissension rears its head, such a kal¥m is
highly praiseworthy among the Ulema as well as those who teach
it. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï excelled at it and understood it. He confronted
more than one innovator and cited proofs against them until
they were defeated […]. Those of our Im¥ms that considered it
desirable to relinquish probing into kal¥m did so only in relation
to that specific context, namely, that the condemned kal¥m is
only the kal¥m of the people of innovations which contravenes

A^mad ibn ±anbal

958 Cf. p. 42-44 above.
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the Book and the Sunna. As for the kal¥m that conforms to the
Book and the Sunna, exposing [the truth] reasonably and elo-
quently, it is highly praiseworthy and desirable in time of
need.959

al-sh®>ib¬ ’s  fatw® on kal®m

Al-Sh¥~ibÏ said in his Muw¥faq¥t: “The Congregation of the
Muslims follow Im¥m M¥lik’s position, unless one is obliged to speak.
One must not remain silent if his purpose is to refute falsehood and
guide people away from it, or if one fears the spread of misguidance
or some similar danger.”960 Im¥m al-KawtharÏ spoke similarly in the
introduction to Ibn ‘As¥kir’s TabyÏn and so did Shaykh WahbÏ Gh¥wjÏ
in the introduction to Badr al-DÏn Ibn Jam¥‘a’s ¬\¥^ al-DalÏl.961

ibn al-subk¬’s  fatw® on kal®m

Im¥m Ibn al-SubkÏ spoke similarly of the obligatory nature of kal¥m
in certain specific circumstances, as opposed to its superfluousness at
other times: “The use of kal¥m in case of necessity is a legal obligation
(w¥jib), and to keep silent about kal¥m in other cases is a sunna.”962

al-qushayr¬’s f atw® on kal®m

Ibn al-SubkÏ gave the above reply following the fatw¥ by Im¥m Ab‰
al-Q¥sim al-QushayrÏ in response to those who charged Im¥m Ab‰ al-
±asan al-Ash‘arÏ with innovation:

Al-Ash‘arÏ and all the Muslim people of accomplished learn-
ing (ahl al-ta^|Ïl ) hold that the responsible Muslim has to know
the Creator Who is the object of his worship, with the proofs He
has established of His oneness and of His absolutely deserving all
the attributes of Lordship. They did not require that they know

959 Ibn ‘As¥kir, TabyÏn (al-KawtharÏ ed. p. 339 and 351).
960 Al-Sh¥~ibÏ, al-Muw¥faq¥t (2:332). See also page 419 and footnote 1115 infra.
961 Ibn ‘As¥kir, TabyÏn (KawtharÏ ed. p. 21); Ibn Jam¥‘a, ¬\¥^ al-DalÏl (1990 ed. p.

16). There are three different Ibn Jam¥‘as: the Q¥\Ï Badr al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Sa‘d All¥h al-±amawÏ thumma al-Mi|rÏ (639-733) cf. Bid¥ya (14:131), Durar
(3:367); the ^adÏth Master Q¥\Ï al-Qu\¥t ‘Izz al-DÏn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn Mu^ammad ibn
Ibr¥hÏm al-DimashqÏ thumma al-Mi|rÏ (694-767) cf. Durar (2:489); and the Mufassir
Q¥\Ï Burh¥n al-DÏn Ab‰ Is^¥q Ibr¥hÏm ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^Ïm ibn Mu^ammad al-Mi|rÏ
thumma al-MaqdisÏ al-DimashqÏ (725-790) cf. Durar (1:39).

962 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:230).
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the jargon of the theologians such as “substance” and “accident”
(al-jawhar wal-‘ara\). What they required is that investigation (al-
na·ar) take place and that conclusions be drawn that lead one to
knowledge of All¥h Almighty. The mutakallim‰n only used such
terminology to make [this process] more comprehensible and
easier for students. The pious predecessors, even if they did not
use such terms, suffered no gaps in their sciences. The later gen-
erations that used such terms did not do so to part from the way of
truth or to innovate in the Religion. Just as the Jurists that came
after the time of the Companions and Successors used jurispru-
dential terminology such as “causation” and “the thing caused”
and “analogy” (al-‘illa wal-ma‘l‰l wal-qiy¥s) among others. Their
use of these terms was not a bid‘a. Nor was the lack of their use by
the Salaf a deficiency on their part. The same applies to the gram-
marians, the conjugators, the chroniclers, each group using its
own specific jargon.

If they say that preoccupation with the science of kal¥m is a bid‘a
and contravenes the way of the Salaf, the answer is that al-Ash‘arÏ is
not the only one from the people of the Qibla at whose feet such a
charge can be laid. Furthermore, such a charge is typical of the
rabble (al-±ashwiyya) who possess no learning in the first place.
Now, how can the Salaf of the Community be thought of as 
not taking the path of investigation and being content with 
imitation? Perish the thought – by All¥h! – that such be their
description. Rather, the Salaf among the Companions were fully
independent in their knowledge of the truth. They heard from
the Messenger œ the characteristics of the worshipped Deity and
pondered them in the light of the proofs forwarded in the Qur’¥n
and the reports of the Messenger œ in the questions of taw^Ïd.
Exactly so did the Successors and their followers, thanks to their
nearness to the time of the Messenger œ. When the people of
lusts appeared and the innovators became rife – the Khaw¥rij,
Jahmiyya, Mu‘tazila, Qadariyya – and produced their false argu-
ments, the Im¥ms of Ahl al-Sunna mobilised to confront them.
They rose to defend the Muslims with all that enlightened their
path. When they feared for the hearts of the Muslims lest they 
ferment and seethe in the adversaries’ falsehoods, they entered
the fray in fighting back and exposing their corruption. They

A^mad ibn ±anbal
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replied to their questions and guarded the Religion of All¥h from
them  by clarifying its proofs. For All¥h Most High said, }and rea-
son with them in the better way{ (16:125). Learn from His
Manners – exalted is He! Nor did they say, in the questions of
taw^Ïd, other than what All¥h Most High had taught them well in
the unambiguous parts of His Revelation.

One wonders at those who say, “There is no science of theolo-
gy in the Qur’¥n” while he finds the verses of juridical rulings and
those of jurisprudential principles, although they are quantita-
tively less by far! In sum, none denies the science of theology
except two types. The first type is an ignoramus who resorts to
taqlÏd. He finds it too hard to tread the path of the people of
learning and is far from that of the people of investigation.
People are the enemies of what they do not know. Seeing himself
prevented from achieving any competence in this science, he
turns to prohibit others as well, so as to misguide others just as he
has been misguided.

The second type is a person who holds corrupt views. He con-
ceals surreptitious innovations of misguidance. He hides from
people the shame of his views and keeps them in the dark as to
the disgraces of his secret beliefs and his ‘aqÏda. He knows very
well that the people of accomplished learning and investigation
are experts at tearing down the deceptive veils of innovators and
exposing the ugliness of their beliefs to all. The swindler hates
the mint master! But the fault is in the false coins in the swindler’s
hand, not in the master money-changer. }Are those who know
equal with those who know not?{ (39:9).963

abƒ zahra’s  and other f atw® on kal®m

Similarly, Shaykh Mu^ammad Ab‰ Zahra said: “Whenever you
hear Ab‰ Y‰suf or Mu^ammad [ibn al-±asan] or al-Sh¥fi‘Ï or Ibn
±anbal and others [among the early Im¥ms] revile the science of
kal¥m and those who take knowledge by following the methods of the
mutakallim‰n, know that they only meant by their criticism the
Mu‘tazila and the methodology of the Mu‘tazila.”964 Among those

963 Al-QushayrÏ, Shik¥yat Ahl al-Sunna bi-±ik¥yat m¥ N¥lahum min al-Mi^na in Ibn al-
SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:420-421).

964 Ab‰ Zahra, Ab‰ ±anÏfa (p. 133).
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infamous mutakallim‰n were Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d and Ab‰ ‘¬s¥ Bargh‰th al-
JahmÏ who both disputed with Im¥m A^mad at the time of his ordeal.

Similarly, Shaykh ‘Abd al-WakÏl Dur‰bÏ said: “What al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
meant [by the prohibition of engaging in kal¥m] was the heretical
scholastic theology that proliferated in his time and put rationalistic
theories ahead of the Qur’¥n and Sunna, not the science of theology
(‘ilm al-taw^Ïd) by which Ash‘arÏ and M¥turÏdÏ Scholars have clarified
and detailed the tenets of Sunni Isl¥m, which is an important part of
the Islamic sciences.”965

Similarly, Im¥m al-Ghazz¥lÏ in the Qaw¥‘id al-‘Aq¥’id part of his I^y¥’
cites several examples among the Im¥ms of the Companions and Salaf
who engaged in kal¥m disputations in response to the need of the
moment, such as Ibn ‘Abb¥s with the Khaw¥rij, ‘AlÏ with the philoso-
pher, al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ with the QadarÏ, etc.

What goes for the condemnation of kal¥m also goes for the con-
demnation of juridical opinion (ra’Ï). Im¥m al-KawtharÏ said:

What is found in the words of Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï and those of his
synchronical layer (~abaqa) that “the people of ra’Ï are the ene-
mies of the Sunan”966 is in the sense of the ra’Ï that contradicts the
Sunna that is transmitted concerning doctrine. They meant by it
the Khaw¥rij, the Qadariyya, the Mushabbiha, and similar innova-
tors. They did not mean ra’Ï in the sense of scholarly exertion
(ijtih¥d) in the branches of the Law that concern legal rulings. To
give this any other sense is to tamper with their wording. How can it
be otherwise when al-Nakha‘Ï himself and Ibn al-Musayyab him-
self are among those who express personal juridical opinion in the
branches, in spite of those who cannot picture them doing so?967

A^mad ibn ±anbal

965 In Reliance of the Traveller (p. 9).
966 Narrated from ‘Amr ibn ±urayth and others by al-D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan

(4:146), al-BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal (p. 190), Ibn ±azm in al-I^k¥m (6:213), Ibn ‘Abd al-
Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:1041-1042 §2001-2005) and al-L¥lik¥’Ï in Shar^ U|‰l
I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna (1:123). Also attributed to al-ZuhrÏ, cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘
(2:1052 §2032). See the definition of praiseworthy ra’Ï by Ibn ±ajar in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ
(1959 ed. 13:189 and 13:287-288) and Ibn al-Qayyim in I‘l¥m al-Muwaqqi‘Ïn (1:83) as
well as al-KawtharÏ’s Fiqh Ahl al-‘Iraq and the introduction to al-Tah¥nawÏ’s I‘l¥’ al-Sunan.

967 Al-KawtharÏ, Fiqh Ahl al-‘Iraq (p. 23-24). Cf. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm
(2:1052).
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In conclusion, any careful reader of Islamic intellectual history can
see that if the Ash‘arÏ scholars of kal¥m had not, by the grace of All¥h
u, engaged and defeated the various theological and philosophical
sects on their own terrain, the silence of Ahl al-Sunna might well have
sealed their defeat at the hands of their opponents.

A^mad’s Positions in Kal¥m: On Istiw¥’

Ab‰ al-Fa\l al-TamÏmÏ related that A^mad said, concerning istiw¥’:
[Istiw¥’] means height/exaltation (‘ul‰w) and elevation

(irtif¥‘). All¥h u is ever Exalted (‘¥lÏ) and Elevated (rafÏ‘) with-
out beginning, before He created the Throne. He is above
everything (huwa fawqa kulli shay’ ), and He is exalted over every-
thing (huwa al-‘¥lÏ ‘al¥ kulli shay’). He only specified the Throne
because of its particular significance which makes it different
from everything else, as the Throne is the best of all things and
the most elevated of them. All¥h u therefore praised Himself
by saying that He }established Himself over the Throne{ (20:5,
40:7), that is, He exalted Himself over it (‘alayhi ‘al¥). It is imper-
missible to say that He established Himself with a contact or a
meeting with it. Exalted is All¥h above that! All¥h is not subject
to change, substitution, nor limits, whether before or after the
creation of the Throne.968

An identical position is related from Ab‰ ±anÏfa in the Wa|iyya and
al-Ash‘arÏ in the Ib¥na.

On All¥h Not Possessing a Limit (±add)

It is a leitmotiv of anthropomorphists – forwarded by Ibn Taymiyya
– that Im¥m A^mad upheld the doctrine that All¥h u possesses a
limit (^add), although A^mad, like the rest of the Salaf, held the posi-
tion that All¥h u has no limit.969 Yet Ibn Taymiyya asserts: “Al-Q¥\Ï

968 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:296-297).
969 Ibn Taymiyya, Bay¥n TalbÏs al-Jahmiyya (1:445 and 2:162): “The Book and the

Sunna definitely show that concept [that All¥h exists and is separate from His creation
and firmly established to be real] as already mentioned of Im¥m A^mad’s adducing as
proof for this what the Qur’¥n says, which indicates that All¥h u has a limit by which
He distinguishes Himself from creatures, and that there is a divide (infi|¥l) and a sepa-
ration (mub¥yana) between Him and creation, so it is true that matters ascend and rise
up to Him, and it is true that He comes and arrives.” “Al-Khall¥l said: Mu^ammad ibn
‘AlÏ al-Warr¥q narrated to us: Ab‰ Bakr al-Athram narrated to us: Mu^ammad ibn
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[Ab‰ Ya‘l¥] said that A^mad asserts in absolute terms that All¥h u
had a limit but he negates it in ±anbal’s narration, saying: ‘We believe
that All¥h is on the Throne in the manner He wishes and however He
wishes, without limit nor description anyone could give or define Him
by.’ So he negated the limit that pertains to the description he men-
tioned, meaning the limit known by creatures […] And that is the
meaning of A^mad’s statement: ‘All¥h u has a limit that only He
knows.’”970 The latter phrase contradicts what is authentically report-
ed from Im¥m A^mad:

v [1] by al-Khall¥l: “All¥h uhas a Throne and the Throne has car-
riers carrying it while All¥h u is on His Throne although He has
no limit, and All¥h u knows best its limit”971;

v [2] by ±anbal ibn Is^¥q, the Im¥m’s cousin: “All¥h u is not to
be described more than whatever He described Himself with, or
His Prophet described Him with, without limit nor delimitation
(bil¥ ̂ addin wal¥ gh¥ya)”972;

v [3] by ±anbal also, as cited above: “We believe that All¥h is on
the Throne in the manner He wishes and however He wishes,
without limit nor description anyone could give or define Him
by.”973

v [4] by ±anbal also, in commentary of the verse }And He is with
you wheresoever you may be{ (57:4): “[I.e.] His knowledge. His
knowledge encompasses all, and our Lord is over the Throne
without limit (bil¥ ̂ add) or description.”974

v [5] by Ab‰ al-Fa\l al-TamÏmÏ: “All¥h u is not subject to change,
substitution, nor limits, whether before or after the creation of
the Throne.”975

A^mad ibn ±anbal

Ibr¥hÏm al-QaysÏ narrated to me: I said to A^mad ibn ±anbal that it is said that Ibn al-
Mub¥rak was asked: How do we know our Lord? and he replied: ‘In the seventh heaven
on His Throne, with a limit.’ A^mad said: ‘That is what we say too.’”

970 Ibn Taymiyya, Bay¥n TalbÏs (2:173). Of the sources of these beliefs is ‘Uthm¥n
ibn Sa‘Ïd al-D¥rimÏ, cf. Im¥m al-KawtharÏ in his essay Ta^dhÏr al-Umma min Du‘¥t al-
Wathaniyya (“Warning the Community about Those Who Call to Idol-Worship”).

971 A^mad ibn ±anbal, al-‘AqÏda Riwayata AbÏ Bakr al-Khall¥l, ed. ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ‘Izz al-
DÏn al-Sayraw¥n (Damascus: D¥r Qutayba, 1988) p. 78.

972 Narrated by Ibn Qud¥ma in Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl (p. 20 §32).
973 Narrated by Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ in Ib~¥l al-Ta’wÏl per Ibn Taymiyya, Bay¥n TalbÏs (2:173).
974 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ cf. Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w (p. 190 §229) and by al-L¥lik¥’Ï.
975 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:296-297).
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The same position is narrated from the following:
v ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib g: “He u spoke to M‰s¥edirectly (taklÏman)

without limbs, without organs, without lips, and without uvula!
Glorified is He above the imposition of modality by attributes.
Whoever claims that our God has boundaries is ignorant of the
Creator Who is worshipped. Whoever says that locations encom-
pass Him is inevitably heading for perplexity and confusion.”976

v Ibn al-M¥jish‰n: “As for He Who never changes, never ceases to
exist, has always existed without beginning, and like unto Whom
there is nothing and no one: no one knows “how” He is except
He. How could He be known as He is Who has no beginning,
does not die, and does not turn to dust? How can the attribute of
anything of His possess a limit (^add) or an endpoint (muntah¥)
that anyone might get to know or the extent of which he might
define??”977

v Al-TustarÏ: “I heard the Shaykh Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-SulamÏ
say: I heard Man|‰r ibn ‘Abd All¥h say: I heard Ab‰ al-±asan al-
‘Anb¥rÏ say: I heard Sahl ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TustarÏ say: ‘The
believers shall look at Him with their eyesights (bil-ab|¥r) without
encompassment (i^¥~a) nor attainment (idr¥k).’”978

v Ibn Kull¥b, Ab‰ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ, al-Kha~~¥bÏ, Ibn ±ibb¥n: “The
position that He is above the Throne but has no limit (^add) nor
dimension nor body is that of many of the upholders of the Divine
Attributes (al-|if¥tiyya) among the followers of Ibn Kull¥b and the
Ash‘arÏ Im¥ms including their early authorities and whoever
agrees with them among the jurists, […] the ̂ adÏth scholars, and
the ß‰fÏ| […] among them Ab‰ ±¥tim, Ibn ±ibb¥n, and Ab‰
Sulaym¥n al-Kha~~¥bÏ.”979 On Ibn ±ibb¥n see also his biographi-
cal notice in the chapter on al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.

v Ja‘far al-ß¥diq: “Whoever claims that All¥h is in (fÏ) something
or from (min) something or on (‘al¥) something has associated

976 Narrated from Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q, from al-Nu‘m¥n ibn Sa‘d by Ab‰ Nu‘aym
in ±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ (1997 ed. 1:114-115 §227=1985 ed. 1:73). Ab‰ Nu‘aym said: “This
narration is single-chained and narrated only by al-Nu‘m¥n, and Ibn Is^¥q narrated it
from him with a missing link (mursal).

977 Cf. Ibn Taymiyya, Fatw¥ ±amawiyya (p. 311-321)=Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (5:42-46).
978 Narrated by al-QushayrÏ in his Ris¥la, section titled “Doctrine of the Sufis” (§59).
979 Ibn Taymiyya, Bay¥n TalbÏs al-Jahmiyya (1:548, 1:600, 2:169).
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something with Him. For if He were on something He would be
carried; and if He were in something He would be limited; and if
He were from something He would be created.”980

v Ab‰ D¥w‰d [al->ay¥lisÏ] said: “Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, Shu‘ba,
±amm¥d ibn Zayd, ±amm¥d ibn Salama, SharÏk, and Ab‰
‘Aw¥na did not hold [that All¥h u had] a limit or a likeness or a
similitude. They would narrate the ^adÏths [of the Attributes]
without saying ‘how’. If asked, they would answer with whatever
was transmitted. And this is also our position.”981

v Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ: Al-SubkÏ said: “Al-Ash‘arÏ and most of
the Scholars of kal¥m have declared as disbelievers any innovator
whose innovation constitutes or leads to disbelief. For example,
if he claims that the object of his worship possesses an image
(|‰ra) or a limit (^add) and boundary (nih¥ya), or that it is per-
missible to attribute to him movement and stillness.”982

v M¥lik ibn Anas: “He is neither ascribed a limit nor likened with
anything” (l¥ yu^addad wal¥ yushabbah). Ibn al-‘ArabÏ al-M¥likÏ
said after citing it: “This is a pinnacle of taw^Ïd in which no
Muslim preceded M¥lik.”983

v Al->a^¥wÏ in his ‘AqÏda (§38): “He is beyond having limits placed
on Him, or being confined, or having parts or limbs. Nor is He
contained by the six directions as all created things are”
(wata‘¥l¥ ‘anil-^ud‰di wal-gh¥y¥ti wal-ark¥ni wal-a‘\¥’i wal-adaw¥t,
l¥ ta^wÏhi al-jih¥tu al-sittu kas¥’iri al-mubtada‘¥t).

v Ibn KhafÏf in his ‘AqÏda (§31): “They will see Him without
encompassment (i^¥~a) or delimitation (ta^dÏd) within any
given limit (^add), whether from the front, the back, above,
below, right, or left.”

v Ibn F‰r¥k: “The Teacher Ab‰ Bakr ibn F‰r¥k also mentioned
the above method in interpretation from one of our compan-
ions who said: ‘He established Himself in the sense of elevated.’
Then he said that such elevation is not in the sense of distance,
nor boundary, nor place in which He is firmly fixed. Rather, he
means by it what All¥h meant when He said: }Have you taken

A^mad ibn ±anbal

980 Cited by al-QushayrÏ in his Ris¥la, section titled “Doctrine of the Sufis” (§84).
981 Al-BayhaqÏ, Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 426-427; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:334-336).
982 Cited in al-KawtharÏ, Maq¥l¥t (p. 374).
983 In A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n (4:1740).
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security from Him Who is in the heaven…{ (67:16-17), that is,
above it, together with the preclusion of limit (^add) for Him
and the fact that He admits neither of being contained by a heav-
enly stratum nor of being encompassed by an earthly expanse of
space. All¥h Almighty was described thus in the evidence trans-
mitted, and so we do not dispute what the evidence said.”984

v Al-QushayrÏ: “}He established Himself over the Throne{ (7:54;
13:2; 20:5; 25:59; 32:4), however, the One without beginning
has no limit (al-qadÏm laysa lahu ^add). He ‘established Himself
over the Throne,’ however, it is impermissible to attribute to
Him proximity with His Essence or remoteness. He ‘established
Himself over the Throne,’ however, the Throne would be the
most needful of all things to an iota of connection (al-wi|¥l)
[with Him] if it were only alive! But it is a lifeless solid, and when
did solids ever possess volition? He ‘established Himself over the
Throne,’ however, He is the Everlasting Sovereign (al-ßamad)
without rival, the Unique without limit!”985

Examples of A^mad’s Ta’wÏl in the Attributes

Im¥m A^mad interpreted the “coming” of All¥h in the verse }Wait
they for aught else than that All¥h should come unto them in the shad-
ows of the clouds with the angels?{ (2:210) to mean that His order
(amr) should come, in the light of His saying: }Wait they for naught
else than that the angels should come unto them or your Lord’s com-
mand should come to pass?{ (16:33).986 He further interpreted
}Your Lord shall arrive{ (89:22) to mean His reward (thaw¥b)
should come.987 This interpretation is in line with both the view of the
early Salaf and that of the early and late Ash‘arÏ School:

v The T¥bi‘Ï Ab‰ al-‘®liya (d. 90) and al-RabÏ‘ (d. 139) said of 2:210:
“It means the angels come in the clouds. It is confirmed by His say-
ing: }A day when the heaven with the clouds will be rent asunder

984 Al-BayhaqÏ, Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 410-411=±¥shidÏ ed. 2:308-309).
985 Al-QushayrÏ, La~¥’if al-Ish¥r¥t (5:139).
986 Narrated by Ibn ±azm, al-Fi|al (2:173). Al-KawtharÏ in his edition of al-BayhaqÏ’s

al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (p. 448 cf. p. 292) states that Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ also narrates it from A^mad.
See also Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (Saqq¥f ed. p. 110 and 141).

987 Narrated through al-BayhaqÏ by Ibn KathÏr in al-Bid¥ya (10:361=10:342-343),
al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib A^mad, and Ibn al-JawzÏ in Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (p. 13).
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and the angels will be sent down, a great descent{(25:25).”988

v Al-BayhaqÏ said: “[Ab‰ al-‘®liya’s] commentary rightly establish-
es that the clouds are a place and vehicle only for the angels,
whereas there is neither place nor vehicle for All¥h
Almighty.”989

v Al-Ash‘arÏ said that All¥h Almighty on the Day of Judgment shall
bring about a certain act (fÏ‘l) which He named “coming” and
“arrival.”990

v Al-Qur~ubÏ reiterated al-Ash‘arÏ’s explanation and said: “It is
based on the lexical meaning of ity¥n, which is to proceed to do
something (al-qa|d il¥ al-shay’). The meaning of the verse is thus:
Wait they for naught else than that All¥h should cause to pass a
certain act with some of His creatures whereby He shall proceed
to requite them and judge them, just as He brought to be a cer-
tain act which He called ‘descent’ and another which He called
‘establishment.’”991

v The grammarian al-Akhfash (d. 210) said that }that All¥h
should come{ (2:210) is not understood literally concerning
All¥h, but means that His order (amr) should come.992

v The grammarian al-Zajj¥j (d. ca 310) said: “It means the
promised reckoning and punishment shall come to them in the
form of a cloud, as in His saying: }All¥h visited them from a place
whereof they reckoned not{(59:2), that is: by abasing them.”993

v Al-Fakhr al-R¥zÏ reiterated A^mad’s interpretation of verse 2:210:
“It means that His order should come unto them, as proved by His
saying: }Await they aught save that the angels should come unto
them or your Lord’s command should come to pass?{ (16:33). 

A^mad ibn ±anbal

988 Narrated from Ab‰ al-‘®liya [al-Riy¥^Ï the student of Ibn ‘Abb¥s] by al-BayhaqÏ
in al-Asm¥’ (KawtharÏ ed. p. 448; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:370 §943) through al-±¥kim with a
chain containing Ab‰ Ja‘far al-R¥zÏ (‘¬s¥ ibn AbÏ ‘¬s¥ M¥h¥n) whom al-Kha~Ïb and Ibn
±ajar declared “truthful but poor in memorizing” – although considered trustworthy
(thiqa) by Ibn al-MadÏnÏ, Ibn Ma‘Ïn, Ab‰ ±¥tim, and al-™iy¥’ al-MaqdisÏ – and by al-
>abarÏ, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, al-Qur~ubÏ, and al-Suy‰~Ï in their TafsÏrs (verse 2:210), also by
Ab‰ ‘Ubayd ibn Sall¥m and Ibn al-Mundhir as stated in al-Suy‰~Ï’s al-Durr al-Manth‰r.

989 Al-BayhaqÏ, Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 448; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:370).
990 Ibid. (KawtharÏ ed. p. 448; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:371).
991 Al-Qur~ubÏ, TafsÏr (verse 2:210).
992 As cited by al-Qur~ubÏ in his TafsÏr (verse 2:210).
993 Ibid.
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The two verses relate a single event, and one explains the other.”994

v Al-R¥zÏ further said that the saying of All¥h }Wait they{ (2:210,
16:33) is referring to the Jews: “His saying: }O you who believe!
Come, all of you, into submission{ (2:208) was revealed only
concerning the Jews.995 Then His saying }And if you slide back
after the clear proofs have come unto you{ (2:209) addresses
the Jews, and therefore His saying }Wait they{ is referring to
them.996 The meaning is: ‘They shall accept your Religion only if
All¥h comes to them in the shadows of the clouds so that they
can see Him distinctly, for the Jews were anthropomorphists
(mushabbiha). They considered it possible for All¥h to come and
go, and they said that He manifested Himself to M‰s¥ e on the
Mount in the shadows of the clouds. So they asked for something
similar in the time of Muhammad s.”997 

Concerning the ^adÏth: “On the Day of Resurrection, All¥h shall
come to the people in the form (|‰ra) that is familiar to them”998:

994 As cited by al-KawtharÏ, Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 447).
995 As established in al-W¥^idÏ’s Asb¥b al-Nuz‰l and al-Suy‰~Ï’s Asb¥b al-Nuz‰l.
996 This is also the position of Ibn KathÏr, al-Qur~ubÏ, and others on verse 2:210.
997 As cited by al-KawtharÏ, Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 448).
998 Narrated in a long ^adÏth from Ab‰ Hurayra and Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd by al-Bukh¥rÏ and

Muslim.
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Im¥m al-BayhaqÏ said:

This can be interpreted to mean that He shall come to them in
the Attribute (|ifa) that is familiar to them […] What confirms
this interpretation is the Prophet’s s saying in the narration of
‘A~¥’ ibn Yas¥r from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ: “Then All¥h will come
to them in a form lower [or more suitable] (adn¥) than the one
wherein they had seen Him,”999 whereas they had not seen Him
at all prior to this. One understands therefore that the meaning
of “form” here is “Attribute.”1000

Similarly, Im¥m Ab‰ Sulaym¥n al-Kha~~¥bÏ said:

The meaning of “All¥h shall come to the people etc.” is He shall
lift the veil for them so that they shall see Him with the eyes
(^att¥ yarawnahu ‘iy¥nan) just as they used to know Him in the
world through proofs (kam¥ k¥n‰ ‘araf‰hu fÏl-duny¥ istidl¥lan).
And the sight of Him after they used not to see Him is equivalent
to the coming of someone never seen heretofore.1001

Similarly, Sul~¥n al-‘Ulam¥’ said:

His coming (majÏ’uhu) is a figure of speech (maj¥z) for His being
present (^u\‰r) and His appearing for the eyes to see following
invisibility, as in the verse }And your Lord shall arrive with
angels, rank on rank{ (89:22).”1002

Similarly, Shaykh al-Isl¥m said:

Know that there are two positions among the people of learning
on the narrations and verses of the Divine Attributes. The first
one – and this is the school of the majority of the Salaf or rather all
of them – states that one does not address their meaning but says:

A^mad ibn ±anbal

999 Narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ.
1000 Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 296; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:70).
1001 In Ibn al-JawzÏ, Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh (1998 al-KawtharÏ repr. p. 35).
1002 Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, al-Ish¥ra il¥ al-¬j¥z (p. 106-107).
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We are obliged to believe in them and we hold, concerning them,
whatever befits the majesty of All¥h u and His magnificence, at
the same time categorically believing of All¥h u that }Nothing
whatsoever is like unto Him{ (42:11) and that He is declared
transcendent (munazzah) beyond corporeality (al-tajsÏm), dis-
placement (al-intiq¥l), dimensionality (al-ta^ayyuz) in any given
direction (jiha), and all the rest of the attributes of creatures. And
this position is that of a group of the scholars of kal¥m and a group
of their verifying scholars have preferred it. And it is the safest
position (wa-huwa al-aslam). The second position – and it is that of
most of the mutakallim‰n – is that such texts be interpreted
(tata’awwal) according to what befits them in their respective
contexts, and that this is permissible only to those who are quali-
fied to interpret them. Namely, one thoroughly versed in the
language of the Arabs, the principles of jurisprudence, and the
branches of the Law, with mastery in learning. According to this
position one says, about the words “Then All¥h shall come to
them”: the “coming” (al-ity¥n) is an expression for their seeing
Him. For custom dictates that whoever is absent from someone
else cannot be seen by the latter except by coming to him. So the
“coming” and “arrival” (majÏ’) here express the vision metaphori-
cally (maj¥zan). It was also said that the “coming” is an act among
the acts of All¥h u which He named “coming.” It was also said
that by the coming of All¥h is meant that one of the angels of All¥h
comes to them. Al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ said: “This latter meaning is the
most correct for the ̂ adÏth in my view.”1003

The above suffices to refute any claim of a supposed consensus of
the Salaf whereby they did not interpret the “coming” of All¥h u as
His order.1004

1003 Al-NawawÏ, Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim (Tur¥th ed. 3:19).
1004 “To explain these verses as a reference to the coming or arrival of the order of

All¥h is unsound because it contravenes the literal meaning (·¥hir al-laf·) of the verse
and the consensus of the salaf, and there is no proof for i~” Mu^ammad ibn ß¥li^ al-
‘UthaymÏn, Commentary on Ibn Taymiyya’s ‘AqÏda W¥si~iyya (Cairo: Maktabat al-‘Ilm,
p. 23). In reality, such interpretation is in strict conformity with the principles of
Qur’anic commentary nor is there any consensus to its contrary, as shown by the above
quotes. As for its proof, it is given in the verse (16:33) adduced by Im¥m A^mad.
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A^mad’s ‘AqÏda and Pseudo-±anbalÏ ‘AqÏda

The Sh¥fi‘Ï faqÏh, Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-HaytamÏ was asked: “Was the
belief of Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal the same as [certain] present-day
±anbalÏs claim?” He replied:

Concerning the doctrine of the Im¥m of Ahl al-Sunna, A^mad
ibn ±anbal g – may All¥h u grant him the loftiest of gardens as
his resting-place and destination, bestow upon us and him His
bounties, and grant him a dwelling in the loftiest firdaws – his
doctrine was in absolute conformity with the belief of Ahl al-
Sunna, and completely concordant. It included the belief that
All¥h u is exalted beyond those matters that the oppressors and
dissenters attribute to Him. That is, All¥h u is exalted from pos-
sessing direction, parts, corporeality, and so forth among the
various Attributes of imperfection.

The truth of the matter is that All¥h is free from all the
Attributes that are not characterised by absolute perfection; and
all those things that are being circulated and publicised among
the ignoramuses as being said by this great mujtahid Im¥m are a
slander. It is an outright lie that this Im¥m ever claimed direc-
tion or the like in describing the Attributes of All¥h u. May
All¥h lead to perdition those who attribute such positions to the
Im¥m who is entirely exonerated of having said such things!

All these matters have been explained by the ^adÏth Master,
Im¥m Ab‰ al-Faraj Ibn al-JawzÏ, who belongs to his [Im¥m
A^mad’s] School. He has cleared the Im¥m’s name of such foul
slanders and has provided explicit proofs exposing the lies of
the slanderers.

And beware of what Ibn Taymiyya, his student Ibn Qayyim al-
Jawziyya and others wrote; he [Ibn Taymiyya] is a man who took
his lusts for his lord, for which All¥h led him astray despite his
learning, sealed upon his hearing and heart, and put a veil upon
his sight; and who can guide him after All¥h let him be misguid-
ed? Why should He not, when these heretics have gone past the
boundaries set by the SharÏ‘a and trampled on them? Yet they
imagine that they are the guided ones, that they are guided by
their Lord Almighty when the truth is that they are not. Rather,
they are on the wrong path, the most heinous, misleading way

A^mad ibn ±anbal
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and most abominable traits. They are afflicted by vices and have
incurred a great loss. May All¥h humble their followers and wipe
the earth clean from their like!1005

a  contemporary example of  this  difference

A contemporary example of the disparity between ±anbalÏ ‘aqÏda
and puristic Taymiyyan views is the recent edition of the ±anbalÏ
Shaykh al-Isl¥m, the Im¥m and Musnid Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn
Badr al-DÏn ibn Balb¥n al-DimashqÏ al-ß¥li^Ï’s (1006-1083) com-
pendium of fiqh, adab and ‘aqÏda titled Mukhta|ar al-If¥d¥t fÏ Rub‘
al-‘Ib¥d¥t wal-®d¥b wal-Ziy¥d¥t by a “SalafÏ” student and his teacher
Mu^ammad Sulaym¥n al-Ashqar who injected into the work the fol-
lowing aberrations:1006

ibn balb®n’s  text             “salaf¬”  footnote                    rebuttal  
Conclusion: On knowledge of
All¥h u and what pertains
thereto and what the legally
qualified person must believe
[p. 485]

It is obligatory to categorically
affirm (al-jazm) that Heu is
one, indivisible and not made of
parts, single not in the sense of
number... [p. 487]

It is obligatory to categorically
affirm that Heu is neither a sub-
stance (jawhar) nor a body (jism)
nor an atom (‘ara\).

The author was not blessed with
success – All¥h forgive him! – in
reporting the ‘AqÏda of the Salaf
that Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal
and the expert authorities of the
Madhhab held.

Shaykh al-Isl¥m [A^mad] Ibn
Taymiyya warned against such
newfangled terms and cites the
very same terms used by the
author as examples of what not
to say.

Shaykh al-Isl¥m IT said…:  “the
terms jism, jawhar and the like
are neither in the Book of All¥h
nor the Sunna of His Prophet,
nor the words of any of the
Companions and their pious
Successors to the Day of
Judgment [sic] and the rest of
the Im¥ms of the Muslims,
whether to affirm or deny.”

Ibn Balb¥n – All¥h reward him! –
shows mastery of the ‘AqÏda of
the Sunni Salaf including Ab‰
±anÏfa, A^mad, and al-Ash‘arÏ
with a view to confront innova-
tions current in his time in and
outside his own School, includ-
ing tajsÏmand i‘tiz¥l.

Ibn Balb¥n echoes Ash‘arÏ (Ibn
KhafÏf) and M¥turÏdÏ  (Fiqh al-
Akbar) ‘aqÏdawhile Ibn Taymiyya
innovated triple-taw^Ïd termi-
nology never used by Im¥m
A^mad and claims that A^mad
believed All¥h has a limit where-
as it is established he held the
opposite.

Al-Ash‘arÏ uses the very same
terms in his Ris¥la il¥ Ahl al-
Thughar. Further, the term
“uncreated” (ghayr makhl‰q) is
not found in the Qur’¥n, the
Sunna or the language of the
Companions and Successors yet
A^mad used it against those who
affirmed the createdness of the
Qur’¥n.

1005 Al-HaytamÏ, Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya (p. 203).
1006 Ibn Balb¥n, Mukhta|ar al-If¥d¥t, ed. Mu^ammad N¥|ir al-‘AjmÏ (Beirut: D¥r al-

Bash¥’ir al-Isl¥miyya, 1998).
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Our shaykh Mu^ammad
[Sulaym¥n] al-Ashqar said:
“This is innovated speech that
misses the mark, which no legal
proof affirms nor denies there-
fore it can neither be confirmed
nor denied. And even if it were
confirmed it could suggest what
is untrue, as it would if it were
denied.”

The denial of place is an impre-
cise term (laf· mujmal) [!] and
innovated speech while All¥h
u has said that He is established
(mustawin) over His Throne
above His heavens in absolute
height (fÏl-‘ul‰w al-mu~laq). So
the words of the author – All¥h
forgive him! – are novel in mean-
ing as they are novel in wording.

This is innovated speech that
misses the mark, which no legal
proof affirms nor denies there-
fore it can neither be confirmed
nor denied. And even if it were
confirmed it could suggest what
is untrue, as it would if it were
denied. 

The author did not broach the
taw^Ïd of Godhead which is the
root of the Religion but instead
comes up with those newfan-
gled expressions that are not
found in the Book nor in the
Sunna and are unknown by the
Salaf. 

No, the meaning is known! 

This naysaying aims to justify
the heresy of “pre-existent 
contingencies indwelling the
Deity” (^aw¥dith l¥ awwala lah¥
^¥lla fÏ dh¥t All¥h) for which 
al-IkhmaymÏ (d.764) suspected
Ibn Taymiyya of dahriyya or
Aristotelian freethinking as 
did al-ßan‘¥nÏ in Ris¥la fÏm¥
Yata‘allaqu bikam al-B¥qÏ min
‘Umr al-Duny¥? (“Concerning
the Remaining Age of the
World”) and al-B‰~Ï in al-
Salafiyya (p. 164-175).

The commentator defends kufr
by crying bid‘a while Ibn
Balb¥n’s words are reiterated
verbatim by Sulaym¥n ibn ‘Abd
All¥h ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd
al-Wahh¥b in his letter on ‘aqÏda
entitled al-Taw\Ï^ ‘an Taw^Ïd al-
Khall¥q fÏ Jaw¥b Ahl al-‘Ir¥q
(1319/1901, p. 34, and Riyadh:
D¥r >aybah, 1984).

No comment needed.

Ibn Balb¥n defined the creed of
Oneness of Godhead at length
in the very passage rejected by
the commentator as unspeak-
able. The statement “whatever
occurs in the mind” is estab-
lished from Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ
g. Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said something
similar.

M¥lik said of istiw¥’ “its ‘how’ is
inconceivable” while al-Sh¥fi‘Ï
said, “I believe in what came
from All¥h in the meaning
meant (mur¥d) by All¥h and I
believe in what came from the
Messenger of All¥h in the mean-
ing meant by the Messenger of
All¥h u.”

Contingencies never indwell
Him (l¥ ta^ulluhu al-^aw¥dith)
nor does He indwell any of
them, nor can any of them
encompass Him.

So whoever believes or says that
All¥h is, in His essence (bi-
dh¥tih), in every place or in a
place, is a k¥fir. It is obligatory to
categorically affirm that He u
is separate (b¥’in) from His cre-
ation. All¥h u was when there
was no place then He created
place and He is now as He was
before He created place. [p.
489]

Whoever likens Him to anything
in His creation has definitely
committed kufr, for example, he
who says “He is a body” or says
“He is a body unlike bodies” (jis-
mun l¥ kal-ajs¥m).

In any case, whatever occurs in
the mind and dawns upon the
imagination, such is other than
the Owner of Generosity and
Majesty. [p. 490]

The authentically transmitted
Divine Names and Attributes
must be accepted, believed, and
conveyed just as they came even
if the meaning cannot be con-
ceived (wa’in lam yu‘qal ma‘n¥h).
[p. 491]
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It only left him through the
Divine decree.

This is part of the forbidden and
illicit tawassul as was assessed by
Ibn Tamiyya.

If he means by organs, such as
All¥h u has affirmed for
Himself of the two hands, the
eye, and others of His lofty
Attributes, then his words are
incorrect because they contra-
dict the text of the Qur’¥n. 

This cannot be correct, All¥h u
does what He wishes to Whom
He wishes, the noble Qur’¥n is
full of the causality (ta‘lÏl) of His
acts as in His saying, }For that
cause We decreed for the
Children of Israel{ (5:32),
}and for that He did create
them{ (11:119); and this talk is
incoherent, because the last of it
(‘in vain’) contradicts the state-
ment ‘by no prior cause nor
driving purpose.’ 

He u said: }Your Lord wrongs
no one{ (18:49) and injustice is
evil and prohibited. How then
could He possibly punish them
without prior offense, yet this be
^asan? 

First, the Jumh‰r said one may
attribute effects to other than
the Causator metaphorically.
Second, the denial of causes
and effects in the world of caus-
es and effects is the doctrine of
the fatalists (Jabriyya).

Im¥m A^mad assessed that
Tawassul through the Prophet
œ be part of every Muslim’s
du‘¥’ as admitted by IT himself.

Al->a^¥wÏ said in his ‘AqÏda
(§38): “He is beyond having lim-
its placed on Him, or being
bounded, or having parts or
limbs or organs (ta‘¥l¥ ‘anil-
^ud‰di wal-gh¥y¥ti wal-ark¥ni
wal-a‘\¥’i wal-adaw¥t).”

Al-Ashqar is unaware that Ahl al-
Sunna never attribute cause to
the Divine decrees and acts but
wisdom (^ikma) while the
Mu‘tazila cite the Qur’¥n claim-
ing that All¥h is driven by cause
and that His acts are motivated
by good. Al-M¥turÏdÏ in al-
Taw^Ïd (p. 215-216) ranks the
attribution of ‘illa to the Divine
acts among the aberrations of
the Mu‘tazila who pretexted
that, otherwise, All¥h would be
acting in vain. Ibn KhafÏf: “He
brings near Him whomever He
will without [need for] cause
and removes far from Him
whomever He will without
[need for] cause.”

Al-Ashqar’s objection is the
Mu‘tazilÏ doctrine in a nutshell
as phrased by al-Jubb¥’Ï to al-
Ash‘arÏ after which the latter
left them. Ibn KhafÏf said:
“All¥h is doer of what He will
}Know you not that unto All¥h
belongs the Sovereignty of the
heavens and the earth? He pun-
ishes whom He will, and
forgives whom He will. All¥h is
Able to do all things{(5:40)]:  

My ailment left me through the
blessing of seeing [Im¥m
A^mad] in dream, All¥h be well-
pleased with him! [p.493]

We ask Him u to make us firm
upon Sunni ‘AqÏda with the bara-
ka of our Prophet, the Leader of
creation. [p. 493]

The Madhhab of Ahl al-Sunna is
the affirmation (ithb¥t) of the
Names and Attributes together
with the negation of likeness
(tashbÏh) and organs (adaw¥t).
[p. 494]

Know that everything other than
All¥h and His Attributes is con-
tingent and that He has created
it, brought it into being, and
originated it from nothing, by
no prior cause (‘illa) nor driving
purpose (ghara\) nor motive
(d¥‘in) nor need (^¥ja) nor
necessity (m‰jib), nor is consid-
eration of any of the above
incumbent upon Him whatsoev-
er in His acts, yet He does
nothing in vain. [p. 496]

He u is free to torture and pun-
ish creatures without prior
offense nor subsequent recom-
pense nor fitting regard. He can
do what He likes and decree
freely over them in any terms He
wishes, yet all this is excellent
(^asan) on His part because they
are His dominion and He owns
them and cannot be taken to
account. Rather, they are taken
to account. [p. 497] 
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A^mad and al-±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ

Al-±¥rith ibn Asad ibn al-Layth, Ab‰ Abd All¥h al-Mu^¥sibÏ al-
Baghd¥dÏ (d. 243) was the Sh¥fi‘Ï faqÏh, expert in kal¥m, and ß‰fÏ
master whose words moved Im¥m A^mad to tears although the lat-
ter’s opposition to him resulted in the people’s desertion of
al-Mu^¥sibÏ who died in isolation. His name means “he who calculates
his actions” or “he who excels in the examination of his conscience.”
He was one of the earliest authors of ß‰fÏ treatises and the teacher of
al-Junayd.

There are three reasons for the rift between al-Mu^¥sibÏ and his
opponents: the aberrant charge of Jahmism reportedly made by
Im¥m A^mad or Ab‰ Zur‘a; his use of kal¥m, which is probably the
main reason why he was boycotted by A^mad’s circle, as diagnosed by
al-DhahabÏ; and his ta|awwuf, which irked Ab‰ Zur‘a and other schol-
ars of ^adÏth who found it overly strict, according to Ibn KathÏr.
Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda said:

Among the innovations are (1) the compilation of ^adÏth; (2)
the commentaries on the Qur’¥n; (3) the compilation of juridi-
cal questions stemming from pure opinion; (4) compilations
connected with the works of the heart. As for the first, it was casti-
gated by ‘Umar and Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ and others, while the
majority [of the Companions] allowed it; the second was casti-
gated by a number of Successors such as al-Sha‘bÏ; the third was
castigated by Im¥m A^mad and a small group; Im¥m A^mad
also castigated the fourth.1007

A^mad ibn ±anbal

We add: Injustice is not attributed to Him, He rules over His dominion just as He will, without
[anyone’s entitlement to] objection whatsoever [}Say : Who then can do aught against All¥h,
if He had willed to destroy the Messiah son of Mary, and his mother and everyone on earth? To
All¥h belongs the Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and all that is between them. He
creates what He will. And All¥h is Able to do all things{ (5:17); }The sentence that comes
from Me cannot be changed, and I am in no wise a tyrant unto the slaves{ (50:29)].” At the
same time it is obligatorily known that All¥h does not take back His promise to reward those
who believe and do good and punish evil-doers: }But as for those who believe and do good
works We shall bring them into gardens underneath which rivers flow, wherein they will abide
for ever. It is a promise from All¥h in truth; and who can be more truthful than All¥h in utter-
ance?{(4:122). The scholars have described the former evidence as “based on reason” (dalÏl
‘aqlÏ) and the latter as “based on law” (dalÏl shar‘Ï), noting that it is the latter which takes prece-
dence over the former. Cf. al-B‰~Ï, Kubr¥ al-YaqÏn¥t(p. 149).

1007 Ab‰ Ghudda, introduction to al-Mu^¥sibÏ’s Ris¥lat al-MustarshidÏn (p. 48).
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Doctrinally, al-Mu^¥sibÏ differed little with A^mad. Ibn al-JawzÏ
related that he had praised him with the words: “A^mad ibn ±anbal
was tested as were never tested Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ and al-Awz¥‘Ï.”1008

The same Ibn al-JawzÏ narrated that al-Mu^¥sibÏ was reportedly
accused of “converting people to Jahm’s opinion,”1009 an unfortunate
mistake in light of al-Mu^¥sibÏ’s intense opposition to the Jahmiyya: he
publicly disavowed his father for stopping short of declaring the
Qur’¥n uncreated, exhorted him to divorce his mother on grounds of
separate religions, and turned down his huge inheritance despite his
poverty on the basis of the Prophet’s s ^adÏth: “[The adherents of]
two different religious communities do not inherit from one anoth-
er.”1010 His book on the afterlife titled al-Tawahhum shows that he
understood the sight of All¥h in the hereafter and the rewards of
Paradise and punishments of Hell literally, as his book Fahm al-Qur’¥n
held that the Qur’¥n was uncreated, in conformity with Ahl al-Sunna
and contrary to the position of the Jahmiyya on the two topics. The
Jahmiyya further believed that the Divine Attributes were purely alle-
gorical, even denying that Attributes which could lexically be applied
to human beings belonged to All¥h, whereas ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-
Baghd¥dÏ defines al-Mu^¥sibÏ as one of al-mutakallim‰n al-|if¥tiyya
that affirm all the Divine Attributes without anthropomorphism (tash-
bÏh) nor nullification (ta‘~Ïl).1011

Al-Mu^¥sibÏ’s teachings are held in the highest esteem by subse-
quent Scholars. He is frequently quoted by al-NawawÏ. Ibn Taymiyya
cites him at length in al-Ris¥la al-Tadmuriyya and al-Fatw¥ al-±amawiyya
al-Kubr¥. ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ, T¥j al-DÏn Ibn al-SubkÏ, and Jam¥l
al-DÏn al-IsnawÏ all reiterate the statement whereby “Upon the books of
al-±¥rith ibn Asad al-Mu^¥sibÏ on kal¥m, fiqh, and ^adÏth rest those
among us who are mutakallim, faqÏh, and s‰fÏ.”1012 Al-Baghd¥dÏ said:

1008 Ibn al-JawzÏ, Man¥qib al-Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal (p. 121).
1009 As reported from Im¥m A^mad by Ibn al-JawzÏ in his TalbÏs IblÏs.
1010 A fair narration from several Companions in al-TirmidhÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, Ibn

M¥jah, al-D¥rimÏ, and A^mad. This is the position of the vast majority of the Scholars
including the Four Im¥ms, although Ibn KathÏr in al-Bid¥ya (5:103) reports another
position from Mu‘¥dh, Ibn Burayda, Mu‘¥wiya, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘mar, and Is^¥q ibn
R¥h‰yah.

1011 In al-Farq Bayn al-Firaq (p. 217).
1012 ‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ, U|‰l al-DÏn (p. 308-309); T¥j al-DÏn SubkÏ, >abaq¥t

al-Sh¥fi‘iyya;  Jamal al-DÏn al-IsnawÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya (1:26-27 §9).
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“He authored many books on ta|awwuf, the foundations of belief, and
the refutation of the Mu‘tazila and R¥fi\a.”1013

Among al-Mu^asibÏ’s sayings:

Al-Junayd said: “Al-±¥rith said to me: ‘How often do you
exclaim: “My seclusion is my familiarity!” If half of creation came
close to me I would not experience any familiarity with them,
and if the other half deserted me, I would not feel lonely.’” “The
renunciation of the world together with its remembrance is the
attribute of ascetics (z¥hidÏn), while the renunciation of the
world together with its forgetfulness is the attribute of knowers
(‘¥rifÏn).”1014

Al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ narrates in his biographical dictionary of
Baghd¥d:

A^mad ibn ±anbal disliked al-±¥rith’s speculations in kal¥m and
the fact that the latter wrote books about it. He used to warn peo-
ple against al-±¥rith. Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn Ya‘q‰b was
told by Mu^ammad ibn Nu‘aym al-™ibbÏ: I heard Im¥m Ab‰
Bakr A^mad ibn Is^¥q – al-ßibjÏ – say: I heard Isma‘Ïl ibn Is^¥q al-
Sarr¥j say: “A^mad ibn ±anbal told me one day: ‘I hear that this
±¥rith is often at your house. Could you invite him and place me
somewhere so that I could hear him without being seen?’ I
answered him: ‘Certainly, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h!’ and I was happy with
this first step on his part. I went and asked al-±¥rith to come to us
that very night, and to do so as his companions would be present
also. ‘Ism¥‘Ïl, they are many, so serve them nothing other than
butter and dates, and only as much as you can afford.’ I followed
his instructions and went to Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h to inform him. He
came after maghrib, went up to a small room and began to recite
his usual devotions (wird). Al-±¥rith and his companions
arrived, ate, and stood for |al¥t al-‘ish¥, and they did not pray after
it. Then they sat silently in front of al-±¥rith and remained
speechless until the middle of the night. One of them asked al-
±¥rith a question and he began to speak. His companions

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1013 His works are listed in his entry in the Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine.
1014 Ab‰ Nu‘aym, ±ilyat al-Awliy¥ (10:75); al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (8:214); al-

DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:100 §2000), MÏz¥n (1:430); Ibn KathÏr, Bid¥ya (10:363).
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listened to him as if afraid to scare a bird away. Some wept. Others
muffled cries as he spoke. Then I went to the room to enquire
about Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h and found that he had passed out after
weeping much. I went back down. They continued thus until the
morning at which time they got up and went their way. I went
back up to see Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h. He was a changed man. ‘What do
you think of these people now, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h?’ I asked. He said:
‘As far as I know, I have never seen their like nor heard, on the
Science of Realities (‘ilm al-^aq¥’iq), words such as those uttered
by that man. However, despite what I have just said, in truth, I do
not see fit for you to keep their company.’ Then he got up and
left.”1015

Ibn al-SubkÏ explained Im¥m A^mad’s ambiguous reaction thus:
Ponder this account carefully and know that A^mad ibn ±anbal
did not consider it wise for this man (al-Sarr¥j) to join their com-
pany because he was not one to raise himself to their state. In
truth they were in a difficult path which all cannot equally
undertake and which makes one fear for one who undertakes it.
Otherwise, would A^mad have wept and praised al-±¥rith the
way he praised him?1016

Im¥m A^mad’s Ta|awwuf and Fond Love of ß‰fÏs

ß¥li^ ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal said: “My father would send for me
whenever a self-denier or ascetic (z¥hid aw mutaqashshif) visited him so
I could look at him. He loved for me to become like this.”1017 Ibn AbÏ
Ya‘l¥ in his >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila narrates from Im¥m Ab‰ Mu^ammad
Rizq All¥h ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-TamÏmÏ (400-488)
that Im¥m A^mad was once asked about the meaning of the “seeker”

1015 As narrated with a sound chain by al-Kha~Ïb in his T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (8:214), al-
DhahabÏ in the Siyar and MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l (1:430), and Ibn al-JawzÏ in Man¥qib A^mad (p.
185-186) cf. Ibn Mufli^, al-Fur‰‘ (5:238) and Ibn Badr¥n, al-Madkhal (p. 101). Al-
DhahabÏ said: “The chain is sound, but I cannot believe this on the part of Im¥m
A^mad!” The best internal proof that the incident took place – and All¥h knows best –
is the unyielding position of the Im¥m in his parting words.

1016 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:279). As for why or how A^mad
did not join the ‘ish¥ prayer although the known ±anbalÏ position is that joining the
group prayer is obligatory, the answer is that the text nowhere says that he did not join it
– without exposing his presence.

1017 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:361)
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(murÏd) to which he replied, “It is to be with All¥h as All¥h wants him,
and to abandon what he seeks in exchange for what He seeks.” Al-
TamÏmÏ continues: “And he [A^mad] used to greatly respect the ß‰fÏs
and show them kindness and generosity. He was asked about them
and was told that they sat in mosques constantly to which he replied,
‘Knowledge made them sit.’”1018

The full text of the latter report was narrated by al-SilafÏ in his
>uy‰riyy¥t, a book of narrations by the ±anbalÏ Ab‰ al-Khayr al-ßayrafÏ
al->uy‰rÏ: from al-‘UtayqÏ, from Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn al-±asan ibn
±amd¥n al->aras‰sÏ, from al->abar¥nÏ, from ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad
ibn ±anbal: “They said, ‘Those ß‰fÏs sit in the mosques practicing
reliance without knowledge.’ I heard my father reply, ‘Knowledge
made them sit.’ They said, ‘Their whole energy is towards defeat
(kasra) and ineptitude (khurqa).’ He replied, ‘I know of no people 
worthier than those whose energy for the world is defeat and inepti-
tude.’ They said, ‘When they hear the recital they get up and dance!’
He replied, ‘All¥h have mercy on them! Leave them enjoy their Lord
for a time.’” This report is forged.1019

Among Im¥m A^mad’s ß‰fÏ students were A^mad ibn al-±asan ibn
‘Abd al-Jabb¥r ibn R¥shid, Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-ß‰fÏ; A^mad ibn AbÏ
Badr al-Mundhir, Ab‰ Bakr al-Magh¥zilÏ, nicknamed Badr, held by his
contemporaries to be a walÏ; A^mad ibn AbÏ al-±aw¥rÏ and whom al-
Junayd nicknamed “the ambrosia (ray^¥na) of al-Sh¥m”; Ab‰ ±amza
al-Baghd¥dÏ al-Bazz¥z; and others.1020 Of Ma‘r‰f al-KarkhÏ Im¥m
A^mad said: “He is one of the Substitute-Saints (al-Abd¥l), and his
supplication is answered.”1021 Someone remarked of Ma‘r‰f one
time, “He is not very knowledgeable.” Im¥m A^mad said: “Bah! All¥h
forgive you! Is anything meant by Knowledge other than what Ma‘r‰f
has attained?”1022 Whenever the ßufÏs or some of their sayings were

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1018 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (2:279) cf. Ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (5:238).
1019 Forged by al->aras‰sÏ according to al-DhahabÏ in the MÏz¥n (5:150) and Ibn

±ajar in Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (4:220 misnaming al->abarÏ instead of al->abar¥nÏ). Cited in al-
Mun¥wÏ’s >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya al-Kubr¥ (1:520-521), al-SaffarÏnÏ’s Ghidh¥’ al-Alb¥b
(1:120), al-N¥bulusÏ’s Jam‘ al-Asr¥r (p. 123), and Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q¥dir ‘¬s¥ in ±aq¥’iq
‘an al-Ta|awwuf. On al->aras‰sÏ see T¥rÏkh Jurj¥n (p. 312 §543).

1020 Cf. ‘Abd al-±afÏ· al-MakkÏ, Mawqif A’immat al-±araka al-Salafiyya min al-
Ta|awwuf wal-ß‰fiyya (p. 255-287).

1021 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:382).
1022 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh (13:200), Ibn Mufli^, al-Maq|ad al-Arshad (3:36),
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mentioned in A^mad’s gathering, he would turn to Ab‰ ±amza al-
Baghd¥dÏ al-Bazz¥z and say, “What do you say about it, ß‰fÏ?”1023

Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn al-Muthann¥ al-ß‰fÏ waited
one day at A^mad’s door for him to come out. When he did, he
stood and stood by him. Im¥m A^mad said: “Do you not know that
the Prophet œ said: ‘Whoever likes for people to stand for him, let
him prepare for his seat in the Fire’?” Ab‰ Ja‘far replied: “I stood
coming to you (ilayka), not for you (laka).” A^mad liked this answer.
Another time, Ab‰ Ja‘far asked the Im¥m about Bishr ibn al-±¥rith
(Bishr al-±¥fÏ) and he replied: “You have asked me about the fourth
of seven Substitute-Saints (Abd¥l) – either he or ‘®mir ibn ‘Abd
Qays! I do not consider him other than a man who fixed his spear in
the ground and stood his ground fighting. Do you think he left such
a spot for anyone else?”1024

Another time, Im¥m A^mad joked with one of his ß‰fÏ visitors – a
friend of Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ – then narrated to him a moving Prophetic
^adÏth about utter reliance on All¥h (tawakkul). Y‰suf ibn al-±usayn al-
R¥zÏ said: “I came to A^mad ibn ±anbal in the early days of
al-Mutawakkil’s rule and said, ‘Narrate a ̂ adÏth to me.’ He replied, ‘Do
you not know that I stopped narrating ^adÏth?’ Another version has:
‘And what will you do with ̂ adÏth, ß‰fÏ?’ I said, ‘Narrate something to
me by which I shall remember you and invoke mercy upon you.’ He
said, ‘Marw¥n al-Faz¥rÏ narrated to us, from Hil¥l Ab‰ al-‘Al¥’, from
Anas: Two birds were offered to the Prophet œ and one of them was
brought to him. The next morning, he said: Do you have anything to
eat? Whereupon the other bird was brought. He said: From where is
this? Bil¥l said, I put it aside for you, Messenger of All¥h. He said: Bil¥l,
do not fear parsimony (al-iql¥l) from the Owner of the Throne. All¥h
provides the livelihood for each morning.’” Then A^mad said: “This is
very suited to you, ß‰fÏ!” (h¥dh¥ min b¥batik y¥ |‰fÏ).1025

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:382), al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (Risala ed. 9:340).
1023 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb, T¥rÏkh (1:390), Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila

(1:268), al-SulamÏ in >abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya (p. 295), Ibn al-JawzÏ in Munta·am (5:69).
1024 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t (1:263) and Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb (1:445). ‘®mir ibn

‘Abd Qays al-TamÏmÏ al-Ba|rÏ was a celibate T¥bi‘Ï famous for his piety and simple living.
He prayed from sunrise to ‘a|r until his feet swelled and he would tell himself: “Evil
counselor! You were created for worship.” Ka‘b al-A^b¥r met him and named him the
monk of this Umma; cf. Ibn Sa‘d (7:77), Ibn al- AthÏr, Usd al-Gh¥ba(3:132), Siyar (5:66).

1025 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:418-419) cf. Ibn Mufli^, al-Maq|ad al-
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When A^mad narrated similar “ß‰fÏ” ̂ adÏths he would say, “Where
is Badr [Ab‰ Bakr al-Magh¥zilÏ]? This is just right for him.”1026

A^mad Recommended Tawassul in Every Du‘¥’

Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ narrated in his Mansak that Im¥m A^mad pre-
ferred one to make tawassul through the Prophet œ in every
supplication with the wording: “O All¥h! I am turning to You with Your
Prophet, the Prophet of mercy. O Mu^ammad! I am turning with you
to my Lord for the fulfillment of my need.” The report is mentioned in
the books of the ±anbalÏ madhhab as it bears on the adab of du‘¥ as a fiqh
issue.1027 Ibn Qud¥ma recommends it for the obtainment of need in
his Wa|iyya.1028 Ibn Taymiyya cites the ±anbalÏ fatwa on the desirability
of tawassul in every du‘¥ in his Q¥‘ida fÏl-Tawassul wal-WasÏla where he
attributes it to “Im¥m A^mad and a group of the Salaf ” from Mansak al-
MarwazÏ as his source, and in his Radd ‘al¥ al-Akhn¥’Ï where he cites the
text of the du‘¥ in full, similar to the du‘¥ of the blind man in al-Tirmid-
hÏ and elsewhere and with the wording Y¥ Mu^ammad. The practice 
of tawassul is also related from Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Im¥m M¥lik.1029

A^mad ibn ±anbal

Arshad fÏ Dhikr A|^¥b al-Im¥m A^mad (3:132). Shaykh ‘Abd al-±afÏ· ibn Malik ‘Abd al-
±aqq al-MakkÏ mentions this report in his book Mawqif A’immat al-±araka al-Salafiyya
min al-Ta|awwuf wal-ß‰fiyya (p. 274-275) then comments: “Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal
did not know that at the end of time a certain people would come and claim that all
ta|awwuf is but falsehood and that the ß‰fÏs are a group that have nothing to do with
Isl¥m; otherwise, he would have never treated this ß‰fÏ with such love and overindul-
gence!” The ^adÏth is narrated by A^mad (20:339 §13043 isn¥d \a‘Ïf per al-Arna’‰~,
^asan per al-HaythamÏ 10:303), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (7:224 §4223), Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im in al-Zuhd (p.
8), al-D‰l¥bÏ in al-Kun¥ (2:124), Ab‰ Nu‘aym in the ±ilya (1985 ed. 10:243), al-Kha~Ïb
in the T¥rÏkh (14:314-315), al-BayhaqÏ in the Shu‘ab (2:119 §1347-1348), all through
Hil¥l, whose correct full name is Ab‰ al-Mu‘all¥ Hil¥l ibn Suwayd al-A^marÏ, a weak nar-
rator; cf. Lis¥n (6:201). Also narrated from Anas by Ibn AbÏ Shayba (13:249) with
another weak chain through an unnamed narrator. The narration is raised to the grade
of “fair” (^asan) through many other stronger witness-chains: from Ab‰ Hurayra by al-
Bazz¥r (§3654) and al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (1:34) as well as Bil¥l, Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ,
‘®’isha, and Ibn Mas‘‰d cf. notes to al-M¥lÏnÏ’s Arba‘Ïn fÏ Shuy‰kh al-ß‰fiyya (p. 186-187),
al-Qu~ay‘Ï’s Juz’ al-Alf DÏn¥r (p. 485), Ibn al-SunnÏ’s al-Qan¥‘a (p. 81).

1026 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:78).
1027  Cf. al-Mard¥wÏ’s In|¥f (2:456); Ibn ‘AqÏl’s Tadhkira; al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f al-Qin¥‘

(2:68); Shams al-DÏn ibn Mufli^, al-Fur‰‘ (2:159, 1:595=2:204); al-±ajj¥wÏ, al-Iqn¥‘
(1:208).

1028 Wa|iyyat al-Muwaffaq Ibn Qud¥ma al-MaqdisÏ (p. 93).
1029 Cf. above, respectively notes 206 and 181. Cf. Ibn Taymiyya, Q¥‘ida fÏl-Tawassul
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A^mad Practiced Tabarruk or Blessing from Relics

Al-DhahabÏ relates that Im¥m A^mad used to seek blessings from the
relics of the Prophet œ. Al-DhahabÏ then lambasts whoever would
fault the practice of tabarruk or seeking blessings from blessed objects:

‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad said: “I saw my father take a hair that
belonged to the Prophet œ, put it on his mouth, and kiss it. I think I
saw him put it on his eyes. He also dipped it in water and drank the
water to obtain a cure. I saw him take the Prophet’s s bowl (qa|‘a),
wash it in water, and drink from it. I saw him drink Zamzam water in
order to seek cure with it, and he wiped his hands and face with it.” I
say: Where is the quibbling critic of Im¥m A^mad now? It is also
authentically established that ‘Abd All¥h asked his father about those
who touch the pommel of the Prophet’s s pulpit and touch the wall
of the Prophet’s s room, and he said: “I do not see any harm in it.”
May All¥h protect us and you from the opinion of the Khaw¥rij and
from innovations!1030

The above is a proof from Im¥m al-DhahabÏ that he considers those
who object to tawassul and tabarruk to be innovators and Khaw¥rij. In
the entry of his Mu‘jam al-Shuy‰kh devoted to his Shaykh A^mad ibn
‘Abd al-Mun‘im al-QazwÏnÏ, al-DhahabÏ writes the following lines:

A^mad ibn al-Mun‘im related to us…[with his chain of transmis-
sion] from Ibn ‘Umar that the latter disliked to touch the
Prophet’s s grave. I say: He disliked it because he considered it
disrespect. A^mad ibn ±anbal was asked about touching the
Prophet’s sgrave and kissing it and he saw nothing wrong with it.
His son ‘Abd All¥h related this from him. If it is asked: “Why did
the Companions not do this?” We reply: “Because they saw him
with their very eyes when he was alive, enjoyed his presence direct-
ly, kissed his very hand, nearly fought each other over the
remnants of his ablution water, shared his purified hair on the day
of the greater Pilgrimage, and even if he spat it would virtually not
fall except into someone’s hand so that he could pass it over his
face. Since we have not had the tremendous fortune of sharing in
this, we throw ourselves on his grave as a mark of commitment,
reverence, and acceptance, even to kiss it. Do you not see what

wal-WasÏla (p. 98 and 155) and al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Akhn¥’Ï (p. 168).
1030 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (9:457). Ch.  on Im¥m A^mad, section entitled Min ¥d¥bih.
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Th¥bit al-Bun¥nÏ did when he kissed the hand of Anas ibn M¥lik
and placed it on his face saying: “This is the hand that touched the
hand of the Messenger of All¥h œ”? Muslims are not moved to
these matters except by their excessive love for the Prophet œ, as
they are ordered to love All¥h and the Prophet œ more than their
own lives, their children, all human beings, their property, and
Paradise and its maidens. There are even some believers that love
Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar more than themselves […].

Do you not you see that the Companions, in the excess of their
love for the Prophet œ, asked him: “Should we not prostrate to
you?” and he replied no, and if he had allowed them, they would
have prostrated to him as a mark of utter veneration and respect,
not as a mark of worship, just as the brothers of the Prophet Y‰suf
e prostrated to him. Similarly the prostration of the Muslim to
the grave of the Prophet œ is for the intention of magnification
and reverence. One is not to be accused of disbelief because of it
whatsoever (l¥ yukaffaru a|lan), but he is being disobedient [to
the Prophet’s injunction to the Companions]. Let him, there-
fore, be informed that this is forbidden (^ar¥m). It is likewise in
the case of one who prays towards the grave.1031

The son of Im¥m A^mad, like his brother ‘Abd All¥h a trustworthy
^adÏth Master, ß¥li^ ibn A^mad, narrates in his biography of his
father in the chapter of A^mad’s torture by the authorities:

My father [A^mad ibn ±anbal] said: “I had in my possession one
or two hairs of the Prophet œ which I had sewn in a pouch in my
shirt-sleeve. Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm [ibn Mu|‘ab the deputy governor
of Baghd¥d] saw the pouch in my shirt-sleeve. He turned and
asked me: ‘What is this pouch in your [chest] sleeve?’ I said:
‘Some of the hair of the Prophet s.’ Some of them grabbed it to
tear it open as I was being positioned between the two wood-
planks [for lashing]. He said to them: ‘Do not tear it up; just
remove it from him.’ I believe the shirt was spared from being
rent because of the hair that was in it. Then I was positioned
between the two planks with my hands tied up and a chair was

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1031 Al-DhahabÏ, Mu‘jam al-Shuy‰kh (1:73 §58). See on the prohibition of the pros-
tration of respect the fatwa of the ±anafÏ Mujaddid Im¥m A^mad Ri\¥ Kh¥n, entitled
al-Zubdat al-Zakiyya li-Ta^rÏm Suj‰d al-Ta^iyya.
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brought for al-Mu‘ta|im, Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d [the Mu‘tazilÏ] standing
next to him, as was everyone else present….”1032

His Marriages

Im¥m A^mad married Umm AbÏ ‘Abb¥sa who gave birth to ß¥li^,
then married an Arab woman named Ray^¥na, after the death of his
first wife – who gave him ‘Abd All¥h. Al-Khall¥l heard Ab‰ Bakr al-
MarwazÏ say: “I heard Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h invoke Divine mercy upon his
[late second] wife and say: ‘We lived together twenty years and never
quarrelled once.’” He did not marry a third time but Zuhayr ibn ß¥li^
ibn A^mad narrated that he bought a bondwoman (j¥riya) named
±usn who bore him several children, one of them named ±asan.
When ±asan was born, Im¥m A^mad gave her a dirham and told her
to buy a sheep upon which they feasted. Then he said to her: “±usn!
This was my last dirham.” ±usn later said: “Whenever he found him-
self owning nothing, he was happy that day.”

His Turban and Dress
‘Abd al-M¥lik al-Maym‰nÏ said: “I never saw Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h wearing his
turban (‘im¥ma) without passing it under his chin (ta^annak). He dis-
liked any other manner of wearing it.” The same is reported from the
Im¥m of the Prophet’s œ city, M¥lik ibn Anas. A report mentions that
‘Umar saw a man wearing his turban without anything under his chin
whereupon he exclaimed, “Degenerate fashion? (h¥dhihi al-
f¥siqiyya?)” and passed one of its coils under his chin.1033 Ta^nÏk
originated in order to keep the turban from falling in the course of
jih¥d and riding. “The Salaf used to tie the turban under the chin for
they rode horses and fought in the way of All¥h and, if they did not tie
their turbans under the chin, they would fall […] hence A^mad men-
tioned that the people of al-Sh¥m had preserved this Sunna. For they
were the muj¥hid‰n in their time. Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰ya mentioned with his
chain that the sons of the Muh¥jir‰n and An|¥r wore the turbans with-
out ta^nÏk because, in the time of the T¥bi‘Ïn in the ±ij¥z, they did not
make jih¥d. Is^¥q and others therefore permitted wearing the turban
without it.”1034 If this is correct, it shows that wearing the turban with
and without ta^nÏk is indifferently permitted but the first is superior,

1032 ß¥li^ ibn A^mad, SÏrat al-Im¥m A^mad (p. 43).
1033 Cited by Ibn Qud¥ma in al-MughnÏ (1:381).
1034 Ibn Taymiyya, Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (21:187).
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A^mad ibn ±anbal

just as the Prophet œ wore the back-hanging turban-end (‘adhaba) and
commended it.1035

Al-Maym‰nÏ also said: “I never saw anyone more immaculate nor
whiter in his clothing than A^mad.” Al-Khall¥l narrated with his chain
from ß¥li^ ibn A^mad: “My father owned a headcover (qalansuwa)
which he had sewn himself, partly made of cotton. When he rose up to
pray at night he would wear it.”

A Reply to Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥

To Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥ who asked him: “What should I say between each
two takbÏrs during the ¬d prayer?” Im¥m A^mad replied: “Glorify All¥h
and invoke blessings on the Prophet œ.”1036

On Tahajjud for the Student of Knowledge

‘®|im ibn ‘I|¥m al-BayhaqÏ said: “I spent one night at A^mad ibn
±anbal’s house. He brought me a container of water. The next morn-
ing he saw the water left untouched and said: “All¥h be exalted! A man
who pursues the Science, yet does not have a nightly habitual devotion
(wird)?” He said the same thing to ‘Abd al-ßamad ibn Sulaym¥n ibn AbÏ
Ma~ar who replied: “I am travelling.” The Im¥m said: “Even if you are

1035 Narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al->abar¥nÏ in Musnad al-Sh¥miyyÏn (2:391
§1558), al-±¥kim (1990 ed. 4:583=4:540 isn¥d |a^Ï^), with a fair chain per al-Suy‰~Ï cf.
al-Mub¥rakf‰rÏ, Tu^fat al-A^wadhÏ (5:338), ‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ, ‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d (11:89), and
al-Shawk¥nÏ, Nayl (2:107). The first half is narrated from Ibn ‘Umar by al-TirmidhÏ
(^asan gharÏb). See also the Sham¥’il of al-TirmidhÏ and its commentaries by al-BaghawÏ,
al-Mun¥wÏ, and al-Q¥rÏ as well as al-La^jÏ’s (d. 1410) Muntah¥ al-S‰l ‘al¥ Was¥’il al-Wu|‰l
(1:510-514), a two-thousand page commentary on al-Nabh¥nÏ’s compilation of the
Prophetic Attributes titled Was¥’il al-Wu|‰l il¥ Sh¥m¥’il al-Ras‰l œ.

1036 Narrated by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ in >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:195).
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travelling! Masr‰q went on pilgrimage and he did not go to sleep with-
out being in prostration.”1037 Im¥m A^mad himself prayed three
hundred supererogatory rak‘as daily until he fell sick from this, after
which he prayed a hundred and fifty rak‘asdaily.1038

His Prohibition of Cursing YazÏd ibn Mu‘¥wiya

Ibn al-JawzÏ in al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Muta‘a||ib al-‘AnÏd al-M¥ni‘ min Dhammi
YazÏd (“Refutation of the Obdurate Sectarian who Forbids the Blame
of YazÏd”) asserts that the Ulema deemed it permissible to curse YazÏd
ibn Mu‘¥wiya – together with al-±ajj¥j – as did the ±anafÏs ±¥fi· al-
DÏn al-KurdÏ (who said it was preferable not to) and Sa‘d al-DÏn
al-Taftaz¥nÏ.1039 Al-HaytamÏ in al-ßaw¥‘iq al-Mu^riqa cites Ibn al-JawzÏ’s
attribution of this position to Im¥m A^mad via Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ in his
Mu‘tamad fÏl-U|‰l, the latter narrating it from ß¥li^ ibn A^mad, from
the Im¥m. However, Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-TamÏmÏ in his ‘AqÏdat al-
Im¥m A^mad relates a contrary position from Im¥m A^mad as does
Ab‰ >¥lib al-‘UkbarÏ, as narrated by Ab‰ Ya‘l¥’s son in >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila and Ibn Mufli^ in al-Maq|ad al-Arshad :

He [Im¥m Ahmad] withheld saying anything about YazÏd ibn
Mu‘¥wiya but rather committed his matter to All¥h. He would
refrain from speaking against anyone from the first century. But
our [±anbalÏ] colleagues differ concerning him [YazÏd]. Some
declared it permissible to blame him because he terrified al-
MadÏna and the Prophet œ cursed whoever terrified al-MadÏna.
Others withheld from taking any position. Im¥m A^mad was
asked about it and he said: “People prayed behind him and took
his alms.” Others considered him among the Muslims that sinned
and it is better to refrain from taking any position in what is not
obligatory. It was impermissible to curse any Muslim unless the
Law provided a proof-text to that effect. For it is narrated and
transmitted that to curse a Muslim is like killing him and that the
Believer is not one given to cursing.1040

1037 Ibn al-JawzÏ, Man¥qib al-Im¥m A^mad (p. 199).
1038 Cited by al-DhahabÏ in his chapter on the Im¥m in the Siyar.
1039 Cited by al-Mun¥wÏ in Fay\ al-QadÏr (§281); cf. al-Taftaz¥nÏ, Shar^ al-‘Aq¥’id al-

Nasafiyya (p. 117).
1040 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t (1:246, 2:273), al-HaytamÏ, al-ßaw¥‘iq (2:635), Ibn

Mufli^, al-Maq|ad al-Arshad (2:283).
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From the above it can be seen that the claim that “Im¥m A^mad
ibn ±anbal permits that curses be pronounced against YazÏd”1041 is
not correct even though he forbade narrating from him.1042 Im¥m al-
Ghazz¥lÏ also forbade the cursing of YazÏd, as did many early and late
Ulema.1043 The rightly-guided Caliph ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz g
reportedly would say ra^imahull¥h after the name of YazÏd but when
he heard a man call him “AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn” he had him lashed twenty
times.1044

On the Term Ummat Mu^ammad œ

Al-Khall¥l opens his book A^k¥m Ahl al-Milal with the report of Ab‰
Bakr al-MarwazÏ: “I asked Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h [Im¥m A^mad] about the
Jews and the Christians: Are they from the Umma of Mu^ammad œ or
not?” He became very angry and said: “What a disgusting question!
Unmentionable!” Another report states he replied: “Can a Muslim say
such a thing?”1045

On Obligatory Imitation (TaqlÏd) in the Religion

Like Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï, Ab‰ ±anÏfa, M¥lik, and al-Sh¥fi‘Ï before him,
A^mad emphasised the duty of imitating the Companions: “Know that
the Religion is nothing but imitation itself (al-dÏnu innam¥ huwa al-
taqlÏd). This imitation is of the Companions of the Messenger of All¥h
œ.”1046 He also said: “All¥h, All¥h! [Remember Him] concerning
your soul. Cling to the transmitted reports, those who transmit them,
and imitation. For Religion is nothing other than imitation itself. That
is, imitation of the Prophet œ, his Companions l, and those who

came before us and did not induce us into error – imitate those with-

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1041 Claimed by al-BarzanjÏ in al-Ish¥‘a fÏ Ashr¥~ al-S¥‘a (ShukrÏ ed. p. 77 and 144).
1042 Cf. >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:347) from Muhann¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-Sh¥mÏ.
1043 Cf. I^y¥’ ‘Ul‰m al-DÏn (3:108); al-ZabÏdÏ, It^¥f al-S¥dat al-MuttaqÏn (7:488); al-

DamÏrÏ’s ±ay¥t al-±ayaw¥n, section on the Caliphs (2:186); Ibn ‘®bidÏn’s ±¥shiya
(2:587); GangohÏ’s Fat¥w¥ RashÏdiyya (1:3/26); ‘Abd al-±ayy al-LacknawÏ’s Fat¥w¥
(1:36); al-HaytamÏ’s Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya (p. 270), etc.

1044 Narrated by Ibn ±ajar in Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (6:294).
1045 Shaykh Mu^ammad Sa‘Ïd Rama\¥n al-B‰~Ï has argued that the Jews and

Christians are indeed included in the Umma of the Prophet Mu^ammad s and that
they are among the seventy-two sects that are cast into the Fire in the well-known ̂ adÏth
of the sects.

1046 Narrated from Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-Barbah¥rÏ by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ in >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila (1:29).
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out fear.”1047

Similarly, al-Nakha‘Ï said: “If the Companions made ablution to the
wrists I swear I would have done the same, even as I read the verse of
ablution as stating }to the elbows{ (5:6).”1048 Ab‰ ±anÏfa gsaid: “As
for the Companions of the Messenger of All¥h œ, I follow the position
of whomever I wish among them nor do I differ from the position of
all of them. I only need investigate the positions of those who come
after them – the T¥bi‘Ïn and subsequent generations.”1049

To al-ßayrafÏ who was asking him whether it is permissible to exam-
ine the variant positions of the Companions “to know which is correct
so that we may follow it,” A^mad replied: “It is not permissible to
examine [the differences] among the Companions of the Messenger
of All¥h œ.” Al-ßayrafÏ said: “Then what do we do?” He replied: “You
imitate whomever of them you like!” (tuqallidu ayyahum a^babt).1050

This is an explicit stipulation (na||) from Im¥m A^mad that by taqlÏd
he means taqlÏd, not “following the proof” or “ittib¥‘” or some such
invented distinctions aimed at diluting or nullifying the meaning of
taqlÏd. Ab‰ Bakr g said to a desert Arab who had objected to the allot-
ment for him agreed upon by the Muslims: “If the Emigrants are
satisfied, you are but followers!”1051 – using the word “followers”
(taba‘un) to mean ‘without any prerogative to consider, question, or
discuss.’” Similar to this is the word of All¥h u: }When those who
were followed (uttubi‘‰) disown those who followed (ittaba‘‰){
(2:166), which uses (ittib¥‘) to denote the most basic blind imitation.
More on this below.

A^mad said to al-Maym‰nÏ: “Ab‰ al-±asan! Never speak over any
matter in which you do not have an Im¥m [to imitate].”1052

One of the Im¥m’s devoted followers, ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b ibn ‘Abd al-
±akam al-Warr¥q (d. 251), said: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h [Im¥m A^mad] is
our Im¥m. He is one of }those who are firmly grounded in knowl-

1047 Op. cit. (1:39). Cf. al-Barbah¥rÏ’s definition of Isl¥m in his Shar^ Kit¥b al-Sunna
as “nothing other than imitation (i‘lam annal-dÏna innam¥ huwal-taqlÏd), and I mean imi-
tation of the Companions of the Prophet œ (wal-taqlÏdu li-a|^¥bi ras‰lillah |allall¥hu
‘alayhi wa-sallam).”

1048 In Ibn AbÏ Zayd al-Qayraw¥nÏ, al-J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan (p. 150 §18).
1049 Cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in his J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:908).
1050 Narrated by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:909 §1705).
1051 Narrated by al-Mu^ibb al->abarÏ in al-Riy¥\ al-Na\ira (2:235-236).
1052 Narrated by Ibn al-JawzÏ in Man¥qib A^mad (p. 178).
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edge{ (3:7, 4:162). If I were to stand tomorrow before All¥h and He
asked me: ‘Who did you follow?’ I would say: ‘A^mad ibn ±anbal.’”
Al-Warr¥q also said “When the Prophet œ said: ‘Defer the question
[about the Qur’¥n] to the one who has knowledge of it,’1053 we
deferred it to A^mad ibn ±anbal.”1054 Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ narrated
in his book al-Wara‘1055 that when A^mad was asked on his deathbed
who would succeed him as the Im¥m of the School, he said: “Put all
your questions to ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b [al-Warr¥q].” One of those pre-
sent, Fat^ ibn AbÏ al-Fat^, said: “But he does not have much learning!”
A^mad replied: “He is a saintly man (rajul |¥li^): one such as him is
granted success in speaking the truth.”1056

ß¥li^ ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal related that his father said: “The peo-
ple [of knowledge] (al-n¥s) are none other than those who say: 
“X narrated to us and Y told us” (^addathan¥ wa-akhbaran¥). The rest
are no good.”1057 He took this from al-Sh¥fi‘Ï who said: “Knowledge is
what contains the words: ‘Narrated to us.’ All else is satanic whisper-
ings.”1058 This is identical to Im¥m al-Awz¥‘Ï’s recommendation to
Baqiyya ibn al-WalÏd: “Baqiyya! Knowledge (al-‘ilm) is whatever came
to us from the Companions of Mu^ammad s. Whatever did not
come to us from them is not knowledge.”1059 However, as shown by
A^mad’s remarks on Ma‘r‰f al-KarkhÏ and ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b al-
Warr¥q, it is not enough to say ^addathan¥ wa-akhbaran¥. Nor are the
persons who make a loud show of calling themselves “followers of
reports” (atharÏ) and “followers of the Salaf” (salafÏ) nowadays consid-
ered people of knowledge, since their circles are characterised not
only by innovation but by narrative untrustworthiness and ignorance.

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1053 A reference to the ^adÏth: “The Qur’¥n was revealed in seven dialects, and
speculative wrangling (al-mir¥’) about it is disbelief” – he said it three times – “therefore
whatever you understand of it, put it into practice, and whatever you do not under-
stand, defer it to the one who has knowledge of it.” Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by
Im¥m A^mad with a sound chain as stated by al-HaythamÏ (7:151) and by Sh¥kir and al-
Zayn in their edition of  the Musnad (8:107 §7976).

1054 Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:211).
1055 Published under the name of Im¥m A^mad (p. 10).
1056 Cf. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, chapter on al-Warr¥q in >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:210-212).
1057 Cited by al-Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ in al-Ilm¥‘ (p. 28) and his student Ibn Bashkuw¥l in al-

ßila (1:255) as mentioned by ‘Aww¥ma in Adab al-Ikhtil¥f (p. 144).
1058 Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, DÏw¥n per al-Q¥rÏ in his introduction to Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar.
1059 In al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (1997 ed. 7:95), Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 13:291).
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As MunÏr ‘Abduh Agh¥ said:
It can be firmly verified that the troublemakers (al-

mush¥ghib‰n) in our time who claim that they belong to the school
of the Salaf, outwardly making a show of such affiliation, do not in
any way whatsoever belong to it, neither in knowledge nor in prac-
tice. They are propagators of falsehood, deception, and
misguidance devoid of all guidance. They claim that the school of
the pious Salaf consists in instilling doubt in people concerning
their Religion and inciting the general public to embrace false
beliefs, all the while embellishing this activity by attributing it 
to our masters the Salafwho are completely innocent of it!1060

Those Who Are Imitated in Isl¥m (al-Muqallad‰n)

Im¥m M¥lik preceded Im¥m A^mad in upholding imitation as the
basis of the Religion by founding his School on the principle of imita-
tion of the learned authorities of MadÏna the Radiant. M¥lik
considered that they were the closest of all people on earth to repre-
sent the practice of the Prophet œ accurately. The Muwa~~a’ therefore
abounds with the remark: “This what I have seen the knowledgeable
people of MadÏna do.” Im¥m Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ relates in Naqd
AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h al-Jurj¥nÏ fÏ TarjÏ^ Madhhab AbÏ ±anÏfa that M¥lik also
said that when the Seven Jurists of MadÏna concur on a ruling, they
constitute Consensus in Isl¥m which becomes binding upon all and
forbidden to contravene.1061 These seven are Sa‘Ïd ibn al-Musayyab,
Kh¥rija ibn Zayd, ‘Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, Sulaym¥n ibn Yas¥r, al-Q¥sim
ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr, Ab‰ Salama ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, and
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Amr ibn ±azm or, alternately, S¥lim ibn ‘Abd All¥h
ibn ‘Umar k.

Ibn al-Qayyim said: “There is an obligatory imitation (taqlÏd w¥jib),
a forbidden imitation, and a permitted imitation […]. The obligatory
one is the imitation of those who know better than us, as when a per-
son has not obtained knowledge of a proof from the Qur’¥n or the
Sunna concerning something. Such an imitation has been reported
from Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï g in many places, where he would say: ‘I said

1060 MunÏr ‘Abduh Agh¥, Nam‰dhaj min al-A‘m¥l al-Khayriyya fÏl-Ma~ba‘at al-
MunÏriyya (p. 131-134).

1061 In Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Wus~¥, as cited in the 1992 ed. of his
>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (5:147).
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this in taqlÏd of ‘Umar g’ or ‘I said that in taqlÏd of ‘Uthm¥n g’ or 
‘I said that in taqlÏd of ‘A~¥’g.’ As al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said concerning the
Companions: ‘Their opinion for us is better than our opinion for our-
selves.’”1062

A similar, though more strictly imitative path is reported from
Im¥m A^mad as already mentioned. Thus we see that all the four
Sunni Im¥ms put in practice the ̂ adÏth “My Companions are like the
stars, whoever among them you use for guidance, you will be rightly
guided.”1063

Al-DhahabÏ said:

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1062 Ibn al-Qayyim, I‘l¥m al-Muwaqqi‘Ïn ‘an Rabb al-‘®lamÏn (2:186-187).
1063 Narrated from [11] Ibn ‘Umar by ‘Abd ibn ±umayd in his Musnad (Muntakhab

Kuwait ed. 2:28=Cairo ed. p. 250), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:924 §1759),
and Ibn ‘AdÏ in al-K¥mil (2:785-786), all with very weak chains through the forger
±amza ibn AbÏ ±amza al-Ju‘fÏ al-JazÏrÏ; cf. al-Suy‰~Ï in Man¥hil al-ßaf¥ (p. 193 §1027),
Ibn ‘AdÏ in al-K¥mil, and TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr (4:190); [22] J¥bir by al-D¥raqu~nÏ in Fa\¥’il al-
ßa^¥ba and al-Mu’talif wal-Mukhtalif (4:1778), Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm
(2:925 §1760=2:110-111 \a‘Ïf), and Ibn ±azm in al-I^k¥m (6:244 maw\‰‘) with a weak
chain because of Sall¥m ibn al-±¥rith although this is the best chain in this chapter and
al-BayhaqÏ declares it strong in al-I‘tiq¥d (p. 319); Ibn ±azm narrates it through Sall¥m
ibn Sulaym¥n (ibn Saww¥r) who is also weak; [22a] J¥bir by al-D¥raqu~nÏ in Ghar¥’ib M¥lik
through an unknown from Im¥m M¥lik; cf. TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr; [33] Ab‰ Hurayra by al-
Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (2:275 §1346) with a very weak chain because of Ja‘far ibn
‘Abd al-W¥^id al-H¥shimÏ who was declared a liar as stated by Ibn ±ajar; [44] ‘Umar (a
^adÏth qudsÏ) by al-BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal (p. 162=1:145-146 §151), al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya
(p. 48=p. 66=p. 95), al-Bazz¥r who graded it \a‘Ïf munkar as quoted by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr
in J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm (2:924), Ni·¥m al-Mulk (408-485) in Majlis¥n min Am¥lÏ Ni·¥m al-
Mulk (p. 52), al-SijzÏ in al-Ib¥na, and Ibn ‘As¥kir, all with a very weak chain because of
‘Abd al-Ra^Ïm ibn Zayd al-‘AmmÏ who is discarded; cf. Ibn al-JawzÏ, ‘Ilal (1:282), al-
DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n (b¥~il), al-Suy‰~Ï, J¥mi‘ ßaghÏr (§4603 \a‘Ïf), al-ßan‘¥nÏ, Taw\Ï^ al-Afk¥r
(p. 264), al-Mun¥wÏ, Fay\ al-QadÏr (4:76 b¥~il), and al-Ghum¥rÏ, al-MughÏr (p. 56
maw\‰‘); [55] Ibn ‘Abb¥s munqa~i‘ by al-Kha~Ïb in al-Kif¥ya (p. 48=p. 65-66=p. 95), al-
BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal (p. 163-164=1:147-148), and Ibn ‘As¥kir; cf. al-Suy‰~Ï, Mift¥^
al-Janna (p. 45=p. 93-94 §180), all with a very weak chain because of Juwaybir ibn Sa‘Ïd
al-AzdÏ (cf. TaqrÏb) in addition to its being broken between al-™a^^¥k and Ibn ‘Abb¥s;
[66] Anas through al-Bazz¥r; cf. Ibn ±ajar in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr (4:191 isn¥d w¥hin) and al-
Ma~¥lib al-‘®liya (4:146 isn¥d \a‘Ïf). [77] Jaww¥b ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h the T¥bi‘Ï mursal by
al-BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal (p. 163=1:148 §153) through Juwaybir. Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\ attributes it
positively to the Prophet œ in al-Shif¥ (p. 535 §1302). Al-BajawÏ said in his commentary
of the Shif¥ (2:613): “The ^adÏth Master al-‘Ir¥qÏ said: The author (‘Iy¥\) should not
have cited it as if it were definitely a ̂ adÏth of the Prophet.” Al-±alabÏ said: “The author
should not have cited it as if it were definitely a ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ because of  what
is known about it among the scholars of this science, and he has done the same thing
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Those who are imitated (al-muqallad‰n) in Isl¥m are 

v The Prophet’s Companions k provided the chain of transmis-
sion back to them is firmly established.

v Then the [senior] Im¥ms of the Successors such as

–‘Alqama [ibn Qays] (d. 62);
–Masr‰q [ibn al-Ajda‘] (d. 63);
–‘AbÏdat al-Salm¥nÏ (d. 74);

several times before.” Al-Q¥rÏ replies in his Shar^ al-Shif¥’ (2:91): “It is possible that he
[‘Iy¥\] had established a chain for it, or that he considered the multiplicity of its chains
to raise its grade from \a‘Ïf to that of ̂ asan, due to his good opinion of it, not to mention
the fact that even the weak ^adÏth may be put into practice for meritorious acts (fa\¥’il
al-a‘m¥l), and All¥h knows best.” See also Ibn al-AthÏr, J¥mi‘ al-U|‰l (8:556-557). Al-
BayhaqÏ in al-Madkhal concludes, “Its matn is well-known and its chains are weak, not
one of them being sound” but he declares one of its chains strong and adduces it in al-
I‘tiq¥d (p. 319), confirming its meaning while Ibn ±ajar supports him in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr
(4:191); cf. al-Mub¥rakf‰rÏ, Tu^fat al-A^wadhÏ (10:156). Al-±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ in
Naw¥dir al-U|‰l (3:62) considers its meaning true. Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr rejects al-Bazz¥r’s
grading of munkar and also tends to strengthen it; cf. Ibn ±ajar in his TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth
Mukhta|ar Ibn al-±¥jib (i.e. Ibn al-±¥jib’s abridgment of his own Muntah¥ al-S‰l wal-Amal
fÏ ‘Ilmay al-U|‰li wal-Jadal) as cited in al-ßan‘¥nÏ’s Taw\Ï^ al-Afk¥r (p. 264). Al-ß¥gh¥nÏ
declared it fair (^asan) as stated by ±asan al->ÏbÏ and al-Sayyid’s respective commen-
taries on the Mishk¥t. Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda in his commentary on
al-Q¥rÏ’s Fat^ B¥b al-‘In¥ya (1:13) and his al-Ma|n‰‘ fÏ Ma‘rifat al-±adÏth al-Maw\‰‘ (p.
273) rejects the grading of maw\‰‘ and equally rejects al-LacknawÏ’s grading of |a^Ï^, in
his marginalia on the latter’s Tu^fat al-Akhy¥r entitled Nukhbat al-An·¥r (p. 53) and the
introduction to his al-®th¥r al-Marf‰‘a fÏl-Akhb¥r al-Maw\‰‘a – for which the latter cited
al-Sha‘r¥nÏ’s phrase in the MÏz¥n al-Kubr¥: “Even if the authenticity of this ̂ adÏth is ques-
tioned among the scholars of ^adÏth, nevertheless it is sound among the people of
spiritual unveiling (kashf ).” See also the TamÏm brothers’ marginalia on al-Q¥rÏ’s Shar^
Shar^ Nukhbat al-Fikar (p. 557). The “SalafÏ” Sa‘Ïd Ma‘sh¥sha in his tract al-Muqallid‰n
wal-A’immat al-Arba‘a (Beirut: al-Maktab al-Isl¥mÏ and D¥r Ibn ±azm, 1999) (p. 102)
said, “this ^adÏth is forged (maw\‰‘) as Ibn ±azm said in [al-I^k¥m fÏ] U|‰l al-A^k¥m
(§810), al-Shawk¥nÏ in al-Qawl al-MufÏd (p. 30), and al-Alb¥nÏ in al-Silsila al-™a‘Ïfa (§58-
61) and a number of the scholars.” This statement is a flat untruth as al-Shawk¥nÏ
adduces this narration in Irsh¥d al-Fu^‰l (1:337, 1:394) and all he said in al-Qawl al-
MufÏd fÏ Adillat al-Ijtih¥d wal-TaqlÏd on page 9 of its original 1347/1929 edition is: “This
^adÏth was narrated through different routes from J¥bir and Ibn ‘Umar, and the Im¥ms
of narrator-criticism have explicitly said that none of them are sound (l¥ ya|i^^u minh¥
shay’) and that this ̂ adÏth is not firmly established as a Prophetic narration […]. In sum,
this ̂ adÏth forms no proof.” This is the same opinion as those we have quoted from the
majority of the scholars, but it is a far cry from saying the ̂ adÏth is forged. Furthermore,
it is untrue that “a number of the scholars” have declared it forged, as the only scholar
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–Sa‘Ïd ibn al-Musayyab or al-Musayyib (d. 93);
–Ab‰ al-Sha‘th¥’ [J¥bir ibn Zayd al-AzdÏ] (d. 93);
–Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr (d. 94);
–‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Abd All¥h (d. 98 or 99);
–‘Urwa [ibn al-Zubayr] (d. 93-101?);
–al-Q¥sim [ibn Mu^ammad] (d. 106);
–al-Sha‘bÏ (d. 104 or 105 or 106);1064

–al-±asan [al-Ba|rÏ] (d. 110);
–Ibn SÏrÏn (d. 110);
–and Ibr¥hÏm al-Nakha‘Ï (d. 96) l.

v Then [the junior Im¥ms of the Successors] such as 
–al-ZuhrÏ (d. 124),
–Ab‰ al-Zin¥d (d. 130),
–Ayy‰b al-Sikhtiy¥nÏ (d. 131),
–RabÏ‘a (d. 136), and their synchronic layer l.

v Then such as 
–Ab‰ ±anÏfa (d. 150),
–M¥lik (d. 179),
–al-Awz¥‘Ï (d. 157),
–Ibn Jurayj (d. 150),
–Ma‘mar [ibn R¥shid] (d. 154),
–[Sa‘Ïd] Ibn AbÏ ‘Ar‰ba (d. 156),
–Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ (d. 161),
–the two ±amm¥ds [ibn Salama (d.167) and ibn Zayd] 
–Shu‘ba [ibn al-±ajj¥j] (d.160),
–al-Layth [ibn Sa‘d] (d. 175),
–Ibn al-M¥jish‰n (d. 164),
–and Ibn AbÏ Dhi’b (d. 158) l.

v Then such as 
–Ibn al-Mub¥rak (d. 181),
–Muslim [ibn Kh¥lid] al-ZanjÏ (d. 180),
–al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Y‰suf (d. 208),
–al-Hiql ibn Ziy¥d (d. 179),
–WakÏ‘ (d. 196),

A^mad ibn ±anbal

who did so was Ibn ±azm, imitated in our time by various semi-Ulema. One of the
ironies of Ma‘sh¥sha’s book is that he attacks taqlÏd in every page, yet relies blindly on
Alb¥nÏ for ̂ adÏth authentication, without any reference to the ̂ adÏth Masters!

1064 He had a photographic memory: “I never wrote anything black on white with-
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–al-WalÏd ibn Muslim (d. 195), and their layer l.
v Then such as 

–al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (d. 204),
–Ab‰ ‘Ubayd [al-Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m] (d. 224),
–A^mad [ibn ±anbal] (d. 241),
–Is^¥q [ibn R¥h‰yah] (d. 238),1065

–Ab‰ Thawr (d. 240),
–al-Buway~Ï (d. 231),
–and Ab‰ Bakr ibn AbÏ Shayba (d. 235) l.

v Then such as 
–al-MuzanÏ (d. 264),
–Ab‰ Bakr al-Athram (d. 260),
–al-Bukh¥rÏ (d. 256),
–D¥w‰d ibn ‘AlÏ [al-<¥hirÏ] (d. 275),1066

–Mu^ammad ibn Na|r al-MarwazÏ (d. 294),
–Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ (d. 285),
–and Ism¥‘Ïl [ibn Is^¥q ibn Ism¥‘Ïl] al-Q¥\Ï (d. 282) l.

v Then such as 
–Mu^ammad ibn JarÏr al->abarÏ (d. 310),
–Ab‰ Bakr ibn Khuzayma (d. 311),
–Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s [A^mad ibn ‘Umar] ibn Surayj (d. 303),
–Ab‰ Bakr [Mu^ammad ibn Ibr¥hÏm] ibn al-Mundhir 

(d. 318),
–Ab‰ Ja‘far al->a^¥wÏ (d. 321), 
–and Ab‰ Bakr al-Khall¥l (d. 311) l.1067

Some people invoke a distinction between “following the proof” –
which they call ittib¥‘ by the muttabi‘ – and “following the im¥m with-

out having memorized it, nor heard any man’s discourse and then needed to have it
repeated back to me.” Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:380 §1831-
1832).

1065 He also had a photographic memory: “Do you find this [al-Sha‘bÏ’s prodigious
memory] extraordinary, O Ab‰ ±asan? I shall only mention to you my own example. I
never wrote anything without memorizing it, and I can now see before me more than
70,000 ^adÏths in my book.” Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in al-J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ (2:380-
381 §1832).

1066 Al-DhahabÏ openly expresses his approval of D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ’s rigid adherence
to the texts in the Siyar (cf. 7:411).

1067 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ (Fikr ed. 7:410).
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out knowing the proof” – which they call taqlÏd by the muqallid and
arbitrarily declare forbidden.1068 This distinction has no basis in the
Qur’¥n and Sunna and none of the Salaf – especially not Im¥m
A^mad, who only spoke of taqlÏd – nor the established scholars of the
Khalaf used it. Furthermore, Qur’¥nic usage shows that the term “fol-
low” can be meant in both the good and the bad sense of following
either the Prophet œ or false deities:

}Say, (O Mu^ammad, to mankind): If you love All¥h, follow me;
All¥h will love you and forgive you your sins. All¥h is Forgiving,
Merciful{(3:31).
}(On the day) when those who were followed disown those who
followed (them), and they behold the doom, and all their aims
collapse with them{ (2:166).

In both examples the term “to follow” neither specifies nor implies
a distinction between followership and pure imitation but in fact
means both, as shown by the Im¥ms’ definition of Isl¥m as consisting
in right imitation (taqlÏd) in all the excerpts cited above.

Those Who Wrote Im¥m A^mad’s Biography

Al-DhahabÏ said: “Al-BayhaqÏ wrote A^mad’s biography (sÏra) in one
volume, so did Ibn al-JawzÏ, and also Shaykh al-Isl¥m1069 [‘Abd All¥h
al-HarawÏ] al-An|¥rÏ in a brief volume. He passed on to the good plea-
sure of All¥h on the day of Jumu‘a, the twelfth of RabÏ‘ al-Awwal in the
year 241, at the age of seventy-seven. I have two of his short-chained
narrations (‘aw¥lÏh), and a licence (ij¥za) for the entire Musnad.” Al-
DhahabÏ’s chapter on Im¥m A^mad in Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’ consists
of no less than 113 pages.

From the Reliance of the Traveller

The biographical notice on Im¥m A^mad in the Reliance of the
Traveller  reads:

Out of piety, Im¥m A^mad never gave a formal legal opinion
(fatw¥) while Sh¥fi‘Ï was in Iraq, and when he later formulated his
school of jurisprudence, he mainly drew on explicit texts from

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1068 Cf. the “SalafÏ” student thrashed by al-B‰~Ï in the debate reported in al-Salafiyya.
1069 See Appendix, “The Title: Shaykh al-Isl¥m.”
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the [Qur’¥n], ̂ adÏth, and scholarly consensus, with relatively lit-
tle expansion from analogical reasoning (qiy¥s). He was probably
the most learned in the sciences of ̂ adÏth of the four great Im¥ms
of Sacred Law, and his students included many of the foremost
Scholars of ^adÏth. […] He said, ‘I saw the Lord of Power in my
sleep, and said, “O Lord, what is the best act through which those
near to You draw nearer?” and He answered, “Through [reciting]
My word, O A^mad.” I asked, “With understanding, or without?”
and He answered, “With understanding and without.”’[…]
A^mad was imprisoned and tortured for twenty-eight months
under the Abb¥sid caliph al-Mu‘ta|im in an effort to force him to
publicly espouse the [Mu‘tazila] position that the Holy [Qur’¥n]
was created, but the Im¥m bore up unflinchingly under the perse-
cution and refused to renounce the belief of Ahl al-Sunna that the
[Qur’¥n] is the uncreated word of All¥h,1070 after which All¥h
delivered and vindicated him. When A^mad died in 241/855, he
was accompanied to his resting place by a funeral procession of
eight hundred thousand men and sixty thousand women, mark-
ing the departure of the last of the four great mujtahid Im¥ms of
Isl¥m.

His Meeting with the Prophet œ in Dream

In another dream reported from Im¥m A^mad he saw the Prophet œ
and asked him: “Messenger of All¥h, is all that Ab‰ Hurayra narrated
from you true?” He replied yes.1071

A ßiddÏq

Ibn al-JawzÏ narrates with his chain from Bil¥l al-Khaww¥s. that the lat-
ter met al-Kha\ir and asked him: “What do you say of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï?” He
replied: “He is one of the Pillar-Saints (al-awt¥d).” “And A^mad ibn
±anbal?” He said: “He is a ßiddÏq.”1072

1070 Ahl al-Sunna agree one and all that the Qur’¥n is the pre-existent, pre-eternal,
uncreated Speech of All¥h u. See the Appendix entitled “The Controversy over the
Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n.”

1071 In Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:268). See al-NawawÏ’s important
remarks on the pre-conditions and limitations of ^adÏth gradings or any other rulings
seen or mentioned in dreams in his Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim, discussion on Ab¥n ibn AbÏ
‘Iy¥sh and our article on kashf in Sunna Notes I.

1072 Ibn al-JawzÏ, Man¥qib al-Im¥m A^mad (p. 144); cf. ±ilya (9:187).
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Major Figures of the Late Madhhab

The later ±anbalÏ School begins with the Ash‘arÏ-leaning polymath
Ab‰ al-Waf¥’ Ibn ‘AqÏl whose full name was ‘AlÏ ibn ‘AqÏl ibn
Mu^ammad ibn ‘AqÏl ibn A^mad al-Baghd¥dÏ al-<afar (431-513),
author of a 200-volume encyclopedia of the sciences titled Kit¥b al-
Fun‰n of which, unfortunately, little survives, and of al-W¥\i^ fÏ U|‰l
al-Fiqh, preserved in full.1073 The ±anbalÏ jurist and ^adÏth Master
Ab‰ al-Kha~~¥b Ma^f‰· ibn A^mad al-Kalwadh¥nÏ (432-510) was an
exact contemporary of Ibn ‘AqÏl and teacher to Ibn N¥|ir, Ibn al-
JawzÏ’s teacher. Al-Kiy¥ would say at the approach of al-Kalwadh¥nÏ:
“Here is Fiqh itself coming our way!”1074 He is followed in the School
by the learned vizir ‘Awn al-DÏn Ab‰ al-Mu·affar Ya^y¥ ibn
Mu^ammad ibn Hubayra (d. 560).

Ab‰ al-Faraj Ibn al-JawzÏ: ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad 
al-QurashÏ al-TaymÏ al-BakrÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ (509/510-597) was a
descendent of Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq. With his ±anbalÏ colleague Shaykh
‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-GÏl¥nÏ, forty years his senior, Ibn al-JawzÏ was the
Im¥m of the School and foremost orator of kings and princes in his
time, whose gatherings reportedly reached one hundred thousand, a
^adÏth Master, philologist, commentator of Qur’¥n, expert jurist,
physician, and historian of superb character and exquisite manners.
Orphaned of his father at age three, Ibn al-JawzÏ was raised by his aunt
who later brought him to the ̂ adÏth scholar Ibn N¥|ir, his first Shaykh.
He took ^adÏth from him as well as over eighty Shaykhs and was
teacher to his grandson Ab‰ al-Mu·affar Shams al-DÏn Y‰suf ibn
Farghal ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Baghd¥dÏ al-±anafÏ – Sibt Ibn al-JawzÏ – as
well as some of the greatest ±anbalÏ ̂ adÏth Masters and jurists such as
Muwaffaq al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, Ibn al-Najj¥r, and ™iy¥’ al-DÏn al-
MaqdisÏ. He courageously denounced the anthropomorphism of
some of his School in the interpretation of the Divine Attributes in his
visionary landmark Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh bi-Akuff al-TanzÏh (“Rebuttal
of the Insinuations of Anthropomorphism at the Hands of Divine

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1073 Ibn ‘AqÏl and his time have been studied in depth by George MakdisÏ, the fore-
most student of the French orientalists Louis Massignon and the ±anbalÏ specialist Henri
Laoust, both of whom he surpassed in his technique; cf. MakdisÏ’s bio-bibliographical 
600-page study Ibn ‘AqÏl et la résurgence de l’Islam traditionaliste au XIe siècle (Ve siècle de
l’Hégire) (Damascus: Institut Français de Damas, 1963).

1074 Ibn Rajab, Dhayl >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:144).
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Transcendence”) which he began with the words:

I have seen among the followers of our School some who hold
unsound discourses on doctrine. Three in particular have
applied themselves to write books in which they distort the
±anbalÏ madhhab: Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h ibn ±¥mid,1075 his friend al-
Q¥\Ï (Ab‰ Ya‘l¥),1076 and Ibn al-Z¥gh‰nÏ.1077 I have seen them
descend to the level of popular belief, construing the Divine
Attributes according to the requirements of what the human
senses know. They have heard that All¥h created ®dam in H/his
likeness and form (‘al¥ |‰r¥tihi), so they affirm that All¥h has a
form and face in addition to His Essence, as well as two eyes, a
mouth, an uvula, molar teeth, a physiognomy, two hands, fin-
gers, a palm, a little finger, a thumb, a chest, thighs, two legs, two
feet![…] Then they placate the common people by adding: “But
not as we think!”[…] Then they become offended when imput-
ed with likening All¥h to His creation (tashbÏh) and express
scorn at such an attribution to themselves, clamoring: “We are
Ahl al-Sunna!” Yet their discourse is clearly couched in terms of
tashbÏh. And some of the masses follow them.

Some later ±anbalÏs never quite forgave Ibn al-JawzÏ because of this
book.1078

The later School is dominated by the towering figure of the saintly,
erudite student of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-GÏl¥nÏ g (470-561)
known as Ibn Qud¥ma, the author of al-MughnÏ, which ranks with or
surpasses al-NawawÏ’s Majm‰‘ as a general comparative reference
work of fiqh even if designed to serve a single School. Ibn Qud¥ma’s
full name is Muwaffaq al-DÏn Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad
ibn Mu^ammad ibn Qud¥ma al-MaqdisÏ al-DimashqÏ g (d. 620). He
belongs to a large family of Palestinian Jurists who fled the Frankish
onslaught on Jerusalem and came to the Q¥sy‰n ß¥li^iyya district of
Damascus where they founded schools and mosques. In addition to

1075 Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-±asan ibn ±¥mid al-Baghd¥dÏ al-Warr¥q al-±anbalÏ (d.
403), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥’s teacher, author of Shar^ U|‰l al-DÏn.

1076 The father of the author of >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila, al-Q¥\Ï Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ Mu^ammad
ibn al-±usayn ibn al-Farr¥’ al-±anbalÏ (d. 458).

1077 Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏy ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h al-Z¥gh‰nÏ al-±anbalÏ (d. 527), author of
al-¬\¥^ fÏ U|‰l al-DÏn and one of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s teachers; cf. Munta·am (10:30).

1078 See notice on Ibn al-JawzÏ – in sh¥’ All¥h – in our Ash‘arÏ School .
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his contributions in jurisprudence, Ibn Qud¥ma also wrote several
brief statements of doctrine and refutations of the Ash‘arÏ School
such as Lam‘at al-I‘tiq¥d al-H¥dÏ il¥ SabÏl al-Rash¥d (“The Spark of the
Belief that Leads to the Paths of Uprightness”), Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl
(“The Blame of Figurative Interpretation”), and Ta^rÏm al-Na·ar fÏ
Kutub Ahl al-Kal¥m (“The Prohibition of Looking into the Books of
the Theologians”), the latter also titled al-Radd ‘al¥ Ibn ‘AqÏl in refer-
ence to Ibn Qud¥ma’s own distinguished colleague. Ibn Qud¥ma’s
Lam‘a ends with the statement:

As for affiliation to an Im¥m in the branches of the Religion such
as the four Schools, such affiliation is never a bad thing. The dif-
ferences in the branches is a mercy. Those that differ in them are
thanked and congratulated in addition to being rewarded for
their effort. Their divergence is a vast mercy and their agreement
is a decisive argument (ikhtil¥fuhum ra^matun w¥si‘a wa-
ittif¥quhum ̂ ujjatun q¥~i‘a).

Other prominent figures of the School are Majd al-DÏn Ibn
Taymiyya the grandfather; Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn Mufli^ al-
MaqdisÏ (d. 763) who reconciled the positions of TaqÏ al-DÏn Ibn
Taymiyya with the School; Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h
ibn Mu^ammad al-ZarkashÏ (d. 772) whose Shar^ al-KhiraqÏ is consid-
ered superior even to the MughnÏ; the peerless Master Ab‰ al-Faraj
Zayn al-DÏn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn A^mad ibn Rajab al-DimashqÏ (d.
795) whose Qaw¥‘id Fiqhiyya are a masterpiece of the genre; ‘Al¥’ al-DÏn
Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn Sulaym¥n ibn A^mad al-Mard¥wÏ (d. 885); “the
Shaykh of the Madhhab, its reexaminer and amender”; Sharaf al-DÏn
Ab‰ al-Naj¥ M‰s¥ ibn A^mad ibn M‰s¥ al-±ajj¥wÏ al-DimashqÏ (d.
968); TaqÏ al-DÏn Ab‰ Bakr Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz,
known as Ibn Najj¥r and al-Fut‰^Ï (d. 972); the great Egyptian ß‰fÏ
Jurist Mar‘Ï ibn Y‰suf ibn AbÏ Bakr al-KarmÏ al-MaqdisÏ (d. 1033),
author of countless valuable works still extant, among them TanwÏh
Ba|¥’ir al-MuqallidÏn fÏ Man¥qib al-A’immat al-MujtahidÏn; “the Shaykhof
the Madhhab and Seal of the Verifying Authorities” Ab‰ al-Sa‘¥d¥t
Man|‰r ibn Y‰nus al-Buh‰tÏ (d. 1051); Shih¥b al-DÏn Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s
A^mad ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad al-Ba‘lÏ al-DimashqÏ (d. 1189); and
Zayn al-DÏn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad al-Ba‘lÏ al-
±alabÏ (d.1192). One of the last great ±anbalÏ Jurists was the

A^mad ibn ±anbal
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Damascene Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q¥dir ibn A^mad ibn Mu|~af¥, known as
Ibn Badr¥n(d. 1346) – All¥h have mercy on all of them.

Salient Fatw¥s of Im¥m A^mad and his School
desirability of  visiting the prophet œ in  mad¬ na

Al-Mard¥wÏ, Ibn Hubayra, and others stated that the entirety of the
early and late authorities in the ±anbalÏ Madhhab stipulate the desir-
ability (isti^b¥b) of visiting the grave of the Prophet œ in MadÏna, most
especially after ±ajj, and/or travelling to do so.1079 Ibn Mufli^, al-
Mard¥wÏ, and Mar‘Ï ibn Y‰suf in Gh¥yat al-Muntah¥ stated the SunnÏ
character of visiting the graves of the Muslims and the permissibility
(ib¥^a) of travelling to do so. Mar‘Ï reiterates this ruling in his unpub-
lished monograph on the ethics of graves and visitation, Shif¥’
al-ßud‰r fÏ Ziy¥rat al-Mash¥hid wal-Qub‰r.1080

desirability of  seeking blessing from the relics
of the prophet œ and the saints

We mentioned the position of Im¥m A^mad, related by his son
‘Abd All¥h, that touching the hair, bowl, grave, chamber walls, and
pulpit of the Prophet œ for the intention of deriving blessing (tabar-
ruk) is permissible.1081 Ibn Qud¥ma further narrates from Ibr¥hÏm
ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘Abd al-Q¥rÏ that the latter saw Ibn ‘Umar
place his hand on the seat of the Prophet’s s minbar, then wipe his
face with it. He then states the ruling that such an act is desirable for
every visitor of the Prophetic Mosque, as do others.1082 A report from

1079 Ibn Qud¥ma, al-MughnÏ (3:117, 3:297, 5:465), al-Muqni‘ (1:466), al-K¥fÏ
(1:619); Ibn Mufli^, al-Mubdi‘ fÏ Shar^ al-Muqni‘ (3:259); al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f al-Qin¥‘
(2:514-515; 5:36), al-Raw\ al-Murba‘ (1:522); Ibn Dawy¥n, Man¥r al-SabÏl (1:256);
Shams al-DÏn ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (3:523); al-±ajj¥wÏ, Iqn¥‘ (1:395); ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-
Ba‘lÏ, Kashf al-Mukhaddar¥t (p. 193); Mar‘Ï, Gh¥yat al-Muntah¥ (1:418), DalÏl al->alÏb (p.
88); A^mad al-Ba‘lÏ, al-Raw\ al-NadÏ (p. 190); Bah¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ (p. 209); Ibn al-
Najj¥r, Muntah¥ al-Ir¥d¥t (1:286); Ibn al-JawzÏ, al-Madhhab al-A^mad (p. 68); Shams
al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, al-Shar^ al-KabÏr (3:494); Ibn Hubayra, If|¥^ (1:297); al-
Kawladh¥nÏ, Hid¥ya (p. 105); al-Mard¥wÏ, In|¥f (4:53).

1080 <¥hiriyya ms. cf. Ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘ (2:107), Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:258), al-Mard¥wÏ,
In|¥f (2:317).

1081 Cf. above (p. 355).
1082 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (5:468), al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f (2:517), al-Mard¥wÏ, In|¥f

(4:54), Ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (3:523).
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A^mad states, “it is desirable (musta^abb) to touch the visited grave –
Ab‰ al-±usayn [Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥] said it is |a^Ï^ [from A^mad] – because
it resembles the handshake of the living; especially from one whose
blessing is sought (l¥ siyyam¥ mimman turj¥ barakatuh).” The Madhhab
similarly permits the touching of a grave by the hand, especially if
baraka is sought from its pious dweller.1083 Ibn Qud¥ma began his
MughnÏ by stating that he will mention the position of every Im¥m to
obtain the baraka of his name, and that “we obtain blessing from the
great Im¥m al-KhiraqÏ’s book.”1084 The School also stipulates the
desirability of burial near the graves of pious persons or in honored
spots (al-biq¥‘ al-sharÏfa).1085 We mentioned that the son of Im¥m
A^mad – Im¥m ‘Abd All¥h – preferred to be buried in a spot
rumoured to be near a Prophet s rather than to be near his father.

takb¬ r upon terminating recitation of  the
qur’® n

Ibn Qud¥ma said Im¥m A^mad considered it desirable to recite
All¥hu akbar at the conclusion of every S‰ra from al-™u^¥ to the end of
the Qur’¥n on the basis of the narration from Ubay ibn Ka‘b that such
was the command of the Prophet œ to him, as narrated by al-Q¥\Ï
Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ in his J¥mi‘.1086

obligatoriness  of  praying <u h r after j umu‘a

The entirety of the ±anbalÏ authorities stipulated that, short of need,
it is impermissible to hold more than a single Jumu‘a in a single region;
otherwise it is permissible. If more than one Jumu‘a is held without
need, all congregations other than that of the Muslim leader – or, in 
his absence, the first Jumu‘a– have also to  pray the <uhr  prayer.1087

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1083 Ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘ (2:281), Shams al-DÏn, Fur‰‘ (2:300), Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:259).
1084 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (1:5).
1085 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (3:442), Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, al-Shar^ al-KabÏr

(2:389), Ibn Rajab, Ahw¥l al-Qub‰r (p. 96).
1086 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (2:610).
1087 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (3:212), K¥fÏ (1:294), Muqni‘ (1:250); Ibn Mufli^,

Mubdi‘ (2:166); al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f (2:39), Raw\ (1:296); Shams al-DÏn ibn Mufli^,
Fur‰‘ (2:102); al-Ba‘lÏ, Raw\ (p. 117); al-±ajj¥wÏ, Iqn¥‘ (1:196); Ibn al-Najj¥r, Muntah¥
(1:137); Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:212), DalÏl (p. 55); ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Ba‘lÏ, Kashf al-
Mukhaddar¥t (p. 110); Bah¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ, ‘Idda (p. 109).
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desirability of  pronouncing intention before
prayer and acts of  worship

Ibn Qud¥ma, the two Ibn Mufli^, al-Buh‰tÏ, al-Ba‘lÏ, and Ibn
Hubayra state that it is desirable and more perfect to pronounce
intention (niyya) before initiating an act of worship, while the seat of
the intention is the heart.1088

t a r ® w ¬ ± prayer is  twenty r a k ‘a s

Like the other Sunni Schools, Im¥m A^mad and his School consid-
er that the desirable number of rak‘as and its Sunna in the prayer of
Tar¥wÏ^ is twenty, except for the M¥likÏs who put them at thirty-three
or more.1089

instructing the dead following burial

The vast majority of the ±anbalÏ authorities stipulated that it is
desirable (musta^abb) to instruct the dead (talqÏn al-mayyit) directly
following burial while Im¥m A^mad deems it merely permissible as
reported by Ibn Qud¥ma and Ibn Mufli^.1090 Part of their evidence
for this is the ̂ adÏth of Ab‰ Um¥ma that 

the Prophet œ said: “When one of you dies and you have settled
the earth over him, let one of you stand at the head of his grave
and then say: O So-and-so, son of So-and-so [name of the 
mother]! for he will hear him even if he does not reply. Then let
him say a second time: O So-and-so, son of So-and-so [name of

1088 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ(2:132), K¥fÏ(1:28); Ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘(1:414); al-Buh‰tÏ,
Kashsh¥f (1:314); Ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (1:139); Ba‘lÏ, Raw\ (p. 35); Ibn Hubayra, If|¥^
(1:70).

1089 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (2:604), K¥fÏ (1:198), Muqni‘ (1:187); Ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘
(2:17); al-Buh‰tÏ, Kashsh¥f (1:425), al-Raw\ al-Murba‘ (1:220); Shams al-DÏn ibn Mufli^,
Fur‰‘ (1:546); al-Ba‘lÏ, Raw\ (p. 92); al-±ajj¥wÏ, Iqn¥‘ (1:147); Ibn al-Najj¥r, Muntah¥
(1:100); Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:156), DalÏl (p. 43); ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Ba‘lÏ, Kashf al-
Mukhaddar¥t (p. 85); Bah¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ, ‘Idda (p. 90); al-ZarkashÏ, Shar^ Mukhta|ar
al-KhiraqÏ (2:78); Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, al-Shar^ al-KabÏr (1:745); al-Kawladh¥nÏ,
Hid¥ya(p. 38).

1090 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (2:319), K¥fÏ (1:362); Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, al-
Shar^ al-KabÏr (2:385); Ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘ (2:272); Shams al-DÏn ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘
(2:274); al-±ajj¥wÏ, Iqn¥‘ (1:232); Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:249); Ibn al-Najj¥r, Muntah¥
(1:166); ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Ba‘lÏ, Kashf al-Mukhaddar¥t (p. 134); al-Buh‰tÏ, Raw\
(1:351); al-Ba‘lÏ, Raw\ (p. 139); al-Kawladh¥nÏ, Hid¥ya (p. 62).
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the mother]! whereupon he will sit up [in his grave]. Then let
him say: O So-and-so, son of So-and-so [name of the mother]! At
this the other will say: Instruct me, and may All¥h grant you
mercy! even if you cannot hear it – or: even if you cannot notice
it. Then let him say: Remember the state in which you left this
world, which is your witnessing that there is no god except All¥h,
and that Mu^ammad is His Servant and Messenger; that you are
pleased with All¥h as your Lord, Isl¥m as your religion,
Mu^ammad as your Prophet, and the Qur’¥n as your Book. At
that Munkar and NakÏr [the angels of the questioning in the
grave] hold each other back, saying: Let us go; there is no need
for us to tarry here, for he has been instructed correctly what to
say. [In al->abar¥ni’s and Ibn Qud¥ma’s narration:] And All¥h
will accept his argument without the two of them.” A man said:
Messenger of All¥h, what if his mother’s name is not known?” He
replied: “Let him say: Son of ±aww¥’ [Eve].”1091

The deciding factor in accepting this ^adÏth is that Im¥m A^mad
relates its use by the trustworthy T¥bi‘Ïn of Sh¥m. The rule is that wide-
spread practice by the early generations in the Umma forms applicable
evidence in the Law as stated by Ibn al-Qayyim in al-R‰^ .1092

reciting the qur’®n over the graves

The Madhhab stipulates the desirability (isti^b¥b) of reciting the
Qur’¥n over the dead and in the graveyard without any offensiveness.

A^mad ibn ±anbal

1091 Narrated through unknowns by al-Raba‘Ï in Wa|¥y¥ al-‘Ulam¥’ ‘inda ±u\‰r al-
Mawt (p. 61-63 §31), al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (8:249), Ibn Mandah, and Ibn ‘As¥kir
(6:424) cf. al-HaythamÏ (2:324, 3:45) and al-Suy‰~Ï, Shar^ al-ßud‰r (p. 154). Ibn
Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (1994 ed. 2:319) mentions that Ibn Sh¥hÏn narrates it in Dhikr al-Mawt
with his chain. Ibn ±ajar in TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr(2:143) said that al->abar¥nÏ narrates it with a
usable chain (isnaduhu |¥li^) which, despite its weakness, is consolidated by corrobora-
tive sound ^adÏths, and that ™iy¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ declared it strong (qaww¥h) in his
A^k¥m cf. Ibn al-Mulaqqin in Khul¥|at al-Badr al-MunÏr (1:275). Al-Shawk¥nÏ also nar-
rates it in Nayl al-Aw~¥r (4:89-90) from the narration of Sa‘Ïd ibn Man|‰r in his Sunan
from R¥shid ibn Sa‘d and ™amura ibn ±abÏb, and he mentions that ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-
±anbalÏ also narrated it in al-Sh¥fÏ. Al-Shawk¥ni’s citation of Sa‘Ïd’s narration is not
traced back to the Prophet œ and its wording is: “They used to like (k¥n‰ yasta^ibb‰n) that
it be said to the dead…”, “they” referring to the Companions, and al-Shawk¥nÏ added that
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s companions also considered it musta^abb, desirable. Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-
Wahh¥b cites this in his A^k¥mTamannÏal-Mawt(p. 19).

1092 Ibn al-Qayyim, al-R‰^ (p. 70-71).
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Furthermore, Ibn Qud¥ma stated that the permissibility of donating
its reward to the dead is a matter of Consensus in Isl¥m.1093

All¥h knows best. 

1093 Ibn Qud¥ma, MughnÏ (3:518-520); Ibr¥hÏm ibn Mufli^, Mubdi‘ (2:278); al-
±ajj¥wÏ, Iqn¥‘ (1:236); Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, al-Shar^ al-KabÏr (2:424); Shams
al-DÏn ibn Mufli^, Fur‰‘ (2:305); Mar‘Ï, Gh¥ya (1:259); Ibn al-Najj¥r, Muntah¥ (1:171);
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-Ba‘lÏ, Kashf al-Mukhaddar¥t (p. 135); al-Buh‰tÏ, Raw\ (1:353),
Kashsh¥f (2:147); al-Ba‘lÏ, Raw\ (p. 141); al-Kalwadh¥nÏ, Hid¥ya (p. 63); al-Mard¥wÏ,
In|¥f (2:559).
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The Controversy Over the
Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n1094

“Learn from me my urgent recommendation: Do not speak about this
nor ask about this ever. Stop at the fact that it is the Speech of All¥h and
add not one word more. I do not believe this matter will end before it
causes the people of Isl¥m an insoluble problem. All¥h protect you and
us from Satan the accursed!”

abƒ ±an¬fa 1095

“Whoever claims that the letter s in bismill¥h, which comes after the letter
b, and the letter m which comes after the letter s, have no beginning, he
has taken leave of his sense of reason, denied what is obligatorily known,
and contradicted the obvious […] And how can we hope to direct
through proofs someone mulish enough to deny what is necessarily
known?”

ibn al-b®qill®n¬ 1096

A hl al-Sunna agree one and all that the Qur’¥n is the pre-
existent, pre-eternal, uncreated Speech of All¥h u. The
Mu‘tazila – and the ShÏ‘a in their wake – held that the

Attributes are none other than the Essence, otherwise, they claimed,
there would be a multiplicity of Pre-eternal Entities (qudam¥’); there-
fore, to them, the Qur’¥n is created and both they and the ShÏ‘Ïs deny
the reality and pre-existence of the Attribute of Divine Speech. The
vast majority of the early Muslims including Ahl al-Bayt rejected this
reasoning as fallacious, as summed up by Im¥m M¥lik’s statement
quoted below and al->a^¥wÏ in his ‘AqÏda >a^¥wiyya : “It [the Qur’¥n]
is not created like the speech of creatures.”This is the position of the
totality of the Salaf including the Four Im¥ms and their immediate
colleagues, in addition to Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-

1094 See al-B‰~Ï, Kubr¥ al-YaqÏn¥t (p. 126-127). Also see in Ibn KhafÏf’s ‘AqÏda and al-
BayhaqÏ’s al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t, sections entitled “The Speech of All¥h” and “The
Recitation of the Qur’¥n” as well as Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m’s extensive explanations in the
sections of his Mul^a titled “His Speech Does Not Materialize”, “Proofs Against the Pre-
eternality of Recitation and Writing” etc. in our Ash’arÏ School.

1095 Narrated by Ibn al-DakhÏl in Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa as cited by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in
al-Intiq¥’ (p. 317-318).

1096 Cited by al-KawtharÏ in his marginalia on Im¥m al-±aramayn’s Ni·¥miyya (p.
21).
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Mub¥rak, al-Awz¥‘Ï, Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad, Ab‰ Ja‘far al->abarÏ,
D¥w‰d ibn Khalaf, Zayd ibn ‘AlÏ and others of Ahl al-Bayt, Is^¥q ibn
R¥h‰yah, al-Bukh¥rÏ and his 1,000 shaykhs by his own report in Khalq
Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, and countless others of the pious Predecessors.

In a demonstration of classic kal¥m reasoning, Im¥m M¥lik gave the
most succinct statement of this doctrine: “The Qur’¥n is the Speech of
All¥h, the Speech of All¥h is part of Him (kal¥mull¥hi minh), and noth-
ing created can be part of All¥h u.”1097 Where the Im¥ms differed
was over the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n. Some, like Ab‰ ±anÏfa and
his colleagues, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, al-Bukh¥rÏ, Muslim, and the entire Ash‘arÏ
and M¥turÏdÏ Schools, considered the pronunciation created, while
others, like the ±anbalÏs, insisted that the pronunciation was gov-
erned by the same belief in uncreatedness as the Qur’¥n itself.

In the chapter of Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï on the Speech of All¥h and His
other Essential Attributes, al-BayhaqÏ narrates that al-Sh¥fi‘Ï said:
“The Qur’¥n is the Speech of All¥h, uncreated.”1098 In the same chap-
ter he also narrates from the Im¥m the statement: “I prefer
[Qur’anic] recitation (al-qir¥’a) during circumambulation. Recit-
ation is the best of what a human being can speak.”

Al-BayhaqÏ comments:

Al-Sh¥fi‘Ï thus considered recitation as part of the earning (kasb)
of the reciter since he linked it to the fact that the reciter “speaks
it.” Since we related previously that he said “The Qur’¥n is the
Speech of All¥h,” this shows that he differentiated between
recitation and the thing recited (al-maqr‰’). He considered
recitation part of the earning of the reciter [i.e. a created act],
and he believed that the thing recited was the uncreated Speech
of All¥h u.1099

Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ narrates in his >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila that Mu^ammad
ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-SulamÏ heard Im¥m A^mad say: “The ‘pronunciation-
ists’ – those who say that their pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is created
– are JahmÏs (al-laf·iyya jahmiyya). All¥h said: }Until he hears the
Speech of All¥h{ (9:6). From whom does he hear it?”1100 This is simi-

1097 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:416). Cf. Ibn KhafÏf, al-‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a §26.
1098 Narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-Mi|rÏ by al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:407).
1099 Al-BayhaqÏ in Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (1:407, 1:411).
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lar to Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥’s report from the ^adÏth Master Musaddad ibn
Musarhad al-AsadÏ’s (d. 228) narration from A^mad with a weak
chain:

Whatever is in the volumes of Qur’¥n (ma|¥^if), whatever recita-
tion is performed by the people, whatever way it is recited, and
whatever way it is described: all this is the Speech of All¥h, uncre-
ated. Whoever says it is created is a disbeliever in All¥h Almighty;
and whoever does not declare him so, is himself a disbeliever! …
Some of the JahmÏs said: “Our pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is
created.” All these are disbelievers.1101

Similar sweeping utterances are attributed to Im¥m A^mad him-
self in the spurious Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa,1102 prompting Dr. al-B‰~Ï to
conclude inaccurately that “A^mad ibn ±anbal and some of his fol-
lowers held that these letters and sounds were also without beginning
in their essence.”1103 Besides the inauthenticity of the Radd, there is
no proof that Im¥m A^mad ever held such a creed. Further, it is dis-
avowed by the following reports:

Something Ibn Shadd¥d had written was handed to Ab‰ Bakr al-
MarwazÏ which contained the phrase: “My pronunciation of the Qur’¥n
is uncreated” and the latter was asked to show it to A^mad ibn ±anbal
for corroboration. The latter crossed out the phrase and wrote instead:
“The Qur’¥n, however disposed (haythu yu|raf), is uncreated.”1104

In another sound narration, Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwazÏ, Ab‰ Mu^ammad

The Controversy Over the Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n

1100 Narrated through reliable narrators by Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t (1:280 §388).
1101 In >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:342 §494).
1102 On this book and its false attribution to Im¥m A^mad see his biography.
1103 Al-B‰~Ï, Kubr¥ al-YaqÏn¥t al-Kawniyya (p. 126), citing al-Radd ‘al¥ al-Zan¥diqa.
1104 Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 265; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:18). Narrated with a

sound chain by al-BayhaqÏ. Al-KawtharÏ commented on this and the next narration as
follows: “Due to such equivocal expressions, many of A^mad’s companions erroneous-
ly thought that anything remotely connected with the Qur’¥n is pre-eternal (qadÏm).
Al-Bukh¥rÏ said in Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d: ‘As for what the two parties from the School of
A^mad have claimed as proof, each for his own position, much of what they relate is not
established as authentic.’ It is probable they did not comprehend the subtleness of his
position. What is known from A^mad and the people of knowledge is that the Speech
of All¥h is uncreated and all else is created. But they hated to discuss and explore
obscure matters, avoiding dialectic theologians and their queries and disputations
except in what was a matter of knowledge and which the Prophet œ had clarified.”
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Fawr¥n [or Fawz¥n], and ß¥li^ ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal witnessed
A^mad rebuking one of his students named Ab‰ >¥lib1105 with the
words: “Are you telling people that I said, ‘My pronunciation of the
Qur’¥n is uncreated’?” Ab‰ >¥lib replied: “I only said this from my
own.” A^mad said: “Do not say this – neither from me, nor from you! I
never heard any person of knowledge say it. The Qur’¥n is the Speech
of All¥h uncreated, whichever way it is used.” ß¥li^ said to Ab‰ >¥lib: “If
you told people what you said, now go and tell the same people that Ab‰
‘Abd All¥h [Im¥m A^mad] forbade them to say it!”1106

The sum of these reports shows that Im¥m A^mad condemned the
statement that the pronunciation was created but did not hold the
opposite. Al-Bukh¥rÏ said in Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d: “As for what the two
parties from the school of A^mad have claimed as proof, each for his
own position: Much of what they relate is not established as authen-
tic.”1107 Ibn al-SubkÏ said that what was [authentically] related from
Im¥m A^mad is that he declared as an innovation, not disbelief, al-
Kar¥bÏsÏ’s statement that one’s pronunciation of the Qur’¥n was
created (laf·uka bihi makhl‰q).1108 What reconciles the two views
reported from A^mad is that some may have given his words the most
severe meaning possible, namely the sense of a bid‘a mukaffira or inno-
vation that constitutes disbelief. Note that it was also al-Kar¥bÏsÏ’s view
that whoever contradicts his statement that one’s pronunciation of
the Qur’¥n was created commits disbelief, and so A^mad did not con-
tradict it, but declared it an innovation instead. As for Shaykh ‘¬s¥
al-±imyarÏ’s claim in his book al-Ijh¥z ‘al¥ MunkirÏ al-Maj¥z (p. 132)
that “A^mad ibn ±anbal said: The pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is cre-
ated (laf· al-Qur’¥n mu^dath),” this is only al-±imyarÏ’s imprudent
paraphrase of the Im¥m’s reply to his inquisitor.1109

The debate is largely a reaction explained by the charged climate
prevalent in A^mad’s time and the sway the Mu‘tazila and Jahmiyya

1105 This is either A^mad ibn ±umayd al-Mishk¥nÏ, cf. Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, >abaq¥t al-
±an¥bila (1:39-40) or ‘I|ma ibn AbÏ ‘I|mat al-‘UkbarÏ cf. >abaq¥t (1:246).

1106 Al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (KawtharÏ ed. p. 265-266; ±¥shidÏ ed. 2:18). This is a sound
narration also found in ß¥li^ ibn A^mad’s book al-Mi^na (p. 70-71), Ibn ‘As¥kir’s
TabyÏn (p. 376=p. 407-408), Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Man¥qib al-Im¥m A^mad (p. 155), and Ibn
Taymiyya in Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥ (12:360, 12:425).

1107 As quoted by al-KawtharÏ in his notes on al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (p. 266) cf. n. 1104.
1108 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya (2:118-119).
1109 Cf. above, p. 311.
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held over the caliphate which culminated in the persecution of Ahl al-
Sunna Scholars including Im¥m A^mad who was detained and lashed
for twenty-eight months for refusing to say that the Qur’¥n was creat-
ed. Three successive caliphs were responsible for this persecution:
H¥r‰n al-RashÏd’s sons al-Ma’m‰n the scholar (198-218) and the
near-analphabet al-Mu‘ta|im (218-227), and the latter’s profligate
son al-W¥thiq (227-232), abetted by his vizier Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d.1110 It
was not until the time of al-W¥thiq’s brother, al-Mutawakkil (232-
247) that a general amnesty was declared for the Sunnis who were still
in jail at the time. After Im¥m A^mad’s release, he refused to have
anything to do with the numerous scholars who had caved in to the
threat of punishment and spoken the words that were required of
them, such as Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, ‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ, Ab‰ Khaythama,
Ab‰ Na|r al-Tamm¥r, and others.

The ±anbalÏs sometimes went too far in their reaction, as shown by
the boycott of Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ led by the AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth
(“Commander of the Faithful in the Science of ±adÏth”) of Khur¥s¥n,
Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ (d. 258), whom Ab‰ Zur‘a ranked
above Muslim and who once said: “I have made A^mad ibn ±anbal an
Im¥m in all that stands between me and my Lord.”1111 Al-DhuhlÏ’s
boycott led to al-Bukh¥rÏ’s ultimate expulsion from Nays¥b‰r for say-
ing something that aroused their suspicion that he was a JahmÏ!1112

Im¥m Ibn al-SubkÏ wrote in his >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥:

Ab‰ Mu^ammad ibn ‘AdÏ said: “Many shaykhs mentioned to me
that from the time Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl (al-Bukh¥rÏ) came to
Nays¥b‰r and was surrounded by the throngs, some of the
shaykhs began to feel jealous of him and said to the authorities
in ^adÏth: ‘Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl says: “The pronouncing of
the Qur’¥n is created,” so investigate him.’ When the people
gathered, one man got up and asked him: ‘Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h, what
do you say about pronouncing the Qur’¥n, is it created or uncre-

The Controversy Over the Pronunciation of the Qur’¥n

1110 In the year 231, 1,600 Muslim prisoners were released by the Byzantines,
whereupon Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d said: “Whoever of the prisoners says: ‘the Qur’¥n is created,’
set him free and give him two dinars, and whoever refuses, leave him in prison.”
Narrated by al-Suy‰~Ï in T¥rÏkh al-Khulaf¥’.

1111 Narrated by al-DhahabÏ in the Siyar (10:205). On the title AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-
±adÏth see next appendix.

1112 Cf. al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:207, 10:311-316).
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ated?’ He ignored him and did not reply, so the man repeated
the question, so he ignored him again, so he repeated it again, at
which point al-Bukh¥rÏ turned to him and said: ‘The Qur’¥n is
the Speech of All¥h and is uncreated; the actions of servants are
created; and investigating someone is an innovation.’ At this the
man cried out, there was a general uproar, the crowd dispersed,
and al-Bukh¥rÏ sat alone in his house.”

Mu^ammad ibn Y‰suf al-FirabrÏ said:

I heard Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl say: “As for the actions of ser-
vants, they are created: ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h narrated to us:
Marw¥n ibn Mu‘¥wiya narrated to us: Ab‰ M¥lik narrated to us
from Rib‘Ï from ±udhayfa who said that the Prophet œ said:
‘Truly, All¥h makes every maker and what he makes’ (innall¥ha
ya|na‘u kulla |¥ni‘in wa-|an‘atahu).1113 And I heard ‘Ubayd All¥h
ibn Sa‘Ïd [Ab‰ Qud¥ma al-SarkhasÏ] say: I heard Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd
[al-Qa~~¥n] say: I can still hear our companions saying: ‘Truly,
the actions of servants are created.’”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ continued:

Their motions (^arak¥t), voices (a|w¥t), earning (iktis¥b), and
writing (kit¥ba) are created. As for the Qur’¥n that is declaimed
(matl‰), consigned (muthbat) in the volumes, inscribed (mas~‰r),
written (makt‰b), contained (m‰‘¥) in the hearts: that is the
Speech of All¥h, uncreated. All¥h said: }But it is clear revelations
in the hearts of those who have been given knowledge{ (29:49).
[Al-BayhaqÏ’s narration in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t adds al-Bukh¥rÏ said:
Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm [Ibn R¥h‰yah] said: “As for the containers,
who doubts that they are created?”1114] It is said: ‘So-and-so’s
recitation is excellent,’ and ‘So-and-so’s recitation is bad.’ It is not
said: ‘His Qur’¥n is excellent’ or ‘His Qur’¥n is bad.’ And to the
servants is the recitation attributed, for the Qur’¥n is the Speech
of All¥h, while the recitation is the act of the servant, and no one
can legislate concerning All¥h without knowledge unlike some

1113 Narrated by al-Bukh¥rÏ in Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, al-BayhaqÏ in al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t
with three sound chains and in the Shu‘ab, and al-±¥kim with a sound (|a^Ï^) chain.

1114 Al-BayhaqÏ, al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (±¥shidÏ ed. 2:7 §570).
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have claimed when they said that the Qur’¥n is one with our pro-
nouncing it, that our pronouncing it is one thing together with it,
that declamation (al-til¥wa) is itself the thing declaimed (al-
matl‰), and recitation (al-qir¥’a) is itself the thing recited
(al-maqr‰’ ). Such a person must be told that declamation is the act
of the reciter and the deed of the one declaiming.

Ab‰ ±¥mid al-A‘mashÏ said:

I saw al-Bukh¥rÏ at the funeral of Sa‘Ïd ibn Marw¥n, at which time
al-DhuhlÏ was asking him about the names and patronyms [of nar-
rators] and the defects [of narrations], and al-Bukh¥rÏ was going
through them like an arrow. Less than a month later, al-DhuhlÏ
told us: “Whoever goes to his gathering, let him not come to ours.
They wrote to us from Baghd¥d that he spoke about pronuncia-
tion [of the Qur’¥n], and we ordered him to stop, which he did
not, therefore do not go near him.” It had been related from al-
Bukh¥rÏ that he had said: “My pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is
created,” while al-DhuhlÏ had said: “Whoever claims that his pro-
nunciation of the Qur’¥n is created, he is an innovator whose
company must be shunned, and whoever claims that the Qur’¥n
is created has committed disbelief.”

Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ only meant – and All¥h knows best –
what A^mad ibn ±anbal meant, namely to forbid from entering
into that subject. He did not mean to contradict al-Bukh¥rÏ. If he
did mean to contradict him and to claim that the pronunciation
which comes out of his own created lips is pre-eternal, that would
be an enormity. One would like to believe that he meant other
than that and that both he, A^mad ibn ±anbal, and other Im¥ms
only meant to prohibit people from entering into problems of
kal¥m! For us, al-Bukh¥rÏ’s words are to be understood as a per-
mission to mention kal¥m if needed, since the use of kal¥m out of
necessity is an obligation (w¥jib), while keeping silence about
kal¥m in other than necessity is a sunna.1115

Understand this well! So leave the rantings of historians and
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1115 This position is reiterated by Ibn al-SubkÏ’s younger contemporary al-Sh¥~ibÏ
(d. 790) in his book al-Muw¥faq¥t (2:332): “M¥lik ibn Anas used to say: ‘I detest talking
about Religion, just as the people of our country [al-MadÏna] detest and prohibit it, in
the sense of Jahm’s doctrine, qadar, and the like. I do not like to speak except about
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ignore once and for all the distortions of the misguided who think
that they are Scholars of ^adÏth and that they are acting on the
Sunna when in fact they could not be further from it. How could
anyone possibly think that al-Bukh¥rÏ has anything in common
with the position of the Mu‘tazila when it has been authentically
reported from him by al-FirabrÏ and others that he said: “I consid-
er as ignorant whoever does not declare the JahmÏs to be
disbelievers”? The impartial observer will not doubt that
Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ suffered from envy, from which
none is safe except those who are immune to sin. Some even
asked al-Bukh¥rÏ about him and he said: “How can envy concern-
ing learning possess Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥, when learning is the
wealth of All¥h uwhich He gives to whomever He pleases?”

Al-Bukh¥rÏ gave a sample of his great intelligence when in
reply to Ab‰ ‘Amr al-Khaff¥f who said to him, “People are ques-
tioning your words, ‘My pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is created,’
al-Bukh¥rÏ said: “Ab‰ ‘Amr, remember what I say to you: Whoever
claims, among the people of Nays¥b‰r, Q¥m‰s, Ray, Hamadh¥n,
Baghd¥d, K‰fa, Ba|ra, Makka, and MadÏna, that I ever said: ‘My
pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is created,’ he is a liar; truly I never
said it. All I said is that the actions of servants are created.”

Observe his words well and see how intelligent he is! Its mean-
ing is – and All¥h knows best: “I did not say that my pronunciation
of the Qur’¥n is created for to say such would constitute entering
into problematics of dialectical theology and of the Attributes of
All¥h wherein it is unfitting to enter except due to necessity; what
I said is: the actions of servants are created, and it is a general foun-
dation which exempts one from mentioning the problematics
specifically. For every rational person understands that our pro-
nunciation is part of our actions, and our actions are created,
therefore our pronunciation is created.”

He has made this meaning explicit in another sound narration
reported from him by ±¥tim ibn A^mad ibn al-KindÏ who said: I

what relates to practice. As for talk about the Religion, I prefer to keep silent about it.’
[Narrated by al-L¥lik¥’Ï in Shar^ I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna (1:148).] The Congregation of
[Sunni] Muslims follow Im¥m M¥lik’s position, except if one is obliged to speak. One
must not remain silent if his purpose is to refute falsehood and guide people away from
it, or if one fears the spread of misguidance or some similar danger.”
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heard Muslim ibn al-±ajj¥j say – and he recounted the narration
in which is the following: “A man stood before al-Bukh¥rÏ and
asked him about the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n, and he
replied: ‘Our actions are created, and our pronunciation is part
of our actions.’” The story also mentions that the people at that
time differed concerning al-Bukh¥rÏ, some saying that he had
said: My pronunciation of the Qur’¥n is created, others denying
it. I say that the only ones to blame are those who indulge in dis-
course concerning the Qur’¥n.

In conclusion we repeat what we said in the biography of al-
Kar¥bÏsÏ:1116 A^mad ibn ±anbal, and others of the masters of
learning to whom All¥h has granted success, forbade people from
discourse concerning the Qur’¥n although they did not differ
(with al-Bukh¥rÏ) on the question of pronunciation. This is what
we believe about them with due respect to them, based on their
sayings in other narrations, and to exonerate them from saying
something which neither reason nor transmitted evidence sup-
ports. Furthermore, al-Kar¥bÏsÏ, al-Bukh¥rÏ, and others of the
Im¥ms to whom All¥h has granted success have made it explicit
that their pronunciation is created when they felt the necessity to
make it explicit, if it is established that they actually took such an
explicit position.1117 We have otherwise brought to the reader’s
attention al-Bukh¥rÏ’s saying that whoever relates that he said
such a thing, he has reported something false from him.

The reader may ask: If it is the truth then why did he not say it
explicitly? I answer: Glory to All¥h! We have told you that the gist
of this matter is their insistence on prohibiting discussions of
dialectical theology lest such discussions take them to unseemly
consequences. Not every science can be made explicit, therefore
remember what we impart to you and hold on to it tightly.

I like what al-Ghazz¥lÏ quotes in Minh¥j al-‘®bidÏn attributing it
to a member of the Prophet’s sHouse, [Zayn al-‘®bidÏn ‘AlÏ ibn
al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ]:
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1116 In >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:118-120).
1117 Such as al-±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ, Mu^ammad ibn Na|r al-MarwazÏ, Muslim ibn al-

±ajj¥j, and A^mad ibn Salama.
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I keep the jewels of my knowledge concealed
Lest the ignorant see Truth and turn away.
How many an essential knowledge, if I divulged it,
I would be told for it: You are of the idol-worshippers;
And righteous men would deem licit my blood
And think well of the ugly deed they would commi~
This is what Ab‰ al-±asan (‘AlÏ) had already
Advised al-±usayn and, before him, al-±asan.1118

The final position of the ±anbalÏ School on the question is moder-
ation, as shown by Ibn Qud¥ma’s statement on the subject:

Part of the Speech of All¥h is the noble Qur’¥n, the book of All¥h
that clarifies all, His firm rope, His straight path, the revelation of
the Lord of the worlds. The faithful Spirit brought it down to the
heart of the master of Messengers in a clear Arabic tongue. It is
revealed, not created, from Him [All¥h] did it issue and to Him it
shall return. It consists in precise s‰ras, clear verses, letters and
words. Whoever recites it (qara’ahu) and pronounces it clearly
and distinctly (a‘rabahu) shall receive ten blessings for every let-
ter. It has a beginning and an end, sections and parts. It is recited
(matluwwun) with the tongues, preserved in the breasts, heard
with the ears, written in the volumes. It comprises the precise and
the ambiguous, the abrogating and the abrogated, the specific
and the general, the command and the prohibition. }No false-
hood can approach it from before or behind it: it is sent down, by
One Full of Wisdom, worthy of all Praise{ (41:42). }Say: if the
whole of mankind and Jinns should assemble to produce the like
of this Qur’¥n, they could not produce the like thereof, even if
they backed up each other with help and support{(17:88).1119

Another authoritative statement of doctrine on this topic is given
by Ibn al-SubkÏ himself:

The Qur’¥n itself is really written in the volumes (al-ma|¥^if), pre-
served in the hearts of the believers, read and recited in reality
with the tongues of the reciters among the Muslims, just as All¥h
Almighty is really, and not metaphorically, worshipped in our

1118 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (2:228-231)cf.T¥rikh Baghdad (12:489).
1119 Ibn Qud¥ma, Lam‘at al-I‘tiq¥d (p. 17 §13).
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mosques, known in our hearts, and mentioned with our tongues.
This is clear, with the grace of All¥h and thanks to Him. Whoever
deviates from this path is an “isolationist” proponent of absolute
free will (qadarÏ mu‘tazilÏ).1120

Of note is Ibn al-SubkÏ’s sharp contradiction of the image given by
Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥ of Im¥m A^mad, and Ibn al-SubkÏ’s twofold denial, first,
that Im¥m A^mad ever considered as disbelief the doctrine that pro-
nunciation is created; second, that he ever held that the
pronunciation of the Qur’¥n was uncreated.1121 Al-DhahabÏ’s posi-
tion, on the other hand, is to ascribe both views to Im¥m A^mad.1122

At the same time he admits, in circuitous fashion, the difference
between pronunciation (al-talaffu·) and its content (al-malf‰·), recita-
tion (qir¥’a) and its content (al-maqr‰’), and the contingent
(mu^dath) nature of pronunciation, voice (al-|awt), movement (al-
^araka), and utterance (al-na~q), although reluctant to admit
verbatim that they are created.1123 Al-DhahabÏ does open up in his
notice on al-Ash‘arÏ’s companion, the Sh¥fi‘Ï Im¥m al-Kar¥bÏsÏ.1124

When al-Kar¥bÏsÏ heard that Im¥m A^mad had declared his state-
ment an innovation whereby the pronunciation of the Qur’¥n was
created, he said: “Pronunciation means other than the thing pro-
nounced” (talaffu·uka ya‘nÏ ghayra al-malf‰·). Then he said of A^mad:
“What shall we do with this boy? If we say ‘created’ he says bid‘a, and if
we say ‘not created’ he says bid‘a.”1125 Al-DhahabÏ comments: “There
is no doubt that what al-Kar¥bÏsÏ innovated and explained in the ques-
tion of the pronunciation is the truth, but Im¥m A^mad refused it in
order to preclude the extension of the question to the Qur’¥n itself,
since one cannot distinguish the pronunciation from the pro-
nounced, which is the Speech of All¥h, except in the mind.”

Al-DhahabÏ considers that at the root of the disagreement lies a
rigid refusal, on the part of Im¥m A^mad’s circle, to countenance any
concession to what they considered dialectic theology (kal¥m) and
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1120 Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (3:418).
1121 In the >abaq¥t (2:118-120).
1122 Siyar (9:503-505).
1123 Siyar (9:505).
1124 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:81-82 §1988).
1125 Narrated by al-Kha~Ïb in T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d (8:65) and cited by al-DhahabÏ.
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therefore innovation. This attitude was not shared by al-Bukh¥rÏ and
Muslim among others:

Al-DhuhlÏ was fierce (shadÏd) in his adhesion to the Sunna. He
confronted Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl [al-Bukh¥rÏ] because the
latter had alluded, in his Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, to the fact that the
reader’s utterance of the Qur’¥n was created. Al-Bukh¥rÏ made
it understood without explicitly saying it, but he certainly made
it clear. On the other hand A^mad ibn ±anbal flatly refused to
explore the question, as well as Ab‰ Zur‘a and al-DhuhlÏ, or
indulge in the conventions of dialectic theologians
(mutakallim‰n), and they did well – may All¥h reward them
excellently. Ibn Ism¥‘Ïl had to travel from Nays¥b‰r under cover,
and was pained by what Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ [al-DhuhlÏ] had
done to him.1126

Among those who narrated from al-DhuhlÏ is Mu^ammad ibn
Ism¥‘Ïl al-Bukh¥rÏ,1127 but he conceals his name a lot (yudal-
lisuhu kathÏran). He does not name him “Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥”
but only “Mu^ammad,” or “Mu^ammad ibn Kh¥lid,” or
“Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd All¥h,” linking him to his great-grandfa-
ther [and grandfather respectively] and obscuring his name
because of the incident that took place between them.1128

Al-±¥kim [narrated with his chains]: Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥
[al-DhuhlÏ] said: “This Bukh¥rÏ has openly subscribed to the
doctrine of ‘pronunciationists’ (al-laf·iyya), and for me those are
worse than the Jahmiyya.” […] A^mad ibn Salama visited al-
Bukh¥rÏ and told him: “Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h, this is a respected man
[i.e. al-DhuhlÏ] in Khur¥s¥n, especially in this town [Nays¥b‰r],
and he has thundered with this speech until none of us can say
anything to him about it, so what do you think we should do?”Al-
Bukh¥rÏ grasped his beard then he said: }I confide my cause
unto All¥h. Lo! All¥h is Seer of His slaves{ (40:44). He contin-
ued: “O All¥h! You know that I did not want for one moment to
settle in Nays¥b‰r out of arrogance, nor in quest of leadership,

1126 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:207).
1127 Thirty-four ̂ adÏths according to Ibn ±ajar in TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb (9:516).
1128 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:201). This kind of concealment is called tadlÏs al-shuy‰kh

cf. Glossary (p. 464-465)
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but only because my soul would not let me return to my own
country [Bukh¥r¥] because of my opponents; and now this man
intends harm for me out of jealousy, only because of what All¥h
gave me and for no other reason.” Then he said to me: “A^mad,
tomorrow I shall leave and you will be rid of his talk which I
caused.” […]  The ^adÏth Master Mu^ammad ibn Ya‘q‰b said:
“When al-Bukh¥rÏ settled in Nays¥b‰r Muslim ibn al-±ajj¥j took
to visiting him frequently. When the affair of the pronunciation
of Qur’¥n took place between al-Bukh¥rÏ and [al-DhuhlÏ] and
the latter roused people against him and forbade them to visit
him, most people stopped visiting him, but not Muslim.1129

Then al-DhuhlÏ said: ‘Anyone that subscribes to the pronuncia-
tion [being created], it is not permitted for them to attend our
gathering.’ Whereupon Muslim placed a cloak on top of his tur-
ban, stood up, and walked out, sending back to al-DhuhlÏ a
camel-load of what he had written from him. For Muslim openly
subscribed to the pronunciation and made no attempt to con-
ceal it.” […] A^mad ibn Man|‰r al-ShÏr¥zÏ also narrated this
from Mu^ammad ibn Ya‘q‰b, adding: “And A^mad ibn Salama
stood up and followed him.”1130

The Ash‘arÏ view concerning the makt‰b or content of writing is the
same as al-Bukh¥rÏ’s, as shown by al-BayhaqÏ’s expression: “The
makt‰b is the Speech of All¥h and one of His Attributes inseparable
from Him.”1131

What reconciles the different views on this subject somewhat is that
laf· is used by some to mean the revealed, uncreated words and con-
tents of recitation, while others mean thereby the mere act of
pronunciation, which is created; hence the extreme caution shown by
some, such as Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ, who fell short of saying: “My laf· is cre-
ated” even though he used it in the second sense, since he said: “Laf· is
an act of human beings, and our acts are created.” This lexical ambi-
guity is a proof of sorts that the differences on this particular question
were largely in terminology rather than essence. Added to this is a fun-
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1129 Nor the Im¥m and ^adÏth Master of Khur¥s¥n, al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn
Ziy¥d, Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ al-Qabb¥nÏ (d. 289), whom al-±¥kim described as “One of
the pillars of ̂ adÏth and ̂ adÏth Masters in the world.” Siyar (11:51-54).

1130 Al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (10:314-315). Cf. al-BayhaqÏ’s Asm¥’ (2:20-21 §591).
1131 In al-Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t (1:478, 2:125).
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damental difference in method around the appropriateness of such
dialectic, which poisoned the air with unnecessary condemnations on
the part of Im¥m A^mad’s followers – and All¥h knows best.

In some of these questions it is obvious that many originally justifi-
able positions from Im¥m A^mad seemingly acquired a life of their
own to end up in the form of extreme statements and even grave
errors at the hands of his epigones. These errors generally bear the
stamp of literalism, and are being propagated in one form or another
today by certain parties far less knowledgeable and Godfearing than
the Scholars of the past.1132

1132 See also Shaykh ‘Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda’s monograph entitled Mas’alat
Khalq al-Qur’¥n wa-Atharuh¥ fÏ ßuf‰f al-Ruw¥t wal-Mu^addithÏn wa-Kutub al-Jar^ wal-
Ta‘dÏl (“The Question of the Createdness of the Qur’¥n and its Scathing Effect on the
Ranks of the Narrators and ±adÏth Scholars as Well as on the Books of Narrator-
Authentication”).
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The Titles “Elder of Isl¥m” (Shaykh al-Isl¥m),
“±adÏth Auhority” (Mu^addith),
“Person of Learning” (‘®lim ),

(by Shams al-DÏn al-Sakh¥wÏ)1133

and “Commander of the Believers in ±adÏth”
(AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth)

(by al-ShinqÏ~Ï and Ab‰ Ghudda)1134

Q

“He is not an Im¥m in ‘ilm who follows anomalous positions (al-sh¥dhdh).
He is not an Im¥m in ‘ilm who narrates from each and everyone.

He is not an Im¥m in‘ilm who narrates all that he hears.
Memorization (al-^if·) means precise mastery (al-itq¥n).”

‘abd al-ra±m®n ibn mahd¬1135

[al-sakh®w¬ :] “Shaykh al-Isl¥m,” as inferred from its use as a term
among the authorities, is a title attributed to the follower of the Book
of All¥h u and the example of His Messenger œ who possesses the
knowledge of the principles of the Science [of Religion], has plunged
deep into the different views of the Scholars, has become able to
extract the legal evidences from the texts, and has understood the
rational and the transmitted proofs to a satisfactory level.

At times, this title is given to those who have attained the level of
friendship with All¥h (wil¥ya), and from whom people derive blessings
both when they are alive and when they are dead. Similarly, whoever
has trod the true path of the People of Isl¥m and has come out
unscathed from the folly and ignorance of youth; and whoever has
become a living apparatus for others in solving difficulties or winning a
struggle, and a refuge in every difficulty: these are the meanings of the

1133 Al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar (p. 14-23). It is the author’s belief that Dr. N‰r
al-DÏn ‘Itr was given the attributes of im¥mate and mastership here described and that
he is the closest thing to Im¥m A^mad in our time, wal-±amdu lill¥h.

1134 Mu^ammad ±abÏb All¥h al-ShinqÏ~Ï, Hadiyyat al-MughÏth (p. 21-31) and Ab‰
Ghudda, Umar¥’ al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth in Jaw¥b al-±¥fi· al-MundhirÏ (p. 109-121).

1135 Narrated by al-‘UqaylÏ in the introduction to al-™u‘af¥’ (1:9) and Ibn ‘Abd al-
Barr in al-Intiq¥’ (p. 62).
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word as used by the general public.
At times, this title is also given to those who grow old in the fold of

Isl¥m and become outstanding among their peers for long life, enter-
ing into the meaning of the ^adÏth, “There will be a light for those
who grow old in the fold of Isl¥m.”1136

This title was not common among the earlier generations after the
two Shaykhs, al-ßiddÏq and al-F¥r‰q, and we know that ‘AlÏ applied it
to them l. Al-Mu^ibb al->abarÏ (d. 694) related in his book al-Riy¥\
al-Na\ira [“The Resplendent Groves”], without providing a chain of
authorities, that Anas g said that a man came to ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib g
and said: “Commander of the Believers, I heard you saying on the 
pulpit, ‘O All¥h, help me as you helped the rightly-guided and
enlightened caliphs.’ Who are they?” Anas said: Tears welled up in
‘AlÏ’s eyes and began to pour down, then he replied: “Ab‰ Bakr and
‘Umar, All¥h be well-pleased with them, the two leaders of rightful
guidance and the two Shaykhs of Isl¥m, the two men of Quraysh, the
two who are followed after the Messenger of All¥h g. Whoever fol-
lows these two gains respect; whoever lives up to the legacy of these
two is guided to a straight path; whoever sticks with these two is from
the party of All¥h, }and the party of All¥h – these are the successful{
(5:56)!”1137

Al-DhahabÏ reported in al-K¥shif on the authority of Ibn al-
Mub¥rak (d. 181) – mark him, Reader, as one who was a Shaykh
al-Isl¥m: “The only one to carry the title Shaykh al-Isl¥m is Ab‰ Bakr al-
ßiddÏq g, who preserved the zak¥t and fought against the apostates.

1136 Narrated from ‘Amr ibn Abasa by al-TirmidhÏ (^a|an |a^Ï^ gharÏb), al-Nas¥’Ï,
and A^mad; from Ka‘b ibn Murra by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan), al-Nas¥’Ï, A^mad, and al-
D¥raqu~nÏ in his Sunan; from ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr by Ab‰ D¥w‰d; from ‘Umar by Ibn
±ibb¥n with a strong chain (7:251 §2983), al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (1:58), Ibn R¥h‰yah,
and Ab‰ Nu‘aym in Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba; from Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal by al->abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr;
from Ab‰ Nujay^ al-SulamÏ by Ibn ±ibb¥n with a sound chain (7:252 §2984), al-
BayhaqÏ in the Sunan (9:161), and, as part of a longer ^adÏth, by A^mad with a sound
chain; from Ab‰ al-Dard¥’ by Ab‰ al-Shaykh; from J¥bir by Ibn ‘As¥kir; from Ab‰
Hurayra by al-Qu\¥‘Ï in Musnad al-Shih¥b (p. 457); from Fa\¥la ibn ‘Ubayd by al-
>abar¥nÏ in al-KabÏr (18:782-783), A^mad, and al-Bazz¥r;  and from Umm Sulaym by
al-±¥kim in al-Kun¥; also from ‘Amr ibn ‘Abasa but as part of a longer ̂ adÏth, by A^mad
with a sound chain, and al-BayhaqÏ in the Sunan (9:272).

1137 Mu^ibb al-DÏn al->abarÏ, al-Riy¥\ al-Na\ira (1:379 §276); al-ZamakhsharÏ,
Mukhta|ar al-Muw¥faqa fol. 23; al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Jaw¥hir wal-Durar, Introduction.
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Know this very well.” The report ends here.
Ab‰ Ism¥‘Ïl al-HarawÏ (d. 481) came to be known by this title. His

full name was ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad [ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Matt] al-An|¥rÏ, 
a ±anbalÏ scholar and the author of Man¥zil al-S¥’irin and Dhamm al-
Kal¥m. Ab‰ ‘AlÏ ±ass¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd al-M¥ni‘Ï al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and Ab‰ al-±asan
al-Hakk¥rÏ1138 were also known by this title. Ibn al-Sam‘¥nÏ said about
the latter that he was called Shaykh al-Isl¥m. He also was a Sh¥fi‘Ï.

Among the scholars of the ±anafÏ school, the following carried this
title:

–Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhalÏl ibn A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-KhalÏl al-
SijzÏ, who died after 370;
–Ab‰ al-Q¥sim Y‰nus ibn >¥hir ibn Mu^ammad ibn Y‰nus al-
Ba|rÏ – Ibn Mandah mentions him – who died in 411;
–The judge Ab‰ al-±asan AlÏ ibn al-±usayn ibn Mu^ammad al-
SughdÏ who died in 461 – also called Rukn al-Isl¥m;
–Ab‰ Na|r A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn ß¥‘id al-ß¥‘idÏ. Al-
DhahabÏ said about him: “He is one of those who are called
Shaykh al-Isl¥m.” He died in 482;
–AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl ibn AlÏ al-Isbij¥bÏ, who died in
535;
–His student, the author of al-Hid¥ya, Burh¥n al-DÏn AlÏ ibn AbÏ
Bakr ‘Abd al-JalÏl al-Fargh¥nÏ, who died in 593;
–Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-±alabÏ [d.
817];
–Al-‘Im¥d Mas‘‰d ibn Shayba ibn al-±usayn al-SindÏ;
–Ab‰ Sa‘d al-Mu~ahhar ibn Sulaym¥n al-Zanj¥nÏ;
–SadÏd ibn Mu^ammad al-±ann¥tÏ.

The Master Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn A^mad
al-ß¥b‰nÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï (d. 449) was also known by this title. Ibn al-
Sam‘¥nÏ gave it to him in al-Dhayl. Also known by this title was T¥j
al-DÏn al-Firkah, who was a Sh¥fi‘Ï. Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d(d. 702) gave this
title to his master Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m. He said: He is Shaykh al-Isl¥m.
Also known by this title were Ab‰ al-Faraj [Shams al-DÏn] ibn AbÏ
‘Umar the ±anbalÏ – the first who held the judgeship for the ±anbalÏs
[in Makka] – Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d himself, and Ibn Taymiyya. Ab‰ al-
±ajj¥j al-MizzÏ (d. 742) did not give this title to anyone else among his
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1138 See n. 1140.
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contemporaries besides Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn AbÏ ‘Umar, and TaqÏ al-
DÏn al-SubkÏ.1139 In the latter’s time and in his son’s time the use of
this title increased, especially in Damascus. Later, Sir¥j al-DÏn al-
BulqÏnÏ [Ibn ±ajar’s Shaykh] was given this title. I read in Ibn
‘Amm¥r’s own hand that it was used exclusively for him…

Since the beginning of the Eighth Century innumerable people
have been given this title, to the extent that even the chief judges
came to be called it even if they lacked the knowledge and the age.
Indeed, ignorant writers and others took to attributing to individuals
all manners of qualities which nowadays exist only among selected
persons. Those who confirm them in this abuse are the strangest of
all. Verily we belong to All¥h and to Him do we return.

Ibn ±ajar – All¥h have mercy on him! – entirely merits being called
by this title because he had most of the qualities that are mentioned
above, and when that title was used by the authorities in his time he
was meant and no one else. Even if he was not an authority in every-
thing, in the field of the ^adÏth of the Prophet œ he was, beyond
question, Shaykh al-Isl¥m. A^mad ibn ±anbal, whose piety is beyond
question, called Ab‰ al-WalÏd al->ay¥lisÏ and A^mad ibn Y‰nus Shaykh
al-Isl¥m although they had only the knowledge of ̂ adÏth, whereas Ibn
±ajar’s authority was not limited to this one field only. May All¥h have
mercy on them and us!1140

As for the ^adÏth scholar (al-mu^addith), he is the one who [1]
knows the masters of ^adÏth in his homeland as well as other lands;
[2] has a precise knowledge of their date and place of birth and
death, their ranking in the Sciences, and the various types of narra-
tives they have in their possession; [3] differentiates those with longer
chains of transmission from those with shorter ones; [4] is able to spot

1139 Cf. Ibn al-SubkÏ, >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥ (10:195).
1140 Ibn ±ajar himself applies the title Shaykh al-Isl¥m to his teacher, the ^adÏth

Master Zayn al-DÏn al-‘Ir¥qÏ, unless he names someone else. Cf. “Our shaykh, Shaykh al-
Isl¥m, said…” Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 1:18 §1; 1:27 §3; 1:33 §7; 1:192 §97; 1:458; 3:361
§1425; 8:223 §4278 etc.), but “Our shaykh, Shaykh al-Isl¥m al-BulqÏnÏ said…” Ibid. (1:22
§2; 13:547 §7124; cf. 1:45). Like al-Sakh¥wÏ, al-Suy‰~Ï applies the title to Ibn ±ajar,
while both al-HaytamÏ and al-Sha‘r¥nÏ apply it to their Shaykh, Zakariyy¥ al-An|¥rÏ. Al-
DhahabÏ in his monograph on titles and nicknames entitled al-Muqaddima Dh¥t
al-Niq¥b fÏl-Alq¥b (p. 74 §319-320) typically reserves the title to two ±anbalÏs: the
anthropomorphist Ab‰ Ism¥‘Ïl ‘Abd All¥h ibn Mu^ammad al-An|¥rÏ of Herat and the
forger Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn A^mad al-Hakk¥rÏ.
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the ̂ adÏth Masters (al-^uff¥·) in the layers and the chains; [5] records
them in writing; [6] recognises the handwritings of the masters even
if the same person’s handwriting varies; [7] examines critically the
narratives of the masters and extracts what he considers good from
their narratives as well as his own, keeping aware of such qualities of
chains as badal, muw¥faq¥t, mus¥w¥t, and the like (of chain variants);
[8] keeps a record of the names of his auditors even if their number is
one thousand; [9] is an expert in the names of narrators, particularly
those apt to be confused with one another, and obtains this discern-
ment from the leaders in the discipline; [10] knows with precision the
unusual words or names one comes across within the texts of ^adÏth,
or at least most of them, to avoid misspelling; [11] knows enough
Arabic grammar to protect himself from language mistakes in most
cases; [12] masters the terminology of experts in such a way as is suffi-
cient for teaching and explanation, and [13] keeps the proper
terminology with respect to this and other disciplines.

The general practice is in accordance with this approach, although
some were called mu^addith without actually having all of these quali-
fications.

There is a code of conduct for the mu^addith. Our masters have
written about it and the most remarkable book on this is al-J¥mi‘ li-
Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ wa-®d¥b al-S¥mi‘ (“Compendium of the Desirable
Manners of the ±adÏth Narrator and Inveterate Practices of the
Auditor”) by al-Kha~Ïb. I read it and heard Ibn ±ajar say – apparently
reporting it from someone else: “And he must be fast in writing, read-
ing, eating and walking.” His words end here.

The ^adÏth Master Ab‰ al-Fat^ ibn Sayyid al-N¥s (671-734) – may
All¥h have mercy on him! – gave this definition of the mu^addith: “The
mu^addith in our time is he who busies himself with the oral narration
of ^adÏth and its writing, collecting information about the narrators,
and getting to know many of the narrators and narrations in his time.
He gains expertise in these matters to the extent that his handwriting
becomes known and he becomes reputed for accuracy.”

This is easier than what the savant and judge T¥j al-DÏn Ab‰ Na|r
[Ibn] al-SubkÏ (727-771) said in his book Mu‘Ïd al-Ni‘am wa-MubÏd al-
Niqam (“The Renewer of Favours and Allayer of Trials”), as the Master
al-‘Izz Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-Q¥\Ï [Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m], the last of the
narrators of chains, reported from him:
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The mu^addith is the one who knows the chains, their defects,
the names of the narrators, the short and long chains, and, in
addition, has memorised an abundant amount of the ^adÏth
texts [as distinct from the chains], and heard [directly from a
teacher] the Six Books, the Musnad of Im¥m A^mad ibn
±anbal, the Sunan of al-BayhaqÏ, the Mu‘jam of al->abar¥nÏ, and
at least a thousand more monographs on ^adÏth. After he has
heard what we have mentioned, and written on all the layers of
the narrators, and travelled far and wide to see the masters, and
lectured about ^adÏth defects, dates of birth and death, and
chains of transmission – at that time he attains to the beginning
level of ^adÏth narrators. After that All¥h increases those He
wants with what He wants.

The opinion of the Savant [and ̂ adÏth Master Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h ‘Al¥’
al-DÏn Ibn QalÏj al-BakjarÏ al-TurkÏ al-Mi|rÏ al-±anafÏ] Mughal~¥y1141

(689-762) resembles [Ibn] al-SubkÏ’s view: “In the usage of ^adÏth
narrators those who are given the title of mu^addith must have written,
read, heard, memorised, travelled to cities and villages, inferred from
the sources, and expanded the branches from the books of ^adÏth
compilations and manuals on ^adÏth defects and histories, from
about a thousand books.”  

The one who focuses exclusively on audition of ̂ adÏth is not called
a mu^addith. Im¥m T¥j al-DÏn Ibn Y‰nus [al-Maw|ilÏ 598-670] said in
the commentary on al-Ta‘jÏz fÏ Ikhti|¥r al-WajÏz (“The Inimitable
Discourse On the Abridgment of al-Ghazz¥lÏ’s “Synopsis of the
Jurisprudence of the Sh¥fi‘Ï School” [al-WajÏz fÏ Fiqh Madhhab al-Im¥m
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï]): “If someone bequeaths something ‘for the Mu^addiths,’
the will concerns those who know the various chains by which a ̂ adÏth
is established and the integrity of its narrators known, for whoever
exclusively focuses on listening is not a ̂ adÏth Scholar.”

This is supported by al-R¥fi‘Ï’s (557-623) opinion in keeping with
that of the companions [of al-Sh¥fi‘Ï] regarding the person who
made a will “for the Scholars (al-‘ulam¥’)”: Those who merely listen
to ^adÏth without knowledge of the chains nor of the details pertain-
ing to the narrators and the texts are not included here, for listening

1141 Al-‘Ir¥qÏ considered him stronger than Ibn KathÏr, Ibn R¥fi‘, and al-SharÏf al-
±usaynÏ; cf. al-Suy‰~Ï, >abaq¥t al-±uff¥· (p. 537).
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alone is not scholarship.
Similar to this is the view of [Ibn] al-SubkÏ: “Those who focus exclu-

sively on listening do not enter the community of ^adÏth. This is also
what some of the later scholars said: for the Jurists (al-fuqah¥’), the
word mu^addith can be used only for those who memorise texts of
^adÏths and those who know the reliability or unreliability of the dif-
ferent narrators. Those who focus exclusively on listening fall into
neither category.”

Al-F¥riqÏ said: “The term should not be used for those who know
chains of ̂ adÏth but not the legal rulings derived from them. For one
cannot be counted among the scholars of the law with only the former
amount of knowledge.” His student [Sharaf al-DÏn ‘Abd All¥h ibn
Mu^ammad] Ibn AbÏ ‘A|r‰n [al-TamÏmÏ al-Sh¥fi‘Ï 492-585] also fol-
lowed him in his book al-Inti|¥r (“The Victory”). Ibn ±ajar stopped
short of this view and said: “This is an overemphasis because the divi-
sions [of ̂ adÏth sciences] are fourfold, the highest of which being the
abundance in audition (sam¥‘) and the knowledge of chains and their
defects.” I say that perhaps the first two refused to call such a person a
mu^addith only because, literally speaking, he is a musnid, i.e. one who
simply conveys chains of authorities [without critiquing them]. The
rest, however, use the term mu^addith figuratively.

What are the “ways or paths of the ^adÏth” (~uruq al-^adÏth)? The
author of al-Dhakh¥’ir states that this is the knowledge of the rulings
comprised in the ̂ adÏths along with the knowledge of their narrators.
This view is inconsistent with the terminology of the experts because
what they mean by “the ways of ̂ adÏth” is the mere enumeration of its
chains of transmission, and the various aspects in which a ^adÏth is
transmitted. The author of al-W¥fÏ said: “What is meant by “the ways of
^adÏth” is the sound ̂ adÏth (|a^Ï^), the weak (\a‘Ïf), the rare (gharÏb),
knowledge of the names of narrators, their reliability and unreliabili-
ty, and knowledge of its meanings. Then he becomes a scholar (‘¥lim)
unlike the reciter of the Qur’¥n, for it is not a science but a transmis-
sion.” Towards the end of his words, the author of al-W¥fÏ points to
al-M¥wardÏ’s view in al-Waqf: “It [the word ‘scholar’] should not be
used for the reciters of the Qur’¥n nor the community of ^adÏth,
because knowledge resides in meaning, not in what is memorised for
recitation.”

What we report from the ^adÏth Master al-SilafÏ should be under-
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stood in this context. He said: “I enquired from our master al-Im¥m
Ab‰ al-±asan al->abarÏ, also known as al-Kiy¥ (450-504), about some-
one who made a will stipulating that one third of his wealth be
distributed to the Ulema and Fuqah¥’: are the scribes of ̂ adÏth includ-
ed in this stipulation? He said: Yes, how can it be otherwise? The
Prophet œ said: “Whoever in my Community memorises forty ̂ adÏths
pertinent to his religious life, All¥h will resurrect him in the Day of
Judgement as a wise man (faqÏh) of learning (‘¥lim).”1142

The following is reported from M¥lik: “The Science cannot be taken
from him who exclusively focuses on audition (sam¥‘).” The exact
wording of his view as reported by the Q¥\Ï ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b [ibn ‘AlÏ al-
Tha‘labÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ 362-422] in al-Mulakhkha| (“The Summary”)
through ‘¬s¥ ibn Ab¥n is: “There are four from whom the Science can-
not be taken,” and he counted them and continued: “Nor from him
who does not know this matter.” The Q¥\Ï explained that what he
meant by this is one who neither knows narrators nor if anything was
added in or abstracted from the narrative.

The practice in our time contradicts this view. In our time, the
reliance is for the most part on the reader-reciter (q¥ri’). For this rea-
son I advocate preventing students from doing a lot of reading and
reciting when they do not first master texts and chains, nor have any
idea who among the narrators has no analytical thinking or whose
^adÏth can be accepted as reliable in the first place.

How well did the ̂ adÏth Master Ab‰ ‘Abdullah al-DhahabÏ (d. 748)
speak in what I read by his own handwriting about the above – even if
he exaggerated, nevertheless he is excused:

Most of the ̂ adÏth scholars have no understanding, no diligence
in the actual knowledge of ^adÏth, and no fear of All¥h regard-
ing it. Worse, the sound and the forged look alike to them. The
narrators do not correct their manners according to the ethics
of ̂ adÏth, and never wake up from the stupor of audition. At one
and the same time a scholar hears a book and his ego entertains
the prospect of teaching it, in fifty years perhaps? Woe to you!
How long is your hope, how evil your works! Verily Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ is excused for saying according to the narration of
1142 Narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by Ibn al-Najj¥r and al-NawawÏ who

declared it weak in the introduction to his famous compilation of forty ̂ adÏths. This is
one of the famous weak ̂ adÏths the Umma put in practice since the earliest times.
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A^mad ibn Y‰suf al-TaghlabÏ: Kh¥lid ibn Khid¥sh narrated to us
that ±amm¥d ibn Zayd narrated to us that Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ said:
“If ^adÏth were a good it would have vanished just as goodness
has vanished.”

By All¥h! he has spoken the truth. What good is there in
^adÏth where the sound is mixed with the unreliable, while you
do nothing to sift one from the other, or to research its narra-
tors, and you do not practice it nor fear All¥h concerning it?
Today, in our time, the quest for knowledge and ̂ adÏth audition
no longer means for the mu^addith the obligation of living up to
it, which is the goal of ^adÏth.  The basis of ^adÏth audition has
become the prestige of narrating ^adÏth. This, by All¥h, is not
for the sake of All¥h! I am only addressing you, O ^adÏth narra-
tor – not those who do not listen, think, keep the five daily
prayers, shun corruption and intoxicants, and strive for perfec-
tion in speaking the truth: O listener! Do not become a criminal
like me [says the corrupt man], for we feel the worst afflictions.

Today, the student of ̂ adÏth should first copy by hand al-Jam‘
Bayn al-ßa^Ï^ayn (“The Convergence of the Two Sound Books”
i.e. al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim’s ßa^Ï^s), ‘Abd al-±aqq’s [ibn al-
Kharr¥~ al-IshbÏlÏ 509-580] al-A^k¥m al-Shar‘iyya (“The Legal
Rulings”), and al-™iy¥’ (“The Illumination”). He should master
these books. Also, he should frequently study the works of al-
BayhaqÏ, for they are beneficial. He should also study no less
than a concise book like [Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d’s] al-Ilm¥m fÏ A^¥dÏth
al-A^k¥m (“The Acquaintance with the Prophetic Narrations
that Serve as a Basis for Legal Rulings”), and teach it.

What good is there in ^adÏth audition under ignorant teach-
ers who sleep while children play and young men prate, making
jokes while reporting ^adÏth, soon feeling sleepy, debating
haughtily while their readers make spelling mistakes? They
repeat meaningless words such as aw kam¥ q¥l (“or as he [the
Prophet œ] said”) and yawn.1143 For the sake of All¥h, leave us
alone, for we have become the laughingstock of sensible people!
They look at us and say: “Are these the People of ±adÏth?”
He also said in another place:
1143 Nevertheless the phrase aw kam¥ q¥l should always be spoken after citing a

^adÏth if one is at all uncertain of its definite phrasing cf. above, n.309.
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It is reported from Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ that he said: “Pursuing the
study of ̂ adÏth is not part of the preparation for death, but a dis-
ease that preoccupies people.”1144 He said this verbatim. He is
right in what he said because pursuing the study of ^adÏth is
other than the ^adÏth itself. Pursuing ^adÏth is a conventional
name comprising matters that are additional to learning the
meaning of ^adÏth. Many of these matters lead to knowledge,
but most are a source of pride for the narrators, such as obtain-
ing ornamented copies of a book, or trying to find the shortest
chain for a ^adÏth, or increasing the number of one’s teachers,
or pleasure with titles, or hope for a long life so that he can nar-
rate ^adÏth (to subsequent students), or desire to become
unique (infir¥d, i.e. by outliving his generation-layer of narra-
tors), and many other similar matters required for egotistic
purposes but not for deeds aimed at gaining the blessing of
All¥h.

If your quest for ̂ adÏth is surrounded by these disasters, when
will be you be freed from them to gain sincerity? If the sciences
of transmission (‘ul‰m al-athar) have become diseased, what do
you think about the rational sciences which divert from faith and
instill doubts that did not exist in the age of the Companions
and the Successors? Their Sciences were the Qur’¥n, the
±adÏth, and Jurisprudence!

Im¥m Ab‰ Sh¥ma (595-665) said:

Today the sciences of ̂ adÏth are three. The most honorable one
is the memorization of the texts, the knowledge of rare ^adÏth,
and its relation to jurisprudence. The second [science of
^adÏth] consists in memorizing the chains of transmission,
knowing the narrators, and discerning the reliable chains from
the problematic ones. This used to be paramount, but now it suf-
fices for the student of the Science to know what is compiled and
written in this branch, and there is no benefit in redoing what is
already done. The third [science of ^adÏth] consists in collect-
ing, writing, hearing, and learning the various chains through

1144 Shaykh ‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-GÏl¥nÏ similarly told his student Shaykh al-Isl¥m Ab‰
±af| ‘Umar al-SuhrawardÏ that pursuing the study of taw^Ïd is not part of the prepara-
tion for the grave; cf. Ibn Rajab, Dhayl >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila (1:296-297).
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which a ^adÏth has been narrated, searching for the shortest
chains and traveling for this purpose. However, the one who
focusses on this is diverted from the most important of the useful
sciences [i.e. the first], in addition to being distracted from the
actions which are the primary purpose. All¥h Most High says }I
created the jinn and humankind only that they might worship
me{ (51:56). However, it is acceptable for those who have freed
themselves from distractions to spend time in this third branch
because it helps perpetuate the unbroken “from” chains (silsilat
al-‘an‘ana al-mutta|ila) back to the most honorable of mankind –
the blessings and peace of All¥h upon him! These chains are one
of the peculiarities of this Community.

He also said: “One should stay away from that which is commonly
shared by the young and the old, the mediocre and the intelligent,
the ignorant and the scholar.”

Al-A‘mash [Ab‰ Mu^ammad Sulaym¥n ibn Mahr¥n al-AsadÏ the
T¥bi‘Ï 61-148] said: “The ^adÏth that jurists circulate among them-
selves is better than that which ^adÏth narrators circulate among
themselves.” Someone criticised Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal, All¥h have
mercy upon him, for attending the circle of Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï and leav-
ing the circle of Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna. A^mad told him: “Hush! If you
miss a ^adÏth with a shorter chain you can find it with a longer chain
and it will not harm you. However, if you do not have the reasoning of
this man [al-Sh¥fi‘Ï] I am afraid you will not be able to find it.” 

Ibn ±ajar said:

There is some disagreement in some of the above doctrine. Ab‰
Sh¥ma’s view that “it suffices for the student of the Science to
know what is compiled and written in this branch” was rejected
by the savant Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn al-Zubayr and others. The argument
can be made against him in the following way. If the amount of
compilations that have been written in the first branch makes
reliance upon them necessary without need for pursuing its
sources, then the same can be said about the first branch which
Ab‰ Sh¥ma says about the second (i.e. that “it suffices for the stu-
dent of the Science to know what is compiled and written in this
branch”), for the books written on the jurisprudence of ^adÏth
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and the rare ^adÏth cannot be counted. Indeed, if someone
were to claim that the works in the latter fields are more numer-
ous than the works about narrator-criticism and the works that
distinguish the sound ^adÏth from the unsound, he would not
be far from the truth. To be sure this is the reality. If studying the
first branch is important, then the study of the second branch
becomes even more important, for it is the staircase that leads to
the first. Therefore, whoever neglects the second science
[according to Ab‰ Sh¥ma’s classification] is bound to mix unwit-
tingly the unsound ^adÏth with the sound and the narrator who
is considered trustworthy with the unreliable. That is enough
discredit for such a method.

The truth is, both the first and the second science are important in
the science of ̂ adÏth. There is no doubt that whoever can master both
will attain the highest station, even if he is remiss in the third, while he
who neglects the first and second can have no part in being called a
^adÏth Master (^¥fi·). As for he who masters the first but neglects the
second, he remains far from the definition of ^adÏth scholar
(mu^addith), while he who masters the second and neglects the first
may still be called a mu^addith, although there is a deficiency in him
with regard to the first science.

b
[al-shinq¬>¬  and abƒ ghudda :] The Commanders of the
Believers in ±adÏth (Umar¥’ al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-^adÏth) thus named by the
Salaf are:

1. Im¥m M¥lik ibn Anas al-A|ba^Ï al-MadanÏ (93-179). (Per al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, Wuhayb ibn al-Ward, and Ya^y¥ ibn al-MadÏnÏ.) §7 in
Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

2. Im¥m Ab‰ al-Zin¥d ‘Abd All¥h ibn Dhakw¥n al-T¥bi‘Ï (64-130)
the Jurist of al-MadÏna and Shaykh of Im¥m M¥lik . (Per Sufy¥n
al-ThawrÏ and A^mad ibn ±anbal.) §1 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

3. Im¥m Sufy¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd al-ThawrÏ al-K‰fÏ (97-161). (Per Shu‘ba,
Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna, Ab‰ ‘®|im, Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn, Ya^y¥ ibn
Yam¥n, and others) §5 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

4. Im¥m Ab‰ Bis~am Shu‘ba ibn al-±ajj¥j al-W¥si~Ï al-Ba|rÏ (82-
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160) the Shaykh of Ahl al-±adÏth in Iraq. (Per Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ
and Ab‰ Zayd al-An|¥rÏ.) §4 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

5. Im¥m Ab‰ Ya‘q‰b Is^¥q ibn R¥h‰yah al-±an·alÏ al-MarwazÏ
(166-235). (Per A^mad ibn ±anbal.) §16 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

6. Im¥m Ab‰ Bakr Hish¥m ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Dastaw¥’Ï1145al-Ba|rÏ
(d. 153). (Per Ab‰ D¥w‰d al->ay¥lisÏ.) §3 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

7. Im¥m Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-Fa\l ibn Dukayn al-TaymÏ al-Mul¥’Ï al-
K‰fÏ (130-210), the student of Ab‰ ±anÏfa. (Per Ab‰ A^mad
al-Farr¥’.) §13 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

8. Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ al-
Nays¥b‰rÏ (ca.170-258), Shaykh al-Isl¥m. (Per Ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d
and Ab‰ Bakr ibn Ziy¥d) §18 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

9. The Shaykh of the Shaykhs of Isl¥m and Mountain of
Memorization and ±adÏth Science, Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Ju‘fÏ al-Bukh¥rÏ (196-
256). (Per al-KhazrajÏ but “He is beyond evaluation.”) §17 in
Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

10. Im¥m Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Umar al-D¥raqu~nÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ
(306-358). (Per Ab‰ al->ayyib al->abarÏ.) §20 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s
list.

11. Im¥m Ab‰ Bakr Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn Yas¥r al-AkhbarÏ al-
Mu~~alibÏ al-MadanÏ (80-152), the author of the most famous
SÏra. (Per Shu‘ba, Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, YazÏd ibn H¥r‰n, ‘Abd al-
Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ, Ibn Sayyid al-N¥s, al-DhahabÏ, and Ibn
Khallik¥n.) §2 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

12. Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h Mu^ammad ibn ‘Umar ibn W¥qid al-
SahmÏ al-MadanÏ al-W¥qidÏ (130-207) the author of the first
SÏra. (Per al-Dar¥wardÏ, but al-DhahabÏ said in MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l:
“Consensus has formed on holding al-W¥qidÏ unreliable.”) §12
in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

13. Shaykh al-Isl¥m, Im¥m Ab‰ Salama ±amm¥d ibn Salama al-
Ba|rÏ (ca. 90-167). (Per ‘Aff¥n ibn Muslim al-Ba|rÏ.) §6 in Ab‰
Ghudda’s list.

14. Shaykh al-Isl¥m, Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-
Mub¥rak al-MarwazÏ (118-181). (Per Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn and Ab‰
Us¥ma Zayd ibn AbÏ Unaysa al-Ruhawi.) §8 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s
list.

Titles of the Ulema in Islam

1145 Also spelled al-Dastuw¥’Ï.
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15. Im¥m Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn Mu^ammad al-
Dar¥wardÏ al-MadanÏ (d. 187). (Per Ma‘n ibn ‘¬s¥ al-Mufli^.) §9
in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

16. Im¥m Shih¥b al-DÏn Ab‰ al-Fa\l A^mad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn
Mu^ammad ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ al-Kin¥nÏ al-Mi|rÏ (773-
852). (Per Burh¥n al-DÏn al-Laq¥nÏ, Ridw¥n ibn Mu^ammad
al-‘UqbÏ, al-Sakh¥wÏ, ‘Abd al-KarÏm al-QalqashandÏ, and Ibn
‘All¥n: Mu^ammad ‘AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad ‘All¥n ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-
BakrÏ al-ßiddÏqÏ.) §23 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

[abƒ ghudda :] Also thus named are:

17. Im¥m Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-Fa\l ibn M‰s¥ al-Sin¥nÏ al-MarwazÏ
(115-192). (Per al-Sam‘¥nÏ.) §10 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

18. Im¥m Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n al-Ba|rÏ (120-198).
(Per al-DhahabÏ.) §11 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

19. Im¥m Ab‰ al-WalÏd Hish¥m ibn ‘Abd al-M¥lik al->ay¥lisÏ al-
Ba|rÏ (133-227). (Per A^mad ibn Sin¥n al-W¥si~Ï.) §14 in Ab‰
Ghudda’s list.

20. Im¥m Ab‰ al-±asan ‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn Ja‘far al-Ba|rÏ,
known as Ibn al-MadÏnÏ (161-224). (Per al-DhahabÏ.) §15 in
Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

21. Im¥m Ab‰ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ, Mu^ammad ibn IdrÏs al-±an·alÏ al-
R¥zÏ (195-277). (Per Ibn DÏzÏl.) §19 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

22. Ab‰ Mu^ammad TaqÏ al-DÏn ‘Abd al-GhanÏ ibn ‘Abd al-W¥^id
al-MaqdisÏ al-Jamm¥‘ilÏ al-DimashqÏ (541-600). (Per ™iy¥’ al-
DÏn al-MaqdisÏ.) §21 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

23. Im¥m Burh¥n al-DÏn Ab‰ al-Waf¥’ Ab‰ Is^¥q Ibr¥hÏm ibn
Mu^ammad ibn KhalÏl, Sib~ Ibn al-‘AjamÏ al-±alabÏ (753-841).
(Per Ab‰ al-Barak¥t Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn
Mu^ammad al-Farr¥qÏ.) §22 in Ab‰ Ghudda’s list.

24. Im¥m WajÏh al-DÏn Ab‰ Mu^ammad ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn ‘AlÏ
ibn al-Dayba‘ al-Shayb¥nÏ al-Yam¥nÏ al-ZabÏdÏ (866-944). (Per
‘Abd al-Q¥dir ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-‘Aydar‰sÏ.) §24 in Ab‰
Ghudda’s list.

25. Im¥m ‘Abd All¥h ibn S¥lim ibn Mu^ammad al-Ba|rÏ al-MakkÏ
(1048-1124). (Per Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Mu^ammad Sa‘Ïd Safar.) §25 in
Ab‰ Ghudda.
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26. Im¥m Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-AmÏr al-ßan‘¥nÏ (1099-
1182), the author of Subul al-Sal¥m. (Per WajÏh al-DÏn ‘Abd
al-Ra^m¥n ibn Sulaym¥n al-Ahdal al-ZabÏdÏ.) §26 in Ab‰
Ghudda’s list.

[al-shinq¬>¬ :] And among those who could also be thus cate-
gorised are:

27. Im¥m Ab‰ Zakariyy¥ Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn al-MurrÏ al-Baghd¥dÏ
(158-233). (Per Nu‘aym ibn ±amm¥d.) Page 121 after Ab‰
Ghudda’s list.

28. Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal.
29. Im¥m Muslim ibn al-±ajj¥j.
30. Im¥m Jal¥l al-DÏn al-Suy‰~Ï.

b
The Title Ahl al-±adÏth

The name Ahl al-±adÏth designated, in the early centuries, those
Scholars of Ahl al-Sunna that focussed on ^adÏth audition, analysis,
criticism, compilation, narration, and transmission until they became
like reflections of the pure speech of the Prophet œ – the Divine reve-
lation which is not obligatory to recite (wa^Ï ghayr matl‰) – so that
“whenever I meet one of the Ahl al-±adÏth, it is as if I saw the
Messenger of All¥hs” (al-Sh¥fi‘Ï). By synecdoche, the term denoted
all Ahl al-Sunna.

In his book Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth (“The Eminence of the Masters
of ±adÏth”), the great ^adÏth Master al-Kha~Ïb al-Baghd¥dÏ narrated
Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s saying: “Were it not for this band of people we would
not be studying Isl¥m.”1146 The narrations al-Kha~Ïb gathered in this
precious book list the titles conferred by the Im¥ms of ^adÏth on the
scholars of the Prophetic narrations:

“Those Who Command Good and Forbid Evil” [Ibr¥hÏm ibn
M‰s¥]

“The Substitute-Saints” [Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ, YazÏd ibn H¥r‰n,
A^mad ibn ±anbal]

Titles of the Ulema in Islam

1146 Al-Kha~Ïb, Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth (p. 52 §106).
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“The Pillars of the SharÏ‘a” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Nearest of People to the Prophet œ” [because of the ^adÏth:

“Truly the nearest of people to me on the Day of Resurrection are
those who invoked the most blessings upon me”1147].

“The Owners of Transmission Chains [to the Prophet œ]” [YazÏd
ibn Zuray‘]

“The Owners of Frayed Garments and Inkwells” [Caliph al-
Ma’m‰n]

“The Best of All Scholars” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Best of All People” [al-Awz¥‘Ï]
“The Best of Those Who Spoke About Knowledge” [A^mad]
“The Trustees of All¥h Over His Religion” [Ab‰ ±atim al-R¥zÏ]
“The Trustees of the Messenger œ” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The People of Belief” [because of the ^adÏth: “Do you know who

of those who possess belief is the best in belief?” They said the angels.
He replied: “This is true, and it is right that they should be so, but
nothing stands in their way because of the position in which All¥h u
has placed them. I mean others.” They said: “The Prophets whom
All¥h honoured with Prophetship and Messengership.” He replied in
the same way. They said the martyrs. He replied: “This is true, and it is
right that they should be so, but nothing stands in their way because of
the honour All¥h bestowed upon them with martyrdom. I mean oth-

1147 Narrated from Ibn Mas‘‰d by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan gharÏb), Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ in his
Musnad (8:428, 9:15), al-Bukh¥rÏ in al-T¥rÏkh al-KabÏr (5:177), Ibn AbÏ Shayba
(11:505), al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (§686), al-BayhaqÏ in Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n (2:212), al-
HaythamÏ in Maw¥rid al-<am’¥n (p. 594), al-Kha~Ïb in al-Fa|l lÏl-Wa|l (2:770-773) and
Sharaf (p. 34-35 §63) and Ibn ±ibb¥n all with weak chains according to al-Arna’‰~
(3:192 §911) because of M‰s¥ ibn Ya‘q‰b al-Zam‘Ï and ‘Abd All¥h ibn Kays¥n (cf. al-
MizzÏ, TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l [15:482], Ibn ‘AdÏ, al-K¥mil [6:2342], al-D¥raqu~nÏ, al-‘Ilal
[5:112], Ibn ±ajar, TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb [5:326]). However, it has a witnessing narration
whereby the Prophet œ said: “Invoke abundant blessings upon me on the day of Jumu‘a
for my Community’s |al¥t is shown to me [especially] on every Jumu‘a, therefore, whoev-
er among them invokes blessings upon me the most, is nearest to me in station.”
Narrated from Ab‰ Um¥ma by al-BayhaqÏ in his Sunan (3:249 §5785) and ±ay¥t al-
Anbiy¥’ (p. 11) with a fair chain according to al-MundhirÏ in al-TarghÏb (1994 ed. 2:390
§2519=1997 ed. 2:328= 3:303) “except that it is said Mak^‰l did not hear from Ab‰
Um¥ma directly,” while Ibn ±ajar said in Fat^ al-B¥rÏ (1959 ed. 11:167): “There is no
harm in its chain.” Ibn al-Sakan included Ibn Mas‘‰d’s ̂ adÏth among the sound narra-
tions in his ßi^¥^ according to Ibn al-Mulaqqin in Tu^fat al-Mu^t¥j (1:527). Ibn ±ajar
assembled a full documentation of the paths of this noble narration.
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ers.” They asked: “Who then, Messenger of All¥h?” He said:
“Generations yet in the loins of men who shall come after me; they
shall believe in me without seeing me and confirm me without seeing
me. They shall see the suspended leaves [of the Law] and put them
into practice.”1148

“The People of Truth” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The People of Righteousness” [‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz]
“The Vessels of Knowledge” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The People Most Meritorious of Salvation in the Hereafter”

[because of the ̂ adÏth: “Truly the safest of you against the disasters of
the Day of Resurrection on that day are those of you who invoked the
most blessings on me in the world”1149].

“The Friends of All¥h” [al-KhalÏl ibn A^mad]
“The Massive Throng” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Guardians of the Earth” [Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ]
“The Guardians of the Religion” [al-A‘mash]
“The Implanters of the Religion” [Ibn al-Mub¥rak]
“The Party of All¥h” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Preservers of the Pillars of the Law” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Preservers of the Prophet’s Sunna” [al-KhuraybÏ]
“The Custodians of the Faith” [Kahmas]
“The Protectors of the Faith” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Repellers of False Imputations to the Prophet” [Ibn Ma‘Ïn]
“The Carriers of Knowledge” [al-KhuraybÏ]
“The Storehouses of the Religion” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Successors of the Messenger œ” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Elect Among Tribes” [±af| ibn Ghiy¥th]
“The Elect Among People” [Ab‰ Bakr ibn ‘Ayy¥sh]
“The Elect Among Worshippers” [Ab‰ Muz¥^im al-Kh¥q¥nÏ]
“The Virile Among Men” [al-ZuhrÏ]1150

Titles of the Ulema in Islam

1148 Narrated from ‘Umar by al-Bazz¥r(1:413) with a fair chain as stated by al-
HaythamÏ (10:65), al-Kha~Ïb, Sharaf(p. 33-34§62), al-±¥kim (4:85-86) with a weak chain
because of Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ ±umayd as indicated by al-DhahabÏ, Ab‰ Ya‘l¥ (1:147)
with a weak chain according to Shaykh ±usayn Asad, and from Ibn ‘Abb¥s by al->abar¥nÏ
in al-KabÏr (12:87) and al->a^¥wÏ in Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r (6:269-270 §2472) with the
statement “Those are my brothers” instead of the last sentence, with a chain of sound 
narrators except for ‘A~¥’ ibn al-S¥’ib whose narrations are confused.

1149 Narrated from Anas by al-Kha~Ïb in Sharaf (p. 56-57 §113).
1150 Al-HudhalÏ narrated that al-ZuhrÏ asked him: “O HudhalÏ! Does ^adÏth please
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“The Trustees Who Preserve the Reports of the Messengers” [Ab‰
±¥tim al-R¥zÏ]

“The Strangers” [‘Abd¥n]
“The Knights of this Religion” [YazÏd ibn Zuray‘]
“The Caretakers of the Matter of SharÏ‘a” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“The Strivers In the Preservation of the Faith” [al-Kha~Ïb]
“Mankind” (al-n¥s) [A^mad ibn ±anbal]
“Those Who Belong to No Tribe” [‘Abd¥n]
“The Intermediaries Between the Prophet œ and His Community”

[al-Kha~Ïb]
“Mu^ammad’s Inheritors” [Ibn Mas‘‰d]
“The Inheritors of the Prophets” [al-Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\]
“The Beneficiaries of the Messenger of All¥h” [Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-

KhudrÏ, according to the ̂ adÏth of the Prophet œ: “There shall come
after me a people <from the East1151/from the regions of the
world1152> who will ask you about me. When they come to you, treat
them kindly and narrate to them <, make them memorise the ^adÏth
and make room for them in gatherings1153>”1154].

you?” Al-HudhalÏ said yes. Al-ZuhrÏ continued: “Truly, it pleases the virile among men,
while the effeminate among them hate it.” Al-Kha~Ïb, Sharaf (p. 70 §150).

1151 In al-TirmidhÏ.
1152 In Ibn M¥jah.
1153 In al-D¥rimÏ’s Sunan, Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ, al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl (2:12), and oth-

ers: Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd used to say, whenever he saw the young T¥bi‘Ï students of ^adÏth:
“Welcome to the beneficiaries (wa|iyya) of the Messenger of All¥h s,” while the ̂ adÏth
Master Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-R¥mahurmuzÏ’s (d. 362) narration in al-Mu^addith al-F¥|il
Bayn al-R¥wÏ wal-W¥‘Ï (“The ±adÏth Scholar That Differentiates Between Narrators and
Containers”) (p. 175) adds: “who ordered us to make you memorize the ^adÏth and
make room for you in gatherings.” Al-DhahabÏ lauds al-R¥mahurmuzÏ’s book in his
Siyar (1996 ed. 12:233) and relates that al-SilafÏ carried it wherever he went. Dr. N‰r al-
DÏn ‘Itr pointed out in a class communication that it was the first comprehensive book
on ^adÏth science ever, after which came the works of al-±¥kim, al-Kha~Ïb, and Ibn al-
ßal¥^.

1154 Narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ by al-±¥kim (1:88=1990 ed. 1:164) who
declared it sound. The ̂ adÏth Master Mughal~¥y also declared it sound according to al-
Mun¥wÏ (2:400) while it remains a fair (^asan) narration according to al-Suy‰~Ï and
others. Also narrated from Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd by Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr in his J¥mi‘ (1:578 §991), al-
Kha~Ïb in his (1991 ed. 1:305-306 §360 = 1983 ed. 1:202), Ibn Wahb in his Musnad
(8:167), and ‘Abd al-GhanÏ al-MaqdisÏ in al-‘Ilm (1:50), all with weak chains because of
Layth ibn AbÏ Sulaym; and by al-TirmidhÏ, Ibn M¥jah, ‘Abd al-Razz¥q (11:252),
Tamm¥m al-R¥zÏ in his Faw¥’id (1:64, 1:69), al-BaghawÏ in Shar^ al-Sunna (1:286), and
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The term Ahl al-±adÏth, therefore, refers to that superb reality and
early examplar in Islamic history, not to the modern sect that arose in
India and proclaimed rejection of taqlÏd in the name of direct follow-
ing of the mother sources – as if the Sunni Schools of Law were
anything other than a direct following of the mother sources! – thus
causing division and fitna in the Umma. Indo-Pakistani Muslims, in
particular, should be aware of that distinction and know the differ-
ence between that noble, large, early group over whose high esteem
there is Consensus and that small, late group characterised by contro-
versy who are <¥hirÏ from certain angles and Mu‘tazilÏ from others.
Such a dubious group should never be referred to as Ahl al-±adÏth
even if that is the practice in India. There is a huge difference
between the ßiddÏq and the ZindÏq. Our terminology must reflect this
distinction, and All¥h knows best.

Titles of the Ulema in Islam

al-R¥mahurmuzÏ in al-Mu^addith al-F¥|il (p. 176), all with very weak chains because of
Ab‰ H¥r‰n al-‘AbdÏ (‘Am¥ra ibn Juwayn) who is discarded as a narrator (cf. Ibn ‘AdÏ, al-
K¥mil [5:77] and Ibn ±ajar’s TaqrÏb).
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A Concise Sunni Glossary
of Fiqh, ±adÏth, Kal¥m, and Ta|awwuf

Abd¥l, sing. Badal: “Substitutes.” Spiritually accomplished human
beings by means of whom goodness remains in the world. Cf.
documentation under ^adÏth §8 of our Forty ±adÏths on the
Excellence of Syro-Palestine and Its People.

adh¥n: The call to prayer raised by the mu’adhdhin.
a^ad, pl. ¥^¥d: “Solitary.” A lone-narrator, non-mutaw¥tir ^adÏth

that is either gharÏb, ‘azÏz, or mashh‰r. “That which [if |a^Ï^] nec-
essarily leads to action (‘amal) but does not necessarily lead to
positive knowledge (‘ilm) because of the possibility of it being a
mistake.” (Ibn al-JuwaynÏ)

Ahl al-Bid‘a: “People of Innovation.” Muslims who deviate from the
doctrines and practices of Ahl al-Sunna. A common name syn-
onymous with Ahl al-ahw¥’ or the “people of vain lusts.”

Ahl al-±aqq: “The People of Truth.” The term denotes Ahl al-Sunna
wal-Jam¥‘a as opposed to the sects and is identical with “The
Saved Group” (al-firqat al-n¥jiya) mentioned in the ̂ adÏth of the
Prophet s. “Ahl al-Sunna consist of three groups: the textualists
(al-Athariyya), whose Im¥m is A^mad ibn ±anbal; the Ash‘arÏs,
whose Im¥m is Ab‰ al-±asan al-Ash‘arÏ; and the M¥turÏdÏs,
whose Im¥m is Ab‰ Man|‰r al-M¥turÏdÏ […]. They are all one
sect, the saved sect, and they are Ahl al-±adÏth” (Al-SaffarÏnÏ).
Anyone that deviates from this meaning is an innovator.

Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a: “People of the Way of the Prophet œ and
the Congregation [of the Muslims],” also known as Sunni
Muslims.

¥khira: The hereafter.
‘¥lim, pl. ‘ulam¥’: Possessor of knowledge in Islam or ‘ilm in contrast

to the ‘¥mmÏ and subject to peer recognition.
‘¥mmÏ, pl. ‘aw¥mm: One who lacks Islamic scholarly training and

learning: layman; the common people; the general public. One
may be a ‘¥lim in one discipline and a‘ ¥mmÏ in others.
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‘an‘ana: Indecisive ^adÏth transmission terminology through the
use of the phrase “from X” (‘an ful¥n) instead of the phrase “X
narrated to us” (^addathan¥ ful¥n). ‘An‘ana may denote tadlÏs
and irs¥l.

‘ara\, pl. a‘r¥\: “Accident.”
‘¥rif: Knower of All¥h. One who possesses ma‘rifa.
Ash‘arÏs: Adherents to the doctrinal tenets of Ab‰ al-±asan al-

Ash‘arÏ, mostly from the Sh¥fi‘Ï and M¥likÏ Schools of Law, and
forming the massive majority of the Ulema of Ahl al-Sunna wal-
Jam¥‘a.

azal, adj. azalÏ: Pre-eternity without beginning, applying both to the
existent (mawj‰d) and the non-existent (ma‘d‰m). In the latter
sense the inexistence of creatures has no beginning and so is
pre-eternally inexistent (ma‘d‰mun azalÏ) (but it has an end coin-
ciding with the beginning of their existence). Azal is thus
distinct from the beginninglessness of qidam, “pre-existence,”
which applies only to the pre-eternally existent. Qidam, unlike
azal, is also necessarily everlasting.

‘azÏz: “Rare.” Applied to a ^adÏth, it refers to a type of a^ad narra-
tion that has only two narrators in each link of its chain and is
thus between the level of gharÏb and that of mashh‰r. A ‘azÏz
^adÏth may be either |a^Ï^, ̂ asan, or \a‘Ïf.

bid‘a, pl. bida‘: “Innovation,” classed by al-Sh¥fi‘Ï as either good
(^asana) or bad (sayyi’a), the latter being in doctrine, practice, or
both, and unsupported by the principles of the Law. “Bid‘a is two
types. There is the minor bid‘a such as the mild ShÏ‘ism of many of
the Successors and their successors, together with religion,
scrupulous fear of All¥h and truthfulness. And there is the major
bid‘a of complete Raf\ and ghul‰w in it.”1155 Examples of good
innovations are those begun by the first Four Caliphs of Islaml.
Examples of misguided innovations include anthropomorphism
of the Deity; questioning established rulings of ‘aqÏda or fiqh such
as intercession (shaf¥‘a, tawassul ), the delight or torture of the
grave, the finality of Paradise and Hell; rejecting agreed-upon
^adÏths or ̂ adÏth as a whole; do-it-yourself ijtih¥d;  manipulating
the principles of the Law with concepts like “moratorium” on
criminal penalties or polygamy; altering the principles of

A Concise Sunni Glossary of Fiqh, ±adÏth, Kal¥m and Ta|awwuf

1155 Al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l (§2).
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jurisprudence, for example in saying that there is no such thing
as a good innovation; devising new principles in the authentica-
tion and disauthentication of ^adÏth; dispensations for bank
interest or removing the ^ij¥b partly or completely; rabid femi-
nism; rampant imitation of non-Muslims in dress, speech,
keeping dogs as pets, keeping mixed company and encouraging
others to do so, etc. An innovator is a bid‘Ï or mubtadi‘, collectively
named Ahl al-Bid‘a.

“The Companions”: Those who encountered the Prophet œ in his
lifetime even for a moment, believing in him, and died as
Muslimsl. Ar. |a^¥bÏ, pl. |a^¥ba, a|^¥b; fem. |ah¥biyya, pl.
|ah¥biyy¥t. A group of scholars restrict the name to those who
accompanied the Prophet œ for some time.

\a‘Ïf, pl. \u‘af¥’, \i‘¥f: “Weak.” Low grading of a ^adÏth or of its
chain of transmission as opposed to |a^Ï^ or ^asan which are
high gradings, or of a ^adÏth narrator as opposed to |ad‰q or
thiqa; one of the lowest gradings in the terminology of narrator-
discreditation. Ahmad and Ab‰ D¥w‰d made use of weak
^adÏths for lack of strong ones in the inference of legal rulings,
preferring them to conjecture. The majority of scholars infer
legal rulings from ^adÏths of either sound or fair grade exclu-
sively, and make use of weak ones in other than legal rulings.  

dh¥t: Essence, Entity, Self, Person. Al-Dh¥t wal-ßif¥t, the (divine)
Essence and the Attributes. Al-Dh¥t al-Qudsiyya, the divine Entity.
Bi-dh¥tihi, in person.

dhikr: Silent remembrance or spoken invocation. Mention, espe-
cially of All¥h. The Qur’an is named al-Dhikr. It is also a name for
prayer and the Jumu‘a khu~ba.

du‘¥’: Invocation or supplication to All¥h.
duny¥: The world, as opposed to the hereafter or ¥khira.
faqÏh, pl. fuqah¥’: Person of superior understanding; Jurisprudent.
far\:Categorically obligatory. One of the five legal rulings that apply

to all acts in fiqh, the other four being musta^abb (synonymous
with mand‰b and also, sometimes, with sunna), mub¥^ (“indiffer-
ent”), makr‰h (“offensive”), ̂ ar¥m (“prohibited”) – and applying
in the usage of Jurists from the second HijrÏ century.

fatw¥, pl. fat¥w¥: Pronouncement. A qualified legal response to a
specific question.
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fiqh: Superlative understanding; Islamic Jurisprudence and Law;
thorough knowledge of the Law. Al-fiqh al-akbar = u|‰l al-dÏn.

fir¥sa: keen discernment and intuition, similar to kashf. The
Prophet œ said: “Beware the fir¥sa of the Believer for he sees
with the light of All¥h.”1156

“The Four Im¥ms”: Ab‰ ±anÏfa, M¥lik, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and A^mad ibn
±anbal.

“The Four Rightly-Guided Caliphs”: Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq, ‘Umar al-
F¥r‰q, ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n, and ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib.

“The Four Schools”: The ±anafÏ School, the MalikÏ School, the
Sh¥fi‘Ï School, and the ±anbalÏ School.

“The Four Sunan”: al-TirmidhÏ’s Sunan = al-J¥mi‘ al-ßa^Ï^, al-
Nas¥’Ï’s Sunan, Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s Sunan, and Ibn M¥jah’s Sunan.

gharÏb: Singular, obscure; applied to a ^adÏth chain (e.g. by al-Tir-
midhÏ in his Sunan), it refers to a type of a^ad narration and
means “with a single-narrator chain,” i.e. with only one narrator
among the Companions and the subsequent links. Applied to the
^adÏth content, it refers to something not narrated anywhere
else. This is not an index of its authenticity, as a gharÏb ^adÏth may
be either |a^Ï^, ^asan, or \a‘Ïf.1157 A famous authentic gharÏb
^adÏth is, “Actions are only according to intentions.”1158 Applied
to lexical terms, gharÏb denotes cruxes or difficulties. There are
manuals devoted to the gharÏb of the Qur’an and ̂ adÏth.

Ghul¥t: “Extremists,” especially among the ShÏ‘Ï offshoots such as
the “gnostic” (B¥~inÏ) sects including the permissive and/or
incarnationist Ism¥‘ÏlÏs and pseudo-ß‰fÏs such as the Bakt¥shÏs
and QalandarÏs; and any of the modern Khaw¥rij that indulge in
declaring apostate (takfÏr) other Muslims in addition to holding
heretical views in doctrine and Law. See also bid‘a.

Ghul‰w: “Extremism.” The attribute of the Ghul¥t.“ShÏ‘Ï Ghul‰w in
the time of the Salaf and their usage consisted in criticizing and
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1156 See note 638.
1157 Al-DhahabÏ, M‰qi·a (p. 43). For gharÏb in al-TirmidhÏ’s usage see N‰r al-DÏn

‘Itr’s comments in al-Im¥m al-TirmidhÏ (p. 185-199) and his notes on Ibn al-ßal¥^’s
Ul‰m al-±adÏth (p. 39-40) and Ibn Rajab’s Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ (1:385-393). When al-
TirmidhÏ says of a ̂ adÏth “gharÏb” without any further grading, the ̂ adÏth is weak in his
view.

1158 Narrated from ‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b alone by al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim.
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possibly insulting ‘Uthm¥n, al-Zubayr, >al^a, Mu‘¥wiya, and
some of those who fought ‘AlÏ g. Ghul‰w in our time and usage
is for one to declare those noble leaders apostates and also wash
one’s hands of the Two Shaykhs. Such a person is a miserable
misguided heretic.”1159

ghusl: Major ablution lifting the state of jan¥ba from one who is
junub or renewing the state of purity as a Sunna before going to
Jumu‘a, before ‘¬d, and before entering MadÏna or Makka.

^adath: The quality of things originated and created. Anything
other than All¥h u and His Attributes. In Law, whatever state or
act that necessitates the ablution (wu\‰’) or greater ablution
(ghusl).

^¥dith, pl. a^d¥th: Originated; brought into being; contingent; cre-
ated. Possessing the quality of ^ud‰th and ^adath as opposed to
what is without beginning or pre-existent (qadÏm).

^adÏth, pl. a^¥dÏth: Saying. Narration of the Prophet’s s speech,
deed, and approval or disapproval, whether spoken or tacit,
about something as well as his ways, dress, and attributes. Most
Scholars extend this nomenclature to the sayings of the Compan-
ions, and some to those of the Successors, although many reserve
the term for Prophetic narrations and call everything else athar,
pl. ¥th¥r, or khabar, pl. akhb¥r. See also Sunna.

^¥fi·, pl. ̂ uff¥·: “Memoriser.” A ̂ adÏth Master who possesses memo-
rization of the texts, knowledge of rare ^adÏth, knowledge of its
relation to jurisprudence, knowledge of the chains of transmis-
sion and narrators, and discerns the reliable chains from the
problematic ones. (Ab‰ Sh¥ma and Ibn ±ajar) See also
mu^addith. In absolute usage (al-±¥fi·), the term refers to Ibn
±ajar al-‘Asqal¥ni.

^¥l, pl. a^w¥l: State. In ta|awwuf, an overwhelming but transitory
spiritual state. Often used in contradistinction with “station” or
maq¥m, pl. maq¥m¥t.

^aqÏqa: Truth, reality. Lexically, the real sense as opposed to the fig-
urative.

^aqÏqÏ: Real. Distinguishedfrom ·¥hir, “literal,” and maj¥zÏ, “figurative.”
^ar¥m: Strictly prohibited and the commission of which constitutes

a sin. One of the five legal rulings that apply to all acts in fiqh, the
1159 Al-DhahabÏ, MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l (§2).
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other four being far\ (“categorically obligatory”), musta^abb
(synonymous with mand‰b and also, sometimes, with sunna),
makr‰h (“offensive”), and mub¥^ (“indifferent”) in the usage of
Jurists from the second HijrÏ century.

^asan: Fair, authentic. The next to highest grading of a ̂ adÏth or of
its chain of transmission. The chain alone can be fair but not
necessarily the ^adÏth itself, or vice versa: a fair ^adÏth can be
found narrated through a defective chain.

±ashwiyya: Gross anthropomorphists. Literally, “Visceralists.”
Those who interpret corporal attributions literally in the verses
and narrations of the Divine Attributes.

^ud‰th: Contingency. Originated or created nature of all other
than All¥h.

^ujja: “Proof.” See thiqa.
^ul‰l: The heresy holding the indwelling or incarnation of the

Divine into a created being, place, or quality.
Ib¥\Ïs: A sub-sect of the Khaw¥rij that survives in Oman and parts of

North Africa. Ib¥\Ï doctrine adopts the positions of the Mu‘tazi-
la, denying the possibility of seeing All¥h in this life or the
afterlife, rejecting the existence of the Attributes that are dis-
tinct from the Essence, and upholding the doctrine of the
creation of the Qur’¥n. They also part ways with Sunni Muslims
in disparaging ‘Uthm¥n, ‘AlÏ and Mu‘¥wiya l and rejecting the
Prophet’s s intercession on behalf of grave sinners. They reject
all possibility of rescue from hellfire and hold that punishment
in hellfire is eternal for all who enter it including Muslims. On
the question of qadar the Ib¥\Ï position is virtually identical to
that of al-Ash‘arÏ: All¥h u is the creator of all human acts, which
are termed “acquisitions” (kasb).

i^s¥n: Excellence; perfection; to worship All¥h as if one saw Him.
ij¥za: “Permission,” license or certificate of transmission bestowed

by a teacher to a student and allowing the muj¥z or certified 
person to convey knowledge received from the mujÏz or certify-
ing authority.

Ijm¥‘: Scholarly Consensus in Islam. Ijm¥‘ disregards the opinions
of the non-SunnÏ schools and sects such as the <¥hirÏs, ShÏ‘Ïs,
Mu‘tazilÏs, etc.

ijtih¥d: Striving; scholarly endeavour; competence to infer expert
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legal rulings from foundational proofs within or without a par-
ticular School. The attribute of the mujtahid. A person can have
ijtih¥d in particular issues and be a muqallid in others.

ikhtil¥f: Divergence, difference in the positions of the Scholars also
named khil¥f. Shaykh Mu^ammad ‘Aww¥ma forwards the view
that these are not synonymous but that one refers to differences
that can coexist while the latter refers to disagreement that 
cannot coexist.

‘illa, pl. ilal: In u|‰l al-fiqh, the rational reason for a given ruling that
is a basis for analogical reasoning (qiy¥s). In ^adÏth, a defect or
defects hidden within the chain or text of an ostensively sound
^adÏth. Knowledge of the ‘ilal is an integral part of ̂ adÏth exper-
tise. Among those who authored works focussing on the ‘ilal are
Im¥m A^mad, Ab‰ ±¥tim al-R¥zÏ, al-Athram, al-TirmidhÏ, al-
D¥raqu~nÏ, Ibn ±ibb¥n, al-±¥kim, Ibn al-JawzÏ, and Ibn ±azm.
One of its greatest experts was Im¥m al-Bukh¥rÏ.

‘ilm: Knowledge, esp. in the Religion; pl. ‘ul‰m: the Islamic sci-
ences. The attribute of the ‘¥lim.

‘ilm al-taw^Ïd: Science of the affirmation of monotheism. See u|‰l.
im¥m: “Leader.” This applies to the overall leader of the Muslims or

Caliph (al-im¥m al-a‘·am/al-akbar), or the political leader in a
more local sense, or the leader of group prayer or a mosque, or –
with a capital initial – a major authority among those who are
imitated in the Religion. The term also refers to the Qur’¥n, a
book, or a reference or precedent.

¬m¥n: Belief, faith in All¥h, His angels, His Books, His Apostles, the
Last Day, the Foreordained Decree (both the good and the bad
as ordained by All¥hu) and Resurrection after death. The
attribute of the mu’min. In the above sense Ïm¥n is different from
isl¥m, otherwise they are synonyms.

innovators: Also known as Ahl al-Bid‘a, deviant Muslims who follow
other than the doctrines and beliefs of Ahl al-Sunna= Ahl al-±aqq.

irs¥l: See mursal.
isl¥m: “Submission,” “surrender”; to declare “There is no God but

All¥h, and Mu^ammad is the Messenger of All¥h,” perform
|al¥t, pay zak¥t, fast the month of Rama\¥n, and perform the
±ajj if one is able. The attribute of the Muslim. See Ïm¥n.

i|~il¥^ = mu|~ala^.
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jabal: “Mountain.” See thiqa.
Jabriyya: Those who held that a human being’s acts are all predeter-

mined and that human beings are legally helpless and thus
unaccountable.

jahl: Ignorance, either “basic” (basÏ~), such as in the commonality
of people, or “compound” (murakkab), such as in the leaders of
innovation. Basic ignorance is when someone knows he does not
know. Compound ignorance is when someone thinks he knows
but knows wrong, incompletely, or not at all.

Jahmiyya: Followers of Jahm ibn ßafw¥n (d. 128) who believed that
All¥h was “the wind and everything else,” considered the Qur’¥n
created and upheld the finiteness in time of Heaven and Hell.
The Mu‘tazila and ShÏ‘Ïs adopted his denial or over-interpreta-
tion of the Divine Attributes and his view that the Qur’¥n is
created while Ibn Taymiyya alternately adopted his view that
Hell would come to an end and alternately denied it.

Jam¥‘a: Congregation.
jar^: Narrator-discreditation, by which a narrator is declared

untrustworthy.
j¥ri^a, pl. jaw¥ri^: “Limbs.” That which is precluded from the Deity

whenever the Attributes that connote corporality are men-
tioned, such as the face (wajh), hand (yad), eye (‘ayn), foot
(qadam), and so forth. Ab‰ Bakr al-Ism¥‘ÏlÏ said in I‘tiq¥d A’immat
al-±adÏth: “One must not attribute organs (a‘\¥’) or limbs
(jaw¥ri^) to All¥h u nor length nor breadth nor density nor
thinness (wa-l¥ al-~‰l wal-‘ar\ wal-ghil·a wal-diqqa) nor any such
characteristic the like of which applies to created beings.”1160

This never means that we negate the Qur’anic attribution of yad,
‘ayn, and other to the Deity. However, we let such verses pass
without comment.

jaw¥z: Possibility or permissibility, whether rational possibility and
conceivability of something or its licitness in the Religion.

jawhar: “Substance.” That which is precluded from the Deity.
“All¥h is neither a body (jism), nor an accident (‘ara\) [in the
sense of an attribute characterizing, like “substance,” created
things] nor an indivisible substance (jawhar)” (Ibn KhafÏf).1161
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1160 Al-Ism¥‘ÏlÏ, I‘tiq¥d A’immat al-±adÏth (p. 51-52) cf. Ibn ±ajar, Fat^ (8:664).
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jih¥d: Struggle; fighting by the muj¥hid (pl. muj¥hid‰n, muj¥hidÏn)
for the sake of All¥h against the enemies of the Religion. “The
most obligatory of all jihads (afra\ al-jih¥d) are the jih¥d against
the ego, the jih¥d against lusts, the jih¥d against the devil, and
the jih¥d against the lower world.” (Ibn al-Qayyim).1162 See
rib¥~.

jism: See Mujassima.
junub: One who is in a state of jan¥ba or major ritual impurity neces-

sitating ghusl.
kal¥m: Lit. “Discourse,” “discussion,” “speech”; dialectic, specula-

tive, or systematic theology; theological discourse and the
science of taw^Ïd in general, also called u|‰l al-dÏn and al-fiqh al-
akbar. In the terminology of the Four Im¥ms it refers to the
doctrines and methods of the Mu‘tazila and their QadarÏ and
JahmÏ subsects. Later, “a science consisting in the proofs of the
credal doctrines through rational evidence and the rebuttal of
the heretics who strayed from the way of the Salaf and Ahl al-
Sunna” (Ibn Khald‰n, Muqaddima). The latter definition clearly
differentiates between blameworthy and praiseworthy kal¥m.
“Al-Kal¥m” also refers to the Qur’an.

kar¥ma, pl. kar¥m¥t: Miraculous gift such as are granted to a walÏ.
Karr¥miyya: Followers of Mu^ammad ibn Karr¥m (d. 255) who

considered it impossible for anything to exist without a body and
thus said: “All¥h is a body unlike bodies.”

kashf: Disclosure, unveiling. Insight into the unseen through
kar¥ma.

Khalaf: “Those that followed.” A name used for Muslims that came
after the Salaf.

Khaw¥rij, sing. Kh¥rijÏ: “Separatists.” Those of Ahl al-Bid‘a who, in
any day and age, fight against the caliph and/or against the main-
stream Ulema of the Muslims and their commonality by force of
arms and/or recourse to anathema which includes falsely declar-
ing others “disbelievers” (takfÏr), “pagans” (tashrÏk), “misguided”

1161 Cf. also Sh¥h WalÏ All¥h al-DihlawÏ in al-I‘tiq¥d al-ßa^Ï^, printed with ßiddÏq
±asan Kh¥n al-QinnawjÏ’s commentary on the margins of his friend Nu‘m¥n al-Al‰sÏ’s
Jal¥’ al-‘Aynayn fÏ Mu^¥kamat al-A^madayn: “He is neither an indivisible substance, nor
an accident, nor a body, nor is He spatially bounded, nor does He possess direction.”

1162 In al-Faw¥’id (p. 50).
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(ta\lÏl), “innovators” (tabdÏ‘), “pantheists” (itti^¥dÏ, ^ul‰lÏ),
“grave-worshippers” (qub‰rÏ), “cultists” (~uruqÏ), and so forth.
Modern Khaw¥rij include [1] the Wahh¥biyya (as stated by Ibn
‘®bidÏn, al-ß¥wÏ, ‘Abd All¥h ibn ±asan ibn Fa\l B¥ ‘AlawÏ, ‘AlawÏ
ibn A^mad al-±add¥d, Ab‰ Zahra, etc.) and their myriad mod-
ernist offshoots and hybrid grouplets and parties East and West –
many purportedly Sunni – including certain professed ß‰fis, re-
formists such as the Qu~b brothers, TaqÏ al-DÏn al-Nabh¥nÏ,
Bann¥’, and [2] the R¥fi\a. Modern Khaw¥rij, unlike the early
ones, mostly permit lying, forgery, and book-tampering in the
furtherance of their causes.

kufr: Disbelief in any part of the creed of Islam, apostasy, blasphemy.
May refer to a statement that amounts to kufr without causing kufr
in its speaker, such as saying: “This medicine saved my life” or
“Country X. is a superpower,” unless meant literally. One convict-
ed of kufr is a k¥fir.

l¥ il¥ha illall¥h: “There is no God except All¥h.” With the affirmation
that Mu^ammad s is the Messenger of All¥h (Mu^ammadun
Ras‰lull¥h), this phrase brings one into Islam. “The people of l¥
il¥ha illall¥h” are the Muslims.

layyin: “Soft,” said of a ^adÏth narrator or chain that is somewhat
weak.

madhhab: “Path.” A School of Law (madhhab fiqhÏ) in Isl¥m, varying
in number from a single Mujtahid over a single position – such as
the Madhhab of Ab‰ Hurayra in considering the wearing of gold
prohibited even for women – to an Im¥m of fiqh and his entire
School down to our time, such as the four Madh¥hib of Ab‰
±anÏfa, M¥lik, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, and A^mad whose Jurisprudence
encompass all aspects of public and private life. Al-NawawÏ in his
time spoke of “the five Madh¥hib,” including that of Sufy¥n al-
ThawrÏ. Other defunct Schools include those of al-Awz¥‘Ï,
al->abarÏ, Ab‰ Thawr, D¥w‰d ibn ‘AlÏ, and al-Layth. Among the
multifarious non-SunnÏ Schools some survive to our time, such
as the Ja‘farÏ (“Twelver” or “Duodeciman”) ShÏ‘Ïs – nowadays
mostly R¥fi\a; the moderate ZaydÏs in Yemen; the moderate
Kh¥rijÏ Ib¥\Ïs in Oman and North Africa; and others.

majh‰l: “Unidentifiable.” Said of a narrator whose reliability is
unknown and from whom only one person narrates. Of slightly
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stronger status is the majh‰l al-^¥l or “unknown in status,” also
called mast‰r or “out of view,” a narrator concerning whom nei-
ther commendation nor discreditation is available. The status of
unknown maybe lifted if two or more trustworthy sources nar-
rate from them, or even a single Im¥m known to narrate only
from those who are trustworthy.

makr‰h: Offensive, abominable, disliked. One of the five legal rul-
ings that apply to all acts in fiqh, the other four being musta^abb
(“desirable,” synonymous with mand‰b and also, sometimes,
with sunna), mub¥^ “indifferent”), far\ (“categorically obligato-
ry”), ^ar¥m (“prohibited”), in the usage of Jurists from the
second HijrÏ century.

mans‰kh: Abrogated text in the Qur’an or ^adÏth, as opposed to
n¥sikh. The verse }whether you make known what is in your
minds or hide it, All¥h will bring you to account for it{ (2:284) is
abrogated by the verse }All¥h tasks not a soul beyond its scope.
For it (is only) that which it has earned, and against it (only) that
which it has deserved{ (2:286). Abrogation is restricted to legal
texts and excludes texts that concern beliefs.

maq¥m, pl. maq¥m¥t, see ̂ ¥l.
maq~‰‘: “Severed.” Said of a ^adÏth that is linked only up to a

Successor.
marf‰‘: “Raised.” A ̂ adÏth linked back to the Prophet s.
ma‘rifa: Knowledge of All¥h. The attribute of the ‘¥rif.
mashh‰r: “Famous.” Applied to a ^adÏth, it refers to a well-known

^adÏth that may be either |a^Ï^ (even mutaw¥tir) or not, or to a
type of a^ad narration that has three or more narrators at each
link of its chain. The label of mashh‰r is sometimes given to
merely famous narrations which are well-known to people,
whether or not they meet the criteria of the ̂ adÏth Scholars. The
mashh‰r is also called mustafÏ\.

mast‰r: See majh‰l al-^¥l.
M¥turÏdÏs: Adherents of the Sunni doctrinal school of Ab‰ Man|‰r

al-M¥turÏdÏ, mostly from the ±anafÏ School of Law. They differ
with Ash‘arÏs on a small number of issues.

maw\‰‘: Forged, forgery. Knowledge of forged narrations is an
integral part of the ^adÏth sciences. The most famous index of
forgeries is Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Maw\‰‘¥t. The most reliable such com-
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pilation is Ibn ‘Arr¥q’s TanzÏh al-SharÏ‘at al-Marf‰‘a, followed by
al-Suy‰~Ï’s al-La’¥li’ al-Ma|n‰‘a, al-Q¥rÏ’s al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰‘a, and
al-Shawk¥nÏ’s al-Faw¥’id al-Maw\‰‘a.

mawq‰f: “Halted.” A ̂ adÏth linked only up to a Companion.
mu’adhdhin: One who calls out the adh¥n or call to prayer.
mu‘allaq: “Suspended.” Said of a report whose chain is suppressed

except for its last link or two, as found in the chapter-titles of al-
Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^.

Mu‘a~~ila: Those who nullify meanings. The Mu‘a~~ila of the Divine
Attributes divest them of reality or over-interpret them, at the
opposite extreme of the ±ashwiyya. The Mu‘a~~ila of the
Hereafter (such as the Mu‘tazila, ShÏ‘a, and those who follow
them) deny the reality of the life of the grave, the torture of the
Fire, the delights of Paradise, and the beatific vision. The
Mu‘a~~ila of the SharÏ‘a deny its binding character and manipu-
late it at their convenience and according to their needs. The
latter category includes pseudo-ß‰fÏs; modernists; extremists;
others of the Islamically illiterate mass that deny ±adÏth in part
or in whole; and all the reformers and exploiters of Islam for
worldly purposes who claim to speak for it.

mub¥^: Indifferent, permissible. One of the five legal rulings that
apply to all acts in fiqh, the other four being far\ (“categorically
obligatory”), musta^abb (synonymous with mand‰b and also,
sometimes, with sunna), makr‰h (“offensive”), ̂ ar¥m (“prohibit-
ed”) in the usage of Jurists from the second HijrÏ century.

mu‘\al: “Problematic.” A ^adÏth of the Prophet œ narrated with a
chain missing at least two successive links.

mudallis: “Concealer.” A narrator that omits one or more links in
his chain of transmission by using ‘an‘ana or indecisive transmis-
sion terminology or deliberately misnaming a link. There are
different types of tadlÏs.

mu\~arib: “Muddled, discrepant.” Said of a chain of transmission or
textual content that present implausible variations, strongly sug-
gesting error on the part of one or more of the narrators.

muftÏ: One who issues legal opinions and responses rightly or
wrongly.

mu^addith, pl. mu^addith‰n: Scholar of ̂ adÏth. One who has mem-
orised the chains of transmission, knows the narrators, and
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discerns the reliable chains from the problematic ones without
necessarily memorizing the texts, nor their relation to
Jurisprudence, nor having knowledge of rare ^adÏth. (Ibn
±ajar). See also ̂ ¥fi·.

mu^dath: “Contingent, originated.” Said of all created things,
which are mumkin al-wuj‰d, “of non-necessary existence” as
opposed to All¥h Most High, the One and only Incontingent
Who is w¥jib al-wuj‰d, “of necessary existence.”

muj¥hid: See jih¥d.
Mujassima: Those who attribute a body (jism) to All¥h.
mu‘jiza, pl. mu‘jiz¥t: “Staggering” evidentiary miracle performed by

a Prophet.
mujtahid: Qualified to exercise ijtih¥d. A mujtahid mu~laq or

“absolute mujtahid” is one that attained the rank of the Four
Imams in knowledge of Arabic, qualification to apply legal rea-
soning, draw analogies, and infer rulings from the evidence
independently of the methodology and findings of the Sunni
Schools, through his own linguistic and juridical perspicuity and
extensive knowledge of the texts, both the primary and those
dealing with Jurisprudential khil¥f from the ßa^¥ba to his time.

mu’min, pl. mu’min‰n: Believer. One who possesses Ïm¥n. A Muslim
generally speaking. “The mu’min is he who watches his Lord,
takes account from himself, and prepares for his return” (al-
TustarÏ).

munkar: Condemned, detested, disclaimed. Any act (pl. munkar¥t)
the Law prohibits or abhors. Applied to a ̂ adÏth (pl. man¥kÏr), a
usually very weak chain or ^adÏth contradicted by established
narrations. Applied to a narrator by association: “Anyone about
whom I say: munkar al-^adÏth, it is not permissible to narrate from
him” (al-Bukh¥rÏ).

munqa~i‘: “Cut up.” The chain of a Prophetic ^adÏth that is missing
one or more links anywhere in the chain as per the majority of
the Masters, while Ibn Hajar and others specified that they be 
at or “lower,” i.e. more recent than the Successor-link, and non-
successive.

muqallid: “Imitator, follower” of a Mujtahid or a School of Law. See
taqlÏd.

mur¥bi~: See rib¥~.
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Murji’a: Those who dissociate acts from the sphere of basic belief,
as does the entire Sunni M¥turÏdÏ School, deeming deeds an
“additional pillar” (rukn z¥’id). The non-Sunni Murji’a add the
stipulation that sins do not harm one’s belief, whereas Ab‰
±anÏfa said in al-Fiqh al-Akbar: “We do not say that sins do not
harm the believer.”

mursal: “Dispatched.” A ^adÏth of the Prophet narrated with a
chain missing the Companion-link or, sometimes, a lower link
through irs¥l.

Mushabbiha: Those who liken All¥h to creation and to created
beings.

mushrik, pl. mushrik‰n: Idolater. One who practices shirk by believ-
ing in and obeying other than All¥h and His Prophet s.

musnad: “Founded.” A narration or compilation of narrations that
are supported by an unbroken narrative chain going back to the
Prophet s.

mustafÏ\: See mashh‰r.
musta^abb: “Desirable.” Synonymous with mand‰b and also, some-

times, with sunna among the five legal rulings that apply to all
acts in fiqh, the other four being far\ (“categorically obligatory),
mub¥^ (“indifferent”), makr‰h (“offensive”), and ^ar¥m (“pro-
hibited”) in the usage of Jurists from the second HijrÏ century.

mu|~ala^: Nomenclature, convention, usage, terminology, espe-
cially in ̂ adÏth science.

mutakallim, pl. mutakallim‰n: Expert in kal¥m.
Mu‘tazila: “Isolationists.” A sect that made reason the ultimate cri-

terion of truth, forged a political alliance with the ShÏ‘a and, like
them, held the Qur’an to be created and the Attributes to be
null in themselves and to mean none other than the Essence.
They also deny intercession (shaf¥‘a) and the kar¥m¥t of the
Awliy¥’. “All Mu‘tazilÏs are QadarÏs but not vice-versa” (al-
MaghnÏs¥wÏ). Modernists are fond of Mu‘tazilism as [1] it
affords them a historical antecedent without which their novelty
shows too plainly, [2] it provides them with language against the
Ulema of Ahl al-Sunna, [3] it allows them to remould their igno-
rance or dislike of the Sunna and even their atheism into a
methodological posture.

mutaw¥tir: Mass-narrated. “That which necessarily leads to positive
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knowledge (‘ilm)” (Ibn al-JuwaynÏ). Applies to a narration or
conveyance that has, at each link of its transmission chain, 
a number of narrators such that it precludes collusion and 
collective fabrication on their part, forming taw¥tur. The deter-
mination of that number varies among the scholars of ^adÏth.
Al-Suy‰~Ï considers they must be at least ten at each link of the
chain. The mutaw¥tir must report something that is directly
observed, such as wiping on the khuffs in wu\‰’, the insistence on
brushing one’s teeth before every ßal¥t, the immense merit of l¥
il¥ha ill¥-ll¥h, the prohibition on lying concerning the Prophet
s, the narrations of the seven canonical readings of the Qur’¥n
and others, denying or disbelieving any of which constitutes kufr.

muttaqÏ: See taqw¥.
nafl: Superogatory worship.
na^w: Arabic grammar and related disciplines.
n¥sikh: Abrogating text, as opposed to mans‰kh.
“The Nine Books”: Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^, Muslim’s ßa^Ï^, M¥lik’s

Muwa~~a’, Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s Sunan, al-TirmidhÏ’s Sunan, al-Nas¥’i’s
Sunan, Ibn M¥jah’s Sunan, al-D¥rimÏ’s Sunan, and A^mad’s
Musnad.

qa\¥’: Divine foreordainment. “When qa\¥’ comes to pass, it is
called qadar.” (Al-Bu~Ï)

qadar: Divinely foreordained destiny, in the sense of each and every
event that takes place in creation. Ahl al-Sunna hold that All¥h
creates qadar while human beings bear responsibility and earn
credit for their acts or, more specifically, for their intentions.

q¥\Ï: Judge.
QadarÏs, Qadariyya: A sect that held (like most Christians) that a

human being creates his own destiny and that All¥h finds out
man’s acts after enactment. Like the Mu‘tazila and most
Christians, they also believe that All¥h only creates good, while
evil has other creators. Al-MaghnÏs¥wÏ considers the ShÏ‘a and
the Mu‘tazila doctrinal subsects of the Qadariyya.

Qar¥mi~a: pl. of Qarma~Ï, a heretical “gnostic” (b¥~inÏ) sect also
known as Ism¥‘ÏlÏs (al-Shahrast¥nÏ). They stole the Black Stone
and returned it by catapult, breaking it in the process. They still
exist today and are known for their extreme syncretism.

q¥||, pl. qu||¥|: “Storyteller.” A pejorative name for an admonisher
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who mostly does not differentiate between sound reports and
forgeries.

Qibla: The direction of prayer, i.e. the Ka‘ba in Makka the
Magnificent.

qidam, adj. qadÏm: Pre-existence without beginning in addition to
everlastingness. “The Pre-Existent without end” (al-QadÏm) is
one of the exclusive Attributes of All¥h Most High, applicable
also to His Attributes including his Attribute of Speech, hence to
the Glorious Qur’¥n and the other revealed Books.

Qiy¥s: Analogical reasoning in the principles of jurisprudence (u|‰l
al-fiqh), the fourth source of the Law after the Qur’¥n, the
Sunna, and Ijm¥‘.

qu~b: “Pole.” One or more human beings who occupy a pivotal spiri-
tual position in the world. Synonymous with ghawth according to
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï.1163

rak‘a: Cycle of prayer within ßal¥t.
Raf\: The heresy of the Raw¥fi\.
Raw¥fi\ or R¥fi\a, sing. R¥fi\Ï: “Rejecters.” The ShÏ‘a who disre-

spect Ab‰ Bakr and ‘Umar k and deny the validity of their
imamate and ‘Uthm¥n’s g, declaring apostate the majority of
the Companions and of the Umma to our time, including the
Mothers of the Believers .

rib¥~: Garrison or being stationed in one for the purpose of the mil-
itary jih¥d by the mur¥bi~ (pl. mur¥bi~‰n)but also used in the
spiritual sense. The Prophet œ said: “To wait for the next prayer
after finishing praying is the greatest soldiery (al-rib¥~ al-
akbar)”1164 and “Perfect ablution in rough conditions, walking
to the mosques, and waiting for the next prayer after finishing
praying: this is the true fort (dh¥likum al-rib¥~)!”1165

|a^¥bÏ, pl. |a^¥ba, see Companions l.
|ad‰q: “Truthful.” One of the ranks of narrator-commendation,

applied to a narrator whose rank falls short of “trustworthy”
(thiqa). A |ad‰q’s narrations reach the rank of “fair” (^asan).

|a^Ï^: Sound, rigorously authentic. The highest grading of a ̂ adÏth
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1163 As cited in Ibn ‘®bidÏn, Ras¥’il (2:276). Cf. also al-HaythamÏ, Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya
(p. 322-325).

1164 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by A^mad with a fair chain.
1165 Narrated from Ab‰ Hurayra by Muslim, M¥lik, and A^mad. 
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or of its chain of transmission. Note that the chain alone can be
sound but not the ^adÏth itself, or vice versa, as a sound ^adÏth
can also be narrated through a defective chain.

Salaf: “The Predecessors”; a name applied specifically to the right-
eous Muslims of the first three centuries of Islam.

“SalafÏ”: Properly, a strict imitator of the Salaf such as the adherents
of the Four SunnÏ Schools, but the Salafiyya today is a misnomer
referring to an anti-traditional free-thinking would-be-salafÏ
(mutasallif )current generated by the Wahh¥biyya, both patching
together views from modernism, the Mu‘tazila, the <¥hiriyya, and
the Karr¥miyya, and both claiming to represent Ahl al-Sunna in
vociferous opposition to the Four Schools and to Ash‘arÏs and
M¥turÏdÏs. The “SalafÏs” give themselves the names of Ahl al-
±adÏth(in India and Pakistan) and AtharÏ(in the Gulf) while their
opponents name them ±ashwiyya, Mujassima, L¥-Madhhabiyya
and Khaw¥rij.

ßal¥t: Prayer. Lexically: “supplication.” Defined by the Holy
Prophet œ as the pillar of the Religion and as the first thing a
human being is asked about in the hereafter.

sh¥dhdh: “Wayward,” anomalous. Said of an ostensibly authentic
^adÏth or chain by which a trustworthy narrator singled himself
out in contradiction to firmly established narrations. Also
applied to aberrant fatwas and/or beliefs.

ShÏ‘a: “Faction.” Originally, those who sided with ‘AlÏ against his
foes. After ‘AlÏ’s time: those that hold ‘AlÏ to be better than Ab‰
Bakr and ‘Umar, rejecting the Prophetic narrations in praise of
the latter two and a host of other principles. What originally
started as a movement focussing on political precedence turned
into a full-fledged Perso-centric sect with its own ‘aqÏda, u|‰l,
sources, and fiqh.  The ShÏ‘a are the first sect in Isl¥m and have
split into multifarious groups, the most important of which are
the ZaydÏs and the Ja‘farÏs, although there are no such schools in
the mutaw¥tir sense that prevails in the Four Schools. The ShÏ‘Ïs
share many doctrinal positions with the Qadariyya and Mu‘tazila,
and these including the denial of the vision of All¥h u in the
hereafter and the belief that the Qur’¥n is created.

shirk: Idolatry; polytheism; belief in more than one God, such as
paganism and animism; or in incarnation of the Divine, as in the
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Greek, Roman, Christian, and Hindu creeds; or in a many-per-
soned Divine Substance such as Trinitarianism and Vedantism.

|iddÏq: Most truthful and trustful. The title of Ab‰ Bakr. The high-
est level of sainthood after Prophethood.

“The Six Books”: Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^, Muslim’s ßa^Ï^, and the
Sunan of al-TirmidhÏ, al-Nas¥’Ï, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and Ibn M¥jah.

“The Successors”: Those Muslims that met at least one
Companion, even for a moment, and died as Muslims. Ar. T¥bi‘Ï,
pl. T¥bi‘‰n.

ß‰fÏ, pl. ß‰fiyya: One who follows a path of ta|awwuf, “He who gazes
at the Real in proportion to the state in which He maintains
him” (Bundar). They wore wool (|‰f ): “I found the redress of my
heart between Makka and MadÏna with a group of strangers –
people of wool and cloaks” (a|^¥b |‰f wa-‘ab¥’).1166 However, the
correctness of the etymology of the word is an irrelevance as
there is no claim that the ß‰fÏs who used the term were con-
cerned with literary precision.

Sunna, pl. sunan: “Road” or “practice(s).” Standard practice, pri-
marily of the Prophet s, including his sayings, deeds, tacit
approvals or disapprovals. ±adÏth Scholars add his personal
traits – including physical features – to this definition. The 
“sciences of the Sunna” (‘ul‰m al-Sunna) refer to the biography
of the Prophet œ (sÏra), the chronicle of his battles (magh¥zÏ),
his everyday sayings and acts or “ways” (sunan) including his 
personal and moral qualities (sham¥’il), and the host of the
ancillary ^adÏth sciences such as the circumstances of occur-
rence (asb¥b al-wur‰d), knowledge of the abrogating and
abrogated ̂ adÏth, difficult words (gharÏb al-^adÏth), narrator crit-
icism (al-jar^ wal-ta‘dÏl), narrator-biographies (al-rij¥l), etc. This
meaning is used in contradistinction to the Qur’¥n in expres-
sions such as “Qur’¥n and Sunna” and applies in the usage of
^adÏth Scholars. “The Sunna in our definition consists of the
reports transmitted from the Messenger of All¥h s, and the
Sunna is the commentary (tafsÏr) of the Qur’¥n and contains its
directives (dal¥’il)” (A^mad). The early SunnÏ ^adÏth Masters
such as al-±umaydÏ, Ab‰ D¥w‰d, and Ab‰ Na|r al-MarwazÏ also
used the term “the Sunna” in the narrow sense to refer to SunnÏ
1166 Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ as cited from Khalaf ibn TamÏm by al-DhahabÏ, Siyar (7:203).
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Doctrine as opposed to the creeds of non-SunnÏ sects. In the ter-
minology of u|‰l al-fiqh or principles of jurisprudence, sunna
denotes a saying (qawl), action (fi‘l ) or approval (taqrÏr) related
from (nuqila ‘an) the Prophet œ or issuing (|adara) from him
other than the Qur’¥n. In the terminology of fiqh or jurispru-
dence, sunna denotes whatever is firmly established (thabata) as
called for (ma~l‰b) in the Religion on the basis of a legal proof
(dalÏl shar‘Ï) but without being obligatory, the continued aban-
donment of which constitutes disregard (istikhf¥f) of the
Religion and sin, and incurs blame (lawm, ‘it¥b, ta\lÏl) (also pun-
ishment (‘uq‰ba) according to some jurists). Some made a
distinction between what they called “Emphasised Sunna”
(sunna mu’akkada) or “Sunna of Guidance” (sunnat al-hud¥),
such as what the Prophet œ ordered or emphasised in word or in
deed, and other types of Sunna considered less binding in their
legal status, such as what they called “Non-Emphasised Sunna”
(sunna ghayr mu’akkada) and “Sunna of Habit” (sunnat al-‘¥da).
The above jurisprudential meanings of Sunna are used in con-
tradistinction to the other four of the five legal categories for
human actions : far\ (“obligatory”), mub¥^ (“indifferent”),
makr‰h (“offensive”), ^ar¥m (“prohibited”), and apply in the
usage of jurists from the second HijrÏ century.

t¥bi‘Ï, pl. t¥bi‘‰n, t¥bi‘Ïn : see Successors.
ta‘dÏl: Narrator-commendation whereby a narrator is declared reli-

able. Ibn ±ajar concludes in Ta‘jÏl al-Manfa‘a that al-Bukh¥rÏ’s
and Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim’s silence concerning a narrator they mention
in al-T¥rÏkh al-KabÏr and al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl respectively, is a ta‘dÏl
on their part.

tadlÏs: Concealment of one’s source by a mudallis narrator of
^adÏth, often accompanied by ‘an‘ana or undecisive transmis-
sion terminology. There are three types of tadlÏs: tadlÏs
al-shuy‰kh, tadlÏs al-taswiya, and tadlÏs al-isn¥d. In the first case all
links are present and none is omitted, except that the mudallis
deliberately names his link as other than the commonly known
name due to one reason or another such as (a) wanting to give
the impression that the link is someone else or that one narrates
from more people than what is actually the case; (b) wanting
one’s source not to be recognised easily for reasons of political
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or personal safety, as in the case of narrations from Ahl al-Bayt
under the UmawÏ regimes; (c) disliking to acknowledge one’s
source because of some personal enmity, as happened between
al-Bukh¥rÏ and al-DhuhlÏ. The second type of tadlÏs is the worst
type, as there is actually one or more omitted links and the
mudallis is often trying to hide the weakness in his chain by only
citing the strong links. The third type of tadlÏs, called tadlÏs al-
isn¥d, is the most difficult to detect: A not only omits mentioning
B, but is on top of it contemporary with C. So the concealment
here is harder to detect because it is historically plausible that A
actually heard C when in fact he did not.

tafwÏ\: Committal. The resignation of knowledge to All¥h u exem-
plified in al-Shafi‘i’s saying: “We believe in what came from All¥h
in the meaning meant by All¥h and we believe in what came from
the Messenger of All¥h in the meaning meant by the Messenger
of All¥h s” (al-Sh¥fi‘Ï).

tanzÏh: Divine transcendence beyond the attributes of things creat-
ed, such as lying or taking a mate and son. The affirmation of
transcendence is required of every true monotheist (Muwa^^id)
and is expressed in tasbÏ^, ta^mÏd, takbÏr, and tahlÏl: respectively
saying that All¥h is beyond all imperfections (“sub^¥n All¥h”),
praising and glorifying Him (“al-^amdu lill¥h”), magnifying Him
above all things (“All¥hu akbar”), and declaring His absolute
oneness (“l¥ il¥ha ill¥ All¥h”). Synonymous with taqdÏs.

taqdÏs: The affirmation of Divine transcendence beyond any defect
or other attributes of things created such as corporeality, as in
Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ’s As¥s al-TaqdÏs (“Foundation of Transcen-
dence”). Synonymous with tanzÏh.

taqlÏd: Imitation. Following a Mujtahid Im¥m or School of Law. The
attribute of the muqallid and of all those unqualified to exert
ijtih¥d, including the overwhelming mass of  Muslims.

taqw¥: Godwariness. The attribute of the muttaqÏ (pl. muttaq‰n),
“To keep clear of what All¥h has forbidden” (Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n al-
MaghribÏ).

~arÏqa: Path, specifically ß‰fÏ path.
ta|awwuf: Purification of the self from everything other than the

remembrance and obedience of All¥h; the realization of i^s¥n;
zuhd combined with ma‘rifa; the attribute of the ß‰fÏ. “Ceasing
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objection” (ßu‘l‰kÏ); “Renouncing the world and its people”
(Ibn Sam‘‰n). “Knowing the excuses of God’s servants” (Ris¥la
Qushayriyya). “Ta|awwuf is neither knowledge nor deeds but an
attribute with which the essence of the ß‰fÏ adorns itself, possess-
ing knowledge and deeds, and consisting in the balance in
which these two are weighed” (Ibn KhafÏf).

taw¥tur: Mass transmission. See mutaw¥tir.
taw^Ïd: The affirmation of Oneness. Islamic belief and doctrine.

Another name for S‰rat al-Ikhl¥| (§112).
ta’wÏl: Explanation, particularly of the Qur’¥n, as in the |a^Ï^ invo-

cation of the Prophet œ for Ibn ‘Abb¥s k in the Musnad and
others: “O All¥h! Grant him fiqh in the Religion and teach him
ta’wÏl.” Later, it tends to refer specifically to figurative interpreta-
tion and metaphorical reading. In the latter senses ta’wÏl is
defined as “the diversion of meaning away from the patent sense
of the word.”

thabat: In the Muslim East, a Scholar’s collected chains of transmis-
sion (e.g. Thabat Ibn ‘®bidÏn), synonymous with barn¥mij and
fahrasa in the Maghreb (e.g. Im¥m Mu^ammad ‘Abdal ±ayy al-
Katt¥nÏ’s Fahras al-Fah¥ris). Another synonym is mashyakha.

thabt: Firmly established as a reliable and trustworthy thiqa narra-
tor.

thiqa, pl. thiq¥t: “Trustworthy.” Top ranking in narrator-commen-
dation. A thiqa’s narrations reach the rank of “sound” (|a^Ï^).
The thiqa is both morally upright (‘adl) and accurate (\¥bi~) by
definition. The Mu^addith‰n have also used the term jabal
(“Mountain”) and ̂ ujja (“Proof in himself”), both beyond thiqa.
Also used are the compounds thiqa thiqa, thiqa thabt, thiqa
ma’m‰n, thiqa im¥m. Rarest of superlatives is the title ^¥kim
(“Wise man”).

“The Two ßa^Ï^s”: Al-Bukh¥rÏ’s ßa^Ï^ and Muslim’s ßa^Ï^.
“The Two Shaykhs”: in Isl¥m, Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq and ‘Umar al-

F¥r‰q; in ̂ adÏth terminology, al-Bukh¥rÏ and Muslim; in ±anafÏ
fiqh, Ab‰ ±anÏfa and Ab‰ Y‰suf; in Sh¥fi‘Ï fiqh, al-R¥fi‘Ï and al-
NawawÏ; in the canonical readings (qir¥’¥t), ±amza and al-Kis¥’Ï;
in the Qur’anic script (rasm), Ab‰ ‘Amr al-D¥nÏ and Ab‰ D¥w‰d
Sulaym¥n ibn Naj¥^.

‘ul‰w: Elevation, height; applied to All¥h: exalted rank, loftiness.
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“All¥h has made Himself exalted over the heaven with the ‘ul‰w
of sovereignty and authority, not that of movement or displace-
ment.” (Al->abarÏ)

u|‰l, sing. a|l: Bases; the tenets of Faith and principles of Islamic
belief; Islamic doctrine. Also known as u|‰l al-dÏn, ‘ilm al-taw^Ïd,
and al-fiqh al-akbar. Applied to jurisprudence (u|‰l al-fiqh), the
principles and methodology of the Law. The term u|‰l is also
used in conjunction with tafsÏr and ̂ adÏth to refer to their respec-
tive methodologies.

Wahh¥biyya: The most important sect in latter-day Isl¥m. Ab‰
Zahra said in his book on the history of the madh¥hib in Isl¥m:
“The Wahh¥bÏs appeared in the Arabian desert […] and revived
the School of Ibn Taymiyya. The founder of the Wahh¥biyya is
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b who died in 1786. He had
studied the books of Ibn Taymiyya which became inestimable in
his sight, deepening his involvement in them until he brought
them out from the realm of opinion into the realm of practice.
[…] The Wahh¥bÏs exaggerated [and bowdlerised] Ibn
Taymiyya’s positions and instituted practical matters that can be
summarised thus: I. They did not restrain themselves to view
worship (‘ib¥da) in the same way that Isl¥m had stipulated in the
Qur’¥n and Sunna and as Ibn Taymiyya had mentioned, but
they wished to include customs (‘¥d¥t) also into the province of
Isl¥m so that Muslims would be bound by them. Thus they
declared cigarette smoking ^ar¥m and exaggerated this ruling
to the point that their general public considered the smoker a
mushrik. As a result they resembled the Khaw¥rij who used to
declare apostate whoever committed a sin. II. In the beginning
of their sway they would also declare coffee and whatever resem-
bled it as ^ar¥m to themselves but it seems that they became
more lenient on this point as time went by. III. The Wahh¥bis
did not restrain themselves to proselytism only, but resorted to
warmongering against whoever disagreed with them on the
grounds that they were fighting innovations, and innovations
are an evil that must be fought, and it is obligatory to command
good and forbid evil.1167 […] The leader of Wahh¥bÏ thought in
the field of war and battle was Mu^ammad ibn Sa‘‰d, the ances-
tor of the ruling Sa‘‰dÏ family in the Arabian lands. He was a
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brother-in-law to Shaykh Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b and
embraced his madhhab, defending it fervently and calling unto it
by force of arms. He announced that he was doing this so as to
uphold the Sunna and eradicate bid‘a. Perhaps, this religious
mission that took a violent turn was carrying with itself a rebel-
lion against Ottoman rule. […] until the governor of Egypt,
Mu^ammad ‘AlÏ B¥sh¥ al-Alb¥nÏ, faced them and pounced on
the Wahh¥bÏs with his strong army, routing them in the course
of several battles. At that time their military force was reduced
and confined to the Arabian tribes. Riyadh and its vicinity was
the center for this permanent da‘wa that would turn violent
whenever they found the strength and then lie still whenever
they found violent opposition. IV. Whenever they were able to
seize a town or city they would come to the tombs and turn them
into ruins and destruction […] and they would destroy whatever
mosques were with the tombs also. […] V. Their brutality did
not stop there but they also came to whatever graves were visible
and destroyed them also. And when the ruler of the ±ij¥z
regions caved in to them they destroyed all the graves of the
Companions and razed them to the ground. […] VI. They
would cling to small matters which they condemned although
they had nothing to do with idolatry nor with whatever leads to
idolatry, such as photography. We found this in their fatwas and
treatises at the hands of their Ulema, although their rulers
ignore this saying of theirs completely and cast it by the wayside.
VII. They expanded the meaning of bid‘a to strange propor-
tions, to the point that they actually claimed that draping the
walls of the noble Raw\a is an innovated matter. Hence they 
forbade the renewal of the drapes that were in it, until they fell in
tatters and became unsightly, were it not for the light that pours
out to all that are in the presence of the Prophet œ or feels that
in this place was the abode of Revelation on the Master of
Messengers. In fact, we find among them, on top of this, those
who consider that the Muslim’s expression “our Master
Mu^ammad” (sayyidun¥ Mu^ammad) is an impermissible bid‘a
and they show true extremism about this and, for the sake of
1167 To this day, the Khaw¥rij include al-amr bil-ma‘r‰f wal-nahy ‘an al-munkar in their

books of fiqh.  The Mu‘tazila also included it in their “five pillars.”
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their mission, use foul and furious language until most people
actually flee from them as fast as they can. VIII. In truth, the
Wahh¥bÏs have actualised the opinions of Ibn Taymiyya and are
extremely zealous followers and supporters of those views. They
adopted the positions of Ibn Taymiyya that we explained in our
discussion of those who call themselves Salafiyya. However, they
expanded the meaning of bid‘a and construed as innovations
things that have no relation to worship. […] In fact, it has been
noticed that the Ulema of the Wahh¥bÏs consider their own
opinions correct and not possibly wrong, while they consider the
opinions of others wrong and not possibly correct. Moreover,
they consider what others than themselves do in the way of erect-
ing tombs and circumambulating them, as near to idolatry.1168

In this respect they are near the Khaw¥rij who used to declare
those who dissented with them apostate and fight them as we
already mentioned. This was a relatively harmless matter in the
days when they were cloistered in the desert and not trespassing
its boundaries; but when they mixed with others until the ±ij¥z
country was in the hand of the Sa‘‰d family,1169 the matter
became of the utmost gravity. This is why the late King ‘Abd al-
‘AzÏz of the Sa‘‰d family opposed them, and treated their
opinions as confined to themselves and irrelevant to others.”1170

Among the titles Wahh¥bÏs gave themselves are the names
Muwa^^id‰n, I|l¥^iyy‰n, and Salafiyy‰n while their opponents
name them ±ashwiyya, Mujassima and Khaw¥rij. They name
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b Shaykh al-Isl¥m and name his
descendants ®l al-Shaykh while his brother Sulaym¥n declares
him a heretic in his fatw¥ printed under the title Fa|l al-Khi~¥b
min Kit¥b All¥h wa-±adÏth al-Ras‰l s wa-Kal¥m UlÏ al-Alb¥b fÏ
Madhhab Ibni ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b (“The Final Word from the Qur’¥n,
the ±adÏth, and the Sayings of the Scholars Concerning the
School of Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b”), also known as al-ßaw¥‘iq al-
Il¥hiyya fÏ Madhhab al-Wahh¥biyya (“The Divine Thunderbolts
Concerning the Wahh¥bÏ School”). This book is the earliest

A Concise Sunni Glossary of Fiqh, ±adÏth, Kal¥m and Ta|awwuf

1168 Ironically, the Wahh¥bÏs do not consider it idolatry to plaster up pictures of
their kings and celebrate anniversaries and jubilees of their State.

1169 Through non-Muslim money and arms.
1170 Ab‰ Zahra, T¥rÏkh al-Madh¥hib al-Islamiyya (p. 235-238).
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refutation of the Wahh¥bÏ sect in print, consisting in over forty-
five concise chapters spanning 120 pages that show beyond
doubt the fundamental divergence of the Wahh¥bÏ school, not
only from the Consensus and u|‰l of Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a and
the fiqh of the ±anbalÏ madhhab, but also from their putative
Im¥ms, Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn al-Qayyim on most or all the issues
reviewed.1171 The last point shows the fundamental dishonesty
of Salafism toward the very Im¥ms they claim as their true link to
the Salaf. Other literature on that sect includes Sayyid ‘AlawÏ ibn
A^mad ibn al-±asan ibn al-Qu~b ‘Abd All¥h al-±add¥d’s Mi|b¥^
al-An¥m fÏ Radd Shubuh¥t al-Bid‘Ï al-NajdÏ al-LatÏ A\alla bih¥ al-
‘Aw¥mm (“The Lamp of Mankind in Refuting the Insinuations
Used by the Innovator from Najd to Misguide the Public”
[1216]); Sayyid ‘Abd All¥h ibn ±asan ibn Fa\l B¥ ‘AlawÏ’s ßidq
al-Khabar fÏ Khaw¥rij al-Qarn al-Th¥nÏ ‘Ashar (“The Truthful News
Concerning the Kh¥rijÏs of the Twelfth Century”); ±asan ibn
‘Umar ibn Ma‘r‰f al-Sha~~Ï al-±anbalÏ’s (1205-1274) al-Nuq‰l al-
Shar‘iyya fÏl-Radd ‘al¥l-Wahh¥biyya (“The Legal Texts that Refute
the Wahh¥bÏs”); Sayyid A^mad ibn ZaynÏ Da^l¥n’s (d. 1304) al-
Durar al-Saniyya fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ al-Wahh¥biyya (“The Resplendent
Pearls in Refuting the Wahh¥bÏs”); Ibr¥hÏm al-Samann‰dÏ al-
Man|‰rÏ’s (d. 1314) Sa‘¥dat al-D¥rayn fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ al-Firqatayn
al-Wahh¥biyya wal-<¥hiriyya (“The Bliss of the Two Abodes in the
Refutation of the Two Sects: Wahh¥bÏs and <¥hirÏs”); Shaykh
Sal¥mat al-‘Azz¥mÏ’s (d. 1376) al-Bar¥hÏn al-S¥~i‘a fÏ Radd Ba‘\ al-
Bida‘ al-Sh¥’i‘a (“The Radiant Proofs in Refuting Certain
Widespread Innovations”); and al-±abÏb Zayn al-‘®bidÏn ®l
Sumay~ al-‘AlawÏ’s al-Ajwiba al-Gh¥liya fÏ ‘AqÏdat al-Firqat al-N¥jiya
(“The Precious Replies Concerning the Doctrine of the Saved
Group”).

walÏ, pl. awliy¥’: Friend of All¥h; Saint.
wu\‰’: Minor ablution resulting in ritual purity that allows one to

pray, read from or touch the mu|^af or volume of the Qur’¥n,
circumambulate the Ka‘ba, and is recommended for raising
1171 The Fa|l/ßaw¥‘iq received the following editions: [1] Bombay: Ma~ba‘a Nukhbat

al-Akhb¥r, 1306/1889; [2] Cairo; [3] Istanbul: Ishik reprints at Wakf Ihlas,
1399/1979; [4] (Unannotated) Damascus, 1418/1997 (al-ßaw¥‘iq); [5] (Annotated)
Damascus, 1420/1999 (Fa|l).
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adh¥n and other devotional acts, all provided one is not junub.
z¥hid, pl. zuhh¥d: Ascetic; ß‰fÏ. See zuhd.
·¥hir, pl. ·aw¥hir: Outward, external, plain, literal, obvious, patent.

Sometimes opposed to and sometimes identical with ^aqÏqÏ,
“real,” “literal” as opposed to maj¥zÏ, “metaphorical.” “The exter-
nal wording (·¥hir al-laf·) is whatever jumps to mind, whether
literal or metaphorical.” (Ibn Qud¥ma, Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl). Al-
<¥hir : the All-Victorious; the Manifest.

<¥hiriyya: Name of a defunct Madhhab founded by the former
Sh¥fi‘Ï D¥w‰d ibn Khalaf, notorious for taking the outward
understanding of the Qur’¥n and Sunna to extremes and reject-
ing the validity of analogy (qiy¥s). Its most brilliant adherent was
the erudite, acerbic Andalusian Ibn ±azm, formerly a M¥likÏ
then a Sh¥fi‘Ï, among whose many contradictions is his rabid
anti-Ash‘arism and anti-Madhhabism although he is an Ash‘arÏ
in his interpretation of the Divine Attributes and he ridicules l¥-
madhhabÏs in his Ris¥la fÏl-Im¥ma.

zindÏq, pl. zan¥diqa: Lit. Mazdean. Free-thinker, atheist, heretic
guilty of zandaqa such as most of the Ghul¥t and the manufac-
tured modern sects and movements of the Q¥diy¥nÏs, Babis and
Bahais, “Qur’¥n-onlys,” “Progressives” and others.

zuhd: Simple living; detachment from the world; “doing-without”;
asceticism. The attribute of the z¥hid. “Freedom of the heart
from whatever the hand does not possess” (al-Junayd).

A Concise Sunni Glossary of Fiqh, ±adÏth, Kal¥m and Ta|awwuf
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O my Lord, arouse me to be thankful for Your favour
with which You have favoured me

and my parents,
and to do good that shall be pleasing unto You,

and be gracious unto me in my children.
Lo! I repent ever unto you. 

Lo! I am of those who surrender unto You.
(46:15)

â uÏÛ$sù ÏN¨uq»yJ¡¡9$# ÇÚö‘F{$#ur |MRr& Çc’Í<ur ’Îû
$u‹÷R‘‰9$# ÏouzFy$#ur ( 

ÓÉ_©ùuqs? $VJÏ=ó¡ãB ÓÉ_ø)Åsø9r&ur tûüÅsÏ=»¢Á9$$Î/ ÇÊÉÊÈ
á

You are my Protecting Friend
in the world and the Hereafter.

Make me to die submissive (unto You),
and join me to the righteous.

(12:101)
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This is the end of the book The Four Im¥ms and Their Schools: Ab‰
±anÏfa, M¥lik, al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, A^mad – All¥h be well-pleased with them and
grant them the highest ranks in Paradise! – by the weak servant in
need of His Lord’s forgiveness, al-±¥jj GibrÏl ibn Fou¥d ±add¥d. The
final text was completed on al-KhamÏs 27 Dh‰l-Qi‘da 1423, Thursday
30 January 2003 on Mount Q¥sy‰n, Damascus – All¥h protect her!
There is no change nor might except by All¥h, Exalted, Almighty.
May All¥h send the most abundant and fragrant blessings and greet-
ings of peace upon His Messenger, our Master Mu^ammad, and upon
his Family and Companions. Praise belongs to All¥h, first and last,
inwardly and outwardly, the Lord of the Worlds!
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All¥h created ®dam in the image
of the Merciful, 213

All¥h u did not create anything
greater than the verse of the
Throne, 312

All¥h has servants who know signs,
248

All¥h have mercy on someone
who prays, 36

All¥h is above His/the Throne,
350-352

All¥h make radiant the face of
one…, 281

All¥h make your grandfather
happy!, 11

All¥h makes every maker and his
making, 418

All¥h multiplies reward for the
barefoot, 360

All¥h sends at the onset of every
100 years, 188

All¥h was when there was nothing
else, 312

All¥h wrote the Reminder, 312
And I bear witness to the same,

221
As long as one adduces the mean-

ing, let him narrate it, 138
As long as you do not make licit

the illicit, 137
Ask me, ask me! (‘AlÏ), 94
Balance is in the hand of the

Merciful, 88
Ban‰ H¥shim and Ban‰ ‘Abd al-

Mu~~alib are but one, 186
Be content with what All¥h allot-

ted you, 85
Beautify your manners…, 144
Believer is easy and lenient, 173
Believer is guileless and noble,

173
Believer is not given to cursing,

394
Best fast is that of my brother

D¥w‰d, 287

Best of you is the one who learnt
the Qur’¥n, 107

Between heaven and earth is a dis-
tance, 351

Beware the vision of the believer,
248

Bil¥l, do not fear parsimony, 388
Companions used to place their

hands on the pommel, 177,
321, 355, 390

Could they not ask if they knew
not?, vii

Cursing a Muslim is like killing
him, 394

Degenerate fashion? (‘Umar g),
392

Differences are a mercy, 164, 295-
296

Divorce of the coerced is void,
159-160

Do not harm the living by insult-
ing the dead, 61

Do not insult our dead, 61
Do not insult the sultan for he is

the shadow of All¥h, 293-294
Do not laugh much, 85
Do not lie about the Messenger of

All¥h! (Ibn‘Umar), 130
Do not swear!, 241
Do you bear witness there is no

God but All¥h?, 290
Do you know the right owed to

All¥h, 40
Do you know who is the best in

belief?, 442
Do you pray the Five Prayers? 290
Draw near, Ban‰ Farr‰kh! (Ab‰

Hurayra), 7
Earth will never lack forty men…,

85
Energy of the Ulema is care and

help, 201
Every deed of a human being is

for himself, 287
Faith has seventy-odd branches,
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265, 297
Forbidden to the Fire is every gen-

tle…, 172
Four types will have excuses on

the Day of
Resurrection, 288
Free her, for she is a believer, 48,

237, 290
Generations yet in the loins of

men shall come after me, 443
GibrÏl e was seen in the image…,

178
Go make pilgrimage with your

wife, 270
Go to ‘Umar and give him my

greeting, 323
Guard yourself from prohibited

matters, 85
Has any of you ever recited any-

thing (W¥thila), 138
Has any of you stood in prayer at

length
(Mak^‰l), 139
He u spoke to M‰s¥ directly

(‘AlÏ), 372
He came to teach you your reli-

gion, 50
He for whom All¥h desires

immense good, 91, 197
He is trying to teach us the Sunna!

(‘AlÏ), 36
He repented with a repentence

such…, 13
He who starts something good in

Isl¥m…, 27
Heart of the believer lies between

two fingers, 88, 309
Hellfire will keep asking: “Is there

more?”, 89
His father is not alive (Ba^Ïr¥), 60
I admonish you to approach

All¥h, 312
I am the Prophet, this is no lie…,

60
I came to see the Prophet s while

his Companions, 297
I can almost see M‰s¥ placing his

fingers in his ears, 270
I did not mean to prohibit that

one not narrate verbatim, 138
I fear for you that you will speak in

gatherings... (‘Umar), 128
I found his hand smore fragrant

than musk, 298
I hope for everything good, 64
I make glorification according to

my ransom(Ab‰ Hurayra), 92
I never ate to satiation (Ibn

‘Umar), 241
I passed by as they were insulting

you (‘Amm¥r), 312-313
I prayed behind the Messenger s

(Ibn ‘Umar), 131
I saw someone the Day of the

Trench…(‘®’isha), 26
I seek refuge in All¥h from a prob-

lem…(‘Umar), 94
I shall take out of the fire whoever

said…, 93
I was ordered to fight people

until…, 221
I would dislike it if the

Companions did not differ
(‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz), 295

Ibn Mas‘‰d delayed praying ‘a|r,
36

Ibn ‘Umar would place his hand
on the minbar, 322, 408

If a trustworthy source tells us of a
fatw¥…(Ibn ‘Abb¥s), 94

If clouds appear towards the sea,
144

If I did not fear Quraysh’s tyran-
ny…, 187-188

If the Emigrants are satisfied…,
396

If you fight your brother, avoid…,
262

If you hear a ^adÏth reported
from me which your hearts
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recognise, 194
If you pass by a town that does not

have a sultan, 293
If you race with each other, 360
If you were to dangle a man with a

rope, 85
In truth I do not forget, 143
Invoke abundant blessings upon

me, 442
Is he at all insane? 13
Isl¥m is built upon five [pillars],

219
It may be one carries understand-

ing without… 197-198, 281
Justice for a moment is better

than sixty years of worship, 295
Killing a Muslim is forbidden

except…, 100
KursÏ is where the two feet are

placed (Ibn ‘Abb¥s), 317
Lawful is clear as day, 344
Let no-one speak publicly

except…, 127
Let there be neither harm done

nor reciprocated, 345
Let your reliance be upon trans-

mitted reports (Ibn
al-Mub¥rak), 113

Likeness of my Companions is like
salt, 87

Love for people whatever you love
for yourself, 85

Make them memorize the ^adÏth
and make room for them, 444

Man does the deeds of the people
of Paradise, 46

Messenger of All¥h s cursed the
men who imitate women, 221

Messenger of All¥h, ask for rain!
(Bil¥l ibn al-±¥rith), 322-323

Most of the people of Paradise are
the naïve, 172

Most trusting of people is the
most truthful(Ab‰ Um¥ma),
131-132

M‰s¥ remained for forty nights,
355

My Companions are like the stars,
399

My father and your father are
both in the Fire, 56-59

Nearest of people to me on the
Day of Resurrection, 442

None dedicates to All¥h forty days
except, 249

O All¥h! Do not make any loss of
ours…, 171

O All¥h! Guide Quraysh, 186
O All¥h! I am turning to You with

Your Prophet, 389
O All¥h, I ask You by the joints of

power, 39-40
O All¥h, I ask You by the right of

those who ask You, 39
O Transformer of hearts! Make

firm our hearts, 88
One day in the life of a just leader

is better than sixty years of wor-
ship, 295

One waiting for the next prayer is
in the greatest soldiery (al-rib¥~
al-akbar), 461

One who will carry the lightest
burden, 360

Only cure to ignorance is to ask,
vii

Our Lord u descends every
night, 168

Our Lord descends to the nearest
heaven, 267

Paradise says none enters me but
the weak, 173

People of Paradise shall enter
Paradise naked, 213

People shall set forth from East
and West…, 122

Prophets circumambulated
mounted, 122

Prophet s commanded the sun
which lagged, 25
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Prophet s forbade the fasting of
all of Rajab, 286

Prophet s forbade the two self-
displays, 177

Prophet s hastened to pray ·uhr
and delayed, 35

Prophet s prohibited the sale of
surplus water, 122

Prophet s slaughtered a cow on
behalf of ‘®’isha, 122

Allah have mercy on someone
who hears a ^adÏth, 282

Prophet s supplicated until the
sun moved back, 24

Prophet s used to stand up for
his daughter, 315

Prophet s was shown the lifes-
pans…, 143

Prophet s wore the back-hanging
turban-end, 393

Qur’¥n was revealed in seven
dialects, 138, 397

Recite All¥hu Akbar from al-¤u^¥
to the end, 409

Recite the Qur’¥n and ask All¥h
with it, 128

Religion is nothing but sincere
faithfulness, 345

Safest of you against the disasters
of the Day, 443

Seek knowledge even as far as
China, 256

Seeking knowledge is an obliga-
tion, 256

Should we not prostrate to you?
391

Similitude of the hypocrite..., 129
Stand for your chief, 315
Sub^¥nak All¥humma wa-bi-^amdik,

342
Sultan is the shadow of All¥h on

earth, 293-294
Take care of what you say, 47
There is no harm as long as he

adduces the meaning, 138

There shall come after me a peo-
ple, 444

There will be a light for those who
grow old, 428

They began to kiss his hand s,
298

They both have immense good-
ness, 238

They shall believe in me without
seeing me, 443

Thigh is nakedness, 102
This is GibrÏl e, he ordered me, 26
This is our practice with the Ulema

(Ibn‘Abb¥s), 320
This is the hand that touched the

hand(Th¥bit), 391
This is true rib¥~! 461
This son of mine shall achieve…,

60
Thus is knowledge taken away

(Ibn ‘Abb¥s), 320
Time shall grow short and knowl-

edge decrease, 269
Treat your neighbour with utmost

kindness, 85
Tree-stump ^adÏth, 234
Two different religious communi-

ties do not inherit, 384
‘Umar assembled the people to

pray for rain, 322
Use, for personal opinion, what

the ^adÏth expounds to you
(Ibn al-Mub¥rak), 113

Very breath of the person who
fasts…, 287

Very soon will people beat the
flanks of camels…, 121

We [Ban‰ H¥shim] and they
[Ban‰ ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib] are
but one, 186

We are Bedouin Arabs (±udhay-
fa), 139

We hail from the water, 59
Welcome to the beneficiaries of

the Prophet!(Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-
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KhudrÏ), 444
Were belief to be found at the

Pleiades…, 7
Were knowledge hanging at the

Pleiades…, 7
What about my lineage? 62
What is the reality of your belief?

47
Whatever I forbade you, avoid, 345
When All¥h speaks to send a reve-

lation, 355
When All¥h spoke to M‰s¥ ?, 362
When one of you dies and you

have settled the earth, 410
When one of you fights, avoid…,

213
Where is All¥h? 75, 289-291
Who am I? 290
Who among the dwellers of the

earth, 61
Who is your Lord? What is your

religion? 290
Who shall take from me these

words and put them into prac-
tice? 85

Whoever begs people for
money…, 257

Whoever does not know, let him
say, ‘All¥h knows best!’ (Ibn
Mas‘‰d), 126

Whoever harms my relatives
harms me, 62

Whoever holds the reins of some-
one’s mount, 319

Whoever honors the sultan, 294
Whoever in my Community mem-

orises forty, 434

Whoever invokes blessings upon
me…, 110, 442

Whoever laughs [during
prayer]…, 40

Whoever lies about me willfully…,
132

Whoever likes for men to stand
up, 315

Whoever likes for people to stand
for him, 315, 388

Whoever makes pilgrimage and
does not visit me, 274

Whoever makes pilgrimage then
visits me, 274

Whoever says I said something
which I did not say, 138

Whoever visits me in al-MadÏna,
274

Whoever visits me without any
avowed purpose, 273-274

Whoever visits my grave, 273-274
Whoever walks barefoot in All¥h’s

obedience, 360
Wrestling ^adÏth, 185
Y¥ Mu^ammad! (Blind man

^adÏth), 389
Y¥ Mu^ammad¥h! (Bil¥l ibn al-

±¥rith), 322
You might see among them men

with deeds, 186-187
Your life in comparison to past

nations, 34
Your menses are not in your hand,

203
Your mother is in the Fire…, 63
Zamzam water makes true whatev-

er it is drunk for, 259-260
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Ab¥n ibn ‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n, 142
Abarq‰hÏ, 13
‘Abb¥d ibn ‘Abb¥d, 301
‘Abb¥d ibn Hish¥m, 87
‘Abb¥d ibn KathÏr, 159
‘Abb¥s al-D‰rÏ, 307, 317
‘Abb¥s ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-TarqafÏ,

293
‘Abb¥s ibn ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib, 61,

64, 322, 351
‘Abb¥s ibn al-Fa\l, 327
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‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-±¥kim, 77
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib, 59
‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal,

87, 101-102, 209, 301-303, 308,
323, 346, 354-358, 360, 387,
390, 392

‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘AlawÏ al-±add¥d,
80

‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘AlÏ, 100
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘®mir ibn RabÏ‘a,

111
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘®mir ibn YazÏd, 315
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Amr, 88, 238, 259,

284, 287, 351, 428
‘Abd All¥h ibn al-±¥rith, 9
‘Abd All¥h ibn ±asan B¥ ‘AlawÏ,

455, 470
‘Abd All¥h ibn ±asan ibn al-±asan,

159
‘Abd All¥h ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Ghif¥rÏ,

273
‘Abd All¥h ibn Kays¥n, 442
‘Abd All¥h ibn MunÏr, 335
‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Mu‘tazz (Caliph),

201, 348
‘Abd All¥h ibn N¥fi‘, 169

‘Abd All¥h ibn R¥fi‘ al-Tann‰khÏ,
239

‘Abd All¥h ibn ßafw¥n, 130
‘Abd All¥h ibn ß¥li^ al-JuhanÏ, 150,

248
‘Abd All¥h ibn S¥lim ibn

Mu^ammad, 440
‘Abd All¥h ibn al-ShikhkhÏr, 284
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar al-‘UmarÏ,

276
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Umar ibn ±af|, 26
‘Abd All¥h ibn Unays, 9
‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Utba, 175
‘Abd All¥h ibn Wahb, see Ibn Wahb
‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr al-

‘Aww¥m, 60, 161
‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr al-±umay-

dÏ, 209, 325
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-DihlawÏ, 23
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz al-UwaysÏ, 178, 179
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn ‘AlÏ, 13
‘Abd al-‘AzÏz ibn al-Mu~~alib, 178
‘Abd al-A‘l¥ ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn

Qays, 295
‘Abd al-A‘l¥ ibn Mus-hir, 311
‘Abd al-±afÏ· al-MakkÏ, 387, 389
‘Abd al-±amÏd al-±imm¥nÏ, 107,

119
‘Abd al-±amÏd ibn Ja‘far, 159
‘Abd al-±aqq al-IshbÏlÏ, 275, 435
‘Abd al-KarÏm Ab‰ Umayya, 9
‘Abd al-KarÏm ibn M¥lik, 73
‘Abd al-MajÏd ibn AbÏ Raw¥\, 9
‘Abd al-M¥lik al-Maym‰nÏ, 392,

393, 396
‘Abd al-M¥lik ibn Ziy¥d, 181
‘Abd al-Mu~~alib, 59-60, 185, 186
‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-GÏl¥nÏ, 253, 405,

406, 436
‘Abd al-Q¥dir ‘¬s¥, 387
‘Abd al-Q¥dir al-QurashÏ, 23
‘Abd al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ, 65, 76,

III. Index Nominum
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79, 155, 189, 283, 300, 384, 398
‘Abd al-Qays, 48, 51
‘Abd al-Qudd‰s ibn ‘Abd al-Jabb¥r,

339
‘Abd al-Ra^Ïm ibn Zayd al-‘AmmÏ,

399
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Kh¥q¥n, 212
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Khir¥sh, 323
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn MahdÏ. See Ibn

MahdÏ
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn M¥lik, 17
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Mu^ammad

al-Bukh¥rÏ, 328
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn al-Q¥sim, 26,

99, 146-148, 150-152, 158, 161,
171, 

‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ya‘mar, 267
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Zayd, 281
‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn Ziy¥d ibn

An‘um, 238
‘Abd al-Razz¥q, xx, 9, 31, 36, 41,

48, 86, 87, 110, 111, 122, 125,
173, 204, 205, 290, 306

‘Abd al-ßamad ibn ‘Abd al-W¥rith
al-‘AnbarÏ, 290

‘Abd al-ßamad ibn Sulaym¥n ibn
AbÏ Ma~ar, 393

‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn ®dam, 339
‘Abd al-W¥^id ibn Zayd, 86
‘Abd ibn ±umayd, 47, 399
‘Abd¥n, 28, 137, 139, 321, 328,

444
‘Abd¥n ibn ‘Uthm¥n, 113
‘AbdarÏ, 182, 246
‘Abd‰s ibn M¥lik, 310
‘AbÏdat al-Salm¥nÏ, 400
‘®bidÏn (‘Abd al-GhanÏ), 12
‘®bidÏn (Ab‰ al-Yusr), 12, 55
‘®bidÏn (Mu^ammad, Ibn), 9, 26,

37, 38, 40, 54, 55, 226, 232, 233,
252, 252, 326, 395, 455, 461

®birrÏ, 300
®biwardÏ al-MutawallÏ, 299
Ab‰ al-‘Abb¥s al-A|amm, 25
Ab‰ ‘Abd All¥h al-ß‰fÏ, 387

Ab‰ ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-MuqrÏ, 9
Ab‰ A^mad al-Farr¥’, 439
Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Ghass¥nÏ, 340
Ab‰ ‘AlÏ al-Nays¥b‰rÏ, 203, 425
Ab‰ al-‘®liya, 40, 374, 375
Ab‰ ‘Amr al-Zuj¥jÏ, 278
Ab‰ ‘Amr ibn ‘Alw¥n, 249
Ab‰ ‘®|im, 9, 16, 34, 290, 438
Ab‰ ‘®tika al-Ba|rÏ, 256
Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na, 49, 269, 313
Ab‰ Ayy‰b, 249, 277, 322
Ab‰ Bakr al-A‘y¥n, 212
Ab‰ Bakr al-A |amm, 78
Ab‰ Bakr al-MarwadhÏ, 104
Ab‰ Bakr al-ßiddÏq, 40, 41, 44, 62,

64, 95, 104, 108, 113, 119, 129,
131, 153, 163, 210, 233, 241,
242, 255, 272, 294, 301, 307,
308, 322, 339, 391, 396, 405,
428, 449, 461, 463, 466

Ab‰ Bakr al-W¥si~Ï, 46
Ab‰ Bakr ibn ‘Abd al-Ra ̂ m¥n ibn

al- ±¥rith, 155
Ab‰ Bakr ibn AbÏ ‘Amr, 338
Ab‰ Bakr ibn Mu^ammad ibn

‘®|im, 183
Ab‰ Bakr ibn Ziy¥d, 439
Ab‰ Bakrah, 294
Ab‰ al-Dard¥’, 134, 136, 157, 201,

281, 428
Ab‰ D¥w‰d, vii, xvii, xx, 7, 21, 26,

35, 60, 100, 102, 107, 127, 168,
173, 185, 188, 198, 202, 208,
211, 214, 221, 253, 263, 281,
286, 290, 298, 301, 315,316,
321, 326, 343-346, 350, 351,
360, 384, 428, 441, 448, 449,
460, 463, 464, 467

Ab‰ Dharr, 85, 144, 157, 249,
Ab‰ Dharr al-HarawÏ, 271, 361
Ab‰ al-Fat^ al-Qaw¥sÏ, 271
Ab‰ al-Fat^ ibn AbÏ al-Faw¥ris, 271
Ab‰ Ghayl¥n Sa‘d al-Shayb¥nÏ, 295
Ab‰ Ghudda (‘Abd al-Fatt¥^), 9,42,

44, 45, 74, 123-125, 140,145, 157,
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159, 169, 179, 181, 188, 192,
199, 204, 205, 256, 273-275,
282, 303, 305, 307, 334, 383,
400, 426, 427, 438-441

Ab‰ ±af| al-Mu~awwi‘Ï, 253
Ab‰ ±af| al-ßaghÏr, 65
Ab‰ ±¥mid al-A‘mashÏ, 419
Ab‰ ±amza al-ß‰fÏ, 387-388
Ab‰ ±¥tim, 39, 94, 169, 208, 248,

274, 372, 375
Ab‰ ±ayy¥n al-Ziy¥dÏ, 33
Ab‰ ±¥zim, 15, 277
Ab‰ ±umayd al-An|¥rÏ, 194
Ab‰ Hurayra, 7-8, 25, 40, 62,

85,92,121, 122, 129, 134, 137,
168, 173, 177, 186, 188, 201,
211,213, 248, 257, 262,
269,282, 287, 288, 290, 293,
295, 297, 329, 345, 355, 376,
389, 397, 399, 404, 428, 455,
461

Ab‰ Is^¥q al-SabÏ?Ï, 103
Ab‰ Is^¥q al-Shayb¥nÏ, 11
Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn al-Zubayr, 437
Ab‰ Ja‘far ibn Sulaym¥n al-

MinqarÏ, 310
Ab‰ Jahm, 189-190
Ab‰ Ju^ayfa, 298
Ab‰ Kh¥lid al-A^mar, 20
Ab‰ Khaythama, 8, 203, 417
Ab‰ Kh¥zim, 21
Ab‰ Lahab, 59, 62
Ab‰ al-Layth al-SamarqandÏ, 37,

38, 75, 110
Ab‰ Ma‘d¥n, 290
Ab‰ M¥lik, 418
Ab‰ Man|‰r al-Baghd¥dÏ. See ‘Abd

al-Q¥hir al-Baghd¥dÏ
Ab‰ Mawd‰da, 322
Ab‰ Miljaz, 210
Ab‰ Mu‘¥wiya, 7, 11, 85
Ab‰ Mu^ammad al-JuwaynÏ, 299
Ab‰ Mu^ammad Fawr¥n, 415-416
Ab‰ Muq¥til, 68, 75
Ab‰ Mu|‘ab al-Yas¥rÏ al-Hil¥lÏ. See

Mu~arrif
Ab‰ Mu|‘ab al-ZuhrÏ, 145, 147,

159, 160, 170, 311
Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-A|bah¥nÏ, 137
Ab‰ M‰s¥ al-Ash‘arÏ, 122, 284,

292, 317, 383
Ab‰ Mu~Ï‘ al-BalkhÏ, 18, 56, 75
Ab‰ Muz¥^im al-Kh¥q¥nÏ, 443
Ab‰ Na|r, 85
Ab‰ Na|r al-‘Ay¥dÏ, 79
Ab‰ Na|r al-MarwazÏ, 327, 464
Ab‰ Na|r al-ßaff¥r, 278
Ab‰ Na|r al-Tamm¥r, 417
Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-A|fah¥nÏ, 7, 31, 39,

40, 47, 62, 86, 87, 92, 93, 109,
121, 133, 159, 164, 165, 167,
173-176, 183, 186, 188, 192,
204, 205, 230, 231, 241, 248-
250, 281, 292-296, 300, 302,
320, 355, 360, 372, 385, 428,
439

Ab‰ Nu‘aym al-K‰fÏ, see al-Fa\l ibn
Dukayn

Ab‰ Nu¢aym al-TaymÏ, see al-TaymÏ
Ab‰ Nujay^ al-SulamÏ, 428
Ab‰ Nu|ayra al-‘AbdÏ, 294
Ab‰ Qa^dham ibn Ma‘bad, 186
Ab‰ al-Q¥sim al-AzharÏ, 361
Ab‰ Q¥sim al-R¥zÏ, 278
Ab‰ Qays, 210
Ab‰ Qil¥ba, 188, 201, 319
Ab‰ Qud¥ma, 259, 324, 418
Ab‰ Qu^¥fa, 64
Ab‰ ß¥li^ al-Sam¥n, 323
Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-KhudrÏ, 39, 113, 234,

248, 256, 281, 377, 389, 434,
444

Ab‰ Sa‘Ïd al-Mi|rÏ, 224, 414
Ab‰ Salama ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n,

155, 189 290, 398
Ab‰ al-Sal~ al-HarawÏ, 43
Ab‰ Sh¥ma, 233, 436-438, 450
Ab‰ al-Sha‘th¥’, 401
Ab‰ al-Shaykh, 63, 83, 144, 248,

273, 293, 317, 355, 428
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Ab‰ Shuj¥‘, 22
Ab‰ Sufy¥n al-Sa‘dÏ, 9
Ab‰ Sufy¥n ibn ±arb ibn Umayya,

44
Ab‰ >¥hir al-Mukhli|, 13
Ab‰ >al^a,  283, 284
Ab‰ >¥lib ibn ‘Abd al-Mu ~ ~alib,

52, 56-60, 63, 64
Ab‰ >¥lib al-±anbalÏ, 198, 364,

416
Ab‰ >¥riq, 85
Ab‰ TamÏma al-HujaymÏ, 130-131
Ab‰ al->ayyib al->abarÏ, 439
Ab‰ Thawr, 158, 203, 207, 209,

210, 211-213, 220, 222, 246,
253, 257-258, 262, 307, 325-
326, 402, 455

Ab‰ al->ufayl, 9
Ab‰ ‘Ubayda ibn al-Jarr¥^, 295,

322
Ab‰ Um¥ma, 131, 248, 283, 410,

442
Ab‰ ‘Umar al-KindÏ, 33
Ab‰ ‘Urwa al-ZubayrÏ, 175
Ab‰ Usayd al-S¥‘idÏ, 194
Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n al-MaghribÏ, 174,

278, 465
Ab‰ al-Waf¥’ al-Afgh¥nÏ, 13, 15, 
Ab‰ Ya^y¥ al-±amm¥nÏ, 9, 311
Ab‰ Ya‘l¥, xx, 42, 67, 86, 102, 137,

204, 212, 234, 264, 281, 313,
316, 321, 322, 350, 351, 362-
363, 371, 374, 389, 394, 406,
442, 443

Ab‰ YazÏd al-Bis~¥mÏ, 296
Ab‰ Y‰suf, 10-13, 14-18, 20, 32, 36,

40, 67, 69, 76, 101, 116, 118,
150, 192, 257, 299, 303, 304,
368, 466

Ab‰ Zahra (Mu^ammad), 76, 132,
368, 455, 467, 469

Ab‰ Zayd  al-An|¥rÏ, 439
Ab‰ al-Zin¥d, 155, 401, 438
Ab‰ al-Zubayr. See Mu^ammad ibn

Muslim al-AzdÏ

Ab‰ Zur‘a, 150, 169, 200, 208,
248, 301, 303, 320, 324, 327,
330, 341, 383, 417, 424

®dam e, 60, 211-213, 262,,356,
406

®dam e and Eve e, 131
®dam ibn AbÏ Iy¥s, 328
‘AdawÏ, 180
Adhra‘Ï, 23
‘AdÏ ibn Th¥bit, 9
‘Aff¥n ibn Muslim, 54, 311
‘®fiyat al-AwdÏ, 18
A^dab (Khald‰n), 186, 248, 292,

317
A^mad ibn ‘Abd al-Jabb¥r, 85
A^mad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn

Wahb, 294
A^mad ibn ‘Abda, 29
A^mad ibn AbÏ Badr, 387
A^mad ibn AbÏ Gh¥lib, 13
A^mad ibn AbÏ ‘Imr¥n, 15, 21, 208
A^mad ibn AbÏ Raj¥’, 15
A^mad ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Sa‘Ïd, 30
A^mad ibn al-Fa\l, 327
A^mad ibn ±af|, 325
A^mad ibn ±amd‰n, 330
A^mad ibn al-±asan al-TirmidhÏ,

310
A^mad ibn al-±asan ibn ‘Abd al-

Jabb¥r, 387
A^mad ibn ±umayd, 416
A^mad ibn ‘¬s¥ al-Khashsh¥b, 295
A^mad ibn Is^¥q al-Abarq‰hÏ, 13
A^mad ibn Is^¥q al-ßibjÏ, 385
A^mad ibn Man|‰r al-ShÏr¥zÏ, 425
A^mad ibn Mas‘‰d al-, 67
A^mad ibn Mu^ammad ibn

H¥r‰n. See al-Khall¥l
A^mad ibn al-Mun‘im, 390
A^mad ibn Mu|~af¥ al-‘UmarÏ, 56
A^mad ibn Na|r, 311, 335
A^mad ibn Q¥sim al-‘Abb¥dÏ, 258
A^mad ibn ß¥li^, 25, 147, 199, 235
A^mad ibn Salama, 337, 421, 424,

425
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A^mad ibn Salm¥n ibn al-±asan.
See al-Najj¥d

A^mad ibn Sin¥n, 440
A^mad ibn Ya‘q‰b al-ThaqafÏ, 278
A^mad ibn Y‰nus, 109,111, 430
A^mad Ri\¥ Kh¥n, 391
A^naf ibn Qays, 86
®’isha bint ‘Ajrad, 9
®’isha bint al-ßiddÏq, 26, 53, 60, 64,

94, 100. 115, 122, 134, 140,
155, 203, 277, 282-284, 286,
315, 389

®’isha bint Y‰nus, 274
A‘mash, 16, 85, 198, 202, 210, 437,

443
Ahdal, 360, 441
‘Aj¥j al-Kha~Ïb (Mu^ammad), 116,

256, 319
‘Ajl‰nÏ, 26, 87, 91, 109, 164, 172,

188, 249, 256, 274, 295, 296
®jurrÏ, 169, 231, 282, 343, 350,

351
Akhfash, 375
‘Al¥’Ï, 125, 268
‘AlawÏ ibn ‘Abb¥s al-M¥likÏ, 115
‘AlawÏ ibn A^mad al-±add¥d, 470
Alb¥nÏ (N¥|ir), 39-40, 63, 92, 102,

169, 205, 224, 276, 323, 350,
355, 400, 401, 468

‘AlÏ al-±ajj¥r, 178
‘AlÏ ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Ba|rÏ, 316,

418, 440
‘AlÏ ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h al-LughawÏ,

255
‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib, 9, 24, 36, 41, 44,

64, 72, 74, 77, 86, 93, 94, 100,
102, 107, 108, 157, 159, 185,
186, 195, 272, 369, 372, 428,
449, 450, 451, 462

‘AlÏ ibn A^mad al-F¥risÏ, 68
‘AlÏ ibn al-Aqmar, 9
‘AlÏ ibn al-±asan ibn ShaqÏq, 113
‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn al-DaqÏqÏ, 347
‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ, 421
‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn ibn ShaqÏq,

‘AlÏ ibn al-Ja‘d, 11
‘AlÏ ibn al-MadÏnÏ. See Ibn al-MadÏnÏ
‘AlÏ ibn Bakk¥r, 100
‘AlÏ ibn ±armala, 12
‘AlÏ ibn Ma‘bad, 33
‘AlÏ ibn Maym‰n, 206
‘AlÏ ibn Mus-hir. 9, 18
‘AlÏ ibn Muslim, 11
‘AlÏ ibn Shayb¥n, 35
‘AlÏ ibn Zayd, 85
‘AlÏ ibn Ziy¥d, 150
‘All‰sh (‘Abd al-Sal¥m), 157
Alma‘Ï, 75
‘Alqama ibn AbÏ ¢Alqama, 125
‘Alqama ibn Marthad, 9, 13, 87, 99,

104, 118
‘Alqama ibn Qays, 400
Al‰sÏ (Nu‘m¥n), 59, 454
Am¥ra ibn Juwayn, 455
®mina bint Wahb, 63
AmÏr al-KabÏr, 183
‘®mir ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-Zubayr,

161
‘®mir ibn ‘Abd Qays, 388
‘®mir ibn RabÏ‘a al-‘AnzÏ, 111
‘®mir ibn W¥thila, 9
‘Amm¥r ibn Y¥sir, 62, 312
‘Amr ibn ‘AlÏ, 30, 301, 316
‘Amr ibn Abasa, 428
‘Amr ibn AbÏ ‘Amr, 11
‘Amr ibn AbÏ al-Miqd¥m, 94
‘Amr ibn AbÏ Salama, 102
‘Amr ibn al-‘®|, 157
‘Amr ibn al-±¥rith, 199
‘Amr ibn DÏn¥r, 134, 139
‘Amr ibn Murra, 134
‘Amr ibn Saww¥d, 234
‘Amr ibn Shu‘ayb, 99
‘Amr¥wÏ and Mur¥d, 55
Anas ibn M¥lik, 8-9, 39, 42, 50, 83,

85, 87, 88, 89, 93, 134, 136, 172,
234, 248, 249, 256, 274, 281,
293, 388, 389, 391, 399, 428,
443

Anas ibn SÏrÏn, 204
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Anb¥rÏ (Ab‰ al-±asan Muthann¥
ibn J¥mi‘), 349, 372

Anb¥rÏ (Ab‰ Ya‘q‰b Is^¥q ibn
Bahl‰l), 313

Anm¥~Ï (Abu al-Q¥sim), 253
‘®rif ±ikmat, 57, 68
Arna’‰~ ,21, 24, 39, 56, 59, 60, 78,

86, 102, 121, 150, 169, 170,
194, 201, 202, 230, 248, 264,
264, 266, 281, 282, 294, 306,
311, 350, 356, 389, 442

Asad (±usayn), 87, 443
Asad ibn ‘Amr, 9, 17, 150, 303
Asad ibn al-Fur¥t, 145, 150
A|bagh, 147, 151
Ash‘arÏ (Ab‰ al- ±asan), 45-47, 53,

58, 64, 65, 67-69, 76-80, 84,
209, 221, 254, 267, 270, 271,
278, 281, 283,284, 291-293,
310, 349, 362, 262, 365-367,
369, 370, 372-375, 380, 382,
383, 405-407, 414, 423,
425,446, 447, 451, 462, 471

Ash‘ath ibn Bar¥z, 293
Ashhab, 146-148, 150-152, 178
Ashja‘Ï, 106
Ashqar (‘Umar ibn ±af|), 328
Ashqar (Mu^ammad

Sulaym¥n),380-382
A|ÏlÏ, 304
‘®|im ibn ‘I|¥m al-BayhaqÏ, 393
‘®|im ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h, 111
‘®|im ibn ‘Umar ibn Qat¥da, 142
‘®|im ibn AbÏ al-Nuj‰d, 9
‘®|im ibn Sulaym¥n al-A^wal, 132
‘AskarÏ, 48, 91
Asm¥’ bint ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, 93
Asm¥’ bint ‘Umays, 24, 25
A|ma‘Ï, 317
Aswad, 104, 118
Aswad ibn SarÏ‘, 288
‘A~¥’ al-Khaff¥f, 108
‘A~¥’ al-Khur¥s¥nÏ, 99, 125, 133
‘A~¥’ ibn AbÏ Rab¥^,, 9, 32, 73, 93,

99, 177, 195, 399

‘A~¥’ ibn al-S¥’ib, 11, 443
‘A~¥’ ibn Yas¥r, 377
Athram, 150, 176, 341-342, 370,

402, 452
‘A~iyya ibn Sa‘d al-‘AwfÏ, 248
‘A~iyya ibn Sa‘Ïd, 9
‘Awn ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘Utba, 290
‘Aww¥ma (Mu^ammad), 116, 165,

192, 199, 200, 205, 397, 452
Awz¥‘Ï, 12,14, 29, 30-32, 41, 78, 98-

103, 104, 125, 146, 161, 164,
174, 215, 257, 303, 326, 331,
384, 397, 401, 414, 442, 455

Ay¥dÏ. See Ab‰ Na|r al-‘Ay¥dÏ
‘Aydar‰sÏ, 440
‘AynÏ ,  21, 23, 37, 91
‘Ayy¥sh al-Qa~~¥n, 306
A‘·amÏ (±abÏb al-Ra^m¥n), 218
A‘·amÏ (Mu^ammad Mu|~af¥),

331
‘A·Ïm ®b¥dÏ, 12, 51, 53, 188, 393
®zar, 59
AzdÏ, 87, 181, 189
‘Azz¥mÏ (Sal¥mat), 470
B¥ ‘AlawÏ (‘Abd All¥h), 455
Ba‘lÏ, 407-410, 412
B¥bartÏ, 22
B¥b‰r, 315
BadÏ‘ al-Zam¥n al-Hamadh¥nÏ, 279
Badr al-DÏn al-±asanÏ, 285
B¥ghandÏ, 321
BaghawÏ, 39, 50, 86, 87, 91, 102,

167, 168, 208, 211, 259, 270,
281, 299, 301, 316, 320, 321,
326, 337, 393, 442, 444

Ba^Ïr¥, 60
B¥hilÏ, 81
BajawÏ, 399
B¥jÏ (Ab‰ al-WalÏd), 147, 170, 271
B¥j‰rÏ, 54, 55, 221, 256
Bakk¥r ibn Qutayba
Bakr al-‘AmmÏ, 15
Bakr ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-MuzanÏ, 342
Bakr ibn al-±asan, 249
Bakr ibn Khunays, 239
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Bakr ibn MunÏr, 337, 338
B¥lÏ al-MadanÏ, 54
B¥nÏ, 192
BaqÏ ibn Makhlad, 321
B¥qir. See Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ
Baqiyya ibn al-WalÏd, 99, 397
Barbah¥rÏ, 342, 349, 358-359, 395,

396
Bardha‘Ï, 150, 182
Bargh‰th, 78, 369
B¥riqÏ, 33
BarzanjÏ, 54, 63, 395
Ba|Ïr (Mu|~af¥), 45
BashÏr ibn al-Nu‘m¥n, 282
BattÏ, 16, 42, 45, 69, 74
Bay¥\Ï, 65, 67,68, 76, 76, 79
Bay\¥wÏ, 60, 80
BayhaqÏ-, 7, 22, 39, 40, 48, 59, 64,

78, 85, 90, 92, 98, 100-102, 113-
115, 121, 138, 143, 144, 159,
167-169, 172-175, 177, 179,
186, 188, 189, 192, 197, 199,
209, 213 214, 216, 217, 220-
224, 229235, 237, 238, 248,
253, 256, 259, 262, 273-275,
277, 281-283, 285-287, 289-
293, 295-299, 302, 311, 312,
315, 317, 318, 320, 323-325,
329, 330, 344, 348, 351, 355,
369, 373-375, 377, 389, 393,
399, 400, 403, 413-415, 418,
425, 428, 432, 435, 442

Bazz¥r, 25, 42, 47, 58, 86, 87, 100,
172, 194, 214, 248, 273, 281,
327, 346, 350, 389, 399, 400,
428, 443

Bewley (‘®’isha), 123
BÏkandÏ, 329, 330
Bil¥l al-±abashÏ. See Bil¥l ibn Rab¥^
Bil¥l al-Khaww¥|, 404
Bil¥l ibn al-±¥rith, 277, 322-323
Bil¥l ibn Rab¥^ , 157, 277, 388-389
Bil¥l ibn Sa‘d, 99
Bishr al-±¥fÏ, 104, 314-316, 388
Bishr al-MarÏsÏ, 78

Bishr ibn al-WalÏd, 11
Buhl‰l ibn R¥shid, 150
Buh‰tÏ, 182, 277, 322, 389, 407-

410, 412
Bukayr ibn Ma‘r‰f, 119
Bukh¥rÏ, 7, 26, 31, 33, 35, 42, 44-

46, 48, 49, 59, 60, 62, 64, 69, 78,
89, 93, 100, 107, 112, 114, 124,
126, 132, 138, 140, 142, 145,
159, 168, 169, 186, 190, 196,
197, 202, 203, 211, 213, 219,
221, 231, 234 237, 239, 244,
246, 248, 257-260, 262, 269,
270, 273, 278-280, 284, 286,
287, 293, 298, 301, 303, 306,
312, 316, 318, 321, 323, 325-
340, 345, 346, 355, 359, 362,
364, 376, 377, 402, 414-421,
424, 425, 435, 439, 442, 449,
452, 457, 458, 460, 463, 464-
466

BulqÏnÏ, 430
Bundar, 463
Burayda, 13, 234
Burh¥n al-DÏn al-±alabÏ, 25, 280
B‰|ÏrÏ (Shih¥b al-DÏn), 39, 239,

259
B‰shanjÏ, 278
B‰~Ï, 381, 383, 395, 403, 413, 415
Buway~Ï, 179, 207, 209, 223, 242,

253, 311, 402
¤a^^¥k, 16, 121, 230, 292, 399
¤a^^¥k ibn Qays al-Shayb¥nÏ, 66
¤amra ibn RabÏ‘a, 331
¤amura ibn ±abÏb, 411
¤iy¥’ al-DÏn al-Kha~Ïb, 254
Dabb‰sÏ, 16, 304
Da^l¥n (A^mad ibn ZaynÏ), 53, 64,

470
DamÏrÏ, 395
D¥nÏ (Ab‰ ‘Amr), 467
D¥raqu~nÏ, 8, 9, 15, 31,36, 39, 40,

125, 147, 168, 253, 259, 270-
277, 280, 290. 293, 314, 317,
326, 332-335, 353, 359, 361,
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369, 399, 428, 439, 442, 452
Dar¥wardÏ, 94, 124, 151, 154, 193,

439, 440
D¥rimÏ, vii, 63, 100, 101, 127, 133,

144, 168, 234, 238, 263, 267,
273, 281, 290, 330, 344, 352,
371, 384, 444, 460

Dastaw¥’Ï, 439
D¥w‰d e, 287
D¥w‰d al-Jaw¥ribÏ, 67
D¥w‰d al->¥’Ï, 18-20, 116
D¥w‰d al-<¥hirÏ, 158, 211, 214,

245-246, 299, 304, 326, 338,
402, 414, 455, 471

D¥w‰d ibn ‘A~¥’, 286
D¥w‰d ibn AbÏ ß¥li^, 322
D¥w‰d ibn al-Mu^abbar, 293
D¥w‰d ibn al-Zibriq¥n, 239
D¥w‰d ibn Khalaf. See D¥w‰d al-

<¥hirÏ
DaylamÏ, 249, 293-295
DhahabÏ, 7, 10-13, 15, 21, 25, 28,

31, 32, 36, 41, 44, 48, 56, 59, 60,
63, 75, 78, 84-88, 92-96, 98,
103, 105-107, 114, 121-123,
132, 135, 140-142, 145, 147,
149, 150, 152-154, 158-161,
164, 165, 167-171, 173, 174,
183, 185, 186, 193, 196, 198-
204, 206-208, 210, 212, 214,
220-224, 230,235, 241, 246,
249-251, 253-257, 259, 260,
262-264, 267-272, 274, 276,
277, 279-281, 283, 290, 292,
293, 296, 298, 301,303, 306-
310, 312-315, 317, 320, 324,
325, 327, 328, 331, 334, 337,
341, 343, 346, 350-356, 358-
362, 364, 371, 383, 385-388,
390, 391, 394, 397, 399, 402,
403, 414, 417, 418, 423-425,
428-430, 434, 439, 440, 443,
444, 447, 449, 450, 463

Dhu’ayb ibn ‘Im¥ma, 122
DhuhlÏ, 200, 204, 337, 417, 419,

420, 424, 425, 439, 465
Dh‰l-N‰n al-Mi|rÏ, 145, 309, 346,

381, 388
Di^ya al-KalbÏ, 26, 178
Dimy¥~Ï, 22, 39, 260
DÏnawarÏ, 253, 260, 313
DirdÏr, 55
D‰l¥bÏ, 25, 273, 389
Durra bint AbÏ Lahab, 62
Dur‰bÏ (‘Abd al-WakÏl), 369
Fa\¥la ibn ‘Ubayd, 428
Fa\l ibn al-RabÏ‘, 96
Fa\l ibn Dukayn (Ab‰ Nu¢aym al-

K‰fÏ), 9, 16, 17, 20, 31, 118,
208, 302, 311, 341, 439

Fa\l ibn M‰s¥, 440
F¥d¥nÏ, 238
Fakhr al-DÏn al-R¥zÏ, 59, 78, 188,

225, 254, 262, 268, 292, 300,
321, 375, 376, 465

F¥kihÏ, 259
Fargh¥nÏ, 257, 429
Farr¥qÏ, 440
F¥r‰qÏ (Shaykh A^mad al-

SirhindÏ), 114
FasawÏ, 39
F¥~ima, 93, 277, 315
F¥~ima bint Asad, 39, 185
F¥~ima bint al-Mundhir, 140
F¥~ima bint Qays, 189
FattanÏ, 172, 256, 274
Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ, 38, 190, 270
Faz¥rÏ, 75, 100, 388
FirabrÏ, 329, 332, 336, 418, 420
FirahÏ, 304
Firkah, 429
Firy¥bÏ, 112, 210
Fu’¥d ‘Abd al-B¥qÏ, 121
Fu\ayl ibn ‘Iy¥\ , 104, 112, 148,

230, 314, 444
Ful¥nÏ, 145
Funays¥n (Sa‘‰d), 164
Fur¥nÏ, 299
Furber (M‰s¥), 229
Fut‰^Ï, 407
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GangohÏ, 395
Gh¥lib ibn GibrÏl, 339-340
Gharn¥~Ï, 123
Ghass¥ni, 275, 340
Gh¥wjÏ, WahbÏ Sulaym¥n, 33, 51-

53, 55, 57, 66, 68, 75, 366
Ghaww¥||, 55
GhaznawÏ, 22, 206
Ghazz¥lÏ, 77, 88, 89, 134, 174, 177,

204, 304, 305, 365, 369, 395,
421, 432

GhazzÏ, 12
Ghum¥rÏ (‘Abd All¥h), 8, 53, 58,

145, 235, 315, 322
Ghum¥rÏ (A^mad), 8, 41, 86, 94,

249, 256, 272, 275, 294, 295,
360, 399

GhunaymÏ, 22
Ghundar, 317
GibrÏl e, 26, 48, 51, 83, 133, 178,

360
±abÏb al-‘AjamÏ, 85
±abÏb ibn AbÏ ±abÏb, 168
±abÏb ibn AbÏ Th¥bit, 33
±add¥d (‘Abd All¥h ibn ‘AlawÏ),

80
±add¥d (‘AlawÏ ibn A^mad), 455,

470
H¥dÏ (Caliph), 12, 163
±¥fi· (Mu^ammad Mu~Ï?), xix, 26
±¥fi· al-DÏn al-KurdÏ, 394
±af| al-Fard, 77, 224
±¥f| ibn ‘Umar, 20
±af| ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d al-Q¥rÏ, 274
±af| ibn Ghy¥th, 94, 443
±af| ibn Salm, 75
±ajj¥j, 394
±ajj¥wÏ, 389, 407-410, 410
±ajjÏ KhalÏfa, 65, 68, 81, 304
±akam ibn ‘Utayba, 9
±¥kim al-Nays¥b‰rÏ, 36, 39, 60, 63,

75, 85, 88, 100. 102, 117, 121,
171, 173, 188, 193, 214, 217,
221, 223, 230, 234, 243, 256,
259, 260, 262-264, 270, 277-

282, 283-284, 290, 292, 298,
300, 312, 315, 317, 322, 330,
337-340, 351, 353, 359, 360,
375, 393, 418, 424, 425, 428,
443, 444, 452

±akÏm al-TirmidhÏ, 101, 138-139,
248, 273, 294, 400

±akk¥m ibn Ya‘l¥, 7
Hakk¥rÏ, 224, 429. 430
H¥r‰n ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz, 257
±alabÏ, 399
±alÏmÏ, 221, 270
±amdÏs, 152
±¥mid ibn ®dam, 28
±¥mid Mirz¥ Kh¥n al-Firgh¥nÏ al-

Namnak¥nÏ, 92
±amm¥d al-An|¥rÏ, 40, 323
±amm¥d ibn AbÏ ±anÏfa, 9, 15, 32,

56, 67, 68, 125
±amm¥d ibn AbÏ Sulaym¥n, 9, 42,

65
±amm¥d ibn Salama, 30, 59, 64,

269, 290, 373, 401, 439
±amm¥d ibn Zayd, 28, 99, 106,

139, 194, 267, 269, 314, 316,
373, 401, 435

±amm¥mÏ (Mu|~af¥), 51, 53, 55
±amza g, 466
±amza ibn AbÏ ±amza, 399
±amza ibn ±abÏb, 9
±amza Y‰suf Hanson, 22,154
±anbal ibn Is^¥q, 303, 371
Hann¥d, 249
±ann¥tÏ, 429
Haram ibn ±ayy¥n, 121
HarawÏ al-An|¥rÏ, 76, 106, 159,

202, 220, 229, 233, 245, 262,
267, 403, 429

±arbÏ, 24, 307, 317, 353-354, 360,
361, 402

±arÏrÏ, 65
±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ, 66, 246, 363,

383-386, 421
±¥rith ibn IdrÏs, 20
±¥rith ibn MiskÏn, 311
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±¥rith ibn Mu‘¥wiya al-KindÏ, 128
±¥ritha ibn al-Na‘m¥n, 47
±¥ritha ibn M¥lik, 47
±armala, 147, 231, 233, 307
±asan al-Ba|rÏ, 9, 84-93, 134-135,

138-139, 171, 292, 293, 318,
337-338, 365, 369, 401

±asan ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz, 102
±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib, 60,

159
±asan ibn ‘AlÏ ibn Khalaf, 342, 358
±asan ibn ‘Am¥ra, 32
±asan ibn ‘Amr al-FuqaymÏ, 294
±asan ibn ‘Umar al-Sha~~Ï, 470
±asan ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal, 392
±asan ibn Ash‘ath, 282
±asan ibn Mu^ammad ibn J¥bir,

337
±asan ibn Ziy¥d al-Lu’lu’Ï, 16, 18,

41, 65, 117, 
±¥shid ibn Ism¥‘Ïl, 328
±asÏb, 257
±askafÏ, 37
±ask¥nÏ, 25
±ass¥n ibn Th¥bit, 62
±¥~ib ibn Balta‘a, 274
±a~~¥b, 182
±¥tim ibn A^mad, 420
HaytamÏ, 7, 53, 55, 63, 80, 114,

199, 203, 206, 213, 231, 236,
237, 272, 275, 285, 379, 380,
394, 395, 430

Haytham, 161
Haytham ibn JamÏl, 176
HaythamÏ, 7, 24, 25, 39, 40, 42, 47,

63, 85, 87, 137, 144, 195, 221,
248, 249, 273, 281, 292, 294,
295, 317, 320, 322, 350, 389,
397, 411, 442, 443

±¥zimÏ, 202
±azm ibn AbÏ ±azm, 87
Heraclius, 49
Hil¥l Ab‰ al-‘Al¥’, 388
Hil¥l ibn Suwayd, 389
±imyarÏ (‘¬s¥), 416

Hiql ibn Ziy¥d, 99, 401
Hish¥m ibn ‘Abd al-Malik, 78
Hish¥m ibn ‘Urwa, 9, 11, 140-141
±udhayfa ibn al-Yam¥n, 139, 157,

294, 418
±umayd al->awÏl, 91
±umayd ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, 133
±umayd ibn Zanj‰yah, 198
±umaydÏ, 190, 209, 217-218, 325,

464
±urayth ibn AbÏ al-Warq¥’, 338-

339
±usayn al-AsadÏ, 300
±usayn al-‘UbaydÏ, 179
±usayn ibn A^mad, 33
±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib, 422
±usayn ibn ‘AlÏ al-ßaymarÏ, 205
±usayn ibn Bashsh¥r, 313
±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn

A^mad (Q¥\Ï ±usayn), 270,
298

±usayn ibn Mu^ammad ibn Ziy¥d,
425

±usayn ibn al-WalÏd, 16
±usaynak, 256
±usaynÏ, 137, 196
Hushaym, 31, 135, 301, 303, 314,

317, 321
±uwayrith ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn

Mu‘¥wiya, 355
Ibn ‘Abb¥s, 39, 48, 61, 74, 77, 83,

85, 94, 132, 134, 138, 159, 160,
176, 186, 214, 221, 234, 241,
249, 256, 259, 270, 279, 286,
287, 295, 317, 318-320, 345,
355, 360, 369, 375, 399, 443,
466

Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, 10-12, 15, 16, 21,
32, 39, 41, 45, 51, 66, 67, 87, 91,
94, 101, 113, 115, 118, 121,
122, 124,  125, 137, 143-145,
154, 158, 159, 164, 166, 168,
169, 174-177, 179, 181, 182,
185, 188, 192, 195, 197, 199-
201, 203, 205, 211, 220, 238,
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239, 242, 256, 281, 284, 300,
303-305, 317, 323, 351, 359,
369, 396, 399, 400, 413, 444

Ibn ‘Abd al-±akam, 146, 147, 150-
151, 164, 193, 218

Ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ (Mu^ammad),
182, 275-276

Ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ (Y‰suf), 9
Ibn ‘Abd al-Q¥rÏ, 408
Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m, xxiii, 40, 46, 49,

80, 88, 89, 101, 196, 204, 225,
232, 233, 286, 287, 330, 377,
413, 429, 431

Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b
(Mu^ammad), 467-470

Ibn AbÏ ‘Ar‰ba, 16, 30, 401
Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im, 16, 24, 62, 175, 186,

246, 281, 292, 294, 295, 321,
350, 351, 389

Ibn AbÏ ‘A|r‰n, 204, 433
Ibn AbÏ Awf¥, 8, 41
Ibn AbÏ al-‘Aww¥m, 124
Ibn AbÏ D¥w‰d, 19, 29, 33, 259,

274, 439
Ibn AbÏ Dhi’b, 104, 401
Ibn AbÏ Du’¥d, 132, 354, 369, 392,

417
Ibn AbÏ al-Duny¥, 273, 274, 319,

341, 393
Ibn AbÏ al-Fat^, 397
Ibn AbÏ al-Faw¥ris, 271
Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim, 39, 85, 102, 113,

114, 163, 165, 189, 192, 199,
202, 207, 222, 223, 234, 248,
293, 294, 300, 327, 336, 355,
364, 375, 444, 464

Ibn AbÏ al-±aw¥rÏ, 387
Ibn AbÏ al-Hind, 20
Ibn AbÏ al-‘Izz, 23, 38, 42, 269
Ibn AbÏ Khaythama, 32, 41, 94,

204, 323
Ibn AbÏ Layl¥, 11, 205, 294, 326
Ibn AbÏ Nujay^,, 134
Ibn AbÏ SharÏf, 54
Ibn AbÏ Shayba (Ab‰ Bakr), 36, 39,

42, 48, 60, 132, 159, 179, 194,
249, 259, 284, 287, 292, 317,
320-324, 341, 344, 355, 389,
402, 442

Ibn AbÏ Shayba (Ab‰ Ja‘far), 321,
324

Ibn AbÏ ‘Umar al-‘AdanÏ, 95
Ibn AbÏ ‘Umar al-±anbalÏ, 430
Ibn AbÏ Us¥ma, 295
Ibn AbÏ Uways, 125, 141, 161, 311
Ibn AbÏ al-Waf¥, 79, 81, 200. 206,

291
Ibn AbÏ Ya‘l¥, 45, 78, 86, 176, 211-

212, 235, 258, 301, 310, 312,
313, 317, 319, 324, 325, 341,
341, 342, 349, 354, 356, 358-
360, 362-363, 370, 371,
386-389. 393-395, 397, 404,
409, 414-416, 423

Ibn AbÏ Z¥’ida, 18, 31, 301, 319
Ibn AbÏ Zayd, 159, 170, 178-180,

182, 198, 199, 396
Ibn AbÏ al-Zubayr, 177
Ibn ‘®bidÏn, see ‘®bidÏn (Mu-

^ammad)
Ibn ‘AdÏ, 39, 41, 59, 94, 142, 168,

169, 172, 188, 248, 273, 294,
327, 330, 339, 399, 417, 442,
445

Ibn ‘®’isha, 29
Ibn ‘AjÏba, 180
Ibn ‘Ajl¥n, 152, 159
Ibn ‘All¥n, 440
Ibn AmÏr al-±ajj, 40
Ibn ‘Amm¥r, 430
Ibn ‘AqÏl, 313, 389, 405, 407
Ibn ‘ArabÏ (Shaykh Mu^yÏ al-DÏn),

26, 46, 49, 55, 246
Ibn al-‘ArabÏ al-M¥likÏ, 61, 115-

116, 124, 158, 168, 170, 217,
232, 363, 373

Ibn ‘Arr¥q, 40, 116, 360, 457
Ibn ‘As¥kir, 26,40, 63, 78, 94,

98,121, 137, 176, 199, 201, 206,
223, 224, 246, 270, 274, 277,
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281, 291, 293, 297, 320, 350,
365, 366, 399, 411, 416, 428

Ibn ‘®shir, 183
Ibn ‘®|im al-Muqri’, 25
Ibn A|ram, 48
Ibn ‘A~¥’ All¥h, 48, 201,
Ibn al-AthÏr, 24, 164, 174, 257,

358, 359, 362, 363, 400
Ibn ‘Ayy¥sh, 104, 443
Ibn Badr¥n, 386, 408
Ibn Ba^r, 230
Ibn Balb¥n, 380-381
Ibn al-B¥qill¥nÏ, 46, 271, 413
Ibn Bashkuw¥l, 182, 397
Ibn Bashsh¥r al-A^wal, 257
Ibn Ba~~a, 150, 267, 346, 361-362
Ibn al-Bayyi‘. See al-H¥kim
Ibn B¥z (‘Abd al-‘AzÏz), 276, 322-

323
Ibn Burayda, 13, 292, 384
Ibn DaqÏq al-‘¬d, 115, 178, 225,

429, 435
Ibn al-¤arÏs, 32, 312
Ibn al-DakhÏl, 413
Ibn D¥sa, 343
Ibn Dawy¥n, 277, 408
Ibn al-Dayba‘, 440
Ibn Di^ya, 53
Ibn DÏzÏl, 440
Ibn al-DubaythÏ, 273
Ibn Durust‰yah, 346
Ibn Fahd, 196
Ibn Far^‰n, 146, 169, 183, 193,

346
Ibn al-Fat^ al-‘Ish¥rÏ, 224
Ibn Fihr, 182
Ibn F‰r¥k, 24, 283, 373
Ibn al-Ghi~rÏf, 7
Ibn ±abÏb, 116, 148, 150, 151
Ibn al-±adhdh¥’, 25
Ibn ±ajar al-‘Asqal¥nÏ, xxiii, 7-10,

13, 21-23, 28, 30, 32, 39, 42, 48,
50, 59, 60, 62, 75, 85-87, 92, 98,
105, 113, 115, 125, 136, 137,
139, 144, 145, 167-169, 172,

173, 185, 186, 188, 193, 200,
201, 204, 224, 233, 235, 237,
238, 248, 249, 255, 259, 260,
263, 264, 266, 268, 269, 273-
276, 280, 284, 285, 289, 294,
295, 299, 304, 309, 317, 318,
320, 321, 323, 329, 330, 333-
335, 344, 350, 352, 361, 362,
369, 375, 387, 388, 395, 397,
399, 400, 411, 424, 430, 431,
433, 437, 440, 442, 445, 450,
453, 458, 464

Ibn al-±¥jib, 182, 234, 400
Ibn al-±¥jj, 233
Ibn al-±amak¥n, 300
Ibn ±¥mid, 406
Ibn al-±anbalÏ, 122
Ibn ±¥rith, 152
Ibn al-±aw¥rÏ, 241
Ibn ±azm, 7, 12, 76, 87, 92, 115,

116, 122, 123, 147, 186, 246,
272, 326, 369, 374, 398-401,
452, 471

Ibn ±ibb¥n, 7, 15, 22, 39, 44, 88,
90, 91, 102, 121, 123, 137, 171,
172, 181, 194, 198, 199, 256,
259, 260, 264-269, 274, 279,
281, 284, 290, 300, 311, 326,
329, 330, 372, 428, 442, 452

Ibn ±amd‰yah, 277, 330
Ibn Hish¥m, 59, 60, 216
Ibn Hubayra, 33, 405, 408, 410
Ibn al-Hum¥m, 37, 38, 54
Ibn Hurmuz, 131, 154, 161, 176,

178
Ibn ‘Im¥d, 13, 23, 193, 195, 246,

252, 254, 313
Ibn al-I‘r¥bÏ, 343
Ibn Is^¥q, 16, 30, 62, 94, 137, 140-

142, 350 372, 439
Ibn al-Ja‘d, 11, 12
Ibn Jahbal, 92, 93
Ibn al-Jall¥b, 182
Ibn Jam¥‘a (Badr al-DÏn), 366
Ibn Jam¥‘a (Burh¥n al-DÏn), 366
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Ibn Jam¥‘a (‘Izz al-DÏn), 182, 366
Ibn al-J¥r‰d, 224
Ibn al-JawzÏ, 18, 20, 24, 25, 39, 40,

60, 64, 75, 85, 89-92, 103, 106,
133, 134, 137, 159, 170, 172,
174, 181, 202, 212, 230, 238,
248-251, 256, 263, 264, 270,
271, 274, 280, 281, 301, 308,
310, 313-317, 329, 330, 351,
353, 354, 360, 363, 374, 377,
379, 384, 386, 388, 394, 396,
399, 403-406, 408, 416, 452,
457

Ibn Jurayj, 28, 30, 94, 98, 121, 122,
125, 292, 401

Ibn al-JuwaynÏ. See Im¥m al-±ara-
mayn

Ibn Juzayy, 182
Ibn Karr¥m, 76, 454
Ibn KathÏr, 7, 12, 21, 22, 25, 34, 48,

50, 99, 102, 151, 159, 174, 190,
193, 195, 196, 224, 233-235,
248, 249, 253, 255, 257, 259,
263, 279, 290, 300, 311, 317,
323, 333-335, 350, 352, 374,
376, 383-385, 432

Ibn al-K¥tib, 33
Ibn KhafÏf, 33, 46, 237, 238, 244,

254, 310, 373, 380, 382, 413,
414, 454, 466

Ibn Khallik¥n, 13, 30, 249, 253,
439

Ibn Khuzayma, 22, 39, 207, 211,
213, 223, 224, 253, 256, 259-
264, 270, 275, 284 , 290, 302,
317, 326, 327, 330, 350, 351,
364, 402

Ibn al-KÏz¥nÏ, 245
Ibn Kull¥b, 211, 246-247, 372
Ibn al-MadÏnÏ, 30, 114, 122, 125,

140, 194, 210, 301, 302, 307,
316, 320, 336, 354, 375, 440

Ibn Ma^mish, 283
Ibn MahdÏ, 12, 99, 101, 104, 106,

108, 109, 111-112, 114, 122,

125, 146, 193-195, 203, 205,
317, 318, 326, 328, 439

Ibn MahdÏ al->abarÏ, 24
Ibn Mahr¥n. See Ibn AbÏ ‘Ar‰ba
Ibn Ma‘Ïn, 10-11, 15, 30-32, 86, 94,

114, 116, 122, 142, 151, 194,
197, 202-205, 248, 301-303,
307, 312, 316, 317, 341, 375,
417, 438, 439, 441, 443

Ibn M¥jah, vii, 21, 39, 88, 100, 102,
107, 127, 198, 202, 208, 211,
221, 234, 238, 239,250, 256,
259, 260, 267, 269, 270, 275,
281, 283, 286, 287, 298, 321,
345, 351, 355, 384, 444, 449,
460, 463

Ibn al-M¥jish‰n, 147-149, 151-
152, 158, 194, 372, 401

Ibn M¥k‰l¥, 39
Ibn Ma‘mar, 284
Ibn Mandah, 25, 48, 62, 136-137,

270, 277, 317, 411,429
Ibn Mard‰yah, 25, 137, 355
Ibn Mas‘‰d, 8, 36, 40, 63, 85, 100,

126, 134, 136, 138, 157, 172,
176, 186, 201, 215, 256, 281,
312, 344, 351, 355, 361, 389,
442, 444

Ibn al-Mibra\ See Ibn ‘Abd al-H¥dÏ
(Y‰suf)

Ibn al-Mu‘adhdhal, 148
Ibn al-Mub¥rak, 16, 28-29, 31, 34,

38, 87, 100, 103, 104, 106, 112-
114, 119, 125, 155, 193,
200,238, 249, 267, 314, 317,
321, 325, 327, 365, 401, 443

Ibn Mufli^ , 91, 277, 313, 322, 386-
389, 394, 407-410, 412

Ibn al-Mukhalli|, 354
Ibn al-Mulaqqin, 85, 164, 314,

411, 442
Ibn al-Mundhir, 63, 312, 355, 375,

402
Ibn al-Munkadir, 93, 125
Ibn al-MuqrÏ, 300
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Ibn al-Musayyab, 86, 94, 137, 155,
162, 283, 313, 369, 398, 401

Ibn al-Muthann¥ (A^mad), 388
Ibn al-Muthann¥ (Ma’mar), 320
Ibn al-Muthann¥ (Mu‘¥dh), 235
Ibn Muz¥^im, 28
Ibn al-NadÏm, 77
Ibn   N¥fi‘, 158
Ibn N¥fi‘ al-ß¥’igh, 146, 152, 169
Ibn al-Najj¥r, 48, 224, 294, 405,

407-410, 412, 434
Ibn N¥|ir, 405
Ibn Nujayd, 278
Ibn Nujaym, 37
Ibn Numayr, 141
Ibn al-Q¥\Ï Shuhba, 253
Ibn Q¥ni‘, 137
Ibn al-Qa||¥r, 153
Ibn al-Q¥sim, 145, 146-148, 150-

152, 158, 171, 176, 182
Ibn al-Qa~~¥n al-MaghribÏ, 225 337
Ibn al-Qatt¥t, 230
Ibn al-Qaysar¥nÏ, 256
Ibn al-Qayyim=Ibn Qayyim al-

Jawziyya, 92, 102, 106, 111, 114,
115, 141, 195, 209, 229, 243,
250, 251, 259, 351, 357, 369,
398, 399, 411, 454, 470

Ibn Qud¥ma, 40, 122, 204, 217,
225, 259, 277, 284, 285, 287,
296, 313, 314, 322, 363, 371,
389, 392, 405-412, 422, 471

Ibn Qud¥ma (Mu^ammad), 316
Ibn Qunfudh, 161, 182
Ibn Qutayba, 24, 174, 213, 304,

325-326, 365
Ibn R¥fi‘, 21-22, 432
Ibn R¥h‰yah, 113, 158, 197, 202-

294, 208-209, 214, 244, 307,
317, 320, 324-325, 330-331,
335, 336, 365, 384, 392, 402,
414, 418, 428, 439

Ibn Rajab, 26, 49, 59, 92, 106, 114-
115, 131, 136, 199, 202-205,
210, 227, 233, 266, 329, 343,

362, 405, 407, 436, 449
Ibn Rushd, 158, 168, 180, 182
Ibn Sa‘d, 60, 64, 92, 94, 141, 144,

160, 164, 292, 296, 320, 322,
388

Ibn al-Sakan, 274, 275, 442
Ibn al-ßal¥^,, 98, 115, 124, 139,

145, 166, 225-226, 232, 265,
280, 332-335, 340, 352, 449

Ibn Sal¥m, 330
Ibn Sall¥m, 14, 24, 91, 190, 194,

244, 258, 295, 307, 317, 319,
325, 375, 402

Ibn Sam¥‘a, 15, 69, 307
Ibn al-Sam‘¥nÏ, 51, 429
Ibn Sam‘‰n, 466
Ibn Sa‘‰d (King), 276, 355, 468-

469
Ibn al-ßaww¥f, 360
Ibn Sayyid al-N¥s, 116, 164, 431,

439
Ibn Shadd¥d, 415
Ibn Sh¥hÏn, 25, 98, 411
Ibn Shuj¥‘, 18, 330
Ibn SÏrÏn, 32, 99, 125, 132, 134,

136, 204, 401
Ibn al-SubkÏ, 46, 47, 64-65, 80, 98,

155, 164, 178, 185, 190, 199,
203, 206, 208, 225, 232, 234,
238, 246, 248, 253-254, 258,
259, 263, 264, 268, 281, 285-
287, 289, 291, 293, 298, 300,
322, 324, 325, 340, 354, 366,
384, 386, 398, 416, 417, 419,
422-423, 430-433

Ibn al-SunnÏ, 39, 249, 389
Ibn Surayj, 252-254, 257, 259, 402
Ibn >¥w‰s, 136
Ibn Taymiyya (TaqÏ al-DÏn), 25, 86,

102, 150, 164, 168, 182, 206,
217, 231, 233, 267, 268, 274-
276, 294, 309, 370, 380-381,
384, 389, 407, 416, 453, 467

Ibn Taymiyya (Majd al-DÏn), 305,
322, 407
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Ibn TughrÏburd¥, 41
Ibn al-Turkm¥nÏ (¢AlÏ ibn

¢Uthm¥n), 23, 41, 289, 291
Ibn Ukayma, 137
Ibn ‘Ulayya, 78, 321
Ibn ‘Umar, 35-37, 62, 73, 99, 124,

125, 129-131, 135, 136, 155,
171, 176, 215, 219, 234, 241,
248, 256, 257, 270, 273, 274,
276, 277, 282-284, 294, 322,
346, 390, 393, 398-400, 402,
408

Ibn ‘Uqda, 41, 199
Ibn ‘Uyayna, 16, 31, 95, 104, 106,

111, 112, 114, 122, 123, 125,
134,158, 197, 198, 201, 205,
209, 211, 218, 219, 260, 265,
296, 301, 312, 316, 317, 437,
438

Ibn Wa\\¥^, 151, 152
Ibn Wahb, 26, 31, 78, 104, 125,

145, 147-148, 151, 158, 166,
167, 170, 174-177, 194, 199,
208, 250, 444

Ibn Y‰nus, 21, 432
Ibn al-Z¥gh‰nÏ, 406
Ibn al-Zamalk¥nÏ, 25
Ibn Zubar, 198
Ibr¥hÏm  e, 59, 85, 327
Ibr¥hÏm al-A|bah¥nÏ, 341
Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ, 24, 307, 317,

353-354, 402
Ibr¥hÏm al-Khaww¥|, 174, 327
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Abb¥n, 211
Ibr¥hÏm ibn AbÏ ß¥li^, , 322
Ibr¥hÏm ibn A‘yan, 111
Ibr¥hÏm ibn ±amm¥d, 160
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Ma‘qil, 331
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Maysara, 136
Ibr¥hÏm ibn al-Mundhir, 141
Ibr¥hÏm ibn M‰s¥, 441
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Rustum, 33
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Sa‘d, 301
Ibr¥hÏm ibn Suwayd, 119
Ibr¥hÏm ibn >ahm¥n, 9

¬jÏ, 45, 79, 80
‘Ikrima, 91, 99, 134
‘Ikrima ibn AbÏ Jahl, 315
‘IllÏsh (Mu^ammad), 229
Im¥m al-±aramayn (Ibn al-

JuwaynÏ), 192, 298-299, 335,
413

‘Imr¥n ibn ±u|ayn, 128, 157, 311
‘Imr¥n ibn Muslim, 135
‘Ir¥qÏ (WalÏ al-DÏn), 8, 86
‘Ir¥qÏ (Zayn al-DÏn), 22, 39, 61,

115, 116, 134, 145, 172, 188,
206, 214, 234, 256, 269, 399,
430, 432

‘I|¥m ibn Y‰suf ibn Maym‰n, 68
‘I|ma ibn AbÏ ‘I|mat, 416
I|~akhrÏ, 45, 356
‘¬s¥ e, 234
‘¬s¥ ibn Ab¥n, 15, 307, 434
‘¬s¥ ibn AbÏ ‘¬s¥ M¥h¥n, 307
‘Is¥ ibn MiskÏn, 152
‘¬s¥ ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ, 86
‘¬s¥ ibn Nujay^, 360
‘¬s¥ ibn Y‰nus, 9
Isbij¥bÏ, 429
Isfar¥yÏnÏ (Ab‰ ‘Aw¥na), 49
Isfar¥yÏnÏ (Ab‰ ±¥mid), 253, 255-

256
Isfar¥yÏnÏ (Ab‰ Is^¥q), 238
Isfar¥yÏnÏ (Ab‰ al-Mu·affar), 67-

68, 75, 79, 293
Is^¥q al-Sh¥hidÏ, 30, 301
Is^¥q ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn al-±¥rith,

64
Is^¥q ibn AbÏ Isr¥’Ïl, 13
Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn Mu|‘ab, 391
Is^¥q ibn Ja‘far al-ß¥diq, 196
Is^¥q ibn Man|‰r al-Kusaj, 305,

357
Is^¥q ibn Mu^ammad al-±¥kim,

79
Ish¥q ibn R¥h‰yah, 158
Ism¥‘Ïl al-An|¥rÏ, 200
Ism¥‘Ïl al-Q¥\Ï, 148. 265, 402
Ism¥‘Ïl al-Saff¥r, 271
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Ism¥‘Ïl ibn AbÏ Uways, 141, 161,
311

Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ayy¥sh, 99, 321
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ±amm¥d, 9, 15, 18, 32
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Qarr¥b, 300
Isma‘Ïl ibn Is^¥q al-Sarr¥j, 385-386
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Mu^ammad Sa‘Ïd Safar,

440
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Muslim, 87
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn ‘Ulayya, see Ibn ‘Ulayya
Ism¥‘Ïl ibn Umayya, 135
Ism¥‘Ïl Mawl¥ al-MuzaniyyÏn, 295
Ism¥‘ÏlÏ (Ab‰ Bakr), 51, 453
IsnawÏ, 253, 258, 384
‘Itr (N‰r al-DÏn), 115, 131, 132,

139, 144, 169, 214, 256, 280,
326, 333-334, 352, 427, 444,
449

‘Iy¥\, See Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\
‘Iy¥\ ibn ‘Amr, 292
Ja‘far al-KhuldÏ, 247, 252
Ja‘far al-ß¥diq. See Ja‘far ibn

Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ
Ja‘far ibn ‘Abd al-W¥^id, 399
Ja‘far ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Hadhdh¥’,

278
Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad al-Qa~~¥n,

326
Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ 41,

93-98, 125, 134, 161, 196, 414
Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn al-

±¥rith, 230
Ja‘far ibn Mu^ammad ibn ±¥zim,

65
Ja‘far ibn Nu|ayr, 278
Ja‘far ibn Sulaym¥n, 160
J¥bir, vii, 25, 39, 122, 138, 172,

234, 256, 281, 399, 400, 428
Jahm ibn ßafw¥n, 453
J¥mi‘ ibn Saw¥da, 168
Jarhad al-AslamÏ, 102
JarÏr ibn ‘Abd All¥h, 27
JarÏr ibn ‘Abd al- ±amÏd, 31
JarÏrÏ, 252
Ja||¥| , 23, 136

JawharÏ, 13, 150, 317
Jawraq¥nÏ, 137
Jaww¥b ibn ‘Ubayd All¥h, 399
Jaz¥’irÏ (Ab‰ Bakr), 55, 63, 323
Jaz¥’irÏ (>¥hir), 139
JazarÏ, 73, 285
JazÏrÏ, 59, 178
Jaz‰lÏ, 54
J‰‘Ï, 241
Jubayr ibn Muhammad ibn Jubayr

ibn Mu~‘im, 350
Jubayr ibn Mu~‘im, 281, 350
Jubb¥’Ï, 382
Junayd al-Baghd¥dÏ, vii, 246-252,

383, 385, 387, 471
JundÏ, 182, 274
Jurj¥nÏ, 65, 155, 189, 274, 294,

387, 398
Juwaybir ibn Sa‘Ïd al-AzdÏ, 399
J‰zj¥nÏ, 15, 79
Ka‘b al-A^b¥r, 127, 293, 351, 352,

388
Ka‘b ibn Murra, 428
Ka‘bÏ, 81, 247
Kahmas, 443
Kalwadh¥nÏ, 405, 412
Kar¥bÏsÏ, 23, 207, 209, 210-211,

220, 233, 244, 302, 307, 325,
416, 421, 423

KardarÏ al-Bazz¥zÏ, 65, 67
K¥s¥nÏ, 38, 40
Katt¥nÏ (Mu^ammad ibn Ja‘far),

102, 109, 168, 221, 234, 244,
280, 282, 285, 466

Kawladh¥nÏ, 408, 410
Kawsaj, 305
KawtharÏ, 7, 12, 18, 21-23, 30, 39,

43-45, 54-58, 65, 67-69, 75, 76,
79, 84, 102, 115, 169, 192, 195,
202, 206, 213, 263, 268, 305,
321, 355, 362, 369, 371, 373-
376, 413, 415, 416

Keller (N‰^), 133, 356
Khab‰sh¥nÏ, 245
Kha\ir, 404
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Khaf¥jÏ, 182
Khalaf al-Khayy¥m, 335
Khalaf ibn KhalÏfa, 154
Khalaf ibn S¥lim, 203
Khalaf ibn TamÏm, 463
Kh¥lid ibn A^mad al-DhuhlÏ, 338
Kh¥lid ibn A^mad al-<¥hirÏ, 246
Kh¥lid ibn al-WalÏd, 157
Kh¥lid ibn Zayd, 67
Kh¥lid ibn Khid¥sh, 176, 435
Kh¥lida bint Asad, 185
KhalÏl ibn A^mad, 429, 443
KhalÏlÏ, 75, 192, 208, 322, 323
Khall¥l, 65, 132, 176, 181, 201,

209, 305, 341, 342, 358, 370-
371, 392, 393, 395, 402

Kh¥rija ibn Zayd, 155, 398
Kh¥rija ibn Mu |’ab, 9, 357
Kharsa (‘Abd al-H¥dÏ), 64
Kha~Ïb, 7-9, 13, 18, 29-31, 65, 67,

91, 99, 101, 113-114, 116, 121,
134-139, 141, 161, 164, 174,
175, 178, 179, 186, 188, 193,
198, 200-201, 205, 206, 235,
243, 245-246, 248, 250, 254-
257, 259, 260, 265, 273, 279,
281, 292, 296, 302-303, 307,
313, 317, 319-320, 324, 326-
328, 341, 343, 346, 348, 353,
354, 360-361, 375, 385-389,
399, 402, 423, 431, 441-444

Kha~~¥bÏ, 24, 49, 50, 89, 90, 127,
143, 295, 343, 359, 372

KhazrajÏ, 439
KhiraqÏ, 360, 407, 409, 410
KhuraybÏ, 29, 443
KhushanÏ, 182
Khw¥rizmÏ (Muwaffaq al-DÏn), 65
Kirm¥nÏ, 37, 237
Kis¥’Ï, 466
Kiy¥, 405, 434
Kumushkh¥nawÏ, 37
KuzbarÏ, 12
LacknawÏ, 9, 37, 41, 45, 78, 79,

115, 159, 199, 231, 275, 289,

395, 400
La^^¥m (BadÏ‘), 334
La^jÏ, 393
La^mar (±amÏd), 171
LakhmÏ,, 158
L¥lik¥’Ï, 41, 51, 64, 78, 150, 167,

171, 283, 310, 351, 369, 371, 420
Laoust (Henri), 405
Laq¥nÏ, vii, 440
Layth ibn AbÏ Sulaym, 444
Layth ibn Sa‘d, 29-31, 123, 147-

148, 150-151, 156-157, 159,
193, 199, 296, 401, 455

Magh¥zilÏ, 387, 389
MaghnÏs¥wÏ, 68-69, 459, 460
Ma^m‰yah, 15
MahdawÏ, 171
MahdÏ (Caliph), 12, 162-165
M¥‘iz ibn M¥lik, 13
MakdisÏ (George), 405
Mak^‰l, 32, 99, 138, 139, 249, 442
Makhz‰mÏ (Mu^ammad TaysÏr),

xix
Makram ibn A^mad, 206
M¥lik al-D¥r = M¥lik ibn ‘Iy¥\
M¥lik ibn ‘Iy¥\, 322-323
M¥lik ibn Mighwal, 14, 17
Ma‘mar, 30, 31, 87, 290, 401
Mamd‰^ (Ma^m‰d Sa‘Ïd), 39, 40,

92, 248, 249, 266, 274-276, 280,
323

Ma’m‰n (Caliph), 165, 191, 417,
442

Ma‘n, 125, 170
Ma‘n ibn ‘¬s¥ al-Mufli^, 440
M¥ni‘Ï, 429
Man|‰r (Caliph), 33, 94-96, 116-

117, 159-160, 163-164, 181,
317

Man|‰r ibn Z¥dh¥n, 33
MaqarrÏ, 118
MaqbalÏ, 43
MaqdisÏ (‘Abd al-GhanÏ TaqÏ al-

DÏn), 254, 440, 444
MaqdisÏ (Ab‰ al-±asan), 36
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MaqdisÏ (Bah¥’ al-DÏn), 408-410
MaqdisÏ (¤iy¥’ al-DÏn), 225, 274,

275, 375, 411 405, 440
MaqdisÏ (Shams al-DÏn al-±anafÏ),

304
Mard¥wÏ, 322, 389, 407-408, 412
Mar‘Ï, 407-410, 412
Ma‘r‰f (Bashsh¥r), 59, 102, 279,

350
Ma‘r‰f al-KarkhÏ, 354, 387, 397
Marw¥n al-T¥tarÏ, 100
Marw¥n ibn Mu‘¥wiya, 418
MarwazÏ (Ab‰ Bakr), 45, 308, 313,

329 342, 358, 389, 392, 395,
397, 415

Ma‘sh¥sha (Sa‘Ïd),  400-401
Maslama ibn Ja‘far, 95
Masr‰q, 126, 394, 400
Massignon (Louis), 405
Mas‘‰d ibn Shayba, 429
Mas‘‰dÏ (Mu^ammad RadÏd), 207
M¥turÏdÏ, 41, 65, 69, 75, 79-82, 84,

380, 382, 446, 456
Maw¥hibÏ, 217
M¥wardÏ, 318, 433
Mayd¥nÏ, 22, 37
Maym‰n ibn ±amza, 25
Maym‰nÏ. See ‘Abd al-M¥lik al-

Maym‰nÏ
M¥zarÏ, 213
Mi^n¥b ibn Sulaym, 339
Mindal, 18
Mirgh¥nÏ, 64
Mis‘ar ibn Kid¥m, 14, 34, 116-117,

200
Mi||Ï|Ï, 102
MizzÏ, 25, 41, 43, 64, 122, 169, 172,

188, 193, 234, 256, 429, 442
Mu‘¥dh ibn Jabal, 144, 157, 282,

428
Mu‘¥f¥, 108
Mu‘allimÏ (‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n), 249,

355
Mu‘¥wiya ibn AbÏ Sufy¥n, 33, 66,

114, 189-190, 197, 210, 259,

315, 384, 450, 451
Mu‘¥wiya ibn ‘Amm¥r, 94
Mu‘¥wiya ibn al-±akam, 289
Mu‘¥wiya ibn ±udayj, 95
Mub¥rak ibn AbÏ al-Jaw¥d, 13
Mub¥rakf‰rÏ, 393, 400
Mughal~¥y, 432, 444
MughÏra ibn Shu‘ba, 61
Mu^ammad ‘®bid al-SindÏ, 10
Mu^ammad ‘AlÏ B¥sh¥, 468
Mu^ammad ibn al-‘Abb¥s al-

¤abbÏ, 339
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-±amÏd,

263
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n

al-SulamÏ, 103
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n

ibn AbÏ Layl¥, 11, 205, 294, 326
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n

ibn al-Fa\l, 230
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b

(al-K‰fÏ), 109
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b

(al-NajdÏ), 381, 467-470
Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Bakr al-R¥zÏ,

174
Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ ±umayd, 443
Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ Ya^y¥, 230
Mu^ammad ibn A^mad ibn

Ya‘q‰b, 385
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Ajl¥n, 73
Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlawÏ al-M¥likÏ,

xix, 39, 288
Mu^ammad ibn ‘AlÏ (al-B¥qir), 9,

93, 99, 130
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Am¥ra, 17
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Amr ibn ±azm,

155, 290, 398
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Awf al-Him|Ï, 248
Mu^ammad ibn Bashsh¥r, 336
Mu^ammad ibn Bishr, 9
Mu^ammad ibn Fu\ayl, 31
Mu ̂ ammad ibn Fulay^, 141
Mu^ammad ibn H¥r‰n al-

±a\ramÏ, 13
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Mu^ammad ibn H¥r‰n al-R‰y¥nÏ,
260

Mu^ammad ibn al-±asan al-
Shayb¥nÏ, 9-11, 13-15, 16-17,
36, 40, 67, 76, 124-125, 146,
150, 190-192, 209, 253, 257,
275, 303, 304, 368

Mu^ammad ibn al-Haytham, 135
Mu^ammad ibn al-±usayn ibn

Mu^ammad al-Qa~~¥n, 283
Mu^ammad ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-QaysÏ,

370-371
Mu^ammad ibn Is^¥q ibn ‘Abd

All¥h, 137
Mu^ammad ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-SulamÏ,

414
Mu^ammad ibn Ja^sh, 102
Mu^ammad ibn KathÏr al-Mi||Ï|Ï,

102
Mu^ammad ibn Maslama, 176
Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn

IdrÏs, 229
Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad ibn

Mu^ammad al-±alabÏ, 429
Mu^ammad ibn Muslim al-AzdÏ,

122
Mu^ammad ibn Na|r al-MarwazÏ,

51, 260-261, 402, 421
Mu^ammad ibn Nu‘aym al-¤ibbÏ,

385
Mu^ammad ibn N‰^,, 311
Mu^ammad ibn Sa‘d al-‘AwfÏ, 10
Mu^ammad ibn ß¥li^ ibn H¥ni’,

263
Mu^ammad ibn SalÏm al-BÏkandÏ,

329-330
Mu^ammad ibn Sam¥‘a, see Ibn

Sam¥‘a
Mu^ammad ibn al-Saww¥r, 346
Mu^ammad ibn S‰qa, 140
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-

ßayrafÏ. See al-ßayrafÏ
Mu^ammad ibn ‘Uthm¥n ibn AbÏ

Shayba, 321
Mu^ammad ibn W¥si‘, 342

Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-DhuhlÏ,
200, 204, 337, 417-420, 424-
425, 439, 465

Mu^ammad ibn Ya^y¥ al-Qa~~¥n,
198

Mu^ammad ibn Ya‘q‰b, 337, 425
Mu^ammad ibn YazÏd, 204
Mu^ammad ibn YazÏd al-MustamlÏ,

204, 306
Mu^ammad ibn Y‰suf al-Bukh¥rÏ,

331, 336
Muhann¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-Sh¥mÏ, 395
Mu^¥sibÏ. See ±¥rith al-Mu^¥sibÏ
Mu^ibb al->abarÏ, 62, 64, 396, 428
Muj¥hid, 33, 104, 134, 217, 258,

259, 329, 
Muj¥lid, 319
MuktafÏ (Caliph), 257
Mun¥wÏ, 40, 42, 174, 188, 206,

212, 234, 249, 256, 260, 274,
279, 360, 387, 393, 394, 399,
444

MundhirÏ, 39, 140, 141, 225, 260,
295, 427, 442

MunÏr ‘Abduh Agh¥, MunÏriyya
Press, 79, 398

Munkar and NakÏr, 411
Muq¥til, 30
Muqri’, 263, 320
Mur¥d (Abd al-±akÏm), 298
Mur¥d and ‘Amr¥wÏ, 63
Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ, 54, 56, 58, 134,

256
Mu|‘ab ibn al-Miqd¥m, 9, 111
Mu|~af¥ al-±amm¥mÏ, 51, 53, 55
M‰s¥ e, 96, 355, 362, 372, 376, 
M‰s¥ al-K¥·im, 93
M‰s¥ ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n ibn

MahdÏ, 193
M‰s¥ ibn ‘Uqba, 142
M‰s¥ ibn MurdÏ, 91
M‰s¥ ibn >¥riq, 31
M‰s¥ ibn Ya‘q‰b al-Zam‘Ï, 442
Musaddad ibn Musarhad, 415
Muslim, 7, 8, 21, 26, 27, 45, 46, 49,
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58, 59, 61, 62, 64, 89, 100, 106,
113, 115, 121, 122, 124-126,
132, 137, 138, 140, 142, 146,
168, 173, 174, 190, 194, 197,
200, 202, 203, 211-213, 219-
221, 234, 237, 257, 259, 260,
262, 269, 270, 272, 273, 278,
280, 284, 287, 292, 297, 301,
321, 326, 327, 329, 330, 332-
335, 345, 376, 378, 404, 414,
417, 421, 424, 425, 435, 441,
449, 460, 461, 463, 466

Muslim ibn Kh¥lid al-ZanjÏ, 94,
147, 190, 401

MustaghfirÏ, 336
Mu~arrif, 126, 151, 168-169, 179
Mu‘ta|im (Caliph), 223, 392, 404,

417
Mu~ayyan, 301
Mutawakkil (Caliph), 356, 388,

417
Muthann¥ ibn al-ßabb¥^, 104
Muwaffaq al-MakkÏ, 33, 65-67, 119
MuzanÏ, 21, 25, 49-50, 192, 207-

208, 209, 216, 217, 221-223,
233, 243, 244, 253, 254, 259,
261, 277, 326, 364

Nabh¥nÏ, (Q¥\Ï Y‰suf), xix, 25, 54,
87, 182, 393

Nabh¥nÏ (TaqÏ al-DÏn), 455
N¥bulusÏ (‘Abd al-GhanÏ), 12, 387
Na\r ibn ±umayd, 186
Na\r ibn Shumayl, 89, 135, 317
N¥fi‘ ibn M¥lik, 125
N¥fi’ Mawl¥ Ibn ‘Umar, 73, 93, 99,

125, 135, 162
NafÏsa bint al-±asan, 195-196
Najj¥d, 323, 346, 359-361
Najm al-R¥zÏ, 91
Najm ibn al-Fu\ayl, 336
Nakha‘Ï, vii, 32, 36, 65, 104, 116,

119, 134, 139, 177, 204, 215,
362, 369, 395, 396, 401

Na|Ïf (Mu^ammad ±usayn), 355
N¥|ir al-Jadya’, 276

N¥|ir ibn al-±usayn, 282
Na|Ïr ibn Ya^y¥ al-BalkhÏ, 68
Na|r ibn ‘AlÏ, 29, 
Na|r ibn al-±asan, 340
Na|| (S¥mir), 55
Nas¥’Ï, 15, 21, 40, 60, 61, 88, 100,

121, 154, 202, 208, 219, 254,
267, 283, 284, 290, 303, 316,
326, 341, 343-345, 428, 449,
463

NasafÏ, 16, 69, 304
Nasj ibn Sa‘Ïd, 336
NawawÏ, xxiii, 2, 13, 26, 30, 33, 34,

64, 107, 115, 118, 125, 136,
155, 166, 174, 185, 186, 190,
212, 213, 225, 226, 230, 232,
233, 237, 240, 242, 245, 256,
258, 259, 270, 272, 283-285,
289, 299, 300, 302, 305, 315,
322, 325, 330, 332-335, 337,
346, 378, 384, 404, 406, 434,
455

Naww¥s ibn Sam‘¥n, 88
Ni·¥m al-Mulk, 399
Nu‘aym ibn ±amm¥d, 31, 311,

341, 441
Nu‘m¥n ibn BashÏr, 281, 343
Nu‘m¥n ibn Sa‘d, 372
N‰^ e, 175
N‰^ ibn AbÏ Maryam, 9
Nu|ayr ibn Dhu‘l‰q, 272
Palmer, 181
PazdawÏ, 69, 79
Pickthall, 181, 320
QabÏ|a, 106, 108, 109
Q¥bisÏ, 182
Q¥\Ï ‘Abd al-Wahh¥b, 147
Q¥\Ï ±usayn. See ±usayn ibn

Mu^ammad ibn A^mad
Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\, 25, 30, 45, 78, 118,

121-123, 131, 136, 154, 158,
159, 164, 165, 168, 174, 176,
179, 180-183, 194, 196, 199,
201, 234, 245, 272, 285, 299,
321, 330, 378, 397, 399-400
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Qaff¥l al-Sh¥shÏ, 208, 270, 296,
299

Qa^t¥nÏ (Mu^ammad), 356
Qal‘ajÏ, 86
QalqashandÏ, 440
Qa‘nabÏ, 150, 341
Qar¥fÏ, 183, 229, 233
Q¥rÏ, 7-10, 25, 37-38, 40, 41, 43,

44, 51-55, 57, 63, 66, 68, 84, 90,
108, 115, 136, 137, 173, 174,
180, 198, 237, 272, 352, 393,
397, 400

Q¥sim ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-H¥shimÏ,
279

Q¥sim ibn Ma‘n, 18
Q¥sim ibn Mu^ammad ibn AbÏ

Bakr, 26, 93, 123, 136, 155, 162,
203, 296, 342, 398, 401

Q¥sim ibn Sall¥m, see Ibn Sall¥m
Q¥simÏ, 116, 138, 139
Qas~all¥nÏ, 53
Qa~Ï‘Ï, 308
Qat¥da, 85, 99, 292, 293
Qat¥da ibn al-Nu‘m¥n, 186
Q¥wuqjÏ, 256
Qayla bint Makhrama, 40
QazwÏnÏ (Ab‰ al-±asan), 132
QazwÏnÏ (‘Umar), 298
QinnawjÏ, 356, 454
Qu\¥‘Ï, 47, 61, 87, 172, 186, 248-

249, 281, 294, 399, 428
Qud‰rÏ, 38
Q‰nawÏ, 22
Quraysh, 186-188, 216, 428
Qur~ubÏ, 64, 90, 121, 172, 209,

211-214, 225, 248, 292-293,
318, 375-376

QushayrÏ, 46, 237, 246-249, 251,
277, 292, 296, 309, 314, 346,
349, 365, 366, 368, 372-374

Qutayba, 138, 162, 336
Qu~ay‘Ï, 389
Qu~b brothers (Sayyid and

Mu^ammad), 455
Q‰tl¥y, KhalÏl Ibr¥hÏm, 51-53

Raba‘Ï, 411
Rabb¥nÏ (Far¥z), 37, 226
RabÏ‘ ibn Anas al-BakrÏ,
RabÏ‘ ibn ßabÏ^, 293
RabÏ‘ ibn ßubay^, 30
RabÏ‘ ibn Sulaym¥n, 25, 150, 198,

206-207, 208-209, 216, 217,
222, 224, 231, 232, 235, 244,
259, 364

RabÏ‘a, 154, 157, 167, 168, 178,
193, 326, 401

RabÏ‘a ibn ‘Uthm¥n al-TaymÏ, 282
RabÏ‘a ibn YazÏd, 99
R¥\Ï (Caliph), 359
R¥fi‘Ï, 258, 299, 432, 466
R¥ghib al-A|fah¥nÏ, 213
Ra^mat All¥h al-SindÏ, 37
Ra^matÏ, 12
Raj¥’ al-HarawÏ, 118
Raj¥’ ibn ±aywa, 136
Raj¥’ ibn Mu^ammad al-Mu‘addil,

271
Rama\¥n, 33, 48, 219, 232, 244,

286, 287, 336, 295, 452
Rama\¥n ‘AlÏ Mu^ammad, 280
R¥mahurmuzÏ, 179, 204, 281, 444
RashÏd (Caliph), 11-12, 14, 158,

162-165, 190-191, 417
R¥shid ibn Sa‘d, 411
Raw^ ibn ‘Ub¥da, 28, 31
Raw^ ibn ßal¥^, 39
Ray^¥na, 392
R¥zÏ (Ab‰ Bakr). See al-Ja ||¥|
R¥zÏ (Ab‰ ±¥tim). See Ab‰ ±¥tim

al-R¥zÏ
R¥zÏ (Ab‰ Ja‘far). See ‘¬s¥ ibn AbÏ

‘¬s¥ M¥h¥n
R¥zÏ (Ab‰ Zur‘a). See Ab‰ Zur‘a al-

R¥zÏ
R¥zÏ (Fakhr al-DÏn). See Fakhr al-

DÏn al-R¥zÏ
R¥zÏ (Ibn AbÏ ±¥tim). See Ibn AbÏ

±¥tim al-R¥zÏ
R¥zÏ (Tamm¥m). See Tamm¥m al-

R¥zÏ
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Rib‘Ï ibn ±ir¥sh, 418
Rif¥‘Ï (Y‰suf ibn Sayyid H¥shim),

xxii, 63
Riy¥\ (Mu^ammad), 158, 182
Rudhb¥rÏ, 283
Ruk¥na, 185-186
Rustughf¥nÏ, 79
Ruwaym, 246
R‰y¥nÏ, 260
ß¥b‰nÏ (Ab‰ ‘Uthm¥n), 429
Sa‘d ibn AbÏ Waqq¥|, , 157, 281
Sa‘d ibn Ibr¥hÏm, 33, 283
Sa‘d ibn Mu‘¥dh, 315
Sa‘dÏ, 7, 259
ßafadÏ, 9, 21
SaffarÏnÏ, 80, 387, 446
ßafw¥n ibn Sulaym, 249
ß¥gh¥nÏ, 32, 248, 400
Saharanf‰rÏ, 80
Sahl ibn Sa‘d, 9, 46, 93, 234, 306
SahmÏ, 341
S¥’ib ibn YazÏd,
Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-DimashqÏ,

293
Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz, 99
Sa‘Ïd ibn AbÏ Ayy‰b, 193
Sa‘Ïd ibn B¥zigh, 281
Sa‘Ïd ibn Ism¥‘Ïl al-±ayrÏ, 260
Sa‘Ïd ibn Jubayr, 33, 73, 104, 318,

401
Sa‘Ïd ibn Man|‰r, 234, 273, 312,

411
Sa‘Ïd ibn Marw¥n, 419
Sa‘Ïd ibn Masr‰q, 9
Sa‘Ïd ibn Sin¥n Ab‰ MahdÏ, 294
Sa‘Ïd ibn ‘Umayr al-An|¥rÏ, 110
ß¥‘idÏ, 429
ß¥’ib ibn ‘Ubayd, 185
S¥jÏ, 209, 300
S¥jiqlÏ Z¥dah, 54
Sakh¥wÏ, 8,86, 105, 114-116, 118,

137, 172, 179, 188, 191, 197,
202-204, 248, 249, 256, 266,
275-276, 279, 293-296, 352,
427, 428, 430

Sakh¥wÏ al-SamarqandÏ, 304
Sakhtiy¥nÏ, Sikhtiy¥nÏ, 16, 38, 125,

401
SaksakÏ, 263
Salama ibn al-Akwa‘, 137-138
Salama ibn Kuhayl, 9
Salama ibn Raw^, , 172
ß¥li^ ibn AbÏ al-Aswad, 94
ß¥li^ ibn A^mad ibn ±anbal, 277,

311, 312, 386, 391-394, 397,
416

ß¥li^ ibn Ayy‰b, 168
ß¥li^ ibn Mu^ammad al-AsadÏ, 10
ß¥li^ ibn Mu^ammad Jazara, 327
ß¥li^Ï, 7, 10, 116, 119, 198, 380
S¥lim ibn ‘Abd All¥h, 155, 398
S¥lim ibn ‘Ajl¥n, 73
Sall¥m ibn al-±¥rith, 399
Sall¥m ibn Sulaym¥n, 399
Salm¥n (Mashh‰r ±asan), 63, 289
Salm¥n al-F¥risÏ, 7
Sam‘¥nÏ, 21, 325, 440
Samann‰dÏ, 470
Samh‰dÏ, 275, 322
ßan‘¥nÏ, 141, 204, 306, 381, 399,

400
Saqq¥f, 51, 53, 55, 59, 89, 90, 149,

169, 263, 322, 374
SarÏ al-Saqa~Ï, 246, 314
Sarr‰jÏ, 37
ß¥wÏ, 455
ßayrafÏ, 19, 210, 396
Sayy¥rÏ, 46
Sells (Michael), 252
Seven Jurists, 155, 398
Sha‘bÏ, 32, 134, 139, 176, 215, 319-

320, 401-402
Sha‘r¥nÏ, 53, 64, 295, 314, 355,

400, 430
Shadd¥d ibn ±akÏm, 17-18
Shadd¥d ibn Sa‘Ïd Ab‰ >alh¥ al-

R¥sibÏ, 116
Sh¥dhak‰nÏ, 30, 140, 210, 301,

316
Sh¥h WalÏ All¥h, 124, 454
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Shahaf‰r. See al-Isfar¥yÏnÏ (Ab‰ al-
Mu·affar)

Shahr ibn ±awshab, 7
Shahrast¥nÏ, 76, 309, 460
Sh¥kir (A^mad), 63, 122, 145,

309, 334, 397
Shak‰r (Lumumba), 158
Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qud¥ma, 408-

410, 412
SharÏd ibn Suwayd al-ThaqafÏ, 290
SharÏf al-±usaynÏ, 432
SharÏk ibn ‘Abd All¥h, 17, 116-117,

194, 269, 314, 321, 373
SharÏ~Ï, 24
Sharq¥wÏ, 258
Sh¥~ibÏ, 101, 171, 174, 201, 245,

295, 295, 366, 419
Sha~~Ï, 12, 470
Sh¥wÏsh (Zuhayr), 224, 355
Shawk¥nÏ, 63, 92, 98, 115, 116,

182, 182, 206, 248, 249, 260-
262, 275, 277, 318, 393, 400,
411, 457

Shayba ibn ‘Uthm¥n, 282
Shayb¥n al-R¥‘Ï, 230
ShayrajÏ, 253
ShÏd‰yah, 19
Shif¥’ bint al-Arqam, 185
ShinqÏ~Ï, 145, 427, 438, 441
ShÏr¥zÏ, 13, 33, 254
ShÏr¥zÏ (Ab‰ Is^¥q), 258, 270
ShirbÏnÏ, 274
Shirw¥nÏ, 182
ShÏth ibn Ibr¥hÏm, 78
Shu‘ayb ibn al-±ajj¥b, 139
Shu‘ayb ibn ±arb, 107
Shu‘ba, 30-31, 94, 99, 104, 125,

142, 194, 269, 283, 360, 373,
401, 438-439

Shumay~, , 87
Shura ̂ bÏl ibn ±asana, 157
Shuray^, 169, 210
Shuray^ ibn al-Nu‘m¥n, 169
Sib~ Ibn al-‘AjamÏ, 440
Sibt Ibn al-JawzÏ, 405

ßiddÏq ±asan Kh¥n. See al-QinnawjÏ
SijzÏ, 399, 429
Sikhty¥nÏ, 16, 59, 125, 401
SilafÏ, 362, 387, 433, 444
SindÏ (¢Im¥d al-DÏn Mas¢‰d ibn

Shayba), 429
SindÏ (Mu^ammad ‘®bid), 10
SindÏ (Ra^mat All¥h), 37
SindÏ (Ab‰ al-±asan Ibn ¢Abd al-

H¥dÏ), 256, 260, 275
Sir¥j al-DÏn (‘Abd All¥h), 214, 280,

335
Subay‘a bint AbÏ Lahab, 62
SubkÏ, 40, 64, 168, 225, 273, 275,

322, 337, 373, 430
ßuf‰rÏ, 119
Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ. See al-ThawrÏ
Sufy¥n ibn ‘Uyayna. See Ibn

‘Uyayna
SughdÏ, 429
SuhaylÏ, 11, 61
SuhaymÏ, 64
Su^n‰n, 146-148, 150, 152-153
SuhrawardÏ, 436
Sukayna bint al-±usayn, 148
SulamÏ, 103, 114, 221, 248, 250,

251, 270, 278, 283, 314, 349,
372, 388

Sulaym ibn ‘Itr, 33
Sulaym¥n ibn ‘Abd All¥h ibn

Mu^ammad ibn ‘Abd al-
Wahh¥b, 182, 469

Sulaym¥n ibn AbÏ Shaykh, 32
Sulaym¥n ibn Burayda, 13
Sulaym¥n ibn ±arb, 341
Sulaym¥n ibn Mahr¥n, 16, 437
Sulaym¥n ibn Naj¥^, 467
Sulaym¥n ibn Raj¥’, 294
Sulaym¥n ibn Yas¥r, 155, 398
Sulaym¥n ibn YazÏd, 274
ßu‘l‰kÏ, 246, 259, 278, 466
Sumayr ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n, 133
Sumay~ (Zayn al-‘®bidÏn), 470
Surayj ibn al-Nu‘m¥n, 169
Suwayd ibn Sa‘Ïd, 87
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Suy‰~Ï, 7, 9, 21, 25, 26, 34, 40, 52-
53, 59, 61, 63, 83, 86, 91-92, 94,
115-116, 132, 134, 136, 143,
144, 159, 172-175, 177, 183,
188, 196, 209, 229, 233, 234,
248, 251, 254, 256, 258-260,
266, 274-275, 280, 293, 310,
312, 318, 333-335, 355, 360,
375-376, 393, 399, 411, 417,
430, 432, 441, 444, 457, 460

>abar¥nÏ, 8, 24, 25, 39-40, 47, 53,
60, 62, 85, 136-137, 144, 172-
173, 214, 221, 248, 274, 281,
285, 290, 292, 295, 2312, 317,
318, 320, 344, 351, 360, 387,
389, 393, 411, 428, 432, 443

>abarÏ (Ibn JarÏr), 11, 60, 63, 98,
158, 171, 177, 190, 207, 214,
248, 253, 255-260, 270, 292,
303-305, 318, 320, 322, 375,
387, 402, 414, 455, 467

>abarÏ (Abd al-Q¥dir), 51
>abarÏ (Ibn MahdÏ), 24
>abarÏ (Mu^ibb al-DÏn), 62, 64,

396, 428
Taftaz¥nÏ (Ab‰ al-Waf¥’), 364
Taftaz¥nÏ. (Sa‘d al-DÏn), 394
Tah¥nawÏ, 36-37, 40, 45, 226, 233,

369
>a^¥wÏ, 14, 21-26, 41, 42, 64, 67,

68, 75, 80, 102, 121-123, 192,
207-208, 210, 214, 272, 281,
291, 304, 326, 373, 382, 402,
413, 443

>a^~¥wÏ, 54
>ahar¥nÏ, 307
>alamankÏ, 277
TamÏm al-D¥rÏ, 33, 129, 345
TamÏm brothers, 400
TamÏmÏ (Ab‰ al-Fa\l), 370
TamÏmÏ (Rizq All¥h), 46, 363, 386-

387
Tamm¥m al-R¥zÏ, 294, 444
>aras‰sÏ, 387
Tat¥’Ï, 180

>¥w‰s ibn Kays¥n, 74
>ay¥lisÏ, 105, 125, 186, 238, 269,

273, 373, 430, 439, 440
TaymÏ (Ab‰ Nu¢aym), 60
TaymÏ, (Sulaym¥n), 12, 34, 101,

112
Th¥bit al-Bun¥nÏ, 59, 64, 283, 342,

391
Tha‘lab, 136
Tha‘¥libÏ, 103, 362
Thawb¥n, 248, 346
ThawrÏ, 12, 14, 17, 20, 28, 30-32,

36, 41, 96, 98-99, 101, 103-112,
113-114, 116, 119 125, 135,
141, 142, 150, 159, 194, 200,
202, 212, 229, 230, 246, 257,
303, 305, 307, 314, 315, 318,
325, 326, 373, 384, 401, 413,
434-436, 438-439, 441, 443,
455, 463

Tilims¥nÏ, 52
TinnÏsÏ, 145, 180, 208
TirmidhÏ, 7, 35-36, 60, 61, 85-86,

88, 100, 107, 113-115, 121, 122,
124-126, 128, 131, 132, 136,
137-139. 142, 144, 168, 170,
171, 173, 185, 186, 190, 198,
202-203, 205, 210, 219, 221,
234, 248, 266, 267, 274, 279-
283, 298, 305, 312, 315, 326,
327, 329, 335, 343

TujÏbÏ, 183
Turkm¥nÏ (IdrÏs ibn BaydakÏn),

233
>ur~‰shÏ, 233
TustarÏ, 91, 93, 171, 201, 241, 283,

343, 346-353, 358, 372, 458
TuwayjirÏ, 102
>uy‰rÏ, 233
Two Shaykh| See also al-Bukh¥rÏ,

Muslim, 8, 41, 99, 119, 272,
299, 326, 428, 450, 466

‘Ub¥da ibn al-ß¥mit, 345
Ubay ibn Ka‘b, 113, 138, 234, 409
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Abd All¥h, 290,
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401
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn AbÏ R¥fi‘,
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Amr al-R¥qÏ, 93
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn M‰s¥, 327
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Umar al-‘UmarÏ,
‘Ubayd All¥h ibn ‘Utba, 155
‘Ubayd ibn ‘Abd YazÏd, 185
‘Ubayd ibn AbÏ Qurra, 32
‘Ubayda ibn al-Jarr¥^, 157
‘Ubayd ibn ‘Umayr, 129-130, 136
‘Ujayr, 185
‘UkbarÏ

Ab‰ >¥lib, 394
Ibn Ba~~a, q.v.
Ibn K¥dish, 224
‘I|ma ibn AbÏ ‘I|ma, 416

‘UlaymÏ, 203
‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘AzÏz, 63, 74,

114, 188, 233, 295, 395, 443
‘Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b, 41, 44, 72,

84, 94, 95, 100, 104, 108, 113,
114, 119, 128-131, 138, 153,
155, 163, 231-235, 242, 255,
272, 283, 284, 287, 294, 322-
323, 346, 383, 391, 392, 395,
399, 405, 428, 443, 449, 461,
462, 466

‘Umar ibn ±af|, 328
‘Umar ibn Ibr¥hÏm, 137
‘Umar ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-MuqrÏ, 206
‘Umar ibn Is^¥q ibn Ibr¥hÏm, 206
‘Umar ibn W¥|il, 346
‘Umayr ibn Qat¥da al-LaythÏ, 281
Umm AbÏ ‘Abb¥sa, 392
Umm Farwa, 93
Umm al-Khayr, 64
Umm Salama, 35, 84, 189, 210,

234
Umm Sulaym, 428
‘UqaylÏ, 48, 169, 170, 214, 248,

273, 293, 295, 427
‘Uqba ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Rif¥‘Ï, 293
‘UqbÏ, 440
‘Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, 93, 155, 162,

398, 401

Us¥ma ibn SharÏk, 297, 298
‘Usayr¥n (±usayn A^mad), xix
‘UtayqÏ, 387
‘Utba ibn ±amm¥d, 163
‘UtbÏ, 169, 182, 321
‘UthaymÏn (Mu^ammad ibn

ß¥li^), 378
‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Aff¥n, 33, 41, 43-44,

107, 108, 131, 165, 186, 195,
233, 272, 283, 449-451, 461

‘Uthm¥n ibn Sa‘Ïd al-D¥rimÏ, 263,
352, 371

‘Uthm¥n ibn ‘Umayr, 63
Uways al-QaranÏ, 90
W¥^idÏ, 376
Wahb ibn Munabbih, 352
WakÏ‘ ibn al-Jarr¥^,, 9, 15, 16, 18,

31, 125, 134, 139, 201, 239,
283, 317, 318, 321, 325, 327,
401

WalÏd ibn AbÏ WalÏd, 116
WalÏd ibn ±amm¥d, 65
WalÏd ibn Hish¥m, 99
WalÏd ibn Mazyad, 100, 101
WalÏd ibn Muslim, 31, 100, 402
WalÏd ibn Salama, 137
W¥qidÏ, 144, 160, 162, 164, 439
Warr¥q (¢Abd All¥h ibn ±¥mid),

406
Warr¥q (‘Abd al-Wahh¥b), 211,

396-397
Warr¥q (Ab‰ Ja‘far Mu^ammad

ibn AbÏ ±¥tim), 327-329, 331,
339, 370

W¥thila ibn al-Asqa‘, 134, 138
W¥thiq (Caliph), 223, 311, 417
Winter, T.J., 89
Wuhayb ibn al-Ward, 40, 111, 438
Y¥fi‘Ï, 78
Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Abd al-Malik, 109
Ya^y¥ ibn AbÏ KathÏr, 99
Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Amm¥r, 267-268
Ya^y¥ ibn Ayy‰b, 341
Ya^y¥ ibn Bukayr, 168, 193
Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘Ïn,. See Ibn Ma‘Ïn
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Ya^y¥ ibn Ma‘mar, 384
Ya^y¥ ibn Maym‰n al-Tamm¥r, 293
Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-An|¥rÏ, 9, 16, 93,

144
Ya^y¥ ibn Sa‘Ïd al-Qa~~¥n, 30, 94,

99, 104, 106, 125, 132, 134,
135, 196, 198, 200, 201, 205,
225, 283, 301, 306, 316, 321,
418, 440

Ya^y¥ ibn Sulayman, 199
Ya^y¥ ibn ‘Um¥ra al-M¥zinÏ, 345
Ya^y¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-LaythÏ, 124,

146, 151
Ya^y¥ ibn Yam¥n, 438
Ya^y¥ ibn Zakariyya ??, 279
Ya^y¥ ibn Zakariyy¥ e. See Ibn AbÏ

Z¥’ida
Ya‘q‰b e, 72
Ya‘q‰b ibn Is^¥q al-±a\ramÏ, 116
Ya‘q‰b ibn Shayba, 140
Ya‘q‰bÏ (Muhammad ibn Sayyid

Ibr¥hÏm), xix, 12
Y¥q‰t al-±amawÏ, 354
YazÏd ibn Ab¥n al-Raq¥shÏ, 293
YazÏd ibn ‘Abd All¥h, 93
YazÏd ibn ‘Abd al-M¥lik ibn Qusay~,

321
YazÏd ibn H¥r‰n, 439, 441
YazÏd ibn al-Kumayt, 118
YazÏd ibn Madh‘‰r, 103
YazÏd ibn Mu‘¥wiya, 394
YazÏd ibn Zuray‘, 9, 442, 444
Y‰nus ibn ‘Abd al-A‘l¥, 14, 26, 152,

214, 220, 230, 235, 244, 257
Y‰nus ibn >¥hir, 429
Y‰nus ibn ‘Ubayd, 85, 103
Y‰suf  e, 391
Y‰suf ‘AlÏ, 181
Y‰suf ibn ‘Amr ibn YazÏd, 77
Y‰suf ibn al-±usayn al-R¥zÏ, 388
Y‰suf ibn Asba~, 109
ZabÏdÏ, 10, 38, 54-58, 134, 137-

139, 256, 395
Za‘far¥nÏ, 48, 207, 209, 216, 220,

237, 244, 245, 253, 290, 302,

307, 325
Zaghl‰l (Mu^ammad Basy‰nÏ),

356
Z¥gh‰nÏ, 406
Z¥’ida, 104
Zajj¥j, 375
Zakariyy¥ al-An|¥rÏ, 13, 26, 30, 430
Zakariyy¥ al-KandihlawÏ, 92
Zakariyy¥ ibn Ya^y¥ al-¤arÏr, 306
ZamakhsharÏ, 24, 428
Zanj¥nÏ, 429
Zaranj¥rÏ, 66
ZarkashÏ, 172, 293, 295, 296, 407,

410
Zarq¥nÏ, 53, 143, 145, 182, 223,

310
Zarr‰q, 180
Zayd ibn AbÏ al-Zarq¥’, 202
Zayd ibn ‘AlÏ, 414
Zayd ibn Aslam, 125, 171
Zayd ibn Kh¥lid al-JuhanÏ, 282
Zayd ibn Th¥bit, 84, 177, 281, 320
Zayla‘Ï, 40, 41, 44, 86, 198
Zayn (±amza), 39
Zayn al-‘®bidÏn ‘AlÏ ibn al-±usayn,

421
ZiriklÏ, 51
Ziy¥d ibn ‘Abd All¥h al-Nakha‘Ï, 36
Ziy¥d ibn ‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n al-

Nakha‘Ï, 36
Ziy¥d ibn ‘Alaqa, 9
Ziy¥d ibn Kusayb al-‘AdawÏ, 294
Zubayr ibn al-‘Aww¥m, 157
Zubayr ibn Bakk¥r, 164
Zubda the sister of Bishr, 315
Zufar, 9-10, 15-18, 26, 65, 67, 336
ZuhaylÏ (WahbÏ), 285
Zuhayr ibn ß¥li^ ibn A^mad, 392
ZuhayrÏ, 113, 248, 256
ZuhrÏ, 33, 93, 99, 106, 125-126,

135, 139, 142, 161, 162, 189,
201, 215, 283, 290, 369, 401,
443, 444

Zur¥ra, 210
Zurayq ibn al-Sakht, 295
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Ab¥~Ïl, 137
Ab^¥th, 43
Ab‰ ±anÏfa al-Nu‘m¥n, 57, 66
Ab‰ ±anÏfa wa-A|^¥buhu al-

Mu^addith‰n, 45
Abw¥b, 278
Adab al-Ikhtil¥f, 165, 192, 397
Adab al-Iml¥’ wal-Istiml¥’, 307, 325
Adab al-MuftÏ wal-MustaftÏ, 166, 225
Adab al-Qa\¥’, 270
®d¥b al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 192
®d¥b al-Shar‘iyya, 91
Adab al-Shaykh al-±asan ibn AbÏ al-

±asan al-Ba|rÏ, 91
Adab al->alab, 262
Adhk¥r, 115, 233, 285
Advice to Our Brethren the Ulema of

Najd, 63
®^¥d wal-Math¥nÏ, 60, 62, 292
A^¥dÏth al-Qu||¥|, 134
A^¥dÏth al-Sh¥m‰khÏ, 7
A^k¥m ‘Abd al-±aqq al-IshbÏlÏ, 275
A^k¥m Ahl al-Milal, 395
A^k¥m al-Qur’¥n, 22, 170, 373
A^k¥m al-Shar‘iyya, 255, 435
A^k¥m ¤iy¥’ al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ, 411
A^k¥m Ibn AbÏ Shayba, 320
A^k¥m TamannÏ al-Mawt, 411
A^san al-Taq¥sÏm fÏ A|^¥b al-±adÏth,

304
Ahw¥l al-Qub‰r, 409
Ajwiba ‘al¥ al-QazwÏnÏ, 173
Ajwiba al-Gh¥liya fÏ ‘AqÏdat al-Firqat

al-N¥jiya, 470
Ajwibat al-F¥\ila, 115, 275
Akhb¥r AbÏ ±anÏfa, 22
Akhb¥r Makka, 259
Akhl¥q A^mad ibn ±anbal, 358
A‘l¥m, 51
Alb¥nÏ and His Friends, 63
‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim, 56-57, 75-76
‘Amal al-Yawm wal-Layla, 39

Am¥lÏ al-Adhk¥r, 39
Am¥lÏ al-‘Ashiyy¥t, 278
Am¥lÏ al-±¥kim, 278
Am¥lÏ al-Mu~laqa, 294
Am¥lÏ al-QazwÏnÏ, 132
Amr bil-Ma‘r‰f, 209
Amth¥l, 48, 248
Amw¥l, 295
A‘y¥n Dimashq, 12
Aq¥wÏl al-Thiq¥t, 56
‘Aqd al-ThamÏn fÏ ±adÏth U~lub‰ al-

‘Ilma walaw bil-ßÏn, 256
‘AqÏda al-A|fah¥niyya, 217
‘AqÏda al-ßa^Ï^a, 46, 237-238, 310,

413-414
‘AqÏdat A^mad Riwayata AbÏ Bakr al-

Khall¥l, 371
‘AqÏda >a^¥wiyya. See Bay¥n I‘tiq¥d

Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a
‘AqÏda W¥si~iyya, 378
‘AqÏdat al-Im¥m A^mad, 394
‘AqÏdat al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, pseudo-, 224
Arba‘Ïn ‘al¥ Madhhab al-

Muta^aqqiqÏn min al-ß‰fiyya, 248
Arba‘Ïn al-ß‰fiyya, 248
Arba‘Ïn fÏ Shuy‰kh al-ß‰fiyya, 248,

389
Arba‘Ïn min Amth¥l Af|a^ al-‘®lamÏn,

87
Arba’‰n al-ßughr¥, 285
‘Ar\ ‘al¥ al-Mu^addith, 265
‘®ri\at al-A^wadhÏ, 116, 168, 232
Ark¥n al-¬m¥n, 51, 55
‘Arsh wam¥ Ruwiya FÏh, 324
Asadiyya, 150
As¥mÏ al-Sh¥dhdha, 265
As¥mÏ wal-Kun¥, 265
As¥s al-TaqdÏs, 268, 465
Asb¥b al-Nuz‰l, 376
Ash‘arÏ School , 406, 413
Ashriba, 265, 308
Asm¥’ wal-ßif¥t, 90, 102, 114, 167-

IV. Index Operum
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169, 213, 221, 223, 264, 285,
312, 317-318, 324, 330, 351,
362, 373-377, 413, 415-416,
418, 425

Asn¥ al-Ma~¥lib fÏ Naj¥t AbÏ >¥lib, 64
Asn¥ fÏ Shar^ Asm¥’ All¥h al-±usn¥,

211-213
Asr¥r al-Marf‰‘a, 174, 457
®th¥r, 13, 15, 38, 40
Athar al-±adÏth al-SharÏf fÏ Ikhtil¥f al-

A’immat al-Fuqah¥’, 205
®th¥r al-Marf‰‘a fÏl-Akhb¥r al-

Maw\‰‘a, 400
Aw¥’il al-Adilla, 81
Awjaz al-Mas¥lik, 37
Awliy¥’, 118, 459
‘Awn al-Ma‘b‰d, 12, 51, 53, 173,

188, 350, 393
Awsa~ , 25, 39, 85, 144, 151, 172,

173, 221, 248, 274, 281, 295,
360

Awwal Man Na·ara fÏl-Rij¥l wa-
Fa^a|a ‘anhum, 265

‘Ayn wal-Athar, 217
‘A·ama, 63, 83, 114, 317
Azh¥r al-Mutan¥thira, 234
Azh¥r al-Riy¥\, 118
B¥‘ith ‘al¥ al-Khal¥| min ±aw¥dÏth

al-Qu||¥|, 134
B¥‘ith ‘al¥ Ink¥r al-Bida‘ wal-

±aw¥dith, 233
Bad¥’i‘ al-ßan¥’i‘, 38, 40
Badhl al-Majh‰d, 37
Badr al->¥li‘, 63, 262
Bar¥hin al-S¥~i‘a fÏ Radd Ba‘\ al-

Bida‘ al-Sh¥’i‘a, 470
Basmala, 193, 214
Bay¥n al-I‘tiq¥d, 237
Bay¥n al-Wahm wal-TakhlÏ~ fÏ ±adÏth

al-A~Ï~, 350
Bay¥n Awh¥m al-Mu‘tazila, 80
Bay¥n I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna wal-

Jam¥‘a ‘al¥ Madhhab Fuqah¥’
al-Milla AbÏ ±anÏfa wa-AbÏ Y‰suf
al-An|¥rÏ wa-Mu^ammad [‘AqÏda

>a ̂ ¥wiyya], 22, 38, 42, 269,
373, 382, 413

Bay¥n Kha~a’ man Akh~a’a ‘al¥ al-
Sh¥fi‘Ï, 285

Bay¥n Mushkil A^¥dÏth Ras‰lill¥hs,
24

Bay¥n TalbÏs al-Jahmiyya, 78, 370-
372

Bay¥n wal-Ta‘rif, 137
Bay¥n wal-Ta^|Ïl lim¥ fÏl

Mustakhraja min al-TawjÏh wal-
Ta‘lÏl, 182

Bida‘ al-Taf¥sÏr, 8
Bid¥ya wal-Nih¥ya, 7, 12, 25, 34,

193, 195, 196, 224, 235, 257,
259, 263, 279, 282, 311, 323,
366, 374, 384, 385

Bish¥rat al-Mu’min bi-Ta|^Ï^ ±adÏth
Ittaq‰ Fir¥sat al-Mu’min, 248

Book of Assistance, 80
Bughyat al-Multamis, 125
Burh¥n al-JalÏ, 41, 86, 94, 272, 280
Burh¥n fÏ Ma‘rifat ‘Aq¥’id Ahl al-

Ady¥n, 263
Bust¥n al-‘®rifÏn fÏl-Zuhd wal-

Ta|awwuf, 230
Bust¥n al-Mu^addithÏn, 23
¤u‘af¥’, 48, 169, 170, 214, 248,

273, 274, 293, 427
¤u‘af¥’ al-KabÏr, 293, 295
¤u‘af¥’ al-ßaghÏr, 293
¤u‘af¥’ wal-Matr‰kÏn, 75, 181
Da‘aw¥t al-KabÏr, 39, 40, 285, 289
Daf‘ Shubah al-TashbÏh bi-Akuff al-

TanzÏh, 89, 90, 170, 212, 264,
330, 374, 377, 405

Dal¥’il al-Khayr¥t, 54
Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa, 60, 115, 234,

235, 270, 278, 281, 285, 289,
292, 323, 355

Dal¥’il fÏ GharÏb al-±adÏth, 24
Dal¥’il fÏ Ummah¥t al-Mas¥’il, 304
DalÏl al->alÏb, 408
Dar’ Ta‘¥ru\ al-‘Aql wal-Naql, 168,

231
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DhahabÏ wa Manhajuhu fÏ Kit¥bihi
T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m, 279

Dhakh¥’ir, 433
Dhakh¥’ir al-‘Uqb¥ fÏ Man¥qib DhawÏ

al-Qurb¥, 62
DhakhÏra, 183
Dhamm al-Kal¥m, 159, 202, 220,

233, 245, 262, 429
Dhamm al-Ta’wÏl, 217, 363, 371,

407, 471
Dh¥t al-‘Uqdayn, 304
Dhayl Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba, 137
Dhayl ‘al¥ al-T¥rÏkh, 273
Dhayl >abaq¥t al-±an¥bila, 203,

405, 436
Dhikr Man Yu‘tamadu Qawluhu fÏl-

Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 279
Dhurriyyat al->¥hira, 25
DÏb¥j al-Mudhahhab fÏ Ma‘rifat A‘y¥n

‘Ulam¥’ al-Madhhab, 146, 169,
174, 193, 346

Dir¥ya fÏ TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-Hid¥ya,
295

DÏw¥n al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 185, 216, 229,
233, 239, 397

Dukt‰r Ab‰ al-Waf¥ al-Taftaz¥nÏ
ust¥dhan lil-ta|awwuf wa-mufakki-
ran Isl¥miyyan: bu^‰th ‘anhu
wa-dir¥s¥t muhd¥t, 364

Durar al-K¥mina, 289, 366
Durar al-Muntathira,  25, 172, 260,

274, 293
Durar al-Saniyya fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ al-

Wahh¥biyya, 470
Durr al-Manth‰r, 312, 318, 355,

375
Durr al-Mukht¥r, 54
Durr al-Na\Ï\, 206
Durr al-Sa^¥ba fÏman Dakhala Mi|r

min al-ßa^¥ba, 157
Dur‰j al-MunÏfa, 53
Encyclopedia of Islamic Doctrine, 10,

53, 86, 277, 385
Fa\¥’il al-A‘m¥l, 274, 275
Fa\¥’il al-Awq¥t, 143, 286

Fa\¥’il al-Qur’¥n, 91, 244, 317
Fa\¥’il al-ßa^¥ba, 87, 255, 399
Fa\¥’il M¥lik, 182
Fa\Ïlat al-‘®dilÏn min al-Wul¥t, 293-

295
Fahm al-Qur’¥n, 384
Fahras al-Fah¥ris, 446
F¥’iq, 24
Fan¥’, 252
FaqÏh wal-Mutafaqqih, 200, 238,

250, 253, 281, 296, 320
Fara^ wal-Sur‰r fÏ W¥liday al-Ras‰l
s, 54

Farq bayn al-Firaq, 76, 384
Fa|l al-Khi~¥b fÏ Madhhab Ibni ‘Abd al-

Wahh¥b,  469-470
Fa|l lÏl-Wa|l, 442
Fat¥w¥ Bazz¥ziyya, 37, 67
Fat¥w¥ ±adÏthiyya, 53, 55, 199, 203,

213, 272, 380, 395, 461
Fat¥w¥ Hindiyya, 38
Fat¥w¥ al-LacknawÏ, 395
Fat¥w¥ wa Mas¥’il, 226
Fat¥w¥ al-Maw|iliyya, 40, 89, 204,

286, 288
Fat¥w¥ al-NawawÏ, 256
Fat¥w¥ RashÏdiyya, 395
Fat^ al-B¥rÏ bi-Shar^ ßa^Ï ̂  al-

Bukh¥rÏ , 25, 48, 49, 51, 59, 98,
116, 143, 167-169, 233, 235,
237, 238 248, 264, 276, 284,
318, 323, 330, 335, 344, 352,
355, 369, 397, 430, 442, 453

Fat^ al-MughÏth, 137, 266, 352
Fat^ al-Muta‘¥l, 206
Fat^ al-QadÏr, 37, 38
Fat^ al-Wahh¥b, 249
Fat^ B¥b al-‘In¥ya, 400
Fatw¥ ±amawiyya, 102, 150, 168,

351, 372, 384
Faw¥’id, 251, 454, 457
Faw¥’id al-Bahiyya fÏ Tar¥jim al-

±anafiyya, 78, 79, 289
Faw¥’id al-Khur¥s¥niyyÏn, 278
Faw¥’id al-Majm‰‘a, 248, 249
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Faw¥’id al-Maq|‰da fÏ Bay¥n al-
A^¥dÏth al-Sh¥dhdha al-Mard‰da,
53, 58

Faw¥’id al-Nusakh, 278
Faw¥’id Tamm¥m al-R¥zÏ, 294, 444
Fay\ al-QadÏr, 25, 42, 174, 188, 212,

250, 256, 279, 360, 394, 399
FÏ TafsÏr al-Qur’¥n wa Usl‰bihi al-

Mu‘jiz ‘Ilmiyyan wa Bay¥niyyan,
214

Fihrist, 77
Fiqh ‘al¥ al-Madh¥hib al-Arba‘a, 59,

178
Fiqh Ahl al-‘Iraq, 369
Fiqh al-Absa~ , 56, 63, 69, 75-76
Fiqh al-Akbar, 44, 47, 48, 51, 55-58,

68, 69, 75, 84, 272, 380, 459
Fiqh al-Akbar, pseudo-, 224
Firaq al-Fuqah¥’,
Fi|al fÏl-Milal wal-Ni^al, 76, 116,

272, 374
Forty ±adÏths on the Excellence of Syro-

Palestine, 85
Fun‰n, 405
Fur‰‘, 322, 386, 387, 408-410, 412
Fur‰q fi Fur‰‘ al-Sh¥fi‘Ïyya, 254
Fut‰^¥t al-Rabb¥niyya, 115
Ghar¥’ib M¥lik, 399
GharÏb al-±adÏth, 24, 127, 295, 317,

320, 353
GharÏb al-Mu|annaf, 317
Gh¥yat al-Mar¥m, 254
Gh¥yat al-Muntah¥, 408-410, 412
Ghidh¥’ al-Alb¥b Shar^ Alfiyyat al-

®d¥b, 387
HadÏ al-S¥rÏ, 43, 248
±adÏth Ikhtil¥f UmmatÏ Ra^ma

Riw¥ya wa-Dir¥ya, 164
Hadiyyat al-MughÏth, 427
±aq¥’iq ‘an al-Ta|awwuf,  387
±as^¥sa bi-Naq\ Wu\‰’ al-Qahqaha,

41
±¥shiyat Ibn ‘®bidÏn. See Radd al-

Mu^t¥r, 
±¥shyat Sunan Ibn M¥jah, 256

±athth ‘al¥ al-Tij¥ra wal-ßin¥‘a wal-
‘Amal, 181

±aw¥dith wal-Bida‘, 233
±aw¥shÏ Tu^fat al-Mu^t¥j, 182
±¥wÏ fÏ SÏrat al-Im¥m al->a^¥wÏ, 21,

23
±¥wÏ fÏ TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al- >¥^¥wÏ,

23
±¥wÏ lil-Fat¥w¥, 61, 63, 92, 233
±¥wÏ min SÏrat al->a^¥wÏ,  192
±ay¥t al-Anbiy¥’ fÏ Qub‰rihim, 288,

442
±ay¥t al-±ayaw¥n, 395
±ay¥t al-ßa^¥ba, 92
±ay’at al-Saniyya fÏl-Hay’at al

Suniyya, 83
±azz al-Ghal¥|im, 78
±ikam, 201
±ilyat al-Awliy¥’ wa->abaq¥t 

al-A|fiy¥’, 86, 231, 248, 296,
300, 372, 385

±iyal, 15
Hid¥ya, 408, 410, 412, 429
Hid¥yat al-S¥lik il¥ Ma‘rifat al-

Man¥sik, 182
±ujja, 207
±ujjat All¥h ‘al¥ al-‘®lamÏn, 25, 54
±usn al-Maq|id fÏ ‘Amal al-Mawlid,

233
Ib¥na ‘al¥ U|‰l al-Sunna wal-Diy¥na,

150
Ib¥na ‘an U|‰l al-Diy¥na, 370
Ib¥na of al-SijzÏ, 399
Ibn ‘AqÏl et la résurgence de l’Islam

traditionaliste au XIe siècle, 405
Ib~¥l al-Ta’wÏl, 362, 371
Ibtih¥j bi-TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-Minh¥j,

235
¬\¥^ al-DalÏl fÏ Qa~‘i ±ujaji Ahl al-

Ta‘~Ïl, 366
¬\¥^ fÏ U|‰l al-DÏn, 406
‘Idda, 409-410
If|¥^ fÏ TafsÏr al-ßi^¥^,  408, 410
I^k¥m fÏ U|‰l al-A^k¥m, 7, 12, 116,

186, 369, 399-400
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I^q¥q al-±aqq, 7, 192
I^y¥’ ‘Ul‰m al-DÏn, 77, 88, 90, 105,

134, 174, 177, 369, 395
Ijh¥z ‘al¥ MunkirÏ al-Maj¥z, 416
Ijtim¥‘ al-Juy‰sh al-Isl¥miyya, 102
Ikhtil¥f al-Fuqah¥’, 23, 255, 257-

258, 303
Ikhtil¥f al-±adÏth, 24, 265
Ikhtil¥f ‘Ulam¥’ al-Am|¥r fÏ A^k¥m

Shar¥’i‘ al-Isl¥m, 255
Ikhwa wal-Akhaw¥t, 265
IklÏl fÏ Dal¥’il al-Nubuwwa, 278
Ikm¥l fÏ Raf‘ al-Irtiy¥b ‘an al-Mu’talif

wal-Mukhtalif fÏl-Asm¥’ wal-Kun¥
wal-Ans¥b, 39

Ikm¥l fÏ Shar^ Muslim, 158
Ikm¥l li-Rij¥l A^mad, 137
I‘l¥’ al-Sunan, 26, 35-37, 40, 45,

226, 369
‘Ilal, (A^mad ), 198, 306, 308, 341,

358
‘Ilal al-D¥raqu~nÏ, 273, 290, 293,

442
‘Ilal al-±adÏth, 265
‘Ilal li-Ism¥‘Ïl al-Q¥\Ï, 265
‘Ilal al-KabÏr, 136
‘Ilal al-Musnad, 265
‘Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya, 39, 85, 172,

310, 317, 351, 399
‘Ilal fi Ma‘rifat al-Rij¥l, 355
‘Ilal ±adÏth Ibn ‘Uyayna, 265
I‘l¥m al-Muwaqqi‘Ïn ‘an Rabb al-

‘®lamÏn, 115, 195, 243, 369, 399
I‘l¥m al-NabÏl bi-Jaw¥z al-TaqbÏl, 315
I‘l¥n wal-TawbÏkh, 118, 179, 191,

279
‘Ilm (Ab‰ Khaythama), 8
‘Ilm (Ibn Mard‰yah), 137
Ilm¥‘, 136, 397
Ilm¥m fÏ A^¥dÏth al-A^k¥m, 435
Ilq¥m al-±ajar lil-Muta~¥wil ‘al¥ al-

Ash¥‘irati min al-Bashar, 51, 53,
55, 59

Im¥m Ab‰ ±anÏfa, 57
Im¥m al-TirmidhÏ wal-Muw¥zana

bayna J¥mi‘ihi wa-bayn al-
ßa^Ï^ayn, 326

Im¥m M¥lik Mufassiran, 171
Im¥ma, 308
¬m¥n, 308
Imd¥d al-Fat¥w¥, 37
Imt¥‘ bi-SÏrat al-Im¥mayn al-±asan

ibn Ziy¥d wa ß¥^ibihi Mu^ammad
ibn Shuj¥‘, 18

Inb¥’ al-Ghumr, 22, 23
In|¥f fÏ Ta|^Ï^ M¥ A~laq al-Shaykh al-

Muwaffaq min al-Khil¥f, 322,
389, 408, 412

Intiq¥’ fÏ Fa\¥’il al-A’immat al-
Thal¥that al-Fuqah¥’, 10, 11, 17,
33, 41, 45, 66, 67, 121-125, 145,
159, 164, 169, 176, 177, 179,
181, 185, 188, 192, 195, 197,
199, 200, 211, 220, 238, 242,
300, 303-305, 317, 359, 413,
427

Inti|¥r al-FaqÏr al-S¥lik lil-Im¥m al-
KabÏr M¥lik, 123

Inti|¥r li-A’immat al-Am|¥r, 204, 433
Inti|¥r li-W¥liday al-NabÏ al-Mukht¥r
s, 54, 56, 58, 

Iq¥mat al-±ujja ‘al¥ anna al-Ikth¥r
min al-Ta‘abbudi Laysa bi-Bid‘a, 9,
231

¬q¥· al-Himam fÏ Shar^ al-±ikam, 180
Iqn¥‘ li->¥lib al-Intif¥‘, 389, 408-

410, 412
Iqti\¥’ al-‘Ilm al-‘Amal, 201, 346,

348
Iqti\¥’ al-ßir¥~ al-MustaqÏm

Mukh¥lafat A|^¥b al-Ja^Ïm, 233
Irgh¥m al-Mubtadi‘ al-GhabÏ bi-Jaw¥z

al-Tawassul bil-NabÏs, 322
Irsh¥d al-Fu^‰l il¥ Ta^qÏq al-±aqq

min ‘Ilm al-U|‰l, 400
Irsh¥d fÏ Ma‘rifati ‘Ulama’ al-±adÏth,

75, 192, 208, 323
Irsh¥d >ull¥b al-±aq¥’iq il¥ Ma‘rifati

Sunan Khayri al-Khal¥’iq, 115,
305
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Irw¥’ al-GhalÏl, 276
I|¥ba fÏ TamyÏz al-ßa^¥ba, 48, 60, 62,

92, 137, 185, 320, 323
Ish¥‘a fÏ Ashr¥~ al-S¥‘a, 395
Ish¥ra il¥ al-¬j¥z fi Ba‘\ Anw¥‘ al-

Maj¥z, 330, 377
Ish¥r¥t al-Mar¥m min ‘Ib¥r¥t al-

Im¥m, 65, 67, 68, 75, 76, 79
I|l¥^ Ghala~ al-Mu^addithÏn, 143
Isn¥d min al-DÏn, 204, 205
IstÏ‘¥b fÏ Ma‘rifat al-A|^¥b, 11, 64,

87, 94, 323
Istiq¥ma (Ibn A|ram), 48
Istiq¥ma (Ibn Taymiyya), 230, 296
It^¥f al-S¥dat al-MuttaqÏn bi-Shar^

Asr¥r I^y¥’ ‘Ul‰m al-DÏn, 38, 139,
395

I‘tiq¥d ‘al¥ Madhhab al-Salaf Ahl al-
Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a, 237, 288, 289,
399, 400

I‘tiq¥d A’immat al-±adÏth, 453
I‘tiq¥d al-ßa^Ï^, 454
I‘tiq¥d¥t Firaq al-MuslimÏn, 78
I‘ti|¥m, 295
Itq¥n fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-Qur’¥n, 310
Jadal fÏ U|‰l al-Fiqh, 80
Ja‘diyy¥t, 39
Jal¥’ al-‘Aynayn fÏ Mu^¥kamat al-

A^madayn, 454
Jam‘ al-Asr¥r, 387
Jam‘ Bayn al-ßa^Ï^ayn, 435
J¥mi‘ li-Akhl¥q al-R¥wÏ wa ®d¥b al-

S¥mi‘, 30, 91, 113, 134, 135,
174, 178, 179, 193, 201, 205,
235, 256, 307, 317, 319, 324,
328, 332, 343, 358, 402, 431

J¥mi‘ al-AzdÏ, 87
J¥mi‘ Bay¥n al-‘Ilm wa-Fa\lih, 12, 32,

91, 101, 113, 118, 154, 166,
174, 201, 203, 205, 239, 248,
256, 281, 369, 396, 399, 444

J¥mi‘ al-KabÏr, 207
JamÏ‘ al-Man¥sik, 37
J¥mi‘ al-Mas¥nÏd, 323
J¥mi‘ al-Musnad al-ßa^Ï^ al-

Mukhta|ar min Um‰r Ras‰l All¥h
wa Sunanihi, wa-Ayy¥mih [=ßa^Ï^
al-Bukh¥rÏ] see al-Bukh¥rÏ

J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr (Mu^ammad ibn al-
±asan al-Shayb¥nÏ), 15

J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr (Suy‰~Ï), 132, 177,
201, 274, 399

J¥mi‘ fÏl-Sunan, 159, 167, 170, 178,
179, 199, 396

J¥mi‘ li-‘Ul‰m A^mad ibn ±anbal,
305, 358

J¥mi‘ al-‘Ul‰m wal-±ikam, 49, 92,
233

J¥mi‘ al-U|‰l fÏ Ah¥dÏth al-Ras‰l, 164
J¥mi‘ al-U|‰l min A^¥dÏth al-Ras‰l,

400
J¥mi‘ Sufy¥n, 103
Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 102, 113-114, 163,

169, 199, 202, 294, 444, 464
Jaw¥b ‘an As’ilatin fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl,

141
Jaw¥b al-±¥fi· al-MundhirÏ, 140,

427
Jaw¥b al-K¥fÏ, 229
Jaw¥hir al-Mu\iyya fÏ Tabaq¥t al-

±anafiyya, 79, 81, 200, 291
Jaw¥hir wal-Durar fi Tarjamat Shaykh

al-Isl¥m Ibn ±ajar, 105, 114, 197,
202-204, 427, 428

Jawhar al-Muna··am fÏ Ziy¥rat al-
Qabr al-Mukarram, 275

Jawhar al-NaqÏ fÏl-Radd ‘al¥l-BayhaqÏ,
41, 289

Jawharat al-Taw^Ïd, vii
Juz’ al-Alf DÏn¥r, 389
K¥fÏ fÏ Fiqh Ahl al-MadÏna, 182
K¥fÏ Shar^ al-KhiraqÏ fÏ Fiqh A^mad

ibn ±anbal al-Shayb¥nÏ, 277, 408-
410

K¥mil fÏl-¤u‘af¥’, 39, 41, 168, 172,
188, 239, 248, 294, 399, 442,
445

K¥mil fÏl-T¥rÏkh, 257, 358, 362, 363
Kanz al-‘Umm¥l, 132, 201, 293, 295
Kar¥m¥t al-Awliy¥’, 64
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Kashf al-Ast¥r, 58
Kashf al-Khaf¥, 26, 87, 91, 109, 164,

172, 174, 188, 249, 250, 259,
274, 296

Kashf al-Mukhaddar¥t, 408-410,
412

Kashf al-<un‰n, 65, 68, 81, 304
K¥shif fÏ Ma‘rifat Man Lahu

Riw¥yatun fÏl-Kutub al-Sitta, 428
Kashsh¥f al-Qin¥‘, 182, 277, 322,

389, 408-410, 412
Kashsh¥f Is~il¥^at al-Fun‰n, 233
Kaw¥kib al-Dar¥rÏ Shar^ ßa^Ï^ al-

Bukh¥rÏ, 237
Khalq Af‘¥l al-‘Ib¥d, 78, 362, 414-

416, 418, 424
Khams Ras¥’il fÏ ‘Ul‰m al- ±adÏth,

145, 256
Khayr¥t al-±is¥n fÏ Man¥qib al-

Nu‘m¥n, 7, 206, 285
Khil¥fiyy¥t, 40, 289
Khul¥|at al-Athar, 51
Khul¥|at al-Badr al-MunÏr, 411
Kif¥ya fÏ ‘Ilm al-Riw¥ya, 114, 134-

139, 281, 399
Kit¥b Ya^y¥ wa-‘Abd al-Ra^m¥n fÏl-

Rij¥l, 265
Kubr¥ al-YaqÏn¥t al-Kawniyya, 383,

413, 415
Kun¥, 428
Kun¥ wal-Asm¥’, 273, 389
La’¥li’ al-Ma|n‰‘a, 40, 248, 256,

360, 457
Lam‘at al-I‘tiq¥d al-H¥dÏ il¥ SabÏl al-

Rash¥d, 217, 296, 407, 422
L¥miyyat al-Zaqq¥q,183
La~¥’if al-Ish¥r¥t, 292, 374
La~¥’if al-Minan, 48
La~Ïf al-Qawl fÏ A^k¥m Shar¥’i‘ al-

Isl¥m, 255
Law¥’i^ al-Anw¥r al-Saniyya wa-

Law¥qi^ al-Afk¥r al-Sunniyya, 80
Letter on the ‘Amal of the People of

MadÏna, 156
Life of Prophets in the Grave, 288

Lis¥n al-A^k¥m, 41
Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n, 39, 75, 168, 172,

224, 245, 255, 263, 268, 269,
274, 323, 361, 387, 389, 395

Lub¥b al-Ikhtil¥f, 313
Lub¥b fi Shar^ al-Kit¥b, 37
Lu’lu’ al-Mar|‰‘, 256
Luma‘ fÏl-±aw¥dith wal-Bida‘, 233
M¥ Tafarrada bi-Ikhr¥jihi Kullu

W¥^idin min al-Im¥mayn, 278
Ma’¥khidh al-Shar¥’i‘, 80
Ma‘¥lim al-Hud¥, 255
Ma‘¥lim al-Sunan, 90, 127
Ma‘¥lim al-TanzÏl, 320
Ma‘¥rif, 304, 326
Mab¥nÏ al-Akhb¥r fÏ Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-

®th¥r, 24
Mabs‰~, 289
Mad¥rij al-S¥likÏn, 106, 229, 250
Madh¥hib al-Mu^addithÏn, 265
Madhhab al-A^mad, 408
MadÏnan Way, 154
Madkhal al-Shar‘ al-SharÏf, 233
Madkhal il¥ ‘Ilm al-ßa^Ï^, 278
Madkhal il¥ al-ßa^Ï^, 75
Madkhal il¥ al-Sunan al-Kubr¥, 101,

139, 231, 238, 256, 289, 296,
302, 315, 320, 369, 399-400

Madkhal il¥ Ma‘rifati Kit¥b al-IklÏl,
117

Madkhal il¥l Madhhab al-Im¥m
A^mad ibn ±anbal, 386

Maf¥hÏm Yajib an Tu|a^^a^, 39
Magh¥zÏ, 16, 142
Ma^¥sin al-SharÏ‘a, 270
Ma^|‰l fÏl-U|‰l, 116
Maj¥z al-Qur’¥n, 320
Majlis¥n min Am¥lÏ Ni·¥m al-Mulk,

399
Majma‘ al-Zaw¥’id,. See al-HaythamÏ
Majm‰‘ al-Fat¥w¥, 38, 86, 102, 115,

150, 164, 178, 217, 267, 294,
310, 313, 351, 372, 392, 416

Majm‰‘ fÏl-Fiqh al-M¥likÏ, 183
Majm‰‘ Shar^ al-Muhadhdhab, 34,
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115, 166, 225, 226, 240, 245,
337, 406

Majm‰‘ Tis‘ Ras¥’il, 53
Majr‰^Ïn, 199, 279
Makt‰b¥t al-Im¥m al-Rabb¥nÏ, 114
Mal¥bis al-‘Arabiyya al-Isl¥miyya fÏl-

‘A|r al-‘Abb¥sÏ, 179
Man ±addatha Thumma Raji‘a ‘anh,

265
Man l¥ Yu^tajju bi-±adÏthihi wa-l¥

Yasqu~, 265
Man Nazala min al-ßa^¥ba S¥’ir al-

Buld¥n, 265
Man Raw¥ ‘an Rajulin lam Yarah,

265
Man Yu‘raf bi-Ismin D‰na Ismi AbÏh,

265
Man Yu‘raf bil-Laqab wal-‘Ilal al-

Mutafarriqa, 265
Ma‘n¥ al-¬m¥n wal-Isl¥m, 46, 49
Ma‘n¥ Qawl al-Im¥m al-Mu~~alibÏ

Idh¥ ßa^^a al-±adÏthu Fahuwa
MadhhabÏ, 225

Man¥hil al-‘Irf¥n, 310
Man¥hil al-ßaf¥, 399
Man¥qib AbÏ ±anÏfa, 7, 28, 33, 65-

67, 119, 200, 265, 315, 413
Man¥qib A^mad ibn ±anbal, 202,

289, 301, 308, 313, 374, 384,
386, 394, 396, 404, 416

Man¥qib al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, 91
Man¥qib M¥lik, 183
Man¥qib al-ßa^¥ba, 142, 308
Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 48, 78, 186, 188,

189, 192, 197, 201, 209, 216,
220, 221, 223, 224, 229, 230-
233, 237, 245, 265, 289-291,
299, 300, 302, 324, 414

Man¥qib al-Sh¥fi‘Ï wa-®d¥buh, 189
Man¥qib Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,  103
Man¥r al-SabÏl, 277, 408
Man¥sik, 255, 260, 277
Man¥zil al-S¥’irin, 429
Manhaj al-A^mad, 203
Manhaj al-Naqd fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth,

115, 139, 334, 352
Manhaj al-Salaf fÏ Fahm al-Nu|‰|,

288
Manhal al-La~Ïf fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth,

115
Mansak al-MarwazÏ, 308, 389
Mansak KhalÏl, 182
Manth‰r, 207
Maq¥l¥t al-KawtharÏ, 39, 115, 206,

263, 268, 355, 373
Maq¥l¥t al-M¥turÏdÏ, 80
Maq¥l¥t al-Isl¥miyyÏn, 76
Maq¥|id al-±asana, 86, 172, 188,

248-250, 256, 276, 296
Maq|ad al-Arshad fÏ Dhikr A|^¥b al-

Im¥m A^mad, 313, 387-388, 394
Mar¥qÏ al-Zulaf, 116
Marham al-‘Ilal al-Mu‘\ila fÏ Daf‘ al-

Shubah wal-Radd ‘al¥
al-Mu‘tazila, 78

Ma‘rifat al-ßa^¥ba, 136, 137, 428
Ma‘rifat al-Sunan wal-®th¥r, 100,

113, 121, 186, 214, 281, 291
Ma‘rifat al-Tadhkira,
Ma‘rifat Anw¥‘ ‘Ul‰m al-

±adÏthMa|n‰‘ fÏ Ma‘rifat
al-±adÏth al-Maw\‰‘, 25, 400

Mas¥’il al-Mu‘tabara, 207
Mas¥’il al-Tis‘, 92
Mas’alat Khalq al-Qur’¥n wa-

Atharuh¥ fÏ ßuf‰f al-Ruw¥t
wal-Mu^addithÏn wa-Kutub al-
Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 426

Mas¥lik al-±unaf¥’ fÏ Waliday al-
Mu|~af¥, 53, 62

Maslak al-Mutaqassi ~, 37, 38
Ma~¥li‘ al-N‰r al-SanÏ al-Munabbi’

‘an >ah¥rati Nasab al-NabÏ al-
‘ArabÏs, 54

Ma~¥lib al-‘®liya, 87, 399
Matn al-Man¥r fÏ U|‰l al-Fiqh, 69
Maw¥hib al-JalÏl, 182
Maw¥hib al-L¥duniyya, 53, 182
Maw¥hib al-La~Ïfa ‘al¥ Musnad AbÏ

±anÏfa, 10
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Maw¥qif, 45, 80
Maw¥rid al-<am’¥n, 442
Maw\‰‘¥t, 40, 248, 256, 360, 457
Mawlid al-DirdÏr, 55
Mawqif A’immat al-±araka al-

Salafiyya min al-Ta|awwuf
wal-ß‰fiyya, 387

Maws‰‘at Fiqh al-±asan al-Ba|rÏ, 86
Mift¥^ al-Janna fÏl-I^tij¥j bil-Sunna,

175, 251, 399
Min^a fÏl-Sib^a, 91
Minh¥j al-‘®bidÏn, 421
Minh¥j al-QawÏm, 236
Minh¥j al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya, 25,

276
Milal wal-Ni^al, 76, 309
Mina^ al-Raw\ al-Azhar, 51
Mirq¥t al-Maf¥tÏ^ Shar^ Mishk¥t al-

Ma|¥bÏ^,, 115, 173-174, 180,
237

Mirq¥t al-Su‘‰d il¥ Sunan AbÏ
D¥w‰d, 188

Mi|b¥^ al-An¥m fÏ Radd Shubuh¥t al-
Bid‘Ï al-NajdÏ al-LadhÏ A\alla bih¥
al-‘Aw¥mm, 470

Mi|b¥^ al-Zuj¥ja fÏ Zaw¥’id Ibn
M¥jah, 239

Miswaddat ®l Taymiyya, 115, 313
MÏz¥n al-I‘tid¥l, 25, 48, 59, 75, 85,

142, 150, 168-170, 186, 224,
239, 245, 248, 249, 268, 269,
279, 282, 293, 317, 323, 361,
385, 399, 439, 447, 450

MÏz¥n al-Kubr¥, 53, 400
Mub¥^athat al-S¥’irÏn bi-±adÏth

All¥humma InnÏ As’aluka bi-±aqqi
al-S¥’ilÏn, 39

Mubdi‘ fÏ Shar^ al-Muqni‘, 277, 408-
410, 412

M‰\i^ Awh¥m al-Jam‘ wal-TafrÏq,
243

MudallisÏn, 210, 281
Mud¥wÏ li-‘Ilal al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr wa

Shar^ay al-Mun¥wÏ, 249, 250,
275, 280, 294, 295

Mudawwana, 146, 147, 150, 152,
158, 182, 183

Mufrad¥t Alf¥· al-Qur’¥n, 213
MughÏr, 360, 399
MughÏth al-Khalq, 192
MughnÏ ‘an ±aml al-Asf¥r, 172, 256
MughnÏ al-Mu^t¥j, 53, 274
MughnÏ fÏ Fiqh al-Im¥m A^mad ibn

±anbal al-Shayb¥nÏ, 40, 277,
284, 285, 287, 322, 392, 406,
407-412

MughnÏ fÏl-¤u‘af¥’, 87, 169, 239,
293, 351

Mu^addith al-F¥|il Bayn al-R¥wÏ wal-
W¥‘Ï, 179, 204, 281, 444, 445

Mu^all¥, 92, 272
Mu^arrar fÏ Fur‰‘ al-Sh¥fi‘iyya, 258
Mu^arrar min al-Fiqh ‘al¥ Madhhab

al-Im¥m A^mad ibn ±anbal, 305
Mu‘Ïd al-Ni‘am wa MubÏd al-Niqam,

431
Mu‘jam al-Buld¥n, 354
Mu‘jam al-KabÏr, 248
Mu‘jam al-ßaghÏr,  172
Mu‘jam al-ßa^¥ba, 137
Mu‘jam al-Shuy‰kh, 390. 391
Mukhtalif al-±adÏth, 213, 365
Mukht¥r al-Si^¥^, 174
Mukhta|ar al-Fat¥w¥ al-Mi|riyya,

296
Mukhta|ar al-If¥d¥t fÏ Rub‘ al-‘Ib¥d¥t

wal-®d¥b wal-Ziy¥d¥t, 380
Mukhta|ar Ibn ‘Abd al-±akam, 151
Mukhta|ar KhalÏl, 243
Mukhta|ar al-Muw¥faqa, 428
Mukhta|ar al-MuzanÏ, 21, 207, 254
Mukhta|ar al-Shaykh KhalÏl, 182
Mukhta|ar al->a^¥wÏ, 23
Mukhta|ar al-‘Ul‰w, 102, 149, 169,

263, 323, 324, 350-352, 362,
371, 

Mukhta|ar Zaw¥’id Musnad al-
Bazz¥r, 87, 194, 249, 273, 294

Mulakhkha| fÏl-Fiqh al-M¥likÏ., 434
Mu‘lim bi-Faw¥’id Muslim, 213
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Mul^a fÏ I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-±aqq, 413
Mu’min wal-Muslim wal-Mu^sin, 49
Muntah¥ al-Ir¥d¥t, 408-410, 412
Muntah¥ al-S‰l ‘al¥ Was¥’il al-

Wu|‰l, 393
Muntah¥ al-S‰l wal-Amal fÏ ‘Ilmay al-

U|‰li wal-Jadal, 400
Muntakhab fÏl-Fiqh, 122
Muntakhab min Musnad ‘Abd ibn

±umayd, 399
Muntaq¥ al-B¥jÏ, 170, 
Muntaq¥ al-Majd Ibn Taymiyya, 322
Munta·am fÏ T¥rÏkh al-Mul‰k wal-

Umam, 281, 388, 406
Muqaddam wal-Mu’akhkhar fÏl-

Qur’¥n, 308
Muqaddima Dh¥t al-Niq¥b fÏl-Alq¥b,

430
Muqaddima fÏ ‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth, 139
Muqaddima fÏ U|‰l al-TafsÏr, 78, 310
Muqaddima ±a\ramiyya, 236
Muqaddim¥t, 158
Muqaddimat al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 114
Muqaddim¥t al-Mumahhid¥t, 182
Muqaddimat Ibn Khald‰n,  454
Muqaddimat Ibn Rushd, 158, 180
Muqallid‰n wal-A’immat al-Arba‘a,

400
M‰qi·a, 334, 449
Muqni‘, 277, 408-410
Murshid al-Mu‘Ïn ‘al¥ al-¤ar‰rÏ min

‘Ul‰m al-DÏn, 183
Mu|annaf. See ‘Abd al-Razz¥q or

Ibn AbÏ Shayba
Mu|ta|f¥, 204
Mus¥yara, 54
Mus-him fÏ >uruqi ±adÏthi >alabu al-

‘Ilmi FarÏ\atun ‘al¥ Kulli Muslim,
256

Mushkil al-±adÏth, 24
Musnad ‘Abd ibn ±umayd, 399
Musnad AbÏ ‘Aw¥na, 313
Musnad AbÏ ±anÏfa, 10, 37, 41
Musnad AbÏ Ya‘l¥, 264, 313, 442
Musnad A^mad, 63, 85, 121-122,

129, 213, 265, 278, 290, 294,
308-309, 354, 397, 403, 432,
460, 466. See also A^mad ibn
±anbal

Musnad al-Bazz¥r, 86-87, 100, 248,
294, See also Mukhta|ar al-
Zaw¥’id

Musnad al-Firdaws, 249, 293, 295
Musnad al-±¥rith, 295
Musnad al- ±umaydÏ, 218
Musnad Ibn AbÏ Shayba, 320
Musnad Ibn al-Ja‘d, 12, 39
Musnad Ibn Wahb, 444
Musnad Nu‘aym ibn ±amm¥d, 31
Musnad al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 10, 25, 100, 192,

264, 299
Musnad al-Sh¥miyyÏn, 248, 393
Musnad al-Sh¥shÏ, 186
Musnad al-Shih¥b, 47, 61, 87, 172,

248, 249, 281, 294-295, 399,
428

Musnad al->abarÏ, 255
Musnad al->ay¥lisÏ, 238
Musnad Zayd ibn ‘AlÏ, 250
Mustadrak ‘al¥ al-ßa^Ï^ayn. See al-

H¥kim
Mustakhraja, 182
Mu’talif wal-Mukhtalif, 39, 399
Mu‘tamad fÏl-U|‰l, 394
Mu‘tamad min QadÏmi Qawl al-

Sh¥fi‘Ï, 207
Mu‘taqad AbÏ ±anÏfata al-Im¥m fÏ

Abaway al-Ras‰l ‘Alayhi al-ßal¥t
wal-Sal¥m, 51-52, 63, 198

Muttajir al-R¥bi^ fÏ Thaw¥b al-‘Amal
al- ß¥li^, 39

Muw¥faq¥t, 101, 171, 174, 201,
245, 366, 419

Muwa~~a, 14, 41, 64, 121, 124-125,
137, 143, 145.147, 150, 151,
154, 155, 162, 165, 177, 182,
189, 204, 215, 231, 273, 275,
284, 290, 398, 460

Muzakk¥ al-Akhb¥r, 278
Nafy al-TashbÏh, 309
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Naghm al-Akhy¥r fÏ Rij¥l Ma‘¥nÏ al-
®th¥r, 24

Nah\at al-I|l¥^iyya, 51, 55
Nakhb al-Afk¥r fÏ Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-

®th¥r, 24
Nakhl, 23
Nam¥dhij min Ras¥’il al-A’immat al-

Salaf wa-Adabihim al-‘IlmÏ, 42, 44,
157

Nam‰dhaj min al-A‘m¥l al-Khayriyya
fÏl-Ma~ba‘at al-MunÏriyya, 79, 398

Naqd AbÏ ‘Abd All¥h al-Jurj¥nÏ fÏ
TarjÏ^ Madhhab AbÏ ±anÏfa, 65,
155, 189, 398

Naqd al-Jahmiyya, 352
Naqd Kit¥b al-MudallisÏn, 23
Na|b al-R¥ya, 40, 41, 44, 64, 86, 198
Na|Ï^at Ahl al-±adÏth, 198, 235
Nasab, 317
N¥sikh wal-Mans‰kh, 309, 341
NasÏm al-Riy¥\ , 87, 182
Naw¥dir al-U|‰l, 101, 138, 139,

248, 273, 294, 400
Naw¥dir wal-Ziy¥d¥t, 182
Nayl al-Aw~¥r, 92, 98, 116, 182,

260, 275, 277, 393, 411
Na·m al-Mutan¥thir, 102, 168, 221,

234, 282
Nih¥ya fi GharÏb al-±adÏth wal-Athar,

24, 174
Nuj‰m al-Z¥hira, 41
Nukat ‘al¥ Ibn al-ßal¥^ , 115, 333,

352
Nukat al->arÏfa fÏl-Ta^adduth ‘an

Rud‰d Ibn AbÏ Shayba ‘al¥ AbÏ
±anÏfa, 321

Nukhbat al-An·¥r, 400
N‰niyya, 246
Nuq‰l al-Shar‘iyya fÏl-Radd ‘al¥l-

Wahh¥biyya, 470
Nuzhat al-Maj¥lis, 32, 119
Q¥‘ida fÏl-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 98, 268
Q¥‘ida fÏl-Tawassul wal-WasÏla, 389
Q¥m‰s al-MuhÏ~ , 58, 420
Qan¥‘a, 389

Q¥rÏ wa-Atharuhu fÏl-±adÏth, 52
Qaw¥‘id al-‘Aq¥’id, 369
Qaw¥‘id Fiqhiyya, 407
Qaw¥‘id al-Kubr¥, 232
Qaw¥‘id al-N‰r¥niyya, 308
Qaw¥‘id al-Ta^dÏth, 116, 138, 139
Qaw¥‘id al-Ta|awwuf, 180
Qaw¥nÏn al-Fiqhiyya, 182
Qaw¥|im wal-‘Aw¥|im, 363
Qawl al-BadÏ‘ fÏl-ßal¥t ‘al¥l-±abÏb al-

ShafÏ‘, 115116, 275, 276
Qawl al-MufÏd fÏ Adillat al-Ijtih¥d wa

al-TaqlÏd, 400
Qawl al-Musaddad fÏl-Dhabb ‘an

Musnad al-Im¥m A^mad, 309
QÏmat al-Zaman ‘Inda al-‘Ulam¥’,

303
Qir¥’a War¥’ al-Im¥m, 291
Qir¥’¥t wal-TanzÏl wal-‘Adad, 255
Qi~f al-Thamar, 356
Qub‰r, 273
Qu||¥| wal-MudhakkirÏn, 134
R¥’iyya, 246
Radd ‘al¥ al-Akhn¥’Ï, 389, 390
Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya, 309, 317, 356
Radd ‘al¥ al-Jahmiyya wal-Zan¥diqa,

78, 309, 310, 415
Radd ‘al¥ al-Muta‘a||ib al-‘AnÏd al-

M¥ni‘ min Dhammi YazÏd, 394
Radd ‘al¥ Ibn ‘AqÏl, 407
Radd ‘al¥ Ibn Taymiyya, 93
Radd ‘al¥ Man Akhlada il¥l-Ar\ wa-

Jahila annal-Ijtih¥da fÏ Kulli ‘A|rin
Far\, 258

Radd ‘al¥ Man Ittaba‘a Ghayr al-
Madh¥hib al-Arba‘a, 227

Radd ‘al¥ U|‰l al-Qar¥mi~a, 81
Radd al-Im¥ma, 81
Radd al-Mu^t¥r, 9, 37, 40, 54, 55,

233, 395
Radd al-TahdhÏb fÏl-Jadal, 81
Radd al-U|‰l al-Khamsa, 81
Radd Aw¥’il al-Adilla, 81
Radd Shubah al-TashbÏh, 363
Radd Wa‘Ïd al-Fuss¥q, 81
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Raf‘ al-Min¥ra li-TakhrÏj A ^¥dÏth al-
Tawassul wal-Ziy¥ra, 39, 266,
275, 276, 280, 323

Raf‘ wal-TakmÏl, 9, 45, 159, 199
Ras¥’il al-Qushayriyya, 247
Ras¥’il Ibn ‘®bidÏn, 226, 252, 461
Ras‰l al-Mu‘allim, 282
Raw\ al-Murba‘, 408-410, 412
Raw\ al-NadÏ, 408-410, 412
Raw\ al-Unuf, 11, 61
Raw\at al-Mu^ibbÏn wa Nuzhat al-

Musht¥qÏn, 92, 114
Raw\at al-N¥·ir, 204, 314
Raw\at al->¥libÏn wa-‘Umdat al-

MuttaqÏn, 270, 299
Reliance of the Traveller, 257, 369,

403
Remembrance of Death, 89
Ri^la fÏ >alab al-±adÏth, 256
Ris¥lat AbÏ ±anÏfa il¥ ‘Uthm¥n al-

BattÏ, 42, 69, 74
Ris¥lat Ahl al-Thughar, 380
Ris¥lat al-Ash‘ariyya, 291, 297
Ris¥lat al-B¥hira, 123
Ris¥lat Ibn AbÏ Zayd, 180, 182
Ris¥lat al-Madaniyya, 123, 217
Ris¥lat M¥lik il¥l-Layth fÏ Fa\li ‘Ilmi

Ahl al-MadÏna wa-TarjÏ^ih ‘al¥
‘Ilmi Ghayrihim, 157

Ris¥lat al-MustarshidÏn, 383
Ris¥lat al-Musta~rafa, 244, 280, 285
Ris¥la Ni·¥miyya,
Ris¥la Qushayriyya, 46, 237, 246,

248, 249, 251, 296, 309, 314,
346, 349, 372, 373, 466

Ris¥lat al-ßal¥t, 310
Ris¥lat al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 135, 138, 185,

193, 195, 243, 270, 281
Ris¥lat al-Tadmuriyya, 384
Ris¥lat Wa|l al-Bal¥gh¥t fÏl-

Muwa~~a’, 145
Riy¥\ al-Na\ira, 64, 396, 428
R‰^,, 111, 209, 411
R‰^ al-Ma‘¥nÏ, 59
Rukh|a fÏ TaqbÏl al-Yad, 320

Ruw¥t ‘an M¥lik, 164
Sa‘a, 313
Sa‘¥dat al-D¥rayn, 275
Sa‘¥dat al-D¥rayn fÏl-Radd ‘al¥ al-

Firqatayn al-Wahh¥biyya
wal-<¥hiriyya, 470

Sad¥d al-DÏn wa-Sid¥d al-Dayn fÏ
Naj¥t al-Abawayn al-SharÏfayn,
54, 63

ßa^Ï^¥n lil-±¥kim, 278
Salafiyya Mar^alatun Mub¥rakatun

l¥ Madhhab Isl¥mÏ, 381, 403
Sam¥‘, 247
Sanad al-An¥m Shar^ Musnad al-

Im¥m, 9
ßarÏ^ al-Sunna, 255
ß¥rim al-MunkÏ, 182, 275, 276
ßaw¥‘iq al-Il¥hiyya fÏ Madhhab al-

Wahh¥biyya, 470
ßaw¥‘iq al-Mu^riqa ‘al¥ Ahl al-Raf\

wal-Zandaqa, 394
ßaw¥‘iq al-Mursala, 102
ßayd al-Kh¥~ir, 238
Sayf al-ßaqÏl, 168
Shadhar¥t al-Dhahab, 13, 23, 193,

196, 246, 254, 313
Sham¥’il al-TirmidhÏ, 125, 393
Sharaf A|^¥b al-±adÏth 99, 235, 281,

441-444
Shar^ Alfiyyat al-Siyar, 234
Shar^ al-‘Aq¥’id al-Nasafiyya, 394
Shar^ al-‘AqÏda al->a^¥wiyya, 38, 42,

269
Shar^ ‘Ayn al-‘Ilm, 7, 90, 180
Shar^ al-Bukh¥rÏ, 30
Shar^ al-Fiqh al-Akbar, 41, 43-45, 51,

52, 55, 68, 84, 397
Shar^ ‘Ilal al-TirmidhÏ, 106, 114,

115, 136, 202, 203, 205, 210,
266, 329, 343, 449

Shar^ Jawharat al-Taw^Ïd, 54, 221
Shar^ al-KabÏr, 408-410, 412
Shar^ al-KhiraqÏ, 407
Shar^ Kit¥b al-Sunna, 358, 396
Shar^ Ma‘¥nÏ al-®th¥r, 21, 23, 24,
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64, 102, 291
Shar^ al-Man·‰mat al-Bayq‰niyya,

280, 335
Shar^ al-Maw¥hib al-L¥duniyya, 182
Shar^ al-Minh¥j, 337
Shar^ Mukhta|ar al-KarhkÏ, 38
Shar^ Mukhta|ar al-KhiraqÏ, 407
Shar^ Mukhta|ar Ibn al-±¥jib, 234
Shar^ al-Munya, 40
Shar^ Mushkil al-®th¥r, 21, 24, 26,

102, 121, 123, 281, 443
Shar^ Musnad AbÏ ±anÏfa, 9
Shar^ al-Niq¥ya, 40
Shar^ Nukhbat al-Fikar, 139, 333
Shar^ ßa^Ï^ Muslim, 115, 174, 212,

213, 237, 272, 284, 330, 332,
333, 335, 378, 404

Shar^ Shar^ Nukhbat al-Fikar fÏ
Mu|~ala^¥t Ahl al-Athar, 136,
137, 352, 400

Shar^ al-Shif¥’, 51, 52, 115, 182,
272, 400

Shar^ al-ßud‰r, 209, 411
Shar^ Sunan Ibn M¥jah, 250, 286
Shar^ al-Sunna, 87, 91, 102, 167-

168, 281, 337, 442
Shar^ al-‘Umda, 115, 296, 313
Shar^ ‘Uq‰d Rasm al-MuftÏ, 226
Shar^ U|‰l Ahl al-Sunna, 78
Shar^ U|‰l al-DÏn, 406
Shar^ U|‰l al-PazdawÏ, 69
Shar^ U|‰l I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-Sunna, 167,

310, 351, 369
Shar^ al-‘Utbiyya, 168-169
SharÏ‘a, 169, 282, 350
Shaw¥hid al-±aqq, 182
Shif¥ fÏ Ma‘rifati ±uq‰q al-Mu|~af¥,

25, 176, 181, 182, 194, 234,
285, 309, 321, 399

Shif¥’ al-‘AlÏl wa-Ball al-GhalÏl fÏ
±ukm al-Wa|iyya bil-Khatam¥t
wal-Tah¥lÏl, 252

Shif¥’ al-ßud‰r fÏ Ziy¥rat al-Mash¥hid
wal-Qub‰r, 408

Shif¥’ al-Siq¥m fÏ Ziy¥rati Khayr al-

An¥m s, 273, 275, 276, 322
Shik¥yat Ahl al-Sunna bi-±ik¥yat m¥

N¥lahum min al-Mi^na, 292, 368
Shu‘ab al-¬m¥n, 7, 48, 143, 144,

172-173, 175, 177, 179, 221,
256, 265, 273, 274,289, 293,
295, 297-298, 312, 389, 418,
442

Shur‰~, 25
Shur‰~ al-A’immat al-Khamsa, 202
ßidq al-Khabar fÏ Khaw¥rij al-Qarn al-

Th¥nÏ ‘Ashar, 470
ßifat al-ßafwa, 18, 60, 64, 91, 92,

133, 159, 174, 230, 250, 251,
270, 314, 353

ßila, 397
Silsila ¤a‘Ïfa, 39, 169, 350, 400
SÏra, 53, 60, 141-142, 439
SÏrat al-Im¥m A^mad, 311, 312, 392
Six Books, 343, 432, 463
Siyar A‘l¥m al-Nubal¥’, 7, 12, 25,

31,32, 41, 78, 84, 86, 92, 93, 98,
101, 103, 106, 112, 114, 121,,
132, 133, 135, 140-142, 145,
149, 150, 153, 154, 159-161,
164, 165, 167, 168, 170, 174,
183, 185, 186, 193, 196, 198,
200-202, 206-208, 211-212,
214, 220-221, 223, 224, 230,
232, 234, 235, 245-246, 250,
253, 255, 257, 259, 260, 262-
264, 267-268, 270, 279, 280,
282, 292, 298, 300, 301, 303,
306, 309, 312-314, 317, 320,
323-325, 331, 341, 343, 346,
352-354, 356, 358-359, 362,
364, 385-386, 388, 390, 394,
397, 402, 403, 414, 417, 423-
425, 444, 463

Siyar al-KabÏr, 15
Studies in Early ±adÏth Literature,

332
Su’¥l¥t al-Bardha‘Ï, 150
Su’¥l¥tuhu Ya^y¥, 266
Subul al-Sal¥m fÏ ±ukmi ®b¥’i Sayyid
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al-An¥m s, 54
ß‰fiyya wal-Fuqar¥’, 86
Sunan al-Kubr¥, 64, 121, 238, 259,

274, 283, 289-290, 298, 315,
344

Sunan al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, 10, 25
Sunan al-ßi^¥^ , 274, 275, 
Sunan al-Wus~¥, 291
Sunna (‘Abd All¥h ibn A^mad?),

355-357
Sunna (al->abar¥nÏ), 318
Sunna al-Nabawiyya wa Bay¥n

Madl‰lih¥ al-Shar‘Ï wa-Ta‘rÏf ±¥l
Sunan al-D¥raqu~nÏ, 273

Sunna Notes, 164, 325
>abaq¥t al-Awliy¥’, 85, 314
>abaq¥t al-Fuqah¥’, 13, 190, 270
>abaq¥t al-±an¥bila, 45, 46, 78, 86,

c76, 204, 211, 235, 258, 301,
310, 312, 313, 317, 324, 326,
341, 342, 349, 354, 358, 359,
362, 370, 371, 386-389, 393-
395, 397, 398, 404-406,
414-416

>abaq¥t al-±anafiyya, 13, 41, 79,
206

>abaq¥t al-±uff¥·, 432
>abaq¥t Ibn ±ibb¥n, 266
>abaq¥t al-Kubr¥ (Ibn Sa‘d), 64, 92,

164, 292
>abaq¥t al-Kubr¥ (al-Sha‘r¥nÏ), 314
>abaq¥t al-M¥likiyya, see al-DÏb¥j al-

Mudhahhab and Shajarat al-N‰r
al-Zakiyya

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘Ïyya (Ab‰ Is^¥q al-
Shir¥zÏ), 253

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘Ïyya (Ibn al-ßal¥^),
265

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya (al-IsnawÏ),
253

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Kubr¥, 47,
64, 65, 80, 98, 155, 164, 178,
185, 190, 199, 203, 206, 211,
212, 245, 246, 248, 251, 253,
254, 258, 259, 263-265, 268,

282, 287, 291-293, 298, 300,
312, 324, 325, 354, 366, 368,
384, 386, 398, 416, 417, 421-
423, 430

>abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi‘iyya al-Wus~¥, 65,
155, 398

>abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya (HarawÏ), 106,
229

>abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya (SulamÏ), 114,
248, 283, 314, 388

>abaq¥t al-ß‰fiyya al-Kubr¥, 206,
387

Tabarruk, 276
Tab|Ïr fÏl-DÏn wa-TamyÏz al-Firqat al-

N¥jiya min Firaq al-H¥likÏn, 68,
75, 79, 293

Tab|Ïr UlÏ al-NahÏ, 255
Tab|irat al-±ukk¥m fÏ U|‰l al-Aq\iya

wa-Man¥hij al-±ukk¥m, 183
TabyÏ\ al-ßa^Ïfa fÏ Man¥qib AbÏ

±anÏfa, 7, 9, 34
TabyÏn Kadhib al-MuftarÏ, 78, 98,

176, 223, 2270, 271, 282, 291-
293, 297, 366, 416

Tadhkira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mushtahara,
293, 295, 296

Tadhkirat al-‘®lim wal-Muta‘allim,
254

Tadhkirat al-±uff¥·, , 7, 10, 11, 92,
105, 106, 147, 168, 196, 198,
203, 221, 264, 268, 271, 279,
296, 301, 358

Tadhkirat Ibn ‘AqÏl, 389
Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰‘¥t, 256, 274
Tadhkirat al-Mu‘a··amiyya, 117
TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ fÏ Shar^ TaqrÏb al-

Naw¥wÏ, 115, 136, 260, 266,
280, 333

TadwÏn li-Akhb¥r QazwÏn, 40
TafrÏ‘ fÏ Fur‰‘ al-M¥likiyya, 182
TafsÏr GharÏb al-±adÏth, 266
TafsÏr Ibn KathÏr. See Ibn KathÏr
TafsÏr al-KabÏr, 262, 292
TafsÏr al-M¥wardÏ, 318
TafsÏr Mutash¥bih al-Akhb¥r, 26
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TafsÏr al-Qur~ubÏ, 64, 121, 172, 212,
214, 293, 375

TafsÏr al- >abarÏ. See al- >abarÏ
TafsÏr al-Tha‘¥libÏ, 362
TaghlÏq al-Ta‘lÏq,
>a^¥wiyya. See Bay¥n I‘tiq¥d Ahl al-

Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a
TahdhÏb al-Asm¥’ wal-Lugh¥t, 43, 64,

185, 233, 242, 258, 299, 300,
325

TahdhÏb al-®th¥r, 255
TahdhÏb al-Kam¥l, 13, 41, 43, 64,

169, 172, 188, 193, 442
TahdhÏb al-TahdhÏb, 7, 9, 10, 28, 30,

32, 85, 86, 113, 169, 200-201,
274, 317, 388, 424, 442

TahdhÏb fÏ Fiqh al-Im¥m al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,
299

Ta^dhÏr al-Khaw¥|| min Ak¥dhÏb al-
Qu||¥| , 134, 258

Ta^dhÏr al-Umma min Du‘¥t al-
Wathaniyya, 371

Ta^rÏm al-Na·ar fÏ Kutub Ahl al-
Kal¥m, 407

Ta^rÏr TaqrÏb al-TahdhÏb, 59, 102,
150, 169, 248, 350

Ta^|Ïl, 171
T¥j al-Tar¥jim fÏ TafsÏr al-Qur’¥n lil-

A‘¥jim, 68
T¥j wal-IklÏl, 182
Ta‘jÏl al-Manfa‘a, 137, 464
Ta‘jÏz fÏ Ikhti|¥r al-WajÏz, 432
TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-‘®dilÏn min al-

Wul¥t, 293, 295
TakhrÏj al-Ah¥dÏth al-¤i‘¥f min

Sunan al-D¥raqu~nÏ, 275
TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth al-I^y¥’, 39, 61
TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth Mukhta|ar Ibn al-

±¥jib, 400
TalbÏs al-Jahmiyya, 78, 268, 370
TalbÏs IblÏs, 230, 251, 384
Ta‘lÏqa, 299
TalkhÏs  A^k¥m al-Jan¥’iz, 276
TalkhÏ| al-±abÏr, 260, 273, 275,

399, 400, 411

TalkhÏ| al-Mustadrak, 280
TalkhÏ| al-Mutash¥bih fÏl-Rasm, 273
TalkhÏ| al-W¥hiy¥t, 173, 256
TalkhÏ| lil-±¥kim, 278
TamhÏd, 115, 137, 143-144, 168-

169, 175, 195, 284, 351
TamhÏd al-Aw¥’il, 46
TanbÏh al-Gh¥filÏn, 110,111
TanbÏh al-W¥him, 280
TankÏl lim¥ Warada fÏ Ta’nÏb al-

KawtharÏ min al-Ab¥ ~Ïl, 355
TanqÏ^, 276
TanwÏh Ba|¥’ir al-MuqallidÏn fÏ

Man¥qib al-A’immat al-
MujtahidÏn, 407

TanwÏr al-ßa^Ïfa bi-Man¥qib al-Im¥m
AbÏ ±anÏfa, 9

TanzÏh al-Anbiy¥’ ‘an TasfÏh al-
Aghbiy¥’, 63

TanzÏh al-SharÏ‘at al-Marf‰‘a, 40,
116, 360, 457

Taqa||Ï, 144
TaqrÏb al-Mad¥rik bi-Shar^ Ris¥latay

al-Layth ibn Sa‘d wa-M¥lik, 157
TaqrÏb al-TahdhÏb,  59, 87, 169, 239,

248, 294, 350, 399, 445
TaqrÏb wal-TaysÏr, 136, 155, 333
TaqyÏd al-‘Ilm, 101
Tar¥jim al-Musnad ‘al¥ Shar~ al-

ßa^Ï^ayn, 278
Tar¥jim al-Shuy‰kh, 278
>arb al-Am¥thil, 51
TarghÏb fÏl-‘Ilm, 207
TarghÏb wal-TarhÏb,  40, 295, 442
>ar^ al-TathrÏb, 214, 269
Ta‘rif Ahl al-TaqdÏs, 86
T¥rÏkh A|bah¥n
T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d, 7-9, 13, 18, 29, 65,

109, 113, 121, 141, 175, 186,
188, 195, 205, 206, 246, 248,
257, 259, 279, 292, 302-303,
313, 317, 341

T¥rÏkh Dimashq. See Ibn ‘As¥kir
T¥rÏkh ±ukam¥’ al-Isl¥m, 298
T¥rÏkh Ibn ±ibb¥n, 266
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T¥rÏkh Ibn Ma‘Ïn, 303
T¥rÏkh al-Im¥m A^mad, 310
T¥rÏkh al-Isl¥m, 13, 44, 84, 202,

300, 313, 315, 354, 360, 361,
385-389, 423

T¥rÏkh Jurj¥n, 274, 294
T¥rÏkh al-KabÏr, 322, 327, 338, 346,

442, 464
T¥rÏkh al-Khulaf¥’, 94, 159, 417
T¥rÏkh al-Madh¥hib al-Islamiyya, 469
T¥rÏkh Nasaf,  336
T¥rÏkh Nays¥b‰r, 223, 264, 278, 360
T¥rÏkh al-Rij¥l, 255
T¥rÏkh al->abarÏ. See al->abarÏ
TarkhÏ| fÏl-Ikr¥m bil-Qiy¥m li-DhawÏ

al-Fa\l min Ahl al-Isl¥m, 30, 302,
315

TarÏqa Notes , 133
TartÏb al-Mad¥rik, 30, 45, 78, 118,

121, 123, 131, 154, 159, 164-
165, 168, 174, 179-181, 196,
199, 201

TartÏb al-Maw\‰‘¥t, 25
TartÏb al-‘Ulam¥’, 255
Ta’sÏs al-Na·ar, 16
Ta’sÏs fÏ Radd As¥s al-TaqdÏs, 78, 268
Tasmiyat Fuqah¥’ al-Am|¥r, 154, 303
Taswiya bayn ±addathan¥ wa

Akhbaran¥, 26
Tatabbu‘, 273, 332
Tat¥rkh¥niyya, 40
Tatimmat al-Ib¥na fÏ Fiqh al-Sh¥fi‘Ï,

299
Tawahhum, 384
Taw¥lÏ al-Ta’nÏs fÏ Ma‘¥lÏ Ibn IdrÏs,

185-186, 188, 193, 300
Taw\Ï^ al-Afk¥r li-Ma‘¥nÏ TanqÏ^ al-

An·¥r, 399, 400
Taw\Ï^ al-Madrak fÏ Ta|^Ï^ al-

Mustadrak, 280
Taw\Ï^ ‘an Taw^Ïd al-Khall¥q fÏ

Jaw¥b Ahl al-‘Ir¥q, 381
Taw^Ïd, 39, 69, 81, 84, 211, 214,

262-264, 290, 317, 350-352,
382

Ta’wÏl al-A^¥dÏth al-Mushkal¥t al-
W¥rid¥t fÏl-ßif¥t, 24

Ta’wÏl Mukhtalif al-±adÏth, 24, 174
Ta’wil¥t Ahl al-Sunna, 81
Ta’wil¥t al-Qur’¥n, 81
TawjÏh al-Na·ar, 139
Ta’yÏd al-±aqÏqat al-‘Aliyya wa-

TashyÏd al->arÏqat al-Sh¥dhiliyya,
86, 229

TaysÏr al-‘AzÏz al-±amÏd fÏ Shar^
Kit¥b al-Taw^Ïd, 182

Ta‘·Ïm wal-Minna, 53
Thaw¥b al-ßal¥t ‘al¥ al-NabÏ, 293
Thim¥r al-Janiyya, 66
Thiq¥t, 39, 181, 198, 266, 267
>ibb al-NabawÏ, 249
Tiby¥n fÏ ®d¥b ±amalat al-Qur’¥n,

33, 107, 118, 125, 299
Tu^fat al-A^wadhÏ, 393, 400
Tu^fat al-Akhy¥r, 400
Tu^fat al-Ashr¥f, 122
Tu^fat al-±ukk¥m fÏ Nukat al-‘Uq‰d

wal-A^k¥m, 183
Tu^fat al-Mu^t¥j il¥ Adillat al-

Minh¥j, 164, 182, 442
Tu^fat al-MujtahidÏn bi-Asm¥’ al-

MujaddidÏn, 254
Tu^fat al-Ta^|Ïl, 86
Turban in Isl¥m, 179
>uy‰riyy¥t, 387
‘Uh‰d al-Mu^ammadiyya, 295
‘Uj¥la fil-A^¥dith al-Musalsala, 238
‘Uj¥lat al-R¥kib fÏ Dhikri Ashraf al-

Man¥qib, 25
‘Ul‰m al-±adÏth, 115, 139, 332
‘Ul‰w, 56, 103, 149, 150, 169, 262-

263, 267, 290, 323, 324,
350-352

Umar¥’ al-Mu’minÏn fÏl-±adÏth, 31,
427, 438

‘Umdat al-‘®rifÏn, 305
‘Umdat al-Q¥rÏ, 91
‘Umdat al->¥lib li Ma‘rifat al-

Madh¥hib, 304
‘Umdat al-Ta^qÏq fÏl-TaqlÏd wal-
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TalfÏq, 192
Umm, 25, 144, 192, 207, 235, 254
‘Uqal¥’ al-Maj¥nÏn, 116
‘Uq‰d al-Jaw¥hir al-MunÏfa, 10
‘Uq‰d al-Jum¥n fÏ Man¥qib al-

Nu‘m¥n, 7, 10, 116, 119, 198
U|‰l Ahl al-Sunna, 78
U|‰l al-Bid‘at al-±asana fÏl-Qur’¥n

wal-±adÏth,
U|‰l al-DÏn, 65, 254, 384
U|‰l al-Fatw¥ wal-Qa\¥’ fÏl-Madhhab

al-M¥likÏ, 158
U|‰l al-Futy¥ fÏl-Fiqh, 182
U|‰l al-±adÏth, 116
U|‰l al-Jar^ wal-Ta‘dÏl, 115, 131
U|‰l al-PazdawÏ, 69
U|‰l al-Sunna, 310
Usd al-Gh¥ba, 388
‘Utbiyya, 169
‘Uy‰n al-Athar, 164
W¥‘i·un Ghayru Mutta‘i·, , 55, 63
W¥\i^ fÏ U|‰l al-Fiqh, 405
W¥\i^a, 158
Waf¥ al-Waf¥’, 322
Wafay¥t, 13, 30, 249
W¥fÏ bil-Wafay¥t, 9
W¥fÏ fÏl-Fur‰‘, 304, 433
WajÏz fÏ Fiqh Madhhab al-Im¥m al-

Sh¥fi‘Ï, 304, 432
Waqf, 433

Wara‘, 175, 397
Wa|¥y¥ al-‘Ulam¥’ ‘inda ±u\‰r al-

Mawt, 411
WasÏlat al-Isl¥m bil-NabÏ ‘alayhi al-

ßal¥tu wal-Sal¥m, 161, 182
Wa|iyyat AbÏ ±anÏfa, 69, 370
Wa|iyyat Ibn Mandah, 137
Wa|iyyat al-Muwaffaq Ibn Qud¥ma

al-MaqdisÏ, 389
Wa|iyyat al-Sh¥fi‘Ï, pseudo-, 224
Wath¥’iq, 207
Wu|‰l al-Tah¥nÏ bi-Ithb¥t Sunniyyat

al-Sib^a wal-Radd ‘al¥ al-Alb¥nÏ,
92

Yaw¥qÏt wal-Jaw¥hir, 53, 355
<afar al-Am¥nÏ, 275
Z¥d al-Ma‘¥d, 251
Zaw¥’id ibn M¥jah, 259
Zaw¥’id T¥rÏkh Baghd¥d, 186, 248,

292, 317, 360
Ziy¥d¥t al-J¥mi‘ al-ßaghÏr, 260
Zubdat al-Zakiyya li-Ta^rÏm al-Suj‰d

al-Ta^iyya, 391
Zuhd (A^mad), 90, 249
Zuhd (Hann¥d), 249
Zuhd (Ibn AbÏ ‘®|im), 175, 389
Zuhd (Ibn al-Mub¥rak), 48, 87,

113, 238, 249
Zuhd al-KabÏr (al-BayhaqÏ), 48, 248,

298, 348

V. Index of Topics and Arabic Terms

adaw¥t, 373, 382
‘adhaba, 103, 178, 393
adh¥n, 29, 113, 277, 446, 457, 471
a^ad, ¥^¥d, 333, 446, 447, 449, 456
a^d¥th, 450
a^w¥l. See ̂ ¥l
¥khira, 96, 111, 446, 448
‘an‘ana, 87, 122, 350, 437, 447,

457, 464
‘ara\ , 68, 367, 380, 447, 453
‘¥lim, 12, 25, 104, 105, 122, 123,

176, 204, 226, 348, 433, 434,
446, 446, 452

‘¥mmÏ, ‘aw¥mm, 225, 228, 446
amr, 188, 374, 375
angels, 45, 81, 89, 102, 221, 330,

349, 355, 357, 374-375, 377,
378, 442, 452

apostasy, 100, 219, 301, 307, 455
‘aql, 171, 222, 240, 383
‘¥rif, 249, 346, 385, 447, 456
‘ars^ See Throne
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asb¥b al-wur‰d, 463
astronomy, 261
awliy¥’, 22, 206, 459, 470
‘awra, 102
azal, 447
‘azÏz, 447
b¥’in, 262, 267, 324, 381
bal¥gh¥t, 143
beard, 76, 112, 161, 177, 213, 244,

292, 329, 338, 424
beatific vision, 181, 219, 311, 317,

342, 457, 462
bid‘a. See innovations
bid‘a ̂ asana, 88, 447
bi-dh¥tih, 323, 448
Black Stone, 122, 460
Burning Tree, 361
congregational prayer, 111, 160,

231, 261
Consensus, 115, 155, 195, 214,

220, 228, 231, 233, 268, 296,
305, 335, 378, 398, 404,412,
439, 445, 451, 470

contingencie| See ^aw¥dith
\a‘Ïf, 39, 87, 115, 121, 132, 169,

183, 256, 274, 322, 361, 389,
399-400, 433, 447-449

^adÏth in fa\¥’il
dalÏl ‘aqlÏ, 383
dalÏl shar‘Ï, 383, 464
descent, 156, 168, 324-325, 375
dh¥t, 76, 323, 381, 448
dhikr, 113, 132-133, 178, 180, 181,

207, 238, 251, 311, 312, 448
dhikr-beads, 91-92, 152
divorce, 17, 95, 133, 157, 159-160,

189, 314, 335-336, 384
dogs as pets, 448
dreams: ̂ adÏths and rulings in

them, 404
du‘¥, 39, 133, 182, 206, 238, 382,

389, 448
duny¥, 96, 153, 347, 348, 448
fa\¥’il al-a‘m¥l, 114, 115, 400
fahrasa, 466

faqÏr, 348
faqÏh, 7, 14, 15, 21, 30, 51, 84, 91,

108, 118, 123, 145, 147, 171,
190, 198, 200, 214, 223, 225,
253, 256, 257, 261, 299, 304,
313, 348, 379, 383, 434, 448

far\ , 236-237, 254, 261, 448, 456,
457, 459, 464

fasting, 48, 155, 247, 250, 287;
month of Rajab, 286-287; per-
petual, 20, 283-284, 346

fatra, 288
fatw¥, 94, 113, 127, 153, 158, 161,

166, 168, 182, 183, 190, 220,
229, 251, 277, 287, 288, 351,
366, 403, 408, 448, 469

fay’, 218, 295
fÏ‘l, 324, 464
fiqh al-akbar, 449, 454, 467
fir¥sa, 116, 248, 449
fisq, 228
fi~ra, 56-57
food, 87, 107, 153, 260, 261, 347,

361
fuqah¥’, 22, 37, 45, 199, 201, 251,

335, 336, 433, 434, 448
gh¥liya perfume, 96
ghara\, 382
gharÏb, 36, 85, 113, 171, 173, 186,

205, 234, 248, 279, 350, 351,
393, 428, 433, 442, 446, 447,
449

gharÏb al-^adÏth, 449
ghawth, 417
ghÏba (slander), 109, 113, 148,

337, 379
ghusl, 215, 332, 450, 454
gnostic, 449, 460
grave, graves

Ab‰ al-Fat^ al-Qaw¥sÏ’s, 271
Ab‰ ±anÏfa’s, 205-206
A^mad’s, 342, 354, 361
al-Bukh¥rÏ’s, 339-340
Ibn Surayj’s, 253
Ibr¥hÏm al-±arbÏ’s, 354
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innovator’s, 354
Ma‘r‰f al-KarkhÏ’s, 354
M¥lik’s, 304
Prophet’s s, 273-277, 288-289,

321-322, 327, 355, 390-391,
408-409

Prophet’s s, facing during sup-
plication, 37, 182

reciting Qur’¥n over, 209, 411
the Scholar’s, 346
al-Sakh¥wÏ’s,

^adath, 246, 450
^add, 68, 149, 267, 349, 370-374
^¥dith, 450
^¥fi· , 57, 280, 331, 438, 450, 458
hair (Prophet’s s), 203, 390-391,

408
^¥ja, 236, 382
±ajj, 408, 453
^¥l, 247, 450
^aqÏqÏ, 450, 471
^ar¥m, 104, 114, 208, 243, 391,

448, 451, 456, 457, 459, 464,
467

haw¥, 89, 201, 348
^aw¥dith, 381
henna, 103, 244
^ij¥b, 101, 448
^ikma, 171, 382
^ud‰th, 450, 451
^ujja, 99, 212, 314, 407, 466
^ul‰l, 451, 455
hunger, 241, 251, 346
i‘tij¥r, 178
ib¥^a, 158, 208, 408
‘¬d, 92, 107, 236, 237, 284, 339,

361, 450
i^¥~a, 349, 372, 373
i^s¥n, 451, 466
ij¥za, 12, 26, 403, 451
ijm¥‘, 183, 220, 231, 233, 326, 451,

461
ijtih¥d, 23, 32, 79, 166, 183, 205,

220, 225-226, 228, 258, 273,
287, 306, 369, 400, 447, 452,

458, 465
ikhtil¥f,  157, 220, 304, 407, 452
iktis¥b, 418
ilh¥m, 194
‘illa, 248, 316, 382, 452
‘ilm, 7, 91, 138, 142, 153, 167, 201,

247, 318, 349, 358, 397, 427,
446, 452, 460

‘ilm al-^aq¥’iq, 386
‘ilm al-na·arÏ al-yaqÏnÏ ghayr al-

\ar‰rÏ, 333
‘ilm al-yaqÏnÏ al-qa~‘Ï al-\ar‰rÏ, 333
‘ilm ghalabat al-·ann, 333
Ïm¥n, 41, 44-46, 48-51, 237, 452
innovations, innovators, bid‘a,

xxiii, 28, 29, 65, 70, 72-74, 76,
77, 84, 88, 125, 141, 151, 163,
164, 167, 177, 200, 201, 210,
223, 231-233, 237, 242, 243,
245, 255, 267-268, 272, 276,
281, 335, 354, 356, 358, 363-
368, 373, 381, 383, 397, 416,
418, 419, 423-424, 446-448,
452-455, 467-470

intellec~ See ‘aql
intercession, 43, 63-64, 90,95, 273,

276, 340, 447, 451, 459
intiq¥l, 324, 378
Irj¥’, 42-44, 328
Irs¥l, 447, 452, 459
i|~il¥^. See mu|~ala^
isn¥d, 13, 106, 113, 124, 125, 194,

322, 323, 332, 389, 393, 464,
465

isti‘¥ra, 330
isti^b¥b, 408, 411
istikh¥ra, 236, 261
istÏl¥’, 88
istisq¥’, 144, 157, 236, 323, 340
istiw¥’, 69, 75, 81-83, 102-103, 153,

167-170, 219, 236, 258, 262-
263, 267, 291, 320, 323-324,
349-352, 356-357, 364, 370-
372, 374 381

ithb¥t, 382
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ittib¥‘, 183, 201, 396, 402. See taqlÏd
ity¥n, 375, 378
jabal, 314, 453, 466
J¥hiliyya, 208, 287, 358
jahl, 453
jar^ wal-ta‘dÏl, 39, 98, 113-115, 200,

264, 453, 463
j¥ri^a, jaw¥ri^ , 75, 453
jaw¥z, 453
jawhar, 68, 367, 380, 453-454
jazm, 380
jid¥l, 170
jiha, 349, 373, 454
jih¥d, 15, 79, 88, 107, 112, 113,

251, 269, 392, 454, 458, 461
jism, 68, 213, 380, 453, 454, 458
jizya, 70, 152
Jumu‘a, 107, 155, 160, 236, 257,

360, 403, 409, 442, 448, 450
kab¥’ir, 272
kal¥m, xxii, 12, 65-67, 76-78, 80,

210, 220-224, 232, 233, 245,
247, 254, 261, 283, 297, 309,
363-370, 373, 378, 383-385,
407, 414, 419, 423, 446, 454,
459

kar¥m¥t, 230, 346, 454, 459
kasb, 414, 451
kashf, 249, 349, 400, 449, 454
kayf (modality), 68, 69, 93, 168,

170, 213, 372
khatma, 33, 145, 147, 252, 336
khil¥f, 16, 215, 326, 453, 458
khuff, 41, 107, 244, 460
khush‰‘, 101, 161
kissing

the grave of the Prophet s, 355,
390

the hand of the ‘®lim, 91, 106,
391

the hand of the Prophet s, 298,
315

kufr,  56-57, 66, 72, 163, 219, 242,
272, 381, 455, 460

kunh, 68

kursÏ , 317-318, 351, 357-358
laf·, , 134, 139, 183, 337, 378, 381,

414, 416, 424-425, 471
laughter, 40, 85, 317, 322, 329-330
layyin, 87, 172, 173, 274, 276, 355,

455
lub¥n, 117
madhhab, 16, 21, 23, 24, 37, 157-

158, 162, 165, 192, 193, 196,
222, 225-226, 228, 232, 246,
248, 253, 255, 258, 261, 297,
305, 313, 326, 338, 358, 380,
382, 389, 405-409, 411, 432,
455, 462, 468, 470, 471

magh¥zÏ, 310, 463
ma^abba, 330
maj¥z, 50, 377, 378, 450, 471
majh‰l, 168, 263, 357, 455-456
majh‰l al-^¥l, 266
makr‰h, 448, 451, 456, 457, 459,

464
makr‰h¥t, 178
makt‰b, 418, 425
man¥kÏr, 458
mand‰b, 448, 451, 456, 457, 459
mans‰kh, 456, 460
maq¥m, 64, 450, 456
maq~‰‘, 40, 125, 293, 332, 335, 456
marf‰‘, 39, 144, 317-318, 456
ma‘rifa, 348, 447, 456, 466
mas^ ‘al¥l-khuffayn, 41
mashh‰r, 158, 183, 198, 280, 446,

447, 456, 459
mashÏ’a, 43
mast‰r, 266, 456
maw\‰‘, 248, 274, 399, 400, 456
mawq‰f;  39, 122, 159, 293-295,

317-318, 351, 352, 45; and
Israelite reports, 351

Mi^na, 301, 307, 310
Minbar (Prophet’s s), 159, 321,

322, 3555, 408
money, 29, 104, 105, 107, 257,

328, 368, 469
moustache, 177
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mu’adhdhin, 29, 36, 208, 446, 457
mu‘allaq, 318, 457
mub¥^, , 39, 448, 451, 456, 457,

464
mu‘\al, 48, 143, 457
mudallis, 85, 122, 281, 457, 464,

465
mu\~arib, 457
muftÏ, 12, 14, 56, 146, 148, 153,

457
mugh¥yara, 215
mu^addith, 12, 23, 103, 106, 159,

168, 198, 208, 241, 256, 257,
277, 305, 324, 427, 430-433,
435, 438, 450, 457

Muh¥jir‰n,  108, 392
mu^dath, 231, 232, 245, 311, 416,

423, 458
Mujaddid, 253-254, 391
muj¥hada, 296
muj¥hid, 392, 454, 458
mujassim, mujassima. See anthropo-

morphists
mu‘jiza, 234, 458
mujtahid, 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, 23, 63,

69, 77, 79, 98, 103, 121, 148,
175, 183, 185, 211, 226, 228,
255, 258-259, 282, 301, 306,
326, 379, 404, 452, 455, 458,
465

mujtahid mu~laq, 23, 226, 258-259,
326, 458

Mujtahid mu~laqs (al-DhahabÏ’s
list), 400

mu’min, 45-47, 49-50, 67, 70-74,
173, 452, 458

mumkin al-wuj‰d, 458
munkar, 48, 63, 169, 172, 174, 180,

181, 205, 249, 279, 293-294,
399, 400, 411, 458, 468

munkar al-^adÏth, 337, 458
munqa~i‘, 143, 144, 196, 399, 458
mur¥bi~,, 459, 461
murÏd, 217, 381
mursal, 40, 87, 93, 124, 143, 144,

174, 196, 201, 249, 259, 290,
335, 372, 399, 453, 459

mushabbih, mushabbiha, 212, 369,
376, 459

mushrik, 459, 467
musnad, 459
musnid, 12, 380, 433
musta^abb, 236, 237, 243, 409-411,

448, 451, 456, 457, 459
mu|~ala^, , 136, 453, 459
mut‘a, 98
mut¥ba‘¥t, 142, 150, 248
mutakallim‰n, 76, 79, 238, 365,

367-369, 378, 424, 459
mutarajjib‰n, 287
mutash¥bih¥t, 68, 69
mutaw¥tir, 13, 95, 132, 154, 155,

168, 221, 234, 281, 333, 335,
446, 456, 460, 462, 466

muttaqÏ. See taqw¥
nabÏdh, 17, 208, 308
nadhr, 287
nafs, 88-89, 251
naïveness, 101
namÏma (backbiting), 241, 347
n¥sikh, 58, 456, 460
na·ar, 337, 367
Nine Books, 85, 100, 298, 460
niyya, 236, 410
nuz‰l, 324
qa\¥’, 153, 218, 460
Q¥\Ï as a definite title in each

School, 299
qadam, 89-90, 317-318, 453
qadar, 67, 107, 141, 171, 218, 232,

419, 451, 460, 
qadÏm, 72, 206, 374, 415, 450, 461
QadÏm, 290, 461
qalansuwa, 17, 244, 393
q¥|| , 126, 128, 129, 461
qawl, 177, 183, 193, 464
photographic memory, 105, 152,

401, 402
physiognomy, 117, 406
pilgrimage, 110, 119, 122, 123,
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153, 219, 230, 252, 255, 267,
269, 270, 274, 285, 331, 346,
390, 304

poverty, 152, 166, 218, 240, 242,
315, 384

pronunciation, 210-211, 337, 356,
359, 364, 404, 413-416, 419-
421, 423-425

prostration to the grave of the
Prophet s, 391

qibla, 2, 37, 73, 177, 181, 217, 321,
348, 367, 461

qidam, 447, 461
qir¥’¥t, 466
qiy¥s, 24, 220, 231, 245, 367, 404,

452, 461, 471
qurr¥’, 250
qu||¥| , 132, 134, 461
qu~b, 461
rak‘a, rak‘as,12, 33, 36, 113, 206,

236-237, 244, 246, 260, 331,
332, 336, 394, 410, 461

rasm, 467
rib¥, 448
rib¥~, , 454, 459, 461
rukh|a, 12, 198, 228, 306
rumm¥na, 321
|ad‰q, 39, 150, 169, 205, 248, 249,

448, 461, 462
sa^¥bÏ, 448, 461
sadd al-dharÏ‘a, 364
sam¥‘, 162, 433, 434
sh¥dhdh, 168, 169, 183, 205, 427,

462
shaf¥‘a, 273, 447, 459
sham¥’il, 463
Shaykh al-Isl¥m, 13, 26, 30, 57, 68,

79, 98, 103, 105, 112, 113, 168,
214, 225, 232, 271, 275, 286,
322, 333, 377, 379, 380, 403,
427-430, 436, 439, 469

shay~¥n, 89
shirk, 38, 221, 238, 262, 322, 459,

463
shukr, 246

ßiddÏq, 241, 245, 347, 349, 404,
445

sÏra, 403, 463
staff, 190, 245, 358
standing for others, 30, 315
sunna mu’akkada, 237, 464
Sunna prayers, 235, 236
|‰ra, 211, 213, 262, 373, 376
swearing oaths, 38, 45, 70, 74, 87,

140, 164, 178, 206, 210, 241,
261, 287, 289, 312, 313, 347,
359, 396

tabarruk, 177, 206, 253, 276, 322,
340, 390

ta‘dÏl. See jar^ wal-ta‘dÏl
tadlÏs, 121, 350, 424, 447, 457, 464-

465
tafwÏ\ , 216, 217, 465
ta^annuk, ta^nÏk, 178, 392
ta^ayyuz, 378
tajsÏm See anthropomorphism
takfÏr, 449, 455
talaffu·, 210, 423
talqÏn al-mayyit, 410
tanzÏh, 170, 465
taqdÏs, 465
taqlÏd, ittib¥‘, vii, 30, 31, 165, 183,

195, 201, 226-229, 358, 368,
395-396, 398-401, 402, 403,
445, 458, 465, 450, 

taqrÏr, 464
taqw¥, 111, 357, 460, 465
tar¥wÏ^ , 113, 231, 236, 237, 410
~arÏqa, 465
ta|awwuf, vii, 86, 106, 179-180,

229-230, 241, 246-247, 251,
278, 383, 385-387, 389, 446,
463, 466. See also ß‰fÏ|

ta|dÏq, 50, 70, 238
tashbÏh, 76, 292, 309, 382, 406
ta‘~Ïl, 68, 219, 292, 384, 457
tawakkul, 348, 388
tawassul, 38-40, 181, 205, 277, 322-

323. 382, 389-390, 447
tawassum, 248
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taw¥tur, 228, 460, 466
taw^Ïd, xxii, 38, 39, 65, 92, 221-

222, 247, 262,-264, 367-369,
373, 381, 436, 453, 454, 466;
triple, 380

ta’wÏl, 48, 81, 466
Ab‰ al-‘®liya’s, 374
A^mad ibn ±anbal’s, 329, 374
al-Akhfash’s, 375
al-BayhaqÏ’s, 318, 377
al-Bukh¥rÏ’s, 48, 318, 329
al-±asan al-BasrÏ’s, 89
Ibn ‘Abb¥s’s, 318
Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal¥m’s, 88, 330,

377
Ibn ±ibb¥n’s, 330
Ibn al-JawzÏ’s, 329
Ibn Khuzayma’s, 262
al-Kha~~¥bÏ’s, 377
M¥lik’s, 169
al-M¥turÏdÏ’s, 82-83
al-NawawÏ’s, 377-378
of the Salaf in ̂ adÏth of the cre-

ation of ®dam e, 212-213
of the Salaf on the verse “if you

have touched women”, 215
Q¥\Ï ‘Iy¥\’s, 330
al-RabÏ‘ ibn Anas’s, 374
al-Sh¥fi‘Ï’s, 216
al->abarÏ’s, 318
al-Zajj¥j’s, 375

~awÏla, 179
tawriya, 59
tayammum, 215
thabat, 466
thabt, 248, 466
thaw¥b,  330, 374
thiqa, 10, 39, 142, 169, 181, 206,

230 249, 263, 302, 314, 375,
448, 451, 453, 462, 466

Throne, 38, 40, 47, 69, 75, 76, 81-
83, 102, 103, 153, 167, 169,
219, 258, 262-263, 267, 291,
312, 315, 318, 320, 323-324,
350-352m 356, 359, 370-372,

374, 381, 388
Torah, 175, 351, 356, 357
transcendent, transcendence, 69,

76, 170, 237, 268, 378, 406, 465
Trinitarianism, 463
turban, 26, 92, 103, 178-179, 244-

245, 339, 392-393
~uruq al-^adÏth, 433
Vedantism, 463
Ummat Mu^ammads, 395
‘ul‰w, 82, 370, 381, 467
uncreated Qur’¥n, 153, 224, 311,

359, 380, 384, 404, 413-416,
423, 425

u|‰l, 136, 143, 452, 454, 462, 467,
470

u|‰l al-dÏn, xxii, 220, 282, 297, 449,
467

u|‰l al-fiqh, 452, 461, 464, 467
visitation. See ziy¥ra
voice, 133, 234, 270, 355, 362, 423
wajd , 251
wajh, 217, 329, 453
w¥jib al-wuj‰d, 458
walÏ, 241, 387, 454, 470
wara‘, 28, 89, 112, 215, 305, 364
weeping, 15, 99, 299, 327, 340 386

‘AlÏ ibn AbÏ >¥lib’s, 428
‘®mir ibn ‘Abd All¥h’s, 161
‘Umar’s, 323
A^mad’s, 206, 313, 383, 386
Bil¥l’s, 277
Bishr al-±¥fÏ’s, 316
Ibn al-Mub¥rak’s,
Ibn Hurmuz’s, 161
M¥lik’s, 159
Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ’s, 108, 112

wil¥ya, 34, 427
wird, 15, 145, 147, 336, 385, 393
Witr, 235-237
written record, 248, 307
wu\‰’, 107, 215, 236, 342, 450,

460, 471
yad, 69, 453
z¥hid, zuhd, 20, 84, 106, 114, 346,
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Abd¥l, 15, 85, 316, 387, 388, 446
Ahl al-Bayt, 413, 414, 465
Ahl al-Bid‘a, 446, 448, 452, 454
Ahl al-±adÏth, xxii, 80, 235, 326,

439, 441, 445-446
Ahl al-±aqq,
Ahl al-Ra’Ï, 326
Ahl al-Sunna, xix, xxii, 43, 45, 46,

53, 65, 76, 79-81, 84, 92, 107,
110, 164, 212, 223, 272, 310,
354, 362, 365, 367, 370, 379,
382, 384, 404, 406, 417, 441,
446, 452, 454, 459, 460, 462;
Ahl al-Sunna wal-Jam¥‘a, 41, 47,
51, 68, 75, 78-80, 277, 363, 446-
447, 470
and the phrase “I am a mu’min”,

45
and the terms Ïm¥n and isl¥m,

45-51
and use of kal¥m, xxii, 76-79
defined as Ash‘arÏs and

M¥turÏdÏs, 68, 79
defined by Sufy¥n al-ThawrÏ,

107
definition, 79
definition by Ab‰ ±anÏfa, 41
distinct from ShÏ‘ism, 272

Im¥m A^mad and SunnÏ doctrines,
379
on direction and voice, 362
on grave sins not constituting

disbelief, 45
on place inapplicable to All¥h
u, 81-82

on Tar¥wÏ^ being twenty rak‘as,
410

on the ̂ adÏth of ®dam’s e cre-
ation, 212-213

on the parents of the Prophet
s, 51-64

on uncreatedness of the
Qur’¥n, 413-426

one prays only behind them,
107

pseudo- , 398, 406
synonymous with Ahl al-±adÏth,

441
the Murji’a among them, 42-44
their persecution by the

Mu‘tazilÏs, 207, 311, 354, 417
their sinners better than pious

innovators, 354
An|¥r, 61, 108, 290, 392
anthropomorphists, anthropo-

morphism, 23, 38, 76, 77, 98,
149, 170, 212, 213, 237, 243,
245, 246, 262, 267, 269, 292,
309, 310, 323, 356-359, 362,
363, 370, 384, 405, 430, 447,
451

Ash‘arÏs, xxii, 45-47, 53, 58, 64, 65,
67-69, 76-80, 84, 221, 267, 270,
271, 278, 281, 283, 291-293,
297, 310, 349, 363, 365-367,
369-370, 372-375, 380, 407,
414, 425, 446-447, 456, 462, 471

Athariyya, 80, 446
Bahais, 471
Bakht¥shÏs, 449
Ban‰ ‘Abd al-Mu~~alib, 185-186
Ban‰ ‘Abd Man¥f, 192
Ban‰ H¥shim, 93, 185-186
B¥~inÏs, 449, 460

VI. Index of   Groups, Sects, and Tribes

348, 353, 385, 386, 466, 471
·¥hir, 46, 254, 450, 471
·¥hir al-laf·, 378, 471
Zamzam, 259-260, 278, 390

zaw¥l, 325
zindÏq, 220, 245, 445, 471
ziy¥ra (visitation), 276-277, 354,

408
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Christians, 34-35, 103, 247, 395,
460, 463

Copts, 103
Ghul¥t, 262, 449, 471
^ar‰riyya, 243
±ashwiyya, 66, 77, 367, 451, 457,

462, 469. See also
Anthropomorphists

Hindus, 463
Hudhayl, 148
Ib¥\Ïs, Ib¥\iyya, 66, 451, 455
Ism¥‘ÏlÏs, 449, 453, 460
Jabriyya, xxii, 77, 365, 382, 453
Ja‘farÏs, 455, 462
JahmÏs, Jahmiyya, 77-78, 149, 171,

211, 219, 267, 309-310, 324,
328, 337, 342, 354-356, 359,
363, 365, 367, 369, 383-384,
414-417, 419, 420, 424, 453,
454

Jews, 34-35, 103, 219, 376, 395
Kalb, 148
Karr¥miyya, 76, 280, 454, 462
Kh¥rijÏs, Khaw¥rij, 33, 45, 66, 77,

81, 219, 358, 367, 369, 390,
449, 451, 454, 455, 462, 467-
469, 470

Kinda, 126
l¥-madhhabiyya, 358, 462
M¥turÏdÏs, xxii, 22m 43-44, 51, 65,

68, 69, 77, 79-82, 84, 238, 365,
369 414, 446, 456, 459, 462

Mazdean, Zoroastrian, 315, 471
Mu‘a~~ila, 219, 457
Murji’, Murji’a, 42-44, 69-70, 74,

242, 328, 365, 459

Mu‘tazilÏs, Mu‘tazila, xxii, 43, 68,
76-81, 132, 221, 223, 226, 247,
270, 292, 310, 328, 365, 367-
368, 382, 385, 392, 404, 413,
416, 420, 423, 445, 452-454,
457. 459.460, 462, 468

Pseudo-
Ahl al-Sunna, 398, 406
±anbalÏ ‘AqÏda, 379-383
ß‰fÏs, 449, 457

QadarÏ, Qadariyya, xxii, 30, 45, 65,
67-68, 78, 88, 92, 107, 141, 171,
218, 323, 242, 365, 367, 369,
423, 454, 459, 460, 462

Q¥diy¥nÏs, 471
QalandarÏs, 449
Qar¥mi~a, 81, 460
R¥fi\a, R¥fi\Ïs, Raw¥fi\ , 94, 98,

119, 242, 259, 272, 365, 385,
455, 461

SalafÏ, Salafiyya, 55, 63, 174, 225,
262, 269, 289, 309, 358, 380,
397, 400, 403, 462, 469

ShÏ‘a, ShÏ‘Ï, ShÏ‘ism, 81, 98, 107,
141, 272, 280-281, 304, 413,
447, 449, 451, 453, 455, 457,
459-462

|if¥tiyya, 372, 384
ß‰fÏs, 79, 84, 86, 92, 180-181, 229,

241, 246, 251, 255, 298, 342,
386-389, 463. See also Ta|awwuf

Wahh¥bÏs, Wahh¥biyya, 63, 92,
358, 455, 462, 467-470

<¥hirÏ School, <¥hiriyya, 211, 214,
246, 304, 338, 402, 445, 451,
462, 470, 471

VII. Index of Places

ZaydÏs, 455, 462
Zoroastrians, Mazdeans 286, 425
Abad¥n, 86
Aleppo, 63, 214
Andalus, 146, 277

‘Arafa, 267, 285, 342
‘Asqal¥n, 189
Badr, 59, 87, 110
Baghd¥d, 10, 21, 34, 79, 141, 191-

192, 195, 209, 218, 244, 250,
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253, 257-259, 272, 305, 307,
314, 325, 327, 330, 353, 354,
359, 385, 391, 419, 420

Ba‘labak, 98
Balkh, 325
BaqÏ‘, 304
Ba|ra, 8, 16, 30, 31, 66, 69, 77, 79,

84, 86, 99, 193, 209, 325, 328,
336, 420

Beirut, 29, 98, 103, 
Biq¥‘, 98
Bukh¥r¥, 246, 325, 338-339, 359,

425
Caesarea, 326
Cairo, 23, 33, 51-53, 218, 245, 253
China, 256
Damascus, xix, xxiii, 2, 23, 31, 53,

55, 98, 277, 285, 298, 326, 333,
355, 406, 430, 473

Diy¥r Bakr, 150
Egypt, 21, 31, 42, 121, 145, 147-

148, 151, 157, 168, 195,
206-207, 260, 261, 328, 468

Euphrates, 253
Fus~¥~, 208
±im| , 49, 152, 157, 326
Heart, 267, 271, 430
±ij¥z, 42, 62, 99, 124, 158, 189,

277, 327, 328, 392, 468, 469
±ulw¥n, 327
India, 23, 445, 462
Iran, 86, 264
Iraq, 12, 29, 42, 59, 86, 121, 146,

157, 164, 176, 195, 202, 207,
210, 211, 264, 277, 302, 317,
327, 328, 359, 403, 439

Khartenk, 325, 339, 340
Khur¥s¥n, 31, 42, 200, 267, 277,

283, 315, 324, 327, 328, 330,
336, 337, 417, 424, 425

K‰fa, 8, 21, 29-31, 33, 66, 67, 86,
94, 99, 117, 204, 302, 325, 326,
420

Kuwait, xxii
Lebanon, xxii
Mad¥’in, 317
MadÏna, 9, 30, 57, 68, 86, 92, 93,

96, 106, 113, 116, 121-124, 126,
129, 131, 135-142, 145, 146,
148, 149, 154-157, 159, 160,
162, 163, 170, 182, 189, 190-
192, 195, 274, 275, 277, 304,
314, 325, 358, 394, 398, 408,
419, 420, 438, 450, 463

Maghreb, 164, 466
Makka, 9, 31, 51, 64, 96, 99, 106,

145, 186, 189, 190, 195, 215,
216, 230, 244, 259, 305, 325,
343, 420, 429, 450, 461, 463

Marw, Merv, 197, 325, 353
M¥turÏd, 79
Nas¥, 265
Nays¥b‰r, 78, 150, 260, 279, 282,

291, 325, 337, 338, 417, 420,
424, 425

Qar¥fa, 245
Q¥sy‰n, 406, 473
Qa~Ï‘a, 354
Qayraw¥n, 146, 152
Ray, 29, 31, 325
Ru^ba, 249, 250
Ru|¥fa, 314
ß¥li^iyya, 406
Samarqand, 79, 265, 325, 338-340
S¥marr¥, 316
Sh¥m, Syro-Palestine, xix, 12, 21,

72, 98, 121, 146, 152, 157, 164,
189, 246, 277, 328, 387, 392,
411

Sudan, 121
T¥r¥n, 222
Tashkent, 270
Tigris, 253
Transoxiana, 79, 221, 270, 277,

327
Tunis, 146
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Yemen, 30, 31, 62, 121, 181, 188-
191, 195, 455

Avail yourself in leasure of the benefit of
prayer, 340

Be both a jurisprudent and a |‰fÏ, 229
Curse them much or not, I care little, 29
Family of the Messenger of All¥h! To

love you is an obligation, 234
Family of the Prophet are my intermedi-

ary, 234
Glory to Him Who has no comrade nor

sitting-companion, 258
He who grows old finds in himself what

he would wish for his enemies, 341
Hearts of Knowers have eyes, 349
I complained to WakÏ‘ of my poor memo-

ry, 239
I keep the jewels of my knowledge con-

cealed, 422
If you wish to stay you will soon be

bereaved, 341
Like the dumb beasts who see not their

ends, 340
O worshipper in the Two Sanctuaries, if

you could only behold us, 112
This is the requital of a man whose peers

departed before him, 341

VIII. Index of Poetry
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